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Welcome to QW'95 .
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THEME: The Client /Server Revolution
Welcome to the Eighth International Software Quality Week Conference
(QW'95). We are delighted that you could be part of this event.
Our continuing goal in the Software Quality Week conferences - beginning
with the first Software Quality Week in 1988 - has been to bring together a
balanced picture of contemporary technologies and real-world experience
that bear on the all-important issue of improving quality and productivity
in software. As you may know, successful software projects depend
increasingly on a commitment to exploitation of modern methods of assuring software quality, including software testing and all of its allied disciplines.
We believe that the program of ten half-day tutorials, seven carefully
selected "Keynote Talks", over 45 technical papers and special "MiniTutorials'', and a two-day Vendor Exhibition with continuous Vendor
Presentations is an excellent way to learn about the state of the art and
practice in all software quality oriented disciplines. It is equally important
for QW'95 participants to learn from each others' experiences.
Thank you for attending QW'95. We look forward to working with you
throughout the Conference.
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Program Chairman, QW'95
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About the Sponsor ...
The Eighth International Software Quality Week (QW'95)
Conjerence and Vendor Exhibition is sponsored by Software
Research Institute, Inc.
· The Institute was founded in 1990 to foster general awareness
of software test, software analysis, and software validation
technology and their related technical issues - in short, all
technical and management areas related to achieving high
'' Software Quality.'' The not-for-profit Institute has successfully developed and sponsored the annual Software Quality
Week conferences since 1990. Other similar practitioner
oriented events and activities relating to software quality issues
will be added in the future.
The Institute' s goals are met by providing Quality Week as a
forum for introduction and discussion of new software quality
engineering technology and results, for communicating to
practicing software developers and testers about contemporary
methods, and for encouraging the exchange of advanced
software technology and experience through the quality
management area.
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Reflections on the Pentium Division Bug
Hal Wasserman t

Manuel Blum*

Computer Science Division
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94 720

Abstract
We review the field of result-checking and suggest that it be extended to a methodology
for enforcing software reliability. We thereby formulate a vision for hardware and software
packages whose reliability is augmented through embedded suites of run-time correctnesscheckers. In particular, we suggest that embedded checkers and correctors may be employed
to safeguard against errors such as that which has bedeviled the Pentium Processor.

1
1.1

A gentle introduction to result-checking
Issues of software reliability

The discovery of an occasional yet embarrassing bug in the Intel Pentium Microprocessor led
to a flurry of controversy and an unexpected public-relations debacle for Intel. And yet, as a
stunned Intel management pointed out, occasional bugs are the rule rather than the exception
in released microprocessors.
Thus, the issues here go beyond Intel. The general public has made an unexpectedly passionate demand for a radically higher standard of reliability in computer hardware and software.
But how are such demands to be met? Indeed, as the potential consequences of malfunctioning
computer systems grow ever more alarming, while the computer systems themselves grow ever
more complex, the need for new assurances of reliability becomes ever more pressing.
The usual approach to reliability is via testing, an elaborate, expensive, and absolutely
essential process. Unfortunately, testing is often insufficient to find "occasional bugs"-bugs
which manifest themselves only on certain rare inputs. An alternative technique is formal
verification: proving a program correct. While ideal in theory, verification is not currently,
and may never be, a pragmatic route to reliable software. Yet another technique, employed
occasionally in extremely critical software, is that of redundant coding: two programming
teams create separate versions of a program; at run-time, both versions are executed and their
outputs compared. This method has an evident gross inefficiency, and other objections to it
shall be made below.
•e-mail: blum@cs.berkeley.edu. This work was supported in part by NSF grant CCR92-01092 and in part by a
MICRO grant from Hughes Aircraft Corporation and the State of California.
fe-mail: halw@cs.berkeley.edu. Supported by NDSEG Fellowship DAAH04-93-G-0267.
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We take a different approach, one via the field of result-checking, which has been quietly
developing in the CS-theory community over the past seven years. We believe that resultchecking, as extended in a natural way by more informal heuristics, now points the way to a
new methodology for hardware/software reliability: a methodology of supporting reliability via
suites of embedded, run-time correctness-checks. In particular, to the CS theorist, the recent
Pentium division-bug debacle evokes a textbook situation of "occasional errors" which certain
branches of result-checking were explicitly developed to deal with.
We begin, then, with a general review of result-checking and its applications.

1.2

Checking

Simple checking (formally introduced in [2]) is based on the following observation: For
certain mathematical functions f, the task of determining, on input x and y, whether or not
f(x) = y, is easier than the task of, on input x, computing f(x).
As a simple example, consider the following computational task: on input c, an integer known
to be composite, output any non-trivial factor d of c. This task is believed to be extremely
difficult. And yet, given c and d, we can determine whether or not dis a correct output on input
c simply by checking whether or not d divides evenly into c.
These ideas lead straightforwardly to the idea of a simple checker, defined as follows: A simple
checker for function f is a program which, on inputs x and y, outputs the correct answer to the
question, "Does f(x) = y?" The checker may be randomized, in which case, for any x and y,
it must give the correct answer with high probability over its internal randomization. Moreover,
the checker must take asymptotically less time than any possible program for computing f.
The time limit is crucial here, as it prevents us from checking whether f ( x) = y by simply
recomputing f ( x ). Essentially, we must think of some way to take advantage of the additional
information implied in being given y as well as x. This is a creative process which must be
undertaken for each particular function f. For some functions, there is no simple checker.
A beautiful example of a simple checker was given by Freivald [7] years before the simplechecker definitions were explicitly formulated by Blum [2]. This checker is for the problem of
matrix multiplication: input is a pair of n x n square matrices; output is their product. For
example:

( ~1 -;0 !0 ) .( ~3 -;0 ~1 ) ( ~!0 -:-1 -~0 ) .
Note that computing the product of two n x n matrices by the most straightforward method (i.e.,
the top left component of the product above is calculated to be (1 · 0) + (-2 · 2) + (1 · 3) = -1)
takes O(n3 ) time. More sophisticated methods have also been developed: methods which take
time O(n!) for various values of€, 2 < € < 3. While these methods have often been considered
impractical, they are now employed in some computer systems. A program embodying one of
these fast algorithms would be considerably more complex than one for straightforward matrix
multiplication, and so could well be buggy and in need of a checker.
We will see that the Freivald checker for this computation takes time 0( n 2 ), and so, as desired,
is asymptotically faster than any of the matrix multiplication programs. Moreover, unlike the
fast matrix multiplication programs, the Freivald calculation is very simple, and so, it would
seem, unlikely to have bugs.
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The Freivald matrix-multiplication checker has as its inputs n x n matrices A , B , C ,
and must determine whether or not AB= C. Its algorithm is as follows.
The checker generates an n-high column vector r of randomly-chosen numbers. 1 It then
calculates and compares products A(Br) and Cr. Note that these calculations can be done in
0( n 2 ) time, and without need for anything more than the most straightforward algorithm for
multiplying a vector by a matrix. For example, using the values of A, B, C above and picking
a value for r:
0

2
3

while

n(_Ui o-~ n(-n en,
(~i :; -n (_D en

-1

2

0

We observe that the two column vectors calculated are identical, which suggests that C is indeed
the correct value of AB.
Why does this work? To begin with, if AB= C, then evidently A(Br) = (AB)r = Cr for any
r. On the other hand, if AB I= C, it is possible that, for certain "bad values" of r , A(Br) will
nevertheless equal Cr. However, it may readily be proven that the probability ( over the random
choice of r) of being fooled in this way is small. if we repeat the above process for several values
of r, and accept C as correct if and only if A(Br) = Cr for all r, we thus have a simple checker
whose probability of error ( over internal randomization) can be made arbitrarily low.
What if the matrix-components are real numbers, so that the "correct" matrix-product may
include allowably small round-off errors? [1] extends the Freivald checker to this case.
Note the applicability of such techniques to pragmatic run-time checking of software. For
we have here checked a complicated, O(n2 ·somethi ng)-time program with a simple, O(n2 )-time
program. The checker is easy to code compared to the program it checks, unlikely to be buggy
compared to the program it checks, and very quick to execute at run-time compared to the
program it checks.

1.3

Checking applications

We have sketched above checkers as they are envisioned in CS theory. These are complete
checkers: they have the desirable property of being unfoolable (with high probability over
internal randomization). For more general software-engineering situations, however, in which
we deal with less clean, less mathematical computations, it may be valuable to consider partial
checkers: that is, checkers which, while not unfoolable in the strong sense exhibited above, test
some of the properties of correct output. Partial checking is a heuristic rather than a rigorous
concept: a partial check is worthwhile if we are reasonably convinced that it will catch many
naturally occurring instances of buggy behavior.
Physicists currently use a partial checker to assure the reliability of their simulation software.
At occasional stages in the simulation of a physical system, the computer pauses to calculate
the system's total energy or momentum. Comparisons of the results, applying the principles of
1 We

won't go into details such as specifying the domain from which the components of A, B , C, and rare to
be taken.
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conservation of energy and momentum, allow the program to catch many, though certainly not
all, errors. Further examples of partial checkers will be given below.
We have a vision of software packages of the future: packages which are enriched by the
addition of embedded run-time result-checkers. Some of these checks will be complete, some
partial. And yet the sporadic implementation of a few checkers seems unlikely to do much good.
Rather, our hope is that, when the total self-checking provided in a software package reaches
a "critical mass," the package will be saturated to the extent that most bugs will trigger a
checker warning. The checkers in such a package will then constitute a substantial value-added.
During the conventional program-testing phase, they will serve as an extremely efficient and
reliable testing oracle, making sure the programmers don't miss buggy behavior (even buggy
behavior invisible to the end-user) generated in response to any of their tests. And, even after the
product has been shipped, the checkers may be allowed to remain, and so will continue to help
with the process of incremental correction and of software porting, updating, and maintenance.
In particular, such checkers will constitute an automatic regression test.
Serious questions remain as to the practicality and reliability of checkers as a softwareengineering tool. We shall approach these through a consideration of checkers that might
profitably be employed in a software application, such as Mathematica, which supplies a library of symbolic math routines. Note that such packages indeed stand in need of checking:
one professor at U.C. Berkeley is fond of posting outside his office a list of problems for which
standard symbolic-math packages return flagrantly wrong answers.
As a first example, consider a routine which, given as input an equation in x, outputs a value
for x which solves the equation. For this problem, a straightforward check is to plug this value
for x back into the equation and verify that the two sides are indeed now equal. 2
This is a complete check. Note also that the checker need employ only code for simplifying and
comparing expressions: code which presumably already exists in our symbolic-math package.
Thus, creating this checker will take very little extra work. Note also that simplifying/comparing
may reasonably be considered a simpler computational task than finding roots. Thus, our checker
should be both quick and simple relative to the program it checks, and so (1) should be executable
at run-time without substantially slowing down the program, and (2) is seemingly less likely to
be buggy than the program it checks. Of course, the checker might nevertheless be buggy. But
even so, what is the probability that the simplifying/ comparing bug will "correlate" with the
root-finding bug, so as to make the two sides of the equation delusively seem to match when the
incorrect root is plugged in? Such a correlation doesn't seem particularly likely.
As another example, consider a routine which, given as input a symbolic function f ( x) and
real numbers a and b, outputs the exact value of definite integral
f(x)dx. A possible check is
to approximate the same integral by the mechanical method of summing thin rectangles under
the curve of the function. We then reject unless the two values are (approximately) equal.
The embodiment of this checker involves several tricky issues. First, the checker works best
for functions f(x) of bounded slope on interval [a, b], so that we can accurately approximate the
integral with a small number of rectangles. Moreover, a result which is incorrect but very close
to the correct answer may be mistakenly accepted. Thus, this may be thought of as a partial
checker.
Nevertheless, observe that we have checked a complex computation-calculating a definite

J:

2

Note the logic of using this sort of check. Any decent math student knows that, after solving an equation, he
should plug the solution back in to check its correctness. But computers seldom carry out such checks. After all,
unlike students, computers never make mistakes. Right?
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integral exactly, with all the tricky rules-of-thumb which this requires-by means of a simple,
mechanical approximation. The code for doing this approximation would be easy to write, and,
seemingly, would likely be bug-free. Moreover, heuristically speaking, it seems likely that many
naturally occurring bugs would in fa.ct be caught by this straightforward check.
As a final example, consider a routine which, given as input symbolic function /( x ), returns a
symbolic function g( x) which is supposed to equal indefinite integral Jf( x )dx. A check for this
routine is to differentiate g( x) and verify that g'( x) = f ( x ).
This is a complete check. Moreover, observe that this checker for integration requires only
code for differentiation-code which no doubt already exists. We also recall that differentiation
is in general a far simpler, more mechanical process than integration. 3 Thus, our checker is
likely to be both quicker and more reliable than the routine it checks. Furthermore, even if the
differentiation routines are buggy, what is the probability that these differentiation bugs will
exactly cancel out and hide the integration bugs? It doesn't seem likely.
An alternative, more eccentric check would be to pick random numbers a and b, to approximate
f( x )dx by the mechanical method of adding the areas of small rectangles, and to check that
this value is (approximately) equal to g(b) - g(a) ... which should be true if g(x) is indeed the
indefinite integral of f(x). This checker suffers from all the provisos given above for the similar
checker for definite integration. Moreover, it is certainly a mere partial checker, as we could pick
"unlucky values" of a and b such that g(b)- g(a) is equal to
f(x)dx even though g(x) is not
the proper indefinite integral. Nevertheless, this check still seems perfectly likely to catch many
naturally occurring errors.

J;

J;

1.4

Checker issues

Through the above checking examples, we have tried to hint at the key issues of designing
and evaluating checkers. First, there is the issue of efficiency. Checkers, at least per the formal
definition, are required to take asymptotically less time than the programs they check. Thus,
adding run-time checking should not unreasonably slow a software package.
Second, there is the issue of coding effort. We have seen that checkers may often be simpler
and easier to code than the programs they check. Moreover, the checks may sometimes be
accomplished using code modules which already exist. Thus, the decision to add checkers may
be a good trade-off in terms of programming man-hours.
Third, there is the difficult question of reliability. To what extent do we really believe that a
checker will succeed in catching software errors? Complete checkers inspire most confidence; but
partial checkers, if thoughtfully designed, may generate a strong heuristic assurance of catching
many naturally occurring bugs. But what if the checker itself is buggy? We have suggested two
responses to this objection: (1). Checkers are often simpler than the programs they check, and
so, seemingly, less likely to be buggy. In particular, it is often possible to check a computational
resource by making use only of more primitive resources. This leads to a productive methodology
of "hierarchical" checking. For example, in a math package, trig functions may be checked by
reference to multiplication (see [10, 11]) . . . and multiplication, in turn, may itself be checked
by reference to addition (see Section 2.1). (2). Even if both checker and program are buggy,
we note that the checker often does a calculation substantially different from that done by the
3

There are exceptions: in particular, inverse functions such as arcsin may be trickier to differentiate than
to integrate. It is also unclear how to check when the program claims that f(x)dx cannot be expressed as a
composition of elementary functions.
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program. Thus, heuristically speaking, it seems unlikely that the bugs in the checker and those
in the program will correlate so as to mask each other.
At this point, checking may be favorably compared with the technique of redundant coding.
Checking tends to be quite efficient; redundant coding doubles run-time ( or parallel-hardware
requirements). Checking may require little additional programming; redundant programming
doubles man-hours. Finally, the two versions of a redundant program, unlike a program and
its checker, are not substantially different from each other. Thus, it has been found in practice
that redundant programs often turn out to be quite similar, and suffer from correlated bugs.
Let us also consider the issue of what good it does for a program to know when its behavior is
buggy. It could be argued that the user would notice buggy behavior in any case. But we argue,
on the contrary, that checking allows for a far more effective identification of bugs. In particular,
checkers can observe subtle bugs within program modules-bugs invisible to the user. Checkers
also obviate problems of users who do not bother to report bugs, and of output which may be
difficult for a human being to recognize as incorrect. Thus, a bug could be detected and fixed
early, before it went on to cause a catastrophic failure.
We have argued above for the utility of checkers as a testing oracle and as an aid to software
maintenance and regression testing. It can also be argued that a checker, if nothing else, could
warn the user of incorrect output. For example, a program such as Mathematica, which scientists
rely upon in their work, should at least warn the user when an output is fallacious and to be
ignored. 4
Finally, there is the possibility that, having recognized its own output to be incorrect, the
program could attempt to correct itself. We turn now to a consideration of this intriguing, if
risky, possibility.

1.5

Self-correcting

In approaching the area of self-correcting, we note first that correcting should only be
needed when a checker identifies buggy behavior. In a well-tested program, this should be a
rare event. Thus, even if a correcting procedure is moderately time-consuming, this will have
little effect on average-case behavior, and so should be acceptable in many systems not having
strong worst-case time bounds. Hence we will be somewhat more lenient in evaluating the
performance-cost for correctors than for checkers.
Say that a program has discovered, by means of a checker, that a value it has computed is
incorrect. It might then employ any number of heuristics in an attempt to correct itself... or
at least to return a value which it judges to be partially correct, or more benign to the program
as a whole. In some situations it might be appropriate to alter the input data slightly, thereby
getting out of the precise situation which generated an occasional bug while, hopefully, only
slightly changing the output. In other situations, we might have available an old or alternative
version of a software module, which could then be loaded and run in the event that the main
version fails. For example, consider our example from Section 1.2 of checking a sophisticated,
0( n 2 -something)-time matrix-multiplication program. We might also have a straightforward,
O(n3 )-time matrix-multiplication program available to be loaded as needed. Such a program
would be trivial to code, and, while slow, would hopefully be needed only rarely.
Complex checking/correcting [4] is a more rigorous methodology for correcting certain
clean mathematical functions. The idea here is that some functions fare "coherent": the values
*Then again, the good folks in software PR and marketing might not like the sound of this.
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of f at different input positions relate to each other in such a manner that we can efficiently
compute f ( x) if we know the value of / for several random-looking inputs other than x. Thus,
it is possible to trick our way around occasional "bad inputs" at which a program fails . Since it
is easy to determine, via a straightforward stage of random testing, that the program is correct
on most inputs, a self-corrector of this sort will then be sufficient to patch over the remaining,
occasional errors, making the program effectively perfect.
As an informal example (from [4]) of a complex corrector, let us return to the problem from
Section 1.2 of multiplying n x n matrices A
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B
Say that
0 0
3
0 1
our checker reveals our program to have calculated this product incorrectly, necessitating a selfcorrection. Now, observe that we can easily write each of A, B as a sum of two matrices in an
essentially random way. For example:
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Note that we're doing something very simple ( and easy to compute) here: we're just writing A
as the sum of a random matrix R and A - R; and similarly for B. 5
Now, observe that
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Hence, we ca.n calculate AB by instead calculating four matrix multiplications on pairs of matrices which don't look anything like A or B. (We also need matrix addition and subtraction,
which we assume to be simple, quick, a.nd reliable.) Thus , this method multiplies run-time by
a factor of 4. Such a small-constant-factor increase in run-time is usually required for complex
checking/ correcting.
How does this complex corrector work? We assume that, through random testing, we have
previously determined that our program does matrix multiplication correctly for most input
matrices: say, for all but a.t most a one in a million fraction of possible inputs. Now, each time we
employ this self-correcting method, our problem of multiplying A by B is remapped to a problem
of doing four matrix multiplications, each on a pair of matrices which are essentially random. 6
5
Again, we won't go into details such as specifying the domain from which the components of A , B , C , and
the ra.ndom matrices are to be taken.

vout la.ngttlf~
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Thus, for each of the four matrix multiplications, the multiplication will be correct, with chance
of error at most one in a million. Hence, the chance that any of the four multiplications will
be incorrect is at most four in a. million. But this means that, for any A, B, ea.ch time we
attempt this randomized self-correcting method, there is a very high probability (over internal
randomization) of getting the correct value of AB.
Such complex checker/ correctors are possible for a broad variety of mathematical functions.
Rubinfeld [10) has shown that many naturally occurring functions satisfy simple "robust functional equations" which allow for correcting. Vainstein [11], taking an alternative approach,
has shown that a very broad class of functions satisfy polynomial functional equations, and has
suggested that this may allow for correcting.
We conclude our discussion of correcting with a note of caution. A nice thing about checkers
is that they are at lea.st guaranteed not to make a program worse. 7 The worst that can happen
is that the checker may miss a bug, or that a programmer will be briefly inconvenienced by a
checker's false alarm. A corrector, on the other hand, can throw unpredictable, non-deterministic
curves into program behavior, and can even undermine a perfectly good program if spawned
by a mistaken checker. It may therefore be best not to go beyond rigorous checking/ correcting
algorithms for clean mathematical functions; more subjective correcting heuristics should, at
lea.st initially, be approached carefully if at all.

2

Applications to the Pentium division bug

In November, 1994, Thomas Nicely, a mathematician doing work meant to test the Pentium
Microprocessor, discovered that Pentium division occasionally returns inaccurate values. This
is a true "occasional" error, in that less than one in eight billion possible inputs are "bad." 8
Nevertheless, while Intel argued vehemently that the error was so occasional as to be of no
significance, a firestorm of controversy resulted. Even this small amount of uncertainty, it would
seem, was too much for the general public. The discovery that Intel already knew of the bug,
and had discreetly opted not to share this information, served to worsen the public-relations
debacle.
The Pentium bug also generated something of a sensation in the CS community. The problem
of combating the bug was a mirror in which each computer scientist saw reflected his own
research. We of the result-checking community were no exception. But meanwhile the dominant
suggestion for dealing with the bug was a software patch implemented by Cleve Moler, Terje
Mathisen, and Tim Coe. They concluded--empirically, and apparently correctly-that the
Pentium ma.de errors only for inputs in certain easily recognized "bands." They also noted
that, for any numerator/denominator pair N, Din one of these danger-bands, multiplying both
numerator and denominator by
would translate the problem out of the band without changing
the quotient. This, then, formed the basis for a simple, efficient software patch for the Pentium
bug.
While this patch may have served its purpose, we found it unsatisfying. We felt that we

~!
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Of course, we must a.ssure that the checkers do not seriously reduce program efficiency; but we have seen that
simple checkers a.re by definition efficient. Also, the checker must not be able to crash the system or contaminate
memory; but a reasonably modular system which can give such assurances is in any case a must for reliable
computing.
8
Nevertheless, simple random testing turns up this bug about once every twenty minutes. This leads one to
conclude, with benefit of hindsight, that testing procedures at Intel were not all they might have been.

should go beyond methodologies inherently contingent upon previous recognition of a specific
bug. The general public also seems to have found the idea of an ad hoc software patch to be
unsatisfying, and Intel was soon forced to provide corrected replacement chips en masse.
Our desire was, rather, for general methods of checking and correcting any chip's arithmetic,
before the exact nature of a bug is known and, indeed, before it is known whether or not there
is a bug. Moreover, it seemed to us that the Pentium division bug was a textbook example of
the sort of "occasional" bug which complex checking/ correcting was invented to deal with.
We proceed, then, with a specification of how we would like to augment an arithmetic chip's
multiplication and division functionalities with built-in checkers and correctors. It is our argument that microprocessors of the future, by employing checker/ correctors of this sort for a variety
of their more complex and potentially buggy features, will be protected from embarrassments
such as that which has humbled the Pentium.

2.1

A simple checker for multiplication

We consider the task of multiplication within the Pentium. Numbers are represented according
to IEEE double-precision floating-point standard. In general, each number has a sign bit, an
exponent, and a normalized significand (i.e., mantissa) on range [1, 2): that is, the significand is
specified by 52 binary bits, which are thought of as being preceded by an implied "l." Special
cases also exist: zero; "not-a-number"; and ultra-small, non-normalized numbers.
We assume, then, that multiplication of input numbers A, B would be handled as follows.
Special ca.ses-e.g., one of A, B zero or not-a-number-may be handled separately. Ultra-small
numbers may be shifted to look like ordinary numbers; we just remember a "debt" to be paid
back to the exponent. We assume, in fact, that calculating the exponent of the result-which
principally involves adding the exponents of A and B-is easy. Handling the sign bits is also
easy. Thus, we assume that the arduous part of the computation is the following: given two
53-bit numbers, each of form "l.b 1 b2 ... b5 2," find their 106-bit exact product. Once this is done,
we round off to 53-bit normalized form, calculate the proper exponent, and, if necessary, convert
back to ultra-small format. 9
Let's consider, then, the problem of multiplying two n-bit numbers (we can ignore the binary
point and think of them as big integers) to get their 2n-bit product. Sophisticated algorithms
exist for solving this problem in O(nlogn) time. However, these algorithms have in general been
found impractical for actual microprocessors, which instead use a straightforward algorithm
based on multiplication a.s we are taught it in gradeschool: one multiplies A by the high-order
bit of B, shifts the result left, adds in A multiplied by the next bit of B, shifts the running sum
left again, and so on. Implemented serially, this algorithm takes 0( n 2 )-time. Implemented on
a chip, it requires n steps, at each of which we must employ an addition circuit at lea.st n bits
whle.
·
Then consider the following simple checker for multiplication. 10 Inputs are n-bit integers A,
B and 2n-bit C; we must decide whether or not AB = C. Pick a small random integer r; r
9
This formula.tion ma.y be something of a. chea.t, in tha.t we a.ssume tha.t the exa.ct 106-bit product of the two
inputs is calcula.ted. In fa.ct, a. computer might try to dodge some of this work, since only the high-order half of
the result will a.ctually be needed. If we only ha.ve the high-order half of the product a.vaila.ble for our check, then
we face the more difficult problem of checking approximate multiplica.tion ra.ther tha.n exact multiplica.tion. As
far a.s we know, this problem rema.ins open.
10
This is a.n a.pplica.tion of a. sta.nda.rd result-checking trick {see [8]) . Moreover, it is in fa.ct a. modern version of
the technique of "ca.sting out nines," a. tra.ditional check for a.rithmetic computa.tions.
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should be about log n bits long. Calculate ( A mod r) and ( B mod r); multiply the resulting
small numbers together, and again take the result mod r. As our test of whether or not C is
correct, compare this residue to (C mod r).
We will first illustrate this method via a toy example. Consider a computer with 5-digit
decimal representations. Asked to multiply 2.5736 by 3.6239, our computer claims that the
exact result is 9.32646904 ( and so will output 9.3265 as its rounded output). To check this, we
pick r = 73, and calculate
25736 mod 73 = 40
36239 mod 73 = 31
40 · 31 = 1240
1240 mod 73 = 72
932646904 mod 73 = 72
The matching results suggest that our answer is in fact correct.
Why does this check work? To begin with, if AB= C, then our check must certainly be true
for any value of r. On the other hand, if AB =/: C, it is possible to pick an unfortunate value of
r for which ((A mod r)(B mod r) mod r) nevertheless equals (C mod r). However, it is readily
proven that the probability (over the random choice of r) that this will happen is small. 11 Thus,
if we repeat this check a few times, we can readily make the chance of error as small as desired.
Are we justified in calling this check computationally quicker and simpler than the original
multiplication of A by B? Yes, for the check only requires that a pair of small numbers ( O(log n)
bits long rather than n) be multiplied, and that four numbers be divided through by small
number r. Note that such divisions only take O(nlogn) time sequentially, or, when done in
parallel on a chip, n steps, at each of which a small, quick, O(log n )-wide circuit suffices. Thus,
there is indeed substantial ground to regard this check as simpler-and hence, hopefully, quicker,
less expensive in silicon, and more reliable--than the computation which it checks.
A final issue is the need for generation of a random number r, which could be inconvenient in
a high-speed microprocessor. Pragmatically speaking, it might be best to simply record several
randomly-chosen small primes on the chip and use these repeatedly. While this approach is not
as rigorous as the use of true randomness, it is reasonable enough, as it's seemingly unlikely that
our hard-wired values of r will happen to correlate with the chip's bugs.

2.2

A simple checker for division

We now tum to division. A dividing circuit, given n-bit numerator N and denominator D,
may be expected to return Q, the quotient up to n bits, plus a suitably small remainder R. This
output is correct if and only if
N=D·Q+R
or, equivalently,

N-R= D·Q.
In short, checking division reduces to the same task as checking multiplication.
For example, dividing 123.84 by 26.958 yields quotient 4.5938 and remainder 0.00033960.
This output is thus correct if and only if 123.84 - 0.00033960 = 123.8396604 equals the product
of 26.958 and 4.5938, which, by the method of Section 2.1, we may verify to be true.
11

Some details have been omitted. In particular, for this proof, it is best that r be a small, randomly-chosen
prime number .
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2.3

A corrector for multiplication

When our simple checker detects a multiplication error, the microprocessor might then correct
the computation via a complex corrector. We employ a standard method (see [4]). 12
We assume again that our essential multiplication task is to multiply two n-bit significands
A and B, each normalized-Le., on range [1, 2)-and to output then-bit rounded product. We
assume, moreover, that our chip is internally capable of multiplying two ( n + 1)-bit normalized
significands and getting the exact, 2( n + l )-bit product. And finally, we assume that our chip's
errors are known to be merely occasional: that is, that the chip returns the right output for most
(say, all hut at most a one in a billion fraction of) possible pairs of ( n + 1)-bit input significands.
It is easy to acquire this final assurance via a simple stage of random testing.
Now, at run-time, say that our chip fails on input A, B. Then pick numbers R 1 , R 2 randomly
out of the set of all possible n-bit normalized significands. 13 Calculate values A+R, and B+R2 •
2
2 '
note that our extra bit of precision allows these numbers to be represented exactly. Also note
that these numbers are each the average of two significands on legal range [1 , 2), and so are also
significands on this legal range. Then, as our corrected value for AB, calculate

What exactly is going on with this expression? First, note that

AB
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Thus, our expression is indeed mathematically equivalent to AB .14
Second, how much work is needed to complete this calculation? The multiplications by
or 2 or 4 are easy on a binary computer, and we assume addition and subtraction to be
quick and reliable compared to multiplication. Thus, the computation reduces to doing four
multiplications. This is a significant cost, but, as usual, we assume that it will only be needed
in the rare case when the original output is incorrect.
Finally, how exactly does this calculation serve as a reliable self-corrector for multiplication?
Note that, rather than calculating AB directly, we instead carry out four multiplications, each
on inputs which are essentially random (n + 1)-bit significands. To see this, first recall that
our inputs to the four multiplications are each one of R 1, R2, Ai;R,, or B~:/2 • R 1 and R2 are
known to be random, except that they are only n bits long; hence they are chosen randomly
from exactly half of all possible (n + 1)-hit significands. And observe that, for any A, as R1
varies over all possible n-bit significands, A±:iR1 varies over exactly half of all possible (n+ 1)-bit
significa.nds. For example, in the case n = 5, A = 1.0101, A±:iR, varies uniformly from 1.00101
to 1.10100, which represents half of legal range [1, 2):

!

12 This method is closely related to the corrector for matrix multiplication given in Section 1.5. However, we
here pay more attention to details of legal input range.
13 Again, as in Section 2.1, pragmatically speaking we might store a list of values for R1 , R2 rather than requiring
fresh random bits each time.
uwe assume enough digits of precision to calculate all of this arithmetic exactly, so there are no problems with

round-off' errors.
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-1!:.!_ (A+ Ri)/2
1.0000
1.0001
1.0010

1.00101
1.00110
1.00111

1.1110
1.10011
1.1111
1.10100
Thus, consider any one of the four multiplications. We have shown that the multiplication
is on a pair of significands each chosen uniform-randomly from half of all possible significands.
Moreover, the two significands in the pair are chosen independently of each other (R1.is independent of R 2 , A+;R1 independent of Bit2 , etc.). Thus, the pair is chosen uniform-randomly
from a quarter of all possible input pairs. But we know from testing that our processor fails to
multiply correctly on an at most one in a billion fraction of all possible input pairs. Thus, for
each of our input pairs, the quarter of the total domain from which the input pair is chosen can
have density of "bad inputs" at most four in a billion. Hence the chance that any of our four
multiplications will be erroneous is at most sixteen in a billion. And so our corrector will indeed
return the correct value for AB with very high probability.
As a toy example, consider a computer expected to do multiplications on 5-digit decimal
numbers from legal domain [1, 10); internally, however, the multiplier can multiply 6-digit numbers to get the exact 12-digit products. Say that A = 2.5736, B = 3.6239, and that we pick
random R 1 = 9.1257, R 2 = 5.0022. We first calculate A1;R1 = 5.84965, B-+;_R2 = 4.31305. Now
we call our circuit to do multiplications 5.84965 · 4.31305, 9.1257 · 4.31305, 5.0022 · 5.84965,
and 9.1257 · 5.0022. Note that each of these multiplications is on a pair of numbers essentially random and bearing almost no relation to the original A, B values. Thus, with high
probability, all four multiplications will be done correctly, returning answers 25.2298329325,
39.3596003850, 29.2611192300, and 45.6485765400, respectively. And so our corrected value for
AB is 4 · 25.2298329325 - 2 · 39.3596003850- 2 · 29.2611192300 + 45.6485765400 = 9.32646904.
And this is in fact the exact value of 2.5736-3.6239. We might finally verify this with our simple
checker for multiplication, then output rounded product 9.3265.
2.4

A corrector for division

We assume the arduous, unreliable part of division to be the calculation of an n-bit value
for N + D, where N and D are n-bit, normalized significands-i.e., on range [1, 2). We also
assume that, through a phase of random testing, we have assured that our chip calculates 1 + X
correctly for most (say, all but at most a one out of a billion fraction of) possible n-bit normalized
significands X.
Our correcting procedure for N + D is then as follows: we generate R, a random n-bit
normalized significand. We then return, as our corrected value for N + D ,

N · R · (1 + (R · D)).
Why does this work? First note that, if the three multiplications and one division all return
correct results, this expression is indeed mathematically equal to N + D (barring problems of
round-off errors, which we shall discuss below). The three multiplications may be checked, as
described in Section 2.1, and, if necessary, corrected, as described in Section 2.3. This leaves
only the division, which can be checked as described in Section 2.2. IT it is found to be incorrect,
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we can repeat the process with a new value of R. But we shall argue that the division will be
correct with very high probability ( over the choice of R).
To see this, fix D. Then, as R varies over all n-bit normalized significands, R. D's signi:ficand
also varies quite broadly over then-bit significands. For example, in the case n = 4, D = 1.101,
the eight possibilities are:
..11. R·D
1.000 1.101
1.001 1.111
1.010 1.000 · 21
1.011 1.001 · 2 1
1.100 1.010 · 21
1.101 1.011 · 21
1.110 1.011 ·2 1
1.111 1.100 · 21
The reader may verify that, generalizing the pattern of this table, the R. D signi:ficands must
behave as follows when R ticks through all possible values from 1 to 2: the significands are at
first strictly increasing; then, when R · D passes 2, the significand falls back to 1; the values
are thereafter increasing again, and no more than two in a row may be equal. It readily follows
that, for any particular value of the R · D significand, there are at most three distinct values of
R that map to that significand.
But we know, from testing, that at most one in a billion significands X result in a bad
calculation of 1 + X. Thus, for any D, at most three in a billion values of R may result in a
bad calculation of 1 + (R · D). But this means that, as desired, each time we pick a value of R
and run our self-corrector, its chance of failure is at most three in a billion, independent of the
values of N and D.
A problem with the above corrector is that relative arithmetic error will build up over the three
multiplications and one division required. However, definite limits may be placed on this error:
it's not difficult to see that this error is approximately limited to four times the relative error
that the computer may experience in a single arithmetic operation. Our corrector's precision
problem may thus be solved if we assume that our chip, while only required to provide n-bit
arithmetic externally, may use several more bits of precision in its internal calculations. Then
using about ( n + 2) bits of precision for our corrector's internal calculations will suffice to keep
the final output accurate to the required n bits. 15
As a toy example, consider a computer with 5-digit decimal arithmetic, normalized significands
on range [1, 10), and 6-digit internal arithmetic. Then, to correct N + D, where N = 6.3109,
D
2.9832, we generate random R = 4.41377, and calculate:
D · R = 1.31672 · 10 1
1 + (D · R) = 7.59463 · 10- 2
R · (l + (D · R)) = 3.35210 · 10- 1
N · R · (l + (D · R)) = 2.11548.
The multiplications may be tested and corrected, and we have seen that , with probability of
error at most three in a billion, the division will be correct. Hence the results returned will be

=

15 Correspondingly, R should then be chosen randomly from the set of (n + 2)-bit normalized significands, and
our testing phase must assure that 1 -;- X is calculated correctly for all but at most a one in a billion fraction of
the possible (n + 2)-bit normalized significands X .
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as listed above, and we will output 2.1155 as our 5-digit corrected value for 6.3109-;- 2.9832 ...
which is in fact correct.

2.5

Conclusion

The life of a computer user is a perilous one, if you stop to think about it (which perhaps
you shouldn't). Imagine that you are using a program which is supposed to calculate matrix
determinants. You type in a matrix; your workstation chugs along for a second, then outputs
2470549. You rather hope this number is the determinant of your matrix-and if you have
carefully tested your program, your confidence will tend to be greater-but, in the final analysis,
who knows? Perhaps something went wrong this time: a degenerate process may have taken
place rather than the sophisticated computation that you intended. Your program's behavior
at run-time remains a mystery, a black-box. You must accept its correctness on faith; and this
is contrary to scientific method.
Our hope is that result-checking will provide a means of ameliorating this alarming state
of affairs. Imagine now that you are using a math package supported by a powerful suite of
checkers. You type in a matrix; the workstation outputs 2470549. The computer's behavior is
identical to that above, and yet, to you, it may well seem different. For now you know that your
program has completed its run without generating any checker warnings. Thus, you know that a
degenerate process could not have taken place: the silence of the checkers provides evidence that
behavior of the sort you wanted did in fact take place beneath the mute facade of the machine.
In place of the plunge into black-box mystery, your experience is one of specific assurances.
Where are we in terms of the real-world testing of these theories? It seems clear that efficient
run-time checks could well be added to software packages, and would likely prove an advantage
to software testing and maintenance. It seems equally clear that, in the history of software
engineering, this direction, while it may have been sporadically anticipated, has never been
given a sufficient trial. We have begun work on a pilot study of adding checkers to commercial
software, but much remains to be done.
Despite the premium placed on optimizing microprocessor performance, it seems likely that
the state of the art must eventually cross the threshold at which a commercial chip will pay the
cost, in terms of both extra silicon and a modest slowdown, of embedding a substantial suite
of checkers and correctors. We believe that the potential benefits are substantial to the fast
production of reliable new products, and that these possibilities should currently be pursued at
least at the level of research prototypes.
For both hardware and software, we believe that checking is the way of the future.
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Introduction
Have Formal Methods Arrived? "Yes, definitely", if we're asking whether formal methods
have been used effectively in industrial settings in a range of ways -- requirements
analysis, design, re-engineering, verification. But we must also answer "no, not quite" with
respect to continued and increasing use, even by organizations with a track record of
successful use.
Objective evidence and scientific explanations for the effectiveness of formal methods are
hard to come by, as is true of most other computing practices. However, we do have a
systematic study [1] of 12 cases performed before or in progress in 1992, the basis for
this talk and paper, and extensive technology transfer studies have from the U.K. [2].

References:
An International Survey of Industrial Applications of Formal Methods, 3 reports published
by NIST, NRL, and Canadian AECB. Dan Craigen, Susan Gerhart, Ted Ralston. Available
on http://www.ora.on.ca. See derived articles "Observations on Industrial Practice using
Formal Methods" in 15th International Conference on Software Engineering, 1993, and
"Experience with Formal Methods in Critical Systems" in IEEE Software, January 1994.
For a more recent UK perspective, see "Inhibiting Factors, Market Structure, and the
Industrial Uptake of Formal Methods", in Workshop on Industrial Strength Formal
Specification Techniques (WIFT'95), IEEE, 1995

Overview of the Case Study Project
Formal methods are mathematically-based techn iques, often supported by reasoning
tools, that can offer a rigorous and effective way to model, design and analyze computer
systems. This report summarizes the results of an independent study of twelve cases in
which formal methods were applied to the construction of industrial systems. A major
conclusion of the study is that formal methods, while still immature in certain important
respects, are beginning to be used seriously and successfully by industry to design and
develop computer systems.
Canada's Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB), the U.S. National Institute of Science
and Technology {NIST), and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) commissioned
this study to determine the industrial track record of formal methods to date and to assess
the efficacy of formal methods for meeting their needs. The study had three main
objectives:
1.

To better inform deliberations within industry and government on standards and
regulations ;

2.

To provide an authoritative record on the practical experience of formal methods to
date; and

3. To suggest areas where further research and technology development are needed.
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The study report contains (**ed items are summarized here):
•

a discussion on formal methods, including their limits

•

a description of the methodology used in the survey, including an initial
questionnaire, a questionnaire used in structured interviews**

•

a cluster analysis, using a set of defined features**, across cases grouped as
regulatory, commercial, or exploratory

•

a discussion on the key events and timing associated with each case

•

an analysis of formal methods R&D experience and needs

•

findings, observations and conclusions**

•

brief characterizations of eleven formal methods used in the cases

•

detailed supporting data on the twelve cases**.

This provides an organized body of systematic information, assessments, evaluations and
observations that interpret and extrapolate useful data on cases of significant industrial
scale and applicability to real-world products.

Findings and Recommendations
The following conclusions are the result of applying the expertise of the authors in
analyzing the cases.

1.

Formal methods are maturing, slowly but steadily. Ten years ago, formal methods
were perceived as mainly proof-of-correctness techniques for program verification
that were suitable only for use on toy problems. Today, we see two major differences.
First, the general concept of formal methods embraces a wider perspective than
proof-of-correctness to include formal specification, formal system design, formal
design verification, and other steps in system engineering connoting the use of
mathematical description and analysis of computer-controlled systems. Second,
organizations responsible for a wide range of applications have found it necessary to
reach out for some improved means of intellectual control over their complex system
developments and have found ways that formal specification, design, and verification
can be applied, along with many other techniques, to meet their needs.

2.

Formal methods are being applied now to develop systems of significant scale and
importance. The twelve cases studied were selected as representative of some 60
projects (completed and on-going) using formal methods on significant real-world
systems. While a majority of these cases are European, there is an increasing
number of North American examples. The twelve projects involve applications with
highly complex requirements and multi-page specifications, which cut across a
number of modern application domains such as transaction processing, safety-critical
control systems, embedded hardware, security, and VLSI design.

3.

The primary uses of formal methods, as shown in the case studies, are
•

4.

re-engineering existing systems;

•

stabilizing system requirements through precise descriptions and analyses;

•

communication between and among various levels of system stakeholders
(e.g., design team, QA, managers); and

•

as evidence of "best practice" (in a regulatory and standards context).

Regulators are working with researchers and developers to develop practical and
effective techniques for future system certification. Efforts such as the NIST guides
on high assurance software, D0178B, IEEE 1228, and the draft IEC/1S0 regulations
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on product safety and software safety, to name a few, are emerging with
requirements for improved design and development practices.
5.

Tool support, while necessary for the full industrialization process, has been found
neither necessary nor sufficient for the successful application of formal methods to
date. Some of the twelve cases used tools and some did not. In general, the lack of
tools did not impede the choice to use formal methods, since tools were developed or
adapted as needed, but neither did the presence of a tool or tools stimulate the
choice to use a particular method (except in the one case in which the use of a formal
method was mandated).

6.

Several North American organizations and many more European ones have formal
methods technology transfer efforts in progress. Even those organizations which have
seen successful applications show only a small degree of penetration in their projects
on the whole and in degree of use within their software development processes.

7.

Skills are building slowly within organizations that are attempting experimental formal
methods use on industrial projects. The current educational base in the U.S. is weak
in teaching formal methods in the context of software engineering.

8.

Formal methods have been applied in a few instances at the code level of system
development. However, most programming languages lack adequate semantic bases
to support the full application of formal methods (as do many specification
languages). Static analysis and compiler-type tools that have gained confidence may
be employed to complement design refinements carried close to a code level.
However, many aspects of run-time environments and hardware, e.g., real-time and
other performance aspects, remain to be treated adequately and must be viewed as
holes in the general use of formal methods.

9.

There are no generally accepted cost models to drive gathering data from current
projects or predicting the paths of future projects. Some organizations, however, do
have process descriptions and intuitive cost models in which they have sufficient
confidence. It has been difficult to establish the value of formal methods in situations
where already high quality can be otherwise achieved or where time-to-market
dominates the product goals.

Recommendations on R&D
From the authors' analysis of the twelve cases and the stated R&D needs from those
interviewed, the following areas are suggested for future R&D.
1.

There is a clear need for improved integration of formal methods techniques with
other software engineering practices.

2.

While numerous formal methods-related tools exist, industry needs ruggedized
versions; not research prototypes. These tools need to be an integral part of a
broader software development tool suite.

3.

Added emphasis on developing notations more suitable to use by individuals not
expert in formal methods or mathematical logic is required.

4.

Formal methods need to evolve with other computing science trends, such as
visualization, multimedia, object-oriented programming and CASE.

5.

At least for those cases requiring regulatory approval, the authors concluded that
improved automated deduction support was required.

6.

Expansion of formal methods capabilities to include real-time, concurrency, and
asynchronous processes is needed.

7.

Efforts at easing the transition of a complex technology, such as formal methods, to a
broader user base is needed.
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Study Methodology

Data Gathered
Characterization of organizations. What were their motivations and how did the
motivations relate to the principal goals of the various organizations? We also compare
and contrast staff compositions of the organizations and project.
Description of project. How did the projects evolve and what levels of effort were
associated with the projects. One of our motivations is our interest in the transition of
formal methods into the organizations and the project. In general, how do organizations
transfer new technology into their development groups? What are the educational
requirements for the effective use of formal methods?
Description of project goals and motivations for choosing to use formal methods.
What forces were working on the project? What were the criteria for selecting the chosen
formal methods?
Description of the processes used in developing the application. How did the use of
formal methods modify existing processes and how did the project's processes compare
with general organizational application development processes?
Description of the effects (both beneficial and detrimental) of using formal
methods. Specifically, we were interested the effects of formal methods had on achieving
of project goals.
Description of tools. What was the utility of the chosen (formal methods) tools and did
the presence or absence of tools play a role in the choice of the formal method?
Description of the qualitative and quantitative results of the project. While interested
in the general achievements of the project, we are primarily interested in the conclusions
reached from using formal methods.

Evaluation Process
Each case and 3 clusters of cases (regulatory, commercial, and exploratory) were rated
on the following features, as to whether formal methods had a positive, negative, or
neutral effect, where there was sufficient applicable data gathered.

Product features:
Client satisfaction

Were clients happier with the product? (Happiness is, of course,
due to many aspects of the product, including enhanced reliability
and reduced cost.)

Product cost

Was the overall cost of the product reduced, or the profit
increased?

Product impact

What was the effect of the production of the product on the
organization? For example, was the product important to the
company's profit margin or an organization's reputation?

Quality

Was the quality of the product improved? By "quality" we include
concerns pertaining to safety and security properties, enhanced
functionality and performance, and reduction in errors.

Have Formal MethtJdS Arrived?
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Time to market

Was the product, or family of products, made available for
marketing more rapidly (or, at least, not further delayed)?

General process effects:
Process cost

Perhaps duplicating the product feature, but as measured
through reduction in effort. (Based on the adage that time is
money.)

Process impact

What effect did the process used to develop the product have on
the organization? For example, was the process important to the
company's profit margin or an organization's reputation?

Pedagogical

As a learning opportunity, what did the organization make of the
opportunity? Was there a steep learning curve?

Tools Use

Did the formal methods tools help or hinder the development of
the product? Were the tools reliable?

Specific process effects:
Design Effects

Were the designs produced using formal methods fundamentally
better or worse in some respect? For example, were the designs
simpler?

Reusable components Did the use of formal methods ease the development and/or use
of reusable hardware or software components, designs,
abstractions, etc.?
Maintainability

Is it easier to maintain the product? Maintenance includes
incremental updates to the product and fixing errors.

Requirements capture

Was the acquisition of requirements simplified?

V& V

What impact was there on the Verification and Validation aspects
of the process? Observe that Verification and Validation includes
testing, proofs, and reviews.

CASE SUMMARIES
Darlington Nuclear Generating System Trip Computer (DNGS)
Ontario Hydro and AECL developed computer-controlled shutdown systems for the
Darlington Nuclear Generating Station (DNGS). When difficulties arose in obtaining an
operating license from the Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada (AECB), the Canadian
regulator for nuclear generating stations, formal methods were applied (using the services
of consultants David Parnas and Nancy Leveson) to assure AECB that the software met
requirements. The process was one of post-development mathematical analysis of
requirements and code using the Software Cost Reduction method. The specifications,
code and proofs require 25 three-inch binders for each of the two shutdown systems,
about 2500 lines of code, including 1362LOC Fortran; 1185LOC Assembler. The use of
the Software Cost Reduction approach finally convinced the AECB that the shutdown
system was no longer a licensing impediment.

Multinet Gateway System (MGS)
The Multinet Gateway System, developed by Ford Aerospace (now Loral) Western
Development Laboratory, is an internetting device that provides a protocol-based
datagram service for the secure delivery of datagrams between source and destination
hosts. MGS went through a significant portion of the U.S. Trusted Computer System
Evaluation Criteria process and achieved a "developmental evaluation." The process
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included TEMPEST and communications security analysis. Rigorous mathematics and
the Gypsy Verification Environment were used to develop and model security functionality.
10 pages of mathematics to describe the security model plus 80 pages for presenting the
Gypsy specification of the MGS. The underlying operating system has about 6,000 lines
of code.

The Paris Metro System (SACEM)
The product developed is a certified safety-critical railway signalling system which
reduced train separation from 2 minutes 30 seconds to 2 minutes, while maintaining
safety requirements. The successful deployment of the signalling system removed the
need to build a new third railway line. The developers of the signalling system (GEC
Alsthom, Matra Transport, and Compagnie de Signaux et Entreprises Electriques) were
required to convince the RATP (the Paris rapid transit authority) that the system met
safety requirements. Amongst the numerous techniques used to demonstrate system
safety (e.g., fault analysis and simulation) were the B Method and Hoare Logic. The
system consists of 9,000 lines of verified code and 120,000 hours of formal methods
effort. The new system allows for 60,000 passengers to be carried per hour.

Air Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
The purpose of the TCAS family of instruments is to reduce the risk of midair and near
midair collisions between aircraft. TCAS functions separately from the ground-based air
traffic control system. The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration has required, under
Congressional mandate, that TCAS II be installed on all aircraft by December 31, 1993.
The TCAS methodology (now known as RSML, for Requirements Specification Modeling
Language) was developed by the University of California Irvine Software Safety project,
working directly with an FAA industry committee. It was used to formally describe two
components of TCAS: the Collision Avoidance System (CAS) Logic and the surveillance
system. There were 7,000 lines of pseudo-code to describe the GAS Logic; the formal
description is of comparable size.

CASE Toolset (SSADM)
The British firm Praxis pie. developed a Computer-Assisted Systems Engineering toolset
to support the use of the CCTA standard development method called the "Structured
Systems Analysis and Design Method" (SSADM). In this project, the Z method was used
to develop a formal specification of the toolset infrastructure and resulted in 37,000 lines
of Objective C and a specification comprising 350 pages.

Customer Information Control System (CICS)
The Customer Information Control System is a large transaction processing system
developed by IBM. A major portion of a recent release was re-engineered using the~
method and tools at IBM Hursley, U.K. CICS is approximately 800,000 lines of source
code; of the approximately 50,000 lines of new or modified code, 37,000 were completely
specified using Zand about 11,000 were partially specified using Z. IBM claims that the
use of Z has resulted in reductions in both development cost and error rates.

COBOUSF
To better understand the Cleanroom methodology, two industrial applications were
investigated: one at NASA Goddard and the second at the Federal Systems Division of
IBM. The Goddard application focused on the attitude ground support for NASA's
"International Solar Terrestrial Physics Satellite." The second application, and the prime
object of the study of Cleanroom, was the development of a "COBOL Structuring Facility"
(COBOUSF), which converted old COBOL programs to a semantically equivalent
"structured programming" form. The COBOUSF resulted in a product that was 80,000
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lines of code(20KLOC reused; 18KLOC changed; 34KLOC new) and required 70
person-months of effort

Software Architecture for Oscilloscopes using Z (Tektronix)
Tektronix in Beaverton, Oregon, used the Z method to develop a reusable software
architecture to be shared among a number of new oscilloscope products. Z was used as
a mathematical modelling language to explore design ideas. The models were viewed as
being "non-executable prototypes." The software architecture consists of 200 KLOC and
30 pages of Z.

INMOS Transputers (INMOS)
In 1985, a small group of designers at INMOS Ltd. in Bristol, England, began exploring
the use of formal program specification, transformation and proof techniques in designing
microprocessors. INMOS manufactures advanced microprocessors, and their best known
product is the Transputer family of 32-bit Very Large Scale Integration circuits with a
unique architecture designed for concurrent multiprocessor applications (processor,
memory and communication channels are self-contained on each Transputer chip).
Floating Point Unit: 100 pages Z; 4KLOC Occam; Virtual Channel Processor about 1QA6
states.

Large Correct Systems (LaCoS)
The Rigorous Approach to Industrial Software Engineering (RAISE} is a large language
and toolset evolved from the Vienna Development Methodology (VDM). Computer
Resources International (in Denmark) lead an ESPRIT II (1990-1994) project with the
dual purpose of (1) improving the industrial potential of RAISE and (2) transferring formal
methods into various LaCoS partners. Project partners, Lloyd's Register evaluated RAISE
on a data acquisition and equipment management system for ship engines and a second
partner, Matra Transport, builds railway and other systems. Both partners built
consultancies in formal methods and assessment. LaCoS is an on-going technology
transfer project on a large scale ..

Token-based Access Control System (TBACS)
TBACS is a smartcard access control system with cryptographic authentication. The
National Institute for Standards and Technology (NISD group in Computer Security
Technology developed a series of prototype smartcards for cryptographic authentication
for network access. Another group in Software Engineering. chartered to look at new
technology in support of open systems and other commercial standards, applied a toolset
and approach that followed the standard process in Trusted System certification, using
the Formal Development Methodology (FDM) and its theorem prover to verify that a
design meets requirements of a security policy model, uncovering a significant flaw. 300
lines of FDM; 2500lines of C.

Hewlett-Packard Medical Instruments (HP-AIX)
This case was of a significant scale and importance of product but it is considered
exploratory in that the primary objective was technology transfer. The product is a
real~time database (called the Analytical Information Base) of patient monitoring
information. Using an HP-developed specification language. HP-SL, (a variant of VDM), a
specification was produced by a formal methods transfer group and a developer. The
transfer effort failed because time-to-market was the key feature and formal methods
offered little beyond the high quality already achievable by other means that were
consistent with the culture of the organization. 55pgs HP-SL; 1290 lines of spec and
design; 4390 lines of code.
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What We Fail To Do In Our Current Testing Culture
by Tom Gilb

What we fail to do

Here are some of the things I see that we fail to do in practice, which reduce both test
effectiveness and quality of software.
1

We totally fail to systematically improve our testing processes, as using Deming Statistical Process Control or IBM Defect Prevention Process.

2

We fail to measure and qualify our test planning inputs, such as requirements and design
by using formal inspection to determine if the defect level of our test planning inputs is
30 Major defects per 300 non-commentary words( the norm if not measured and
improved) or 3 or 0.3 (which is closer to what it should be before we plan).

3

We fail to sample our test planning inputs, using inspection, to determine if they meet
our requirements for defect-freeness.

4

We fail to continuously improve our test planning rules with improvements from the
grass roots planning work.

5

We fail to quantify our most critical software product quality attributes (portability, usability, availability, maintainability, adaptability for example) and to test that they are as
required and planned.

6

We fail to demand quantified experience data from our testing gurus regarding the
advice they give. They rarely tell us of the multiple quality impacts of their recommended methods or the resources required. This means that we are unable to compare
and select appropriate test strategies for our purposes . This is our own fault, since we
do not have the courage to demand this information from our test gurus and conference
speakers . Are we allowing the blind to lead the blind?

7

We still continue with our 'bug per function point' fixation when our real customers and
systems demand a most realistic approach to software quality such as mean time to
failure, mean time to repair and availability measures.
We also fail to consider testing the entire spectrum of quality attributes, while retaining
a narrow fixation on reliability.

8

We continue with our 'waterfall model' fixation when we should be looking closer at
evolutionary testing strategies to give early and frequent feedback on the total effect of
system design and work process selection on the total objectives of our project. We are
too late with too little.

What we need to do

Here are some of the things we need to do to improve our current
software testing culture.
1

QUANTIFIED PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS. Define our software project products in
terms of multiple quantified testable objectives. Things like portability,
maintainability, usability.

2

QUANTIFIED TEST OBJECTIVES. Define our test objectives in quantified
measurable trackable terms. Things such as test effectiveness, coverage (we
are good at theory of this but too many do not deal with the concept), mean
time to failure, cost to find and fix defects, remaining defect density or
frequency of occurrence, test work-hours per regression test.

3

MULTIPLE MEASURES AND FACTS ABOUT TEST TECHNOLOGY. Learn to evaluate any
test strategy or technology in books, articles, conferences and consultant
advice in quantified experiential terms. What do they give us in terms of
meeting our quantified multiple objectives (above) and at what resource costs
(people, time, money) ?

4

DON'T TOLERATE DOGMATIC EXPERTS WITHOUT FACTS. Learn to tell "test
experts" who cannot or will not cite any benefit or cost experiences of the
methods they profess, not to bother us until they have some evidence that
they know what they are doing.

5

PROFILE SAMPLE TESTING. Learn to test using user profile representative
samples rather than exhaustive bug finding.

6

RAPID CYCLE TESTING PROCESS CONTROL. Learn to test in rapid cycles (2% of
project) of customer-useful, at least field trialable, increments of
functionality and/or quality improvement. Use the feedback to control
quality levels and the corresponding test strategies, software work processes
(such as formal inspections, Defect Prevention Process).

7

ROBUST SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. Learn to build robust software using

redundant techniques and diagnostic code(like distinct software or N-version
programming) which is capable of detecting bugs and automating testing and
regression testing. This is useful for both a more advanced testing process,
and for operational control over remaining defects.
8

AVOID BAD INSPECTION APPLICATION. Learn to do software Inspections
properly. Most institutions seem to screw up the use of inspections on a
large scale for a long time. They do not understand many fundamental things
like optimum checking rates, entry and exit control using measures of
incoming and exiting document quality, and the proper use of standards,
checklists and source documentation.

9

INSPECT TEST AND ITS INPUTS. These inspections need to be done on all
forms of test planning and test case generation, as well as all inputs to the
test planning process (which include practically all software documents
including code, requirements, design, interface specification and user
documentation). Test planning is as weak as the poor quality documents we use
to do it, and without proper inspections they seem to contain dozens of major
defects per page! We don't even realize that they are so polluted since we do
not measure well enough to know.

10

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF TEST. We need to learn proper continuous
improvement of test methods using Deming's statistical process control or
software variants such as IBM's Defect Prevention Process.

11

TOTAL BALANCE IN QUALITY INVESTMENT. We need to look at the software
quality problem from the total systems perspective so as to find the right
balance of investment in defect prevention, early defect detection using
inspection, various levels of testing and engineering robust systems, in
order to meet both our short term (initial hand-over to users and log term
objectives (portability, adaptability and maintainability). The testers of
the world are not organizationally positioned to solve this problem. It needs
to be solved at a quality director level or higher. We test far too much, and
get far too little quality for it, because we don't have this balance.

I realize that I have not taken the space to fully explain or justify my
assertions here. The intent is to be provocative of a refreshing discussion
in the test area. I'd sure love the chance to explain my position in greater
detail with facts and figures when we meet at the next conference!
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The Microsoft Corporate Environment For Testing
Microsoft is one of the most successful companies in the history of software. It
has achieved this success, in part, by developing the capability of shipping the right
products at the right time. The evolution of this company from a small group of
developers, to the world' s largest software development house, resulted from having a
clear view of the customer's needs, and strong ideas about what the technology could do
for them. The success of Microsoft may also be attributed to the maturation of
technically-oriented testing departments, and to the evolution of a product development
process called "Milestones." A common view of product quality is shared by testers,
developers and program managers. Microsoft builds products that meet customer needs,
and leverages new technologies to pu~ them in the hands of users in a timely manner.
Microsoft is a company that puts people first. Everyone has their own office, with
a door, and their own phone. A typical test engineer has two or three Pentuim or 486
PC's (many have more) or Macintoshes. Procedures are in place to ensure that test
engineers are compensated at the same rate as developers with similar technical ability. In
the Systems Division, most testers are developers who have chosen to work in testing
departments. Testing is a viable technical career path at Microsoft -- test engineers are
promoted based on technical ability. Management skills or an interest in management
positions are not required for testers to advance within the company.
Product teams are small, and autonomous. Business units compete with
companies many times their size. They are empowered to make all critical decisions about
their product content, pricing and strategy. Testing groups in business units choose their
own tools, and own their processes. But communication between groups is frequent, so
that if something works in one group, other groups will be quick to plagiarize and improve
on it. Test managers meet monthly to share best practices.

Three Facets of Quality
At Microsoft, the quality of a product is defined in three dimensions. The first is
product definition, or what is sometimes called the feature set. The second dimension is
"shipping on time," or schedule. Schedule is often thought to be the enemy of quality, but
at Microsoft it is considered to be part of the quality of the product. The third dimension is
the traditional focus of Quality Assurance: reliability.
The term "reliability" is defined at Microsoft as the rate at which an end user will
encounter anomalies. One goal of implementing the product (coding/testing) is to
maintain the reliability of the product while new features are being added and to increase
reliability in the system testing phase until it is good enough to release the product.

" Shipping the Right Software at the Right Time"
© April 1995 by Microsoft Corporation, All Rights Reserved

Roger W. Sherman, Director of Testing
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SCHEDULE

RELIABILITY

FEATURE SET

Depending on the market and available technologies, the relative importance of
each of these quality dimensions may differ. For example, a low number of defects might
be the most important in a mature market where competing products are not otherwise
differentiated. In another situation, being first to market first may take precedence over
reliability. It is an axiom of the personal computer business that the first product to claim a
majority market share on a new platform, or in a new product category, may have that
position for a long time. In this case, product definition and schedule may be relatively
more important than the number of defects, especially if there is no pre-existing installed
base. At other times, features might be cut from a product to increase the amount of time
available for testing, or to increase the certainty of making a ship date.
While the relative importance of each quality dimension may change in proportion
to the others, the absolute importance of each is high. One cannot succeed unless the
capability of the product development group in each of these three areas is very high. The
cost of shipping a product with a recall-class defect can be fatal to the profitability of a
product group. Microsoft's profitability is based on high numbers of unit sales and low
margins. If a product is recalled, millions of product units may have to be scrapped,
inventory from the marketing channels may be returned, and new disk sets may need to be
manufactured and distributed. In addition, re-releasing the product may have to be
repeated for each foreign language version of the product as well. The cost of fixing a
problem in the field is extremely high. Most defects also have an associated cost in
customer support. Even if the defects do not warrant a recall, they may incur high support
costs. Product support costs are charged directly to the business unit which produces the
product. Finally, if a product is late, it may never re-capture the market share it loses to a
competitor. And if it is lacking in imagination, features and functionality, it will have a
very short life -- giving the product team less time and resources for the next version.
At Microsoft, development, testing, program management and product support
groups decide as a team to make carefully considered trade-offs between the three
dimensions of quality, from the time coding begins until they agree that the product is
ready to be shipped to customers.
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Product Definition (Feature set)
Every major version (version 1.0, 2.0, etc.) of every product at Microsoft starts
with a Vision Statement. The vision statement is a document that describes the product
positioning, key features, price range and target ship date. The Vision Statement may also
describe competitive products' strengths and weaknesses. The purpose of the Vision
Statement is to articulate key product positioning to the entire team, so that the whole
development process is focused on the right objectives, and that decisions regarding
product quality (as defined above) are aligned with the product's strategic purpose.
The Vision Statement is produced by the marketing group and has many inputs. If
the product is a new version on an existing product, Product Support provides the list of
top cost generators. Microsoft also has a call-in phone line for user suggestions on
improving the product. Letters from users and competitive reviews in the trade press are
also used as input.
Microsoft also engages an outside company to do annual customer satisfaction
surveys for its products and those of its competitors. This survey identifies key factors in
customer satisfaction and rates Microsoft products in those areas. Individual product
teams also conduct their own customer satisfaction surveys, and registration base studies.
Another activity which receives public attention is Microsoft's usability testing.
Users from the target market are given prototypes of products under development, with a
task to accomplish using the prototype. Their actions are videotaped and annotated. This
provides product designers feedback on whether the design is easy to use or needs further
refinement. Instrumented versions of our products are also used in a similar way. These
special versions record user actions, so designers can see how customers used the design
to accomplish tasks. Recently designers used the data from instrumented versions of our
Office products to discover that users were not using the toolbar for common tasks, but
going through menus instead. They eventually determined that many users could not
remember what the icons on the toolbar meant, and the product design was changed so
that a explanatory caption appeared whenever the mouse cursor passed over an icon.
This solution was then tested in the Usability Lab to confirm that users naturally migrated
towards using the toolbar, which was quicker and easier than accessing the same
functionality through menus.
While these inputs help determine weaknesses in existing products, more is needed
to make a product that exceeds customer expectations. Features of this type may come
from extensive studies of customer behavior or shifts in available technology. Examples of
the latter include OLE (Object Linking and Embedding), new Windows platforms, reuseable code from other projects, or the presence of high-power processors in the target
market. Groups often take retreats for creative brainstorming on product ideas.
Once a product vision is defined, it is challenged by peer reviews, and by review
from the senior staff One way to guarantee criticism from the very top is to plan a
product lacking in creativity, or one that does not aim to be "best of breed," leap-frogging
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the competition. The drive for this level of quality in product definition at Microsoft is
most aggressive at the top.
The next step in defining the product is the product specification. This is a
document that describes in detail how the product will work. The product specification
receives line by line review from testers, developers and user education staff In some
groups, formal inspections are used on parts of the product specification. When the
product specification is sufficiently detailed, the development team builds a schedule,
based on the specification.

Shipping on Time; Process and Schedule
The development schedule divides the product into features, then estimates the
time required to code and unit test each feature. Features are grouped into sets, which
will be delivered to testing simultaneously at specified milestone dates. In a typical project
there are 3 to 5 milestones of this type. While development is working on the code for a
milestone, testing creates or writes test cases and test specifications for that feature set.
Just prior to formally releasing the code to testing, developers often ask testers to
informally test their code to ensure that the release will be solid. In many groups there is a
formal "buddy system," which assigns each tester to support an individual developer.
"Pre-release testing" and the "buddy system" help developers rid their code of the most
obvious issues in the most efficient manner. When the release is made to testing,
development also publishes a "Testing Release Document (TRD)" which describes exactly
what is testable. Testing takes the release and runs a series of tests to determine whether
the release is testable. To accept the release, the testing group must be able to test all
coded features (no "blocking bugs"), must be able to load test files, and run pre-existing
automated tests against the product. Testing may reject the release ifit is not "testable".
After acceptance, testing runs its newly developed test cases against the release, and
development fixes the bugs. The bug fix cycle continues until the test cases yield no
additional bugs. The milestone is then "certified" and development then begins to work
on the next feature set for the next milestone.
After each milestone the team holds a postmortem with their managers. The
postmortem is a meeting where the work of team in coding and testing the milestone is
reviewed. The role of the manager is to encourage honest conversation and to make sure
that all necessary issues are raised. The team examines its process for the milestone, the
test results and the schedule. If necessary, the ship date is adjusted, features are cut,
process is changed, or people re-assigned to tasks deemed critical to the project. This is
one instance where trade-offs among the three dimensions of quality are adjusted.
The last milestone of this type is called "code complete" : all features are coded,
there are no bugs blocking testing and all native coding (speed optimization) is done.
From code complete until release to manufacturing (RTM), development fixes bugs in
releases made once or twice a week. During this period the schedule includes a number of
other milestones, such as beta testing, configuration and printer testing, and complete
passes of all test cases, automated and manual. At some point development resolves
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issues faster than testing can generate them. This is called "bug convergence". As the
active number of issues begins to decline, one can begin to estimate with more precision
when the product can be released. It is only a matter oftime before development is able
to make a release that resolves all active issues. This release is called the Zero Bug
Release (ZBR). From this point on, all changes to the code are carefully reviewed. The
goal is to stabilize the product. Releases increase in frequency until they are made daily.
Gradually the bug find rate drops to less than one per day. Although each team may
decide their own exit criteria (called FAT for Final Acceptance Test), most teams will not
release the product until it has withstood 5 full days of testing without yielding a "mustfix" bug.
After the product has shipped to customers, the entire team will hold a
postmortem to review what went well, and what could be done to improve the process,
tools or work environment. The results of these postmortems are published to the rest of
the company and are a major means of sharing best practices between groups.
The primary benefit of the milestone process, however is to maintain code stability.
When a code base becomes too unstable it will not solidify with additional testing and bug
fixing. Bug fixing may actually make things worse. The best solution in this case is to
throw away the code and re-write it. Re-writing the code is very costly, and a solution of
last resort. Maintaining a stable code base increases the probability that testing and bug
fixing will improve the product, rather than destabilize it.
The milestone process also reduces the number of bugs found after code complete.
The milestone process makes it possible to fix bugs earlier in the development process,
when it is less expensive to do. Low priority bugs can be addressed earlier in the cycle as
well, when it is cost effective to fix them.

Implementation and Tools

Making sure it's getting better, not worse
Microsoft uses an internal groupware product called SLM ("Source Library
Manager") to control source code. Each developer has all the code necessary to build the
project on their own machine. After developing new code and unit testing it, the
developer builds the product and runs a suite of automated test cases against it. The cases
are often provided by the testing group. The purpose of the "quick test" is to demonstrate
whether the new code breaks functionality in the product. If the new code passes this test,
the developer does a "check-in," and his code is included in the daily build of the project.
If the developer checks in code that breaks the daily build, they most likely will be given
daily build responsibilities until another developer commits a similar transgression. Other
playful forms of stigma are also employed.
Making the code testable
Development teams at Microsoft work closely with test engineers to make
products testable. Development includes many "asserts" in the "debug" version of their
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code. The asserts test the value of data structures while the code is executed, often
reporting a problem before it manifests itself through the user interface. Most products
also include an invisible menu that can be activated manually or through an automated
script. This menu activates code within the application to simulate resource failures (low
memory, low disk space, etc.), to shake the heap, to verify the integrity of data structures,
fill memory with assigned values, etc.

Automation tools
The most common automation tools are C or C++ (for testing API layers), MSTest (testing through user interfaces, or managing test drivers), Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA, for inter-application testing) or the macro language that ships with the
product (Microsoft Excel's macro language, Word-Basic for Word, Access-Basic for
Access, etc.). Verification is done through a variety of means: smart file comparisons,
directly querying the application, direct queries to the operating system, and as a last
resort, screen dumps and comparisons.
There are also a number oftest case execution managers in use at Microsoft.
Among the most interesting is "Teacher/Pupil." When a tester leaves for the night, they
enroll their machine as a "pupil" in school. The Teacher (server machine) downloads an
automated suite and the pupil machine executes it, reporting test results back to the
teacher machine. The teacher can determine whether a machine has frozen, and can reboot it if necessary.
Automated cases are used in a variety of ways in Microsoft. Groups that have to
test APis make heavy use of automation since that is the only way to test them. The
Windows NT test group wrote over 2 million lines oftest code (25% of the total KLOCs
of source code for the shipping product). Most application groups have not found it cost
effective to "automate everything." Other groups achieve nearly I 00% statement
coverage with their automated tests, but have found that this never tests the code
completely, so automation is used for particular tasks. The most efficient use of
automation is regression testing. Regression suites are made up for breadth testing nightly
builds of the product, and are enhanced and augmented as the project develops. Since
regression tests are re-run more than any other kind of tests, automating these tests has
the greatest payback for the time invested.
Another application of automated tools is in the use of "monkeys." A monkey is a
tool that drives an application in random fashion, sending keystrokes which may or may
not be intended by the product designer or developer. Monkeys of this type are used in an
informal way to determine how robust a product is. Further up the evolutionary chain is
the "intelligent monkey." This kind of automated tool understands the user interface and
sends valid user input to the application under test. An intelligent monkey can be
calibrated to imitate customer usage if such a profile is known.
When imitating a statistically valid customer profile, the intelligent monkey can be used to
determine a true Mean Time To Failure. Most intelligent monkeys in use at Microsoft
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allow tracing when a fault occurs to determine the set of keystrokes that caused the
failure.

Beta Testing
There are several kinds of beta testing at Microsoft. Marketing runs beta tests
which have very little to do with testing the product for defects. Marketing betas are quite
useful for getting customer feedback on the way the features have been implemented -sometimes adjustments are possible before release to the general public.
Technical betas, as they are called in Microsoft, are for the purpose of finding
bugs. Internal betas (called Alpha testing elsewhere) are popular and effective. For many
Microsoft products, internal betas have been far more useful than external beta tests. Beta
versions of products are posted on internal servers and everyone in the company is invited
to download them and try them. Anomalies are reported via email. Some developers are
so proud of their code that they offer "bug bounties" -- cash -- for anyone who can find a
bona fide bug in their product.
External betas can be quite large, and are run by a centralized group which has
developed expertise in managing beta sites. The internal beta group can put together a
beta site list that duplicates the user profile of any product's target market. External betas
are most important to the Systems group, since they write code which may be the most
affected by hardware configurations. In spite of the large number of beta sites and the
length of beta tests, bugs from beta testing account for less than 5% of all bugs found in
most products, including operating systems. While some groups find those remaining 5%
important enough to continue beta testing, other groups have abandoned external beta
tests. Internal testing for these groups has been effective enough.
Windows95 has been somewhat of an exception to previous beta testing policies.
Because of"plug and play" features, and the huge installed base of Windows 3. lx,
extensive beta testing has been required to find the many possible driver and hardware
conflicts that exist in the marketplace. The Windows95 team has used beta testing in
imaginative ways to find hardware incompatibilities. For example, one "beta test" consists
entirely of testing Setup (product install) on 10,000 machines that have not previously had
pre-release versions ofWindows95 . Other segments of beta testing has focussed on
particular hardware and software environments. Each phase of beta testing has involved a
larger number of users and machines. When collecting incident reports on such a large
scale, the number of duplicate reports is often as significant as the bug itself These
statistics tell us how the product is being used, and what areas of the product need the
most work to finish. Even though beta testing ofWindows95 will uncover a larger
percent of defects than other Microsoft products, the basic principal remains that beta
testing is used to find defects that internal testing cannot. Because of the size of the
installed base with large numbers of unknown configurations, beta testing is the only way
to find defects that matter to our customers. In this respect, we are different from more
traditional systems software vendors who sell operating systems for their own hardware.
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Anomalies, incidents and bugs: tracking and reporting
An internally developed tracking tool called RAID (Reporting And Information
Database) enforces a procedure for resolution of problem reports and bugs. Originally
developed for testers and developers for tracking defects, RAID databases have become
complete "to do" list for shipping projects because resolution of each issue is enforced and
tracked. Once an issue has been opened in the database, it is assigned to a developer or a
program manager for resolution. The developer may fix a problem if it is a defect, or
assign it back to the tester if they cannot reproduce the problem. The developer may also
assign the issue to a committee of the test lead, development lead, program manager and
product support lead for resolution. This committee then decides how the issue should be
resolved. Typically the committee will choose to fix it if they believe it is a defect,
postpone it if necessary, or do nothing if the product behaves as they intend. Once
resolved, issues are closed. Test engineers are the only people who can "close" an issue,
therefore assuring every issue is completely fixed or appropriately reviewed.
Issues in RAID are ranked by severity, and priority, and tracked by status
(ACTIVE, RESOLVED, CLOSED), assignee, product area, open date, change date,
closed date, version number, and how the issue was resolved. Product teams add
additional fields to track other items -- such as how such an issue could have been avoided
in the first place.
RAID provides data for most of the metrics used in the company. Because
everyone uses the same tool, conclusions using these metrics are widely applicable. Data
from RAID databases is our primary source for analyzing process improvements and
comparing best practices between groups. Because individual teams can add their own
fields to issue reports in RAID, test engineers also use RAID to test hypotheses on the
causes of bugs and ways to improve development efficiency. RAID is an important tool
for improving our capability to deliver world-class products, on time.
Conclusion
From it's start 19 years ago, Microsoft has gone through many stages of evolution
in its capability for producing the right software at the right time. From small teams

developing software for early adopters, through the use of more defined processes today,
Microsoft still embodies the cultural values which made it successful: small, empowered,
customer-focused teams who are driven to produce the best software in the world in their
market.
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Quality at Microsoft
o How quality is defined at Microsoft
o How is Microsoft structured as a company?
Where does Testing plug in?
o What development processes are in place to
ensure quality?
o Internal tools
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Quality at Microsoft

o How is Microsoft structured as a company?
Where does Testing plug in?
o What development processes are in place to
ensure quality?
o Internal tools

Myth One

"Software giant, Microsoft... "
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Microsoft Corporation
o
o
o
o
o
o

Worldwide Product Group
Advanced Technology
Sales/Marketing and Product Support
Legal
Finance (includes Manufacturing)
Human Resources
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Woi:l<l:wide _Products Group
o
o
o
o
o
o

Business Systems Division
Personal Systems Division
Desktop Applications Division
Consumer Division
Development Division
WPG product and technology strategy group
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Worldwide Products Group
Divisions
o Divided into Business Units/Product Units
o Each owns a market and a product(s)
o General Manager
-

Program Manager
Development Manager
Testing Manager
User Education Manager (Help, Wizards, Tutorials,
Manuals)
- Marketing Manager

Internal organization
o Totally empowered teams

o Accountable for their business success
o Often compete against entire companies many
times their size
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Quality at Microsoft

o What development processes are in place to
ensure quality?
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Quality Triangle
• Achieving the right balance

Schedule

Reliability

Features
(Product definition)
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Product Definition
Does "customer driven" mean that you are:
Market Driven
or
Technology Driven?
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Product definition
o Vision Statement and competitive analysis
(Marketing)
o
o
o
o
o

Product support feedback and statistics
MS-Wish phone line
Three-year planning (Bill Gates, Sr. Staff)
Product Specification (Program Management)
Peer review or formal inspection of spec
(Testing, Dev., Marketing, UE)
o Prototyping
o Usability lab
o Design documents (Development)
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Implementation
Milestone Process
o Project divided up into feature sets
o Each feature set is completed by a Milestone
date
o Developmentffesting schedule is organized by
milestones
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Quality Triangle
Optimizing Quality elements
Upon certification of each milestone:
-

Postmortem of milestone by entire team
Re-evaluation of the schedule
Re-evaluation of the feature set
Re-evaluation of bugs found and target problem areas
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Milestone Process
What Development Does
o
o
o
o
o

Designs the code and writes it .
Does code and design reviews
Check-ins tests
Nightly builds and build verification tests
Pre-release testing (often with testing
"buddies")
o Writes Testing Release Document (TRD)
o Testability code written into debug versions
o "Can't write new features unless you've fixed
your bugs" (or broken the daily build)
re rm Microsoft Co11111.sliM

Development support for Testing
o Assertion checks
o Memory resource failure simulation
o Other resource failure simulations (disk space,
o

o
o
o
o

etc.)
Fill block memory with data value X
Validation of automated tests
Benchmark timers
Instrumenfed versions for MTTF user profiles
Code coverage versions
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Milestone Process
What Testing Does
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Develops Test Specifications and Test Cases
Develops automated tests
Code Coverage analysis
Acceptance testing
Full test pass against new feature set
Reports bugs in RAID, verifies fixes
Certifies milestone
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Special Milestones
"'·

Code Complete

o All features are complete
o Code optimization is complete
o Development is totally committed to bug fixing
until product release
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Special Milestones
Beta releases

o Internal Betas
- Often the best at bug finding
- Bug bounties

o Technical (external) Betas
- central organization, database
- tools for analyzing site suitability, bug retrieval and
reporting
- hundreds of sites (especially Systems products)
- focussed on hardware/system compatibility (things we
can't test)
- usually produce a small number of significant bugs that
would not have been found otherwise (typically <5%)
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Special Milestones
Beta releases

o Marketing Betas
-

Organized by marketing for target customers
thousands, or tens of thousands of sites
did we build the right product?
how are customers going to use the product?
what areas need refinement, further work?
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Other testing

o Configuration testing
o Printer testing
o Stress testing
o Bug Bashes (Product Support)
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Zero Bug Bounce
o Occurs when Development has fixed all active
bugs for the first time
o Releases occur daily
o All code changes reviewed for impact on
stability
o Release candidates
o QA mode
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Final Release
o FAT (Final acceptance test) on frozen code
o All product components tested (setup, drivers,
manuals, help with jumps, etc.)
o MTTF metrics
o Bug metrics
o Beta test feedback
o Agreement by Development, Program
Management, Testing and Product Support that
product is world-class, ship quality
©100~MitrMoH Corporanon.

Quality at Microsoft

o What tools are used to implement quality?
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Tools for ensuring Quality
o Network file version manager (SLM/Delta)
- used to manage source code for the application
- can also be used to manage test code, test cases documents
and manual doc files

o Automated Application and API drivers
-

specific tools for specific applications
MS-Test (most common)
Word Basic, Excel Basic, etc.
Visual Basic for Apps
C, C++
May include test case recording and verification tools
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Summary
o Small, empowered teams focussed on
producing the best product for their customers
o Small empowered teams, choosing and
developing the best tools for their business and
development environment
o Small empowered teams, developing and
improving their own development process and
feedback mechanisms
o Pervasive plagiarism - if it works in one group,
everyone will copy it
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Tools for ensuring Quality
o Network file version manager (SLM/Delta)
- used to manage source code for the application
- can also be used to manage test code, test cases documents
and manual doc files

o Automated Application and API drivers
-

specific tools for specific applications
MS-Test(mostcommon)
Word Basic, Excel Basic, etc.
Visual Basic for Apps
C, C++
May include test case recording and verification tools
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Tools for ensuring Quality
o Test Case Managers
-

stores attributes of test cases
may point to or include test cases themselves
may link or point to data files, automated test scripts
may link to run history of test case

o Test Run Analyzers
- analyzes run histories of various test suites
- can compare test suite runs on different platforms
- Code coverage analyzers give source statement coverage
statistics
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Tools for ensuring Quality

o Bug database (RAID)
- Primary means of communication between Testing and
Development
- Bug severity, priority, status, assignment
- Classified by area, sub-area of product
- Steps to repro, other bug taxonomy data
- Bugs may be resolved by Development by must be closed
by Testing
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Tools for ensuring Quality
o Standardized reporting and metrics tools
- RAID-based reporting
• bug find rates, regression rates, time from Open to
Close
• bug clustering on product areas
• bug assignments (load leveling)
- Project metrics
• schedule performance
• bugs/KLOC, find/fix ratios, percent duplicate bugs
• time from release to Testing to acceptance
- Product support call statistics
• Call generators by product area
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Tools for ensuring Quality
o Test Execution Managers
- Assemble test suites of cases based on selection criteria
- May also distribute suites to network clients for automatic
execution (Teacher/Pupil)
- Attempt recovery from catastrophic run-time errors and go
on
- Manage execution logs
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Summary
o Small, empowered teams focussed on
producing the best product for their customers
o Small empowered teams, choosing and
developing the best tools for their business and
development environment
o Small empowered teams, developing and
improving their own development process and
feedback mechanisms
o Pervasive plagiarism - if it works in one group,
everyone will copy it
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Abstract

Reusability is one of the most claimed advantages of object-oriented
software. Reusability, however , is not achieved by simply applying
object-oriented technology, but rather needs special consideration. There
are two relevant situations involving reusability: the construction of
reusable software and the reuse of reusable software for the construction of concrete systems. This paper discusses two aspects of reusability from the viewpoint of testing.
First, the question is adressed , how much testing effort is needed ,
when a new class is added to an existing library. The testing need for
the reuse situation is not adressed since it is equivalent to standard
object-oriented testing. Second , the paper covers the testing of generic classes (parameterized classes and abstract classes). These classes
can not be tested by instantiation and execution, because direct instantiation is not possible. A simple test strategy is proposed and the
implications on testing during generic class construction and during
reuse are investigated .
The paper shows that appropriate testing poses no inadequate testing effort , although the simple "test-once-reuse-forever" approach is
shown to be inacceptable.

1

Introduction

1

Improved reusability is often stated to be the key advantage of objectoriented software engineering. However, very little research has been done
to examine this claim in detail. This paper concentrates on the relationship
between reusability and object-oriented testing.
While proper integration and testing of object-oriented software has been
investigated [4 , 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 21, 23, 26, 27], the integration of
a new reusable class into an existing library violates the proper integration
order and, through the polymorphic nature of existing classes, possibly also
the integrity of the library. This paper introduces a test strategy that, after
the integration of a new class, results in a class library as well tested as a
properly tested concrete object-oriented system.
Two commonly used concepts for the construction of reusable classes
are abstract classes and parameterized classes. Abstract classes specify the
syntactic and semantic interface for some of their operations without offering implementations - such operations are called abstract operations. The
implementation for abstract operations has to be given in subclasses of an
abstract class (see e.g. [19] 1 ). Parameterized classes are specified in terms
of one or more class parameters. In order to derive a concrete class from a
parameterized class , the formal class parameter( s) have to be replaced by
actual classes (see e.g. [12, 18)).
This paper discusses the testing of generic classes, i.e. abstract classes
and parameterized classes. First , a simple test strategy is proposed. Then
the implications of this strategy on testing classes that are derived from generic classes is discussed. Finally, the testing of classes derived from generic
classes is described in detail.
The following section gives a short overview on object-oriented testing.
Section 3 discusses the testing of a class library including a newly integrated
class. Section 4 deals with testing generic classes and classes derived from
them. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
Some notational conventions A , B, C, T , X , possibly with a prime added, are class names. A class name with an added prime denotes a subclass
of the same class without the prime ( e.g. A' is a subclass of A). A class
name with a "p" as a superscript (e.g. GP) denotes a parameterized class,
the respective class parameter is given in square brackets. J, g are operati1

In [19] abstract operations are called deferred features .

2

ons. To show the class offering the operation, the class name is added to
the operation name as a subscript ( e.g. f A).
An operations f A' that is inherited unchanged from A is denoted as f A'.
If f is redefined in A' it is denoted as f A~ , and if f is new for A' it is
denoted as f A'n 2 • The implemntation of an abstract operation in a concrete
class derived from an abstract class is considered a specialization.
In object-oriented software engineering, the testing of a class is considered object-oriented unit testing. The unit test for some class A is denoted
as self-test A. The integration test testing the interaction between a client
class A and a server class B is denoted as A co ntract-test B.

2

Testing object-oriented software - a short over.
view

This section reviews - briefly and informally - the process for testing
object-oriented systems . The following process yields a well tested system
[23) . The process consists of the following steps, which are iterated until all
classes and all client-server-relationships have been tested:
1. Find a class , whose superclasses are tested and whose server classes

are tested.
(a) Self-test the class.
(b) Contract-test all client-server-relationships, where the class is a
client .
Iterate this step , until no class can be found
2. Find a "minimal strongly connected structure" , i.e. a set of classes as
small as possible, such that every class in the set uses only classes that
are self-tested or that are also in the set.
( a) Contract test every client-server-relationship between a client in
the minimal strongly connected structure and an already selftested server.
2

"i" stands for "inherited" , "s" stands for "specialized" , and "n" stands for "new".
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fA,-> 9A'
fA 1' -> hB'

no tests

fA:-> 9A~

retest f A'-> 9A~
' fulfills precondition of 9A~
test, if f A'
reuse specification based tests
new implementation based tests
new tests

fA 1s
fA'..

Table 1: Necessary tests for self-test A'
(b) Construct an acyclic subgraph of the minimal strongly connected
structure by deleting as few as possible client-server-relationships.
Build and test a test stub for every server in the set of deleted
client-server-relationships.
( c) Test the classes in the subgraph as an acyclic system.
( d) Integrate the deleted client-server-relationships and contract-test
them.
An important part of object-oriented testing is the testing of subclasses.
Usually, when testing a subclass, some of the tests, that have been applied to
the superclass need not be repeatd for the subclass, because it is guaranteed,
that the results will not change. Another set of test cases has to be repeated
in the subclass in order to assure, that the results are the same. Finally, some
new test cases have to be developed to test new aspects in the subclasses.
Table 1 shows the necessary tests for object-oriented unit testing [14] and
tables 2 and 3 show the situation for object-oriented integration testing3 [23].

3

Integrating reusable classes

This section describes the necessary tests if a class is added to a repository
of reusable classes. The following conditions are assumed to hold in the
repository prior to the addition of the new class. At the same time, it is the
goal to assure these conditions after the needed tests have been applied.
3

The "call"-part of integration testing checks the client for proper calls to the server,
the "return" -part checks for proper interaction. An arrow denotes a uses-relationship
between operations

4

A contract - test ca/1 B'

fA->
fA->

no tests

9B'
9B •
1

( old specification )

fA->

no tests
reuse !A-> 9B
no new tests
new tests

9B~

( new specification)

fA->

9B!.

A contract - testreturn B'

fA->
fA->
fA->

no tests
no tests
new tests

9B'.
9B:
9B!,,

Table 2: Necessary tests for A contract-test B'

fA ->
fA ~->
fA'..->
1

no tests
new tests
new tests

9B
9B
9B

Table 3: Necessary tests for A' contract-test B
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• All classes have been self-tested yielding no errors ( we assume, that
this means, that every class works correctly in isolation).
• All client-server-relationships between a client class and a server class
have been contract-tested yielding no errors ( we assume, that this
means, that all client classes interact correctly with their respective
direct server classes).
• All client-server-relationships between multiple client classes and a
single server class have been contract-tested yielding no errors ( we
assume, that this means, that all classes that communicate via a common server class interact correctly).
The next subsection discusses the necessary tests, if a new base class
(i.e., a class without a superclass) is added to the repository, followed by a
discussion of the necessary tests, if a new subclass is added to some class in
the repository. Finally, we show the necessary tests when a set of classes is
added.

Integrating a new base class
Figure 1 shows the different cases that have to be considered. All parts of
the figure represent collaboration graphs of a repository of reusable classes.
The newly added class N is depicted by projecting a shade to its symbol.
We assumes that all items ( classes and relationships) in the systems besides
N and the relationships between N and other classes in the repository have
been tested. Therefore, the conditions listed at the beginning of this section
are violated, because N and its client-server-relationships are not tested.
Figure 1 a shows the most simple case where N uses one class A in the
repository. To fix the violations of the above listed conditions, N has to be
self-tested, and then the client-server-relationship has to be contract-tested.
Figure 1 b shows an impossible case. There can be no client-serverrelationships where N is a server, because the respective client would have
to reference N prior to its existence.
Figure 1 c considers inheritance. Again, N is self-tested and its clientserver-relationships are contract-tested. Note, however, that there is an
implicit client-server-relationship between N and A' due to subtype substitutability in object-oriented systems. Section 2 shows how to save testing
effort for N contract-test A' by using the results from N contract-test A.
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Figure 1:
Figure 1 d shows a system where the server class A in the repository is a
client class of some other class B in the system. As the above testing process
considers only direct client-server-relationships, this case is not different
from the one shown in figure 1 a.
Figure 1 e shows a system where the server class A in the repository is
also a server for some other class B in the repository. It is possible that
the behavior of B depends on a state change in A introduced by N or vice
versa (as an example consider A to be the class QUEUE, B to issue only
calls to the enqueue operation, and N issuing only calls to the dequeue
operation). Therefore, after self-testing A and contract-testing the clientserver-relationship between N and A we have to contract-test the clientserver-relationship between the client classes N and B and their common
server class A.
To summarize, after the insertion of a new base class N to an existing
class library, the following steps have to be taken:
1. Test all client-server-relationships with N as a client.

2. Self-test N.
7

3. Test all servers of N together with N and other clients.

Integrating a new subclass
All cases that have to be considered are shown in figure 2. In this figure the
new class is called N ' . Again, all classes and relationships in the systems
are assumed to be tested besides N' and its client-server-relationships. All
cases are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The most simple case is depicted in figure 2 a. N' does not participate in
any client-server-relationship. Testing a subclass of an already tested base
class is discussed in [5, 8, 10, 14].
Figures 2 b through d show cases, where N' participates in client-serverrelationships only as a client. These cases are handled as discussed in the
previous subsection. Note, however, that implicit client-server-relationships
have to be considered. As an example, consider that N and N' are common
clients of A' in th situation shown in figure 2 d.
Figure 2 e shows a system where the new class N' is a server for one of the
existing classes. This is possible through subtype substitutability in objectoriented systems, i.e. , at every place where an object of class A expects an
object of class N, an object of class N' may occur. After N' has been selftested, the client-server-relationship between A and N' is contract-tested.
As discussed in section 2 operation calls to operations in Ni need no further
testing. Furthermore, the testing of operation calls to operations in N~ only
needs to assure, that A fulfills the possibly restricted input specifications
of N~ compared to N . However, there may be results returned by N~ that
cannot be produced by N. In such a case, it has to be checked during A
contract-test N', that A handles these results correctly.
Note, that no operations in N~ may be used by A , because A would have
to call N~ prior to its existence. After N' and its client-server-relationships
are tested, all indirect clients of N' have to be retested. This is a consequence
of the anticomposition axiom introduced in (24]. All tests of indirect clients
of N', however, are reapplications of existing test cases.
In the system shown in figure 2 f there are two clients of N. In addition
to A contract-test N' and B contract-test N', A, B contract-test N'
has to be applied. Again, only operations in N~ need to be considered and
- as a consequence of the contract-tests with N - only the fulfilling of
possibly restricted input specifications has to be tested. After these tests
the indirect clients of N' are re-tested.
Figure 2 g shows a similar system, but one of the clients is a subclass of
8
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the other. The same set of tests has to be applied (with A' substituted for
B) and the same savings in testing effort can be made. Additionally, during
A' contract-test N' only operations in A~ need to be retested.
Figure 2 h shows a system where A is a client of N' which in turn is a
client of B. After self-testing N', N' contract-test B has to be applied,
followed by A contract-test N'. This is followed by re-testing indirect
clients of N '.
In the systems shown in figures 2 i and 2 j N' participates in some
circular set of client-server-relationships. Such a set has to be identified as a
strongly connected structure and tested accordingly. However, in situations
where N' is added to an existing circular client-server-relationship, many of
the needed stubs and many of the test cases may be reused.
In situations like the one shown in figure 2 j, usually their is no "really"
circular client-server-relationship, i.e. , the behavior of the newly defined
operation in N' using B does not depend on properties of B that depend
on the client-server-relationship between B and A (and N' indirectly). If
N' actually introduces a new circular client-server-relationship , it has to
be tested completely anew [23]. In most cases, however, such a situation
indicates a design error, because N' introduces a dependency between A
and itself that was not intended when A was build (same argument holds
for B).
These considerations lead to the following test process for a newly inserted subclass:
1. Identify new cyclic structures in the resulting collaboration graph.

2. If such a structure exists, test it as described in section 2.
3. If no such structure exists, test the library as described in the previous
section and consider implicit client-server-relationships.
Besides the problem of return values returned by N' but never by N, it
is possible, that N' returns a different result for the same input parameters
and the same preconditions than N would do. This may cause problems for
clients of N, because at all places where a client expects an object of N,
an object of N' may occur. We propose to reuse the test cases applied to
N (self-test and contract-test) to test N'. If the results of the two test sets
differ, the contract-tests between clients of N and their respective servers are
reapplied. Whenever the old test results and the new ones differ the clients
of the client in that contract-test are retested until no more differences occur.
10

At this point, we have confidence that the newly introduced class N' has no
effect on the tested class and its respective clients.

Integrating a set of new classes
Usually, reusable object-oriented software consists of more than one class
(e.g. a framework [6, 15], a kit, or a system of interacting objects (1]). The
last two subsections discussed the addition of a single class to the repository
of reusable software . This subsection describes the testing process necessary
when a set of classes is added.
The situations that have to be considered are shown in figure 3. The
newly developed classes in figure 3 a are the classes contained in the subsystem S and N, the newly developed classes in figures 3 b through 3 d are
the classes contained in S and N'.
In the systems shown in figures 3 a and 3 b all new classes participating
in client-server-relationships between old and new classes are clients in those
relationships. In that situation, only the new classes have to be tested as
described in section 2.
For systems where one or more of the new classes are servers in clientserver-relationships with old classes (like the ones shown in figure 3 c and
3 d) no easy testing process can be given, because the interaction between
an old class and a new one can have considerable impact on indirect clients
of the new classes. Therefore, the rep·o sitory should completely be tested
like a new system as described in section 2. It is, however, possible to save
considerable effort by omitting any tests where only old classes are involved
before the process dictates the first test of a new class or a new clientserver-relationship. Tests involving only old classes after this point in the
process are identical to the respective original tests, i.e., they need only to
be reapplied. Finally, if all new classes are tested and the reapplication of
a contract-test between old classes yields exactly the same results as the

first application of the contract-test, it may be assumed, that no further
implications occur on further indirect clients and the testing process may
be stopped at this point.

4

Testing generic classes

This section discusses the testing of generic classes, i.e. abstract classes and
parameterized classes. First, a simple test strategy is proposed. Then the
implications of this strategy on testing classes that are derived from generic
11
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classes is discussed. Finally, the testing of classes derived from generic classes
is described in detail.

A simple test strategy for generic classes
The relationship between a generic class and a concrete class derived from
it is similar to the relationship between a class and an object of the class.
Therefore, a generic class will be considered to be tested, if a concrete class
derived from it has been tested [23]. An important difference between the
two relationships is the fact that all objects of a given class are alike, while
a generic class definition allows some freedom in the definition of a concrete
class. This problem will be discussed in the next section.
We propose to instantiate a concrete class from a generic class and test
this class like a usual class ( cf. section 1). The concrete class should be as
simple as allowed by the definition of the generic class and by the needs to
test all concrete aspects of the generic class.
The subclass of an abstract class has to specify an instantiation operation. Furthermore, for every abstract operation an implementation has to
be provided. If possible, the implementation should do nothing. Otherwise,
the implementation should be as simple as possible, e.g., if some object is
expected to be returned, the operation should return the same object for
every invocation. Of course the implementation has to fulfill the specification of the abstract operation. Also, it may be necessary to provide some
sophisticated implementations for abstract operations in order to allow some
degree of test coverage for concrete operations. In some cases, it may even
be necessary to derive more then one concrete class because of testing needs.
A class derived from a parameterized class must provide values for all
required parameters. Again, the instantiation should be guided by simplicity. Value or object parameters should be given a value that eases testing.
Class parameters should be given some easily understandable class (e.g.,

INTEGER), if nothing else is required by the class. In some cases the parameterized class calls operations offered by the parameter class. In such
cases, the substituted class should be the most simple one offering the requested operations. Again, the instantiation of a parameterized class must
consider testing needs for the parameterized class. Note, that a parameter
class has to be a concrete class in all cases. In the following discussion we
will consider a parameterized class with one class parameter and no other
parameters. The application of the discussion to classes with more than one
class parameter and with value parameters is straightforward.
13

The resulting concrete classes are tested thoroughly, because they serve
to test reusable classes and thus the testing effort is returned by saving test
effort in actual reuses. The simple approach to testing generic classes makes
no attempt to cover somehow the set of possible classes derived from the
generic class, because we consider the degree of freedom for derived classes
as too powerful to cover. Testing concrete aspects of a class implementing
abstract operations or replacing generic parameters is delegated completely
to the test of the derived class.

Implications on testing reused classes
This section discusses the implications on testing a class that is derived
from some "tested" generic class in the light of the test adequacy axioms
presented by Perry and Kaiser [24]. Only two of the axioms listed in (24]
are relevant to the testing of generic classes. These axioms are listed below
followed by their respective implications on testing reused classes.

Antiextensionality axiom: There are programs P and Q such that P = Q
(P and Q compute the same function), test set T is adequate for P,
but Tis not adequate for Q.

1) For a subclass A' of some abstract class A, every abstract operation JA,s has to be retested, and the set of test cases applied to
JA may not be adequate for testing JA~.
2) For a subclass A' of some abstract class A , and an operation JA'
calling some abstract operation 9A~, f A; has to be retested and
the test cases applied to f A may not be adequate for testing JA' .
'
3) Let B' be a subclass of an abstract class B. If the interactions in
a set of classes {A 1, A2, .. . An, B} have been tested, then the interactions in the set {A 1 , A2 , ... An, B'} have to be retested anew,
and the set of test cases for the first test may not be adequate
for the second.
4) For a class C derived from the parameterized class CP(T] by substituting the class T' for the class parameter T, an operation Jc
calling an operation 9T', Jc has to be retested and the test cases
applied to JcP may not be adequate for testing fc5) Let C be derived from CP[T] by substituting class T' for the class
parameter T. If the interactions in a set of classes { A1, A2, ... An ,
14

CP} have been tested, then the interactions in the set {A 1 , A2 , •••
An, C} have to be retested anew, and the set of test cases for the
first test may not be adequate for the second. Testing the second
set may only be omitted if no operations in C call any operations
from A;, 1 :S i :S n.
Anticomposition axiom: There exist programs P and Q, and test set T,
such that T is adequate for P, and the set of vectors of values that
variables can assume on entrance to Q for inputs in T is adequate for
Q, but T is not adequate for P;Q (P;Q is the composition of P and
Q.) .

6) For a subclass A' of an abstract class A, if some class B calls a
formerly abstract operation f A~, the interactions in {A' , B} have
to be tested , and the test cases applied for testing { A, B} may
not be adequate for testing {A' , B} .
7) For a class C derived from the parameterized class CP[T] by substituting the class T' for the class parameter T, an operation f c
calling an operation 9T', Jc has to be retested and the test cases
applied to f er> may not be adequate for testing Jc- Note, that is
is also an implication of the antiextensionality axiom.

Testing reused classes
We now describe the actual testing of a class derived from an abstract class
or from a parameterized class, respectively. Each of the two cases is dealt
with separately in one of the two following subsections.
In the following we assume A' to be a subclass of an abstract class A,
C to be derived from the parameterized class CP[T] by substituting class T'
for the type parameter T, and X to be some other class in the system under

development.
Testing a subclass of an abstract class

During the software development life cycle, the new class A' is treated like
any other class (17, 23], i.e., self-test A', X contract-test A' , and A'
contract-test X are applied, when the test process described in [23] requires so. This subsection discusses, how to self-test A' and how to test
contracts involving A'.
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During self-test A', operations that are not inherited from abstract
operations, are treated like operations in a usual subclass (see e.g. [14]).
Operations implementing an abstract operation have to be retested anew.
The test cases used for testing A may be used as a guideline in some cases,
but nothing general can be derived from them. This stems from the fact,
that A is "tested" through a class that is as simple as possible.
As discussed, it is possible, that an operation f A' implementing an abstract operation returns results which could not have been returned during
the tests of the abstract class, the range of these results has to be covered to
the same degree as the other aspects of the abstract class have been covered.
In particular, operations in A calling an abstract operation and not redefined in A' need special consideration. Since the construction of the class
used to test the abstract class is guided by covering the concrete operations
of A, we consider this situation as a special case.
In some cases A has not been contract-tested with any of the classes that
it is integrated with during a reuse situation. In such cases, A' is treated
like any other class in the system and it is tested accordingly. Sometimes,
however, A is part of a set of reusable classes (e.g. , an application framework
[6, 15]). In these cases, operations implementing abstract operations are
treated like redefined operations and contract-tested accordingly.
Example: As an example consider a framework for reservation systems
which may be reused to build, e.g., a hotel reservation system [20].
There are, among others, two abstract classes in the framework: Reservation and ReservableObject. Reservation calls operations in ReservableObject, e.g., it asks a reservable object for periods in time,
where it is vacant. This interaction is considered during Reservation
contract-test ReservableObject. The results of this test may be
used to simplify H otelReservation contract-test Room, when a hotel
reservation system is constructed.
To summarize, testing a subclass of an abstract class requires more effort ,
than testing other subclasses, because in self-testing and in contract-testing
operations, that implement abstract operations, have to be treated as if they
were newly defined in A'. Testing abstract operations in the abstract class,
however, is very easy, because the construction of the test class is exclusively
guided by testability.
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Testing a class derived from a parameterized class

Like a subclass of an abstract class the new classes G and T' (with G derived
from GP[T] by substituting T' for the class parameter T) are treated like
any other class during the development life cycle [17, 22] and in the test
process [23].
During self-test G, G is treated like a subclass of GP[T] and tested
accordingly. However, all operations offered by G are considered to be inherited unchanged. From the discussion in [14, 23] it follows, that G needs
no self-test at all.
During self-test T', T' has to be viewed as a new base class , because
nothing general can be derived about the relationship between T' and the
class used to test GP(T]. It is of course possible to self-test T' like a subclass,
if some superclass of T' is present in the current system.
Like a subclass of an abstract class, GP may not be contract-tested with
any of its current clients or servers. Since T' is not a class from the set
of reusable classes , there are no contract-tests involving T' that have been
applied during the construction of the reusable classes which may be used
to aid current contract-tests. In all these cases contract-tests involving G
or T', but not both, are applied as if G or T' were usual base classes. If,
however, G is part of a set of reusable classes, and X contract-test GP or GP
contract-test X has been applied, G is considered to contain no redefined
or newly defined operations. It follows , that no contract-tests have to be
applied in these cases (23].
For T' contract-test G and G contract-test T' the contract between
G and T' is considered as completely untested and contract-testing is applied accordingly ( cf. the fourth implication from the antiextensionality
axiom above). This requirement stems from the fact, that the selection of a
parameter class during the testing of GP[T] is guided by testability.
To summarize, it is impossible to support the contract-testing between
a parameterized class GP and some class T' used to instantiate G during
the development of GP, i.e., prior to the actual reuse situation. Furthermore, if GP is integrated with classes not known during GP's development,
contracts involving GP have to be tested anew. This comes to no surprise,
because nothing general can be said about future clients and servers during
the development of GP. All other tests, i.e., self-test GP, X contract-test
GP, and GP contract-test X , may be completely executed during the construction of the reusable class GP, i.e. , for these tests , GP may be considered
reusable and tested. This claim holds for all possible instantiations of a
17

parameterized class.

5

Conclusion

A testing process for the integration of new classes into a repository of
reusable classes has been introduced. It has been demonstrated that the
enhancement of a repository of reusable classes is easily tested, if only a
single class is added or if the newly developed classes are not implicitly used
(through subtype substitutability) by existing classes. Much of the effort
for testing a system with implicit server classes consists of retesting classes
and client-server-relationships, which should be an easy task provided that
testing results are stored properly.
When reusable classes are actually reused, they are treated like all other
classes in the test process. It is, however, not necessary to repeat their
respective self-tests.
The discussion in this paper further showed, that the construction of
abstract classes and the construction of parameterized classes for reuse is
feasible from the point of view of testing. In particular, the following results
have been gained:
• Self-testing the concrete subclass of an abstract class takes as much
effort as testing any other subclass for all but the operations implementing abstract operations. Testing an abstract operations during
the development of the reusable class, however, is easy.
• Contract-testing the concrete subclass of an abstract class takes as
much effort as testing any other subclass for all but the operations
implementing abstract operations. Testing abstract operations during
the development of the reusable class, however, is easy. It is possible,
that during the reuse of an abstract class new contracts are introduced.
These contracts have to be tested completely anew.
• Self-testing an instantiation of a parameterized class during reuse is
not necessary.
• The contract between an instantiation of a parameterized class and the
actual parameter class has to be tested completely anew. Testing this
contract during the development of the parameterized class, however,
is easy.
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• Contracts between an instantiation of a parameterized class and some
other class introduced during reuse have to be tested completely anew.
• Testing the contract between an instantiation of a parameterized class
and some other reusable class is not necessary when both classes and
their interaction are reused.

In summary, the results presented in this paper showed, that the construction of reusable classes and their actual reuse in concrete development
projects implies no inadequately high testing effort. This observation is important because the results presented in [24] pointed to possible problems
with reusability.
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1: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

!Talk Overview !
O

Class libraries
• what are they?
• why is class testing important?

O

The testgraph methodology
• testgraph
an abstraction of the CUT state machine
• oracle
CUT operations on testgraph states
• driver
change and query the CUT state
heavily dependent on testgraph and oracle
2 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

I Class Library Overview I

O

Graphical user interface (GUI) libraries
• window and menu creation, manipulation
• keyboard, mouse event handling
• substantial interaction with the environment

O

Collection (or container) class libraries
• object-oriented abstract data types
• queue, list, set, tree, sort, etc.
• interaction entirely through calls, return values

3 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

I Class Testing I
O

Reusability is the cornerstone of the 00 dream

• class libraries a major source of reuse

O

Class library reliability is critical
• library- user will not tolerate frequent bugs

O

Thorough testing essential
• else the object-oriented dream will be a nightmare

O

Status : testing tools and techniques
• very little work in university or industry
• object-oriented software engineering in jeopardy
4 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

I Class IntSet I
const int MAXSIZ 10;
class IntSet {
IntSet();

public:

void Add(int);

// Duplicate, Full

void Delete(int);

// NotFound

int

IsMember(int);

}

O
O
O

After s. Add(25) s. IsMember(25) returns 1
After s.Add(25); s.Delete(25); s.IsMember(25) returns 0
After s.Add(25); s.Add(25); throws exception Duplicate

5 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

/

IIntSet Test Requirements !
O

Object states
• set size: 0, 1, MAXSIZ

O

Operations: normal case
• Add, Delete, IsMember

• on first, last, middle elements

O

Operations: exceptions
• Duplicate, NotFound, Full

O

Each operation must be applied in each object state

6 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

IThe Test Programmer's Tasksl
O

Design the testgraph
• choose the states and transitions of interest

O

Implement the oracle
• CUT operations on testgraph states

O

Implement the driver
• testgraph traversal: using the TestGraph iterators
• Arc: generate the transitions: CUT and oracle
• Node: check CUT behavior, in the current state

7 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

ITestgraphs l

y

O
O
O

Path, rooted path
Coverage: node, arc, all-paths
Arc coverage
• NO: (a, x, b, y, c)

• YES : (a, x, b, y, c, z, a)

8: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

I IntSet Testgraph I
{2,4,6,8, 10}
CLEAR

DELDDD
ADDALL

{1, 2, ... , 10}

{1 , 3 , 5 , 7 , 9}

Q {(EMPTY,ADDALL, ALL, DELODD , EVEN , CLEAR, EMPTY),
(EMPTY,ADDALL, ALL , DELEVEN, ODD, CLEAR, EMPTY)}

9: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

I Class TestGraph I

O

Shared by all test suites

O

Graph loading
• AddNode, AddArc, SetStartNode

O

Graph iterators
• Over the paths in a graph
• Over the nodes and arcs in a path

10: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

!The Test Programmer's Tasksl
O

Design the testgraph
• choose the states and transitions of interest

O

Implement the oracle
• CUT operations on testgraph states

O

Implement the driver
• testgraph traversal : using the TestGraph iterators
• Arc: generate the transitions: CUT and oracle
• Node: check CUT behavior, in the current state

11 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class T esting

/

I Oracle Strategy I
O

Test oracle
• mechanism for determining output correctness

O

One oracle class for each CUT

O

Oracle class is like CUT, except that:
• supports only the testgraph states and transitions
• provides "bulk" update operations
• does not signal exceptions

O

Consequently, the oracle can be much simpler

12: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

/

I Class Oracle I
typedef enum {EMPTY, ODD, EVEN, ALL} nodeid;
class Oracle {
public: nodeid n;
int

// node identifier

siz;

I I graph parameter

Oracle(nodeid,int);
void

Add(nodeid);

void

Delete(nodeid);

int

IsMember(int);

}

13 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

/

I Oracle Implementation I
int Oracle: :IsMember(int x)

{
switch (n) {
case EMPTY: return(O);
case ODD:
case EVEN:
case ALL:

return(x%2 -- 1);
return(x%2 -- 0);
return(l); }

}
void Oracle::Add(nodeid nl)
{ n

= n I nl; }

14: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

!The Test Programmer's Tasks!
O

Design the testgraph
• choose the states and transitions of interest

O

Implement the oracle
• CUT operations on testgraph states

O

Implement the driver
• testgraph traversal: using the TestGraph iterators

• Arc: generate the transitions: CUT and oracle
• Node: check CUT behavior, in the current state

15 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

I Class Driver I
class Driver {

public:
Oracle

ore;

IntSet

cut;

void

Reset(void);
II called before each path
Arc(int label); II called for each arc
Node(void);
II called for each node

void
void
}

16: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

ITraverseGraph Pseudocode l
Assuming that LoadGraph has been called:
for each path p returned by t's iterator
call Reset 0
for each x returned by p's iterator
if x is a node then
call Node()
else
call Arc(x . label)

17: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

/

I Utility function-· loadCUT I
// invoke cut1.Add(i) for every i in orc1
void Driver::loadCUT(IntSet& cut1, Oracle& orc1)
{

for (inti= 1; i <= orc.siz; i++)
if (orc1.IsMember(i))
cut1.Add(i);
}

18: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

\Arc Implementation I
void Driver::Arc(int a)

{
switch (a) {
case ADDALL:

orc.Add(ALL);
loadCUT(cut, ore);
break;

case DELODD:
case DELEVEN:
case CLEAR:

}
}

19: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

\Node Implementation I
void Driver::Node()
{

II

normal case
for (inti= 1; i <= orc.siz; i++)
if (cut.IsMember(i) != orc.IsMember(i))

II

II

report CUT failure
exceptions

if (ore.node== ALL && ore.size -- MaxSize)
try { cut.Add(O); }
catch (Full) {

II ...

II

if Full NOT thrown report failure}

check for Duplicate and NotFound

}
20: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

!Issues: Testing the C Set++ Library !
O

Scaling up
• Many classes each with many member functions
::::} Identify and exploit similarities among classes
::::} Develop prototype suites for simplified classes

O

Operations of pairs of objects
• Many operators, e.g., union, combine two objects
::::} Develop techniques to easily test
combinations of CUT states

21: ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

!Issues: Testing the C Set++ Library !
O

Iterator nondeterminism
• Iterator retrieval order is nondeterministic
::::} Use range/count/sum checks

O

Template classes
• Unclear which element types to choose for testing
::::} Parameterize test suites by element type
::::} Test one builtin type and one user-defined type

22 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

/

\

\Results: Testing The C Set++ Library \

Prototype

C Set++

Set

Sequence

Tree

Set

Sequence

Tree

4/5

4/5

4/5

4/5

4/5

4/5

Oracle .C

93

108

92

123

109

184

Driver.C

225

261

328

566

786

997

TestGraph

23 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing

/

I Cone I usions I
O

The importance of class testing
• reuse depends on reliability
• reliability depends on thorough, repeatable testing

O

Effective testing of collection classes
• will exploit the call-based interface

• not keystroke/mouse-click capture/playback

O

The testgraph methodology
• testgraph: abstraction of the CUT state machine
• oracle: provide CUT operations on testgraph states
• driver: nod/arc calls triggered by testgraph traversal
24 : ClassBench-A Framework for Class Testing
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ABSTRACT
A dynamic program slice is an executable part of the program whose behavior is identical, for
the same program input, to that of the original program with respect to a variable(s) of interest
at some execution position. Dynamic slicing is useful for the purpose of debugging, testing
and software maintenance. The existing methods of dynamic slice computation are based on
"backward" analysis, i.e. , after the execution trace of the program is first recorded, the
dynamic slice algorithm traces backwards the execution trace to derive dynamic dependence
relations that are then used to compute dynamic slices. For many programs, during their
execution extremely high volume of information may be recorded that may prevent accurate
dynamic slice computation. In this paper we present a novel approach of dynamic slice
computation, referred to as forward approach of dynamic slice computation. In this method,
dynamic slices are computed during program execution without major recording of the
execution trace. The major advantage of the forward approach is that space complexity is
bounded as opposed to the backward methods of slice computation.
1. INTRODUCTION

A slice S of a program P is an executable part of P that computes the same function as P for
variable vat some selected point of interest p [Wei82, Wei84l Program slice S consists of all
statements in P that potentially affect the value of variable v at p. Program slicing was
originally introduced by Mark Weiser [Wei82, Wei84]. Slicing has been shown to be useful
in program debugging, testing, program understanding, and software maintenance ( e.g.,
rwei82, Lyl86, Hor90, Gal91, Gup92l). As originally introduced, slicing involves all
potentially terminating program executions, including those which are non-executable, i.e.,
those for which there is no input data that causes their actual execution. In debugging
practice, however, we typically deal with a particular incorrect execution and, consequently,
are interested in locating the cause of incorrectness (program fault) of that execution. For this
reason, we are interested in a slice that preserves the program's behavior for a specific
program input, rather than that for the set of all inputs for which the program terminates. This
type of slicing is referred to as dynamic slicing (to emphasize its dependence on program
execution). In contrast, the original slice

rwei82J will be referred to as static.

* This research ha-; been partially supported by the NSF Research Initiation Award grant CCR-9308895

The concept of dynamic slicing was originally introduced in [Kor88bl. Several techniques for
computation of dynamic slices have been proposed in the literature, e.g., [Kor90b, Agr90,
Gop91, Kam93a, Kor95]. The idea of dynamic slicing has been also extended for distributed
programs [Kor92, Che93, Due92]. It has been shown [Kor90bl that by taking a particular
program execution into account, dynamic slicing may significantly reduce the size of the slice
as compared to static slicing. This is due to the fact that a static slice very often contains
statements which have no influence on the values of variables of interest for a pa.rticular
execution. A dynamic slice can be considered a refinement of the static slice; by applying
dynamic analysis it is easier to identify those statements in the program which do not have
influence on the variables of interest. Moreover, the slice can be further reduced by the runtime handling of arrays, pointer variables, and procedures [Kor90b, Agr93, Kam93al
because at each step of the program execution the values of array indexes, pointers, and
passed parameters are known; dynamic slicing exploits this information in order to reduce the .
size of a slice. This can lead to more efficient fault localization because the searching space
for a fault can be reduced and it is then easier for programmers to localize the causes of
incorrectness. Dynamic program slicing has also been used in software maintenance [Kor93,
Gup92] and software testing fKor90a, Fer92, Whi92, Kam93b].
The existing methods of dynamic slice computation are based on "backward" analysis, i.e.,
after the execution trace of the program is first recorded, the dynamic slice algorithm traces
backwards the execution trace to derive dynamic dependence relations that are then used to
compute the dynamic slice. However, for many programs, during their execution extremely
high volume of information may be recorded and this may prevent accurate dynamic slice
computation.
In this paper we present a novel approach of dynamic slice computation, referred to as a
forward approach that was originally presented in [Kor94]. This approach is based on
forward dynamic analysis and does not use control dependencies to compute dynamic slices.
In this method dynamic slice is computed during program execution, and no major recording
is required. The approach employs the notion of removable blocks in finding dynamic
program slices. The major advantage of the forward approach is that space complexity is
bounded as opposed to the backward methods of slice computation. Experiments have shown
that for many programs forward computation of dynamic slices is space efficient without
losing the accuracy of dynamic slice computation.

In the next section, basic concepts used in the paper are presented. Section 3 overviews the
existing research in dynamic program slicing. In section 4, the forward approach of dynamic
slice computation is presented. Finally, in Conclusions future research is highlighted.

2. BACKGROUND
To facilitate the presentation, we will now define some of the terminology that will be used in
this paper. The program structure is represented by a flow graph G = (N, A, s, e) where ( 1)
N is a set of nodes, (2) A, a set of arcs, is a binary relation on N and (3) s and e are,

respectively, unique entry and exit nodes. A node in N corresponds to the smallest singleentry single-exit executable part of a statement in the program that cannot be further
decomposed. A node can be an assignment statement, an input or output statement, or the
predicate of a conditional or loop statement, in which case it is called a test node. An arc
(n,m) EA corresponds to a potential transfer of control from node n to node m. A path from
the entry nodes to some node k, k EN, is a sequence <n 1 ,n2 ,... ,nq of nodes such that n 1
= s, nq = k and (nf,ni+J) EA, for all nf, 1::;; i < q. A path that has actually been executed for
some input will be referred to as an execution trace. For example,
T,x=<l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,l2,6,7,8,9,11,l2,6,13> is the execution trace when the program
in Figure 1 is executed on the input x: n=5, a=(l,2,3,4,5), k=2; this execution trace is
presented in Figure 2 in a more detail. Notationally, an execution trace is an _abst_ract list
(sequence) whose elements are accessed by position in it, e.g., for trace Tx m figure 2,
Tx(6)=6, Tx(l 1)=12, etc. Node Y at position pin Tx (i.e., Tx(p)=Y) will be written as_ yP
and referred to as an action. For instance, 66 and 6 12 in trace Tx of Figure 2 are two actions
that involve the same node 6. yP is a test action if Yis a test node. By vq we denote variable
.
f d T ( ) we want to stress that the
v at position q, i.e., variable v before execution o no e X'q .
.
·on of execution position is introduced in here only for presentation purposes, i.e.,
no t i
· h
t
(they usually
ot identify the execution position of a node lil t ese erms
do n
proorammers
..£.
·
c
. .
.
l
o~
y be expressed as execution
of no de 6
express the execution position different y, e.g.,
ma
at the entry to the while loop).
Let y be a node and yP be its action. An use of variable v is a node yin which this va~able
.
f
d A definition of variable vis a node y which assigns a value to that vanable.
is re erence ·
J'
.
yP d D(YP) be a set of
Let U(YP) be a set of variables whose values are used in action
an
.
.
fi d . yP Sets U(YP) and D(YP) are determmed durmg
variables whose values are de me m
.
. .
.bl to
.
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prooram execut10n, espe
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det:rmine the value of array subscripts during program execution, one can I en 1
specific array elements that are used or modified by the action.

.

var
k .
n,max,min ,sum,i, : mteger;
a: array ll..1001 of integer;
1
input(n,a,k) ;
2
max := af 1 ) ;
3
min := a( 1 I ;
4
sum := a[ 1 I ;
5
i := k+l;
6
while i <= n do
begin
..
7,8
if max< a[i] then sum:= af! l,
9,10
if min> a[i] then min := a[i];
11
sum:= sum+ a[i] ;
12
i := i + k;
end;
13 output(max,min,sum) ;

Figure 1. A sample program.

11
22
33
44
55
66

77
38
99
1110

121 l
612
713
gl4
915
l116
1217
618

1319

input (n,a,k)
max:= a[l]
min:= a[l]
sum:= a[l]
i := k+l
i <= n
max< a[i]
sum:=a[i]
min> a[i]
sum:=sum+a[i]
i := i + k
I<= TI
max< a[i]
sum:=a[iJ
min> a[i}
sum:=sum+a[i 1
i == i + k
I<= Il
output (max,min,sum)

Figure 2. An execution trace of the program of Figure I on input: n~s, =(I ,2,3,4,5), k~2.

3. DYNAMIC PROGRAM SLICING
Intuitively, a dynamic slice is an executable part of the program whose behavior is identical,
for the same program input, to that of the original program with respect to a variable of
interest at some execution position q. A slicing criterion of program P executed on program
input xis a triple C=(x, nq,V) where nq is an action in Tx, and Vis a set of program
variables. A dynamic slice of program Pon slicing criterion C is any syntactically correct and
executable program P' that is obtained from P by deleting zero or more statements, and when
executed on program input x produces an execution trace T'x for which there exists the
corresponding execution position q' such the values of all variables in V before execution of
n at position q in Tx equals to the values of variables in V before the execution of n at
position q' in T'x. A dynamic slice P' preserves the values of variables from V for a given
program input x. There may be many different dynamic slices for the same slicing criterion,
and the goal is to find the slice with minimal number of statements. This goal may not be
achievable in general. However, it is possible to determine the safe approximation of the
dynamic slice that will preserve the computation of the values of variables of interest.
For example, consider the program of Figure 1 and its execution trace of Figure 2 on input x:
n=5, a=(l,2,3,4,5), k=2. Figure 3 shows two dynamic slices at node 13, one for variable

sum and one for variable min. When the dynamic slice of Figure 3a is executed on input x
the value of sum at the output node equals to the value of sum at the output node in the
original program. Similarly, value of min is the same in the dynamic slice of Figure 3b and
in the original program.
var
n,max,min,sum ,i,k: integer;
a: array [ 1..1001 of integer;
1
2
5
6

7,8
11
12

13
a.

input(n,a,k) ;
max:=a[ll;
i := k+l ;
while i <= n do
begin
if max< alil then sum := a(ij;
sum:= sum+ a(i];
i := i + k;
end;
output(max,min,sum) ;

var
n,max,min,sum,i,k: integer;
a: array ( l..100) of integer;
l
3
13

input(n,a,k) ;
min:= a[l];
output(max,min,sum);

b. A dynamic slice for C2=(x,13 19 ,{min}).

A dynamic slice for CJ=(x,13 19,{sum}).

Figure 3. Sample dynamic slices for execution trace of Figure 2.

A dynamic slice has originally been defined [Kor88bl as an executable subprogram (slice).
Different versions of the original dynamic slice have been proposed in the literature, e.g.,
[Ag~); in most cases, they are non-executable "pieces" of code. For debugging purposes
one would like to have as small dynamic slices as possible, and this was the motivation for
the introduction of non-executable slices fAg~]. However, the major disadvantage of these
types of slices fKam93a] is that certain types of faulty statements may not be included in
these slices (as opposed to executable slices); this may be misleading for programmers during
debugging process. Application of dynamic program slicing is not only limited to debugging;
it also finds application in software testing [Ko~a, Fer92, Whi92, Kam93b] and software
maintenance [Gup92, Kor93].
Several algorithms have been proposed for dynamic slice computation, e.g., fKor88b,
Agr90, Gop91 ]. The existing methods of dynamic slice computation are based on
"backward" analysis, i.e., after the execution trace of the program is first recorded, the
dynamic slice algorithm traces backwards the execution trace to derive dynamic dependence
relations that are then used to compute the dynamic slice. A more detailed description of the
algorithm that uses dynamic dependence relations to compute dynamic slices can be found in
[Kor88b].
For many programs, during their execution extremely high volume of information may be
recorded. This problem may be partially alleviated by using some methods that reduce the
amount of recorded information [Bal69, Cho91, Kor88a], e.g., incremental tracing.
However, for very long execution traces this may still not be acceptable. Space complexity of
the existing algorithms is the major obstacle in using dynamic slicing for large scale
programs. The major challenge is to develop space-efficient algorithms for dynamic slice
computation that preserve the accuracy of the backward algorithms.

4. FORWARD COMPUTATION OF DYNAMIC SLICES
In this paper we present a novel approach of dynamic slice computation, referred to as a
forward approach. This approach is based on forward dynamic analysis, i.e., dynamic slices
are computed during program execution and no major recording is required. The major
advantage of the forward approach is that its space complexity is bounded as opposed to the
backward methods of dynamic slice computation.

In this paper, we concentrate on the computation of the executable dynamic slices originally
defined in [Kor88b]. The other forms of dynamic slices are usually subsets of the executable
dynamic slices and are much easier to compute than the executable slices.
The idea of finding dynamic program slices is based on the notion of removable hlocks. A
dynamic program slice is constructed from the original program by deleting removable
blocks. The major removable blocks are: assignment statement, input statement (_e.g.,
read(x)), output statement (e.g., writeln(y)), if-then statement, if-then-else statement, whilestatement, repeat-statement, for-statement, and case-statement. Our discussion is limited for
the structured subset of Pascal; therefore, goto-statements are not included. Some removable
blocks correspond to a node, referred to as a simple block. In particular, simple blocks are:
an assignment statement, an input statement, or an output statement. Notice that test nodes
(predicates of conditional statements) are not removable. In Figure 4 all removable blocks for
the program of Figure 1 are shown in rectangles. Notice that some blocks may be nested,
e.g., block B8 is nested within blocks B6 and B7.
The forward algorithm computes a dynamic slice for every program variable during program
execution on input x. The forward algorithm starts from the first node in the program and
proceeds "forward" with program execution and, at the same time, computes dynamic slices
for program variables along with the program execution. The underlying idea of the forward
approach of dynamic slice computation is that during program execution on each exit from a
block, the algorithm determines whether the executed block should be included in a dynamic
slice or not. The major challenge is to identify conditions under which the executed block
may or may not be included in a dynamic slice. Before describing the forward algorithm, we
present properties of dynamic program slices that are used in the forward algorithm to
compute dynamic slices.
Let T x be an execution trace of program P on input x , and let xk be an action in Tx· Let
Slice(k, V) be a dynamic slice of P for a set of variables V at the execution position k, i.e.,
Slice(k, V) is a set of nodes representing a dynamic slice for a slicing criterion C=(x, xk, V).
Let xk be an action in Tx, and let /(k,X) a set of all actions of node X in Tx between the

starting position and position k. More formally, we define /(k,X) as the follows: /(k,X) =
{XP E M(Tx): l :;;; p:;;; k and X = Tx(p)}, where M(Tx) is a set of all actions in a given
execution trace Tx, i.e. , M(Tx)={rPI Tx(p)=Y}. For example, for the execution trace of
.
_F.
....R 9
Figure
2, /(13,7)={ 11, 22 , 33 , 44 , 55 , o-,
77 , o
, 9 , 11 10, 12 11 , 6 12, 7 13 }.

input(n,a,k)

Bl

2

max:=afll;

B2

3

min:=a[l];

83

4

sum:=artl;

84

5

i:=k+l;

BS

6

while i<=n do
begin

86

I

I
I
Iif min:>a[i] then I min:=a[il; !B 91 8
Isum:=sum+a[i]; 1B11
1B12
I i:=i+k;

7,8

if max<a[i] then sum:=a[il; 8818 7

9,10
11
12

10

end;
13

I

I

output(max,min,sum); B 13

Figure 4. A sample program from Figure 1 with removable blocks.

var
n,max,sum,i,k: integer;
a: array [ 1..1001 of integer;
1
2

5
6
7

12

input(n,a,k) ;
max:= a[l];
i := k+l ;
while i <= n do
begin
if max< a[i] then;
i := i + k;
end;

Figure S. A sample NodeSlice(13,7) for execution trace of Figure 2.

Let NodeSlice(kX) be a subprogram of the original program P that preserves the behavior of
all actions of X in Tx up to the execution position k. More formally, NodeSlice(k,X) is
defined as follows: for each action xP in T x, 1 ~ p ~ k, i.e., xP E l(k,X.), there exists a
corresponding action Xq in T'x such that the output of xP is the same as the output of Xq ,
where T'x is the execution trace of NodeSlice(k,X.) on input x. A sample NodeSlice(13,7)
for node 7 at execution position 13 for the execution trace of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 5.
Notice that the outputs of node 7 (true/false evaluations) are the same in the original execution
(shown in Figure 2) and during execution of NodeSlice(13,7).

The notion of NodeSlice(kX) is similar tQ the notion of dynamic slice Slice(k, V). The major
difference is that NodeSlice(kX) preserves the behavior of all executions of a node; on the
other hand, Slice(k, V) preserves values of variables.
The following two Lemmas describe relationships between NodeSlice(kX) and Slice(k, V)
that can be used to compute dynamic slices. Lemma 1 maybe

used to compute

NodeSlice(kX) in terms of previously computed dynamic slices. On the other hand, Lemma

2 may be used to compute dynamic slices for variables Slice(k,{ v}) in terms of computed
NodeSlice(k,X.).

Lemma 1:
Let x<- be an action in Tx·
NodeSlice(k,X.) = {X} U

LJ

Slicet!,p,U(XP))
XPE!(k,X.)
.
· bl
d ·n xP before execution of xP.
where Slicet(p,U(XP)) is a dynamic shce of all vana es use 1

Le~a 2:
. . T Let Slice·r k {v}) be a dynamic slice of variable v before execution
Let x· be an action m x·
t'- ,
•
of
and Sliceb(k,{v}) be a dynamic slice of v after execution of .

X'

X'

a. If v E D(Xk) then

b. If V $. D(Xk) then

Sliceb(k,{v}) = NodeSlice(k)()

Sliceb(k,{v}) = Slicet(k,{v}) U NodeSlice(k)()

The next two Lemmas show the conditions under which the executed blocks may not be
included in dynamic slices. Lemma 3 relates to simple blocks. Lemma 4 is a generalization of
Lemma 3 and relates to blocks. Both Lemmas describe conditions under which the slice of v
at the exit from a block may equal to the slice of v at the entry to the block; as a result, the
block is not included in the slice.

Lemma 3:
Let x'<- be an action corresponding to the execution of a simple block. Let Slicet_(_k,{ v}) be a
dynamic slice of variable v before execution of x'<- and Slic~(k,{ v}) be a dynamic slice of v
after execution of xk. If X $. Slicet(k,{v}) and v $. D(Xk) then Sliceb(k,{v}) =

Slicet_(_k,{ v} ).
Lemma 4:
Let B be a block. Let Slicet_(_kl ,{v}) be a dynamic slice of variable vat the entry to Bat
execution position kl in Tx· Let Sliceb(k2,{ v}) be a dynamic slice of variable vat the exit
from B. If during execution of block B (t) value of variable v has not been modified, and (ii)
for each node Y executed inside of B, Yt/:. Slicet(kl,{v}) then Sliceb(k2 ,{v}) =
Slicet_(_kl ,{ v} ).

4.1 Description of the Forward Algorithm
The forward algorithm for dynamic slice computation is shown in Figure 6. The following
data structures are used in the forward algorithm:

SLICE(v) is equivalent to Slice(k,{ v} ), i.e., a dynamic slice (a set of nodes) of variable vat
the current execution position k.
N?DESLICE(X) i~ equivalent to NodeSlice(k,X) at the current execution k.
B 1s a block id.

BL is a_ set of blocks_ inside of which the program is being currently executed.
BV(B)_ is a set of vanables modified during the current execution of block B
TopSlu:e(B,v) contains a dynamic slice of vat the entry to block B
.
BlockFlag(B ' v) I·s mar k e d I·f d urmg
·
.
the execution of block B
TopSlice(B,v) is executed.
a node belonging to

Forward Algorithm
Input: a slicing criterion C=(x, nq,{y})
Output:
a dynamic slice of variable y at position q.
I Execute program P on input x. On entry node do:
2
for all v E V do SLICE(v) := 0;
3
for all X EN do NODESLICE(X) := {X} ;
4

Node xk: On each execution of node XC the
following steps are perforrned
1. Action xk
a.
NODESLICE(X):=NODESLICE(X) U U SL/CE(v)
VE U(Xk)

5
6
7
8
9

10
11 b. for all v E V do
12
if v E D(XC) then
13
SLICE(v):=NODESLICE(X)
14
for all B E BL do BV(B):=BV(B) U{v}
15
else
16
if (XE SLICE(v)) or (Xis not a simple block)
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

then SL/CE(v):=SLICE(v) U NODESLICE(X)
endif
for all B E BL do
if XE TopSlice(B,v) then
BlockFlag(B,v):=marked

endfor
endfor

24

25 2. Entry into block B

BL:=BL U{B}
27
BV(B) := 0
28
for all v E V do
29
TopSlice(B,v) := SLICE(v)
BlockFlag(B,v) := unmarked
30
31
endfor
32 3. Exit from block B
33
BL:= BL - {B}
34
for all v E V do
35
if (v $ BV(B)) and (Blo~·kFlag(B,v) = unmarked)
36
then SL/CE(v) := TopSltce(B,v)
37
endfor

26

38

. .

39 4. k=q (execution reaches pos1t1on q

)

iiigure ~~f~:\~;:,;!(_~igorithm for dynamic slice computation.

When program Pis executed on some input x, at each step of its execution, the forward
algorithm computes dynamic slices for all program variables. For this purpose, at execution
of each action xk, the following steps are performed: In Step la (lines 8,9),
NODESLICE(X) is computed for the currently executed node X. In Step 1b, we find the

dynamic slice for each variable v in the program; there are two cases to be considered in here:
case 1: If variable vis defined at X, the slice of v is given (in line 13) by SL/CE(v)

=

NODESLICE(X).
case 2: If Xis· not a simple block (e.g., a test node) or if X already belongs to dynamic slice
SLICE(v), then the slice is computed in line 17.

Finally in Step 1b, a data structure, BV(B) is used to store all the variables that are modified
in the current block B; this is used in Step 3. In addition, the algorithm checks whether the
currently executed node X belongs to the dynamic slice of each program variable at the "top"
to the current block; if so, the algorithm set a corresponding entry in data structure
BlockFlag(B, v) as marked.
At each entry to block B Step 2 is performed; in here the algorithm stores currently computed
dynamic slices in TopSlice(B,v) for each program variable v. In addition, a set Bl of
currently executed blocks is maintained. On the exit from block B, Step 3 is executed; the
algorithm checks the following condition for each program variable v: If during the current
execution of block B, variable vis not defined or BlockFlag(B,v) is unmarked, then dynamic
slice

0
~

vis set to TopSlice(v), i.e., to the slice of v before the execution of B. Finally, when

e~ecution reaches the execution position q, the algorithm terminates and displays dynamic
shce SLICE(y) in Step 4.

;hsample co~put~tion of dynamic slices for program of Figure 1 is presented in Figure 7.
e computation is presented for variables max min sum and . D
. 1·
"
. .
,
,
,
l.
ynam1c s ices 1 or the
remammg program variables are not presented because they are not mod1·fi d d .
.
.
1e unng prooram
execution. Notice that dynamic slices for variables sum and min at the out t t t
o
· I
·
pu s a ement are
eqmva ent to dynamic slices of.mm and min presented in Figure 3.

SUCE(max)

II

SUCE(min)

SUCE(sum)

SLICE(i)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

{1,2}

0

0

0

{1,2}

{ 1,3}

0

0

{ 1,2}

{ 1,3}

{1,4}

0

{1,2}

{1,3}

{ 1,4}

{ 1,5}

{ 1,2,5,6}

{ 1,3,5,6}

{1,4,5,6}

{1,5,6}

{ 1,2,5,6,7}

{ 1,2,3,5,6,7}

{l,2,4,5,6,7}

{ 1,2,5,6,7}

{1,2,5,6}

{1,3,5,6}

{ 1,2,4,5,6,7,8}

{l ,5,6}

{1,2,5,6}

{1 ,3,5,6}

{ 1,2,4,5,6,7,8}

1,5,6}

{1,2,5,6}

{l,3,5,6}

{ 1,2,4,5,6,7 ,8, 1 1}

{l,5,6}

{1,2,5,6}

{1,3,5,6}

{ 1,2,4,5,6,7,8, 11}

{1,5,6,12}

{1,2,5,6,12}

{1,3,5,6,12}

{l ,2,4,5,6,7,8,11,l2}

{1,5,6,12}

{ 1,2,5,6,7, 12}

{ 1,2,3,5,6,7, 12} {l,2,4,5,6,7,8,l l,12}
{1,3.5,6, 12}

{ 1,2,4,5,6,7,8, 11,l '.2}

{ 1,5,6, 12}

{ 1,2,5,6,12}

{l ,3,5,6,12}

{l,2,4,5,6,7,8,11,12}

{ 1,5,6,12}

{ 1,2,5,6, 12}

{ 1,3,5,6, 12}

{ 1,2,4,5,6,7 ,8, 11, 12}

{ 1,5,6,12}

{l,2,5,6,12}

{ 1,3,5,6,12}

{ 1,2,4,5,6,7 ,8, 11, 12}

{l,5,6,12}

{l,2,5,6,12}

{ 1,3}

{1,2,4,5,6,7,8,11,12}

{l,5,6,12}

{ 1,2}

input (n,a,k)

")

r

max := alll

33

min:= a[lj

44
55
66
77
88
99
1110

1211
612
713
814

sum := a[lj
i := k+I
I<= n
max< a[i]
sum:=a[i]
min> a[i]
sum:=sum+a[i]
i := i + k
i <= n
max< a[i]
sum:=a[i]

915

min> a[i]

1116

sum:=sum+a[i]

1217

i := i + k

618

i <= n

1319

output (max,min,sum)

{ 1,2,5,6,7, 12}

Figure 7. An execution trace of the program of Figure 1 on input: n=S, a=( 1,2,3,4,5), k=2.

The proofs of all Lemmas and the proof of the correctness of the algorithm is presented in
[Kor94].

Space Complexity
Space complexity of the forward algorithm is determined by the maximal size of major data
structures used in the algorithm: (1) size of SLICE is 1\11

* IM, (2) size of NODESLICE is

IM

* IM, and (3) size of TopSlice is c*IVI* IM, where Vis a set of all program variables, N is a

set of program nodes, and c is a maximal level of block nesting in a program. In the worst
case the space complexity is equal to
IM* IM+ (c+l)*IVI * IM.

Notice that the space complexity for the backward algorithms of dynamic slice computation is
arbitrary, i.e., it depends on the length of the execution trace.
For programs with static data structures, number of variables in a program (size of V ) is
fixed. Consequently, it is easy to estimate the space requirements for the forward algorithm
for a particular program. For programs with dynamic data structures number of variables may
vary; in this case, the space complexity depends not only on the number static variables but
also on the number of dynamic "variables" created during program execution.
S. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a novel approach of dynamic slice computation, referred to as
forward approach. In this method dynamic slices are computed during program execution,
and no major recording is required. As a result, the major advantage of the forward approach
is that space complexity is bounded as opposed to backward methods of dynamic slice
c~mputation. The forward approach does not use control dependencies to compute dynamic

sl~ces. The approach employs the notion of removable blocks in finding dynamic program
slices.

We have developed an experimental system where we implemented the backward and
forw~rd algorithms for dynamic slice computation for a subset of

c

language. Initial

expen~en~s ha_ve shown that for different classes of programs forward computation of
dynamic slices is space efficient (as opposed to the backward methods) without losino the
0

accura~y ~ dynamic s_lice computation. In our experiments, the forward approach com;uted
dynarruc slices for arbitrary long program executions whereas the backward approach failed
to compute dynamic slices for executions longer than 1,200,000 of executed nodes because
the computer resources were exhausted to record such execution traces (the experiments were

performed on a Spare system). As far as the computational speed is concerned, in our
experiments both methods of slice computation performed differently depending on the
number of variables in a program and the length of the execution trace. For short execution
traces the backward and forward algorithms performed equally well. For programs with a
large number of variables and for relatively long execution traces, i.e., execution traces for
which the backward approach did not crash, the backward approach was faster than the
forward approach. On the other hand, for programs with relatively small number of
variables, the forward approach outperformed the backward approach.

var
n,sum,i: integer;
a: array [1..100] of integer;
1
input(n,a);
2
sum:=a[l];
3
i :=1 ;
repeat
4
sum:= sum+ a[i];
5
i := i + 1 ;
6
until i>n;

7

11

66

input (n,a)
sum:= a[l]
i := 1
sum:=sum+a[i]
i := i + 1
i >n

77

output (sum)

22
33
44
55

output(sum) ;

Figure 8. A sample program and its execution trace for the input: n= 1, a=(5).
One approach for computing executable dynamic slices with space limitation was presente~ in
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CJram execution
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h
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dependence CJraph. Unfortunately this approac may i
.
.
-1 -(1) When
o .
CJ
of FiCJure 8 and its execution trace on mput n- , a- .
example, consider the prooram
o
.
.
f r variable sum at node 7, the
the dynamic slice is computed for this execut10n trace o
following incorrect dynamic slice is computed:
1
2
3

4
6
7

input(n,a) ;
sum:= a[l] ;
i :=l;
repeat
.
sum:= sum+ a(il;
until i>n;
output( sum) ;

The major reason for incorrect computation of the dynamic slice is that the control
dependence between node 6 and node 5 never occurs during this program execution. As a
result, node 5 is not included in the dynamic slice. Notice that the forward algorithm will
correctly compute the dynamic slice for sum at node 7 (i.e., the dynamic slice is the whole
program).
The forward approach of dynamic slice computation has been presented for structured
programs. The future research direction is to extend this approach to compute dynamic slices
for unstructured programs. Recently, a new backward approach of computation of dynamic
program slices for unstructured programs has been reported [Kor95l. We believe that a
similar forward approach can be used to compute dynamic slices for unstructured programs.
Similarly, the forward approach can be extended to programs with procedures.
Finally, the forward approach of slice computation presented in this paper makes no claim of
optimality. This is a future research direction to optimize the computation of dynamic slices;
for example, program dependence analysis (e.g., [Kor87, Hor90]) may be used to reduce
space and to increase speed of dynamic slice computation.
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Abstract
Assertions that are placed on each statement or function in a program can automatically
monitor the internal computations during program execution. However, the advantages of
universal assertions on all source constructs come at a cost. A program with such extensive
internal instrumentation will be less efficient than the same program without the instrumentation. The effort of instrumenting the code with correct assertions at each location is
burdensome, and there is no guarantee that the assertions themselves will be correct, hence
false alarms or no alarms at all are possible.
This paper champions a compromise between no assertions at all (the most common
practice) and the theoretical ideal of assertions at every possible location. Our compromise is
to place assertions only at locations where traditional testing is unlikely to uncover software
faults. One class of testability measurement, sensitivity analysis, identifies the locations
where testing is unlikely to be effective. This type of testability measurement greatly differs
from the more conventional view on testability, that being the "ease of testing [2]," which
looks more at the effort required to write drivers and stubs. Sensitivity analysis provides the
perspective of the "value-added" by software testing, where value-added means the genuine
ability to detect faults.
The assertions that will be placed in the code by this scheme are "dependent" on the
results of sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is dependent on the test distribution or
test suite, its method for performing fault-injection, and the code. In this method, assertions
will be strategically placed in regions of the code where the testing scheme has been shown to
be minimally capable of detecting faults. What is surprising to us from this research is that
the assertions that are based on testing scheme A may still be particularly useful improving
*This work was partially funded by National Institute of Standards and Technology Contract 50-DKNA4-00119

1

the fault-detection capability of testing scheme B even though they are a function of A.
Although this phenomenon has not been formally nor empirically substantiated, if generally
true, it suggests that current research into which testing scheme is better is to some degree
"wasted" effort; possibly any testing scheme can be massaged into an excellent fault-detection
tool with thoughtfully-placed assertions. This clearly provides a challenging perspective to
the testing and analysis research community.

1

Introduction

Software testing is performed for two reasons: (1) to detect and then remove faults, and (2)
to estimate the reliability of the code. Testing is effective when it uncovers faults in the code.
Testing is less effective when it does not reveal existing faults, the effects of which may be
significant and potentially dangerous. Why? Because the faults will remain to surface after
the software is delivered. Our research at RST Corporation has previously focused on how
faults "hide" from testing. In this paper, we apply a dynamic testability technique called
"sensitivity analysis" to identify where faults (if they exist) are likely to hide during testing
[10 , 6]; such locations are termed "low testability" locations. Then we thwart the ability of
error masking through strategic assertion placement.
An assertion is a test on the state of an executing program or a test on some portion of
the program state. Typically, software testing checks the correctness of values only after
they are output. In contrast , assertions check intermediate values, values that may not be
defined as output by the specification. A benefit of checking values internally is that we
know instantly whether the program has entered into an erroneous state, and hence we do
not have to wait to observe the output.
Assertions evaluate to TRUE when the internal state is satisfactory, and FALSE otherwise.
In this methodology, if an assertion evaluates to FALSE, then we consider the execution of
the program to have resulted in failure, even if the eventual output is correct according to
the specification. When an assertion evaluates to FALSE, a warning will be output. By
considering a FALSE evaluation as a failure , we "artificially" modify what we consider as
failure in the output space:
a program failure occurs if the output is incorrect or an assertion fails.
Effectively, this not only modifies what is considered a failure, but it also modifies what is
considered output.
"Observability" is a term used in integrated circuit design that means the ability to detect
problems in the inner logic of a chip. Hardware probes are placed into circuits to increase
the observability of the circuit during test. Similarly, assertions increase observability in
software by increasing the dimensionality (and/or cardinality) of the output space of the
software. After testing a program N times and not observing failure (with the assertions in),
~e gain a confidence that faults can not be hiding. Once testing is completed, the assertions
may be removed if the development team chooses. 1
1 The

removal of assertions is motivated by the desire for more efficient execution during production runs .
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Background

Assertions are logical expressions concerning what represents truth and what does not. Just
as testing and analysis can be broken into the classifications of formal and empirical, so too
can assertions. Formal assertions are usually pre- and post-conditions that: (1) define the
acceptable space of states that occur before and after a computation, and (2) whether a
particular output state is acceptable with respect to the input state that started the computation. Formal assertions are receiving increased "air play" in the testing and analysis
research community as formal methods advocates appear to be moving away from "formal
methods as away of demonstrating correctness" to "formal methods as a way of demonstrating safe behavior [8]" (which of course is an easier software characteristic to demonstrate).
Nonetheless, pre- and post-conditions still play an important role in rigorous , formal software
development.
Empirical assertions can have a much less formal flavor (and hence less information content), and are most often used by programmers as debugging tools during coding. Empirical
assertions are checked as code is executed, by polling intermediate values as snapshots are
taken into the program state. Generally, the mechanism for applying assertions involves
writing the logical expressions in the same language of the code under test, injecting the assertions at the proper places in the code, and executing the code with the embedded checks.
This method is termed intrusive, as are most code instrumentation methods. In contrast,
non-intrusive assertions are executed on a separate processor that has access to the memory
that is holding the intermediate values. Non-intrusive techniques are particularly necessary
for real-time systems, where spare memory and processor cycles to accommodate assertions
may not exist. The downside to non-intrusive assertions is the additional cost of the hardware, the need to know where in memory to place probes to gather the intermediate values ,
and at what instant to collect the information.
Whether assertions are implemented in an intrusive or non-intrusive manner, it is preferable to place assertions on those portions of the data state of data spaces that if in error ,
will not be observable with respect to the testing scheme.2 By knowing where your current
testing technique is likely to reveal anomalies, you know where fault hiding should not be a
concern. Similarly, you also know where some other validation technique should be applied
which provides a greater likelihood of revealing problems than does testing alone. Examples
might include assertions, inspections, specialized unit testing, or "quasi" formal analysis .
The point here is that assertions , which can be thought of as "baby internal oracles," have a
capability that testing alone may not be able to demonstrate. And if your placement scheme
is based on the results of sensitivity analysis, then you are placing them in regions of the
code where testing has not been capable of showing satisfactory fault-revealing ability. You
can think of this assertion placement scheme as a method of getting the bandages over the
program's wounds , as opposed to placing bandages on healthy code regions where assertion
placement is brute-force. Testability assesses the weaknesses of the current testing scheme
2

A data space is simply the space of data states that can occur at some point in the program during
execution with respect to the test scheme D and the code that is executed up to that point.
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with respect to the code in its current form; assertions can be used to reduce the severity
of the weaknesses on the overall value-added by validation. This is an important point to
consider if you believe that your organization is spending upwards of 50% of its development
budget on testing or other forms of validation.
We have talked about were assertions should go. An equally important issue is where
should assertions come from? The choices here are limited, and potentially even more limited
if specifications are incomplete, ambiguous, or non-existent. Preferably, assertions would be
derived by someone outside of the programming team that has ac~ess to the specification
and code, and who can take testability assessments and derive the logical truth expressions
from the specification. For smaller organizations, such may not be possible. The reason
that independence between personnel here is desirable is that we want the assertions to be
correct, even if the code is not. Remember, we are counting on the assertions to do the
work that the testing scheme appears incapable of doing. If the programmer has incorrectly
written the code, we do not want the same incorrect logic to enter the assertions that are
checking the data states of the data spaces. Incorrect assertions that tell that incorrect code
is correct is not the goal here. Improving the value-added of your validation is!
There are limits, however, as to how useful testability-based assertion placement will be in
improving the value-added by validation. Recognize that our scheme is only beneficial when
your testing scheme is incapable of forcing the second and third conditions of the fault/failure
model to be true [5]. If your testing scheme is not forcing the first condition to be true, then
you need to modify your scheme for better coverage. Placing assertions on locations that
are not frequently reached will simply mean that are assertions are performing little state
validation. No value-added here!
Our assertion placement scheme is heavily dependent on the testing scheme that was used
to determine where assertions are warranted, and thus you can think of the assertions as
being a function of that scheme. One interesting question that remains to be explored is
how much value-added is gained when a program is instrumented with assertions to enhance
testing scheme A but then some different scheme B is actually used. If we could show that
in general, our placement scheme is not as heavily biased by the test scheme as it appears,
meaning that low testability scores are more a function of the code that the testing scheme,
then this suggests the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1:
"Much of the research effort being spent on comparing and
ranking software testing methodologies is being poorly spent. Instead, we should
be searching for assertion placement methods and assertion derivation techniques
that will engender a testing technique to promote substantial fault revealing
ability, and possibly even greater value-added (fault-revealing ability) for different
testing methods."
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Locations Needing Assertions

We will now explain the method for actually taking the information produced by sensitivity
analysis [10, 5, 6] and deciding which data spaces need assertions, and which portion of those
data spaces need assertions.
Let L represent the set of all locations (statements) in a program, P, and suppose that
propagation and infection analyses [10] have been performed at each member of L. Let 81
be the set of non-zero infection estimates and the propagation estimate for the variable on
the left hand side of some location, l; 3 8 1 does not contain l's estimate of the likelihood of
reaching l . Now let 81 = min[8i]. The information produced by sensitivity analysis can be
considered as an assessment of the likelihood that there is a fault hiding in l affecting the
variable assigned at l given a program testing scheme, D.
By viewing a location as only affecting one variable of the data state (i.e., no side-effects) ,
we can rank all locations in the program according to the 01s. This ordering provides knowledge as to (1) which locations are likely to hide faults during testing, and (2) where assertions
can be cost-effectively employed.
If the propagation estimate dominates 81 , then there is some later location that may mask
problems at l, and hence asserting on l allows us to be less concerned with such masking. If
an infection estimate dominates, then an assertion decreases the likelihood that l will hide
a fault.
To rank locations , we first establish a cut-off score, c:, such that locations with scores below
the cut-off are judged to be dangerously insensitive to faults. For a variable assigned a value
at one of these dangerous locations, we will place an assertion at that location. The assertion
is devised to reflect a required state of the computation of that location; this information
must be extracted from the specification. Our recommendation:
create assertions for all locations where 81 < c:, and
inject these assertions immediately after l (this set of locations is denoted by L').

Recommendation 1 :

An assertion is a self-test that the software performs during execution. For example, a
software assertion might look like ASSERT(program_inpuLvalues, y, z + x - a - b - c 4) , which passes the code input values and the variable being tested, y, into a procedure
that returns TRUE if y is equal to z + x - a - b - c - 4 and FALSE if it is not. The
value-added by inserting assertions into software is directly dependent on two factors:
1. Is the assertion correct? and
2. How "tight" is the assertion?
We say an assertion is tight if we are able to determine whether the value being tested is
correct, which requires a high degree of precision. The notion of "tightness" is unfortunately
more qualitative than quantitative, however it is important to have some flavor for whether
your assertions are tight or not ; if you know that they are not , then there is a mandatory
3

We onlr use non-zero infection estimates because we do not decide mutant equivalence.
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loss of confidence in the quality of your code when tested with such assertions in place. An
assertion is tight with respect to the value that the variable should have at that location
in the code. Finding a tight assertion is , in general, nontrivial. (The opposite of a tight
assertion is a loose assertion that allows a variable to have a less well specified value; such
assertions reveal less about the internal state of the computation.)
Assertions will have varying degrees of "tightness. " For instance, we might not be able
to determine exactly what value y should have at a location, but we might know that
y should be in the range [0 ,10]. This is a "looser" assertion than knowing exactly what
value it should have. An even looser assertion would be to say that y should have a value
in [-maxint , maxint] . Clearly, the looser an assertion is , the less information it provides
concerning correctness and the less confidence that we gain when t he assertion is executed.
Conjecture 2: The benefit of adding assertions to boost the fault-revealing
ability of your testing is directly related to tightness and correctness of the assertions.

This brings us to an interesting point for yet another conject ure. Voas has written that
there appears to be a relationship between software testability and the domain/ range ratio
(DRR) of the function that is being computed [9] . In the DRR metric, the dominant parameter is the cardinality of the range, and as that decreases , seemingly so does the measured
testability, regardless of testing scheme. There is also an application here for a measure
similar to the DRR metric , which can be applied to an assertion in the following manner to
more quantitatively assess the tightness of the assertion:
Recommendation 2: The tightness of an assertion can be quantified as the
ratio between the number of states that can come into the test to the number of
states that allow the test to not trigger a warning.

For example, suppose an assertion tests the value of x to make sure that x = 99. Here,
many different values for x may be possible, but only this state will not trigger a warning.
Suppose that this assertion is changed, to simply test to see that x has a value greater than
0. Here, many more states will not trigger a warning, meaning the assertion will evaluate to
FALSE. Thus x = 99 is a tighter assertion than is x > 0 .

4

Placement Algorithm

Our recommendation for placing assertions is simple:
Recommendation 3 :
1. Perform propagation and infection analysis on the original code.

2. Place assertions where warranted by the testability estimates.
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3. Reperform propagation and infection analysis; the increase in estimates from
(1) will be a function of the tightness of the assertions. (This will demonstrate the quantifiable benefit that the assertions have provided.)
4. Test the code according to the results of (3) with the assertions in place.
There are several things to note: (1) you can place assertions at locations that are infrequently executed, but realize that those assertions may not get exercised until the code is
released (assuming that they are left in). (2) When you reperform the analysis, you can opt
to only perform it at those locations that did not receive assertions. (3) Assertions have the
greatest impact on propagation estimates, because when they test a portion of the program
state, that data value tested is a function of other data values (which, if they are corrupt,
are more likely to be exposed because of the assertion).
When testing is complete and the software is being released, the assertions may be removed. Executing intrusive software assertions decreases efficiency. Removing intrusive
assertions after testing is analogous to compiling without the debug flag when we are no
longer experiencing run-time errors. Assertions remaining in production software can be
useful in detecting and diagnosing problems during operation; they can also be a nuisance.
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Why Assertions Work!

It is trivial to formally prove that assertions cannot decrease software testability assessments;
they can only improve testability scores or have no effect whatsoever [11 ]. To understand
why this occurs, consider the two main implications that the assertion, ASSERT( a b c) x,
a*b - c) , has when triggered:
1. If the expression that assigns x does not assign it a value that is equal to a*b - c ,
then the assertion will trigger and return a message that it failed; this may mean that
the expression being used to assign x its value is incorrect.

2. If the expression that assigns x does not assign it a value that is equal to a*b - c,
then the assertion will trigger and return a message that it failed; this may mean that
the expression being used to assign x its value is correct, however some combination
of the values referenced in that expression contain incorrect values. This then provides
us a way of partially checking the "goodness" of the state coming into that expression,
i.e., a way of testing for whether an incorrect data state has propagated to the point
in the program state where the assertion is called. So instead of testing for faults,
our assertions are testing for "correctness" in a portion of the program state; this is a
radically different view of the role of software testing.
This leads then to one final conjecture:

Conjecture 3: The value of assertions is not only their ability to detect that
faults have been executed, but also to test the "goodness" of the state and hence
warn us of potential future problems to come.
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Today, it is becoming universally acknowledged that software correctness is too utopian, and
that software fault-tolerance and safety is more plausible and achievable. Software assertions
can play a useful role here by informing us that a state is corrupted, and that we had better
do some planning for how to clean up the mess before things worsen. The subject of selfcorrecting programs [3, 7) is out of the scope of this paper, but clearly something to consider.
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Results of this Method

This testability-guided assertion placement method has been applied to several research
projects for both NASA and the National Institute of Standards and Technology with ex·cellent success. We have observed several orders of magnitude decrease in error masking,
suggesting to us that assertions may be far more powerful when "well-guided" than we had
previously expected.
We now summarize the results obtained by performing sensitivity analysis on an objectoriented Automated Teller Machine (ATM) simulation [4). The ATM system was coded
in C++ from a simple ASCII specification. In this experiment , we were focused solely on
using assertions to decrease the negative impact of encapsulation and information hiding on
system level testing. 102 system level test cases were developed such that all locations in
the program were exercised.
The Automated Teller Machine (ATM) program simulates a single ATM connected to a
bank. The machine accepts ATM cards and verifies the validity of the user by accepting a
PIN number and matching it with the users PIN number maintained at the bank. If the
user enters three unsuccessful PIN numbers , the machine eats the card and informs the user
to contact the bank. If valid, the user has access to one checking and one savings account.
Possible transactions includes: withdrawls , transfers, and balance checks. A transaction
is invalid if either the user tries to withdraw greater than $200 per access or attempts a
transfer/withdraw that overdraws an account . Each valid transaction generates a separate
receipt. All receipts are printed when the user has completed all desired transactions.
Inputs to the program take the form:
<atm card>
<pin number>
<transactions>*
<quit>

In the C++ ATM code, we identified eight locations in the C++ code that are of particularly low testability (See Table 1 for the statement at the location of concern and the
testability score). For each of the low testability locations, an assertion was manually placed
immediately following the location, and the testability analysis was rerun. Here, we did not
assume that the assertions were correct , but we believe that they were. These assertions
have forced each testability score to increase to 1.0, which is a remarkable increase in the
testability of the code with respect to the 102 test cases (See Table 1). This experiment has
demonstrated that assertions can increase propagation ( and hence testability). Not only did
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Statement
rec->type = ret_val;
rec->transaction = WITHDRAW;
rec->type = ret_val;
rec- > transaction = DEPOSIT;
ret_val = CHECKING;
rec->type = ret_val;
RecordNumber = O;
RECORDMAX = 30;

Testability Before Assertion

Testability After Assertion

0.00
0.095
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

.156
0.00

Table l: The "before and after assertion" testability scores.
the assertions increase propagation point estimates, but to 1.0, which is the maximum score.
This cannot always be expected, but it was encouraging.
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Summary

Assertions represent a valuable tool for assessing the quality of software. We have presented
a means for better deciding where assertions are needed for software systems that suffer
from code regions that seem unlikely to reveal faults during testing; recently, others have
published similar findings as to benefit of assertions on testability [1], but without providing
guidance on where the assertions should be inserted. Current schemes for the placement of
assertions are often either ad hoc or brute-force, placing assertions everywhere.
This testability-based assertion placement method will:
1. improve the fault-detection capability of the current testing scheme, by adding fault detection support to those portions of the code that appear to be "invincible" to this
testing scheme.
2. increase propagation estimates of predecessor locations ( determined dynamically during execution ), whose computations are referenced by the variable being asserted on.
Thus not only do we gain confidence from an assertion that the location receiving t he assertion is not hiding faults , but we gain confidence that faults are not hiding elsewhere in the
code. Assertions benefit both our testing and our testability results.
One common criticism against software assertions is that they are usually implemented via
intrusive instrumentation. The reason for doing this is that it is far easier ( meaning cheaper)
to code assertions in the program language than it is to use a separate hardware processor
(executing the assertions). When a separate processor is used , it probes the variable values
in memory written to by the running program and executes the assertions at the appropriate
times. But nonetheless , non-intrusive assertions are possible, particularly for applications
that are timing sensitive. Our scheme can be implemented in both an intrusive and nonintrusive environment.
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This scheme has costs; those costs include: (1) the decrease in performance during testing,
(2) the costs of performing testability analysis, and (3) the cost of deriving assertions from the
specification. Also, if the assertions are removed before the code is deployed , there will be a
slight, additional cost. But for critical systems , if a value-added benefit can be demonstrated
relative to cost for a scheme, the scheme cannot be automatically dismissed. By combining
white-box analysis via testability analysis , black-box analysis via testing, and specificationbased testing via assertions , we may be able to actually assess a higher confidence that faults
are not hiding during the testing.
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Outline
• What is the testing problem this research
addresses?
• What are the different views on testability,
and which one addresses this problem?
• Are assertions useful to this problem? If so,
how?
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Exhaustive Testing: Our
Problem
• Infeasible.

• Therefore we must shift from a "deduction" to
a "seduction" [Beizer '90).
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Balls and Urn
• Testing can be viewed as selecting different
colored balls from an urn where:
- Black ball = input on which program fails.
- White ball = input on which program succeeds.

• Only when testing is exhaustive is there an
"empty" urn.
Balls

Urn
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Assumption: Urn is Correctly
Distributed
• The number of balls representing a particular input is
representative of the probability of selecting that
input. Thus if some input value a is 10 times as likely
to be selected as input value b, then there are 1O balls
in the urn for a and 1 ball in the urn for b.
• We assume sampling with replacement and that the
cardinality of the input space is effectively infinite for
sampling purposes.
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Relating the PDF to Ball Density
.s
.4

.1 - - 2

1

3

input values

0G) 0 0G)
G) @G)
17\
\.V

here we are showing a
correct program with 3 different
input values.
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A Changing Urn
• The urn conceptualizes the program and an
associated input Probability Density Function
(PDF).
• Different testing techniques represent
different PDF's.
• Thus, a fixed program can have many
different urns as: (1) the PDF of the inputs
changes, (2) the code changes, or (3) the
input space changes.
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Scenario 1 : A Program that
Always Fails

..........................
······--·--·--····
•••••••••••
• This urn represents a program that fails on
every possible input i.e., a probability of
failure of 1.0.
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Scenario 2 : A Correct Program

• This urn represents a program that succeeds
on every possible input i.e., a probability of
failure of 0.0.
9
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Scenario 3: A Typical "Good"
Program

• This urn represents virtually all software in
use today.
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Scenario 4: A Tester's Utopia
Program
• A canister-shaped urn in
which all black balls (if
any) are at the top of the
urn.
• Q: What does this tell us when
we pick a white ball?
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Traditional Definition of
Software Testability
• Definition: the ability of a system to be easily and
thoroughly tested, where thoroughly means that a
particular coverage metric is achieved (e.g.
statement coverage, branch coverage).
• Based on the weak assumption that covering code
means no faults remaining.
• Usually a static analysis that does not consider the
dynamic behavior of software.
• Examples
- McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity Metric
- Halstead's Information Volume and Program Length Metrics
-SLOC
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Our Definition of Software
Testability
• Definition: a prediction of the probability that
existing faults will be observable in the output
space according to testing scheme D. (D is some
input representation)
• Having the "goodness" of the oracle will
determine a similar measure, detectability.
• If there is a fault at a particular location, how
likely is it you will see the fault as a failure during
testing according to D.
• If faults are unlikely to cause failures then it is
obvious that the fault will be difficult to detect
during testing.
13
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Why Our Testability Definition?
• Ideally, we want to be in the state of the
tester's utopia, but as we have said, that is
only a dream.
• We need some way of measuring how close
we are to that situation, or Scenario 2, or
Scenario 3.
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Example of Hiding Fault

X

output
...."-_:_.../

'-----------,

= X div 30000
write (x)
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The Basis for True Testability:
The Fault/Failure Model
• Model published by Hamlet and Morell at different
times in the 80s.
• For a fault to result in failure the following three
conditions are necessary and sufficient
- (1) Faults must be executed (reachability).
- (2) Data state must become infected (necessity).
- (3) Infected data state must propagate to an output variable
(sufficiency).

• If any one of these conditions does not occur for a
particular input and a particular fault, the fault does
not cause a failure.
• Remember previous example: (1) and (2) occurred,
but (3) was halted by the x = x div 30,000.
16
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How Testability Can Affect the
Balls and Urn: Ball Stringing
• Fault size represents the number of inputs
that cause failure for a specific fault.
• The following urn represents five faults in the
program, each of size one.
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Ball Stringing (cont.)
• This urn has five inputs that cause failure that
are all caused by one fault in the program.
• This fault is of size five.
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Testability, e
• For simplicity, consider that for each location
in the code, you have a prediction of how
long the chain of black balls would be if that
location were incorrect.
• e then for that location is simply the length
divided by the total number of balls.
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Testability and Balls and Urn
• Testability can be viewed as an assessment
of how the black balls (if any) are distributed
throughout the urn.
• With high testability, any string of black balls
is long.
• With low testability, any string of black balls
is short.
High: Shortest string is 6

Low: Longest string is 2

000000000000
00000000000

000000000000
00000000000
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a
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Extremely Unreliable Programs
are Good?
• From a testing standpoint, YES!
• From a development standpoint, No!
• Assertions can make them fail more because
the triggering of an assertion to produce a
warning can count as a failure.
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Assertions to the Rescue
• An assertion is merely a pre- or post-condition that
must be true at some point during an execution; if
not true, then a failure of the assertion has occurred,
which in some cases will be classified as a failure of
the program.
• An assertion provides a direct means for increasing
the cardinality of the output space.
• An assertion requires some a priori or inherent
knowledge of what an intermediate calculation
should be in a program.
• Note: assertions can be wrong!
• If your current testing scheme has "lousy" output
observability, use assertions to add some internal
observability.
22
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(cont'd.}
• Testability-based assertion placement has the
potential to drive testability scores from near 0.0 to
1.0, through forced internal observability. From a
testing standpoint, this is remarkable!
• Assertions are a "main stream" idea; not fringe! The
problem is no one knows where they are truly needed,
and deriving them is nontrivial.
• Do not derive assertions from the code itself.
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Example With Assertion

aut

y

x=x-l(x=x+l)

. . - ASSERT(x)

x=xdiv30000

.___ ____.,,r-------..,
write (x)
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One Assertion
• One assertion can make the chains much
longer!
• Greater likelihood you'll catch that off-by-2!
Longer

Short
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Intuitive?
• Programmers everyday use printfs and writelns to
debug their programmers.
• This is exactly what is done when programmers use
debuggers; debuggers go into the internal computations
. and tell the programmer what those intermediate values
are.
• Similar findings: Microsoft, Osterweil & Clarke, Bieman
(CSU), many others.
• So "YES", we can have it both ways!
• PROOF: Assertions cannot decrease testability.
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Impact to Testing
• Probable Correctness is the confidence C derived after
testing T times that the true probability of failure y is
less than or equal to an estimate of the minimum failure
probability e. [Hamlet, Information Processing Letters
'87].
• C = Prob( y <= e) >= 1 - (1 - e) r
• e = I - (1 - C)1,r

• 1 - e is the probability of a successful execution
(drawing a white ball).
• (1 - e)T is the probability of T successful executions
(drawing Twhite balls).
• 1- (1 - e)T is the probability of at least one black ball; if
we don't see a black-ball, this is our "intuitive"
confidence in correctness.
QualiJy Week '95
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Testability and Testing:
When To Stop Testing
• Probable Correctness will give the degree of
testing necessary T for a particular
confidence C that faults are not hiding.
• Much easier to certify whether a piece of
software has been adequately tested.
• Immediately compare a testability value f3 to
the amount of successful testing.

T = ln(l-C)
ln(l-8)
28
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Testability and Degree of
Testing
• Ultra-reliability demands a POF of 10-9 •
• Assertion can move you up!
T

C

7

0.1

0.5

44

0.1
0.01
0.01
O.CXXXJ1
1E-07
16-03
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Reliability Amplification Via the
"Squeeze Play"
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0.0
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Software Probability of Failure

1.0
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Squeeze Play (cont.)
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From Sensitivity Analysis:
None Less than J3
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Squeeze Play (cont.)
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From Sensitivity Analysis:
None Less than B
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From Testing: None Greater
than a
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Combined: None Greater than
a; None Less than B
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Assertions Benefiting the
Squeeze Play Model
• Assertions may increase e dramatically,
allowing us to assess a confidence in
correctness with fewer test cases T than
expected.
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Conjectures
• 1. Much of the research effort being spent on
comparing and ranking software testing
methodologies is being poorly spent.
Instead, we should be searching for assertion
placement methods and assertion derivation
techniques that will engender a testing
technique to promote substantial fault
revealing ability, and possibly even greater
value-added (fault-revealing ability) for
different testing methods.
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Conjectures
• 2. The benefit of adding assertions to boost
the fault-revealing ability of your testing is
directly related to tightness and correctness
of assertions.
• 3. The value of assertions is not only their
ability to detect that faults have been
executed, but also to test the "goodness" of
the state and hence warn us of potential
future problems to come.
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Recommendations
• 1. Create assertions and place them where
the corresponding testabilities are too low for
the expected amount of testing resources.
• 2. The tightness of an assertion can be
quantified as the ratio between the number of
states that can come into the test to the
number of states that allow the test to not
trigger a warning.
• 3. Re-assess the testabilities with the
assertions in place, and test with the
assertions in place.
38
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Summary
• Testability assessments provide a measurement for
where faults are more likely to hide from a particular
testing scheme--this does not mean that faults are there!
• Very useful to thwart the effects of encapsulation and
. information hiding on system level testing.
• Assertions provide an immediate way to decrease the
likelihood of faults hiding and decrease testing costs,
since they are performing testing themselves.
• Assertions represent a research area that is virtually
unexplored in my opinion--much work is needed.
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1 Introduction
The development of new architectures is normally performed simultaneously with the
development of the corresponding software (esp. operating system and compilers). In order
to reduce the risk of carrying design errors into the first hardware implementation and to
verify the architecture model, special simulators are required. The test of compilers and of the
operating system at a time before the actual hardware is available further on requires
emulators and possibly other simulators. All simulators and emulators must represent truly
the same architecture model. One way to achieve this goal is extensive and systematic testing.

Architecture Design

Hardware Development

Simulator Development

Integration

Architecture/Hardware Verification

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ---- ----- --------- -

HW/SW

Software Development

......__l_n_te-=---w~_t_i~~---------- -

L..-..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- ···- -··· --······
Emulator Development
Software Testing
~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------- ----- --Time

Fig. 1 The development process
In the last 3 years SEKAS has been involved in the development of a new high performance
computer. Apart from some other tasks SEKAS was responsible for the testing of all the
simulators, emulators, and specific hardware models.
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2 Requirements foF testing programmable units
In order to test programmable units such as simple processors or even complete architectures,
test programs have to be developed which are executed on the unit to be tested. Verification
is usually performed by comparing the computed results to the expected results. If the
hardware is under development various simulators and/or emulators have to be developed
which model specific issues of the hardware being developed. The phased simulation end
emulation of the hardware allows the period between the termination of architectural
innovation and the start of system integration to be minimized. The architecture models have
to be tested in an equivalent way as the architecture they represent. They run on a host
computer and have to execute test programs correctly.
The systematic tests of the architecture models is very important, since these have to verify
the architecture and the hardware design in an early development phase. Further on the test
of other system software like compilers and operating system is based upon these models. If
the hardware models do not work reliably it becomes very difficult to localize errors in a
program compiled by a compiler under development and running on that model.
Hence, it is very important that the quality of the tests is very high.

2.1 Basic requirements
The basic requirement for the test of an architecture or an architecture model is that the test
coverage is as complete as possible. Of course, completeness has to be define in terms of
appropriate classes.
•

The tests shall be as complete as possible.

•

In general the system under test shall be treated as a black box.

•

The verification shall be simple and effective.

•

The tests shall be structured as a sequence of progression tests with levels of
increasing complexity.

•

The tests shall have a low error probability.
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2.2 The requirement for completeness
From the requirement for completeness the following refined requirements may be derived.

•

The tests shall verify the correct execution of the full instruction set.

•

The tests shall verify every operation with a characteristic subset of the full data set.

•

The tests shall verify every reasonable combination of operations and data .

•

The tests have to cover error detection features for out-of-bound values, over-sized
code or data.

•

The tests shall verify the correct handling of asynchronous events .

•

The tests shall verify the correct the handling of exceptional situations .

As it is practically impossible to perform tests with the full range of data normally a
representative data set has to be defined.

Depending on the range of the instruction set, the range of test data and the requirements for
permutation of basic operations and test data, the size of the test programs to be developed
quickly exceeds a manageable size. This applies especially to the verification of results. A test
case with a large number of permutations of operations and data naturally consists of a large
number of test steps. Each test step has to be validated individually, i.e. each test step's
expected results have to be precalculated and somehow compared with the computed results.
It is obvious that automation is required.

2.3 Challenges for testing architectures under development
When the architecture to be tested is under development a number of further challenges have
to be expected
•

The development of software components is done in parallel to the hardware development in order to minimize the total development time. This means that the software
has to be tested early before the actual hardware is available.

•

In the beginning the architecture is not finally defined. The tests have to validate the
architecture design and the validation may result in modifications and changes of CPU
as well as the instruction set. It has to be expected that the architecture will evolve
during the project.
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•

The mutual debugging of emulators, tools and test cases results in difficult error
localizatfon. These -difficulties ilil delimgging again require high quality of emulators
and simulators, a goal which may be achieved by extensive testing.

The periodic updates of emulators and simulators require regression tests. Some test cases
may remain unchanged, because they are not affected by the update, others have to be
modified and often also new test cases have to be developed to cover new features. Therefore
the following requirements apply
•

for architectures under development regression testing is essential

•

adaptation of test cases according to the modification of the test objects should be
easy

3 The decision for automation
For the development of test cases for an architecture under development basically three
strategies may be applied, manual coding, using of a compiler and development of a specific
generator. Some pros and cons are listed in the following section.

3.1 Manual coding of assembly language test cases
This line of attack will be the fastest way to provide a set of test cases. It has some major
drawbacks however. Any significant architecture changes mean recoding many test cases.

3.2 Using a compiler
Using a compiler to generate test code could be a very elegant solution. However, it is rather
impossible to achieve the requested coverage. Compilers usually neither use the full
instruction set nor all possibilities of combinations. Further on it requires detailed knowledge
of compiler technology to write programs in a high level language with the purpose to get a
specified sequence of machine instructions by the compilation. Finally this approach depends
on a specific compiler version. Compiler updates could make the test programs obsolete.
Another very pragmatic argument is that early in a project where a new architecture is being
developed normally no compiler is available.
A further argument against the use of a 'normal' compiler is that the emulators to be tested
for an architecture under development are used to test the compiler itself. Of course, a
rudimentary, special purpose compiler could be developed, but the coverage problems would
still remain.
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3.3 Development of a test case generation tool
The alternative is to develop a special purpose tool to generate the test cases. The tool has
to provide features to specify test cases on a readable, high level. The specification should
be as independent as possible of architecture/assembler details in order to allow easy
adaptations. On the other hand the tool should provide complete control over the low level
code to be tested. Also the tool should allow the specification of combinations of instructions,
permutations of characteristic data values, automatic calculation of expected results, automatic
verification and the handling of side effects (like traps and status registers).
A drawback of this solution is, that initially a lot of effort has to be invested into the development of the tool itself.

3.4 Reusability
As the general requirements for testing any architecture under development are equivalent,
it is reasonable to enhance the development concept by introducing reusable, generic
components. Thus it is possible to broaden the range of applications and to become attractive
for other users. The following chapters show how reusability has been achieved.

4 Experiences with the first application of TDMS
TDMS evolved from components of evtgen (emulator and simulator validation test generator).
In 1992, SEKAS started a large scale testing project to validate various emulators and
simulators for a High- Performance Computer which was under development. During this
project further requirements were defined which resulted in a broader range of usability and
the definition of the generic tool set TDMS.

4.1 A short description of the architecture being tested
This section gives an overview of the architecture being tested in order to define some terms
that appear later on in the document and to improve the understanding of the test case
generator.
Fig.2 shows the design of the CPU with its highly decoupled architecture. It consists of three
separate processing units:
•

The Control Unit (CU)
Based on an off the shelf general purpose RISC Processor, which is used to handle
the control flow and to dispatch basic blocks and inner loops to the Stream Units (AU
and DU).
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1 1

•

The Address Unit (AU)
As .process0r which can issue up to. three memory related instructions in one cycle. It
is used to perform simple address arithmetic and memory access through queues for
the DU.
The Data Unit (DU)
The DU performs the numerical calculations. It has a full set of integer/floating point
arithmetic and logical instructions but no stand alone memory interface. All access to
memory is handled in concert with the AU. The DU can issue up to two pipelined
instructions in each cycle.

Memory Interface for Instructions

Control Processor

IFE

IFE

Address
Processor

Data
Processor
SAO
LDQ

Memory Interface for Data

Fig. 2 The architecture being tested
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4.2 The tool set structure
r·

.

The heart of the tool set is the test case generator evtgen. It is a program which parses a test
case description and generates an assembly language test program. The other programs are
implemented as UNIX shell scripts. They perform functions like the verification of the output
produced by the test program, the preparation of report documents and batch execution of an
entire test suite.
Fig. 3 shows the components of the tool set which are involved when a test case is executed.

Specification of

EVTGEN

a test case
partially independent

produces a test

from actual ACRI

program from a

architecture

given test case
specification

assembly
language program
speciffic to current
architecture and

as/Id

emulator

assembles/links
;'
EVTIEST
executes the

,'

the test program
and produces
an executable

,'

executable
program

necessary

of the

steps

test case

Emulator
executes the test
program and
produces an
output file

output
produced by the
test program including information

''

~

VERIFIER

for verification

examines the
output file and
prepares a
report file
summary
of detected
errors

Fig. 3 The execution of a test case
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4.3 High- level test case specification
ID!
VERS!
DATE!
DESC!

DU_addql ;
"$Revision: 1.3 $";
"$Date: 1994/06/18 15:54:10 $" ;
"
DU quadword add
User visible instruction set - Book 1 - Rel. 3.2
chapter 5.14.1 , page I-145 (ADDQ instruction)
short: functionality of ADDQ instruction;
"·
'

START!
duXERO:
dur_A:
dur_B:
dur_C:

XER_CLR;
{-2"63, -2"32, -2"32+1 , -1, 0,
1, 2"32-1 , 2"32, 2"63- 1 };
{-2"63 , -2"32, -2"32+ 1, -1 , 0,
1, 2"32-1, 2"32, 2"63-1} ;
17;

DU-CODE! "
DU_STDFLAGS
%dur_A%, %dur_B %, %dur_C%
addq
nop
DU_END
"·
'
END !
dur_C:
duXERO:

dur_A + dur_B ;
ADDOVER(dur_A, dur_B )
? XER_SOIXER_OV : XER_CLR;

Example : test case for integer multiplication

The example shows a typical test case specification. In this case, the integer addition
instruction of the Data Unit of the target processor is tested. Other than some identification
and comment fields, the test case specification contains three main sections:
•

The START! section
This section specifies the state of the machine at the start of a test. Other than
definitions for utility functions, it can contain arbitrary expressions for the initialization of general purpose registers (like the three Data Unit registers dur_A, dur_B and
dur_C), memory location, special registers (like durXER0, the Data Unit integer
exception register) and various special variables controlling the behavior of evtgen
itself.
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In the example just three general purpose registers of the Data Unit and the integer
exception register are initialized. Two of the registers are initialized with sets of
values. These value sets will be explained in the next section.
•

The CODE! section
This section contains the actual code to be tested. This is assembler code with
additional features to specify connections to the START! and END! sections.
In the example, the CODE! section contains the assembler sequence to execute an
addq instruction on the Data Unit. Note that the operands for the instruction are
enclosed in percent marks. Anything enclosed in percent marks in the CODE! section
gets special treatment from evtgen. In this case, the (logical) register names are
replaced by randomly chosen Data Unit register names (like r4).

•

The END! section
This section specifies the state of the machine at the end of a test. The END! section
may again contain arbitrary expression for general purpose registers, memory locations
and special registers. The END! section defines the expected results of the execution
of the CODE! section.
In the example the target register of the addition instruction is defined to be the sum
of the two source registers. Also an expression is given for the integer exception
register. The function ADDOVER is defined in an include file such that it returns true
if the addition of its operands overflows in 64 bits.

The test case in the example is a very typical single instruction test case. It can be seen that
there are very few dependencies on the details of the computer architecture or the assembly
language in the test case itself. The test case specifies the values to initialize the registers and
the expected result values. It does not contain the actual code to initialize or to verify them.
The test case would only have to be changed if the assembly syntax or the semantics of the
addition instruction itself were changed.

4.4 Permutation of Operand Values
In example 1 the data unit registers dur_A and dur.:_B are defined with sets of values.
Whenever such sets appear in test cases, evtgen generates test steps for every permutation of
the elements of these sets. In the example, evtgen will generate 91 test steps to test the
addition instruction with the operand pairs (-2A63+-2A63), (-2A63+-2A32), ... , (-2A32+-2A63),
... , (2A63-1+2A63-l).

Of course, the expected results for every test step are different and depend on the current
values of the operands. evtgen evaluates all the state definitions in the START! and END!
sections separately for every test step and uses the current permutation values where
appropriate.
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Note that the values in the permutation sets are chosen to contain all the interesting border
cases of operand and result values. With the sets shown in example 1, there will be Zero
additions, maximum+maximum, overflow by one, overflow across 32 bit boundaries etc.
There is a further possibility to enhance flexibility. It's not required to define the operand sets
directly in the test case. Instead, the sets may be defined in an include file which may be used
by all similar test cases. This allows to simply change one include file and restrict or expand
the number of permutations for all the test cases. It is an effective possibility for generating
different size and coverage test cases, e.g. short tests for quickly verifying the general sanity
of new emulator versions or exhaustive tests for a new release.

4.5 Automatic calculation of expected results
When testing many instructions with a large number of input operands, it is not feasible to
calculate the expected results by hand. Therefore, evtgen provides an expression evaluation
mechanism to calculate the expected results automatically.
This expression evaluation mechanism is a simple but powerful functional programming
language. It provides all the standard integer and floating point and boolean operators, the
ternary conditional operator, operators for vector and string manipulation, (recursive) function
declarations and iteration constructs.
The advantage of a custom language to for example a standard Lisp interpreter is, that the
evtgen language is easy to customize for special requirements. For example, the evtgen
evaluation language provides different floating point models which may be selected by
options at generation time.
Although the evtgen language is quite simple, it provides enough features to solve nontrivial
programming tasks. For example, it also allows the generation of bulk-tests with basic blocks
and loops which contain randomly chosen instructions from a defined instruction subset. Here
again the expected results (all registers, queues and memory references) are automatically preevaluated.
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4.6 Code templates
In order to be flexible enough against changes the concept of hardcoding the initialization and
verification had been dropped early in the project. Instead the concept of template driven code
generation had been adopted. Code templates are specified just like the CODE! sections of
the test cases themselves. They are easy to modify and can be dependent on the target to be
tested. That means, it is even possible to specify different code for the different emulators to
be tested. This is necessary for areas where the emulators provide different features like trap
handling, virtual memory translation etc.
To generate a test case from a formal test case specification, the test case generator expands
various templates.
In evtgen the following templates have been defined

- inst_code:
- test_step_inst_code:
- install_trap_handler:
-

remove_trap_handler:
load_register:
enter_verification:
store_register:
int_data:
float_data:
addr_data:
write_string:
output_word:
output_float:
output_mem:

- end_test_step:
- exit:

Initialization code for the test case
Initialization code for every test step
Code to install a trap handler for asynchronous events
specified in the test case specification
Code to remove a trap handler
Code to load given a value into a given register
Initialization code for the test step verification
Code to store a given register at a given location
Storage space for an integer data item
Storage space for a floating point data item
Storage space for an address data item
Code for writing a given string to the output file
Code for writing integer values to the output file
Code for writing floating point values to the output file
Code for writing the contents of memory areas to the
output file
Code for ending a test step (verification)
Code for finishing a test case

The test case generator produces a test case by piecing together various expansions of these
templates. For example, to load all register values that have been given as in the START!
section of a test case specification, it expands the "load_register" template for every such
register.
Every template has a set of parameters that are provided by the test case generator. The
"load_register" template for example is passed the name of the register to load and a relative
address from which to load the value.
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Example:
I

' •

A "load_register" template:
! load integer register
! Parameters
! _register
register name to load
! _rel_addr
relative address in input reg. area
! START _load_cu_register
ldq
%_register%, %_rel_addr%(register_base)
! END _load_cu_register

Expansion with register <- "rl" and rel_addr <- 16:
rl, 16(register_base)

ldq

4. 7 Automatic Verification
Evtgen provides two different methods for the verification of results:
•

external verification
Originally, this was the only verification strategy supported by evtgen. It assumes, that
it is best to trust the test target as little as possible. When using external verification,
the comparison of expected and emulated results is not performed by instructions
running on the emulator. Instead expected and emulated results are written to an
output file which is later analyzed by a verification program.

•

internal verification
Later in the project, when simulators were to be tested which were orders of
magnitude slower than the emulators, external verification was no longer feasible,
since the simulators were too slow to run the necessary output routines in a reasonable
time. When using internal verification, evtgen generates code to efficiently compare
expected and emulated results and to simply signal success or failure of the test steps.
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4.8 Experience and results in a testing project
The decision for the development of a generator instead of coding directly meant investing
more initial development effort, but it paid off very well. The problem of an elusive test
target was even bigger than was expected initially. The test suite has adapted to some
significant early design changes in the architecture and a number of different assembler
versions. By use of evtgen, adaptations for the evolving architecture and assembly language
became manageable, leaving room for a constant increase in coverage and the inclusion of
new test targets.
In the beginning of the project, the test suite was used only to test two emulators for the
compiler and the operating system. The compiler and OS developers could be provided with
very stable and error free platforms for their development efforts. This success encouraged
other users to apply the tool set for architecture models and prototypes with differing requirements. Meeting these requirements meant that the generic concept had to be improved.

The following table shows the number of test cases that have been developed.

Directory

Function

# of TCs

PM/CU

164

privileged mode CU test cases

UM/CU/FP

176

CU floating point instruction test cases

UM/CU/INT

86
228

UM/AU

CU integer instruction test cases
AU test cases
DU floating point instruction test cases

UM/DU/FP

93

UM/DU/INT

150

DU integer instruction test cases

UM/DU/PIPE

106

DU massive pipeline test cases

UM/SU

69

CU/AU/DU interaction test cases

Together, these test cases have 73,303 lines of specifica~o~. D~pending on the
permutation ranges selected, between 4.9 million and 19.4 nulhon Imes of assembler
code are generated from them.
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5 The tool set TDMS
TDMS is a generic tool set with a graphical user interface which has evolved from evtgen.
It consists basically of the components developed for evt. However, it is generic and may be
used for arbitrary applications where programmable units, architectures or simulators have to
be tested and it leaves freedom for implementation details.
Further on TDMS provides additional features for the management of test cases.

5.1 Management of test suite configurations in test libraries
A library contains all the test cases of a test project, sets of templates, include files e.g. for
data sets and information on how to generate different instances of test programs.

5.2 Management of different test cases in test sessions
Test sessions are groups of test cases and/or instances of the test object. In a typical CPU
testing project, there would be test sessions for regression tests, full scale release tests and
test sessions for different aspects of the CPU architecture (floating point, integer arithmetic,
branching, ... ) If for example, a new version of an emulator has to be tested, which contains
modifications to the floating point unit emulation, it is possible to execute the floating point
test session with maximum coverage first in order to quickly find bugs in the area where they
are expected. Finally running the regression test session or the full test session over night
makes sure that no unexpected problems have been introduced into the emulator.

5.3 Configuration of test runs and execution in the background
For every test run, it is possible to specify certain parameters for test execution. These
parameters i°:clude coverage options, verification mode options and different aspects of test
case generation.
The execution of test cases is asynchronous. It is possible to start different test runs in
parallel.
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5.4 Manag:.~ ~nt and analysis of test history data
Whenever a test case finishes execution TD
data base. (For example: execution sta~us ~~e stores a co~gurable set of data in a history
version, test configuration, etc .... )
'
of execut10n, emulator version, assembler
TDMS
an easy
. _all~ws the tester to browse through this
data
basecontains
and search
for hito tuse que
. ry s~stem w~ch
~ ory items_ with certam cntena. For example, if a certain test case
currently does not pa~s:·. ~hfferences m the history information of history items of preceding
test runs may be quened.

6 Conclusions
The decision for automatic generation of test cases, automatic calculation of results and
automatic verification proved to be very successful especially in an evolving environment.
The request of further users with quite different requirements resulted in an extension of
TDMS towards more generality and flexibility. TDMS is now a generic tool set to aid the
development of test cases for all kinds of programmable units ranging from simple processors
to complete architectures and all kinds of hardware simulators.
However, it may be used effectively for other applications, too. For the test of complex digital
circuits, test programs may be generated which run on a separate test controller and produce
the required sequence of test data on-line. Test results may be precalculated automatically,
too. The results produced by the circuit under test may be verified in different ways by means
of the verification tool .
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5.4 Management and analysis of test history data
Whenever a test case finishes execution, TDMS stores a configurable set of data in a history
data' base. (For example: execution status, time of execution, emulator version, assembler
version, test configuration, etc .... )
TDMS contains an easy to use query system which allows the tester to browse through this
data base and search for history items with certain criteria. For example, if a certain test case
currently does not pass, _differences in the history information of history items of preceding
test runs may be queried·.

6 Conclusions
The decision for automatic generation of test cases, automatic calculation of results and
automatic verification proved to be very successful especially in an evolving environment.
The request of further users with quite different requirements resulted in an extension of
TDMS towards more generality and flexibility . TDMS is now a generic tool set to aid the
development of test cases for all kinds of programmable units ranging from simple processors
to complete architectures and all kinds of hardware simulators.
However, it may be used effectively for other applications, too. For the test of complex digital
circuits, test programs may be generated which run on a separate test controller and produce
the required sequence of test data on-line. Test results may be precalculated automatically,
too. The results produced by the circuit under test may be verified in different ways by means
of the verification tool .
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The FREE-flow Graph: Implementation-based Testing of Objects Using
State-determined Flows.
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Abstract. The visibility of instance variables over all methods in a class
creates fault hazards similar to those with global data in conventional
languages. These faults may be revealed by path-based inter-method
(intra-class) testing. The FREE-flow graph supports intra-class path testing
by providing an intra-class flow graph. A procedure for constructing the
FREE-flow graph is given. The construction combines method flow graphs
and the FREE finite state class model. The FREE-flow graph may be used
to support development or assessment of well-known path-based test
suites, including branch, data flow, and information flow.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Test cases for individual class methods 1 may be devised using white-box path testing
techniques developed for conventional languages. There are many such techniques, but
testing methods in isolation is neither practical nor prudent because intra-class interaction
is not tested. Method interactions are a common source of faults. Within a class, all
instance variables are typically visible to all methods of the class. Inherited superclass
instance variables are also visible. A faulty method can be activated without a failure,
masking production of an incorrect value or incorrect side-effect. Subsequent activation
of another method may result in a failure.
The test problem is to select method activation sequences that will exercise intraclass (inter-method) data flow. This requires some form of specification to define correct
and incorrect activation sequences over all methods in a class. In the absence of a
specification to the contrary, we assume that any sequence is acceptable. In either case,
we need to identify paths that result from sequential method activation.
Specification-based activation of a class cannot guarantee that all intra-class paths
will be activated. Indeed, if the implementation contains surprises, we could easily obtain
an n-switch state cover [Chow 78] which would fail to exercise some intra-class paths.
This paper presents an approach to test intra-class interactions. This is termed the FREE1

The Smalltalk idiom is used here for convenience. The test approach is not
Smalltalk-specific. In C+ +, a method is a member function, a routine in Eiffel, etc.
Copyright 1995, Robert V. Binder. Author's address: RBSC Corporation, 3 First National Plaza, Suite 1400,
Chicago, IL 60602. Voice: (312) 214-3280, fax: ~i~ ~i4-!H10, rbind~r@mM.com
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flow approach, as it is an extension of the FREE approach [Binder 94a]. This technique
primarily applicable for testing a single class (instantiated as an object).

II. THE FREE STATE MODEL
To test methods in their class context, we need to represent all possible sequences of
method activation. To model the class context, we need to model activation constraints
among methods. This may be simply done by modeling the entire class as a finite state
machine. Several OOA/D methods call for just such a model to be prepared [Booch 91]
[Jacobson 92] [Coleman 92].
Class state can be modeled with varying granularity. Abstract states may be
subdivided to represent concrete states. Class states could be modeled as equivalence
classes over combinations of values for each instance. The fine-grain state model is
useful for scrutinizing method implementation. It is also problematic. A very large
number of test cases may be required for state coverage. It may decrease testability
since the relationship of concrete states to external class features may be obscure.
Explicit consideration of concrete state is at odds with information-hiding strategies. The
reusability of test cases based on concrete state may be limited.
The Flattened Regular Expression (FREE) model for testing produces a test plan
for a class based on a class state model. State control is modeled by focusing on class
state at activation and deactivation. Class state is defined to be set of instance variable
values defined by post-conditions and invariants of a method [Schuman 87]. This is not
simply a convenient formalism. The use of pre- and postconditions is the basis for
design-by-contract [Meyer 92] and provides enhanced testability [Binder 94b]. Postconditions and class invariants allow an explicit, unambiguous definition of state. If
needed, we can partition these states into sub-states. If the post-condition expression
contains one or more logical "or" operators, the method can compute different states.
The number of states computable by a method is the number of such operators plus 1.
Sequential behavior is modeled with a Mealy finite state machine: a transition has
an event (input) and action (output); states do not emit output. An inbound message is
modeled as an event causing a transition. An outbound message to a server is modeled
as an action associated with a transition. If an inbound message is accepted by a
selector method, the transition must loop back on the state in which it was accepted. If
an inbound message is accepted by a modifier method the transition may loop back on
the state for which it was accepted, or switch to a different state. The class state model
provides an integrating point of view for abstract and concrete state, intra and inter-class
activation.
Flattened classes are assumed. While inheritance needs to be considered to
determine the prudent extent of (re)testing, it does not change the composition of the
class under test [Perry 90]. All class features (local or inherited) are considered in
developing the class state model.

·:1
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B. Derivation of Test Cases.

A straightforward procedure to derive specification-based transition test sequences
is given in [Chow 78]. It requires (1) a complete state machine model (all states have
events and actions), (2) the state model is minimal (there are no redundant or
unnecessary states), (3) there is an initial state, and (4) there are no unreachable states.
The procedure generates a transition tree. The branches of this tree represent all
possible transition sequences that begin and end with the same state.
The first step is to prepare the transition tree. The initial state is the root node of
the tree. An edge is drawn for every transition out of the root state to a node that
represents the resultant state. For each node just drawn, if the state it represents
appears in an ancestor node, the branch is terminated (no more transitions are
considered under this branch.) The procedure is repeated until there are no more
transitions with unique descendants. Next, transition test sequences are transcribed from
the tree. Each full and partial branch in the tree (an event path) becomes a test case.

Ill. THE FREE-FLOW GRAPH
The FREE-flow graph is constructed from the FREE class state model and flow graphs
for each method. It represents all possible intra-class (inter-method) control flow paths.
Method flow graphs are prepared by identifying segments (lexically contiguous singleentry, single-exit statement groups) and possible paths among them. Segments are
represented as nodes, branching options as paths.
Method post-condition(s) define the method's contract, the results expected from
its computations, and a state of the class. A method flow graph models how states are
computed. The state transition diagram models which states are reachable from any
given state. By joining these graphs, we have model of all intra-class flow paths. The
state transition diagram provides the explicit linkage otherwise missing in a class package.
The FREE-flow graph represents this linkage.
An example construction of the FREE-flow graph for class X follows. Class X has
three methods, X.a, X.b, X.c. There are three active states (I, II, 111) and two nil states (a
and /3). State a is placeholder which facilitates graph construction. It corresponds to the
declaration of an object (as opposed to its definition.) Similarly, state /3 corresponds to
the post-destruction object. Explicit nil states allow consistent representation of
constructors and destructors in the testing model. A single constructor is assumed here
for simplicity.

1 •
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method a

4

method b

method c

Figure 1 Method Flow Graphs for Class X

Since state is defined as the result of method activation, we can substitute method
graphs into state transitions to get the entire set of paths for the class. The state model
for class X is shown in figure 2a. Figures 2b and 3 suggest how transitions are
accomplished by method activations. The flow graphs are embedded in the state model
to suggest how each state is computed in figure 3. Figure 4 removes the state diagram
annotation and represents all possible paths among method segments. Figure 5 shows
the effect of removing redundant nodes. This is the FREE-flow graph.
In short, the FREE-flow graph is constructed in three steps.
(1)

Nodes are defined for each state.

(2)

A flow graph for each method is added.

(3)

Each transition is represented by adding an edge from its state node to the
transition's method graph entry node and from the method graph exit node
to the resultant state node.

If there is no sequential constraint on method activation, the exit node of each
method is effectively connected to the entry node of every other method, including its
own. If there are sequential constraints, there will simply be fewer inter-method exit to
entry paths. However, the FREE-flow graph will still provide an explicit mapping of intraclass paths. We now have a graph model of the entire class which has all the properties
of ordinary flow graphs, and can be used to devise and evaluate path-based test suites.

I
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The State Transition
Diagram ...

is transformed into a
control flow graph.

Figure 2 FREE mate Model for

Cl~~~

X

,.
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X.a

X.b

Figure 3 Methods and State Transitions
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Figure 4 Connected Method Graphs
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Figure 5 The FREE-flow Graph for Class X
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IV. TEST STRATEGY

The locus of state control in object-oriented applications can present some difficult testing
problems. Cooperative design has many benefits [Meyer 92] but places responsibility for
correct usage of a server object on client objects. If correct usage requires observing
sequential constraints, at least some part of the server's state machine must be
implemented in its clients. With this distributed state control a larger scope of integration
is required. Testing a "defensive" class which enforces the state machine by itself is more
straightforward. In either case, the FREE-flow graph provides useful testing information.
The FREE-flow graph is not a standalone technique and should be used in concert
with other testing techniques. The following strategy could be used to test a single class
being developed as part of a framework.
•

Develop the FREE state model.

•

Verify basic sequential control of the class under test using the FREE
approach.
Develop a path model for each method.

•

Develop a FREE-flow path model for the class.

•

Select a path coverage criteria, for example: decision [Myers 79], data flow
[Rapps 84], or information flow [Bently 93]. Instrument the class under test
accordingly.

•

Assess coverage and devise additional path tests as needed.

The FREE-flow graph can be used to compute class complexity. Class metrics
provide better indication of fault hazards than those that only consider individual methods.
In the above example (class X), the C values for individual methods could be interpreted
to suggest that only 9 paths need be covered to meet the well-know branch criteria [IEEE

89].

I Method

I

Method C

X

1

X.a

2

X.B

2

X.c

3

-

1

Total

9

I
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However, if C is computed for the nodes and edges in the FREE-flow graph, we get a
significantly different result.
C

= e-n+2

=

33-20+2

=

15

The FREE-flow graph provides a more conservative picture of class testability than
isolated method metrics.
•

It indicates the minimum number of intra-class paths needed for prudent
testing.

•

It can be used as indicator of relative testing effort.

All the method paths are subsumed in the FREE-flow graph, so covering the FREE-flow
paths under any given criteria means the individual method paths will be covered as well.
Intra-class visibility can contribute to errors as global storage does in conventional
languages. Side-effects and fault masking are thus likely sources of error [Hoffman 93],
[D'Souza 94]. Exercising paths among methods will be a productive strategy for revealing
errors. The FREE-flow graph identifies paths in each method may be followed by paths
in other methods and thereby supports intra-class testing.
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Functional testing, also called "black-box testing", is of main interest in many software
development methods. Functional testing aims at verifying the functionalities described
by a specification without considering the code of the program under test. Formal
specifications open new possibilities for functional testing: the formal definition of the
correctness of an implementation with respect to a specification makes it possible to
formally define what is a test, the desired properties of a test data set (success of the test
for correct programs, failure for erroneous programs) and the links between the success
of a test data set and the correctness of the program under test (testing hypotheses).
Moreover, the formal nature of the properties expressed in such a specification makes it
possible to borrow technologies from automatic deduction and logic programming, for the
selection of adequate functional test data sets .
This presentation describes a software testing method based on formal specifications,
or more precisely, based on algebraic specifications. It addresses the theoretical
foundations of this testing method as well as pragmatic guidelines for the selection of
adequate test data sets. The existence of a success/failure decision procedure for test data
( also known as the oracle problem) is taken into account by the definition of observable test
data sets. Furthermore, this method is supported by a tool, LOFT (LOgic for Functions
and Testing), for assisting test data selection.

Overview of the presentation
This overview does not reflect the respective durations taken by the presentation of the
theory, the method, the tool and the case studies.
After a short description of the general guidelines that have to be considered when
designing test sets from a formal specification, I describe in detail how functional testing
from algebraic specifications is formalized in the theory of formal testing defined in [BGM

91].
The algebraic specifications considered here are structured specifications with positive
conditional axioms defining the properties of the specified operations. These axioms are
simple equations or equations conditioned by conjunctions of equations (equational Horn
clauses) with typed variables.
When each specified operation is implemented, a program can be viewed as an
"algebraic model" of a specification. A program is a correct implementation of the
specification when its algebraic model satisfies each axiom of the specification. An initial
exhaustive set of ground formulae (without variables) that should be satisfied by the
algebraic model of the program is defined. This set of formulae is generally infinite; it
contains all the ground instances of the axioms obtained by replacing the variables by each
possible composition of operations of the corresponding sort (type). A test is nothing more
2

"than a ground ' formula. Its submission to the program consists in making the program
evaluate each composition of operations occurring in the formula. The decision of the
success/failure of a test (the oracle) consists in the verification that these evaluations
satisfy the formula. This verification is done using the interpretations of the equalities
and the logical connectives (/\ and =}) occurring in the test.
Unfortunately some equalities involve structured objects that cannot be directly
compared (stacks, trees ... ). This observability problem is addressed by taking into
account the fact that among the specified sorts (types), some sorts are observable: the
program (or the programming language) provides equality predicates for these sorts
(booleans, integers ... ).
In order to handle comparisons between values of non observable sort , we remark that
two terms of non observable sorts denote equal values if they cannot be distinguished by
the application of observable contexts (i .e. operation compositions returning values of an
observable sort).
Using some formal transformations of the initial exhaustive test data set , we define the
equational observable exhaustive test data set EqObs containing only equations between
terms of observable sorts. The following result holds: for specifications having good
structuration properties, under minimal testing hypotheses, the success/failure decision
of the EqObs test data set (using the equality predicates provided for observable sorts) is
equivalent to the program correctness w.r.t. its specification.
The only remaining problem is to select an adequate finite subset of EqObs. This
selection process is modeled by the successive application of refinement steps from an
initial testing context made by the three following components: the minimal testing
hypotheses, EqObs and the equality predicates for observable sorts. A testing context
refinement is the application of some selection hypothesis (to be added to the set of
hypotheses of the testing context) in order to select a subset of the previous test data set.
The key property of a refinement step is that , under the new set of hypotheses H, the
success of the new test data set Tis still equivalent to the program correctness: assuming
H, the decision of the success/failure of T neither rejects correct programs nor accepts
erroneous programs. Refinements steps are applied until a finite test data set is reached.
In the second part of the presentation, the test selection method is defined by general
selection hypotheses with guidelines for their use and the use of a decomposition technics
by unfolding of the defined operations ( case analysis using equal by equal replacement).
In order to get a satisfactory coverage of the axioms of the specification, one finite test
data set (a subset of EqObs) is selected for each axiom. The selection hypotheses (and
the corresponding refinement steps) are illustrated with examples. Two commonly used
selection hypotheses are the regularity and the uniformity hypotheses.
• A regularity hypothesis for a variable occurring in a formula makes it possible to
3

select instances of the formula such that the "size" of the variable substitutions is
bounded by some value.
• A uniformity hypothesis for a variable occurring in a formula makes it possible to
select one instance of the formula with any substitution for the variable. Uniformity
hypotheses are generalized to set of variables belonging to a sub-domain (generally
of the validity domain of the formula).
In order to point out sub-domains of an axiom validity domain which are good candidates
for uniformity hypotheses , we use a case analysis technique: decomposition by unfolding,
i.e. "equal by equal" replacements of the operations occurring in an axiom (introducing
one sub-case for each axiom defining the unfolded operation).

In the third part of the presentation, LOFT (LOgic for Functions and Testing), a
tool for assisted test data selection is described ([BGM 91], [Mar 91]). It is based on an
equational resolution procedure ( conditional narrowing) with some control mechanisms
similar to the ones used in logic programming languages like PROLOG II or NUPROLOG. The use of LOFT for the implementation of selection strategies corresponding
to the decomposition technics and the application of selection hypotheses are illustrated
on examples.
Two controlled resolution procedures are proposed for the implementation of the
unfolding strategy. Both procedures are applied to validity domains described by
conjunctions of equations. They return sub-domains expressed by pairs of substitutions
and constraints (constraints are conjunction of equations involving operations that are
not unfolded).
The first unfolding implementation is activated by the unfold...std command which
controls the unfolding through an argument list of operations that should not be unfolded.
By default, an operation can be unfolded at most one time (in order to ensure termination
for recursive definitions). However, it is possible to specify an arbitrary number of
unfolding steps for each operation.
The other unfolding implementation needs a more deeper understanding of the narrowing
procedure. It uses do...not_unf old meta clauses specifying which pattern of equation
should not be unfolded. This meta control is similar to the "wait" or "delay" directives
proposed in some logic programming languages.
For each sort s, LOFT automatically computes a typing function is_a_s and a
canonical "size" function alpha...s (inductively defined w.r.t. the sort generators). They
are respectively used for implementations of uniformity selection strategies and regularity
selection strategies. The "size" function of a sort computes the number of non constant
generators of the sort. A regularity selection strategy for a variable X of sort s bounded
by b is implemented as the narrowing of a goal: alpha_s(X) :S b = true. For the
4

implementation of uniformity selection strategies (on a variable or on a sub-domain ),
we select the first solution of some goal ( a typing goal for uniformity on a variable, or the
equations defining the sub-domain for a uniformity on a sub-domain) computed with a
random choice strategy for the choice of the axiom to be applied. This particular axiom
selection rule allows to compute solutions of a narrowing goal in a non deterministic order.
This strategy is activated in LOFT by the "?" command.
LOFT works on Sun4 station under Xll. It was developed with the ECLIPSE prolog
environment distributed by the ECRC . Its interface is programmed with the Tk/ Tcl
toolkit .
At the end of the presentation, the results of two realistic case studies are discussed
([DCM 93], [MTWLC 92]): this shows the applicability of the proposed functional testing
method and demonstrates the ability of LOFT to handle real sized specifications.
• The first case study is a test data selection experiment from a specification of the
on-board part of an automatic subway: the monitoring of the doors. We show that
choosing uniformity sub-domains in a standard way (for instance, unfolding :S into
= and <, true disjunctions and false conjunctions into three cases ... ) leads to a
satisfactory coverage of the alarm conditions of the doors. The total number of tests
turned out to be reasonable (254) and they were mainly related to dangerous cases
leading to the emergency stop of the train (230).
• The second case study was an evaluation of the quality of test data sets selected from
the specification of a nuclear plant filtering unit ([MTWLC 92]). This evaluation
uses mutation analysis to assess the efficiency of test data sets w .r. t. error detection .
The comparison of the mutation scores reached by our tests with the ones reached
by traditional methods (" all-paths" structural criteria and random testing) clearly
demonstrates the efficiency of our method.
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IFunctional testing from formal specifications I
The semantics of a specification SP is used to define:

• Exhaust (exhaustive test data set): set of formulae that should be
true in every correct implementation of SP
• success (an oracle): a way to observe the result of a test of a
program P, i.e. a predicate deciding whether a formula is true in P
• Hmin: minimal hypotheses under which the success of Exhaust is
equivalent to the correctness of P w.r.t. SP
Hmin =>

success(Exhaust) <=> correct(P,SP)

State the hypotheses H in order to guide the selection of a finite
subset T of Exhaust

Hmin + H =>

success(T) <=> correct(P,SP)

. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Ma~ LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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lAlgebraic specifications (positive conditional axioms) I
Structured specification: hierarchy of specification modules
• signature .l:: sort names (types), operation names (generators
and defined operations)
• set of axioms Ax: positive conditional equations between well
formed compositions of operations (terms) with typed variables
t1 = t'1 & ... & tn = t'n => t = t'
Pis correct w.r.t. SP: the behavior of Pis an algebraic model Mp
that validates each axiom .

• Mp: set of values for each sort, with the corresponding operations
(.l:-algebra)
• Mp I= cp : for each assignment of variables by values, cj> is true
(evaluation of terms in Mp+ interpretation of logical connectives)
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IAlgebraic specifications: example I

specif LNat
use Nat Boolean
sort LNat
generators

empty : -> LNat
cons
: Nat * LNat -> LNat
operations
head _ : LNat -> Nat
tail _ : LNat ·> LNat
sorted _ : LNat -> Boolean
axioms
head1 : head(cons(A,L)) = A
tail1 : tail(cons(A,l)) = L
sorted1 : sorted(empty) = true
sorted2: sorted(cons(A,empty)) = true
sorted3 : sorted(cons(A,cons(B,L))) = and( s(A,B), sorted(cons(B,L)) )
where A, B : Nat, L : LNat
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bruno Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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ITest, submission and oracle I
• Test: ground instance of an axiom, variables are replaced
by well formed combinations of operations
t1 = t'1 & ... & tn = t'n => t = t'
For example: sorted(cons{3,empty)) = true
• Submission: computation of concrete values by P
P(t1 ), P(t'1 ), ... P(t), P(t')
• Oracle: the test is successful if and only if,
when P(t1) 5!! P(t'1) and ... P(tn) 5!! P(t'n) then P(t) s P(t')
( 5!!: decision of abstract equality from concrete values)

s is an observable sort: P (or the programming language)
provides an equality predicate (noted here eq_s)
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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lExhaustive test data set I

Exhaust(SP) = { o(cj,) I cj, E Ax, cr variable assignment by ground
terms of the corresponding sort}

Minimal Hypothesis: Adequate(Mp), "Mp is finitely generated"
(P computes only values that are reachable by :r-operations)
Partial oracle: equalities exist for all observable sorts

Observable contexts: set of terms of observable sort with
only one variable (noted here C_obs)

Mp I= t = t' =>

V C E C_obs, Mp I= C(t) = C(t')

=> equalities on non observable sorts are observed
by embedding them in observable contexts
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bruno Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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!1Testing context: (Hypotheses, Tests, Oracle)

I

(H,T,0) is practicable:
• (H,T,0) as an oracle: Tis finite and 0 is defined on T.
• H(Mp) => (0(T) <=> Mp I= Ax)
- validity(=>): failure of some test for wrong programs
- unbias (<=) : success of every test for correct programs
Refinement preorder: (H1, T1, 01) s (H2, T2, 02)
• H2 is stronger than H 1
• when H2 holds in Mp:
- T2 finds as many errors as T1
- 02 is more defined than 01 and compatible with 01
Properties:
• subsets of Exhaust(SP) are unbiased
• (Adequate(Mp), Exhaust(SP), 0) s (H, T, 0)

=> T valid

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bruno Ma~ LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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Remarks: • conditional tests with false premises are useless;
• true premises are already tested somewhere else.
EqExh(SP) = the set of equations of Exhaust(SP) and the set of
conclusions of conditional tests of Exhaust(SP) with satisfiable
premises (in SP).
EqObs(SP) = the set of observable tests of EqExh(SP) and the set
of non observable tests of EqExh(SP) embedded in all observable
contexts
Mini(Mp): let SP = ~SP + SPo,
Adequate(Mp) + (VsE S_obs, eq_s congruence) + Mp I= SPo
When SP is sufficiently complete and hierarchically consistent
w.r.t. SPo (neither new values nor new equalities) then :
( Mini(Mp) , Eq0bs(SP)l.1sP, {eq_s}) is valid and unbiased
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bruno Ma~ LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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ITest data selection I
Context refinements from EqExh(SP): assume more and
more selection hypotheses in order to reach a finite
subset T.
Coverage issues:
• each axiom: one test data set per axiom
- premises of conditional axioms
- interesting sub-domains
• each defined operation
Method: selection hypotheses and the corresponding
selection strategies
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Mane LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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I

Q_regularity hypotheses

I

When a formula cp holds for every assignment of X of sort s by t,
built from generators, with a "size" a lower than a bound n then
cp holds for every assignment of X
(Vt ETQ)(a(t) s n => Mp I= cp(t))

=> (\ft ET:r)( Mp I= cp(t))

Usage: coverage of values of the sort of interest
Example
cj>: sorted(cons(A,cons(B,L))) = and(s(A,B), sorted(cons(B,L))),
a: length, n = 1, sort of interest: LNat
selection strategy: select assignments such that length(L) s 1
- L = empty
- L = cons(C,empty)
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Mane LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IQ~uriiformity hypbtheses on a sort I

When a formula <I> holds for one assignment of X of sort s by to,
where to is built from generators, then <I> holds for every
assignment of X.
(Vto E TQ)( Mp I= <j>(to) => (Vt E Tl:)( Mp I= <j>(t)) )

Usage: values of imported sorts
Example: uniformity for variables of Nat sort in the instances
selected with the regularity hypothesis
selection strategy: select one instance built from generators for A,
B and C in each regularity test case
• sorted( cons(3,cons(1,empty)) ) = and( s(3, 1), sorted(cons(1,empty)) )
• sorted( cons(0,cons(5,cons(2,empty))) )
= and( s(0,5), sorted(cons(5,cons(2,empty)))) )
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno MarTe LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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ISpecification coverage I
Poor coverage of the validity domain:
• only non sorted lists in the previous example;
• conditional case : compatibility with the premises

- regularity: bound and function of interest;
- uniformity: choice of the instance in the validity domain.

Better usage of the uniformity:
decomposite the validity domain into sub-domains on which
it is reasonable to apply uniformity hypotheses
(uniformity sub-domains)

=> Case analysis using the axioms defining the operations
which occur in the formula (unfolding of defined operations)
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno MarTe LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IDecomposition into sub-domains by unfolding I

sorted(cons(A,cons(B,L))) = and(s(A,B), sorted(cons(B,L)))
Equal by equal replacement using the axioms of "and", "s" :
1. Unfolding of "and": 4 axioms defining its truth table
2. Unfolding of "s" defined w.r.t. "=" and"<" into 3 axioms
• s(A,B) = true & sorted(cons(B,L)) = true
- A= B & sorted(cons(B,L)) = true
- <(A,B) = true & sorted(cons(B,L)) = true
• s(A,B) = false & sorted(cons(B,L)) = true
- <(B,A) = true & sorted(cons(B,L)) = true
• s(A,B) = true & sorted(cons(B,L)) = false
- A= B & sorted(cons(B,L)) = false
- <(A,B) = true & sorted(cons(B,L)) = false
• s(A,B) = false & sorted(cons(B,L)) = false
- <(B,A) = true & sorted(cons(B,L)) = false
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Man-e LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IQ_uniformity on a sub-domain DI

When a formula cj> holds for some assignment vector (t1, ... , tn) to
variables (X1, ... , Xn), built from generators, which belongs to
sub-domain D then cj> holds for every assignment in sub-domain D
(V(t1, ... ,tn)ED I t1ETQ, ... tnETQ)
( Mp I= cj>(t1, ... , tn) => (V(t1, ... , tn) E D)(Mp I= cj>( t1, ... , tn )) )
Usage: on uniformity sub-domains computed by unfolding
Selection strategy (for the previous example): any instance of
variables A, B and L in each uniformity sub-domain reached by
unfolding of and, s (6 cases).
=> solutions of conjunctions of equational problems in the
conditional equational theory defined by the axioms
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Man-e LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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, , ·ITest selection tool: LOFT I

(LOgic for Functions and Testing)
Selection strategies:
each strategy can be implemented as a controled
computation of solutions of equational problems
(Selection= equational resolution + control )
Conditional narrowing: (RAP, SLOG)
resolution procedure in the theory of a specification with
conditional positive axioms.
• Efficient simulation through Horn clauses resolution:
- constructor based specifications: defining axioms
( definitions w.r.t. free generators);
- confluent and terminating term rewriting system
(left to right orientation of the axioms).
• Control mechanisms as in PROLOG 11, Mu-Prolog, ...
("geler" or "wait" meta-clauses, ... )
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bn,no Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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ISelection strategy for regularity hypothesis I

Solutions of the equational problem: s(a(X ), N) = true
Automatic definition (w.r.t. generators) of a canonical

function of interest "a" for each sort, e.g. on sort LNat:
a( empty) = 0
a( cons(A,L)) = 1 + a( L)
Query:

s( a(L), 1) = true

->

L = empty;
L = cons(_v0:Nat,empty);

. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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ISelection strategy for, uniformity hypotheses I

First solution computed with a random-choice strategy for
the axiom selection rule ( ?( ... } command }.
- On a sort: automatic definition of a boolean "typing" function
(w.r.t. generators) for each sort.
is_a_Nat( O ) = true
is_a_Nat( s(X)) = is_a_Nat( X)
Query: ?(is_a_Nat(A) = true)
->
A=4;
- On a domain: solve the conjunction of equations defining the
domain and then, use typing sub-goals to compute ground
solutions of each variable.
Query: ?( <(A, B) = true ),
?( is_a_Nat(A) true, is_a_Nat(B) true ).
-> A =2, 8=5;

=

=

. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Mane LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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,s(A,B)

=I, sorted(cons(B,L)) =S, and(l,S) =Bool
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= true, sorted(cons(B,L)) = true
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:S(A,B) = false, sorted(cons(B,L)) = true
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.j Implementations of unfolding

I

19

Unfolding e: Narrowing: narrowing uses replacement of equals by equals.
We simply need a way to block certain narrowing steps and keep the
remaining sub-goals as constraints.
Two implementations: sub-domains are pairs of substitutions and
constraints
• the easy way: in the command, give the maximum number nb of
successive unfolding steps allowed for an operation. By default, nb = 1
for operations not occurring in an unfolding directive.
unfold_std(list of unfolding directives, equations)

unfolding directive: #( operation_name, number)
• the finer way (the original one): give patterns of equations that should not
be unfolded.
do_not_unfold( <(X, Y) = B ).

do_not_unfold( sorted(L) = B ) .

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Mamt LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IUnfolding with do_not_unfold meta-clauses I

20

Unfolding of the operations "and" and "s":
narrowing in "stop on constraints" mode of the axiom right-hand side
Query:

and( s(A:Nat, B:Nat), sorted(cons(B, l)) ) = Bool.

Bool = false,
constraint = { <(B,A) = true, sorted(cons(B,l)) =true};
Bool = false,
constraint = { <(B,A) = true, sorted(cons(B,l)) =false};
A = B, Bool = true,
constraint = { sorted(cons(B,L)) = true };

Bool = true,
constraint= { <(A, B) = true, sorted(cons(B,l)) =true};
A = B, Bool = false,
constraint = { sorted(cons(B,L)) = false };

Bool = false,
constraint= { <(A, B) = true, sorted(cons(B,l)) =false};

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Mane LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IUnfolding with unfold_std command I

Query: unfold_std( [ #(<, 0), #(sorted, O) ],
and( s(A:Nat, 8:Nat), sorted(cons(8, L))) = true).
A = 8, 8001 = true,
constraint= { sorted(cons(B,L)) =true};
A = 8, Bool = false,
constraint= { sorted(cons(8,L)) =false};
8001 = false,
constraint= { <(8,A) = true, sorted(cons(B,L)) = true };
8001 = false,
constraint= { <(B,A) = true, sorted(cons(B,L)) = false };
Bool = true,
constraint= { <(A, B) = true, sorted(cons(B,L)) =true};
8001 = false,
constraint= { <(A, B) = true, sorted(cons(B,L)) =false};
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bruno Mamt LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IUnfolding followed by uniformity hypotheses I,. /
Query: unfold_std( [ #(<, 0), #(sorted, O) ],
and( s(A:Nat, B:Nat), sorted(cons(8, L)) ) = true),
?,
?( is_a_Nat(A) = true, is_a_Nat(B) = true, is_a_LNat(L) = true).

A=2,

8=2,

L = cons(2,empty),

Bool = true;

A=3,

8=3,

L = cons(3,cons(O,empty)),

Bool = false;

A=3,

8=0,

L = cons(O,empty),

Bool = false;

A=2,

8= 1,

L = cons(1,cons(O,empty)),

Bool = false;

A=O,

8=4,

L = cons(4,cons(4,cons(7,empty)))),

Bool = true;

A= 1,

8=3,

L = cons(3,cons(1,empty)),

Bool = false;

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bruno Mamt LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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ICase study 1: the automatic subway MAGGALY I
In collaboration with I.N.R.E.T.S.

MAGGALV: unmanned subway driving system
Door monitoring module: alarm conditions for the doors
• doors can only be opened on platform side if the speed is lower than
"speed_open_doors";
• when the doors are opened:
- no acceleration beyond "speed_open_doors";
- stop before "dx_max";
- do not pass the end of station
Original specification: control automaton whose states (4) represent
equivalence classes of trains states (much more than 4)

Test data experiments for the "next_al_doors" function:
al1: next_auto_state(S) = emergency_stop => next_al_doors(S) = true
al2: next_auto_state(S) = ctrl_imm => next_al_doors(S) = false
al3 : next_auto_state(S) = wait_open_doors => next_al_doors(S) = false
al4: next_auto_state(S) = ctrl_dist_speed => next_al_doors(S) =false
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bruno Mane LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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IMAGGALY (end)I

Test selection: unfolding of boolean operations and inequalities between
speeds (avoid the enumeration of abscissas, segment numbers ...)
• 254 tests for the axioms defining "next_al_doors"
• 230 tests for the axiom "al 1" corresponding to an emergency stop of the train :
test effort focused on the main purpose of the specification.
Remark: some test cases are not very realistic, they correspond to conjunctions
of many alarm cases.
Adjust decomposition into sub-domains:
• add stronger "do_not_unfold" meta-clauses;
• rewrite the specification in order to make part of the decomposition explicit.
Example: an axiom with "and(t1, t2) = false" in premises is split in two axioms
where the "and" is respectively replaced by "t1 =false" and "t2 =false".
Analysis of test quality by mutation analysis of a Modula-2 program
• all incorrect mutants detected;
• one (simple) real error spotted in the original program.
Other use of LOFT: prototyping and testing of different versions of the
specification one against the other.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Mane LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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Case study 2:
Comparison with statistical structural testing
In collaboration with LAAS (Toulouse, FRANCE)
Mutation analysis:
• filtering unit of cooling unit positions in a nuclear plant (C code);
• algebraic specifications of a data-flow;
• 1345 mutants generated from the original C code by fault injection :
constants, comparison operators, array bounds ...
Statistical structural testing: statistical coverage of the input domains
corresponding to the path predicates of the "All paths" criterion
• pk: probability that an input follows path k;
• P: min(pk);
• qN: probability that each path is taken at least once during N program runs
(probabilistic quality);
• N = log(1 - qN) / log(1 - P)
For a given quality qN, the number N of random inputs is a function of the
probability of the least likely input sub-domain (path) .
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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ICase study 2 (end) I

Stability of results: 5 different test sets (same selection strategy).
• Statistical structural testing: qN = 0.9999 -> 405 inputs
• Functional testing: decompositions of boolean operators, comparisons ...
on 2 consecutive inputs. Some critical cases need at least 6 inputs.
-> 47 data-flows of 6 inputs= 282 inputs
Test data sets
Functional
Testing
Statistical
Testing

Observation

0.970 0.965 0.969 0.978 0 .970
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0 .999 0.998
1.0

1.0

External

1.0

Internal

1.0

Internal

Other methods:
• Structural testing (All paths) : 2 sets (19 paths) -> 0.79 and 0.84
• Random testing (Uniform): 5 sets (405 inputs) -> from 0.56 to 0.84
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bruno Marre LRI-CNRS ORSAY
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MODEL-CHECKING AND SOFTWARE VERIFICATION
90-minute Special Debate
W. G. Bently
Bayer Corporation

This debate will provide a view of new technologies that could revolutionize the way in which
industry develops reliable software. These "state-exploration methods", commonly known as
model-checking, lie in an area between the traditional approaches of testing and verification.
Model-checking has been used successfully to analyze hardware , small concurrent systems and
communication protocols. Due to recent advances , tools based on model-checking are becoming available which are capable of providing valuable assistance in meeting a major challenge
which confronts industry : the validation of concurrent programs. Traditional Software Quality
Assurance approaches are not well-suited for dealing with concurrency , even though it is a fundamental property of many modem computer applications, ranging from Real-Time Embedded
to Client-Server systems.
The participants will examine those aspects of model-checking that are relevant to industrial
application, such as: major successes, the complexity of the programs that can be handled
today, approaches to state-explosion and the capabilities of existing automated tools . The
debate will conclude with an exploration of a challenging and exciting frontier of modelchecking : its potential for the verification of programs that are not concurrent.

An Introduction to
Model Checking
Pierre Wolper
University of Liege*
March 29, 1995
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Introduction

Verifying a program is proving, in a formal mathematical way, that the program satisfies a specification written in a logical language. Though verification has often been claimed to be a promising
approach for ensuring the correctness of software, almost 30 years of research , starting with the
work of Floyd [Flo67] and Hoare [Hoa69] , have failed to deliver a widely usable technology. There
are at least two reasons for this.
First, one should remember that verification is comparing two descriptions of what the program
should do: the program itself and a logical specification , which is in principle shorter and more
abstract. For a complex system, the logical specification can nevertheless be very large and difficult
to obtain. Its correctness is thus often nonobvious , which renders hypothetical the certainty that
verification appears to offer. Second, the verification process requires very long proofs. These can
require far more time than writing the program itself, and are very prone to error. Indeed, they are
too specific and boring to be checked reliably by humans , and theorem-proving technology requires
too much expertise and is not yet sufficiently powerful to be widely usable.
Model checking [CES86] is often thought of as a program verification approach, but differs from
traditional program verification in several crucial aspects. First, it does not aim at being fully
general. It was initially restricted to finite-state systems and, though this limitation is no longer
absolute, model checking is still only applicable to systems whose states have short and easily
manipulated descriptions. Typical systems in this category are those whose intricacy resides more
in the control than in the data, for instance hardware, concurrent protocols, process control systems,
and more generally what are referred to as reactive systems [Pnu85]. These are systems whose role
is more readily described by their possible interaction sequences with their environment than by
the transformation they apply to complex data.
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A second aspect on which model checking diverges from traditional verification is that it is fully
algorithmic and of low computational complexity. From the start, model-checking has been conceived as an automatic machine-implemented approach. As such, it requires no intervention of
the software developer and, furthermore, provides explicit information about what could be wrong
when it fails to check a property. Finally, since model checking can be used easily and repeatedly,
it can be applied to a variety of properties and provides useful information even if one does not
have an exhaustive specification of the system being developed. One could view model checking as
an elaborate debugging tool that, rather than observing a few possible executions of the system,
checks reliably that all possible executions satisfy a given property.

2

The Principle

In one sentence, model checking is a nontraditional use of a nontraditional logic. Logic is usually
thought of as a formal framework for deductive reasoning. One starts with formulas describing
the domain of interest (an axiomatization of the domain) and tries to derive the formula to be
proved with the help of precisely defined deduction rules. For program verification, this means
that one needs to translate (or incorporate) the program into formulas, to axiomatize the objects
manipulated by the program (integers, strings, ... ), and to go on about doing the proof.
Model checking is based on a much simpler problem in formal logic. This problem is to check that
a given formula is satisfied on a specific finite domain, i.e. one checks that the finite domain is a
model of the formula. For instance, rather than being asked to axiomatize groups and to prove
that some property is true of all groups, one is asked to check that a property is true of a specific
finite group. This is easy to do because, since the specific group is finite, the formula can simply be
evaluated on this group. As another example, in the case of Boolean logic, model checking amounts
to evaluating a formula after substituting specific true/false values for the variables.
To use model checking in the context of programs, one needs to find a class of programs and a logic
such that the formulas of the logic can be directly evaluated on the programs. This is where the
nontraditional logic appears: model checking uses propositional temporal logic. Classical propositional logic talks about a world in which a truth value is given to propositions (Boolean variables):
give~ values for the propositions, one can compute a truth value for a formula. Propositional temporal logic talks about a world where there are several possible states, and where a truth value is
given to each proposition in each state. Furthermore, the possible moves from state to state are
also specified. In the classical interpretation of temporal logic, the states are meant to correspond
to time instants, and one can move from state A to state B if B temporally follows A. The formulas
of temporal logic then include, in addition to the Boolean operators, temporal operators that can
specify in which states properties should be true. One can, for instance, express that a formula
should be true in some future state (eventually), or in all future states (always). One of the advantages of temporal logic is that it can simply and directly represent qualitative progress properties
such as: if the scheduler allows each process to move infinitely often, then the concurrent program
will terminate.

2

The link to programs is then quite direct. The states are the possible program states, and moving
from a state to another corresponds to executing one program step. In other words, one represents
the program by a finite-state transition system. To check that the program satisfies a temporal
logic property, one then simply evaluates the formula on the transition system. This can be done
quite efficiently: the complexity is linear in the size of the transition system and also linear in the
size of the formula.
The transition systems used for model checking are global models of the system to be analyzed.
They are thus inputless and nondeterministic. The non-determinism in the transition system comes
either from the modeling of concurrency by interleaving, or from an absence of information about
the behavior of some component of the system or of its environment. For example, an arbitrary
value produced by the environment can be modeled by a nondeterministic choice of this value.

3

Linear or Branching?

Since the transition systems modeling programs are nondeterministic, an unavoidable issue is how
the multiplicity of successors of states should be handled within the logic. This can be done either
explicitly (the branching approach) or implicitly (the linear approach). In the branching approach
(the one used in the initial paper on model checking [CES86]) the temporal operators introduced
in the logic specify whether one considers all successors, or some successors of states. For instance,
one can say that "in some next state" a property will be true, or that "in all reachable states" a
condition will hold.

In the linear approach [LP85, VW86], the logic is designed to describe linear sequences of states
( each state has only one successor). The model-checking problem is then defined slightly differently:
one checks that all linear sequences that can be generated by the transition system ( all possible
executions of the program) satisfy the linear temporal logic formula. The linear approach is natural
when the properties to be checked are expressed in terms of the executions of the program. The
branching approach is well adapted when the properties are thought of in terms of the structure of
the program. Also, the model-checking algorithm has a much lower complexity with respect to the
size of the formula in the branching case. However, the complexity in the size of the program is the
same, and this is usually the limiting factor (see next Section). For surveys, see [Wol89, Eme90].

4

Limiting Factors, Improvements and Extensions

It is not surprising that the limiting factor in model checking is the excessive size of the transition
system representing the program: it often has far too many states to be constructed, or can even
be infinite. This is often referred to as the state-explosion problem. Fortunately, several effective
techniques have been introduced to cope with state explosion.
One type of technique attempts to build only part of the state space of the program, while still maintaining the ability to check the properties of interest. In this category, one finds "partial-order tech3

niques" that attempt to avoid the wasteful representation of concurrency by interleaving [GW93],
and "abstraction techniques" that replace the system to be checked by a simpler one in which the
details irrelevant for the property to be checked have been suppressed [Kur94, CGL92, GL93]. Also
related are "on the fly" approaches. These tailor the part of the state-space that is explored to the
particular formula being checked [CVWY92].
A different direction is the "symbolic approach" to model checking. There, the idea is to represent
implicitly rather than explicitly the states and transitions modeling the program [BCM+92]. The
usual implicit representation is an efficient encoding of Boolean formulas known as Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDDs) [Bry92]. The important idea is that the temporal formulas can be model-checked
directly on the BDD representation, without ever building an explicit representation of the state
space. This completely changes the limiting factor: the issue is no longer the size of the state space,
but the size of its BDD representation. As a consequence, systems with astronomical number of
states can sometimes be checked.
Among extensions to model checking, is the use of more powerful logics, for instance µ-calculus
based logics [EL86]. A fairly recent research direction is the application of model checking to realtime systems. This required extending the type of model used for representing the programs as
well as the logics used to express the properties. A common model for real-time systems is "timed
automata" [AD94]. These are transition systems extended with a number of clock variables that
can be tested and reset. The temporal logic is similarly extended to include quantitative timing
conditions [AH93]. One interesting aspect of these developments is that one can still obtain model
checking algorithms, even though the state space of the system to be checked is no longer necessarily
finite [ACD93].
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Model Checking *
E . Clarke
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh
Model checking is an automatic technique for verifying finite-state reactive systems,
such as sequential circuit designs and communication protocols. Specifications are expressed in a propositional temporal logic, and the reactive system is modeled as a statetransition graph. An efficient search procedure is used to determine automatically if the
specifications are satisfied by the state-transition graph. The technique was originally
developed in 1981 by Edmund Clarke and Allen Emerson [10, 11]. Quielle and Sifakis
[21] independently discovered a similar verification technique shortly thereafter. An alternative approach based on showing inclusion between w-automata was later devised by
Robert Kurshan at ATT Bell Laboratories [16, 17] .
This technique has several important advantages over mechanical theorem provers or
proof checkers for verification of circuits and protocols. The most important is that the
procedure is highly automatic. Typically, the user provides a high level representation of
the model and the specification to be checked. The model checker will either terminate
with the answer true , indicating that the model satisfies the specification, or give a counterexample execution that shows why the formula is not satisfied. The counterexamples
are particularly important in finding subtle errors in complex reactive systems.
The first model checkers were able to find subtle errors in small circuits and protocols
([1], [2], [3], [4], [11], [14], [19]) . However, they were unable to h·andle very large examples
due to the state explosion problem . Because of this limitation, many researchers in formal
verification predicted that model checking would never be useful in practice.
The possibility of verifying systems with realistic complexity changed dramatically in
the late 1980 's with the discovery of how to represent transition relations using ordered
binary decision diagrams (OBDDs} [5]. This discovery was made independently by three
research teams (8, 13, 20] . The original model checking algorithm , together with the new
representation for transition relations, is called symbolic model checking [7, 8, 9) . By using
this combination, it is possible to verify extremely large reactive systems. In fact , some
examples with more than than 10 120 states have been verified [6, 9]. This is possible
because the number of nodes in the OBDDs that must be constructed no longer depends
on the actual number of states or the size of the transition relation. Because of this
breakthrough it is now possible to verify reactive systems with realistic complexity, and
a number of major companies including Intel, Motorola, Fujitsu, and ATT have started

* This research is sponsored in part by the Wright Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems Center,
Air Force Materiel Command, USAF, and the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
under grant F33615-93-1-1330. and in part by the National Science foundation under Grant
No. CCR-9217549 and in part by the Semiconductor Research Corporation under Contract
92-DJ-294. The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors
and should not be interpreted as representing the official policies, either expressed or implied
of the U.S. government.

using symbolic model checkers to verify actual circuits and protocols. In several cases
errors have been found that were missed by extensive simulation.
While symbolic representations have greatly increased the size of the systems that can
be verified, many realistic systems are still too large to be handled. Thus, it is important
to find techniques that can be used in conjunction with the symbolic methods to extend
the size of the systems that can be verified . We discuss two such techniques: compositional
reasoning and abstraction.
The first technique exploits the modular structure of complex circuits and protocols.
Many finite state systems are composed of multiple processes running in parallel. The
specifications for such systems can often be decomposed into properties that describe the
behavior of small parts of the system. An obvious strategy is to check each of the local
properties using only the part of the system that it describes. If it is possible to show
that the system satisfies each local property, and if the conjunction of the local properties
implies the overall specification, then the complete system must satisfy this specification
as well [15, 18] .
The second technique involves using abstraction . This technique appears to be essential for reasoning about reactive systems that involve data. In such situations abstmction
can be used to reduce the complexity of model checking [12, 18] . The abstraction is usually specified by giving a mapping between the actual data values in the system and a
small set of abstract data values . By extending the mapping to states and transitions, it is
possible to produce an abstract version of the system under consideration. The abstract
system is often much smaller than the actual system, and as a result , it is usually much
simpler to verify properties at the abstract level.
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Model Checking and Process Calculi
Alexis Donnelly
Trinity College Dublin
A Brief History of Computer Science

The history of Computer Science shows repeated attempts to reconcile artifacts constructed by
humans with more abstract mathematical notions having proven properties . The objective of
this reconciliation is to enable sound reasoning about the behaviour of the artifacts . In the field
of logic, sets of axioms and deduction rules permit mechanical reasoning which models propositional, predicate or temporal logic as required for a particular task. In the field of programming languages operational descriptions of a particular language are proved equivalent to
appropriate mathematical structures such as functions, algebras and metric spaces etc ... and
again the goal is to permit sound reasoning. For the emerging field of concurrent systems, various abstractions have been proposed with varying degrees of success and application experiences: these include Petri nets, trace theory, transition systems, automata theory and process
calculi. Again, the goal is a sound foundation for reasoning and several tools have been constructed and tried on mostly modest examples.
Model-Based Verification of Concurrent Systems

The term verification usually refers to a formal check that a proposed design possesses some
desired property or conforms to some specification. Model-based verification of a concurrent
system usually proceeds in three stages:
1

A model of the system components to be verified is constructed in a convenient semantic
setting or domain, together with a model of the property to be checked.

2

A comparison criterion is defined appropriate to the model being used and the property
being proved.

3

The comparison is performed to see if the proposed system satisfies the property.

Frequently used semantic settings include transition systems and automata. The principal
difficulty with this approach is the "state explosion" problem where the parallel composition of
the models representing the concurrent components of the system quickly leads to very large
number of states (typically exponential in the number of components). Automata and transition
systems have been widely used as the semantic setting for the problem statement and some
recent successful attacks on the problem have been reported in the literature. The successes
have been chiefly due to clever representations of the states or efficient ways of not having to
explore irrelevant states (Boolean Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [HD93], [HDDY92], persistent
sets, sleep sets [WG93], periodic sets [BW94] etc ... ). Most of the reported successes have
been with applications (simple RISC-type processors, cache-coherency protocols and some network protocols) which lend themselves to representation by automata. Indeed sometimes the
structure of the system to be verified (loops in state transition diagram [BW94], similarity in the
concurrent components [CFJ93], [ES93]) may be exploited to speed up the search.
A newer approach, based upon process calculi such as pi-calculus [MPW92] [Mil92], has
begun to be applied (e.g. to the handover procedure in a mobile telephone protocol [OP92]).
The comparison criterion commonly used is that of bisimulation where two process expressions

are identified if states in both process can be paired off in such a way as to respect carefully
defined conditions. Bisimulation corresponds to the less precisely defined notion that the two
processes are externally indistinguishable. A tool, called the Mobility Workbench [VM94], has
been built which constructs the bisimulation relation by exploration of the state transition
diagrams of both processes. The tool also has facilities for deadlock detection and simulation of
processes. This pi-calculus tool has not been applied to as many practical examples nor has it
been as heavily optimised, (though both areas are being addressed). Pi-calculus is a powerful
notation with a few well-defined mathematical properties and manipulation rules. At the most
fundamental level it contains the abstraction of "reference-passing" (whose utility has already
been demonstrated in mobile telephony - since this example involves the passing of channels
between processes). It may also prove useful in other application areas such as distributed
operating systems and applications. Other possible avenues of research include the construction
of symbolic tools and the use of inequality comparison criteria (as opposed to the more exacting
one of bisimulation).

Commercial Take-Up
For commercial adoption of model-checking techniques, they must be feasible, cheaper than the
cost of failure and as cheap as possible below that. ... The first two conditions have now been
fulfilled in some application areas. To be effective and timely, verification must form part of the
design process. Ideally the verification tool should be used by the designer and thus should provide feedback to the designer at a level of abstraction near to his/her own. Would it be reasonable to expect a designer to also be an expert in the implementation of BDDs or in clever stateexploration techniques? Thus, if as appears to be the trend, efficient high level tools can be
developed, model checking tools will be increasingly applied commercially.

Whither?
The fact that clever representation tricks and exploration optimisations have been successful
may put a question mark over a choice of transition-based systems as a suitable semantic setting. Does something simpler and richer exist?
The fact that often the structure of the problem under investigation can be exploited may also
point to the need for a higher level, more abstract representation which can be manipulated
directly in a similar fashion.
Perhaps pi-calculus (or something like it) is a promising unexplored (sic) avenue?
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Prospects for Model Checking of Software
Daniel Jackson
School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University

Can model checking be applied to software? The payoff would be spectacular.
Errors in a software design that remain after implementation incur a huge cost,
both in detection and in repair. A small design error cannot usually be localized to
a small code component, so its detection generally involves testing the entire system and its repair can require radical restructuring. Model checking might detect
design errors at design time before implementation begins; moreover, it might ease
the design process itself by giving the designer immediate feedback on the consequences of design decisions.
Until now, model checking has been confined to hardware, and to a few specialized applications (such as protocols) that are naturally described by finite state
machines. Some of these applications happen to be implemented in software, but
they lack the distinguishing features of software that seem to make it generally
immune to model checking.
Concurrency is the bugbear of hardware and protocols. It is the cause of the
'state explosion problem': that the combination of k components each with n states
gives a system of nk states. Overcoming this state explosion problem has been a
primary goal of research in model checking, and success has often been achieved by
exploiting the structure of the state space, knowing that it arose specifically from
concurrency.
Ironically, an obstacle in applying model checking to software is a lack of concurrency. That is not to say that software systems do not employ concurrency:
increasingly, of course, they do. But the state space of a software design is vast for
different reasons, so techniques that rely on its having concurrent structure are less
relevant. Think of the design of a feature in a telephone switch. If there are k
phones, the switch can connect them in 2kxk ways, so a sequential operation has
(2kxk )2 possible transitions: a quarter of a million cases when there are only 3
phones. Worse, software designs invariably have unbounded state spaces, bringing
any· enumerative scheme into doubt.
My research is currently focused on a model checking method that exploits the
structure of the vast state spaces that arise in software designs. By finding symmetries in the underlying objects that comprise the state, the search time can be
reduced by an exponential factor.
Obviously no finite reduction factor can bring unbounded state spaces within
reach. But what matters in practice is not so much establishing confidence in a perfect design but rather finding errors in an imperfect one. Here a large reduction
factor translates into immediate benefit: when an error is present it can be found
much faster, and maybe found in a reasonable time when without the reduction it
would not be found at all.

Model-checking CSP
William Roscoe
Oxford University
My contribution to model-checking has been the design of the FDR tool. The main thrust of my
position paper is therefore setting out the philosophy which has underpinned this work, and how
I see it fitting in in times to come.
FDR is a refinement checker based on the notation and mathematical models of Hoare's CSP,
which is a process algebra -- an abstract notation for describing, specifying and reasoning about
concurrent systems. Since it is a refinement checker, all specifications have to be coded within
CSP itself -- fortunately well-equipped with notation supporting this -- rather than in a separate
logic.
The development of FDR began much later than that of many model-checking programs, particularly when one bears in mind that CSP had been in existence for well over a decade before work
on it began in the summer of 1991. The main reason for this was that there is a (correct) mathematical result that the questions which FDR seeks to answer are, in the worst case, intractable. The
knowledge of this result prevented anyone from attempting to decide CSP refinement until (i) there
was a real practical need and (ii) we realised that this worst case was one which would never be
seen in practical applications, and that there were algorithms which would usually decide it more
efficiently than those used for other process algebras.
I would identify three phases so far in its development. The first was the creation of FDR 1. The
objective here was to create an explicit model checking tool for a large and practical syntax, using
optimised algorithms and data structures in order to be able to handle large state spaces. The
advantage of an explicit model checker is that it will tend to have much more predictable performance than implicit ones which use tactics to attempt to reduce the exploration required. It was
my belief -- largely borne out by experience -- that the expenditure of effort on optimising the
explicit exploration, on language support, debugging and user interface would create a tool ideal
for teaching purposes and capable of handling a wide range of practical examples.
The second phase involved learning how to use what we had created -- the development of specification and verification techniques employing what is essentially a powerful calculator for deciding questions of refinement. Noteworthy here are the development of techniques for using FDR
foi,- timing analysis and verifying security properties. It would be fair to say that the existence of
FDR has driven most of the theoretical work on CSP over the past few years.
The third phase (one which is now reaching its climax) is the development of FDR 2 -- a complete
re-write of the tool designed (i) to remove as many restrictions and inefficiencies as possible from
FDR 1 and (ii) to incorporate the possibility of using compression techniques (as a form of
implicit model checking) which can enormously increase the sizes of state-spaces that can be
checked. It is our intention, at least in the short term, to concentrate our efforts on the things FDR
(and we) understand well, namely compression techniques based on the mathematical models of
CSP. So successful can these be that a prototype can detect the deadlock in a ring of 2 1024 dining
philosophers (a system with, in our coding, perhaps 6 2 1024 states) in less than 10 minutes and furthermore can (via its graphical debugger) show you the state of any individual one of these! Of
course it will not usually do nearly this well (and nor would we need it to), but our brief experience
so far has shown our compressions to give a substantial improvement over FDR 1 in most examples. It is my hope that this example will put to rest the unfortunate 5ame of 'I ~Wl check more

states than you' which has dogged the world of model-checking for some years now. Pure statecount is not a realistic model of complexity.
The next phase will be learning to use the extra power the new release of the tool gives us, and
hopefully pushing it into an ever wider number of practical applications.
Currently, FDR 1 is installed at approximately 40 sites worldwide and is used on a wide variety of
practical problems in fields including: communications protocols, fault tolerance, security, timing
analysis including scheduling, and control.
I firmly expect that a variety of model-checking technologies will and should continue to be developed over the next few years. There is no single right answer for what the best approach is -- my
expectation is that FDR (and similar tools) will be the right technology for developing systems
where the main thing at issue is how a number of component systems interact and where processing of data is of secondary importance.

Safety through Security
Position Paper on Testing Safety-Critical Systems
J.C.P. Woodcock & A.C. Simpson
Oxford University

We are interested in the production of high-quality systems for crucial applications. Currently, I
am involved in the development of the following: a secure system, where the confidentiality of classified
information is regarded as vital; a safety-critical system where many lives are at risk in the event of failure;
a financial system, where failure is measured in terms of many millions of pounds. In all these systems,
the consequences of failure are so awful that we are contractually required to demonstrate very high levels
of assurance that we have got things right. Of course, we turn to formal methods to give us this kind
of assurance: we simply don't know of any viable alternative. Only by using mathematics do we get the
abstraction, precision, and freedom from ambiguity that we need.
But, what is the most effective way of gaining this high assurance of correctness for safety-critical
systems?
One way of achieving this is by testing unsing 'model-checking'. An example of this research concerns
CSP, a notation for describing the processes in communicating systems. In its very simplest form, the
meaning of a process is represented as a set of traces of observable communications (the 'traces model'). A
more complicated meaning is given by considering what events might be refused by the system at the end
of one of these traces (the 'failures model'). This permits the description of non-determinacy and deadlock.
Finally, there is an additional meaning given by the set of traces after which the system livelocks (the
'divergences model').
The failures-divergences model of CSP lends itself very well to model-checking. To see if process Q is
an implementation of another process P, we must prove that Q cannot do anything which P could not
do. Since there behaviours are described by sets of failures and divergences, we could work out what these
are, and then show that every failure of Q is a failure of P, and that every divergence of Q is a divergence
of P. It is in this sense that we are 'checking the models '. There exist very efficient algorithms for doing
this model-checking, and the FDR tool uses one such algorithm.
This combines the best of formal methods (the use of a mathematical notation for recording ideas)
with the best of testing techniques (a theoretically-sound approach). Furthermore, the work involves using
. techniques from the theory of secure systems in CSP, and applying them in novel ways to safety-critical
systems. In the following sections, I outline how the theory of secure systems in CSP may be adapted to
the description of safety properties, which may then be model-checked.

1

A Brief Guide to Security

In general, security models may be placed into one of three categories
• access models, which describe security states in terms of security attributes of subjects and objects;
• information flow models, which attempt to control the transfer of information from one object into
another object, constrained according to the two objects' security attributes; and
1

1. SafetyReq 1 !:; P ,

2. MissionReq' !:; P , and
3. a (SafetyReq) +a(MissionReq)[P].

The process Vehicle satisfies both requirements 1 and 2:
Vehicle= detect~ brake~ tock~ flash~ Vehicle.

However, it is easy to see that there is information flow from the alphabet of the mission requirement
to that of the safety requirement-the vehicle is required to detect an object every second! So, although
this process satisfies its mission and safety requirements, it is clearly not a satisfactory specification in
terms of protection.
On the other hand , such information flow does not occur in the process Vehicle':
Vehicle'

=
D
D

Vehicle~
D

brake ~ Vehicle'
detect ~ ( brake ~ Vehicle' D tock
tock ~ Vehicle 2
flash~ (brake ~ Vehicle' D tock
brake ~ Vehicle 2
Vehicle 2
D
D

~

Vehicle~ )

~

Vehicle~)

flash ~ Vehicle'
detect ~ Vehicle~
brake ~ Vehicle 2

Here, occurrences of detect and brake occur independently of those of tock and flash , and, as such, the
behaviour specified by the mission requirement cannot influence that specified by the safety requirement.

5

Other Safety Properties

We can capture other safety properties in terms of security descriptions. Examples include the following.
• Safety Cores
• Firewalling
• Fault-Tolerance
• Fail-Safe
• Fail-Soft
• Fail-Operational

6

Summary

The res_earch that we are working on involves the use of model-checking as a way of verifying critical
prope~i~ of a system. These properties are typically non-functional properties, and we use a novel way
of specifym~ them by asse~ing non-interference between parts of the system. This gives a sharp sense of
~he properties th_a t w~ are mterested in. In this position paper, we have shown how we can apply these
ideas to the specification and verification of safety-critical systems.
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A Brief Guide to Security

In general, security models may be placed into one of three categories
• access models, which describe security states in terms of security attributes of subjects and objects;
• information flow models, which attempt to control the transfer of information from one object into
another object, const rained according to the two objects' security attributes ; and
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• non-interference models, which prevent subjects operating in different domains from affecting one
another in a way that violates the security policy of the system.
Security is often concerned with the following:
• confidentiality: the problem of protecting information from unauthorised disclosure;
• integrity: the problem of protecting information from unauthorised modification or destruction; and
• denial of service: the problem of avoiding major reduction in system performance.

2

Security through Non-Interference

The CSP property of determinism can be used to reason about non-interference. This involves showing
that users operating in one area cannot influence the behaviour of users in another area, by proving that
there is no information flow from the former to the latter. We recall the main points of that work here,
before showing how a similar approach can be applied to the analysis of safety-critical systems.
Assume a system P , with observable alphabet E, which interacts with users UL and UH in the alphabets
L and H , respectively, such that
• LUH

= E, and

• LnH={}.

Assume further that UL has a lower security classification than UH, and we wish to show that the
former cannot gain any information about the latter's interactions with P .
Three properties, all expressible in the form
det(Q) ,

for some Q, can be used to reason about such non-interference.
Definition 1 A CSP process P is said to be eagerly secure with respect to H , denoted E-SecH(P), if
det(P \ H).

Definition 2 A CSP process P is said to be lazily secure with respect to H , denoted L-SecH(P) , if
det(P

Ill RUNH)-

Here,
RUNH

= D h - t RUNH.
h:H

The terminology employed reflects the semantics of the operators used to define these properties. Recall
that events which are concealed by \ occur instantly - the abstraction of such events is described as being
eager because they cannot be delayed by the environment. On the other hand, abstraction of events by
P Ill RUNH does not hide events, but prevents user UL from knowing whether an observed H event came
from P or from RUNH. Such a process is deterministic only if the L events available after an H event are
the same as those that were available before it. Lazy abstraction is thus sensitive not only to the effects
of different actions by UH , but also to the choice between action and inaction.
A further property, termed strong security, is also defined.
Definition 3 A CSP process P is said to be strongly secure with respect to H , denoted S -SecH (P) , if
det((P

II

CHAOSH) \ H).

H

2

Here, CHAOSH , which is defined by

CHAOSH

=

n

h ~ CHAOSH,

h :H

is the most nondeterministic, non divergent process offering events from the set H.
This condition is referred to as being strongly secure as a process satisfies it, if and only if, it satisfies
both the eager and lazy properties.

3

Protection

Definition 4 Given a CSP process P with observable alphabet I:, and disjoint subsets of events s, s', we
shall say that there is no information flow from s' to s in P, denoted s ~ p s' if

s n s'

= {} /\ a:(P) ~ s Us' I\ det(P Ill RUNs, )

We now define protection as follows .
Definition 5 Given a CSP process P with observable alphabet I: , and disjoint subsets of events s, s' , we
shall say that s is protected from s' in P , denoted s +s'[P] if and only if,

3 s" ~ I: - (s Us')• s Us"

I: - (s Us") Us'.

~P

In the following, we shall often relax our notation and, when the contexts are obvious, let s ~ s' and
s +s' denote s ~P s' and s +s'[P], respectively.
Effectively, what this definition says is that there is some 'partition' which can be drawn between those
events which are influenced by the events of s' , and those which can influence the events of s .

4

Mission-Safety Independence

In a warehouse, an automated vehicle delivers products to a loading bay. One of the system's safety
requirements is that if an obstacle is detected in front of the vehicle, then the vehicle's brakes are applied.
This is given by

SafetyReq =
detect~ brake~ SafetyReq D brake~ SafetyReq .
Note that brakes may be applied without an obstacle being detected.
The vehicle also has a flashing light which is under computer control. It is desirable that this light
flashes every second:

MissionReq =tock~ flash~ MissionReq.
Provided that the above requirements are satisfied, we are unconcerned with the rest of the system's
behaviour. As such, we state our requirements by

SafetyReq'

= SafetyReq

II

CHAOSE ,

{ detect , brake }

and
MissionReq'

= MissionReq

II

CHAOSE,

{ tock ,flash}

respectively. As CHAOSE is the most nondivergent, nondeterministic process offering events from ~,
SafetyReq' states that consecutive occurrences of detect should be separated by occurrences of brake, and
MissionReq' states that occurrences of tock and flash should alternate. No other restrictions are imposed
upon events.
It follows that we require a process P , such that
3

I. SafetyReq'

~

P,

2. MissionReq' ~ P, and
3. a(SafetyReq) ff--a(MissionReq)[P].
The process Vehicle satisfies both requirements 1 and 2:
Vehicle

= detect --t

brake --t tock --t flash --t Vehicle.

However, it is easy to see that there is information flow from the alphabet of the mission requirement
to that of the safety requirement-the vehicle is required to detect an object every second! So, although
this process satisfies its mission and safety requirements, it is clearly not a satisfactory specification in
terms of protection.
On the other hand, such information flow does not occur in the process Vehicle':
Vehicle'

=
D

D

Vehicle~

=
D

brake --t Vehicle'
detect --t ( brake --t Vehicle' D tock --t Vehicle~ )
tock --t Vehicle 2
flash --t (brake --+ Vehicle' D tock ---+ Vehiclei)
brake --t Vehicle 2
Vehicle 2

=
D
D

flash --+ Vehicle'
detect --+ Vehicle~
brake --+ Vehicle 2

Here, occurrences of detect and brake occur independently of those of tock and flash, and, as such, the
behaviour specified by the mission requirement cannot influence that specified by the safety requirement.

5

Other Safety Properties

We can capture other safety properties in terms of security descriptions. Examples include the following.
• Safety Cores
• Firewalling
• Fault-Tolerance
• Fail-Safe
• Fail- Soft

• Fail-Operational

6

Summary

The research that we are working on involves the use of model-checking as a way of verifying critical
properties of a system. These properties are typically non-functional properties, and we use a novel way
of specifying them by asserting non-interference between parts of the system. This gives a sharp sense of
the properties that we are interested in. In this position paper, we have shown how we can apply these
ideas to the specification and verification of safety-critical systems.
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Introduction
This is a report on a pilot project to evaluate the methodology of Specification Based Automatic
Test Case Generation, conducted at Cadence Design Systems.

The problems that are addressed:
- S/W testing is highly sequential with the development cycle.
- Test cases are expensive to develope and maintain
- Good level of test coverage is hard to plan, review, produce, and control.
- Current definition of "Good coverage" is quite modest.

This presentation will cover:
- Who are we, and why are we doing this?
- Describe the objective of the evaluation project.
- Touch briefly on describing the testing and tested technologies.
- Describe the findings.
- Review the recommendations for deployment of the methodology.
- Address some open issues, and the vision in regard to their closure.

Cadence Design Systems
Cadence Design Systems is the leading vendor in Electronic Design Automation (CAD for
Electronics). It develops and sells software only (above $400M annually). The software, which
spans well over IOM lines of code, is written CIC++ and is Unix/ X compatible, and ported to
all the major Unix/ X workstations. Cadence is therefore the world's leading seller of Unix
based applications! It employs about 2600 people worldwide, and has major development and
testing centers in San Jose and other locations in California, Chelmsford Massachusetts, and
Lawrence Kansas, as well as in India, Taiwan, Japan, and the United Kingdom.
Cadence considers software quality a critical part of its business plan, and software testing an
important factor in this context. Software test automation enabled the company to maintain
coordinated releases of scores of integrated products on multiple ports for the last 10 years.

Striving to further increase the effectiveness and efficiency of its software testing the company
is investing heavily in this field.

The test generation technology
The tool we used for the evaluation is "TestMaster" from Teradyne Inc., based on the Model
Reference Testing (MRT) technology. We had an engineering version of the product since late
1993. For more details see (1).
The tool captures a model of the functional spec of the application, and uses it to automatically
generate test cases, ready for execution by a test harness. This can be done even before the
application code exists. While MRT has capabilities for testing control oriented and/or data
oriented software, we chose to concentrate first on the control oriented testing capabilities.
MRT is using Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) as its modeling scheme. The tool has a
State Transition Editor (STE), which is a graphical editor that captures and manipulates
the states and transitions information.
In EFSM, which amounts to a practical shorthand for Finite State Machine (FSM), a state
corresponds to the software awaiting stimulus, an edge (or transition) correspond to the
application receiving a stimulus and the outcome (such as the appearance of a dialog box).
Unlike FSM, in EFSM representation and edge has attributes which include the context that
extends the FSM to EFSM, such as predicates, and actions. It also contains two other attributes
which are important:
- The implementation of the corresponding transition in a test harness script language.
- Constraints, which limit the permutation space of test cases. Otherwise the test case space
would have been unbound.
For a GUI application, the tool provides an easy capture track, which interviews the tester
by a set of easy to use forms, and automatically generates the whole EFSM model.
Once the application is modelled and constrained. MRT can generate test cases according to
three coverage schemes:
- "Transition" coverage in which each transition is executed at least once in the generated test
suite.
- "All Path" coverage, in which all test cases (within the constraints) are generated.
- "Instance" coverage, which is a hybrid (heuristic mix) of the above two, which amounts
to a rich sample of the potential paths.

The pilot's Application Under Test (AUT).
As a subject application for the evaluation project, we chose the Verilog Control Window
(VCW), which is a new GUI for a mature application (the Verilog digital simulator), which so
far had a TUI only. The interface between the GUI and the underlying application is to a great
degree limited to textual exchanges based on the old TUI.

We concentrated on a subset of VCW, which is the breakpoints management system, since it is
both a critical part of the system, and is also sufficiently rich in features. Also one of the key
results for the pilot project was the verification of the breakpoints management system.

The (human) investment
- The original investment included the learning of the AUT, MRT, and QA Partner (the test
harness), and then the building of the models and the generation of test cases. Time spent:
100 hrs.
- Maintenance cost per subsequent releases was 1 hr for the second release, and 5 minutes for
the third one.

The results
- The pilot project met all its stated key objectives. This includes the stretch objective of
providing fully automated verification of the breakpoints management system.
- This methodology enabled us to conduct massive testing of software as an experiment by
itself. We ran 40,000 test cases of the AUT, and learned what are the practical ramifications.
- The methodology proved itself valuable in a production oriented project. We actually used the
automatically generated test cases for validating our recent releases, at close to zero cost.
- We gained valuable understanding of the technology and its methodology, particularly in
deciding in which projects to apply MRT, and how to get the best return on investment.
- Cadence has since continued to invest in acquiring and deploying the MRT technology.

Discussion on the MRT methodology.
The methodology varies somewhat depending on which specification is used for modeling. If
it is a functional spec. then it allows test case development concurrently with the software
implementation, which is a highly desired mode of operation in industry. If the spec is produced
by reverse engineering from existing code's behavior, then it allows generation of regression
tests. In both cases the methodology can verify the correctness of the spec to a significant degree
as well.
For many GUI applications, the TestMaster tool provides an easy track, which automates
the methodology as well.
For non-GUI applications, or for more complicated GUI cases in which the capture of a use
model is essential, a finer methodology is needed. This methodology resembles the one
for software (code) development. The objective in that case is to state and manage the
requirements (and expectations). As with any other automation, it does not substitute
thinking.
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Discussion on the combinatorial explosion / sampling.
One of the major issues of software testing is the combinatorial explosion of path and data
alternatives. As an example, we calculated that the number of different paths for a short
session of the AUT in our pilot is a hundred trillion. If we had all our installed base (3000)
continuously using the application, each time in a unique way, it would still take more than a
thousand years to cover all the combinations!
The only way to practically test such a huge space is by sampling. The question is how
educated, relevant, correct, and dense is our sampling. Also, we need not forget that in testing,
it is what we fail to test that will hit us.
The MRT technology is addressing this need with a high degree of cost effectiveness. Though
there are still areas for improvement in the technology in this regard, the progress relative
to the existing alternatives is significant.
In cases such as ours, the tool may end up generating way too many test cases. It is in
such cases that the correct methodology is needed to correctly reduce the number of test
cases to a manageable level. Some of the techniques we used are:
- Force a use model (example: customizing only at beginning of session).
- Substitute exhausting combinations by randomization in certain instances.
- Use Monte Carlo based sampling.

Discussion on Verification.
One of the main issues in using test automation is that of verifying that the application is
correct. This is also the case here.
The MRT technology relies on the verification capabilities of the test harness. The tool will
be at its best when the harness can provide a high level of abstraction in this regard. For GUI
testing, there is a relatively high degree of abstractness available in regard to the GUI behavior.
There is much less abstraction available in regard to the GUI graphics, and any non-GUI
graphics.
·

Design for testability considerations
Product teams should be made aware of the testability of their products. In particularly on the
cost of testing (or otherwise impracticality of testing) applications with combinatorially
exploding paths. In practical terms it means:
- If you don't think a feature is necessary at a certain state of your application, then disable it!
An excellent example in this category is the implementation of dialog-boxes under X, as
opposed to MS-Windows. In MS-Windows when a dialog-box is realized, the rest of the
widgets are disabled. In X, the realization of a dialog-box doesn't necessarily affect the
other widgets, other than the (irrelevant to this context) temporary obscuration of some.
Therefore it is possible for the user to embark on many sub-paths at that point, other than

4

respond to the dialog-box. This of-course causes an often unnecessary explosion in options
that nobody can afford to test.

- If you are inclined to provide "richness" of features, make sure you know the cost of testing
or failing to test the added (astronomical) combinations, and make the appropriate trade-off
considerations.

Recommendations for test harness
The MRT methodology gives the best returns when it is associated with a harness, which has a
high level of abstraction. Such harnesses are XRunner (Context Sensitive option) from Mercury
Interactive, or QA Partner from Segue Software.

Areas for improvement.
- Even though the methodology is a "black box" one, adding "white-box" considerations should
be a legitimate way of reducing the test cases. The technology exists within the code
optimization domain that can automatically analyze the implementation, and prove that there
are subsets of "black box" tests, which are redundant under the implementation.
A farther development of this line should result in additional guidelines for design for
testability in software development.
- There is a need for enhanced capability to capture a use-model, and subsequently provide
emphasis on testing within the use-model.
- Cadence will continue to adopt the methodology even before major progress on the above
recommendations is made, since there is significant added value in the use of the existing
methodology.

Unix is a trademark of AT&T.
TestMaster is a trademark of Teradyne Inc.
Verilog is a trademark of Cadence Design Systems.
MS-Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.
XRunner is a trademark of Mercury Interactive.
QA Partner is a trademark of Segue Software Inc.

1 Larry

Apfelbaum, STAR '95 proceedings.
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Introduction
The context

Practical lessons on
Automatic Test Generation

+
+
+

Good testing is a critical part in the S/W Quality process
Test automation drastically increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of testing.
Automatic test case generation process is an added
component to (and integrated with) test harnesses
(XRunner, QA Partner, AutoTest, etc.), and other
components.

Dr. Menachem Zimmerman
Cadence Design Systems

3/24195

Menachem Zimmerman

Introduction

Introduction

What problems are being addressed?

Cadence Design Systems

+
+
+

Test cases are expensive to develope and maintain.

+

Current definition of "Good coverage" is quite modest.

S/W testing is highly sequential with the dev 'mnt cycle.

Good level of test coverage is hard to plan, review,
produce, and control.

3124/95

Menachem Zimme rman

+
+
+
+
+

One of the world 10 biggest S/W companies ($465M).
Leader in Electronic Design Automation (EDA/ ECAD).
Mostly Unix/ X / C.
Multiple ports.
S/W quality - a critical part of business plan.
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The MRT technology

Introduction

How it works?

What is Model Reference Testing (MRT)

+

Uses Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) modeling of
application's functionality.

+

Graphical State Transition Editor (STE) for capture and
manipulation of models.

+
+

For GUI testing - a dialogue based (fast track) capture.

Automatic software test suite generation.
Captures functional spec., uses it to generate test cases .
This can be done BEFORE the code is ready.
A commercial product "TestMaster" available from
Teradyne.

Can use ANY script based test harness for execution.
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+
+
+
+

Menachem Zinmerman
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The Cadence MRT Pilot Project(s)
The MRT technology
Coverage levels

+

"Transition" coverage.

+

"All Path" coverage.

+

"Instance" coverage.

Objectives.

+
+

+

Learn and gain expertise in MRT I QAPartner / XRunner.
Test Verilog Control Window - (added) GUI for Verilog.
Not Verilog, but the GUI and its integration to Verilog.
Evaluate the correct methodology for using the tools.

'3/24'95

Meoachem Zimmennan

3124/05

Menachem Zimmerman

The VCW Pilot Project

Discussion

Results

The methodology

+

Spent 100 hours on learning VCW, MRT, QA Partner, and
in creating a working model for Verilog beta 2.0

+

Spent 1 hour only to convert model to Verilog 2.0 5 minutes to convert to 9404.

+

MRT generated Transition coverage used for releases
9402, 9404.

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

40,000 full path test suite was run in ~onte Carlo mode.

3/24195

Menachem Zimmerman
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Define up-front the possible classes of bugs.
Decide which one 's can be best addressed by MRT.
Capture models.
Generate "Transition Cover"
Debug model.
Reconstrain model.
Generate test suite.

3/24/95

Menachem Zimmerrren

Discussion
The permutation space challenge

II

+

The number of paths is unbound.

+
+
+
+

We are testing by sampling.

Discussion
Verification

MRT handles: constraints, hybrid coverage (heuristics).
Statistical approaches (e.g. Monte Carlo).

+

MRT relies on the verification capabilities of the test
harness.

+

Tool is at its best when high level of abstraction / object
orientation is available.

+

For GUI, implicit verification may suffice.

Use model.

3/24/95

Menachem Zinvnerman
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Discussion

Conclusion

Design for testability considerations

Recommendations

+
+

13

I
15

In GUI, disable as much as you can.

+

Recognize trade-off between richness in functionality and
testability.

This methodology is best when used with a highly
abstracted harness.

+

Cadence should proceed as an early adopter of the process.

+
+

We have significant knowhow on the methodology.
There is real added value in MRT.

+

Apply knowhow also to "design for testability".

3124195

Menachem Zimmerman

Conclusion
Areas for improvement

+

Add implementation based reduction in number of
test cases (by dependency graph).

+

Enhance use model capabilities.

3/24195

Menachem Zimmerman
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Automated Testing Issues in Verifying Multiple, Active Software Releases

1.0

Introduction

This paper will examine the issues relating to automated testing of multiple, active software releases. The goal is to address questions like:

•

What requirements exist to automate the testing of a software release stream?

•

Can test automation be used to cover overlapped streams?

•

What types of issues require consideration when developing a release testing schedule?

Both managers and staff should find information of interest here. Because to meet customer satisfaction requirements, achieve faster times to market, and remain competitive requires more than
one software release to be in development or testing at the same time! This situation need not be
intimidating; by skillful management of tests and tools, it's possible to test several release streams
simultaneously with success.

1.1

Software Life-cycle Model

To set the stage, let's assume that a software release proceeds through the following life-cycle phases:

1) Conception, 2) Planning, 3) Implementation, 4) Qualification 1 , 5) Production &
Support, 6) Support-only, 7) End-of-Life
Such an ordered life-cycle is important because:
1. It defines a structure so that design and process documentation, entry and exit evaluations, and continuous improvement processes can occur2.
2. It supports overlapped development of releases, that improves elapsed time-to-market,
as more than one release moves through the life-cycle at a time.

1.2

Software Release Models

For modeling purposes, let's consider two types of software release streams: Simple Sequential and
Overlapped.
1.2.1

Simple Sequential Stream

The simple sequential stream supports just one software release in life-cycle phases 3 - 4 before a
new one enters phase 3. Therefore, only one release undergoes implementation and qualification at
a time (see Figure 1).

1. This phase includes some pre-production setup activity, but I've abbreviated it as a simplification.

2. These activities are essential to achieve, and maintain, an ISO 9001 9uality cen ifi"ilUOill
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Figure 1.

Simple Sequential Release Stream.

4) Qualification

3) Implementation

Release

2.0

5) Prod. & Support
Release
1.0

For organizations that offer a single product, or that have just the resources to deal with one release
at a time, the simple sequential stream model is sufficient and works well! The stream typically
operates using the following steps: 1) The software developers check-in changes to a source repository, 2) the source files become input to a regular compilation process (called a build), and 3) the
results get installed on a test host where the testing team performs qualification and debugging activities. This sequence repeats until the release features, reliability, performance, and service objectives get confirmed.
Realistically, there also may be sustaining engineering activities that occur in response to issues
reported from the field. For example, the shaded elements in Figure 2 show a patch for release 1.0
that gets implemented, tested, added to release 2.0, and also distributed to the field. These types of
activities may be necessary to respond in a timely fashion to customer issues from the field while
release 2.0 is being prepared.
Figure 2.

Sustaining Engr. Activity in a Simple Sequential Stream.

3) Implementation

4) Qualification

Release
2.0

Add patch 1.1
to release 2.0

5) Prod. & Support
Release
1.0

Add patch 1.1
to release 1.0

Distribute patch 1.1
to field
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The process of automating the functional testing for a simple sequential stream is a straightforward
task. The process designer selects among internally developed, or commercially available, tools
and tests and then will connect them together to produce the test automation.
The disadvantage of the simple sequential stream is throughput. This model doesn't perform well
for organizations that offer a family of products, require a short time to market, or operate in a competitive market because the implementation and qualification phases become a bottleneck.
1.2.2

Overlapped Stream

A different model is necessary when software releases move through the life-cycle in an overlapped fashion. Here, more than one release is active in the implementation and qualification phases at the same time. For example, in Figure 3, release 3.0 is being implemented, release 2.0 is
undergoing qualification, and release 1.0 is in production and support. Applying an automated test
process tailored for a simple sequential stream to this model will fail, because there will be collisions over testing resources, and even the tests themselves! For example, the release 3.0 testing
team may want to make changes to the test sources but the release 2.0 testing team may still be
using them!
Figure 3.
3) Implementation
->

Release

3.0

Overlapped Release Stream.

4) Qualification
Release
2.0

5) Prod. & Support
Release
1.0

-->

For organizations that offer a family of products, an overlapped stream is a more realistic model.
The stream operates in a similar fashion to the simple sequential version, except that there is one
source tree per active release.
Again, there also may be sustaining engineering activities that occur in response to issues reported
from the field. For example, the shaded elements in Figure 4 show a patch for release 1.0 that gets
implemented, tested, added to release 2.0 and 3.0, then distributed to the field via maintenance release l.0Ml or by special notice. Note that sustaining engineering process also makes it possible
to include backward porting of market driven technology 1 for faster distribution to the field (shown
by the shaded arrow linking release 3.0 to maintenance release l.0Ml). This strategy may prove
expedient so the release of patches and market-driven technologies are free from waiting on a particular release.

l. Market driven technology: Any supplier-enhanced feature, like greater capacity disk drives, that can be easily and

rapidly included in a previous release via sustaining ,uginccring activity.
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Figure 4.

-->

Sustaining Engr. Activity in an Overlapped Stream.

3) Implementation

4) Qualification

Release

Release
2.0

3.0

5) Prod. & Support ...
Release
1.0

->

Add patch 1.1 to
upstream releases

Distribute patch 1.1
to field

2.0

Test Automation Requirements

To run tests automatically for a simple sequential or overlapped release stream requires the following resources:

•
•
•

Test source tree
Build and test process
Host computers for source, build and test activities 1

The essential differences in the overlapped stream case are that there will be more than one instance of each resource. Some good news in that the majority of investment in tools and tests used
to automate the testing for a simple sequential stream, carries forward into the overlapped case.
Let's consider the test automation requirements.

2.1

Test Source Trees

The overlapped stream case requires one source tree per release to avoid collisions over tools and
tests. The following features and utilities should be available to operate the source trees effectively.

1. These systems provide task processing and on-line storage for the test source tree and to build and run the tests. Note

that the same computer can operate as both the build and test host in many cases. To increase security and control
of the test sources the best plan is to keep the source and the build-and-test hosts separate -- and to take regular
backups of the source host filesystems !
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2.1.1

Version Control

Utilities should exist to control and administer changes to the test sources! Version control features
are important because they allow the software development and testing teams to see what changed,
determine who made the changes, and provide the ability to back out a change should it prove troublesome or exhibit undesirable side-effects.
It doesn't matter how one manages the test source versions (via RCS, SCCS, or simply creating a
new file or directory for each revision) provided the technique used is consistent. Additionally, the
version control mechanism should successfully handle both binary and simple text files. This is desirable because many design specification tools, such as document publishing and project scheduling tools, create binary format files 1. While not getting hung up on this, it does prove convenient
long-term to keep a history of design documentation in its original embodiment.
2.1.2

Setup Utility

Some method to start a test source tree should exist. The easiest way to do this for a new release is
to copy the tree of an earlier one! Therefore, some method or utility to do a tree copy operation
should exist.
2.1.3

Development Tree Setup Utility

Test developers will require work areas of their own, that contain test sources, but that are their
own while they make and test changes! Some method or utility for creating a developer's work area
easily must exist (this tool appears as the "Tree Creation Utility" in Figure 5 below).
2.1.4

Check-in Management Utility

Two types of check-ins generally occur: 1) Those that apply to one test source tree only (or perhaps
a subset of all trees) and 2) those that apply to all downstream trees. In the later case, some method
or utility to easily propagate a check-in, or set of check-ins, from one tree to the others downstream
is desirable (this tool appears as the "Check-in Utility" in Figure 5 below).

1. Such tools may accept design embodiments in a transponable, intermediate text file format as well. The choice to

version thi~ fOITililt L5 ~villlinly a possibility, if the version control mechanism can' t handle binary files.
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Figure 5.

Test Source Trees, Development Trees, and Check-in Utility.
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2.2 Build-and-Test Utility
The build-and-test utility prepares a set of executable tests from the source trees (see Figure 6) and
runs them in an automated fashion (see Figure 7). A monitor starts this utility automatically when
it detects new content in the source trees. It's also possible to start it manually as necessary (for
example, if errors occur during the automated build process, it becomes desirable to rerun the build
on cue after correction).
The build-and-test utility should offer the following features.
2.2.1

Build Tree Construction

The build utility should construct its own tree for use in checking-out and compiling the test source
tree. The same tree should also house the executable tests as the build produces them. In this manner, the activities associated with a build do not interfere with any other activities.
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2.2.2

Build Summary Report

The build utility should publish a summary report to show: 1) The files checked out, 2) any make
or compilation errors, and 3) any additional information of interest. The build utility should mail
the report to a standing distribution list. Ideally, people should have the ability to subscribe, or remove themselves, from this list at will.
Figure 6.

Automated Build Processes.
Source Host

2.2.3

Build Host

Build Host

Build Host

Build 3

Build2

Build1

Test Utility

A utility that automatically starts the tests and gathers results is necessary (this tool appears as the
"Test Utility" in Figure 7). It doesn't matter if the test utility is an internally developed, or commercially supplied, tool. The main goal is to standardize on the test utility selected, since it provides a uniform means to run the tests, summarizes results, and defines the structure to add future
tests.
2.2.4

Test Host Environment Check

The test automation should confirm that the test host has all required resources present and in a usable state before starting the tests! Otherwise, simple resource errors will block the usefulness of
the test run. The environment check should include basic up-front sanity checks such as the following:
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•

Does sufficient free disk space exist on the test host?

•

Do all scratch disks meet expected requirements?

•

Do all external tools, such as special scripting languages or a code coverage utility,
appear on-line?
Figure 7.

Automated Test Process.

Build Trees

Test Bost
Test Utility 3

Test Bost
Test Utility 2

Test Host
Test Utility1

Test Results

2.2.5 Test Summary Report

The test utility publishes a summary report that displays: 1) What tests ran, 2) what tests failed (if
any), and 3) any additional information of interest. The test utility should mail the report to a standing distribution list. Ideally, people should have the ability to subscribe, or remove themselves,
from this list at will.

3.0

Release Testing Issues

Since we've discussed the release stream models and test automation requirements, let's proceed
to consider the types of issues that can affect developing an accurate release testing schedule.
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3.1

Tests for New Features

The primary motivation for any software release is to offer new features to customers! Of course,
this implies writing new tests to qualify the new features. The test developers and testing team
should provide an estimate for how long developing test plans, new tests, and running the qualification will talce.

3.2

Message Changes

It's quite common for a test to compare expected versus received output from the software-undertest to determine success or failure of a test case. Such comparisons typically occur on a characterby-character basis even the slightest change in the wording, or the format, of a message can effect
the test result produced. Therefore, make an assessment for such test adjustments and consider if
it's significant enough to include in the schedule.

3.3

Sustaining Engineering Activities

There will be some software development activity to fix bugs or add enhancements as requested
by customers. Some assessment of sustaining engineering impact, if any, on the test resources is a
good idea.

3.4

Test and Utility Maintenance

It's also likely there will be developments and enhancements made by the team responsible for the
tests and utilities themselves. Some assessment of the likelihood of test and utility maintenance activities, that could affect the release testing schedule, is also a good idea.

3.5

Setup Time

Starting the testing for a new release implies creating a test source tree for it. Develop an estimate
of the time required to: 1) Use the setup utility to create the test source tree, 2) make adjustments
to tailor it to the release under test, and 3) start up the build automation for this test source tree.

3.6 Entry Criterion Tests
The release testing team may set standards for the software release to meet before they begin formal testing of it. Evaluate and consider the time required to perform such entry criterion tests when
developing the release testing schedule.

4.0

Summary and Conclusion

Automating the testing for an overlapped release stream requires the ability to create, operate, and
manage multiple instances of test source trees and build-and-test utilities. This paper has presented
an overview of the process and test automation requirements to do this. It has also defined a software life-cycle model, two release stream models, and discussed some of the test management issues associated with developing accurate release testing schedules.
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5.0

Appendix A -- Test Automation Enhancements

Some enhancements to the automated build-and-test process described previously are possible.
Let's talce a look at a few possibilities.

5.1

Concurrent Test Execution

Running more than one test at a time increases overall throughput and system loading while testing. However, this requires a test utility that can perform dynamic resource management 1 and tests
that refer to resources via logical, rather than physical, names.

5.2

Production Control

Some means of "switching" a build tree into production status, for use by the release testing team,
is a necessary enhancement beyond just automating the build process. The build tree that the release testing team uses should remain stable until agreed that it's necessary to upgrade it. This
means the automated build process should never overwrite the build tree in use by the release team,
but be placed beside it, so that the switch into production use occurs in a discrete and deterministic
fashion.

5.3

Single Build-and-Test Host

It's possible that a single host computer can build-and-test all release streams, on a regular basis,
provided the individual turnaround times are acceptable. The approach scales back the number of
computers required to host the various the build-and-test activities in an overlapped stream. It also
requires that a system disk for each release is present, and can be booted under automated control,
on the one build-and-test host.

5.4

Automated Software Update

As release features get added and bugs get fixed the release software gets rebuilt. A timesaving enhancement is to update the build-and-test host(s) automatically with a fresh copy of the release
software.

5.5

Automated Code Coverage Measurements

Managers and staff frequently want to know, "How well is the release getting covered by the testing?" To answer this question on a regular basis, consider adding code coverage analysis to the
build-and-test process.

1. To expound, the test utility must be able to locate, assign and bind resources to a test as it's dispatched.
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• Stepper motors, Computer positioning,
Shaft encoders
Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Co1T1puterized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

THE NEED FOR A PROCESS

CMS TECHNOLOGIES
• Programming Languages

• Failure in Developing a Breakthrough
Product

• C, FORTRAN, MUMPS, BASIC

• Operating System
• External Requirements

• MS-DOS, Proprietary, UNIX

• High Maintenance Costs

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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FAILURE TO DEVELOP A
BREAKTHROUGH PRODUCT

EXTERNAL REQUIREMENTS

• Failure to Understand Technology

• Dynatech's Mission to Improve Quality
and Productivity

• Failure to find Super Programmers
• ISO 9000 Requirements
• Failure to Understand/Document
Requirements

• FDA/GMP Requirements

• Failure to Communicate
Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

THE NEED FOR A PROCESS
High Maintenance Costs

Areas Causing Problems for
Software Recalls

• Poor Documentation
• Unstructured Software

Manufacturing

2.0%

• No Formal Software Validation

Source: NEMA Conference - May 10, 1990

Computerized Medics/ Systems, Inc.
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
SEI CAPABILITY

MATURT MODEL

7·900D

~..-----_:--~

Development
Phase

FDAGMP -

/

IEEE Software
Development
Standards
15

Coml)uterized Medical Systems, Inc.

""

MIL-STD-2167/A
Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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::

1----11:.•

1

Next Development
Phase

CMS PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE

"If you don't know where you are, a map won't help."
... Watts Humphrey

N
I

W
---E
I

s

Phm

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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PROBLEM REPORTING

TEAM APPROACH

·-····. ··········· · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1

• Assign a number

• Hazard Analysis Team

• Assign a priority

• Product Requirements
Team

• Document description and solution

• Problem Report Team

• Track

• Product Management
Team
• Software Design Team
Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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REQUIREMENTS

HAZARD ANALYSIS
• Identify hazards

To define operating characteristics
of a product.

• Identify causes
• Analyze their effects (probability and
detectability)
• Recommend solutions
• Traceability

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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REQUIREMENTS

REQUIREMENTS GENERATION

r······

High

Lev~i° ·········1

i__ sy,tem_Req,;mm~

!

Software Architecture,

i..........................................................
User Interfaces
..

~

-----'-"----Prototype

Product Requirement
Specification

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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DESIGN

REQUIREMENT METRIC
• 18,000 Requirements

To describe a software system in a
manner to facilitate implementation,
decision-making, and maintenance.

• 5,200 Requirement Specification Pages

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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LOW-LEVEL DESIGN

HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN

Creute

OetailGrl Funcliona!

Ontgn

lnl~gration

Hn7.ard

TestOonigm1

An.'llyS,

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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DESIGN METRIC

IMPLEMENTATION

• 4,355 Nodes
• 11,708 Pages
• 14,176,279 Bytes

Prohlem Aepot1
agaWlst OFD

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

C~c!o

Wa!kthrO!.JOh

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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UNIT TESTING

INTEGRATION TEST DESIGN

• Code Inspection

• Identifies test approach

• Accuracy/Math Considerations

• Drivers/stubs functionality described

• Anomaly Management

• Inputs
• Modularity

• Expected results
• Consistency
Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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VALIDATION

SLOC METRIC

A systematic set of procedures used to evaluate the
product at the end of the development process to
ensure that the product conforms to established
technical requirements.

300,000

250,000

200,000

150,000

100,000
Oct. 92 Dec. 92 Feb. 93 Apr. 93 June 93 Aug. 93 Oct. 93 Dec. 93

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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VALIDATION

l b~!
Cor1flgumU011

VALIDATION

·ruot

Accoplance
Ciitutiv.
C(lnstrmnts

P1ocud1.ir<i

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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T;~r,t

OotJ.

r~uq,1i1t:nl".mt
Anocatlon
Mot1iK

VALIDATION

Tu:.110,-,u)tJnu
&Cnr.or,

fosl

Pro.:oduros

Computerized Med/cal Systems, Inc.
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VALIDATION TYPES OF TESTS (cont)

VALIDATION TYPES OF TESTS
• Requirement

• Performance

• Functional

• Stress

• Graphics

• Documentation

• Installation

• Safety/Hazard
• Algorithm
Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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ALGORITHM TESTING

REGRESSION TESTING

• Measured Testing

• Test only where problem occurred

• FOCUS dose vs. published data

• Test areas which are also affected by
software change

• Calculated Testing
• FOCUS dose vs. hand calculation
• Comparison of different plans

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

VALIDATION METRIC

VALIDATION TEST REPORT

It took 24,000 hours to generate:

• Evaluation of test results

v 636 Test Cases

• No critical or major open PRs

v 24,209 Subtests

• < 3% of subtests failures due to cosmetic
or minor PRs

v 5,000 Pages

• Assessment of overall software quality
Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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VALIDATION METRIC

OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE CREATED
"·,o

• 2,240 man-hours to execute dry runs*
• 4,000 man-hours to execute Alpha*

lu
. ···············h~~j~~--f.t!!!!'.19.,., _ __

_1__._

• Tests were run on both HP and SGI plallorms

John
£lienn.a:

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Vaildat1011
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BETA TEST DELIVERABLES

BETA TEST

• Beta Site List
• Beta Test Plan

Clinical evaluation of a product by a user
prior to general distribution.

• Beta Test Cases and Procedures
• Beta Test Report
• Beta Test Conference
Computerized Medical Sys tems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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BETA TEST RESULTS/BENEFITS

BETA TEST OBJECTIVES
• Clinical Evaluation

• Acceptable system rating

• Support Function Evaluation

• CMS test improvement

• End-User Documentation Evaluation

• Strong working relationships

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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KEY QUALITY COMPONENTS
TOOLS

KEY QUALITY COMPONENTS
MANAGERIAL POLICY

* Team approach

* Hazard analysis

* Standard Operating Procedures
* Independent QANalidation/Engineering

* Requirement traceability
* Technical and Quality checklists
* Problem Report tracking
* Single source of information

Departments

* Process supports metrics

* Formal phase reviews presented to

* Complaint processing

upper management
O>mputerlzod Medical Systems, Inc.

D:imputerlzod Medical Systems
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Development Process Timeframe

PROCESS CREATION
• Obtain acceptance by employees of
development process

May 04: CrNle
Procns
J.-. 91: Establish
QNVAL Dept.

Jt.n• SID: Dedde

R•YllrT1> System

I

11

Sept 92: Recetw

ISO 9001

Ctrtiflcatlon

lff'4)f'ovement
TNmS

Apr 94: RelNN

Softww,

• Conduct more training up front
March 95: Moclfled
'1ocen to Incorporate

• Obtain core compentencies in-house to
"champion" the process

I ---I
-1-·-1- - - I·-1--+-1-----1

J... 90

J., 91

J ... 9:1

J ... 93

J ... 94

J., 95

~apld ~,ototyplng

• Place more emphasis on quality metrics
Computerized Medloal Systems, Ina
S2

D:in¥)tJterlzod Medical Systems, tnc.
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PROJECT-HOUR (effort)
DISTRIBUTION BY PHASE

SEI KEV PROCESS AREAS
• Improve software subcontract
management

Requirements

20% effort

Design

28%

• Improve software project planning

Coding and debugging

18%

Unit test

2%

Integration test

7%

Validation test

25%

Total

100%

• Improve requi rements generation and
management

Computerized Med/cat Systems, Inc.
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SCHEDULING METRICS
(PROJECT AVERAGES)

REQUIREMENT ERROR DENSITY

Requirement hrs. to Design hrs.

0.7

Design hrs. per Requirement pg.

2.0

Avg. Error Density
Dose Calculations
Site Customization

1.3

Coding hrs. per Design pg.

SFM
PFM

Requirement pgs. to Design pgs.

0.5

Lines of code per Design pg.

14

lsoplan
Functional Conv.
0

2

4

6

# Problem Reports/KReq
Computer/zed Medical Systems, Inc.
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LESSONS LEARNED
REQUIREMENTS

PROPOSED PROCESS FOR
REQUIREMENTS

• Overview of design was not well
documented.

Essential chrncterlstlc• from
• Proposud mothodology
· Hazards

~

user viewpoint

• Requirements were not written for all
users.
• Reviewers were not trained on product.
• Requirements were completed first, this
led to many PRs as designing proceeded.
• Requirements contained too much design
and implementation information
58

·Product
Speciflcallon

• Oescrlbos whar producr will do
• Aids In clotermlnlng scheduling requirements

Computerized Mad/cal Systems, Inc.
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Theoretical Error Density
(SOK SLOC Project)

Supporting Numbers from Jet
Propulsion Lab Study

Number of Problems/KSLOC

Maturity Level

20~---------------~

Cost to
Develop 500K Errors per 1K
SLOC
SLOC

Level 1

$32M

1O Errors

Level2

$15M

3 Errors

Level3

$6.5M

1 Error

15

10

5

0

Unit test

Source: Michael Fagen· IBM

Source: QAl's "1993 Pradltioner Forum·
60

Coding

61

Integration test

Alpha

Field

Problem Report Analysis
Lesson for future prevention

CMS ERROR DENSITY
SFM
Number of PAs/KSLOC

a~----------------,

PR Solullon Review

Requirement Review

6
Integration Test

4

Unit Test

Code/Debug

2
Design Review

0

Unit Test

Integration Test

Alpha Test

0

Beta Test

200

400

600

Number of Problem Reports
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LESSONS LEARNED
Design
.........................
-----

LESSONS LEARNED
Validation

,-········

• Not enough information in high-level

• Two different styles of test procedures
(requirements and functional) lead to:

design

• Overlapping Tests

• Too much detail in low-level design

• Limited Resources

• Not enough time allowed for design

• Lengthy Tests (500+ steps)

review
• Not enough unit tests performed
Computerized Medical Systems,
Inc.

Computerized Med/ca/ Systems, Inc.
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800

PROPOSED PROCESS FOR
VALIDATION

LESSONS LEARNED
Validation
• Too dependent on Requirements
Specification
• Too many test databases

Clinical
Testing

Computerized Medical Systems,
Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems,
Inc.
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CMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
OBSTACLES

CMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
STRENGTHS

Chaos and confusion

Process is well-identified

Trial and error

Players are in place

Non-believers

Quality is always emphasized

Morale issues

Metrics have been established

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.

Computerized Medical Systems, Inc.
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Paper 2-M-4

Software Process Improvement
in the Software Engineering Laboratory

Ms. Rose Pajerski
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Ms. Rose Pajerski is the senior director of the Software Engineering
Laboratory at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt MD. For over
20 years she has developed, analyzed and managed advanced flight dynamics
software systems, including GTDS (Goddard Trajectory Determination System)
and the NCC (Network Control Center). She is currently section head for the
Advanced Technology Section which is part of the Software Engineering Branch.
Her software research interests include the definition and use of software
domains in process improvement efforts and the Cleanroom methodology.

Software Research Institute

[QW9S-48]

San Francisco, California

Software Process Improvement in the
Software Engineering Laboratory
Rose Pajerski NASA/GSFC

In 1994, the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) won the IEEE Computer Society
Award for Software Process Achievement. The award's sponsors, the
IEEE Computer Society and the Software Engineering Institute
(SEI), cited the SEL for its sustained and measured noutstanding
achievement in improving the software process. n
This report
describes the background and structure of the SEL organization,
the SEL process improvement approach and its experimentation and
data collection processes.
The measured results of some sample
SEL studies are included.
Product reliability and cost trends
over the SEL' s 18 years of process improvement efforts are
discussed along with the investment costs incurred.
The Software Engineering Laboratory

The three member organizations of the SEL are the Software
Engineering Branch ( SEB) /Goddard, the Software Engineering
Operation/Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) and the University
of Maryland's Computer Science Department. The SEL is a virtual
organization created in 1976 to investigate the effectiveness of
software engineering technologies as applied in the SEB.
The goals of the SEL are to · understand the local software
development process;
to measure the effect of various
methodologies, tools, and models on this process; and to identify
and then apply successful practices.
Nearly 200 staff members
from the SEB, the University of Maryland, and CSC compose the SEL.
Approximately 25 staff members are the analysts who are directly
responsible for cultivating software process improvement
activities within the SEL.
This group is responsible for
extracting information from the developers, then analyzing,
synthesizing, and packaging the experience into reusable products
for ongoing and future development and maintenance efforts.
The three major functions that operate within the SEL include:
software development and maintenance, process/product analysis,
and measurement data processing.
Figure 1 depicts the function
and size of these SEL components.
The development organization is responsible for one segment of the
ground support software used by Goddard and requires approximately
200 to 250 professional software developers to
carry out the
required software tasks. The developers typically are provided a
set of functional requirements for a mission, then they must
design, code , test, and document the software.
After the newly
developed mission support software is tested and accepted, this
organization (although typically a different team) is also

re~p6~~1hl~ tcr th~ maintgnancg of thg operational systems.

1

The developers consist of both CSC and NASA staff.
The systems
developed are primarily FORTRAN, non-real time, non-embedded,
ground based applications, and there are typically 4 or 5 projects
being developed at any one time. Approximately 50 percent of the
development staff is allocated to the maintenance of the
operational software.
The primary task of the development
organization is to produce quality software on-time and within
budget. They rely on another element of the SEL to carry out the
analysis and packaging of the process improvement studies.
DEVELOPERS

PROCESS ANALYSTS

(SOURCE OF EXPERIENCE)

(PACKAGE EXPERIENCE FOR REUSE)

200-250 developers

STAFF

Devebpment
meaaares fa ea:h

TYPICAL PROJECT
SIZE

100-300 KS LOC

ACTIVEPROJEClS

~10(atary sjventime)

10-15 Analysts

FUNCTION

• Set goahrlqueslonshnetrics
- Design stud ies/tDCperiments

project

• Aralysis/Re•arch

PROJECT STAFF SIZE >25 peo~e
TOTAL PROJECTS
(197~1994)

STAFF

• Refine software process
- PIIOduce reports/indings

Refi1emer1s to
devebp rrent

p-oceH

120

PRODUCTS
(1976-1994) 300 repata'documents

NASA+ CSC + U of MD

NASA + CSC
---------.-,.----------'

\\

DATABASE SUPPORT

//

' \ \ (MAINTAIN/QA EXPERIENCE INFORMATION)
STAFF

:M aipport staff

SELDATA BASE

FUNCTION • Proc•s forms/data
•QAall data

FORMS LIBRARY

• Record/.-chive data
• Maintain SEL data baae
• Operate SEL library

REPCRTS LIBRARY

NASA+ CSC

U

bl

[DJ

rrtJ

160MB

220,000

• SELreports
• Project documents
• Reference papers

...
I

Figure 1 - SEL Organizational Structure

The second major function within the SEL is the analysis and
process improvement activity.
This effort is supported by the
University of Maryland (approximately 5 to 10 individuals spending
at least 20 percent of their time), by CSC (approximately 5 to 8
full time people), and NASA/Goddard (approximately 4 full time
people.
Thus, all three member organizations of the SEL
participate in the analysis and experimentation of the software
process improvement tasks. This team is responsible for defining
studies to be conducted, carrying out the analysis of process and
products generated by the developers, and packaging their findings
in the form of updated standards, revised training programs, and
new models for the specific development environment. Although the
staff of the University never participates directly in the
development of software, the rest of the team members generally
2

development of software, the rest of the team members generally
have spent a number of years participating in the development
and/or the maintenance of flight dynamics software. The analysts
are experienced software engineers. Some members of the team have
been involved with process issues for the entire 18 years, while
other members have participated for several years and then
returned to development or management positions.
The third function within the SEL is the data processing and
archiving activity (home of the projects' experiences).
This is
supported by CSC (approximately five full time people) and by NASA
(approximately three full time people). The staff supporting this
function are responsible for collecting all of the data which has
been defined by the analysts; assuring the quality of all
information that is collected; organizing
and maintaining the
SEL's measurement data base; and archiving all of the reports,
papers, and general documents. This group plays a major role in
the technology transfer of the SEL experiences by distributing
requested information and reports.
The group consists of both
professional software engineers who define, and maintain the data
base of information, and data technicians, who carry out the data
entry, reporting and quality assurance of the information that is
submitted to the SEL library.
Software Experimentation

The analysts are responsible for determining modifications that
can be made to the software process to improve the ensuing
products.
As experiments are defined to apply a particular
technique, the development team is consulted to determine if
proposed changes could be studied in a particular project without
undo risk. Even if risk is significant, the teams may be willing
to make an attempt at the new process provided a contingency plan
is developed to assure that a disaster can be avoided.
It is
important that the development team be factored into decis-ions on
the proposed changes so that full support can be obtained.
Once a project is identified and a modified process is determined,
an experiment plan is generally written which describes the goals,
measures, team structure, and experimental approach. If the study
is very small (e.g., collect inspection data to measure the cost
of software inspections), a formal experiment plan is not written;
however, some mention of experimental goals is covered in the
development history report which is always written at the
conclusion of each project.
For most projects, the experiment being conducted is not a
significant impact on the development procedures and typically
does not involve major changes to the technologies being applied.
If there is some more significant change, the analysts must
schedule and provide training for the development team.
As an
example of this responsibility, approximately 40 hours of detailed
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training was provided to the
Cleanroom in this environment.

first

development

team using

Once the experiment is defined and agreement has been reached with
the developers as to what the objectives of the study are,
a
representative from the analysts is assigned to be a usEL
Representative". This individual is responsible for informing the
development team of experimental progress, providing information
on the particular process changes being applied, and answering any
questions the development team may have with regard to SEL
activities.
They do not manage or direct any part of the
development project.
Typically these representatives attend
reviews, look at measurement data collected, and attend meetings
on the overall development status.
As the experiment is defined, the basic project information is
provided to the SEL data base support group so that project names,
subsystem names, personnel participating, forms expected, etc. can
be logged and the data base can be readied for data entry.
Measuring the Process and Product

In support of the SEL experiments and the goal of continually
increasing understanding of the software development process,
measurement data are provided by the technical and management
staff responsible for development and maintenance. Although the
types of data may vary somewhat from project to project so that
particular experiments can be satisfied, the core set of
information is invariant . . There are basic sets of project data
that are collected from every project.
The core set of
information that is collected by the SEL includes data on effort,
defects, changes, project estimates, project dynamics, and product
characteristics.
The major source of these data is from data
collection forms used by every project.
As the information is collected, it is given to the data support
personnel who are responsible for the first quality assurance (QA)
step: the forms and data are checked for consistency and
completeness . When data are missing (e.g. if an expected form is
not submitted), the developer is informed of the missing data and
is expected to provide or correct the data.
Data support staff
then place the data in a central data base where a second QA step
takes place: the entered data are compared to the original paper
forms to check for entry errors.
Once the data have been entered on the central data base, the
analysts use these data together with information such as trend
data, previous lessons learned, subjective input from developers
and managers, to analyze the impact of a specific software process
and to build models, relations, and rules for the ever expanding
corporate memory.
As specific processes are studied (such as
Inspections, Cleanroom, etc.), the analysts together with willing
participants from the development organization, complete analysis
reports on the study and may even prepare a paper or report for
4

publication in the open literature.
Development team
participation is strictly voluntary in this step, as the analysts
must produce the defined report.
In addition to the forms that are completed by the developers and
managers, there are other important measurement sources. Several
tools are used to automatically gather information such as source
code characteristics (size, amount of reuse, complexity, module
characteristics, etc.) or changes and growth of source code during
development.
Typically data support personnel are responsible
for executing the tools to gather these additional measures which
are then entered on the SEL data base.
Additionally there are subjective measures recorded on the
development process. These data are obtained by talking with the
project manager and by observing the development activities. Data
such as problem complexity, adherence to standards,
team
experience,
stability and maturity of support environment, etc.,
are captured at the termination of the project.
As the project information becomes available, the analysts are
expected to use the information not only to carry out assessments
of particular processes applied, but also to build models of the
process and product so that the experiences of each development
effort provides additional insight to be applied by the following
projects.
Data are used to build predictive models such those
representing cost, reliability, code growth, test characteristics,
changes, etc.
In addition to building these predictive models,
the analysts also look at trends and processes applied to
determine whether any insight can be gained from the data in
ascertaining if any there were impacts due to particular
methodologies used during development or maintenance.
One of the most important facts that the SEL has learned during
its 18 year history of carrying out experimental data analysis for
software is that the measurement data itself is only one very
small part of the task of carrying out experimental software
engineering. Too often, the data are misinterpreted, used out of
context, or weighted too heavily when the quality of the
information may even be suspect.
There are three key rules that the SEL now follows after making
some foolish mistakes in its early years:
1. Software measures will be flawed, inconsistent, and incomplete:
the analyst must take this into account. Even with the extensive
QA process and the rigor of the software measurement collection
process in the SEL, the uncertainty of the data is still quite
high.
This means that the analyst must make use of subjective
measures, plus qualitative analysis, plus definition of the
context, plus an explanation of the goals before any meaningful
analysis can occur.
If one merely executes a high number of
correlation analysis studies on a high number of parameters, the
chances are that some very questionable statistic will appeat.
5

The SEL has learned that extreme caution must be applied when
using software measurement data, especially when the analyst is
not intimately familiar with the environment, context, and the
goals of the studies.
2. The measurement activity must not become the dominant element
of software process improvement: analysis is the goal. When the
SEL began to carry out studies of software process and began
collecting software measurement information, the overhead of the
data collection process dominated the total expenditures for the
experimental activities.
As the SEL matured, it found that the
successful analysis of experiments would consume at least three
times the amount of effort of the data collection activities.
This was attained by gradually cutting back on data collection
activities to only require information that could be clearly
defined as part of the goals of particular experiment.
3. Measurement information must be treated within a particular
context: an analyst cannot compare data where the context is
inconsistent or unknown.
Each set of measurement data that is
archived on the SEL data base represents a specific type of
project, with unique characteristics, and with unique experimental
goals. These goals may have significantly influenced the process
used,
the management
approach,
and even the general
characteristics of the project itself. Without knowledge of the
context in which the data were generated and the overall project
goals as well as process goals, significant misinterpretations of
the data can result.
SEL Concept 0£ Software Process Improvement

The SEL's approach to process improvement treats each software
project as an experiment through which existing baseline models
and practices are verified and updated, and evolving mature
processes are assessed and infused into the organization.
These
development projects produce software that is used for ground
support for GSFC missions and is typically used to carry out all
flight dynamics functions at the GSFC.
In conducting these
'experiments' (about 120 to date), the SEL has accumulated
detailed information on specific processes used for each project
as well as the resultant product characteristics such as cost,
error rates, cycle time, and rework required. The continual
experimentation with software process has guided the evolution of
standards, training program, technologies and management practices
within the organization.
The SEL Software Process Improvement Approach is based on the
principle that each software organization may be unique in its
goals, its needs, its type of software, and the overall complexity
of the problems it addresses. For this reason, the SEL Software
Process Improvement Approach requires that information on both the
process and the product be analyzed to continually determine the
impact of changes on the goals of the organization.
These goals
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vary from organization to organization and might include reduced
cost, lower error rates, decreased development cycle time, or any
of many other measures of improvement.
As with several other improvement concepts, the SEL Software
Process Improvement Approach requires that a well-measured
baseline be produced first.
Then change is introduced and its
impact assessed on both process and product.
Finally, any
improvements are packaged into an enhanced set of policies,
standards, and software business practices.
This has been
formalized into a three-step paradigm, with each step
characterized by extensive measurement.
First is the Understanding step, where both process and products
are baselined.
In this step, the characteristics of the
organization's process and products are captured.
Models,
relations, and general descriptions of the process and products
are produced. The baseline includes all product characteristics
(e.g., cost, reliability, software size, reuse levels, error
classes) as well as the processes used. The Understanding step is
the required starting point of the overall process improvement
sequence, and it never ends because changes must always be
understood and characterized.
Second is the Assessing step, where potential improvements to
process are incorporated into development projects and evaluated.
Quantified SEL experiences (e.g., most significant causes of
errors) and clearly defined goals for the software (e.g., decrease
in error rates) drive the selection of candidate process changes.
After these changes are selected, training is provided and
experiment plans are produced. Then the processes are applied to
one or more production projects from which detailed measurements
are taken.
These data are used to quantify process changes and
product impacts; the new process is assessed by comparing these
measures with the continually evolving baseline. As a result of
the analysis, processes are adopted, discarded, or tailored for
ensuing efforts depending on the observed impacts.
The third step of the paradigm is Packaging,
improvements are infused into the standard
includes updating and tailoring handbooks,
materials, and development support tools.
this three-step paradigm.

where all identified
SEL process.
This
standards, training
Figure 2 represents

These steps are addressed sequentially, in an iterative fashion,
and they continue as long as process and product improvement
remains a goal within the organization.
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PACKAGE
-~
.

GOALS

ASSESS
(EXPERIMENT)

(e.g., redµce error rates)

Infuse improved
(verified) process
•

D

.
.
.
. etermme improvements to your business
• What impact does change have?

·
UNDERSTAND
Know your software business (process and product)
• How do I do business today? (e.g., standards and
techniques used,% time in testing, module size)
• What are my product characteristics?
(e.g., error rates, productivity, complexity)

Figure 2 - SEL Software Process Improvement Approach

In the early years, the SEL emphasized building a clear
understanding of the process and products within the environment.
This led to the development of models, relations, and general
characteristics of the software business in the SEL environment.
Most of the experiments (process changes) consisted of studying
very specific, focused techniques (e.g., programming design
language, structure charts, reading techniques), but the major
enhancement was the infusion of measurement, the development and
infusion of process improvement concepts, and the realization of
the significance of process as part of the software culture. These
early activities led to a continual measurement process where
reporting accurate process and product information became a
standard part of the SEL cuiture.
Assessment Studies

Efforts with more significant process changes became the standard
mode of operation in the mid-1980s. Over the past 8 to 10 years,
the SEL has continued to adhere to the three-step paradigm of
software process improvement, but it now focuses on larger, more
significant process experiments.
These studies have included,
among others, Ada, Cleanroom, object-oriented technology (OOT),
and CASE, with each adding emphasis on some aspect of software
process enhancement.
A good example of
technology assessment
and process
experimentation within the SEL is provided by the work done with
the Cleanroom development process.
Cleanroom is a software
methodology developed by Harlan Mills ( IBM) that focuses on
producing error-free software and results in a product with
certifiable reliability.
The SEL selected the Cleanroom process
with the goal of improving the reliability of delivered software
with no penalty to overall development cost. Significant process
changes included using formal code inspections, applying the
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formal design concept of box structures, using rigorous testing
approaches driven by statistical methods, and providing extended
training in software engineering disciplines such as design by
abstraction.
In 1987, the first Cleanroom project was selected, the team
trained, the experiment plan written, and the development process
and product meticulously measured. Process impacts were observed
at several levels, including increased effort spent in design (40%
more) and a different coding activity profile (Figure 3).

• Increased Design Effort with Cleanroom
• Minimal Impact on Overall Coding Effort

SEL Baseline (1982 - 1984)
Effort Distribution by Activity

Rrst Oeanroom Effort
Distribution by Activity

Code

SEL Baseline (1982 - 1984)
Coding Effort Activity Breakdown

• Substantial Process Impact on
I ndividual Coding Activities

Rrst aeanroom Coding
Effort Activity Breakdown

Figure 3 - Impact of Cleanroom on SEL Process

This first experiment resulted in impressive product gains in both
reliability (35%) as well as productivity (50%) when compared with
existing SEL baselines (Figure 3) .
However, since this first
project was small, 40,000 developed lines of code (DLOC), two
additional projects were selected using a refined set of Cleanroom
processes derived from the first project's experiences.
These
later projects provided additional evidence that components of the
Cleanroom process were effective in reducing error rates (55%)
while maintaining productivity for smaller projects, but the
larger project had a smaller reliability improvement (15%) with a
25% loss of productivity (Figure 4). As a result, key Cleanroom
concepts, such as focused inspections and process training, have
been infused into the standard SEL process, but other aspects of
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Cleanroom are undergoing further analysis
differences are more fully explained.
Errors per KOLOC

until

the

cost

Productivity (DLOC per day)
40

70

26

D saBaseline(1982-1984)
•

1st aeanroom Experirrert (Ut\RS, 40Kl1.CC, 1/88-9/90)

•

2nd aeanroom Experirrert (SAtvflEX, 23Ka..CC, 4/90-12/91)
~ 3rd OearroomExperirrert (V\UO'PQ.AR, 166KDLOC, 4/90-11,92)
KOLOC = 1000 Developed Lines of Code (DLOC)

Figure 4 - Impact of Cleanroom on SEL Product

Some assessments impose a greater risk on the development
organization and must therefore be carefully controlled with
contingencies planned.
The SEL evaluation of Ada was one such
study. The first part of this evaluation was the development of
the same data simulator in both FORTRAN and Ada to facilitate
comparison. The major result from this parallel experiment was,
however, not a comparison of the two languages, but the
realization that the standard requirements specification
methodology was not adequate for Ada systems.
This led to the
development of an object-oriented specification approach that has
become the basis for a generalized software component
specification and implementation approach that is now used
throughout the organization.
The outcome of the parallel
experiment was considered successful enough to try Ada on several
operational systems in the 1987-1990 timeframe.
From these
studies, the SEL developed a model of Ada software development as
compared to the FORTRAN baseline:
1. In general, on a line-by-line basis, Ada code is more expensive
to develop than FORTRAN code.
2 . Reuse of Ada code is higher than for FORTRAN, resulting in a
decrease in total system development costs for Ada software.
3. Error rates are similar.
Both FORTRAN and Ada systems have benefited from the emphasis on
object design and reuse approaches in terms of development cost
and development schedules. Figures 5 and 6 show the reuse trends
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on both types of systems
development schedules.
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Figure 6 - Development Schedules Comparison

However, not all of these process experiments have shown product
benefits within the local environment.
One such study examined
the impacts of utilizing an independent test team in conjunction
with the standard system and acceptance test teams. The goal of
this study was to achieve higher reliability from the start and
thus lower rework cost during the later phases of development. The
resultant increases in cost and schedule far outweighed the modest

gain in rgli~bility that was seen.
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Demonstrated Impacts

Because of the well-defined baseline that exists for the SEL, the
long-term product impacts of the SEL approach can be shown.
By
grouping sets of software systems with similar functionality into
representative time periods, SEL baselines can be compared to
measure overall process impacts.
This report focuses on two
baselines that were recently analyzed: one for operational systems
developed in the mid-1980s to support GSFC missions and the other
for those systems developed in the early 1990s.
In comparing
these projects, several significant measured impacts on SEL
products are seen in the areas of code reuse, mission cost,
reliability, and development cycle time.
• The average code reuse rate has increased by 300% from about 20%
to nearly 80%;
• The typical mission cost (to deliver several systems) has
decreased by 55% from about 490 staff-months (SM) to about 210 SM;
• Software reliability has improved by 75% as the error rates
during software development have decreased from 4. 5 to 1
error/thousand source lines of code (KSLOC);
• The development cycle time has been reduced by 38% for both Ada
and FORTRAN projects.
The SEL approach is applicable to other software domains and can
be used by other organizations in establishing a continual
improvement culture. Many organizations have already adopted and
tailored the approach to suit their own needs; for example, at
NASA's Langley Research Center, the Software Engineering and Ada
Laboratory (SEAL) has begun a successful program of their own.
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Software Process Improvement in the
NASA Software Engineering Laboratory
Ron Pajerski
NASA/Goddard Space Flight C.nter

The SEL at GSFC
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Software Process Evolution in the SEL
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Software Process Evolution in the SEL
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Investment in Process Improvement
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Paper 3-T-1·

Hierarchical Metrics and
Testing Strategies

Prof. Ronald E. Prather
Trinity University

Mr. Ronald Prather: With B.S., M.S.

and M.A. degrees from the
University of California at Berkeley, he received his doctorate in mathematics
from Syracuse University. He is the author of a half-dozen textbooks and
numerous technical articles spanning the range of computer science. His interest
in software engineering developed through a sabbatical year at Bell Laboratories,
where he was a member of a Software Quality Analysis group investigating
software testing and software complexity measures. Through a series of articles
since that time, he has helped to define the area of "hierarchical software
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1. The Cubic Flowgraph Model
In his most recent work (Prather, 1993,1994), the author has borrowed
from the mathematical theory of cubic graphs (wherein every vertex has
degree three) to introduce a "cubic flowgraph" model as a basis for
hierarchical software metric theory. In the earlier paper, the model proved
to be most effective in providing for an enumeration scheme for listing all
of the prime flowgraphs of a given size or "order." Subsequently, it has
been shown that this same flowgraph model lends itself most naturally to a
uniform hierarchical metric design methodology and an axiomatic framework that can facilitate further studies, both empirical and theoretical.

DEFINITION
In a cubic flow graph F = (V, E) of order n = o (F) there are 2n vertices,
each of degree three, colored half black and half white, with an orientation of the edges such that:
(i) black (decision) vertices have indegree = 1 and outdegree = 2;
(ii) white (junction) vertices have indegree = 2 and outdegree = 1;
(iii) the resulting directed graph is strongly-connected.
Furthermore, on any of the edges we are permitted to insert a finite
number of (process) nodes of degree two, i.e., indegree =outdegree = 1,
and finally, to think of one edge as being dotted (and thus identified as
end-to-begin arc). The latter serves to identify begin and end vertices as
well. And the strong-connectivity requirement of (iii) ensures the traditional "flowgraph property": Every vertex lies on a path from the begin
vertex to the end vertex.
In the hierarchical metric theory, the exact linguistic content of the various processes and decisions is of no importance. Consequently, we most
often deal with source code in the form of a program schemata where the
processes and decisions are represented abstractly, as in the example to
follow.
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EXAMPLE

Consider the Pascal-like program schemata:
program name (list);
var
begin
if A then
a
else

b·
CX:

~:

C;

'

d;
while B do
begin
if C then
while D do
e
else
if E then
goto~
else
begin
f;
g

end;
h;
goto a
end;
l

end.

Lexical scanning methods for deriving the cubic flowgraph corresponding
to a given program schemata are by now well understood (Prather, 1992).
And as a result, we show here only the resulting cubic flowgraph, as
derived in Figure 1.
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-52. Primes and the Decomposition Theory
We briefly review the decomposition theory for reducing a program schemata (cubic flowgraph), recursively, through the operations of sequence
and nesting, to a network of indecomposable or "prime" subflowgraphs,
from which a hierarchical metrication process can be undertaken. The
resulting decompositional tree structure subsequently forms the basis for
the metric analysis. In this context, as previously noted, the prime (cubic)
fiowgraphs are those that cannot be built up non-trivially by sequencing or
nesting. Note that these have recently been characterized (Prather, 1993)
as the cubic flowgraphs that are triply-connected. The decomposition is a
two-stage recursive process that we restate here as follows:
Theorem 1 (Prather-Guilieri). Every flowgraph has a unique decomposition
F=S(P1[F11,F12,···], ... ,Pk[Fk1,Fk2,···])

into a sequence of primes with maximal nested subflowgraphs Fij -- to
which the same decomposition applies, recursively, down to the level of
I= elementary process (and O = null flowgraph ).
EXAMPLE

For the cubic flowgraph of Figure 1, we obtain the decomposition tree
shown in Figure 2. The primes D 1 and D 2 are the "if-then-else" and a
loop with middle exit, respectively, whereas P is a prime of order two
(not three!) having two maximal subflowgraphs, one of which turns out to

be a "while-do" construct, as symbolized again by D 2 in Figure 2.
Theorem 2 (Fenton-Whitty). Every prime flowgraph of order n is
obtained by "grafting" a new black-to-white edge onto a prime of order
n - l (five edges replacing two).
EXAMPLE
The diagram of Figure 3 shows the initial stages of the recursive generation of the class of prime (alias triply-connected) flowgraphs, through the
Fenton-Whitty inductive grafting step.
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3. Hierarchical Metrics
fu the following discussion, the notion of a hierarchical metric is
reviewed, and eventually extended in its meaning to encompass a new set
of axioms (Prather, 1994). As is well known, such metrics admit a uniform metrication technique for measurement by recursive descent through
the decompositional tree structure of the source program schemata (cubic
flowgraph).
DEFINITION
It has become customary to refer to an isomorphism-invariant function
m : cubic flowgraphs ~ natural numbers

as a hierarchical (software) metric if
(1) S-induction: mS (X 1 ,X 2,

(2) P -induction : mP [Y 1 , Y 2 ,

= ms(mX 1,mX2,
,Y 3oP-iJ = mp[ej ~ mYj]

,Xk)

for some numerical function and graphical algorithm, ms and mp, respectively. Here, it is particularly important to view the mp not simply as
functions of the edge-labels mYj themselves, but as graphical algorithms
that can be sensitive to the precise manner in which these quantities are
embedded within the graph structure.
This elementary axiomatization has recently been expanded (Prather,
1994) to include a set of eight additional axioms in pairs, expressing desirable properties for the functions and algorithms ms and mp, respectively.
This uniform framework is identified collectively in the axioms of initialization, and of uniformity, injectivity, and monotonicity.

-8-

Hierarchical Metric Axioms

Axioms of Initialization:
msO = 0 and ms(x 1 )
m1 = 1

=x 1

Axioms of Uniformity:
ms(x 1, · · · ,xk ,xk+I) ~ ms (ms (x 1, · · · xk) ,xk+I)
mp [ · · · , e ~ Y , · · · ] ~ mp [ · · · , e 1 ~ ms (y 11 , Y 12 ), e 2 ~ ms (y 21 , Y 22 ),
Axioms of Injectivity:
ms(x1, ... ,xk)~xi
mp[ej ~Yj] ~ Yj
Axioms of Monotonicity:
x/ ~ xi ~ ms(x 1', · · · ,x/) ~ ms(x 1 , · · · ,xk)
Y/ ~ Yj ~ mp[ej ~y/] ~ mp[ej ~Yj]

Our main contribution here, that regarding "uniformity," follows up on a
theme enunciated some time ago (Fenton and Kaposi, 1987), if not fully
developed. It has become a major thrust of a new design strategy
(Prather, 1994), finally leading to a uniform method for extending metrics
(SP-measures) that are initially defined only over the class of structured
programs:
ms(x 1, · · · ,xk ,xk+I) = ms (ms (x 1, · · · xk ),xk+l)
mp[ej~Yj] =max{mp[ · · · ,e1~ms(y11,Y12),e2~ms(y21,Y22), · · · ]}
e-:;y
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4. Examples Relating to Testing Strategies
Testability measures, relating to various testing strategies (Prather, 1983;
Prather and Myers, 1987) can be founded on the hierarchical metric
theory. Metrication tools may then provide early indications of the testing
cost associated with a piece of software.
Two "classical" (and competing) metrics are first introduced. Testing strategies associated with the McCabe measure are well-documented elsewhere. The measure µ (like p) is additive over sequences, but (unlike p)
gives greater weight -- in fact, it is multiplicative -- in regard to code at
deeper levels of nesting.

p: McCabe's cyclometric measure (Fenton, 1992, p. 181; Zuse, 1992, p.
151)
(1) Ps(x 1 ,x 2 , · · · ,xk)=l+:r,(xi-1)
i

(2) Pp[e1 -, y1] = 1 + oP + L, (y1 -l)
j

µ: Prather's mu measure (Fenton, 1992, p. 217; Zuse, 1992, p. 281)
(1) µs(X1 , X2, .. .

,xk)=L,Xi
i

(2) µp [e -, YJ]
1

= 2°P max {y1 }

For µ, one proposes a traditional unit-integration test strategy, i.e.,

T (begin S 1 ; S 2 ;

· · · ; Sn

end) = L, T (Si) ·
i

T(if P then S 1 else S 2 )

= 2xmax {T(S 1),T(S 2 )}

etc.
thus suggesting the generalization:
T µ(F) = µ(F)

- 10 A SAMPLE CALCULATION

Consider the cubic flowgraph F from Figure 1 and Figure 2 --

F = S (D 1[S (/), S (/)],
D 2 [S (/ ,/), S (£ 6 [0, 0, 0, S (D 2 [0, S (/)]), S (/ ,/)],/)],/)

µO = µS () = µ 5 () = 0
µI = µ/ = 1
µS (/) = µ5 (µJ) = µ5 (1) = 1
µS(/ ,/) = µ5(µ1,µJ) = µ5(1,l) = 1 + 1 = 2
µD 1[S (/), S (/)] = µv 1[µS (/), µS (/)]= µv 1[1, 1] = 2 1max {1, 1} = 2x 1 = 2
µD 2[0 ,S(/)] = µD)µO ,µS(/)]= µv)O, 1] = 2 1max {O, 1} = 2x 1 = 2
µS(D 2[0,S(/)]) = µ5 (µD 2[0,S(/)]) = µ5 (2) = 2
µE 6 [0, 0, 0, S (D 2 [0, S (/)]), S (/, /)]

= µEiµO, µO, µO, µS ([D 2 [0, S (/)]), µS (/ ,/)]
= µEiO, 0, 0, 2, 2] = 22 max {0, 0, 0, 2, 2} = 4 X 2 = 8

µS(E6,/) = µ5(µ£ 6 ,µJ) = µ 5 (8, 1) = 8 + 1 = 9
µD 2[S (I ,I), S (E 6 ,/)] = µv 2 [µS (/ ,/), µS (E 6 ,/)]
= µv)2,9] = 2 1 max {2,9} = 2x9 = 18

µF = µS(D1[ ],Dz[],/)= µ5(µD1[ ],µD2[ ],µJ)
= µ5 (2, 18, 1) = 2 + 18 + 1 = 21
NOTE: By definition, 0

= S ( ), whereas P

(Figure 2)

= E 6 (Figure 3).

- 11 Two graphical path-oriented metrics are introduced, one old and one
"new." Each of them uses the notion of a simple (cubic) fiowgraph path
p, as a sequence of flowgraph edges p = <ej , ej 2 , • • • eA > from begin
1
to end, having no "duplicated circuit." As ordinarily understood, a circuit
is a (sub)sequence c of edges constituting a (sub)path that starts and ends
at the same node. And we say that the path p has a duplicated circuit if
it is of the form p = xcycz for some circuit c .

Tt: Number-of-(simple)-paths metric (Fenton, 1992, p. 221; Zuse, 1992, p.
200)
(1) lls(x1 ,x2, · · · ,xk)

= 11 xi
i

(2) T\p [ej ~ Yj] =

L 11 Yj
j

i

where bi}

b··
11

= 1 if ej

is on (simple) path Pi (else 0)

A: Longest-(simple)-path-length metric
(1) "-s(x1 ,x2' ... ,xk)

= L xi

(2) Ap [ej ~ Yj] = m~x L bij Yj
l

j

where again, bij = 1 if ej is on (simple) path Pi (else 0)

The relevance of Tl to a path-testing strategy is well understood. But it is
as reasonable to suppose that the testing complexity of a piece of software
might be related to the length of a longest (simple) path through the
flowgraph as it is to suppose that this complexity is dependent on the
number of such paths, as measured by Tl- In fact, taken together (perhaps
as a product), the pair of metrics (Tt and A) would seem to serve as an
upper bound on the cost of an adequate path-testing program. Thus, one
might propose
T r,,..(F)

= Tt(F) x A(F)

as a corresponding testing measure.

- 12 Two more new graph-theoretic metrics can be introduced and seen to be
relevant to path-testing strategies. The first is a covering metric relating to
the graphical (isomorphism) invariant which counts the smallest number of
nodes necessary to "cover" all of the edges, the so-called covering number
( cov. num.) of the graph, whereas the second uses instead the graphtheoretic independence number (indep. num.), i.e., the size of a largest
"independent" set of nodes (no-two-adjacent). From the software
engineering standpoint, particularly in analyzing the complexity of a piece
of software (viewed as a flowgraph), either of these figures can be interpreted as the number of "vantage points" necessary to examine the code at
close proximity.

a: Covering metric

(1) <Xs(X1 ,Xz, ... ,Xk) =

(2) ap[ej

~

r;l

max[X;}

Yj] = (cov. num. P)max {yj}

f3: Independence metric
(1)

J3s(x 1 ,x 2 ,

(2) f3p [ej

~

···

Yj]

,xk)=f ;lmax[x;J

= (indep.

num. P) max {yj}

In designing a test strategy that would simulate this inspection, one might
be led to require that test data be found causing each of the members of
such covering sets or independent sets to be encountered. A corresponding pair of testing measures might then be given as follows:
T a).,(F) = a(F) x 'A,(F)

T ~,._(F) = f3(F) x 'A,(F)
offering a more economical program of testing activity than that proposed
earlier.
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5. Convex Combinations
We introduce the notion of a psuedo-metric
f : cubic flowgraphs

~

real numbers

in dropping the S-induction and P-induction requirement while retaining
the axioms of initialization, uniformity, injectivity, and monotonicity. One
may then allow for convex combinations
of psuedo-metrics Ji, where individual weights can be given to the constituent (psuedo-) metrics. Complex testing programs can thereby be introduced, while still falling within the domain of the broad theory outlined
herein, as shown in the following:

Proposition. A convex combination of psuedo-metrics is again a psuedometric.
6. The QUALMS Project
QUALMS is a software metrics tool which performs a mathematical
analysis of software structure and computes a range of well-known metrics
(including McCabe's measure, Prather's mu measure, and number of simple paths). It was first developed as a research tool at the Centre for Systems Software and Software Engineering at South Bank University in London. Since then, it has been widely applied in both industry and
academia.
QUALMS is available for Sun workstations, IBM PC's, VAX and Apollo
workstations. It can analyze source code written in a wide variety of
languages, including C, Pascal, COBOL, Fortran, Modula, etc., as well as
certain assembler languages. Improvements and expansion of the scope of
applicability are under continual review. For further information, contact
Centre for Systems ,Software and Software Engineering
South Bank University
Borough Road
London SEl OAA ENGLAND
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Abs tract
We consider ways of m easuring the cohesion of program fragm ents based upon techniques for program
slicing, following the work of Ott et al (12, 2, 13. 11, 10) . The approach is based on the idea that the
intersection of a program 's slices represents t.hat part. of the fragment which is cohesi ve.
We produce cohesion m etrics that are st ru ct urally identical to those of Ott and Thuss [13) , the difference
is that we consider different ways of m eas uring the sig nificance of the intersection of a program 's slices. We
introduce expression metrics. to calculate the significanc e of the code in the intersection of slices, arguing
that this approach may provide better answers than t he ' Lines of Code ' approach implicit in much of the
literature (12 , 10, 13).
The substitution of the · Lines of Code ' metric with alternative m etrics. within the metrics d efin ed
by Ott a nd Thuss, motivates th e consideration of m et.rics as higher-ord er function s, expressed in a pure
functional programming language. T his provides us with man y convenien t notational conventions with
which to construct new metrics by par tial application and instantiation of function- valued parameters,
within such higher-order metrics.
We also raise some new issues concerning the computability of a cohesion m etric , based upon program
slices, indicating that t he approach m ay, in som e cases give an over- large value for cohesion .

1

Introduction

One of the problems facing an organisation attempting to use cohesion to m easure the quality of their software , is
t hat. of fiudiug a suit.able metric which provides a u adeq uate m easure of I.he cohesion of a system or compon ent. .
l.i nfori.unaLely, I.he original fo rmul ation of cohesion (3) provides no well defined metric for m eas uring I. he level
of cohesion exhibited by a syst.em. Ott and Thuss [12} suggest a remedy, using t he a m ount of 'overlap · between
a program ·s slices , a rguing that. t.his might provide a good basis for a ' cohesion metric ·.
A nat ural langu age definition of cohesio n is [15}:
"Cohesion is the m easure of the strength of fun ctional relatedness of elements within a module.''
where a m odule is a "bounded . contiguous group of statements having a single name by which it can be
referred to as a unit" [3} a nd an element is described [l5} as being "any piece of code t hat accomplishes some
work or defines som e data" .
The functional relatedness of a module is how tightly bound together a m od ules internal elem ents are to one
another . Constantine and Yourdon [3} identify debugging as t he major contribu tor to the cost of developing
a computer system. By breaking the problem of developi ng a la rge system into smaller relatively independent
pieces, the complexity of the system can be decreased , thus decreasing the errors and cost in development.

We shall use the notion of 'output variab les· [13 , 6] as a way of capturing the 'elements' of a piece of code,
and we shall consider arbitrary code fragments for the cohesion that they exhibit . Following the work of Ott.
Thuss, Bieman , Weiser and Longworth [12, 16, 2, 20 , 7] we shall use program slices, a nd the overlap between
slices constructed for output variables , as a basis for a measurement of the level of cohesion within a system.
Our approach differs from these previous approaches in the way we choose to measure the significance of the
sections of the program which are considered to be cohesive.
The rest of this paper is organised as fo llows:In scction2 we introduce the concept of a program slice. and in sections :J and 4 we show how t he intersection
of a program fragment 's output slices can be used as a crude measure of cohesion. In section 5, we introduce
expression metrics , which give a ·fine-grained · measure of the quality of the code residing in the 'cohesive section·
of a program fragment. and in section 6 we use these expression metrics as a way of modifying the metrics of
tightness, overlap and coverage introduced by Weiser. Longworth and Ott and Thuss. In section 7 we consider
some problems with the approach. Section 8 describes t he way in which our approach relates to previous work
in this area. and section 9 contains directions for future work (most notably, this consist of exploring further the
possibilit.y of exploiting functional programming uot.at.ioual couventious in the definition of program metrics).

2

Slicing

A program slice [19 , 20] is constructed with respect to a slicing cri terion: a pair. < V. n >, where V is a set. of
variables and n is a line number. The slice is constructed by deleting any commands from the original program
which can have no effect upon the values of variables in V at, line number n.
For examp le consider the program (examp le 2 .1) below:
Example 2.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

main()
{

int a,b,c,d,e,f;
c=4;
b=c ;
a=b+c ;
d=a+c;
f=d+b;
e=d+B ;
b=30+f;
a=b+c;
}

A conventional slice of this program with respect to ( { b}, 12) simplified program below [5].
1

main()

2

{

3
4

int a , b,c,d,e ,f;
c =4;
b=c;
a=b+c;
d=a+c;
f=d+b;
b=30+f;
}

5
6

7
8

10
12

Slicing has removed lines 9 aud 11 because they have no effect upon the slicing criterion. In this paper we
shall only be interested in slices constructed for output variables ( defined below), and for criteria of the form
( V. n), where \/ contains only output variables and for which the line number . n , is the last line of the program
or program fragment.
2

Definition 2.1 (Output Variable)
An output variable is a modified global variable, a modified reference parameter or a variable which occurs in
any expression used as a parameter to an output statement.
We define an ·output variable ' wit.h respect to a program component , c, so that output variables are those
which contribute t.o the o·ve rall computation of r . Notice t.hat we only consider t hose global variables and
reference parameters whose values are modified by the program component 1 , in contrast to the approach taken
by Ott and Thuss [12] an d Bieman and Ott [2], \Yhere any global variable or reference parameter counts as an
'output variable·. Lakhotia [6] a lso defines output variables ( the ·processing elements ' of [3]) to be only those
which are modified.

Definition 2.2 (Output Slice Set)
Let p be a program fragment .
VP be the set of output variab les fo r t he program fragment p and
n he the last lin e of p.
A slice q is a member of the output slice set of p if and only if q is constructed with respect to the slicing
criterion ( { x} , n), where x E 1/P.
The output slice set is the set of slices obtained from a component by selecting all the slicing criteria which
contain one of the output variables and for which the ·point of interest ' is the end of t he program 2.

3

The Cohesive Section

A crude measure of cohesion is given by the num ber of statements which occur in each and every output slice
of the program. This is t he starting point for measuring cohesion [12. 13) . We use t he term ' cohesive section'
for the distributed intersection of the set of output slices.
Ott and Thuss define the cohesive section as follows 3 :

D efinition 3.1 ( cohesive section)

SLfni

=

n Sl v
ti E\IP

That is . SLfni is the cohesive section of program p. the distributed intersection of the output slices of p. The
'crude measure of cohesion' , is simply the cardinality of SLfni , written #(SLfni)- Better would be the ratio of
statem ents in t he cohesive section to statements in the program as a whole , called the ' tightness ' metric [13] .
which we investigate in section 6.

4

Examples

Consider example 4. 1 below:

Example 4.1
1

for ( i=O;i<10;i=i+1) {

2
3

input (num) ;
NumArray [i] = num;

1 In facL. calculaLing the set of variables whose value is modified in a program is n o t generally computable. \Ve can, however.
a ppro ximate this set by calculating t.h., d efin ed variables (I]. Such an approximation is safe in the sen se, t.hat a variable whose
value is altered by a program will d efinit ely be in the set of defined variables .
2 For simplicity we shall asswne t hat all output occurs a t the end of the program fragment. \Vithout loss of generality, we u se
only output variables whi ch occur in o utput statements in our example (as opposed t o c all by reference parameters and global
variables). These r estrictions can be removed with relative ease . but this would complicate the exposition somewhat.
3 This is essentially t h e definition proposed by Ott and Thuss ( (12] a nd the definition of tightness (13]) , with some minor technical
differences arising from our definition of o utput variable.

1
2
3

for (i=0;i<10;i=i+1) {
input(num);
NumArray[i] = num;

1
2
3

for (i=O;i<10;i=i+1) {
input(num) ;
NumArray[i] = num;

4

Smallest= NumArray[0];

6

i = 1;
while (i< 10) {
if (Smallest> NumArray[i])
Smallest= NumArray[i];

}

}

4
5
6

7

Smallest= NumArray[0];
Largest= Smallest;
i = 1;
while (i<10) {

10
11
12
}

7
8
9

if (Largest < NumArray[i])
Largest = NumArray(i];
i = i + 1.
'

Slice A

12

i

=i

+ 1;

}

11

Slice B

Figure l: Two Slices Representing High Cohesion

}

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Smallest= NumArray[0];
Largest= Smallest;
i = 1;
while (i<10) {
if (Smallest> NumArray[i])
Smallest= NumArray[i];
if (Largest< NumArray[i])
Largest= NumArray[i];
i :: i + 1;

13
14

output(Smallest);
output(Largest);

}

Slice A and Slice B of figure l are constructed with respect to the criteria ({Largest} , 14) and ( {Smallest}. 14)
respectively, forming the two output slices of example 4.1.
Clearly, this is a highly cohesive example . and slicing reveals this . because there is a great deal of overlap
between Slice A and Slice B , that. is, the cardinality of S Lf:~m.ple 4 · 1 is high , relative to the number of statements
in the whole program. By contrast , example 4 .2 below , is a rather less cohesive program fragment, as indicated
by the way in which relatively few statement.s find their way into t.he cohesive section (see figure 2).
Example 4.2
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

Pass :: 0 ;
Fail= 0 ;
Count :: 0 ;
while ( ! eof O) {
input (Marks) ;
if (Marks >= 40)
Pass = Pass + 1 ;
if (Marks < 40)
Fail :: Fail + 1;
Count :: Count + 1;

4

1
3

4
5

Count= 0 ;
while ( ! eof ()) {
input(Marks);

4
5
6
7

Pass = 0 ;

while ( 1 eof ()) {
input(Marks);
if (Marks >= 40)
Pass= Pass+ 1;

2

Fail= 0 ;

4

while ( ! eof ()) {
input(Marks);

5

if (Marks < 40)
Fail= Fail+ 1;

8
9

Count = Count+ 1;

10

}

}

}

Slice A

II

Slice B

Slice C

Figure 2: Three Slices which Represent. Low Cohesion

}

11
12
13

4.1

output(Count)
output(Pass)
output(Fail) ;

Two Indistinguishable Programs

For examples 4.1 and 4.2 the use of the cohesive section provides a rough guide to the cohesion of the programs.
However . the number of statements in the cohesive section may be too coarse a measure to be acceptable in all
cases. Consider the examples 4.3 and 4.4 below:
Example 4.3

p = a+b;
q = b-a;
x = sin(q)*cos(q)/(sin(p)+cos(p))
y = cos(p)*sin(p)/(sin(q)+cos(q)) - 2*sin(p)*sin(q)
output(x,y) ;
Example 4.4

p
sin(a)*cos(a)/(sin(b)+cos(b))
q = cos(b)*sin(b)/(sin(a)+cos(a)) - 2*sin(b)*sin(a)
X = p+q ;
y
p-q ;
output(x,y)
For bot.h examples 4.3 an<l 4.4 the cohesive section contains two statements (the assignments to p and q).
Using the quantitive measure of cohesion - number of statements in the cohesive section , we would conclude
that. t.he t.wo programs are equally cohesive. However . o ur intuition indicates that t.he two assignments to p
a nd to q in example 4.:~ a re of less significance than those to p and q in example 4.4. We might , therefore.
consider example 4.4 to be m ore cohesive than exampl e 4.3. In order to distinguish bet.ween these two program
fragments we need a ' finer grained ' measure than the ·number of statements'.

5

Fine Grain Metrics

Clearly, we could measure the 1\lcCabe complexity [9] of the cohesive sect.ion, with the view that high cohes ion is
characterized by a complex cohesive section . Sadly this will not be suitable because the metrics are too 'coarse

grained'. For example , they fail to distinguish between complex assignment statements and simple ones, all
would receive a :vlcCabe measure of 1.
For t he purpose of measuring the cohesion of individual functions and procedures in a program , we require a
method of measuring the complexity of a program at a lower level than that of programming language constructs.
In this sect ion . we introduce ways in which program expressions can be measured for complexity, thus
allowing us to measure. with a high degree of precision, the comp lexity of 'fine grain ' system components. This
a llows us to make metrics based upon measuring the cohesive section more sensitive to the quality of the code
found in the cohesive section.

5.1

Expression Complexity

Complexity metrics are traditionally aimed at calculating properties of programs in terms of their statement
constructs. The natural level to which to descend from the statement level is the expression level , since we are
concerned with the complexity of the contents of individual expressions.
We consider four ways of measuring the complexity of an expression , based upon the number of nodes and/or
leaves in its abstract syntax tree, the number of tokens in the concrete syntax and the numbers of variable names
which occur .
There are many ways to compare the complexity of two expressions. Consider the following two expressions:
e1

=x+x +x

and

e2

= :3 * x

Intuitively e 2 is simpler t han e 1 because it contains fewe r characters , fewer nodes in its abstract syntax tree.
fewer variable references and so on . \.Ye shall consider four measures of expression complexity, in an attempt to
capture these intuitions about expression complexity (although many other alternatives are possible):
V: <exp>_. IR
V(e) is the number of distinct variables in the expression e. For example V( x+x-5*y )
2
N : < exp > - IR
N(e) is t he number of internal nodes in the abstract syntax of the expression e. For example N( x+x- 5*y )
L : < exp > - IR
L(e) is t he number of leaves in the abstract syntax of the expression e. For example L( x+x-5*y ) = 4
T: < P.Xp > - IR
T(e) is t he number of tokens in the concrete syntax of the expression e. For examp le T( x+x-5*y )
7

=

= :3

=

6

Five Metrics Introduced by Ott and Thuss

In this section we describe five metrics introduced by Ott and Thuss [13), all of which are concerned with
measuring cohesion based upon slices 4 . each of the metrics is a codification of the informally defined slice-based
metrics proposed by Weiser in his seminal paper on program slicing [20] .
First we present the metrics as suggested by Ott and Thuss . then we consider replacing the 'Lines of Code'
metric, which is used implicitly in the way each calculates the significance of portions of code , such an output
slice , the cohesive section and the program fragment as a whole. The replacements we consider measure the
significance of these portions of code using the expression metrics we introduced in section 5.1.
We require a few auxiliary definitions. Let VP be the set of output variables of a program p. Let S Lf be
a slice constructed from program p with the slicing criterion ({i}, L), where Lis the last line of p . Let #(x)
denote the number of elements in a set x , P(x) denote the powerset of a set x and let S be the set of statements
in the language under consideration.
Recall definition :3.1 , which defines the intersection of the output slices of p to be S Lfnt.
D e finition 6.1 ( Coverage)

Coverage: P(S) -

IR

4 \-Ve have made slight a lterations to t.he exposition , wruch we believe. make the metrics easier to read, but wruch in now way
affect. the function computed by any of them.

G

Coverage( p )

#(SLv)
#(VP) x #(p)

LvEV•

=

The coverage is the average ratio of the number of statements in an output slice to number of statements in
the fragment as a whole.

Definition 6.2 (Overlap)
IR

Overlap: P(S) -

O v er Iap ( p ) -_

'°'

L.., uEV•

# ( SL~n, )
#(SL. )

#(VP)

The overlap is the average amount of an output slice which is in the cohesive section.

Definition 6.3 (Tightness)
Tightness : P(S) -

. .
T1ghtness(p)

=

IR

#(SL'!! )

#(;'(

The tight ness is the size of the cohesive section relative r.o the size of the program fragment as a whole. This
is the ·crude meuic' which allowed us to decide that example 4.1 exhibited high cohesion , whilst example 4.2
exhibited low cohesion . Jt also, however, leads us t.o believe that examples 4.3 and 4.4 are equally cohesive.

Definition 6.4 (MinCoverage)
:\1inCoverage : P(S) . C
( )
.M m ,overage _p

IR

#(SLv)
= min,,EV•
#(p)

The MinCov,,rage is the ratio of the amount of statement.s in the smallest outp ut slice to the size of the
program fragment. as a whole.

Definition 6.5 (MaxCoverage)
IR

:\IaxCoverage: P(S) ,r
C'
( )
l\ , ax .overage p
!'

max,,EV• #(SL,, )
= ---"------#(p)

The MaxCoverage is the ratio of the amount of statements in the largest output slice to the size of the
program fragment as a whole.
\Ve construct five tables (figures 3.4,5,6 ,7) , which give the results of applying twenty five metrics . These
are the five versions of t he Ott and Thuss metrics, and t he fou r alternative versions. each of which replaces the
'statement count ' component of the original with one of the four expression metrics introduced in section 5.1.
We count the total number of leaves , nodes , tokens and distinct variables in place of the statement count. Thus
each of Ott and Thuss' original five metrics are replaced by t.he alternative versions below , where M is one of
t.he fo ur expression metrics:
D e finition 6 .6 (Expression Cove rage)

Coverage' : P(S) '
'( )
( .,overage
p

IR

J.f (SLv )
= LuEVP
#(1/1')
M(p)
X

7

Definition 6 . 7 {Expression Overlap )
Overlap' : P(S)

--+

IR

M(SL!' 0

Overlap'(p)

, )

L vE I' :\f ( SLv )
= --------'P

#(VT-')

Definition 6.8 ( Expression Tightness)
Tightness' : P(S) -

.

I

Tightness (p)

=

IR

M(SL'f! t)
in

M(p)

Definition 6.9 (Expression MinCoverage)
:\1inCoverage' : P(S) -

. C
'()
1\1m overage p

=

IR

min,,evp A1(SL,, )
M (p)

Definition 6 . 10 (Expression MaxCoverage)
MaxCoverage' : P(S) -

'( )
Max C,overage p

IR

v, M(SL,,)
= -max,,E
- - NI
- (p)
----

In section 9, we briefly suggest view of program metrics based upon the functional programming paradigm
(2 1], which will enable us to reason about the replacement of subordinate metrics within larger metrics in a
convenient notational style.
Each table shows that whilst the original versions of the metrics fail to distinguish between the two examples
4.3 and 4.4, the other versions of the metrics , based upon expression metrics , do distinguish between these two
programs.
From the tables we can see that t.he distinct variable appears to be inappropriate as a basis for calculating
the significance of the cohesive section, due to the fact that it gives the same value in many cases , failing to
distinguish between the two example program fragments. This is to be expected. since the number of distinct
variables in a program is nearly as 'coarse ' a metric as t.he number of statements in a program .
We can also see that the metrics based on the 'Lines of Code' metric are also inappropriate, because they fail
to distinguish between the two programs. The metric values for example 4.4 are identical across the different
metrics because both output slices contain the same number of tokens. This does not happen in the case of
example 4.3 because the two output slices contain structurally different expressions.
Finally, we observe that our intuition concerning the two simple programs in retiected by the fact that
example 4.4 is more cohesive t.han example 4.:3 according to our versions of the Ott and Thuss metrics for leaf.
node and token counts.

7

Some Other Issues

In t.his section we informally consider some remaining issues associated with using slices as a basis for measuring
cohesion , and, more generally. with the very notion of automated ' measurement ' of cohesion. The most significant result is that we prove (albeit informally) that cohesion metrics based upon slicing will produce over-large
values for cohesion in some cases, due lo the non-computability of statement- minimal slices. This leads us to
conject.ure that cohesion may not , in general. be a computable property of programs.
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II

Tightness Metrics

Examp le 1.3

II

0 .4
0 .24
0.5
0.1
0.1

Original ( using lines of code coun t)
Using leaf coun t
Using variable count
Using internal node count
Using token count

Example 1.4
0 .4
0 . 65
0.5
0 .9
0.87

Figure :3: Tightness

II

Overlap Metrics

Example 4.3

II

0 . 67
0.43
0 .5
0.18
0 . 19

Original ( using lines of code count )
Using leaf count
Using distinct variable coun t
Using internal node count.
Using token cou nt

Example 4.4
0 .67
0.85
0.5
0.95
0.95

Figure 4: Overlap

I

Coverage Metrics

Example 4.3

II

0.6
0 . 56
1.0
0.55
0.53

Original ( using lines of code count)
Using leaf coun t
Using distinct variable count
Using internal node count
Using token cou n t

Example 4.4
0.6
0.76
1.0
0 . 95
0 . 92

Figure 5: Coverage

II

Min Coverage Metrics
Original (using lines of code count)
llsing leaf count
Using distinct vari able count
Using internal node count
Using token count

Example 4.3

II

Example 4.4

0 .6

0.6

0 .47

0 . 76

1.0
0.43
0.44

1.0
0.95
0.92

Figure(): Minimum Coverage

!\·f ax Coverage Metrics
Original (using lin es of code count)
Using leaf count
Using distinct variable count
Using internal uod e count
Using token count

II

Example 4.3

Example 4.4
0 .6

0.65

0 . 76
1.0
0.95
0 . 92

1.0
0.67
0 . 63

Figure 7: Maximum Coverage
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II

0.6
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7.1

Is C ohesion C o mputable?

Of necessity metrics are constructed with respect to a program 's synta.x. [t may be that cohesion should be
regarded as a semantic property, which can sometimes be evaluated accurately from a program's syntax, but
which may in some cases be non-computable. This seems reasonable , after all similar program properties
such as the referenced variables and defined variables [1] are not computable. but we can form conservative
approximations to these sets. The approximations will be safe, because they will always include a variable if it
is defined (respectively ·referenced'), but may include too many variables.
For example. in the expression x-x, there are no referenced variables . but conventional (syntax-directed)
algorithms for ·calculating defined variable sets will decide that x is referenced by the expression x-x. Notice
that we cannot simply 'fix ' this problem by adding a special 'check ' for the expression x-x. because the situation
applies to the general expression schema E - F , where E and Fare semantically equivalent expressions, which
happen to have different syntax. Detecting that E is equivalent to F is not computable, because the problem
of deciding whether two arbitrary functions are equivalent is , in general, undecidable.
Now , clearly, if we had defined a metric "number of referenced variables.. , this would not be computable.
because the referenced variable set is not computable. However. as we can always construct a conservative
approximation to the referenced variable set, we can also construct a conservative value for the ·'referenced
variable metric".
Turning to cohesion. even though it may be that cohesion is computable 5 . we can readily prove that measures
based upon program slices must yield conservative approximations to the true measure of cohesion. This is
because it is known that constructing statement-minimal slices is not computable [20]. To circumvent this
problem , slicing algorithms are forced to produce potentially over-large slices. That is a slice constructed by an
algorithm will always lw at least as big as the set of statements which are genuinely affected the slicing criterion.
In turn, this means t.hat metrics based on slices for calculating the portion of code which is 'cohesive ' . may
give over-large values for each of the cohesive metrics described by Ott et al (and by us).

7.2

Is Co hesio n a Syntactic o r a S emant ic Property?

A furthe r problem with measuring cohesion could lie in the very nature of cohesion itself. Can we be sure that
cohesion is a property solely dependent upon the syntax of a program, or are we relying upon some semantic
intuition about the pnrpose of a program , when we ascribe an intuitive measure for cohesion?
Perhaps, when we say
"Program x is more cohesive than program y"
we really mean that we know about the programmers ' intention was in wntmg programs x and y , and
specifically, we know that it is possible to coalesce the disparate computations of program y .
Consider the simple example below:
x=1;

y=2;
output(x ,y);

which contains two processing elements. x and y. and couldn 't be less cohesive ( according to the intersection
of its slices, which is empty). However, if we re-write the program as the semantically equivalent version below:
x=1;

y=x+1;
output(x, y );

then we shall find that the intersection oft.he slices contains the assignment to x. Now . are we to conclude
that the second version is more cohesive than the first? Perhaps we can. After all , cohesion i~ a propert,y of
!tow a program is writt.en and not a properr.y of what the program computes. \Ve should, therefore be able t.o
re- write a non-cohesive program in a more cohesive style.
" Intuitively this seems ,mlikely, as it is surely at least as ·deep · as calculatinp; referenced variable sets
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7.3

Redundant Code

In the metrics for Coverage , Tightness and Overlap , we have used the number of statements in the program
as a whole, as a 'benchmark' against which we have compare t.he numbers of statements in various slices and
intersections of slices. Perhaps, instead , we should use the union of the output slices for our ' benchmark ' .
because the program may contain code that does not contribute to the computation of any output slices , thus
artificially reducing the value obtained when the cohesion metrics are calculated.

8

Related Work

Mark Weiser introduced Program slicing [18) and postulated the notion of metrics based upon calculation
involving slices [20].
Longworth codified ,veiser 's informal suggestion of a Coverage, Overlap and Tightness metric in his master 's
thesis [7), and his work has been considerably developed by Ott and Thuss (12, 8, 16] who introduce the notion of
t.he cohesive section and of 'metric slice'. A metric slice , is t.he union of the conventional (backward) slice, with
the corresponding forward slice (17] constructed for the same criterion. A forward slice is the set of statements
which are affected by the slicing criterion. Ott and Thuss claim that the use of metric slices leads to cohesion
metrics which are less sensitive to minor program changes than those based upon the backward slice alone. The
use of end-slices (6], circumvents this problem by choosing the end of the program as the point at which to
construct the slice, thus the forward slice would (in the case of end slices) be empty. In this paper we have also
used end-slices as do Ott et al in (12 , 2].
Later , Ott and Ott and Thuss (10 , 13) elaborated upon the notion of metric slice and the measures of
tightness etc. , focusing on the impact of the metrics on software maintenance [10] and looking at the effects of
changes to the programs upon the values obtained from the metrics [13].
Recently, [2], Bieman and Ott extended the work of Ott and Thuss, by defining metrics for measuring
cohesion based upon data slices. A data slice contains all the lexical tokens for variable identifiers and for
constants , and so is strongly related to our notion of expression complexity based upon the number of leaves
and the number of tokens in an expression.
Also, in (2] Bieman and Ott calculate a metric for measuring the 'average adhesiveness' of a procedure p . A
token is adhesive if it is used in more than one output slice (it 'glues' these slices together). The adhesiveness
of a token which glues together more than one slice , is the ratio of the number of slices containing the token to
the total number of slices. The adhesiveness of an entire function is the average adhesiveness of its tokens.
The use of data slices , gives a fine grained measure of cohesion, so that examples 4.3 and 4.4 will receive
different values for cohesion, overcoming the difficulties associated with the implicit use of the 'Lines of Code'
metric in the measures of tightness, overlap and coverage.
The essential difference between our approach and that of Bieman and Ott is in the choice of a data slice
in the case of Bieman and Ott , compared to the choice of expression metrics in our work. We shall need
to investigate further the differences between these two approaches, before we feel able to make a definitive
statement about the relative merits of each approach. It appears that the choice of a data slice, corresponds
roughly to the use of the 'leaves ' metric for expressions. The difference between the two is that the leaves count
applies only to expression, whilst the data slice will contain leaves and instances of variable names occurring on
the LHS of assignment statements and in declarations.
·we should also point out, that Bieman and Ott have augmented their work with a more rigorous investigation
of the scale properties (4 , 22] of their measures. Our work. by comparison . is at an earlier stage of development·.
Arun Lakhotia [6] takes a different approach. His work is more closely related to the original seven levels
of cohesion identified by Constantine and Yourdon [~]- Effectively, Lakhotia codifies the natural language
definitions of the seven levels of cohesion using logical expressions whose terms are expressions concerning the
properties of the Variahle Dependence Graph. a variant of the Program Dependence Graph (14] .
The Variable Dependenr.e Graph has variable names as nodes and has two kinds of edge: data and control.
of which the cont rol edges are labelled and the data edges are unlabelled. A data edge from x to y indicates that
the variable x is used in defining t.he value of the variable y. A control edge from x to y , labelled wit.h the pair
( n. k). indicates that a predicate node n references a variable x , and n controls the execution of an assignment
to the variable y down its · k branch' , where k is either true or false. Like Ott et al, Lakhotia chooses output
variables to be the 'processing elements ' concerned in the natural language definition of cohesion. He then
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' translates ' each of the seven levels of of cohesion (as defined using natural language) into logic . For example if
we have x --;. y V y --;. x then the value of x is used to defined y or vice versa. This corresponds closely to the
natural language description of sequential cohesion:
"The output of one processing element. serves as the inpu t. to the or.her."
Lakhotia proposes the logical expression. x - y Vy - x. as a replacement for the natural language version ,
and gives similar logical expressions , capturing the other six levels of cohesion, demonstrating the correspondence
between his formal definitions, and the natural language versions with examples from the literature on cohesion.

9

Future Work

\Ve are currently investigating the way in which the notational conventions of functional programming languages
such as ML [21] can be used t.o reason about program metrics as higher-order functions. This seems natural
as a metric is a function , and there is no reason not to exploit the benefits of the pure functional style. The
possibility of defining higher-order metrics , which take as their parameters, metrics, as well as the programs
which they are to measure . offers a way of avoiding the exponential increase in notation required to handle the
many possible substitutes for ·Line of Code' in the five metrics introduced by Ott and Thuss (see section 6).
For example, the notation used to combine the first order expression metrics defined in section 5.1, could have
been written as a higher-order function , whose two parameters are the metric used to calculate the complexity
of an expression, and the set of statements to be measured . In order to calculate the sum of the individual
metric value for each expression in a set of statements, we would define t his higher-order summation metric as
follows (where £[s] denotes the expressions of a set of statements s):

Definition 9.1 (Summation)
Esum : ( < exp >-+ IR) --;. P(S) Es um Af p

L

=

IR

Jf(c)

eE£[p]

The metrics for the total number of leaves, internal nodes, distinct. variables and tokens of a set of statements
are thus given by partially applying E sum to each of the metrics for leaves, internal nodes , distinct variables
and tokens as follows:

Tota/Leaves

= E.um L

Totallnterna/N odes

= E 'um !\'

TotalDistinctVariables
and

Tota/Tokens

= Esumv

= E s"mT

In a similar manner , we cou ld have raised the order of the five metrics introduced by Ott and Thuss (13),
by abstracting the 'lines of code· metric used in their definition. This gives us a higher-order version of the
metrics. For instance , performing the a bstraction on the ' tightness· metric , gives us the higher-order version
Tightness'. defined below:
Tightness' : (P(S) . 1
'
T·1g 1tness lvl p

IR) --;. P(S) -- IR
,.nt )
= M(SLP
··
Jf(p)

We can use this higher-order version to define. for example. the version of tightness based upon the total
number of expression leaves , given in figure 3. as follows:
LeaITightness : P(S)
1:2

~

IR

I

LeafTightness = ottightn ess( E sum L)
Alternatively, if LoC denotes the ·lines of code metric. then we have:
Tightness= Tightness' LoC
demonstrat.ing that the abstraction of these metrics from first order fun ctions to higher-ord er fun ctions does
not prevent us from returning to the original first order versions. if we so choose .
~fore work is requ ired to investigate the notational potential of this approach.
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Conclusion

We have introduced som e simple metrics for evaluating the 'complexity' of an expressions and have used these in
some standard metrics introduced by Ot.t. and her colleagues . Specifically, we have replaced the use of the ' Lines
of Code ' metric with these exp ression metrics because we believe they give a more accurate measure of cohesion
( a belief which we have yet to prove rigorously , but which intuition and i.he examples we have considered appear
to verify).
\Ve have also informally proved that slice-based cohesion m etrics are liable to give measures of cohesion
which are larger than they should be, due to the non-computability of statem ent-minimal slices, leading us to
post ulate that cohesion may not be a comput.ablc property of programs.
l\fore work is required to establish t he scale properties of expression metrics and to develop a notation which
will allow us to consider metrics as more general. higher- order functions , written in a pure functional notation.
We believe that the fun ctional style of programming will be extremely useful in this respect.
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Program Slicing

Cohesion Metrics

...

An example of program simplification

Mark Hannan
Schasti an Danicic
Bala Sivag urun athan
Barry Jones &
Yoga Si vag urun ath an

The slicing criterion is <V,i>
V : A set of variables
: A line number

email : m. harman@unl.ac. uk

Statements which have no effect on V at i are
removed to form a slice

8th International Qualit y Week
Project Project

School orComputing
Uni vers it y or North London
Cohesion Metrics

Project Project

Slide 2

Slicing Example

Overview
Program Slicing
The 'Cohesive Section'
A Difficult Example
Expression Metrics
Higher-Order Metrics

Project Project
Mark Harman

Project Project

1
2
3

x=l ;

4
5

i f (x >4) Z=Z+l;
i f (y >4) y=y+l;

6

x ~x - 1 ;

y=2;

z=3;

Sli cing on ( I z ) ,6) gives (using conve ntional tec hnology):

Tightness, Overlap and Coverage Metrics

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Slide 1

1

X=l;

2
3
4
5
6

if (x>4) z=z+l;

Z=3 1

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

£ UOJSS~S

Project Project
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1
2
3
4

Output Variables
Denote 'Processing Elements'

5
6

An output variable is:

write (x);
write (y);

We use 'End-Slices' [Lakhotial

z=z+l

if (X>Z) x=x*2;

;

2

3
4
5
6

write (x);

6

We use program fragments for 'modules'
Project Project

1

1
2

3
4
5

We shall consider printed variables

Mark Harman

z=z-1;

if (y>x) y=y*4;

has two output slices co nstruct ed w.r. t. ( lxl.7 ) and (IYl,7) :-

Printed
tvlodil'icd reference parameter
Modified glohal va riahl e

Cohesion Metrics

z=z+l;

if (x>z) x=x*2;

Output Slices

Cohesion Metrics

if (y>x) y=y*4;
write (y);

Output slice for y

Output slice for x

Slide 4

Z=Z+l;
if (X>Z) x=x*2;

Mark Harman

Project Project
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The Cohesive Section
... is the distributed intersection of the
module's output slices [Ott & Thuss!

An output slice is constructed with respect to the
slicing criterion ( {x},n)
where x is an output variable
n is the last line of the module

S'.L

Each output slice represents a processing element
within the module

p

nsL

int
V

EV

V

/1

An output slice captures a thread of the overall
computation

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Two 'Difficult' Examples

Example : High Cohesion
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10lL
12..

13
14

for (i=O;i<lO;i=i+l) {
input(nwn);
NumArray[iJ = nwn;}
Smallest= NumArray[OJ;
Largest= Smallest;
i = l;
while (i<lO) {
if (Smallest> NumArray[i] )
Smallest= NumArray[i];
i f (Largest < NumArray[i])
Largest = NumArray[iJ;
i

= i

L
L
L

S
S
S

[,

s

Ex 1
p=a+b;
q=b-a;
x=sin (ql *cos (q) / (sin (p) +cos (p)) ;
y=cos (pl *sin (p) / ( s in (q) ,-cos (q)) -2*sin (pl *sin (q);
ou tput (x,y);

L

L
L

S
S

s

Ex 2

s

p=sin(a)*cos(a) / (sin(b)+cos(b));
q=cos(b)*sin(b) / (sin(a)+cos(a))-2*sin(b)*sin(a);

L
L

+ 1;}

L

S

x=p+q;
y=p-q ;

output(Smallest);
output(Largest);

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

o utput (x,y) ;

Project Project
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Example: Low Cohesion
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11

12
13

Pass= 0 ;
Fail= 0 ;
Count = 0 ;
while ( leof ())
input(Marks);
i f (Marks >= 40)
Pass =Pass+ 1;
if (Marks < 40)
Fail =Fail+ 1;
Count =Count+ 1;}
output(Count) ;
output(Pass)
output(Fail) ;

Co-hesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Tightness Metric

p
F

C
C

p

F

C

p
p
p

F

Tightness (p) =

F
F

Tightness is the size of cohesive section
relative to the size of the whole module

C

Project Project

# CSLP)
mt
# (P)

Slide 9

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Minimum Coverage Metric

Overlap Metric

.

ffilll # ( SLv)
MinCoverage(P)

Overlap(P)

Mark Harman

Project Project

Slide 12

Coverage Metric

I

Coverage ( p)

Mark Harman

#CSLJ

Project Project

Slide 14

max #(SLv)

= _'_'E_V_''____

M ax Coverage(P)

Project Project

v evP
=---

#(P)

Coverage is the average ratio of the number of
statements in a slice to the number in the
module as a whole

Mark Harman

Cohesion Metrics

Maximum Coverage Metric

#(Vp)x#(p)

Cohesion Metrics

# (P)

Min Coverage in the ratio of the number of
statements in the smallest slice to the size
of the module as a whole

Overlap is the average amount of an output
slice residing in the cohesive section

Cohesion Metrics

= - -vevP
---

Slide 13

Max coverage is the ratio of the number of
statements in the largest slice relative to
the number in the whole module

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Tightness Metrics

Expression Metrics
V; <CXp>

--4

9t

V(x+x-S*y) = 2

N : <exp>

--4

9!

N(x+x-S*y) = J

L ; <CX p>

--4

--4

The number of' leaves

9t

T(x+x-S*y) = 7

C ohesion Metrics

The number of internal nodes

9t

Ux+x-S*y) = 4

T : <exp >

The number of di stinct variables

Tightness

Ex I

Ex 2

Original

OA

0.4

Leaf'rnunt

0.2~

0.65

Variable count

0.5

0.5

Node count

0. 1

0.9

Token count

0.1

0.87

--------

Th e number of tokens

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project

Overlap Metrics

Lines of Code
Tightness

: ratio of Loe measures

Coverage

: average ratio of Loe measures

Overlap

Ex 1

Ex 2

Original

0.67

0.67

Leaf count

0.43

0.85

MinCoverage : ratio of LoC measures

Varia ble count

0.5

0.5

MaxCoverage : ratio of Loe measures

Node count

11. 18

0.95

Token count

0. 19

0.95

Overlap

Slide 18

: average ratio of LoC measures

---------

--

... we try replacing Loe with expression metrics
Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Maximum Coverage Metrics

Coverage Metrics
Coverage

Ex 1

Ex 2

Max Coverage

Ex I

Ex 2

Original

0.6

0.<,

Original

0.6

0.6

0.76

Leaf count

0.65

0.76

1.0

1.0

Leaf count

0.56

--

Variable count

1.0

1.0

Variable count

Node count

0.55

0.95

Node count

0.67

0.95

Token count

0.53

0.92

Token count

0.63

0.92

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Proj ect Project
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Higher Order Metrics

Minimum Coverage Metrics

first order ...
Min Coverage

Ex I

Ex 2

Original

0.6

11.6

Leaf count

0.47

0.76

Variable count

1.0

1.0

Node count

0.43

11.95

Token count

0.44

11.92

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project

Tightness : S ~ 9t

second order ...

HOTightness : (S

Slide 21

Cohesion Metrics

~

sit)

~

Mark Harman

S ~ 9t

Project Project
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... parameterize metrics with metrics

Computability

Note ...
HOTightness(LoC) = Tightness
Is cohesion computable?
Slice-based measures will sometimes give
over-large readings

but also ...
HOTightness(LeafCount)
HOTightness(NodeCount)

... because statement-minimal slicing is not
generally computable

etc.

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Related Work

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman
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Conclusion
Slice intersection captures cohesion

Weiser:

Seminal Work

Lakhotia:

VDG approach

Ott and Thuss :

Original Metrics

Bieman and Ott :

Data Slices

Measuring the level of this cohesion is still an
issue
Expression metrics may be an answer
Functional notation is useful in defining
metrics
Precision depends upon slice precision

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Areas of Research

Project Project
Program Projection and Simplification

Slicing
Transformation
Symbolic Execution

Work in Progress

Partial Evaluation
Metrics
Computer Algebra
Theorem Proving

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Program Simplification

Cohesion Metrics

Mark Harman

Project Project
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Project Project Projects

program comprehension
re-use

Slicing in the presence of errors
Dan Simpson (Brighton)

parallel execution

A Parallel Algorithm for Static Slicing

debugging

Sebastian Danicic and Yoga Sivagurunathan

verification

Quasi Static Slicing

re and reverse engineering

Barry Jones

metrics
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Mark Harman

Project Project
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Cohesion Metrics
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Expression Metrics
Bala Sivagurunathan

Side Effect Removal Transformations
Bala SivagLirunathan and David Lightfoot
(Oxford Brookes)

Cohesion Metrics
Barry Jones and Bala Sivagurunathan

Cohesion Metrics
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Project Project
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Formal Theory of Projection
Sebastian Danicic

State-Trace Semantics for Slicing
Slicing in the presence of goto statements
Transformations for Projection
Capturing Implicit Computations
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ABSTRACT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

A fundamental assumption of software testing is that there is
some mechanism, an oracle, that will determine whether or
not the results of a test execution are correct. In practice
this is often done by comparing the output, either automatically or manually, to some pre-calculated, presumably correct, output [17]. However, if the program is formally
documented it is possible to use the specification to determine the success or failure of a test execution, as in [1 ], for
example. This paper discusses ongoing work to produce a
tool that will generate a test oracle from formal program
documentation.
In [9 ],[10J and [ 11 J Pamas et al. advocate the use of a relational model for documenting the intended behaviour of
programs. In this method, tabular expressions are used to
improve readability so that formal documentation can replace conventional documentation. Relations are described
by giving their characteristic predicate in terms of the values of concrete program variables. This documentation
method has the advantage that the characteristic predicate
can be used as the test oracle -- it simply must be evaluated
for each test execution (input & output) to assign pass or
fail. In contrast to [I}, this paper discusses the testing of individual programs, not objects as used in [ 1]. Consequently,
the method works with program documentation, written in
terms of the concrete variables, and no representation function need be supplied. Documentation in this form, and the
corresponding oracle, are illustrated by an example.
Finally, some of the implications of generating test oracles
from relational specifications are discussed.

This paper was previously published by the ACM in
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis (ISSTA), pp. 58-65.
Copyright© 1994 ACM, Inc., Reprinted by permission

As software becomes pervasive in our society, its correct
behaviour becomes increasingly critical to the safety and
well being of people and businesses. Consequently, there is
an increasing need for the strict application of engineering
discipline to the development of software systems. The
Software Engineering Research Group at McMaster University seeks to address this need by developing techniques and
tools to facilitate the production of software design documentation that is 1) clear enough to be read and understood
by both 'domain experts' and programmers with a minimum
of special training, and 2) complete and precise enough to
allow thorough analysis, both manually and mechanically.
The use of tabular expressions to represent relations [12] is
one of the cornerstones of these techniques.
All software testing research and practice assumes that there
is some mechanism, an oracle, for determining whether or
not the output from a program is correct [17]. In many cases
this oracle consists of a manual observation of the test input
and output, which can be time consuming, tedious and error
prone. If, however, a program is mathematically docu>
mented, it should be possible to derive an oracle from that
documentation.
This paper describes on-going work aimed at developing an
automated Test Oracle Generator (TOG) tool that, given a
relational program specification [9] using tabular expressions [12], will produce a program that will act as an oracle.
This oracle procedure will take as input a test execution (i.e.
an input, output pair) from the program under test and will
return true 1 if the pair satisfies the relation described by the
specification, or false if it does not. A brief introduction to
the documentation techniques is given, followed by an illustration of how this documentation can be used to produce an
oracle. Finally some of the implications of this technique
are discussed.
1. true and false are used to represent predicate values,
whereas the value of boolean valued program variables are
represented by TRUE and FALSE.

8 pages

1.1 RELATED WORK

ADT which is implemented by a group of programs,
whereas the techniques used in this work are used to
describe the effect of a single program on some concrete
data structure. The oracle problem is, therefore, different as
well -- ADT oracles must check that the specified ADT
properties hold, whereas program oracles need only check
that the data structure has been modified in the specified
manner.

Several authors have described tools which can be used to
compare the results of a test execution with some predefined 'correct' data. In [8], Panzl describes three systems
that verify the values of program variables against test cases
described using a formal test language. Another system,
described by Hamlet in [6], tests a program using a list of
input, output pairs which have been supplied as part of the
program code. All of these systems require that the user provide the expected output, which may be difficult to obtain.
Also they can only compare for equality of expected and
actual output, and hence relational (as opposed to flmctional) specifications cannot be used. For example, the program specified in Table 2 is required to indicate an
occurrence of the value of x in the array B, if one exists. If
that value occurs in B in more than one place, then it is sufficient that the program indicate any one of these. Systems
such as those described by Panzl or Hamlet would consider
some of these to be invalid.

2.0 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION METHOD

The documentation which is the input to the TOG is internal
design documentation for a single procedure, i.e. it
describes the intended behaviour of a procedure in terms of
its effect on the actual concrete data structure (variables).
This is distinct from module interface documentation,
which describes the externally observable behaviour of a
group of programs, which together implement an abstract
data type, without reference to the concrete data structure
used in their implementation (see [10]). This section
describes the relational program documentation method
used in this work which is based on that described in [11]
and has the following desirable properties.

The latter limitation is partially overcome by the "program
testing assistant" described by Chapman in [3]. This system
allows the user to specify 'success criteria' (e.g. equal, setequal, isomorphic etc.) which are used when comparing
actual and expected output. This system, however, must
record the input and output from previous executions of the
program to be used as test cases -- it requires that the user
once had a version of the program considered correct.

• It is precise and formal.
• It is clear enough to be read and understood with a minimum of special training.
• Reading a specification neither gives any details about,
nor requires any knowledge of, the algorithm used by
the program specified.

Other systems, such as described by Luck.ham et al. in [7],
allow program code to be annotated with assertions which
are evaluated as the code is executed. While these systems
are capable of checking that the value returned by a program
has the desired properties (expressed in terms of the values
of other program variables in that scope), they are limited in
that they can only make assertions about variable values at a
particular point in the program and thus cannot check that
variables have been changed in the correct manner (i.e. new
values expressed in terms of their previous values).

2.1 TERMINOLOGY
2.1.1 RELATIONAL SPECIFICATION

In [9], the use of Limited Domain Relations (LO-relations)
to specify programs is described. An LD-relation, L, is a
pair (RL, CL) where RL is an ordinary relation and CL is a
subset of the domain of RL, known as the competence set.
The domain and characteristic predicate of L are the domain
and characteristic predicate of RL·

If a program is formally documented, then it should be possible to use the specification as an oracle, so the expected
output need not be given by the user. In [16], Stocks and
Carrington discuss deriving oracle specifications from
model based specifications using the Z notation and in [15],
Richardson et al. advocate the derivation of oracles from
formal models and specifications. Both papers suggest that
the oracle could be automatically generated, but neither discusses the problems of actually producing an oracle procedure.

An LO-relation, L, can be used to specify a program by letting RL be the set of acceptable start state, stop state pairs,
and CL be the set of start states for which the program must
terminate. Thus, a program, P, is said to satisfy a specification, L, if and only if
•

Other authors have discussed producing oracles for abstract
data types (ADTs) specified using algebraic specifications,
e.g. [1],[2] & [4]. These specification techniques address a
different problem from those used in this work in that they
are required to document the intended properties of the

when started in any state, x, if P terminates, it does so in
a state, y, such that <x, y> is an element of RL, and

• for all starting states, x, in CL, P will always terminate.
Note that if x ~ domain(RL) then P cannot terminate such
that P satisfies L.

2

If P satisfies L for all possible starting states then P can be
said to be correct with respect to L.

2. VxE S [Q(x) => G(x)E SJ
This least set can be constructed by the following inductive
steps:

In the case of a deterministic program, RL is a function . In
the case where CL is exactly the domain ofRL (always for
deterministic programs) CL need not be given.

1. S0 = I

2. Sn+!= Sn u {G(x) I xeSn "Q(x)}. 2

In this paper we say that a program is specified by an LDrelation referred to as the program relation. If the competence set is not given it is assumed to be the domain of RL.

It can be proven that 3N, SN+l = SN. (In fact, we can take N
= m from EQ 1, above.) Thus S = SN and Sis finite.
Thus we can give an inductive definition for the predicate,
P(x), by providing appropriate definitions for I, G and Q.
For example, the characteristic predicate of the set of integers from MIN to MAX, inclusive, is inductively defined
by:
MIN }, G(x) x+ 1 and Q(x) x < MAX.

2.1.2 PREDICATE LOGIC

In writing program specifications it is often necessary to use
functions which are partial, i.e. their domain is a subset of
the possible values of their arguments, but it is a desirable
property that predicates always be total, i.e. they always
have a clearly defined value (true or false) regardless of the
values of their arguments. The predicate logic described in
[13] has this property and so a subset of it is used in this
work.

I= {

=

Note that P(x) is equivalent to
(xe I v (3y, (P(y)" Q(y)" (x = G(y))))).
2.1.4 TABULAR EXPRESSIONS

This logic differs from traditional logic in that a primitive
relation is defined as being false if one or more of its argument terms is a function application with argument values
outside the function's domain. For example, if F and G are
functions and x is not in the domain of F then "F(x) > G(x)"
is always false, as is "F(x) = F(x)" ('>' and'=' are primitive
relations) . Note that in many other logics the latter expression is taken to be equivalent to true by the "axiom of
reflexivity".

Mathematical functions and relations are represented using
the multi-dimensional tabular expression notation described
in [12]. These expressions are equivalent to, but often easier
to read and understand than, expressions written in a more
traditional manner. Tabular expressions are particularly well
suited to describing the kinds of conditional relations that
frequently occur in program specifications.
There are several different types of tabular expressions
described in [12] which are interpreted as either predicate
expressions or terms. In this paper only one form of tabular
expression, the mixed vector table, will be used and tables
will be at most 2-dimensional. A tabular expression is constructed from conventional (scalar) expressions and grids -indexed sets of cells that contain terms or predicate expressions, which may themselves be tabular. The interpretation
of a mixed vector table is described by way of an example.
A more thorough treatment is given in [12].

The standard logical operators are used(-,,"' v , =>) and
they have their usual interpretation.
Quantification is permitted but must be restricted to a finite
set, which is described by an inductively defined predicate
(see below). The following forms are permitted, where P(x)
is an inductively defined predicate and Q(x) is any predicate
expression of a permitted form :

Universal: (Vx, P(x)=>Q(x))

TABLE 1. Mixed Vector Table

Existential: (3x, P(x)/\Q(x))
2.1.3 INDUCTIVELY DEFINED PREDICATES

We define an inductively defined predicate, P, on <type> as
the characteristic predicate of a set, S, which is formed in
the following way. Given a triple, {I, G, Q}, where:

x<O

x=O

x>O

yl

y>6

true

y=O

Z=

x-y

10

X

G

Table 1 is an example of a 2-dimensional mixed vector
table. Cells in the column header, H2 , contain predicates
which are evaluated to determine which column is applicable. Cells in the row header, H 1, contain a variable name followed by either 'I ' (read 'such that') or '=' . Rows that have

I is an enumerated finite set of elements of <type>,
G is a function , G: <type> ~ <type>,
Q is a predicate on <type>, and
3m,VxEI, -,Q(Gm(x)).

=

[EQ 1]
2. Note that an efficient algorithm for constructing this set
would only consider the elements of Sn that are not in Sn-I
at each step.

S is the least set formed by the following rules :

1. all elemonrn of I ilf' iP s
3

'I' in the corresponding row header cell contain predicate
expressions in their main grid cells, while those that have
'=' contain terms.

·2.2.2 AUXILIARY PREDICATES & FUNCTIONS

An auxiliary predicate is a named predicate expression. It
has a name, a list of arguments, and a definition which is
either an ordinary predicate expression, written in terms of
the arguments, or a triple which defines an inductively
defined predicate (see section 2.1.3). Its name, together with
a list of actual arguments, can be used in any expression
where a predicate expression is permitted. It is evaluated by
substituting the actual argument values for their corresponding arguments in the definition and evaluating the resulting
predicate expression.

A mixed vector table is interpreted by selecting the column
for which the column header cell expression evaluates to
true and conjoining the predicate expressions formed by
that column in the following way: If, for a cell C, the corresponding row header cell, H 1<i>, contains a 'I' then the
predicate expression is simply the predicate expression in C.
If, on the other hand, H 1<i> contains an string of the form
"x =" (where 'x' is any variable name) then the predicate
expression is formed by appending the contents of C to the
contents of H 1<i>. Thus, Table 1 is a representation of the
following predicate:

In a similar manner, an auxiliary junction is a named functional expression. It has a name, type, list of arguments and
a definition which is an ordinary functional expression written in terms of its arguments.

((x < 0) A (y > 6) /\ (z = x-y)) v ((x = 0) A (z = 10)) v ((x
> 0) /\ (y = 0) /\ (z = x))

2.2.3 USER DEFINITIONS
2.1.5 BEFORE AND AFTER VALUE

A user definition is a sequence of text in the syntax of the
programming language which is used to declare data structures, functions or symbols that are used in the specification
and are not primitive to the programming language. This is
required so that the basic symbols (e.g. constant names) and
operators (e.g. structure element access) which are used in
the specification can be understood.

The following convention for denoting the value of program
variables before and after a program is executed is used
[11].
Let P be a program and xi, . . . , xk be the program
variables used in P. Then
• "xi'" (to be read "xi after") denotes the value of the
programming variable xi after execution of P.

3.0 EXAMPLE DOCUMENTATION

• " 'x( (to be read "xi before") denotes the value of the

In this section the documentation is given for a small program, 'find', similar to that described in [11], which
searches an integer array 'B' for a value given by 'x' and
returns its index in 'j' and, using a boolean variable
'present', indicates if a match was found. The design of an
oracle and the procedure for automatic generation are
described in section 4.0 using this specification as a basis
for examples.

programming variable xi before execution of P.
2.2 DOCUMENTATION COMPONENTS

For the purposes of this work, program documentation is
said to consist of a program specification together with the
definitions of auxiliary predicates, functions and non-primitive data types, constants and functions used in the program
specification. Each of these components is described below.

3.1 PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
2.2.1 PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
TABLE 2- 'Find' specification

A program specification, as illustrated in Table 2, consists
of three components: (l)The program invocation gives the
name and type of the program and lists the name and type of
its actual arguments. (2)The external variable list lists the
name and type of all external variables used in the program
relation expression. (3)The program relation defines the
LO-relation that specifies the behaviour of the program. It
may include an expression that gives the characteristic predicate of the competence set and must include an expression
that gives the characteristic predicate of the relation.

void
find(int B[N], int x, int j, bool present)
external variables:
Rfini <'B[] , 'x>, <B'[] , x', j', present'>)=

(3i, bRange(i)
/\ 'B[i] = 'x)

(Vi, bRange(i)
-,('B[i] = 'x))

~

j' I

'B[j'] = 'x

true

present'=

TRUE

FALSE
A

4

NC('B, 'x, B', x')

3.2 AUXILIARY PREDICATES

main and inCompSet. Thus, for the example given above,
the access program prototypes are4 :

bRange(int i)

#define ARGS_PROTO int B[N), int x, \
int p_B[N), int p_x, \
int p_j, BOOL p_present

gf inductiveDef[{O}, i+l, i<(N-1)] 3

NC(int 'a[], int 'b, int a'[], int b')

#define ARGS B, x, p_B, p_x, p_j,
p_present

!!f (\ii, bRange(i) ~ 'a[i] = a'[i]) /\ ('b = b')
3.3 User Definitions

void
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL

#include "defs.h"
#define N 10

/ * Size of array
to search* /

\

initOracle();
inCompSet(ARGS_PROTO);
inDomain(ARGS_PROTO);
inRelation(ARGS_PROTO);

The oracle procedures are constructed by traversing the syntax tree of the expressions in the program relation in a postorder manner (i.e. innermost sub-expressions are processed
first) and constructing code to implement each sub-expression as described below.

4.0 ORACLE DESIGN

Given program documentation as illustrated above, it
should be clear that the characteristic predicate of the program relation can be used as an oracle -- if an input-output
pair is in the program relation then the execution was successful. The challenge of this work then is to convert the
documentation into a form that can be executed (evaluated)
so that it can be used in an automated testing environment.

4.2 SCALAR EXPRESSIONS

The scalar (i.e non-tabular) expressions used in this form of
program documentation can easily be represented in C as
described below. Each scalar expression is translated into
equivalent C statements.

Since it is likely that a program will be tested for several
input values using the same specification, it was decided
that the TOG should convert the documentation into a form
that could be compiled using a standard high-level language
compiler. This has the advantages that the TOG output is in
a form that can be understood by programmers and the
resulting oracle executes relatively quickly. Since both the
tabular documentation tools being developed at McMaster
and the example programs selected for illustration of this
tool are implemented using the C programming language, it
was decided that the oracle should also be implemented in C
or a derivative (e.g. C++ ).

4.2.1 LOGICAL OPERATORS

Except when they are the root node of a quantified expression (see section 4.2.4), logical operators are directly translated to their equivalents as given in Table 3. (P and Qare
arbitrary predicate expressions.)
TABLE 3; Logical Operator Conversions

Logical Operator

C Equivalent

-,P

4.1 INTERFACE

An oracle, in the context of this work, consists of a C source
code file which contains four externally accessible programs, initOracle, inCompSet, inDomain, and inRelation.
initOracle is used for initializing internal data structures etc.
and is intended to be called only once for each execution of
the oracle (an execution may involve evaluating any number
of test executions). The latter three programs are boolean
valued functions which evaluate the characteristic predicate
of the competence set, domain and relation components,
respectively, of the program relation. To simplify implementation, these all have the same arguments, which represent the 'before' and 'after' values of the arguments to the
program under test. The 'after' values are not used by inDo-

!P

PvQ

p

PAQ

p && Q

P~Q

( !P)

11

Q

11

Q

Thus the top node of the program relation expression tree,
which is the conjunction of the table expression with NC(B,
x) is implemented in the following procedure:

BOOL
inRelation(ARGS_PROTO)
{

return(find_tab.inRelation(ARGS)

4. The actual variable names used in the oracle are derived
from those appearing in the specification. In this example
'B, 'x, B', x', j ' and present' are represented by B, x, p_B,
p_x, p_j and p_present, respectively.

3. Thi5 notatiQn is used to denote an inductive definition.
5

&& nc_B_x(ARGS));

4.2.4 QUANTIFICATION

Quantifier expressions are implemented using loops which
call the procedures to enumerate the elements of the set
which has the inductively defined predicate (see
section 2.1.3) as its characteristic predicate. The root node
of the quantification expression (i.e. the '/\' for existential or
'=>' for universal) is not implemented as described in
section 4.2.1 but is effected by evaluating its right child
expression for only those elements which make the left
child expression true (i.e. the elements of the set characterized by the inductively defined predicate). To ensure that
evaluation is as fast as possible, the loops are designed to
terminate as soon as the result of the quantification is known
(i.e. first positive instance for existential quantification, first
negative instance for universal quantification). Unfortunately, however, quantification over a large set is inherently
a lengthy process.

4.2.2 PRIMITIVE RELATIONS

Since the logic used in this work differs from traditional
logics in the definition of primitive relations, the standard
programming language relational operators must be combined with information about the domain of partial functions. For example the predicate expression "'B[j'] = x",
which appears in the first row of the first column of the
table, is translated into the following procedure. (Arrays are
treated as partial functions.)

static BOOL
find_gl_l(ARGS_PROTO)
{

return(B_domain(p_j)
&& (B[p_j] == x));

The quantification "(:li, bRange(i) /\ 'B[i] = 'x)", which is in
the first cell of the column header of the table is implemented as follows .

4.2.3 INDUCTIVELY DEFINED PREDICATES

static BOOL
find_h2_1(ARGS_PROTO)

A set of classes of C++. objects has been defined to implement inductively defined predicates. Each of these classes
has methods first () and next (), for enumerating the
elements in the set characterized by the predicate, and an
operator, ( ) , which evaluates the predicate for an element.
The definition of an inductively defined predicate (an auxiliary predicate definition) is converted into an array and two
procedures for use by an object of one of these classes. For
example, the definition for bRange(int i) (see section 3.2)
results in the following code.

static int bRange_I[ ]

{

BOOL result= TRUE;
IndPred_int bRange(bRange_I , 1,
bRange_G,
bRange_Q);
int i;
i
bRange.first();
while (result && bRange(i)) {
result= ! (B_domain(i)
&& (B [i] == x));
i = bRange.next{);

{ 0 } ;

static int
bRange_G ( int i)

}

return ( ! result) ;

{

return ( i+l);
4.3 TABULAR EXPRESSIONS

Several classes of (C++) table objects which implement the
various types of tabular expressions have been defined. An
object of one of these classes is instantiated to implement
each non-scalar expression. Although, as illustrated in
section 2.1.4, tabular expressions could be translated into
equivalent scalar expressions which could then be translated
into equivalent C statements as for scalar expressions, it is
felt that there are advantages to the table object approach.
Firstly, the table objects encapsulate all knowledge of the
semantics of tabular expressions so the TOG need not have
this knowledge and is hence less complicated. Also, since
the algorithm for interpreting a table is built in to the table
object class (i.e. is not automatically generated), that code

static BOOL
bRange_Q ( int i)
{

return(i < (N-1));
When an inductively defined predicate is used in an expression it is implemented by instantiating an object from an
appropriate class, depending on the type of the elements of
the set, and passing it the array and procedures corresponding to the predicate definition. This is illustrated by the
object bRange of type IndPred_in t which is used in
the quantification example, below.
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can be designed to minimize the number of cell expressions
that need to be evaluated and hence improve performance.

equality for the abstract data type, so the above expression
could be written "absTypeEqual(x', myFunc('x))".

Procedures that implement the expressions contained in
each cell of the table are generated and pointers to these are
used by the table object.

Also, the restriction of quantification to finite (presumably
small) sets may be seen as complicating the documentation.
As is pointed out in [13) " ... practitioners do not want to use
methods that require them to use many symbols to say simple things." An example which is used to illustrate the benefits of the logic is the expression "(3i, B[i] = x)". To
evaluate this expression, in the worst case, an oracle must
evaluate "B[i] = x" for every integer i. Although we can
assume that the set of integers is finite, this evaluation
would certainly take longer than is practical. So, in the notation adopted in this work, the expression must be written as
"(3i, bRange(i) A B[i] = x)" which is slightly more complicated, but can be evaluated much more quickly (assuming
that bRange characterizes a set much smaller than the set of
integer representations on the computer). This, unfortunately, also introduces an extra step in the process of verification of a specification -- the (human or computer) verifier
must check that the inductively defined predicate does not
exclude any values of interest, which may be a non-trivial
task where complicated expressions are involved.

Predicate expression table objects have two access programs (methods in C++ terminology) which may be used to
evaluate the table: findCell determines if the current values of the arguments are in the domain of the table, and
inRelation evaluates the table.
4.4 AUXILIARY PREDICATES & FUNCITONS

As mentioned in section 2.2.2, auxiliary predicates and
functions are simply a shorthand notation for writing more
complicated expressions. With the exception of inductively
defined predicates, which are implemented as described in
section 4.2.3, a procedure to implement each auxiliary predicate or function is generated, and appropriate calls to these
are used in the code which implements other expressions.
4.5 USER DEFINITIONS

It is quite possible to write a specification for which the oracle will not terminate or will only terminate after an unreasonable amount of time. Non-termination could be caused
by either a non-terminating recursion in an auxiliary definition, errors in the definitions of an inductively defined predicate or a non-terminating 'primitive' (i.e. defined in the
programming language) function. Slow termination could
be caused, for example, by quantification over large sets.
For example, consider the well known 'shortest path problem' for which a specification is given in [12). An oracle
based on this specification must enumerate all possible
paths through the directed graph to ensure that there is no
valid path with a smaller path weight -- an O(n! ) calculation. The responsibility for avoiding such non-terminating
or slowly-terminating oracles must rest with the user (i.e.
specifier/verifier). Non-termination can only be avoided by
careful definition of auxiliary predicates/functions and judicious use of well tested/verified primitive functions. For
problems such as the shortest path problem, it is not practical to test the whole program against the specification for
large graphs, but it may be practical to test some sub-programs called by it and then to use other techniques to verify
the top level code.

The user definition text is inserted at the beginning of the
oracle code so that these basic definitions and symbols can
be used by the oracle.
5.0 DISCUSSION

The documentation methods described in section 2.0 have
been found to be useful for describing software behaviour.
The mathematics (logic) used is neither new nor difficult so
only a small amount of training should be required for specifiers, designers, programmers and users to become comfortable with it. The use of a single set of documentation by
all people involved in the production and verification of a
software system greatly reduces the risk of miscommunicatlon or errors in translation. The addition of tools which
allow the software to be tested directly against this documentation will enhance confidence in the implementation
and speed up, and hence encourage, testing.
The requirement that the documentation be written so that it
can be used to derive an effective test oracle does, however,
impose some restrictions. For example, the use of primitive
relational operators, most notably '=' , is only valid for the
basic data types for which these operators are defined. A
specifier might be tempted to write an expression such as "x'
= myFunc('x)", where xis a variable of non-primitive (i.e.
abstract) type and my Fune() is an auxiliary function of that
type, but it is impossible to evaluate this expression without
the definition of '=' for that type. The solution is to define
an auxiliary predicate, say absTypeEqual(), that evaluates

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The problems addressed by this work are seen as being of
very practical importance. The use of formal documentation
techniques has been shown to improve the quality of software (e.g. [5]) but the industrial community has been slow
to accept them because they are seen as greatly increasing
the up-front cost of system development without si0nificant
7

measurable benefit. The ability to test a program using its
documentation as an oracle will greatly increase the value of
such formal documentation by reducing the cost of testing
and helping to ensure that errors that occur during testing
are detected. The test oracle generator can also be used to
ensure that documentation is kept up to date: if a program is
always tested against the documentation then everyone is
assured that the documentation is consistent with the program behaviour.
We believe that the generation of a useful test oracle from
relational program documentation is both feasible and practical. Development of a Test Oracle Generator tool which
uses the methods described in this paper is currently under
way. Tools for allowing easy editing and manipulation of
documentation using these techniques are also being developed.
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How can we describe what a program should do?

What is a 'good' program specification technique?

• A digital computer is a Finite State Ma chine.

• It can describe what we want the program to do. (precise, unambiguous, accurate)

• A state is represented by the value associated with all memory locations.

• Programmers/ designers can read & write it.

• A program or procedure is a means to change the computers state from a start state
to a stop state.

• 'Domain experts' can understand it.

• It doesn' t say more than we want it to (unnecessarily constrain implementation).
• We can describe (specify) a program by giving the stop state(s) which correspond to
• We can ensure that the program does what it says.

each start state-a relation on state pairs.
• A.. relation can be described by its characteristic predicate.

viewgraph
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• The usual predicate operators:
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Predicate Logic

Relational Program Documentation

A,

v, -,, =>

• Describes intended behaviour of a single procedure (!1Q1 module I abstract data
type).

• All predicates are total.
• In terms of the concrete data structure (program variables).
• Functions may be partial.
• Predicate that gives relation between input (start state) and output (stop state).
• Primitive relations on functions with argument values outside their domain are./fJJH_.

Formal Definitions

e.g. if the value of xis not in the domain of F, F(x) = F(x) is.fgJH.

• An LO-relation, L, is a pair (RL, CL) where

• Quantification restricted in form:
3i,P(i)AQ(i)

RL is a relation (i.e. a set of start, stop state pairs) and

'v'i, P(i) :; Q(i)

CL is a subset of the domain of RL.

(P(i) is an inductively defined predicate)

• A program, P, can be specified by an LO-relation (the program relation):
1. If, when started in state x, P may terminate in state y, then (x, y) is in RL.
2. CL is the set of starting states for which P is guaranteed to terminate.
Note: If CL is the domain of RL then it need not be given.
\.
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Tabular Expressions

Inductively Defined Predicate

r

• Ordinary (scalar) predicate expressions can be hard to read:
((x < y)" (m

Characteristic predicate of the set, S, formed by:

=y)) v ((x 2: y)" (m =x))

Given a triple,(!, G, Q), where:
I is an enumerated finite set of elements of <type>,
G is a function, G: <type> ----> <type>,

• Tabular expressions are equivalent, but easier to read.

Q is a predicate on <type>, and

m=max(x,y)

'v'xE I, (3m, [('v'j, (0 < j < m :; oi(x) E dom(G)]) "-,Q(Gm(x))]).

S is the least set formed by the following rules:
• all elements of I are in S
• VxE S [Q(x) => G(x)E S]
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Software Testing

Program Documentation
Search specification

• Select a test case (start state)
• Ru£1 the program

void
find(int B[N], int x, int j, boo! present)

• Exa mine the results (stop state)

external variables:
Rnnd(<'B[J, 'x>, <B'[J , x', j ', present'>)=

• ReJJeat

How do we know if the output is 'correct'?

(3i, iRa11ge(i ) I\
'B[i] = 'x)
'B[j'] ='x
TRUE

j' I
present' =

• Co mpare it with expected result.

('<ti, iRange(i ) =)
-,('B[i] = 'x))
FALS E
NC('B, 'x, B', x')

A

I) H<Jw do we find the expected result?

+ Auxili ary fun ction & predicate definiti ons (i.e. NC)

2) H ow do we compare the output to the expected result?

+ Data structure definiti ons, etc.

Note: TRUE and FALSE are constants defined in the programming language, tmJ:. is a
\. predicate express ion defined in the speci fi cation notation.
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Generating a Test Oracle

Judging if a test passed or failed
Manually:

• T ile oracle question: Is a given test execution summary (initial, final state pair) in the
p.-ogram relation?

• Tedious
• The answer: Evaluate the characteristic predicate .
• Sl ow

What do we generate?
• Error prone
• P mcedures (C) that evaluate these predicates .

Use the specification:

Input is values of program variables (before and after).
O utput is TRUE or FALSE

An ora cle- a procedure that tells us if the output is as expected.

Note: tes t harness is not generated.
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Generating a Test Oracle

I) Logical Operators: Translate to C equivalents.
2) Inductively Defined Predicates: C++ object class
Implement functions for G & Q
Instantiate object which calls these functions to enumerate elements of the set

How do we generate it?
• Decompose expression (predicate) into sub-expressions.

3) Quantification: Use a loop.
Universal: ('<Ix, P(x)~Q(x)) =llUt whenever P(x) is./lJJH..
Existential: (3x, P(x)AQ(x)) =./IJJH. whenever P(x) is./lJJH..
Evaluate Q(x) for elements of the set characterized by P(x) only.

• Write functions for sub-expressions:
I. Logical Operators
2. Quantification
3. Tabular Expressions

4) Tabular Expressions
- C++ classes for table structure
- Generate functions for each cell expression
- Table object stores pointers to these functions.
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So What's an Oracle Good for?

Some limitations
• Only test against the specifications- getting that right is hard too.

• 'Ordinary' software testing- reliable failure detection.

• Specification form is slightly restricted (e.g. quantification).

• In situ testing-Calls to the oracle functions in application code.

• It is possible to write a specification for which the oracle will not terminate or will
take a long time.

• Enforced Documentation consistency- always test against the documentation.
• Automatic software failure reporting.

• Some properties are very difficult to test.

~

'--

~
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Future work

Some experience

• .Apply it to more REAL™ programs.

Applied to a small number of ' industrial' programs.

• tOracle optimization-can we make the oracle faster?

• Successful in finding (seeded) errors.

• E etter tools to make documentation process easier.

• Testing is fast- 10,000 test cases in 5 minutes.
• Generating & compiling oracle highlights errors in specification.
But
• Documentation process is slow-need better tools.
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int
gauss(float A[NJ[N], float b[N] , float x[n])
external variables:
Rgauss(<'A[N][N], 'b[N] >, <x'[N]>) =

(3i, (inA(i) /\ (3j , (i11AU) /\ -.(i = j) /\
(\;lk, inA(k) =) ('A[i][O] / 'A[j][O] = 'A[i][k] / 'A[j][k] ))))) =

ll:M

fg]H_

=== ====
N

x' I

(\;Ii, inA(i)

=)

('b[i] =

I

·m

'A[i][j] x x'[j

j• O

gauss=

TRUE

FALSE
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Introduction

Critical correctness requirements for concurrent software systems are often temporal in nature. The software is designed to enforce necessary constraints on
the order in which events occur during execution, and
failure to do so can have catastrophic consequences.
Unfortunately, temporal properties of concurrent systems are extremely difficult to verify because of the
need to account for all possible interleavings of events
controlled by asynchronous processes. Serious accidents have been traced to unexpected race conditions
in safety-critical systems [10] .
Dynamic validation methods , such as testing and
debugging, depend on verifying individual executions
of a system rather than a complete model or implementation. Although such methods do not prove the
software is correct, they are currently the most effective methods available for validating complex software systems. Software engineers rely heavily on testing to reveal failures in executions of a program and
on debugging to identify and correct conditions that
can lead to failures.
While verifying the correctness of selected executions of a system is more tractable than verifying a
complete system model or implementation, the verification of executions remains an arduous and errorprone task. Strategies for selecting test data aim to
ensure sufficient ' coverage' of the space of possible executions. Strategies designed to guarantee coverage
of a concurrent system's global synchronization structure produce extremely large test sets [15] . Lengthy
executions must be generated because certain types of
failures tend to occur after long periods of operation.
Therefore, testing methods for concurrent software
systems typically generate large numbers of lengthy
executions, all of which must be carefully scrunized
for anomalies in the ordering of events. The problem
of checking event orderings during debugging is compli<;9-ted further bl the need to interactively 'back up'

and 'restart ' executions in order to pinpoint errors.
Oracles based on formal specifications can automatically verify that executions conform to the specifications [13]. In particular, oracles derived from temporal specifications can automate the tedious job of
checking that executions satisfy necessary ordering
constraints.
This paper discusses the use of temporal oracles
derived from Graphical Interval Logic (GIL) [3] specifications in testing and debugging of concurrent systems. GIL is a highly intuitive visual logic for specifying and reasoning about temporal properties of
concurrent systems. 1 The key construct of GIL is
the interval , which permits high level specifications
of the contexts over which nested formulas are to be
evaluated. GIL specifications resemble the 'back-ofenvelop' timing diagrams drawn by software engineers
when describing and reasoning about the relative ordering and timing of events in executions of a system.
We believe that the visually intuitive representation
of GIL specifications makes them easier to develop
and to understand than specifications written in more
traditional textual temporal logics. Unlike most pictorial aids , however, GIL is a rigorous temporal logic.
A limited subset of GIL is used for specifying temporal properties that are to be automatically checked
by an oracle. The GIL fragment admits natural
specifications of standard liveness and safety properties, while permitting efficient checking of execution traces. GIL-based oracles depend on representing limited GIL formulas as compact deterministic finite state automata (DFAs) . This approach permits
a trace of an execution to be checked on-line and a
failure to be reported as early in a trace as possible .
When a test execution violates a GIL specification ,
the associated oracle provides information about a
failure. This information can be displayed visually,
1 Timing constraints can also be specified in GIL to support
reasoning about real-time properties of systems. However, our
work on oracles uses an untimed fragment of GIL.
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together with an execution trace, to help the software engineer see where in the execution a failure
was detected and the nature of the failure.
The next section shows how executions of a concurrent software system are modeled for the purpose
of evaluating GIL specifications. Section 3 then provides a brief overview of GIL and illustrates the specification of several temporal properties. These specifications are used in Section 4 to illustrate GIL-based
oracles and in Section 5 to demonstrate the manner
in which failures found in testing are displayed to the
user. Section 6 discusses the use of GIL-based oracles in debugging. Finally, we summarize the current
status of the research in Section 7.

--% pay$n, for $n in ID...range: Condition is
--% triggered by
--%
begin accept Cus(ID...range):Op.Prepay
--% cancelled by
--%
begin activation Gas_simulation,
--%
end accept Cus(ID...range):Op.Change;
--% pump$n, for $n in ID...range: Condition is
--% triggered by
--%
begin accept Cus(ID...range):Pump . Start
--% cancelled by
--%
begin activation Gas_simulation,
--%
accept Cus(ID...range):Pump.Finish;
Figure 1: Formal comments declaring conditions

2

Modeling Executions

An execution of a concurrent system is modeled by a
sequence of events, called a "trace." Events are instantaneous transitions , which can affect the (global)
state of the system . Intuitively, event occurrences
mark points in time at which tasks (processes) engage
in various activities, such as starting a new activation
of a task or starting or terminating a rendezvous.
A state associates boolean values to abstract "conditions," which are chosen by the software engineer to
express relevant properties of execution histories. To
define a condition the software engineer specifies how
events that occur during execution of the system affect the condition's value. This permits an event trace
to be viewed as determining a sequence of states, representing the states through which the system passes
during execution .
We illustrate these ideas using an Ada simulation
of an automated gas station based on that described
in [7]. The example simulation consists of a main
program , called Gas..Simulation, which declares
• an Op task that models a human operator who
oversees the use of a gasoline pump by multiple
customers
• a Pump task that models the physical pump
• a Cus array of Customer tasks that model customers
• an integer range ID...range for indexing Cus
Figure 1 shows declarations for the conditions pay$n
and pump$n, where $n denotes a value from
ID...range . Formal comments in the declarative part
of the Gas..Simulation program , these declarations
specify the events that trigger and cancel the respective conditions. For example, payl is false at system startup and it is triggered ( assigned the value

true) by the establishment of a rendezvous between
Cus ( 1) and Op on Op.Prepay and cancelled ( assigned
the value false) by the termination of a rendezvous
between Cus ( 1) and Op on Op.Change . Thus, payl indicates that Cus(1) has prepaid but not yet received
change; pumpl is interpreted in a similar fashion as
indicating that Cus ( 1) is pumping gasoline.
The declarations for conditions identify the events
that must be monitored during testing to produce
traces representing executions of the system. Figure 2
shows a prefix of an event trace that was generated
by executing the Gas..Simulation program . A vertical dashed line represents an occurrence of the event
indicated by the (abbreviated) label above the line.
The state sequence induced by the trace is displayed
graphically below the trace. Shaded bars show where
conditions are true and clear bars show where they
are false.

3

Graphical Interval Logic

A GIL formula is evaluated relative to a linear sequence of states, called a "context." The value of a
formula at a state in a context depends on the state's
"future" within the context. 2 An interval extracts a
sequence of contiguous states from a context; this sequence represents the states that occur during some
interval of time and provides the context on which
formulas nested within the interval are to be evaluated. A GIL specification for a software system must
hold when evaluated at the first state of any state
2 We adopt a non-strict interpretation of "future," in which
the future includes the present, in order that GIL is insensitive to finite stuttering of states. This facilitates the use of
hierarchical abstraction and refinement while reasoning about
concurrency [9).
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Figure 2: A prefix of a sample trace (top row), the induced state sequence (bar lines) and the run of
the DFA in Figure 3 (bottom row) .

sequence that represents a complete execution of the
system .
In GIL , the horizontal dimension shows the progression of states in time (with time increasing from
left to right) and the vertical dimension shows the
composition of formulas from subformulas. Formulas
are read from top to bottom and left to right . The
topmost interval represents the sequence of states in
a full execution of the system.
A typical interval specifies two search patterns: one
to locate the left endpoint of the interval and the
other to locate the right endpoint. A search pattern
consists of a sequence of searches. Each search locates the first state in the future at which a target
formula (left justified below the head of the search
arrow) holds. 3 The searches in a search pattern are
performed sequentially, with each new search starting
at the state located by the previous search. An interval begins with the state located by the first search
pattern and extends up to but does not include the
state located by the second search pattern .
To assert that a formula holds at the first state in
an interval, the formula is drawn left-justified below
the left endpoint of the interval. For example, the
formula

asserts that c holds at the first state of the interval
that begins with the first state at which a holds and
ends just prior to the next state at which b holds. For
brevity, we often refer to a state at which a formula
f holds as an /-state. A right brace alongside an
interval formula helps visually to delimit the formula .
To express an invariant (henceforth) property that
holds throughout an interval, the invariant is positioned below the interval and indented to the right of
the bracket representing the interval 's left endpoint.
For example,

..... .

l

: ··········· ······--b

asserts that c holds at the first state of every interval
that begins with an a-state and extends up to but
does not include the next b-state.
To express an eventuality property, a diamond is
placed on the interval with the formula that eventually holds left-justified below the diamond. For example ,

f

()

............a

]

;··-~····-·······;b

~

If the target formula holds at the state where a search
::::~~ t~en the search l~cates that state due to the convention
e uture starts with t he present state.

I
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asserts the existence of an interval that begins with
an a-state, extends up to but does not include the
next b-state, and contains a c-state.

A search fails if there is no future state at which
the search target holds. If any of the searches performed in locating the endpoints of an interval fails
or if the searches specify an empty interval (the state
located by the search for the right endpoint coincides
with the state located by the search for the left endpoint), then the interval cannot be constructed. By
convention, every formula holds vacuously on an interval that cannot be constructed. Thus, for example,
the top level eventuality in the previous formula holds
at a state if there is no future a-state or if no b-states
lie in the future of the next a-state. Similarly, the
top level eventuality holds at a state if b holds at the
next a-state. Because of this interpretation , we refer
to the searches and intervals in the previous examples
as weak searches and weak intervals, respectively.
GIL also provides strong searches, denoted by double arrows , and strong intervals, denoted by double
lines, as in

......

I

~····: ··········~b

special timing constraints. To ensure compact oracles, however, we require formulas with search targets
that are strictly propositional and without nested intervals or timing constraints. 4
These conventions allow very natural specifications
of standard temporal requirements. For example, a
software engineer might write the following specifications for the Gas...Simulation program described in
the previous section . The sample specifications show
GIL being used to express a safety requirement, a
liveness requirement, and a fairness requirement, respectively.
SafePumpl. Cus(l) pumps gasoline only when it has
prepaid.

pumpl

=>
payl

I

Here the strong search requires that , if the search
to a succeeds, then the search to b does also . The
strong interval requires that, if the searches succeed,
the interval is non-empty. Thus, the outer eventuality
in this formula does not hold at a state if there is no
future b-state following the next a-state or if b holds
at the next a-state.
The GIL point operator, denoted by a triangle, locates a state specified by a search pattern and , when
the state can be located, asserts that the formula leftjustified below the point operator holds at that state.
For example

•·······:~ac______,\]
asserts that every a-state leads to a c-state. In this
example, searches are not required for sp_ecifying ~he
endpoints of the nested interval because it starts immediately at the state located by the point operator
and extends to the end of the enclosing interval. .
GIL formulas are combined using stand~rd logical
infix operators laid out vertically. I~ vertical layout
a conjunction is indicated by stackm~ the _formulas
below the other without the conJunct10n oper:;:r Braces are used to disambiguate fo~mulas. In
en~ral the formulas a, b and c in the previou~ examg
'
b"t
GIL formulas and can mclude
pies can be ar i rary

The invariant in this specification uses the vertical
layout for logical implication. SafePumpl asserts
that pumpl holds only in states in which payl also
holds.
DoesPumpl. Whenever Cus(l) prepays, it eventually
pumps gasoline and , at some later point, it receives
change.

.........
-, payl

l

payl

'--------·-----------, payl
[ C
l
pwnpl

l

In effect, the weak searches predi~~te the i~v~riant
in DoesPumpl on locating a positive transition of
payl (a point at which Cus(l) has just prepaid). The
strong search asserts the existen_ce of a s~bsequent
negative transition of payl (a pomt ~t which Cus(l)
is receiving change) and the eventuality asserts that
cus(l) pumps gasoline before rec~iving the chan~e.
The strong interval is redundant smce the semanti~s
guarantee that intervals delimited by different transitions of the same condition are never empty. We use
a strong interval for emphasis.
Fair1.2. If Cus(l) prepays before Cus(2), then Cus(2)
does not gain access to the pump before Cus(l).

".:i

h
t"
xecution and
The top interval line represents t e
,re :
does not contribute to the depth of interv nes mg.
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_ _ ., _ _ _ _ _.

•---..:,-~~~-;•fayl

}

-, pay2

=>

-, pay1

I

E~!:: ______________ .,pump1
-, pump2

The antecedent of the top-level invariant in Fairl.2
predicates the invariant on locating a positive transition of payl when pay2 does not hold (Cus(2) has
not already prepaid when Cus(l) prepays). In such
cases, the consequent asserts that -,pump2 holds from
the positive transition of payl at least until the next
pumpl -state.
The syntax and semantics of GIL are described in
more detail in (4); formal definitions for the syntax
and semantics appear in (3).

GIL-Based Oracles

4

GIL-based oracles depend on representing GIL formulas as DFAs. A GIL formula f determines a DFA
D1 that accepts precisely those finite state sequences
that satisfy f (i.e. for which / holds at the initial
state) . We produce an oracle to check a specification
f from the DFA for the negation of/. During execution of a software system, we generate an event
trace t and the sequence of states s induced by t, as
illustrated in Section 2. We then check s using the
automaton for the negated formula -,J; the execution
satisfies the specification if D . . .1 rejects s; acceptance
of s indicates that either a failure has occurred or
that the specification is incorrect .
The DFA for a formula/ is produced using a variation of the well-known tableau method 5 that simultaneously builds and determinizes the automaton for
restricted FIL formulas . The nodes of DJ are annotated with formulas that are derived from f through
a series of 'reductions.' Intuitively, the formula annotating a node imposes a requirement on the future:
If the run of DJ on a prefix s' of a state sequence
s
s' s 11 terminates in the node n, then the automaton accepts the full sequence s precisely if the remaining state sequence s" satisfies the formula fn annotating n . Details of the automaton construction can
be found in (5).
Figure 3 shows the automaton used to check DoesPumpl (i.e. the automaton for -,DoesPumpl) . For
brevity, we use p for payl and .m for pumpl in this

=

~See, for example, the satisfiability algorithm for PTL presented in (11].

Figure 3: DFA for the oracle for DoesPumpJ .
figure and we label transitions with propositional formulas, rather than states (which comprise the DFA's
input alphabet). We treat the label on a transition
as a guard; the transition can be taken only if the
next state satisfies the transition label. The run of
the automaton in Figure 3 on the state sequence in
Figure 2 is shown at the bottom of the later figure as
a sequence of node numbers. The run terminates in
node 4, an accepting node. Thus, if the trace ended
at this point, the oracle for DoesPumpl would report
a failure . A description of the annotations associated
with the nodes in Figure 3 is beyond the scope of
this paper ; however, in the case of node 4, the annotation requires that either payl holds in all future
states or that DoesPumpl is violated at some future
state. (Recall that the annotation describes the requirement on the future for acceptance by the DFA,
which corresponds to a failure in the trace.)

5

Visualizing Tests that Fail

If a trace violates a GIL specification , the DFA for
the negated specification contains information about
the failure that was detected. The trace satisfies
the negation of the specification or, in some cases,
a special case of said negation, which contradicts the
specification . To help the software engineer see what
has occurred the trace and this contradiction are displayed, one below the other and horizontally aligned,
so as to show the points in the trace at which individual subformulas in the contradiction hold.
Figures 4 and 5 show how failures detected during testing of the Gas..Simulation program are presented to the user . Some call events are traced in
Figure 4 in addition to rendezvous events to help in
understanding the execution. In this trace, the second rendezvous with Cus(l) on Op.Prepay produces
a positive transition of payl that is never followed
by a ne 9ative transition. Thus, the r$tiong ~~~t'wh ill
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the invariant of DoesPumpl fails when evaluated at
any state between the first and second rendezvous
with Cus(l) on Op .Prepay . This is indicated by the
contradiction displayed below the trace. Alignment
shows states at which subformulas hold. Inspection
of the trace reveals that the system is deadlocked at
the end of the execution.
The trace in Figure 5 violates Fair 1. 2. The contradiction displayed below the state sequence indicates
that the first rendezvous with Cus(l) on Op.Prepay
produces a positive transition of payl when pay2 does
not hold . However, pump2 holds within the interval that begins after this transition and that extends
up to the next pumpl -state. Thus, the invariant in
Fair1. 2 is violated at the first state of the execution.

6

Using Oracles in Debugging

Nondeterminism and the need to consider the relative ordering of events in asynchronous tasks makes
debugging of concurrent programs extremely difficult .
To be most effective in helping a user locate faults ,
a debugger for concurrent programs must actively
gather and analyze information , automatically checking for failures and helping the user reason about the
causal relationships between events in an execution.
A debugger monitors an execution of a subject program, stopping the execution if a failure is detected or
if some user-specified condition is satisfied ( e.g. execution reaches a breakpoint) . Oracles based on DFAs
generated from GIL specifications can check traces as
they are generated . If the state sequence induced by
a trace leads to a node in the DFA that only reaches
accepting nodes, then a failure has occurred . In this
way a violation is detected as early in a trace as possible.
To reduce interference concurrent program debuggers often run asynchronously with the subject program . This means that the debugger may not halt
an execution at the exact point at which a failure is
detected . The graphical display of failures can help
ameliorate this problem by permitting the user to see
where in the trace the failure occurred . Additionally, when execution of a subject program is halted ,
the oracle for a GIL specification can supply the user
with a formula that must hold at the current state
(i .e. a requirement on the future) in order that the
specification is (is not) violated. For example, if execution of the Gas..simulation program is halted after
executing the prefix shown in Figure 2, the oracle for
DoesPumpl can notify the user that the execution
will violate DoesPumpl if payl holds in all future
states.

Different approaches to debugging concurrent programs have been proposed and here we briefly indicate how GIL-based oracles can be integrated with
some of them. To permit the replay of executions in the presence of nondeterminism, a concurrent program debugger records an execution history
that can be consulted during replay to resolve nondeterministic choices. The debugger may save checkpoints to permit replay from intermediate states in
lengthy executions [2 , 14]. In such cases the debugger can checkpoint and restart GIL-based oracles in
much the same manner as it checkpoints and restarts
tasks in a concurrent subject program .
Oracles are most easily integrated into debuggers
in which a central monitor maintains a history of an
execution , as in [7] . The tasks in a subject program
are instrumented to send events to the central monitor (either directly, or by sending them to local monitors, which then forward the events to the central
monitor) . The central monitor checks for failures as it
builds the execution history and halts execution of the
subject program upon detecting an anomaly. Alternatively, special-purpose analysis tasks can check the
execution history for different types of faults . This
latter approach simplifies the central monitor and
promotes extensibility. It also reduces interference by
permitting analysis to proceed asynchronously with
execution of the subject tasks and with event collection . GIL-based oracles can be incorporated into this
later approach by introducing separate oracles (analysis tasks) for each GIL formula specified by the user.
In contrast to the central monitor approaches, decentralized approaches generate separate histories for
each subject task [2, 14]. The replay mechanisms for
these debuggers can be quite complex. To use GILbased oracles with these debuggers, the checking of
oracles must be integrated with the replay mechamsms.

7

Status of the Research

We have implemented a toolset that supports the
specification of systems in GIL and supports reasoning about properties guaranteed by GIL specifications
[3] . The software engineer draws specifications for a
system and builds formulas expressing proofs that the
specifications guarantee necessary requirements using
a graphical editor. The validity of these formulas are
checked by an automated proof checker. If a formula
expressing a proof is not valid , a model generator produces a countermodel ( a state sequence that satisfies
the specification but not the requirement) , which is
displayed graphically to assist the user in revising and
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correcting the proof. A proof manager tracks proof
dependencies and interfaces with the Unix file system. The GIL editor interfaces with all components
of the toolkit so that the software engineer works exclusively with graphical formulas. Thus, the existing
toolkit supports specification activities, including mechanical checking that specifications guarantee critical correctness requirements .
Research on applications of GIL to testing and debugging is less mature. Researchers at the University
of California, Irvine have produced a toolkit, called
TAOS (Testing and Analysis with Oracle Support)
[12], that supports the definition of oracles in GIL .
GIL-based oracles in TAOS implement a simple tracechecking algorithm, which directly interprets GIL formulas on the state sequences induced by traces. The
algorithm repeatedly scans a state sequence to locate
intervals for the recursive evaluation of nested formulas. Thus , this trace-checking algorithm does does not
scale for use with long traces and does not support
on-line checking of executions.
We are currently working with the TAOS development team on a prototype that implements the DFA
approach to trace-checking discussed above . This
prototype will check post-execution traces very efficiently in a single pass or check traces on-line as they
are generated during debugging. The GIL subset supported by the prototype will permit standard temporal requirements to be naturally expressed, but will
also ensure that the associated DFAs are relatively
compact.
As described above, GIL-based oracles require
that executions be represented as totally ordered sequences of event occurrences. In the absence of a
global clock, however, it may not be possible to observe a total ordering of events occuring during an execution. Executions of distributed programs, therefore, are more naturally modeled by sets of events
that are partially ordered by a 'happens before' relation [8] . On-going research is addressing the question
of how GIL formulas should be interpreted when executions are modeled by partially ordered traces to
retain the intuitive semantics and permit models to
be efficiently checked.

[13] Debra J. Richardson , Stephanie L. Aha, and T. Owen
O'Malley. Specification-based test oracles for reactive systems. In Proc . 14th Inter. Conj. Software
Engineering, pages 105-118, Melbourne, AUS, May
1992.
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Temporal Oracles for
Testing and Debugging
Concurrent Software
Systems
Laura K. Dillon
Reliable Software Laboratory
Depart ment of Computer Science
University of California, Santa Barbara

Intro d uction

PROBLEM:
How to determine if a system under test
exhibits "correct" behavior?
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When testing concurrent systems
• Large numbers of test executions are often
needed to satisfy coverage criteria

• Test executions can be very lengthy

• One must check that the test executions
satisfy temporal requirements
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A test oracle ...
• Decides if test executions are " correct"

• Provides feedback about failures
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Graphical Interval Logic-based Oracles
• Are easily codified

• Automatically check for temporal failures

• Provide visual feedback to users

University of California
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Gas Station Example [Helmbold, Luckham: 1985]

Cus(l)

Op

University of California

Cus(N)

Pump

Santa Barbara

8

Execution Models

------------------------------

"Conditions" summarize important
properties of execution histories

--% pay$n, £or $n in ID_range: Condition is
--%
triggered by
--%
begin accept Cus(ID_range):Op.Prepay
--%
cancelled by
--%
begin activation Gas_simulation,
--%
end accept Cus(ID_range):Op.Change;
Formal comments declare payl, pay2, ...
Similar comments declare pumpl, pump2,

University of California

Santa Barbara

Execution Models
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Cus(l)

Cus(N)

Op
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An execution trace induces a state sequence on
which to evaluate specifications
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Graphical Interval Logic (GIL)
• Real-time interval logic
• An intuitive graphical representation
• Supports verification of real-time requirements
Graphical editor
Proof-checker
Model generator
Proof management system
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Limited GIL subset
• Permits natural representation of standard
liveness and safety properties

• Facilitates construction of efficient oracles

• Permits visual display of temporal failures

Santa Barbara
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DoesPumpl. Whenever Cus(l) prepays, it
eventually pumps gasoline and, at some later
point, it receives change.

r
L

\

•---..+---------""'
-, payl
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payl
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payl

pumpl
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A GIL formula f determines a
deterministic finite state automaton
such that
For every finite state sequence s ,

s pf

iff
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A ccep t( s, D 1)
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Tableau Procedure
• Nodes encode "requirements" on the future
of a state in a state sequence

If s = s 1 · s2 and Run (s1, D i)= N 1 then
A ccept(s, D i) iff s2 F f '
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The oracle for a specification f uses the
automaton D-.J for the negation of f
A "special case" of
anomalous trace

-,J describes an
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The DFA for -,D oesP ump1
p
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p/\m

Where p
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payl and rn
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Oracles in Debugging

--------------------------~/,

Proactive debugging with GIL-based
oracles
• Automatically check for temporal
anomalies
• Report failures as early in a trace as
possible
• Answer temporal queries at
breakpoints

Universi ty of California
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O r acles i n Debugging

A model for integrating oracles into a
central-monitor debugger
• Subject tasks send events to a central monitor , which maintains an execution history
• Asynchronous oracles check the history
• Execution of the subject program is halted
when an oracle detects an anomaly
• User poses temporal queries , checks state
information, replays the execution, . ..
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On-going and future research
• Automate the DFA method
• Refine hueristics for displaying failures
• Conduct e xperimental studies
• Integrate oracles into a proactive debugger
• Investigate expressiveness v .s. analyzability
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Abstract
This paper describes the CONVEX compiler test environment which integrates concurrent and network
distributed test capability on the UNIX 1 operating
system. The term environment refers not only to test
execution, but also to test examination and maintenance.
Major issues considered here are: (1) Maximizing
the number of test run in a limited amount of time;
(2) Efficient methods for analyzing test results and reporting problems found; (3) Test suite maintenance.
For issue (1), the solution we reached was to parallelize the test execution on a workstation cluster. To
address the other two issues, we developed an interactive test results browser.
The integrated test environment has resulted in
considerable man power and time savings, and is successfully used at CONVEX today. Test technical people who want to integrate their test environment in
such a way will find this useful as a case study.

1

gration testing to detect problems that individual's
tests could not detect.
Testing is quite a resource-consuming process in
terms of CPU cycles as well as labor. We had to
reduce these resource requirements to involve more
people in testing. Successful test automation requires
an easy-to-use interface, an efficient execution mechanism, and a precise examination method. While automated test development is not in the scope of this
paper, test suite maintenance methods will be discussed as part of test result examination.
In the following section, we will describe a test
execution method that consists of a local execution
model and a distributed execution model. In section 3, we will introduce the interactive test results
browser which implements not only test results examination but also unifies the bug reporting method
and test suite maintenance capability.

2
2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

In some computer engineering organizations, development and testing belong to different subgroups
[Beizer 94]. However, we needed to merge these into
a single responsibility, at least for regression testing.
Because we are continuously enhancing the functionality of the product and each individual has his/her
own project, the integration testing cannot identify
what change caused the problem. Thus, we provided
a test environment that each individual can use for
his/her own project. However, we still needed inte1 UNIX

tories, Inc.

is a

Distributed test execution
Background
Development flow

The CONVEX compiler group consists of approximately 30 engineers. All compiler products are controlled in a single source tree. Each developer has a
copy of the source tree and builds his/her own products by changing a specific portion of the source tree.
Thus, they are supposed to test their own versions of
the product before checking their modifications into
the shared tree. "Products of the day" are built every night from the shared tree. Project leaders are
responsible for the integration testing of the prodregistered trademark of UNIX System Labora- ucts. Test suites are run on a nightly basis to find
regreooioos as earlr as possible, because finding the
1

cause of the problem gets harder as more check-in's
are made.
We run a quite few tests. Each developer's test may
be done on his/her workstation; however, one sometimes needs to run large numbers of tests, typically
when major changes are made or during integration.
Given these requirements, we wanted to manage tests
distributed on a network of workstations.

for each base suite
create an unique execution directory;
for each test case
copy files from base suite;
execute test sequence;
endfor;
endfor;
Figure 1: Driver sequence

2.1.2

Issues

The CONVEX compiler group has approximately 30
workstations connected to a network. Each host has
its local disk. Each workstation user is allowed to
configure the system individually. That is, the network is not really a cluster environment. This is because workstations have been installed incrementally
and there has not been network integration. In such
environment, the design issues for distributed test execution were:

The driver program called td executes the sequence
shown in Figure 1. Notice that running base suites
in unique execution directories made each execution
independent from others.
td is a batch driver program included in CITE
(CONVEX Integrated Test Environment) (Vogel 93]
that implements good basic functionalities for automated test environment. By letting td call captionreplay programs it can automate interactive program
testing. Also, it integrates coverage analysis tools
such as GCT 2 Conceptually, all test cases in our
test suites are driven by single script program so that
entire test sets are configurable. This has been the
most powerful advantage with using CITE.
We use this model as the lowest layer and use wrapping layers to facilitate running a large set of suites.
The next layer, a program called td. devsw, configures
various options for the lowest layer in order to set,
for example, target program location, target specific
options, and so on. It also generates a result report
at the end of execution by using a tool in CITE.
The top layer program, called qua/, takes input files
in which each line interprets to a command line for
td.devsw. Since we usually want to run a large set of
suites under the same conditions, the top layer qual
understands all command line options belonging to
the next layer td. devswand passes these options when
it invokes td. devsw. qua[ and td. devsw have been combined into a single program which has different entry
points for them. A sketch of the implementation is
shown in Figure 2. The inner loop for each base suite
would be parallelized and/or distributed.
This implementation has been quite successful. By
sharing source code and using the fork(2) system call,
td. devsw can inherit internal data structure from qual
and hide multi-layer complexity from program maintainers. This also facilitates source control for the

• The directory structure is not transparent in the
network. We should not force people to drastically change the system configuration.
• Tests should not be intrusive. Load balancing is
needed.
• Tests should not overload the network.
Because the automation is intended to run very large
sets of tests, checkpoint-restart ability was necessary.
We made the following assumptions: (1) the test
suites are well organized so that we know how to divide the test execution for parallelism; (2) each host
is already set up to run tests locally.

2.2

Local execution model

The test suite we use is organized as follows:
• The test suite conforms to a directory tree structure. Leaves are called base suites, while nodes
are called suites.
• Each base suite is independent of all other base
suites. In other words, a base suite does not
assume results from other base suite.
• Each base suite contains various files and a
database that describes information about test
cases in the base suite.

2 ©Free Software Foundation, Inc. Available via anonymous ftp.
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tiple CPUs or if the tests do a lot of I/O operations.
The ability for concurrent execution was desired because we wanted to run more than one td. devsw processes concurrently with a single command. Here the
issues are:

Main :
if called as "qual" then
call subroutine qua I;
else
call subroutine td..devsw;
endif;
exit;

• Exclusive access to shared resource
• Checkpoint-restart ability
Although the parallelism for the inner loop shown
in Figure 2 does not need synchronization, we needed
an interlock mechanism in td. devsw. It is implemented by the file lock mechanism provided by the
operating system. We use it as a semaphore.
For graceful shutdown, appropriate signal handlers
are implemented. The alarm system call is used to
implement the time limit feature .
Logging the execution is all that is needed for
restarting. The second lowest layer td. devsw, as well
as the top layer qua/, writes logging information to a
log file, so that qua/ can determine what tests have
executed and which have not by looking at the previous log before restarting execution. Note that, to implement concurrent execution, the log file needed exclusive access from multiple processes. However, our
approach is to use a proper daemon process to write
messages to the log file. Each process that wants to
write a message to the log file sends it to the daemon process via system calls. The operating system
funnels the messages to the daemon. Because this
scheme is already supported by the operating system
(BSD Internet Superserver), the implementation was
simple. In fact, this approach, rather than exclusive
lock for the log file, was chosen for the distributed
execution described later.

qual:

parse command line options;

record common options;
read input;
for each line in input
split suite to base suites;
for each base suite
fork;

if this is child then
merge common options;
call td..devsw;
else
wait until the child finishes;
endif;
endfor;
endfor;
generate an overall summary report;
return;
td_devsw:

set environments;
compose command line options for td;
fork;
if this is the child then
exec td;
else
wait until td finishes;
endif;
generate a summary report;
return;

2.3.2

Shutdown is done by broadcasting a signal to child
td..devsv processes (Figure 3) . Appropriate signal
handlers are installed in order to terminate the program with postprocessing such as writing terminate
state to the log file.

Figure 2: Local execution model

program.

2.3
2.3.1

Shutdown

2.3.3

Logging

The log file contains the following information required to restart the test after termination as well as
for debugging:

Concurrent execution
Synopsis

Concurrent execution increases throughput even on

• Time stamp

im~l(!Immt~ mu}r

t Process IDs

a stand-alone computer system if it

3

Started: Thu Jun 16 19:32:49 CDT 1994
Local Host: darkstar
PIO: 17565
Envirollllents:
EXECDIR /scratch/bbenn/FC..darkstar
TEST /tstrel/devsv/lang/fc
vrk /lang/lang
qual co111Rand line: -cycle /tstrel/devsv/lang/nightly/darkstar/FC...CYCLELOG -fc
-post devtest..nightlies -mail bbenn -copy -times -nstderr -timelimit 720 -parallel 2
data:
(1) -03 -fi -re -cxdb -f90 -rl -ur data.J.ocality/loop.blocking
(2) -03 -fi -re -cxdb -f90 -rl -ur libl77/VHS_tests/defaultfile
(221) -03 -fi -re -cxdb -f90 -rl -ur data.J.ocality/interchange
###

td.devsv(2): Started 17905: Thu Jun 16 19:32:51 CDT 1994
td.devsv(1): Started 17904: Thu Jun 16 19:32:51 CDT 1994
td.devsv(2): Warning: '/libraries/convex/lib/rels/lint' not found. Using default lint
td.devsv(112): Completed: Fri Jun 17 07:30:05 CDT 1994
td.devsv(111): Completed: Fri Jun 17 07:30:15 CDT 1994
td.devsv(113): td #19570
qual: time limit (720 ain) exceeded
18312: process killed
19570: process killed
td.devsv(110): Terminated: at /tstrel/devsv/lang/fc/cray/buffer..io buffer..09c: Fri Jun
17 07:33:52 CDT 1994
td.devsv(113): Terminated: at /tstrel/devsv/lang/fc/cray/vrong_type cray..dmod: Fri Jun
17 07:33:54 CDT 1994
qual: Coapletion aail sent to bbenn devtest..nightlies devtest.l.ogCdarkstar
qual: Terminated: Fri Jun 17 07:33:54 CDT 1994

Figure 4: Log file example

• Environment variables
• Command line options
• Input data
• Diagnostic messages
• Termination state
An example of the log file is show in Figure 4.
Messages written by each child td..devsw process has
a header string "td.devsw(N) :" where N corresponds to the line number in the input. Actual implementation is done by redirecting stdout and stderr
to the log file. This is done by qual before forking
off child td...devsw processes. Those child processes
inherit the redirection from the parent, so that maintainers do not have to be aware of the fact that it is

writing messages to the log file, or they may want to
test whether the destination file descriptor is a tty
or a regular file.
At the time of restarting, qual looks at and parses
this log file, and figures out: there were 221 lines
of input to execute; line number 1, 2, · · ·, 109, 111,
112 finished; 110 and 113 were terminated; therefore
114, 115, . . ·, 221 had not started. Then it makes a
backup for this log file and creates new input lines
internally and restarts the execution as if it is a new
one. Because termination state information for original line numbers 110 and 113 tells what test case in
the base suite terminated, qual can add this information to new lines of these, so that the accuracy of the
restarting point can be the test case level at best, and
the test suite level at worst.
In this way, the parallel factor of the previous run
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Figure 3: Shutdown mechanism

Figure 5: Asynchronous logging

does not matter for restarting. The log file must be
an unbuffered output file so that the restarting mechanism still works after a machine crash.

2.4
2.4.1

Distributed execution
Synopsis

Conceptually, the distributed execution across network is implemented by simply executing td..devsw
On concurrent execution, multiple td..devsw pro- in Figure 2 by the remote shell command, instead of
cesses write messages to the log file. It needs to fork{2) . Major issues here are the scheduling mechabe written exclusively to avoid jamming. One pos- nism and data sharing model. We introduced a "casible way was to use the file lock mechanism pro- pacity'' concept which takes into account not only
vided by the operating system, such as flock(2) or load average, but also disk space and a few other
fcnt/(2). These work only if the log file resides on the things for the scheduling heuristic. Providing fine
local file system. Otherwise, the buffering mechanism control options for the scheduling was also imporwith NFS (Network File System) 3 corrupts the log tant to avoid intrusive execution. We referred to the
data replication method for the data sharing model
file [Honeyman 94].
The method we chose to use was the Internet su- [OSF 92].
perserver: the inetd process [Stevens 90]. Instead
ofletting each child td..devsw process write messages 2.4.2 Process control model
directly to the log file, qua/ invokes a daemon process which listens to td..devsw processes. The oper- Figure 6 shows the process control model. The difference from the local execution model is that qua/
ating system funnels the asynchronous messages to
the daemon and the daemon writes them to the log does not fork off td..devsw processes directly but invokes the td. devsw commands via the remote shell
file (Figure 5).
command which is called rsh or remsh depending on
This is done by redirecting stdout and stderr to
the UNIX implementation. By using the remote shell
a socket, which is connected to the daemon, instead
command, stdout, stderr and signals are transparof a regular file. Child td..devsw processes inherit the
ent between remote and local systems. The logging
redirected stdout and stderr. qua/ has to establish
and signal handling mechanisms described in the prethe connection before forking off child td..devsw provious section work without any change. However, this
cesses. The Internet superserver is very simple; only
method does not allow invoked td. devsw commands
a series of system calls needed to be added to the
to inherit internal data structure, such as environprogram to implement this scheme.
ment variable settings, in qua/. To solve this problem 1
2.3.4

3

Asynchronous logging

it pa.sses additional command line options to remote

NFS is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems
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Figure 6: Process control
td. devsw commands.

2.4.3

host machines. In those text files, the test administrator or project leaders can specify default load average threshold values for all people or specific users.
Figure 7 shows an example of a threshold specifica-

Scheduling

In the distributed execution, qual has to determine
which host machines it assigns td.devsw commands
2.5
to. Most commercially available cluster management
user1, user2 6. 0
software only takes into account the load average of
remote hosts. However, this was not sufficient in our
Figure 7: Threshold specification file
case. We introduced the "capacity" concept instead
of load average only. The capacity value C is calculated by:
tion file. This specifies the load average threshold
value 6.0 for user1 and user2, while it is 2.5 for
other users. This is probably reasonable if the tests
user1 and user2 are running have higher priority
than others . By creating a zero size file oops, one can
Note that LT is load average threshold, Lis current prevent qua/ from distributing any tests to the host
load average, ST is disk space threshold, S is cur- oops . For host machines which operate in higher frerently available disk space, and n is a constant. x is quency and/or implement larger amount of memory
a huge negative constant.
or disk space, this threshold value may be specified
The user can specify LT and ST, or default val- higher than others .
ues are defined in database files that correspond to
The capacity value is calculated by a "local capac-
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cached data. The checker also checks if the remote
copy command, which is used by the data sharing
model, works on every host in the cluster. This algorithm has proved to be efficient for non-intrusive
distribution and greater throughput.

for each base suite
host := get..max...capacity..host();
fork;

if this is the child then
compose command line options for td. devsv;
invoke td.devsv on host via the remote shell·,
else
j := j + 1;
update();
Cmaz := get..max...capacity();
ifj 2'.: J or Cmaz ~ 0 then
do
j := j -1;
if no more children then break;
wait until one finishes;
update();
Cmaz := get..max...capacity();
if Cmaz > 0 then break;
enddo;
endif;
endif;
endfor;
wait until all children finish;

2.4.4

Scheduling control options

In addition to the load threshold database files the
following command line options are supported in
qua/:

-per.host integer
If the load of distribution target host is very low,
qual may invoke many td. devsv commands on
that host at the same time. While this is reasonable in terms of load balancing, the user sometimes wants to limit the number of td. devsv's
per host. This option tells qua/ not to invoke
more than the specified number of td. devsv's
on each host.

-lockout
This option tells qua/ to lock out other distribution requests from other qua/ processes. This
should be used only if one has a very high priority tests to run. When a qua/is running with this
option, nobody else can distribute tests in that
cluster. This is implemented by the semaphore
using the file lock mechanism.

Figure 8: Distribution algorithm

ity checker." It is a separate program and is invoked
from qual via the remote shell command. Using the
capacity values obtained from all host machines in
the cluster, qua/ determines which host machines it
invokes td. devsw commands on. For a specified parallel factor of N, qua/ ensures that at least 1 and at
most N td. devsv commands are executing concurrently. When one of them finishes, it invokes the next
td. devsv command on the most capable host machine at that time. If none of the hosts had a positive
capacity value, it waits until one of them gets positive
capacity value. This algorithm does not guarantee N
td. devsv's running concurrently; rather, it tries to
keep the load average on each host machine lower
than the specified threshold value. One host may be
executing more than one td.devsv's, while another
is executing none.
Figure 8 shows an outline of this algorithm. This
is an enhanced version of the loop shown in Figure
2. get..max...capacity.host() and get..max...capacity()
in the figure invoke the capacity checker on every host
in the cluster. Because this operation is expensive,
it implements a caching lo15ic. up<la-te() a,djuiitti the

2.4.5

Data sharing

As shown in Figure 2, qua/ is a driver program for
td. devsw, and td. devsw is a driver program for td. td
executes actual test cases, as shown in Figure 1, which
generates various output files. These output files are
located on each local host machine, thus we needed a
data sharing model. Otherwise test result examination would be very difficult and external subprograms
used by qua/ would have to be enhanced for network
functionality.
One easy way to implement data sharing is to use
a network transparent file system such as NFS. However, this required reconfiguration of all host machines in the cluster in order to be suitable for the
test system. This was not acceptable. Another way is
to dynamically replicate all test results onto the host
machine where qua/ was initiated ( called the master host). This would hide the fact that the execution was distributed and make test results look as if
they were executed locally. It would facilitate the examination proc~gg_ However, test results often takes
7

up large amount of disk space, so that this approach
would not be efficient.
The method we finally chose was to replicate only
major files on remote hosts onto the master host and
provide a browser program which hides the distribution and facilitates the examination process. The
major files are summary report files produced by
td. devsw and a few other small files on remote hosts.
By replicating these files onto the master host, qual
could produce an overall summary file locally. In fact,
those files are what the user looks at for a quick examination. The browser is described later in this paper.
This method does not stress network traffic unless
test cases themselves involve network activity. For
this consideration, td. devsw supports options to copy
test target programs, which in our case are compilers
and libraries, to a directory on the locally mounted
disk. We usually use such a directory on each host
for the test execution directory.
2.4.6

Example

Figure 9 shows an example of the overall summary
report generated by qual. The execution was initiated
by:

Y. qua1 -distribute TEST -para11e1 10 < DATA

from the lowest driver td, and various output files per
test case including stdout dump, stderr dump, and
so on. Even worse, if the execution was distributed,
those files are scattered across the network. The user
will want to look at appropriate files to isolate the
problem. However, the system does not replicate all
files on the master host. We needed a browsing system for these.
Isolating a problem from a test failure is similar
to debugging a program. As the debuggers allow the
user to change the values of variables at debugging
time, the user often wants to change the sequence
and/or the input data of the test case while examining the failure. However, as automated test execution
gets more sophisticated to hide complexity from the
user, this process becomes more difficult. We needed
computer aid for this.
Reporting detected problems is very important.
The report should include certain information, such
as how to reproduce the problem, in a standard format. Since we use a stand-alone problem tracking
system, the reporting process needed to integrate
that system.
In addition to the things above, we had to maintain
test suites. While examining test results, the user
often finds problems in test suites. Because we don't
assume that the user is a test engineer, we had to
provide an easy interface for test suite maintenance.
The test execution system provides a batch-style
interface to run a large set of test suites, but we
needed an interactive system to examine particular
test failures . The system needed to be able to:

The execution was distributed to the cluster "TEST''
which contained 11 host machines and executed on
at most 10 hosts concurrently. It encountered 279
failures out of 25771 test cases in approximately 10
hours.
Given the fact that this is base suite level coarse• Interact with the user
grain parallelism and the execution of each base suite
• Parse various output files
takes mostly 5 ....., 10 minutes, overhead of the distribution and parallelization spent in qualis very small.
• Provide ability to edit files
The throughput gain depends on variety of size of
base suites; however, it can be ignored for inputs con• Provide ability to search strings in files
taining a large number of suites. Generally the test
• Invoke subprocesses to emulate the test driver
execution with a parallel factor of N in more than N
hosts cluster gets 0.8 x N ....., 0.9 x N times greater We built such a system on top of GNU Emacs 4
throughput than local serial execution.
which already integrated this basic functionality.
GNU Emacs is not only a powerful editor, but is
a lisp interpreter. It provides interface to most of
3
Interactive test results
its functionality in lisp functions, so that the user
can write emacs-lisp programs for a specific purpose.
browser
It provides pop-up menus and other GUI-type interfaces also in lisp. This has been used in various in3.1 Background
teractive systems such as the software review system
A test execution generates a lot of output files, such
"©Free Software foundation, Inc. Available via anonymous
as an overall summary report file, log output files ftp.
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Status: Completed: Sat Mar 25 05:28:41 CST 199
Datafile used: STDIN
Test tree: /tstrel/devsw/lang
Execution directory: /scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri
Diagnostics during execution:
Warning: Can't get load average on matthew . Assuming 1.25
Products used:
/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri/comp/bin/fc: Version 9 . 1.3.24
/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri/comp/bin/fcxref : Version 9.1.3.24
/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri/comp/bin/fpp : Version 9.1.3.24
/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri/comp/bin/fskel: Version 9.1.3.24
/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri/comp/bin/fsplit: Version 9.1.3.24
darkstar - Sat, Mar 25, 1995
robert:/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri
fc/optReport
(02. fi. nstderr)
steve:/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri
fc/ft_nasa_blue
(02, fi. nstderr)
nasa_blue/B_cx294 (critical,rc)

O I

12

1 I

80

(fc.none.-O2.mpp)

. .. (edited) .. .
. . . (edited) .. .
paluck:/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri
fc/v70_opt_ifdo_interchange (O2,fi,nstderr,nur,nuj)
0 /
79
jimmy:/scratch/lieb/FC_darkstar_Mar_24_Fri
fc/v70_opt_ifdo_interchange (O2,fi,nstderr,nsr,nur,nuj)
0 /

79

279 / 25771
Test Result Statistics
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

number of suites executed:
number of tests executed:
and percent of passing tests:
and percent of failing tests:
and percent of unexpected failures:
and percent of expected failures:

605
25771
25492
279
279
0

( 98.9%)
(
1.1%)
(100. 0%)
(
0.0%)

Distribution Statistics
Suites

Host

62 (
2(
83 (
39(
55(
87 (
113 (
57(
46(
50(
11(

sean
matthew
randy
steve
paluck
terry
jimmy
robert
brent
jason
taylor

10.2%)
0.3%)
13. 7%)
6.4%)
9.1%)
14. 4%)
18. 7%)
9.4%)
7.6%)
8.3%)
1.8%)

Fi ure 9: Overall summary report

0

9

Tests
5058(
17 (
2752 (
1366 (
2856(
2399 (
3335 (
2867 (
1663 (
3129(
329(

19.6%)
0.1%)
10.7%)
5.3%)
11.1%)
9.3%)
12 . 9%)
11.1%)
6.5%)
12 . 1%)
1. 3%)

described in [Johnson 93). In addition, GNU Emacs
Indeed, this is a lot of work and involves a lot of
implements a vi editor emulation mode. It is being guesswork. The most frequently asked question from
used by users who want to use the test results brows- users to test engineers is, "How do I reproduce this
failure by hand?", and a typical answer is "Oh, you
ing system but do not familier with using Emacs.
need to set some environment variables before that
command." The test system is too complicated. We
3.2 The scenario
also cannot ignore keyboard typing cost, because the
While the overall summary report shown in Figure test execution leaves a number of files, and file names
9 gives the user metrics information, the user needs are usually similar and very long. In short, the exama lot more information to examine each failure. Be- ination is a process of repeating "change directory,"
cause each base suite executes in an unique execution "list directory," "view /edit a file," and "execute a
directory which the driver td creates, input and out- command." Doing this by hand is error prone and a
put files of the test cases in the base suite are left in wast of time. We needed a computer aid for this.
the execution directory unique to each base suite. A
There are unavoidably failures due to test probtypical test result examination scenario without the lems. Typically the user stops examining a failure
browing system is as follows:
when he/she finds problems in the test case. They
know how to fix the test case, but they don't know
1. Determine which failure to look at.
how to change it in the test suite because of the com2. Look at td's log or the analysis of the failure that plexity of the test system and its source control syswas automatically generated during the test exe- tem. We needed to provide an easy interface t make
cution to get a rough idea of what the failure is. it possible for test users maintain the test suites by
Even this requires a search-and-guess through- themselves.
out the log or the analysis output.

3 .3

3. Locate the execution directory for the failed test
case and go to that directory.

Functionality

As described above, a typical examination cycle begins with determining which failure to look at. Most
of the functionality in the browser system works for
a selected failure at a time. Figure 10 is an example
of the system usage with the pop-up menu activated.
The line on which the cursor is located is interpreted
as the failure that the user is interested in. The following functionality is provided:

4. Get the list of files in the directory and "guess"
which is the input and which is the output of the
test case.
5. See if the failure can be reproduced by hand to
understand how the test case executed. This requires the user to understand what the expected
result is. Such data is usually in the test suite
directory, not in the execution directory.

• Browsing

6. Look at input/output data of the test case to
determine ifit is a real failure or a test problem.
7. Isolate the problem. This is typically done by
repeatedly modifying input data and/or executing the failed command with slightly different
options by hand.

View the overall summary report.
View the automatic failure analysis report.
This file contains information other than
the selected failure. The system places the
cursor on the appropriate position to indicate which line corresponds to the selected
failure.

8 . Compose the problem report. The report should
include enough information to reproduce the
problem. While the test system implements an
ability to filter out already reported test failures
automatically, the user must search a database
to avoid a duplicated problem report.

- View the actual stdout or stderr dump.

9. Update the known-failure database.

- View the expected stdout or stderr dump.

- View td's log. The system relocates the cursor as well.
- View the difference between actual and expected stdout/stderr.
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Figure 10: The browsing system
View the test input data file which was
copied to the test execution directory by td.
The user may want to edit the file.
View or edit the selected file. This was desired because the file retrieved by the other
function often contains file names that the
user cannot locate. The system has some
built-in knowledge for where to look for the
file .
Dump the database corresponding to the
test case. The external command to manipulate the database is quite complicated.
The system composes a precise query for
the database.
Invoke the built-in help system.

Execute the selected command string in the
database dump window.
Reinvoke td on the selected single test case.
Invoke the td on a remote host machine.
This is useful to see if the failure depends
on the configuration of the local system.
Compose the input line for qual to run the
selected test case. This is useful for rerunning a set of failures after the examination.
Compose the input lines for all failures.
The user can run all failures with a different
configuration after the examination.
• Maintenance

• Execution
Rerun the failed command.
Recompile the test program. This is specific
to compiler testing. The system has some
built-in knowledge.
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View the matching entry m the knownfailure database.
Add the selected failure to the known-

failure dotob~~.

- Apply or remove a restriction to the test source means the input for the test case in our comcase. The test case may only be valid with piler testing. As the message on the bottom of wina specific configuration.
dow prompts, the file associated with this window is
editable,
because it is a copy of its original in the test
- Change the corresponding entry in the
suite which is a centrally shared resource. The user
database. This requires a certain level of
often has some idea for the cause of failure. What
understanding of td.
he/she wants to do here would be to change the in- Update the input or output of the test case. put to see if the idea is correct. One can recompile the
During the isolation process in the exami- modified test source on the spot. Figure 12 shows a
nation, the user often finds that the input is situation in which the user has selected the "Recomincorrect. Typically she has already opened pile" menu. The system is prompting the original
a window for that file, edited it and made compilation command which was executed in the test
sure that the test passes with her change. run . The user may want to append some debugging
This function updates the file in the current switches to the command prompted. Figure 13 shows
window into the test suite. The file in the the situation after the recompilation. The window
current window may be actual output. In tells what recompilation function actually executed.
such a case, this function updates the ex- This is not as simple as the user expected. There
pected output in the test suite. The system were many preprocessing commands that needed to
knows what the test case corresponds to in be precisely executed to isolate the problem. The
the test suite.
browsing system reduces chances for misleading re- Accept the result of the failure as "ex- compilation. This series of operations is similar to
pected" and update the test case in the test debugging a program. The browsing system in some
degree implements the step execution and the ability
suite.
to dynamically change data as debuggers do.
- Interface to the source control system used
Figure 14 shows an example of a bug report temfor the test suite. Some of functions above, plate created by the system. The "How:" line is the
e.g. updating the test case, automatically command to reproduce the test failure. The user is
invoke this interface.
encouraged to enter a one line summary on the "Summary:" line and more details in the "Description:"
• Reporting
field. Having the report standardized helped auto- Search for a similar bug in the bug report mate the report database processing.
After all, the system is not only a browsing sysdatabase.
tem but also an environment for examining the test
- Create a bug report template. The system results. This frees users from having to learn a comautomatically prompts the user to search plicated test execution system and promotes them
for a similar bug in the database.
to do better examination. By encapsulating the ex- Insert the selected failure information to the amination process with this "environment," we could
"Other test cases" section of a previously potentially measure the cost of test examination.
created template.

3.4

- Submit the created and edited bug report.
- Send the bug report via e-mail.

Enhancements for the distributed
test results

As described earlier, input and output files associated
with the distributed test execution are often scattered
- td integrates the coverage analysis tool across a network. While we assume that the user exGCT. It leaves various report files. The amines the test results on the host where qual was
browsing system provides an interface to se- initiated, the browsing system needed to integrate
the ability to access files on remote hosts and exelect and view those files.
cute commands on remote hosts. In other words, we
Figure 11 shows a situation in which the user se- needed to hide the fact that the test execution was in
lected the "Open test source file" menu. The test distributed fashion from the examination process.
• Coverage analysis
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rllurfers File Edit Help

,a

progr.- vectcr14

c

declare variables
Integer actual1(10), actual2(2, 10), actual3(2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 10)
Integer expect.HS), expect2(2, 5), expect3(2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 5)
integer lb3(7), ub3(7)
external va
Integer va(5)

c

I

lnl tiallze

Feel free to edit this file.

Figure 11: "Open test source file"

lluffers File Edit Help

-

progr.- vectcrU
C

declare variables
integer actual1(10), actual2(2, 10), actual3(2. 2. 2. 2, 2, 2. 10)
integer expect1(5). expect2(2, 5), expect3(2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 5)
Integer lb3(7) , ub3(7)
external YI!
Integer va(5)

!
C

initialize

I
~

COMand: /lans/host_hpux/C0111p/bin/fc -11/lang/host_hpuxlCOIIIPlbin -o vector-14. -no\
.exe -no vectorU.f ckf .a -or none -na +Colli- +Caption unaligned[]

I

Figure 12: "Recompile" (prompt)

lluffer-s File Edit Collpile Help
setenv 'fct' , /lang/host_hpux/caip/bin/fct'
setenv 'fc' '/langlhost_hpux/caip/bln/fc'
setenv 'CQIIIP_erw' 'standard'
setenv , ardl' , app'

setenv 'Tlf"lLES' 'Files/PA RISC'
setenv 'Bflag' '-B/lang/host_hpux/C011p/bin'
setenY 'TEST..DIR' '/tstrel/devsw/lang/fc/fortran90/arr111:1s/sections/vector_Slbsc\
ript'
setenY 'TESTJR'E' 'vectcr14'

/t:trel/devswlang/fc/fcrtran90/arra!:f$/sections/vectcr_subscript/Files/PREP .csh\
/tstrel/dtwswlang/fc/fortran90/arTays,'sectlons/vectcr_subscript
/bin/cat /t:trel/devsw/lang/fc/S\ff()rtf iles/stdtest.h > .lstdtest.h
/bin/cat /tstrel/devsw/lang/fc/Sl.ff(ll'1:Flles/ck.~.o > .l<*.o
/bin/cat It.st.rel /devsw/lang/fc/Sl.ff(ll'1:F II es/ckf .spp .a > •lck.F .a
/lang/host..hpux/COOOf>/bin/fc -B/1"'"9/host..hpux/coo,p/bin -o vector14.--no.exe -no \
vector-14. f ckf .a -or none --na +Colli- +Coption unaligned
fc: Err-a- on line 67.7 of vectcr14.f: The arr<l!:j object or section '<ie.-p33>.<te\
ap32> • Is not allowed In this context.
fc: /lang/host..hpux/C001f>/bin/fskel was teniinated ~ signal 'SIGBUS'
11.ollatlon exited abnor111111lu with code 10 at Tue Har 28 16:21:24
1,._Garbage_--=._co_l_l_ec_t_i...;ng:..;•..:..•"-•done
_____________________

Figure 13: "Recompile" (result)
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Buffers File Edit Help

How: td.devsw -f'e -f'I -q 1000 -nstderr -kf /tstrel/devswllans/fe/kf_new -epu 15\
00 -no -1 wetcr14 fortran90/arra\js/sections/vector_swsa-ipt
~ : ~ter one l i n e ~
Description:
C0111Pilatlon en"()I": SIGlllS oeorred
End of Description
Other testcases:

Keywon:Js:
wetcr14.p.fc.none.-no.llf'P.SE:
fc: Error on line fif.7 of wctcr14.f: The arra\:j object er section '(teiiip33>.<te\
111P32>' Is not ell~ In this context.
Fe: /scratch/lieb/FC_di~..27_Kon/C0111f>/bin/fskel tenllinated ~ sisnal 'S\
IGBUS'
please do not delete this line

i

Please edit · ~ : · and "Description:· fields

Figure 14: Bug report template
Executing commands on a remote host is simply
done by the remote shell command. It usually involves creating a shell script on the remote host and
then executing it by the remote shell command.
GNU Emacs, on top of which the browsing system is implemented, already integrated the remote
file access capability 5 • Most of the primitive interface in GNU Emacs works even for remote files as
if they are on a local system. This is done by running an ftp process in the background. The browsing
system could take advantage of this capability with
very small enhancement. However, remote file access
with it is not very quick because it is done by an ftp
process running in the background.
Remote files are often mounted via NFS . Because
our workstations are not integrated in a unified cluster environment, and each owner of a workstation
is allowed to configure the system independently, we
cannot assume any network transparent file systems
( except the file system devoted to the test suite) .
Rather, the browsing system had to find out if the
target directory is accessible via NFS at run-time.
Then we implemented a simple NFS mount solver in
the browsing system. It works as follows:

Algorithm.
1. Look up the cached data if the input has

ever been given.
2. If it has, retrieve the data, else,
3. Execute "cd target..directory; pwd" on the
remote host via the remote shell. The string
returned is the "true path name," which
does not contain any symbolic links.
4. Look up the mount table file, which the operating system manages (I etc/mnttab or
/ etc/mtab), and check if the true file name
on the remote host is mounted on the local
system.
5. Store the obtained result in cache.
With these small enhancements, we could hide the
distribution from the user as far as he/she uses the
browsing system.

4

Input -remote host name and full path name on
the remote host.

Summary

Using the method described in this paper, we have
been able to run a large number of tests in a limited
time. To detect regressions on daily basis, project
Output -full path name on local system which is leaders run the "nightly" script which executes a set
actually NFS mounted, or an error if the target of tests every night when more CPU cycles are availis not accessible via NFS mount .
able than they are in day time. It takes advantage of
5 The ange-(tp mode, by Andy Norman
the "cyclic run" feature in qual. A project manages a
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huge input file for qua/which may not be able to fin- [Honeyman 94] Honeyman, Peter. "Distributed File
ish during one night. Then the person responsible for
Systems" Khanna, Raman. editor. Distributed
the nightly testing specifies a time limit to qua/ and
Computing: Implementation and Management
keeps the resulting log file. The test on the next night
Strategies, pp. 27-44, Prentice Hall 1994
restarts from where it encountered the time limit last
night. When it finishes the input, it will start from [OSF 92] Open Software Foundation. Introduction to
OSF'1'MDCE, pp. 1-10-1-11, Prentice Hall 1992
the beginning of the input again and continue until the time limit. In this way, cyclic testing for the [Johnson 93] Philip M. Johnson, Danu Tjahjono,
project can constantly get maximum coverage within
Dadong Wan, Robert S. Brewer. "Experience with
a limited time and it can get optimum machine reCSRS: An Instrumented Software Review Envisource usage by the distribution ability.
ronment" Proceedings of Pacific Northwest Softqua/ is written in Perl 6 which is an interpreter
ware Quality Conference, Oct. 1993
language. Interactions to the operating system is
encapsulated in the language so that we don't have
to care about details of system calls. The Internet
superserver does most things we needed for logging.
GNU Emacs provides user-interaction functions and
fast pattern search functions that we needed to parse
various test output files. As a result of using these
well-designed software tools, our test system ( excluding CITE and the test suite) is reasonably small.
Each project is responsible for testing. The project
does not necessarily involve test specialists for regression testing. Members do it by themselves. The "distributed test environment" meant to distribute the
responsibility of testing. This "do it yourself" culture is being accepted as the test effort becomes less
time consuming by using the distributed execution
and easier with the interactive test result browsing
system.
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Abstract
This paper points out three serious problems
with the traditional software testing paradigm and the existing CAST (computeraided software testing) tools. First, most of
the software won't be tested until coding,
and most of the CAST tools are built for the
later life cycle of the software development.
However, many of the most serious problems
are introduced before coding, and by the
time they are discovered, they are often too
expensive to fix. Secondly, although software developers and researchers begin to
realize the importance of the software testing
in the early life cycle of the software development, the continuation among all the
phases in the life cycle is seldom addressed.
Third, current CAST tools provide an integrated environment for software testing,
however, a distributed but collaborative one
will be more natural. A more open system is
needed for tools integration and distributed
software development. This paper presents a
more successful paradigm, which is called
in-process and continuous software testing in
the distributed software development environment. Corresponding CAST tool is also
built to support such a paradigm.
1.

Introduction

With debugging and testing now takes more
than 50% of a typical software project development time, producing testable software
and demonstrating its functionality has
hee~me M industry-wide ,nority. However,

there are some serious problems with the
traditional software testing paradigms.
First of all, most of software won't be
tested until implementation. The problem
is that many of the most serious problems
are introduced before coding, and by the
time they are discovered, they are often too
expensive to fix .
Software requirement documentation is
usually the first specification of a system's
required behavior. Errors in this documentation are difficult and expensive to correct
if propagate to the design phase (or worse,
to the implementation). In fact, Bell Labs
and IBM studies have determined that 80%
of all defects are inserted in the requirement phase.
As we know, it is far easier to change
something at its abstract and conceptual
stage than it is already implemented. Much
of the difficulty and expense of fixing
errors late in the development has something to do with tracking the errors to its
source. If an error is spotted at design
phase, we know that the problem is located
somewhere in the design. However, if an
error is not detected until the system is
operational, the root of the problems may
be in several places: the hardware, the software, the design, the implementation and
the documentation . The sooner we find a
problem, the fewer places we have to look
to find its cause and fix it.

The trnditional te~ting pllrlldigm doe~ not

permit early detection of problems, and
when an error is discovered, it is often too
late and too expensive to fix. As a result, the
software might experience traumatic failure,
the project is scrapped, must be redone, or
the customer is left dissatisfied with partially
functioned system.

This paper presents a more successful software
testing paradigm, which is called in-process
and continuous software testing in the distributed software development environment.
By in-process testing, we means that software
testing is intertwined with software development process, more specifically, the incomplete
software is tested at each phase of the life
cycle, instead of until implementation, and
whenever there are any changes in the development, the comesponding test cases will be
redesigned and testing will be redone. In this
way, it provides the tracibility from software
development to software testing, so that bugs
can be spotted much earlier, and can be tracked
much easily.

Second, even though software developers
and reseachers begin to realize the importance of the software testing at the early life
cycle, the continuation of software testing
among all these phases is seldom addressed.
In fact, software testing at each phase can not
be an independent activity. On the one hand,
the test suite generated for the current phase
should reuse the test suite of the previous
phase, since the software at the current phase
at least should be exercised with what the
system had been teseted at the previous
phase; on the other hand, the way the system
behaved at the current phase should be compared with that at the previous phase to make
sure that it does what it is supposed to do.

By continuous testing, we means that project is
tested and tracked in a continuous fashion from
requirement, to design, to coding, and at last to
integration, more specificially, test case generated at the earlier life cycle will be reused at
the later life cycle, and testing at the later life
cycle will be compared with the supposed system behavior specified at the earlier life cycle,
so that when an error is discovered, it can be
easily found out where the problem may be
brought into with a trace from the current
phase to the earlier phases. It benifits developers, since much difficulties and expense to fix
errors has to do with tracking the error to its
source.

Third, nowadays more and more CAST tools
provide an integrated enviroment. It is certainly more powerful compared with a single
tool. However, to develop a large and complicated project, software development usually has to be divided into several phases and
broken into many pieces, which are assigned
to different contractors, different group and
different individuals. These developers may
work at different locations and at different
time. Most of time the developers may only
concern his(her) own part, and use only a
couple of tools instead of the whole toolkit.
Therefore, a distributed environment will be
more natural. The key point to provide a distributed software development and software
testing environment is cooperation. Actually,
bad collaboration in developing a large
project has been an important factor which
leads to the failure. That is, we need a more
open system for distributed software development and tool integration.

By distributed software development environment, we means that CAST toolkit bases on
client/server model. Each individual tool acts
as a client, and can be invoked independently
by the different developers at the different
locations. The server will take care the cooperation among each individual's activities and
the consistency among the distributed information sharing. A new tool can be easily to be
plugged in the existing toolkit by simply "fill
in a registration form" in the server.
Even though more and more CAST tools have
been developed, like test case design tools, test
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tion. Testing a unit (in object-oriented,
classes and their instances are units), based
strictly on the specification for that unit,
would be an example of black-box testing.
Testing requirements (i.e., very high-level
specification) is done using black-box testing
techniques.

suite management tools, testing automation
tools, testing coverage tools, static analysis
tools, and a few built for the earlier life cycle,
but none of them can support our new paradigm. However, our paradigm won't be practical without the support of CAST toolkit, since
traditional testing is already very time consuming and error-prone, such an in-process and
continuous testing will be more expensive and
more easy to make mistakes. !CT is developed
to faciliate our new paradigm. It is not simply a
collection of tools. Each individual tool itself
has a lot of new features to support the in-process and continuous software testing.

•static testing is any testing that is done without explicitly executing the software under
test. Inspections, walk-throughs, and reviews
are all examples of static testing techniques.
At one time, we could say that static testing
was any testing that did not involve computer, but this is no longer true.

This paper is organized as follows : section 2
gives the fundemantals of this paper, including
basic terminologies, ICT framework of ICT,
and the example which will be used throughout
the whole paper. The rest of the sections will
give more detailed description of each bulit-in
tool in ICT, and how these tools support inprocess and continuous software testing in
terms of each phase of software development
life cycle.

•Dynamic testing is any testing that requires
the actual execution of the software under
test.
ICT Framework

Compared with the other tools, ICT provides
more open system for new tools integration and
distributed software development. Figure 2.1
shows the framework of our !CT toolkit.

2. Fundamentals
ICT bases on the client/server model. Each individual tool acts as a client, which can be invoked
independently in the distributed environment. Its
server consists of two subsystems. One is workflow and information control subsystem, which is
used to collaborate each individual's activities
and control the information flow among the clients; the other is information sharing subsystem,
which is used to store information consistently
and permanently among tools in the distributed
development environment. In such an open system, a new tool can be easily integrated by "fill
in a registration form" in the server. The server
will modify workflow, dataflow and add new
data format to manage new information and
cooperation.

In order to give reader a better understanding
of our new paradigm, and the corresponding
CAST tool, we first explain some fundamentals.
Terminologies
First we define some terminologies which we
will use in the rest of the paper:
•White-box testing is a testing based
strictly upon the implementation (e.g.
code). No specification (e.g. for the code )
are required for white-box testing. Whitebox testing is practical only for unit-testing. It can be used occasionally during
integration testing, but is impractical for
higher-order testing, e.g., system testing.

Example

We will use a simplified householding temperature control system as an example to demonstrate
how l<;T works. Here we give an informal

•Black-box testing is testing based strictly

upon the specification for an
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Figure 2.1 Framework of ICT
3. Testing at Requirement Analysis
Phase

requirement specification for reader to get a better understanding of the problem itself. The
household temperature control system runs a
heater and air conditioner in order to keep the
current temperature within the certain desired
range. The system can be turned on and turned
off using master switch, and reference temperature (Reffemp) can be set at any time. The actual
temperature (ActTemp) is checked periodically
and compared with the reference temperature. If
the actual temperature is 3 degree higher than the
reference temperature, then the air conditioner
(AC) is turned on; if the actual temperature is 3
degree lower than the reference temperature,
then the heater is turned on. Otherwise, the system is in inactive state. There is also a displayer
to show the status of the system in real-time.

At requirement analysis phase, the common
and simple testing techniques are inspection or
walk-through. In order to inspect requirements,
first of all, requirements specification must be
unambiguous, while the real-life problem
statements may be ambiguous, vague, or even
misleading. Secondly, it is a testing technique,
so it require testcases, otherwise it will be
merely a review. Test case generation is a very
important but often overlooked product at this
phase. Tests should be .representive and thorough enough to exercise those functionalities
that demonstrate the correctness and validity of
the system, otherwise, the rest of the testing
will be useless. However, manually generating
a complete set of test suite is both error-prone
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Householding
Temperature
Control

Figure 3.1 Top Level Black-Box

and time-consuming. To accomodate these
demands for the testing at requirement analysis
phase, ICT provides requirements documentation
tool, test case design tool, and requirements
inspection tool, and etc.

details of each tool.
Requirement Documentation Tool(RD)

A required system can be described as a blackbox, with information flow to and from the system and system transformation when the information enter, pass through or leave the system.
Figure 3.1 shows the black-box of our example.

Our requirement document tool provides a mechanism to describe the required system behavior
in a format that is intuitive, easy to read, and
scalable to a large system. An advantage of this
tool is that accompanying tools can be developed, like test design tool, requirement consistency checking tool and requirement inspection
tool, etc.

For many years, requirements are specified in
English ( or customer's natural language). However, it has become clear that there are several
problems with using natural language. First, natural language us not the precise and unambiguous medium needed for expressing the system's
functionality and the relationship of its relevent
parts. Secondly, requirements are not always easily separated according to the system elements
with which they deal. Therefore, software engineers have investigated many years to specify
requirements in a more rigorous ansd controlled
fashion. Their approach use formal notation to
describe the system to be built.

Our test case design tool helps to generate effective and cost-effective test suite with the traceability of requirements to test cases. It is not only
able to generate those test cases which the system should succeed, but also those the system
should fail. It allows testers to select test case in
terms of the importance parameters. The tests are
automatically regenerated when the requirement
has been changed. The test cases are stored consistently and permanently, which can be accessed
in the distributed environment and can be reused
in the later phase. The traceability and reusability
are the basis for our new paradigm.

Our requirement documentation tool provides a
formal requirement specification, which is intuitive, easy to write and change, and scalable to
large system. It bases on SCR (Software Cost
Reduction) tabular, which is a successful semiformal requirement specification used to describe
the system behavior. SCR requirements were
developed by a research group as a part of a general software cost reduction project. The model is
based on compositional, cvcnt-driv~n, mode

Requirement inspection has to be done by human
beings, but our inspection tool provides a
friendly graphical user interface to make inspection more formal, and more well-organized.
In the following

sub~etti~M. WI! will give more
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Table 3.1 SCR table for our example in operational mode

Off

Inactive

Heat

AC

Below
Reffemp

running

current mode

Above
Reffemp

TempOK

New Mode

@T

-

t

-

Inactive

@T

t

-

-

Heat

@T

-

-

t

AC

@F

-

-

-

Off

-

@T

-

-

Heat

-

-

-

@F

AC

@F

-

-

-

Off

-

-

@T

-

Inactive

@F

-

@T

-

Off

-

-

@T

-

Inactive

Initial mode: Off

Final Mode: Off

transition machines. A mode is a set of system
states that share a common property. Mode transition are specified by conditions and events,
which comprise the machine's input language.
The input to the machines is the set of environment conditions (e.g. whether a button is being
pressed). A system's behavior is defined and controlled by changes to the condition's value. A
change to a condition's value is an event, and
events are only detectable at the point in time at
which they occur.

nor the current temperature is within the desired
range:
Running: System switch is set to ON
AboveReITemp: ActTemp>= (Reffemp +3)
TempOK: (Reffemp - 3) < ActTemp < (Reffemp
+3)
BelowReffemp: ActTemp <=(Reffemp-3)
Table 3.1 contains the mode transition tables for
the system. Each row in the table specifies an
event causing a transition from the mode on the
left to the mode on the right. Each column in the
center of the table represents a system condition.
A table entry containing an upper-case letter
('@T' or '@F' ) signifies that the condition is a
triggered condition of the transition event and
must change value ( to true or false respectively )
to activate the mode transition. A table entry containing a lower-case letter ('t' and 'f') signifies
that the condition is a WHEN condition of the
transition event and must be a particuler value
(true or false, respectively) both immediately
·before and at the time of the event occurence. If a
condition is neither a triggered condition nor a

Use SCR tabular to represent our householding
system's behavior, it comprise four modes:
Off: System is off
Inactive: System is on, but neither heat nor air conditioner is on
AC: Air conditioner is on
Heat: Heater is on
Four environmental conditions are needed to the
control system can determine whether or not the
temperature control system is on, and whether or
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Table 3.2 SCR table for our example in failure mode
current
Mode

Running

Below
ReTemp

ColdHeat

Above
Reffemp

WarmAC

New Mode

t

@T

t

-

-

HeatFailure

t

-

-

@T

t

ACFailure

HeatFailure

t

@F

t

-

-

NoFailure

ACFailure

t

-

-

@F

t

NoFailure

NoFailure

WHEN condition of a transition event, then the
corresponding table entry is marked with a
hypen('-').

both error-prone and time-consuming
A good test case design tool should have the following properties:

SCR tabular can not only represent the
expected successful system behavior as above,
but also can represent the expected failed system behavior as table 3.2.

•It should provide traceability from requirements to test cases, which is very important
information used for tracking bugs and measure the completeness of the test suites.
•It should generate tests directly from
requirement documentation, and automatically regenerated when requirements is
changed.
•It should fully characterize requiremnents,
including both data attributes and system
behavior.
•It should provide importance parameter for
each test cases, which is very important for
testers to select more effective test data when
test suite is large.
•It should not only generate those tests that
the system should succeed, but not those the
system should fail

As we mentioned before, a requirements not
only need to specify how system is transformed by dataflow, but also need to specify
the attributes of each dataflow itself. ICT
extends SCR tabular with common data dictionary mechanism, and constrain enviromental
condition to be defined by expression with
only constants, data predefined in the data dictionary or other predefined condition as its
operand.
Test Case Design From Requirements(RDT)

Testing are used to make sure the software fullfills its requirements. To do that, you must test
the software with varying inputs to demonstrate that it meets what it is supposed to do.
The design of test cases is the key to the success all testing. If the test cases are not representative and do not thoroughly exercise those
functions that demonstrate the correctness and
validity of the system, then the remainder of
the testing process is useless. However, manually generating a complete ~~t Of tests CllSe is

Even though there are some tests design tools
have been bulit to help testers to generate a better
test suite, but none of them satisfy all the above
reqiurements. ICT/RDT is designed to overcome
the disadvantages of the existing tests design
tool.
One can not execute all the possible test cases for

the near infinite domain input valueB, Life i~
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tQ<;>

Environment Conditions

Mode
1: running
2: Inactive
3:AC
4: Heating

1: running
2: AboveReITemp
3: TempOK
4:Heat

Figure 3.2 Mode Transition Graph of Householding System
short. Test cases should be efficient and costeffective. By efficieny, we means that the test
suite is more likely to discover bugs; by cost
effectiveness, we means that the test suite is
small, and the execution time of the test suite is
short.

E={ <vl,v2> I if vl and v2 are in the same

row, and vl in the old mode column and v2
in the new mode column}
The mode transition graph for our example is
shown in figure 3.2.
SCR tabular is an alternative of finite state
machine. ICT/RDT bases on finite state machine
to select test data. It helps to generate the path set
with initial mode as the starting point and final
mode as ending point. The set of path has the
minimum tatol length, but cover all the possible
transition. The path is mode transition which
defines environment conditional variables, which
in turn defines the input data.

For our requirement specification, the test suite
should cover all the input data domain specified in data dictionary, and all the possible
mode transition specified in the SCR tabular.
Several strategies are used to generate test data
that covers the various values that an input
may assume. Our black-box test suite at this
phase is the union of the two sets: one is generated from data dictionary, the other is generated from SCR tabular.

Figure 3.3 shows the test suite of our householding example, which is generated from SCR system behavior specification. ICT/RDT provides
customized interface for composite data type. In
the upper region of the paned window, there is a
list with each of its item representing a teast case.
The first number of each item is the importance
parameter of the test case. The second path is the
mode transition graph of the test case. The lower

For the former one, we use TeamWorkffesCase tool by translating our specification to
that of TeamWork/feastCase. For the latter
one, let's first define an alternative representation of SCR tabular, called mode transition
graph G=<V,E>, where
V={ m I mis a mode in the SCR table}
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Figure 3.3 Test Suite From SCR tabular

clearly defines the supposed system behavor.
In the meantime, we can always keep track
of the actual mode transition while the test is
exercised, so that incomplete software can be
tested in a continuous fashion, which will be
discussed in more details in design phase.

region of the paned window displays the data
flow of the selected test case. It lists the
sequence of the input and output data which
trigger the system mode transition. It defines
data flow in terms of the current system
mode, data flow direction, data entry and
value. If the direction of data stream is IN,
ICT/RTD will generate input data. If the
direction of data flow is OUT, it will prompt
the user to give the expected output.

Since SCR tabular which is used to specify
system operational mode has the same format as that of the failure mode, so that our
test design tool not only can generate test
cases which the system should succeed, but
also those test case which the system should
fail if requirements documentation including
failure mode specification. What's more, test
cases will be stored consistently and permantly in the server, which can be accessed
in the distributed environment and can be
reused at the later life cycle.

Such an approach has several advantages.
First, user can select test case in terms of
importance parameter. Secondly, mode transition path in fact is a kind of requirement
specification, which means that test case can
be selected in terms of requirements, which
is more meaninful compared with concrete
test data itself. The third is that it provide
tracibility from requirements to test cases by
attaching requirements to test cases, more
specifically, it attaches mode transition to
H!~K rn when tho~e test data is input, it

Requirement Inspection Tool(RI)

As we mentioned before, a software require-
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ment document is usually the first specification
of a system's required behavor. Errors in this
document are difficult and expensive to correct
if propagated to the design phase ( or worse, to
the implementation ). However, giving a
requirement specification to someone else who
eventually comes back and says, "It looks OK
to me" isn't sufficient.

document, inspection documenting mechanism.

4. Testing at Design Phase
Design is a very important phase in the software development process. As we mentioned
before, design errors cause many of the most
serious bugs, and it benefits developers to find
problems at its abstract and conceptual stage.

Testing the early life-cycle products invloves
black-box testing techniques and static testing
techniques. A simple example of testing the
requirements for a software product would
involve an inspection or walk-through of the
requirements.

The common testing techniques used at design
phase are static testing like review, walkthrough and inspection, but some problems are
not easily spotted by using static testing techniques. Especially in reactive system, whose
subsystem are independent processes and in a
continual interaction with one and another. It is
very important for designers to make sure
before implementation that the logical solution
of each module and module interaction are correct, but it is hard without using dynamic testing techniques.

A key point that often missed is that walkthrough and inspections are testing techniques,
and therefore, require test cases. All too often,
if a "walk-through" or "inspection" of the
requirements is even held, what is really conducted is review. Specifically, the producer of
the requirements merely explains them to the
others at the meeting.

Simulation is a common dynamic testing technique which is used to test a hardware or software before implementaton. In order to
provide design simulation mechanism, first of
all, we need formal design specification. ICT
has design documentation tool which provides
a friendly and expressive design specification
mechanism. On the one hand, it allows designers to express at any abstract level the overall
structure of system decomposition, subsystem
interconnection, data stream and algorithmic
details. On the other hand, it allows specification to interwine with implemenation.

If a true walk-through or inspection of the
requirements is done, then: .
•Someone, or a group of people, will bring
test cases to the inspection or walkthrough. These test cases will be designed
to highlight the failures and problems associated with requirements.
• All test cases will be documented in a
consistent manner. This will allow the test
cases themselves to be reviewed, make
regression testing easier, and provide the
developers with something to base upon
for fixing bugs.
•Each organization should keep a record of
all errors uncovered in testing. With these
records, an organization should be able to
spot common errors and trends. A list of
common and/or important errors should be
provided to anyone testing the requirements, or any other pre-code software.

ICT/DTD reused the test case generated at the
previous phase and keep all the features of
RID, which will be used for design simulation
and as the starting set for the unit testing.
ICT support dynamic testing techniques at
design phase by providing design simulation
tool. The difficulty to implement a design simulation tool is not because of its high level constructs, but becuase there are holes in the
specification.The trick is that ICT/DS use

Even though requirement inspection is a software engineer's intelligent and creative acitivities, ICT/RI provide a better environment by
providing requirement document, test case
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Figure 4.1 System Architecure of Householding System

requirements to make up the holes. Desgin
simulation tool plays an important role in the
in-process testing, as well as continuous testing.

First we give one of the design architecture of
our example, which is shown in Figure 4.1 .
The system is broken into six modules: Difffemp, Switch, Displayer, Heater, Air Conditioner and Controller. Each of them is an
independent process, which interacts with
other modules through its data entries.

are the way the system is decomposed and the
way the components interact with one another,
in other words, the module hierarchy amd
module interconnection. The design issues
involved at the latter level are data representation and algorithmic details, which take the
system architecture structure as the starting
point and permits a higher level abstraction
and notation than the implementation langauge
provides. Design is a process of proceeding
from abstract considerations to concrete representations. As a means to document design,
ICT/DD provides an specification mechanism
which represents design products in a consistent way with common design methodologies
like abstraction, information hiding, stepwise
refinement and so on .

The main design issues invlove at least two
levels: architecure design and detailed design.

As to style, some of us prefer to write our
design in words, rather than as a set of dia-

The design issues involved at the former level

grams. Often we have a programming back-

In the following, we will discussed m more
details of each tool.
Design Documentation Tool
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ground and feel more comfortable presenting a
design as a set of statements that resemble a programming language, and we can refine the high
level abstract specification to low level implementation language. ICT design specification is a
kind of pseudocode notation with hingh level
constructs to support common design strategies.

In order to provide a mechanism to specify
design at any abstract level, we must provide
proper set of constructs . Let's refer to typical languages as "languages for programming-in-thesmall" (LPS). The problems of LPS is that it discourage the accurate recording of the ovrall solution structure; they force us to write a programs
in which we are so preoccupied with the trees
that we lose sight of forest. Structuring a large
collection of modules to form a "system" is an
essentially distinct and different intellectual
activity from that of constructing the individual
modules. We refer to a language for describing
system structure as a "module interconnection
language" (MIL). Our specification is the combination of MIL and LPS, more specifically, it use
MIL constructs to define module hiearchy and
module interaction, and use LPS constructs to
define data representation and algorithmic
details.
What's more, our specification also supports
intertwining specification with implementation.
It is important because: first, limitations of available implementation technology may force a
specification change; secondly, implementation
choice may suggest augmentations to the original
specification. From the standpoint of constructing aids for capturing the specification and evolution of programs, interleaving specification and
implementation into a single development structure will result in a more coherent and realistic
structure for making modifications. By constrast,
if we attempted to construct such an aid keeping
complete specification and implementation separate, we necessarily would have trouble capturing specification changes which are forced by
implementation decisions.
Our design documentation mechanism provides
MIL high level constructs to specify the four
kinds of design information: dataflow, module

hierachy, module interconnection, and algorithmic details. The set of constructs is complete and
compatible. Data stream specification in design
documentation is as the same as that in requirirement documentation, which defines data entry,
dataflow direction, and data type. Module specification is simple as follows:
ModuleName {
parent: ...... , ModuleName, ... . . ;
child: . ... . . , ModuleName, . . . .. ;
Interface: . . . .
( dataEntry, IN/OUT, dataType),
... .,
target: . ... .;
loaction: .... .;

The "parent" and "child" attributes defines the
way the system is decomposed. The "interface"
is used to define module interaction. The "target"
is used to specify the platform for packaging, and
the "location" one specify the location for distributed software development. Module interaction specification is more simple as follows:
modulej's dataEntrym bind module/s dataentry 0
Our language mechanism for specifying the
algorithmic details is much more complicated.
On the one hand, it should provide the high level
constructs and allows holes in the specification
for designers to concentrate on the overall logical
solution without being bothered by implementation details; on the other hand, it allows intertwining specification with implementation. ICT/
SD provides these capability by adding a complete and compatible set of high level constructs
to ANSI C. By complete, we means that the set
can be used independently to document design;
by compatible, we mean that the high level constructs can be replaced by a sequenence of lower
level constructs or a segment of LPS code in con
sistent with auccessive refinement. We provide
several sets of high level constructs, like control
constructs, communication constructs, real-time
constructs etc. What need to be mentioned is
comment constructs. Any line starting with "##"
is processed as comment line. It will be directly
displayed without being interpreted during the
simualtion. The significance of this constructs is
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Figure 4.2 Test Suite Window for Module Difffemp
that it allows "holes" in the specification, so that as
design progress, more consideration is given to
more specific issues. The design specification for
module controller in our example can be simply
represented as follows:

TestCase Design From Design Documentation
With the design specification got from ICT/
DDI, ICT/DTD designs testcase for each
module by reusing those tests at the previous
phase. The benefit is that the test suite at the
current phase can preserve all the features at
the previous phase, like the tracibility from
requirements of each module to its testcases,
the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the
test suite, the consistency of the test suite
documentation, and so on.

// controller.mil
while (frue) {
switch (DATAENTRY) {
case switch: if (&switch= OFF) shutdown;
else {
##compute status;
Stat us send status;
)

case Difffemp: if (Difffemp > 3) {
##compute status:
HeatSig send status;
} else if (Difffemp<3) {
##compute status:
ACSignal send status:

Look at Figure 4.1, there are two kinds of
data flow passing through the decomposed
system: internal data stream and external
data stream. The former is the data stream
passing from and to the outside of the system, while the latter is the data stream passing among the modules inside the system.
Compared the dashed box in Figure 4.1 with
the black box in figure 3.1, you can find out
ther are same. Therefore, we can simply
reuse the test cases generated at requirement

}

case HcatStatus: ##compute status:
Status send status:
case ACstatus: ##compute status:
Status send status;
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analysis phase to provide the external test data
at design phase. The internal test data need to
be generated in terms of the external data and
module interconnection, in other words, for an
internal data stream, any output DataStream of
Module Mi must be some input DataStrearn of
Module Mj, and vice versa. First, it means that
when the tests from requirements and module
interconnection is fixed, the tests for each module is fixed too. Secondly, it means that only
after the outputs of module Mi are given, the
input of Module Mj can be generated, and then
the output of Mj can be provided, in other
words, test data generation for data entries
must be consistent with the partial order of
data stream, which is defined by the module
interconnection specification. Figure 4.2 shows
the test suite interface for module DiffTemp.
Design Simulation Tool

In this subsection, we first describe the key
techniques to built our design simulation tool,
and then presents some of its new features.
The first difficulty to simulate design product is
that design document is a high level specification, which need to be translate to a programming language or a specification of the existing
tools.
Our design simulation tool is based on software packager, which is a configuration tool
used for integrating diverse components in the
distributed and heterogeneous execution environment. One advantage is that its specification
is a MIL. Another advantage is that it provides
high level specification to package system,
which is an important part of the system
design, so that our design simulation tool can
automatically package design.
The packager takes modular description of system structure written in the PACKAGE specification language and produces an integration
program in the form of a MAKEFILE. Its specification is an MIL, consisting of abstract data
type definition, module decomposition structure, module interconnection, and other pack-

aging information. Therefore, it is not difficult
to translate our MIL to that of software packager. However, Software Packager is a packager, which means that it is a tool for
automatically integrating a collection of components using diverse kinds of LPS, in other
words, it is not as expressive as our design
specification, so we still need to choose a LPS .
Polylith software bus is a interconnection system. The principle feature of Polylith is that the
components can be implemented separated
from implementation of interfacing between
those components. Its specification contains
both design and implementation. The former is
an MIL, and the latter is a LPS. Its LPS is C
programming language enriched with a library
for communication among independent processes in the distributed environment, and its
MIL is compatible with that of Software Packager. JCT design simulation tool is built on the
top of Software Packager and Polylith Sofware
Bus by translating its MIL to that of Software
packaker, and its high level constructs for algorithmic details to a segment of Polylith LPS
code.
The second difficulty to implement design simulation is that a good design specification
should support abstraction, information hiding
and stepwise refinement and other design strategies, which means that it should not only provide high level constructs to express logical
solution, but also allow ..holes" in its specification. In the following, we are going to describe
how JCT/SD simulate design by using requirements to fill in the "holes" in the design specification .
Before we can discuss the implementation,
we'd better knows the way design is simulated.
Figure 4.3 shows ICT design simulation interface for our example.
The first region is used for test case selection.
Design simulation is a dynamic testing technique, so it needs test data. Simulation tool
gets test data from ICT/DTD, and allows users
to select data in terms of requirements and
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triggering.

importance parameters. Test Case is represented by a sequence of mode transition. One
advantage is that it is more meaningful and
more easier to select test data in terms of the
requirements it charaterize. Another advantage is that it explicitly defines the expected
system behavor when exercise the test data.

ICT also provides a region for each module
to display nontrival activities like receiving
data, sending data, computing data and so
on, so that designers can check whether each
modules does what it is supposed to do, and
whether modules interact correctly with one
another.

The second region displays the actual system
mode transition during design simulation.
One of the main purpose to test design is to
check whether design meets the requirements, which can be easily done in ICT
design simulation tool by comparing the
;~~cted mode transition and event triggering with the actual mode transition and even-

In this way, it provides a trace from requirements to design simulation, hence when an
error is detected, it is much well defined in
the context of requirements and design.

Now the problem i~ how to generate infor-
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mation which is displayed in the simulation window. If we can run the system, the information
about module activities can be easily generated
by posting messages like sending data, receiving
data, and processing data, etc. after the module
performs them. The difficulty to execute the system with design specification is not because of
high level constructs used in the documentation,
but because of the holes in the specification.
Since design simulation does not really process
data, how the simulation tool generate ouput data
to be sent? The trick is that ICT use requirements
to fill in the holes in the high level design specification. Test case and expected output is an alternatives of requirements in terms of specific data.
Therefore, when sending data which can not be
computed due to the holes in the design specification, we look up the design test case database
in terms of data entry name, the current system
state, the previously received data. If there is no
match, ICT raise exception. Otherwise, ICT output the matched data as if it really generate them.
Now we discuss the way we keep track of mode
transition. First, we identify the set of data
stream used to define events. We monitor the
changes of these data stream during the design
simulation. Whenever any of these data changed,
we check whether the related events are triggered
or not. If some events are triggered, we further
check whether those event trigger the system
mode transition.
A by-product of design simulation is that it
bulids a scaffolding for an incomplete system to
be implemented, which extend the continuation
from earlier life cycle to the later life cycle.

gration testing is the process of \'erifying that the
components of a system work together as
described in the design specification.
There are plenty of testing tools have been bulit
for unit testing. They can be easily plugged into
ICT toolkit by registering in the server. It can
reuse test suite at the previous phase as the starting point by replacing design specification with
code. Now we will focus on integration testing to
see what ICT provides.
Different test philosophy not only affects the timing of the integration and the order in which the
program modules are coded, but it can also affect
the cost and the thoroughness of the testing.
Meyers has composed a matrix, which compares
the several types of testing strategies according
to the characteristics of the system and project
and the expectations of the customer. Table 5 .1
shows the comparison of the most common ones.
Our integration testing strategy is based on bigband, because it is commonly used. Even though
Big-band approach is widely used, it is not
recommanded. It has many disadvantages as we
mentioned in the above table, such as, first, it
requires both stubs and drivers for each module,
since each module is tested by itself. Second,
because all modules are merged at once, it is difficult to find the cause of any error that appears .
Finally, interface errors can not easily be distinguished from other errors. A by-product of ICT
design simulation tool is that it builds scaffolding
for integration testing at design phase, since our
design simulation tool can support stepwise
refinement design strategy and design specification can be executed before and within implementation.

5. Testing Within Implememtation
There are two testing stages within software
implementation, one is unit testing and the other
is integration testing. First, each program module
is tested as a single program, usually isolated
from the other programs in the system. Such testing, know as unit testing, verifies that the module
functioned properly with the types of input
expected from studing the module design. Inte-

With the scaffolding, our integration testing
keeps all the advantages of the three integration
testing strategies in the table, and overcomes
their disadvantages. First, interface errors can be
spotted before implementation. Second, drivers
and stubs do not needed. Third, each unit can be
plugged in at the time it is implemented, instead
of until all the units have been implemented, so
that the problems can be discovered much earlier
and it is much easier to find out which unit brings
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Table 5.1 Comparison of The common Integration Techniques

Bottom-Up

Top-Down

Big-Band

Sandwich

Integration

early

early

late

early

Time to basic
working program

late

early

late

early

Module drivers needed

Yes

No

Yes

In part

Stubs needed

No

Yes

Yes

In part

Work parallelism

medium

low

high

medium

ability to test
particular path

easy

hard

easy

medium

ability to plan
and control
sequence

easy

hard

easy

hard

the problem if a bug is spotted. What's more,
integration testing is a black-box testing, so it
can directly reused test cases for the early life
clycle, and provides traceabilty from earlier
phases to integration .

Small", IEEE transaction on software engineering, June, 1976.
[3] Mary Shaw, David Garlan, Robert Allen,
Dan Klein, John Ockerbloom, Curtis Scott,
Marero Schumacher, " Candidate Model Problems in Software Archotecture", Carnegie
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6. Summary
I came out the idea for my master project. I
designed and implemented ICT. However it
still needs a lot of improvement. I am looking
forward to working on it in the near future.
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SCR table for our example in operational mode

Off

Inactive

Heat

AC

Below
ReITemp

running

current mode

Above
ReITemp

TempOK

New Mode
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-

t

-

Inactive
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Inactive

Initial mode: Off

Final Mode: Off

Off: System is off
Inactive: System is on, but neither heat nor air conditioner is on
AC: Air conditioner is on
Heat: Heater is on

Running: System switch is set to ON
AboveReITemp: ActTemp>= (ReITemp +3)
TempOK: (Reffemp - 3) < ActTemp < (RefTemp
+3)
BelowReITemp: ActTemp <=(ReITemp-3)

SCR table for our example in failure mode
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Abstract
Until now, a lot of computer-aided software testing tools have been developed. Most of them
aim at the special support of several distinct test activities like test execution, monitoring, and
test evaluation. Tools which cover a wider range of activities and test phases have the decisive
shortcoming that there is no methodological support for the systematic design of test cases,
particularly for the functional test. In summary, there is no sufficient overall support for all test
activities.
In order to overcome these shortcomings, the testing tool TESSY was developed. The most
important strength of TESSY is that it provides support for the whole testing life cycle, with
the main emphasis on computer-aided test case determination, test data selection, expected results prediction, test execution, and test evaluation. Furthermore, there is powerful support for
test organization and test documentation. An integral part of TESSY is the classification-tree
editor CTE, a graphical editor for the descriptive and systematic design of black-box test cases
following the classification-tree method. Several other substantial components of TESSY are,
for example, special window-based editors for the provision of essential environment information, for the graphical visualization of the test object's interface as well as for the interactive
input of test data and expected results. During test execution, several basic activities, such as
test driver generation, coverage analysis, and regression testing, are performed automatically.
For the test evaluation, different criteria can be defined for the comparison of actual and expected results.

Practical trials of the test system started in 1994. First promising results indicate that the test
efficiency is enhanced significantly by using TESSY. Future work will focus on extensions of
TESSY with respect to integration testing and automatic generation of test cases and test data.
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1. Introduction
Dynamic testing is of major practical importance for the quality assurance of software systems.
It typically consumes 30 % - 50 % of the overall software development effort and budget (e.
g. Myers 1979). Investigations of various software development projects in several divisions
of the Daimler-Benz Group showed that the costs for software testing mostly arose for unit
testing, integration testing, and system testing. On average, 34 % of total testing expenses is
spent on unit testing, 28 % on integration testing and approximately 27 % on system testing.
The remaining 11 % is spent on specific tests like the examination of software-hardware interfaces.
A result of these statistics is that in practice up to 17 % of the overall development cost is allotted to unit testing. This significant quota of the entire development cost increases if integration testing is done bottom up and the integration is checked by testing higher level units. In
this case the overall cost for unit and integration testing increases to an amount of 31 % of the
entire development cost. This illustrates the importance of unit testing. Significant savings can
be achieved, and the product quality can be improved by tools automating unit and integration
testing. Moreover, system programmers will examine their units more carefully if they have
powerful tools for efficient testing.
This paper describes the computer-aided software testing tool TESSY which provides general
support for all test activities needed for unit testing.
The following chapter contains a description of test activities required for unit testing. Chapter
three gives a short overview of computer-aided software testing tools that are suited for unit
testing. Afterwards the test system TESSY and its usage are described by testing an example
module of TESSY itself. First results from practical trials are reported in chapter five. After
some concluding remarks the paper closes with a short outlook on future work.

2. Test Activities
A systematic test comprises the following main activities: test case determination, test data
selection, expected results prediction, test case execution, monitoring, and test evaluation as
well as the accompanying activities of test organization and test documentation. This structure
facilitates a systematic procedure and the definition of intermittent results. Figure 1 shows the
test activities mentioned above and the relationships between them.
The test organization includes all activities involved in the management of test objects and
their appertaining data. Therefore, a test database is necessary containing, for instance, test
cases, test data, expected results, actual values produced by the test object, and global settings
required for the test. Furthermore, technical prerequisites for test case execution such as the
implementation of stubs and test drivers have to be organized. Another task is to ensure the
reproducibility of tests to support regression testing after program changes.
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Figure 1: Test activities

In the course of test case determination, the test cases, with which the test object should be
tested, are defined. A test case defines a certain input situation to be tested. It comprises a set
of input data from the test object's input domain. Each element of the set should, for example,
lead to the execution of the same program functionality, the same program branch, or the same
program state, depending on the test criteria applied. The test case determination is the most
important activity for a thorough test, since it determines the kind and scope of the examination
and thus the quality of the test.
A test case abstracts from a concrete test datum and defines it, only in so far as it is required
for the intended test. During test data selection the tester has to choose a concrete element from
each test case with which the test should be executed.
Determining the anticipated results and program behavior for every selected test datum constitutes expected results prediction. If it is not possible to specify unequivocal output values or
the expected behavior, acceptance criteria or reference data have to be used for the predicition
of expected results.
Subsequently, test case execution is performed. The test object is run with the selected test data.
The output values and the program behavior are thus determined.
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The behavior of the test object can be observed and recorded during test case execution by
means of monitoring. A common method is to instrument the program code according to a
white-box test criterion. The source code is extended for that purpose by inserting statements
at control-flow or data-flow relevant points of the program, which count the number of executions of the according program parts. Another kind of monitoring is performed by several capture-and-replay tools. They record the outputs produced by the test object on the screen and
save them for regression testing.
In the course of test evaluation, actual and expected values as well as actual and expected program behavior are compared, and thus the test results are determined. Finally, the test should
be evaluated by comparing the test results achieved with the test objectives aspired to.
The objective of the test documentation is a clear, understandable, and comprehensive description of the test results and all other information produced during the test. Deviations between
expected and actual behavior have to be documented, discovered errors are to be summarized
in error statistics, and the fulfillment of the test objectives should be assessed.

3. Survey of Existing Testing Tools
A large number of tools is available in the area of software testing all over the world. An important fraction of tools put the main focus on static analysis. However, more than 100 testing tools
offer support for dynamic testing. A lot of them are capture-and-replay tools, in particular supporting system testing of interactive programs. Approximately 80 tools seem to be applicable
for an employment in the field of unit testing (see e.g. Graham 1991, Wegener et al. 1994). A
detailed study on these tools, examining their abilities to support the test activities mentioned
above, reveals that none of the tools offers general support for all test activities. Nearly 50 %
of the unit testing tools concentrate on monitoring. Additional 25 % combine test case execution and monitoring. Only five tools support test case determination but they have decisive deficiencies in the subsequent central test activities.
Table 1 contains an anonymous survey of existing unit testing tools and gives a rough classification. Dark coloured fields indicate activities fully automated by the tools, light coloured
areas indicate activities partially automated, for example, using interactive tools. It has to be
considered that the table does not regard the effectivness of the tools in practical use.
Due to the lack of software testing tools offering an overall and efficient support for all test
activities, Daimler-Benz Research in Berlin developed the test system TESSY which provides
general support for all test activities and aims at a considerable increase in unit testing efficiency for programs written in C. The costs for software testing are to be reduced, and the reliability of systematic and thoroughly tested software products is to be improved by using
TESSY.

4. Test System TESSY
The test system TESSY was developed on VAXstations with the operating system VMS for
unit testing of ANSI-C and VAX-C programs. Other C-compilers, especially for host-target
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Table 1: Survey of unit testing tools

cross-compiling, were added during the first half of 1995 corresponding to the needs of
TESSY users. Transfer to SUN/Solaris systems is currently in progress.
The most important strength of TESSY is that it provides support for the whole testing life
cycle, offering a homogenous, object-based, and context-sensitive user interface which guides
the tester through all test phases. Accordingly, the use of TESSY is very simple and comfortable. As a result the test system can be applied by testers without detailed knowledge of the
C programming language. This promotes the distinction between software development and
quality assurance as it is demanded in various standards. The user interface is based on OSF's
Motif toolkit.
TESSY facilitates a combination of black-box and white-box tests. The emphasis is laid on
black-box testing because only test cases derived from the functional specification allow to
examine appropriately, whether or not all specified requirements have been transformed into
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the test object. Test cases are determined using the classification-tree method and the classification-tree editor CTE (Grochtmann et al. 1995). During the functional test, the branch coverage
can be investigated by means of instrumentation. If the degree of coverage is not sufficient to
reach the test objectives, the test has to be improved subsequently by additional test cases.
Through the extensive test organization assistance provided by TESSY, comprising an integrated database for all test relevant data, regression testing can be totally automated in most
cases. After the tester has edited the required data for the first test execution the data are available for further tests at any time. Normally, the test run simply has to be repeated. Based on
first results from practical trials TESSY is to be expanded in 1995 by mechanisms which support regression testing also in cases where the test object interface has changed.
TESSY contains separate tools for each test activity which shall be explained successively in
the following sections using a realistic example.

4.1. Example
The sample function to be tested using TESSY is the C-function

t_answer

is_line_covered_by_rectangle (
struct line line,
struct rectangle rectangle )

which checks whether or not a line is covered by a given rectangle with its sides parallel to the
axes of the coordinate system. Input parameters of the test object are two structures. The first
one of type line describes the line by the positions of its two end points, the second one of type
rectangle describes the rectangle using the position of its upper left comer, its width and its
height. If the line is covered by the rectangle, the test object should return the value yes, otherwise no. Figure 2 illustrates the task of the test object by means of an arbitrary rectangle and
several sample lines. The figure also defines regions to describe the possible positions of the
line end points with respect to the rectangle.
The function is- line- covered- by- rectangle is part of the classification-tree editor CTE. It is
used to determine the need of redrawing connecting lines between the elements of the classification-tree in case of window exposure events. Similar functions can be found in many other
software systems dealing with graphical presentations.

4.2. Test Organization
In TESSY a test is organized into projects. Each project contains at least one logical module.
In preparation of the test, the user has to supply some information for each module using the
environment editor. Among other data he enters the program sources for the logical module,
the compiler to be used, and, if necessary, compiler options and linker instructions. In case all
information is complete, TESSY investigates the whole export interface of the module auto-
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Figure 2: Rectangle with sample lines

matically by analyzing all program sources stated. The export interface consists of all exported
C-functions and their interface, including global variables, parameters, function return codes
and the corresponding data types. The export functions ascertained represent the actual test objects.

Before the tester can start with the central test activities for each function, he has to complete
the interface description of the export functions by entering certain characteristics of each interface component for which an automatic identification was impossible. He must specify
whether a component is only an input, an output, or input and output of the respective test object. Value parameters are always of the kind IN, the function return code is always of the kind
OUT. Global variables and dynamic values, like pointers, can be of the kind IN, INOUT, or
OUT. The completion of the interface description is carried out using TESSY's interface editor, shown in Figure 3. It is possible to browse through complex data types down to the level
of basic C data types. Figure 3 illustrates this for the second parameter struct rectangle of the
sample function .

For the test object is_line_covered_by_rectangle the type of every parameter can be determined automatically from the source code. Both structures, line and rectangle, as well as their
elements, are value parameters. Consequently, they are labelled IN. Naturally, the function return code is of the type OUT. Global variables do not exist.
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4.3. Test Case Determination
After having completed the interface information the tester is able to begin the main test activities with the test case determination. Test case determination is carried out by means of the
graphical classification-tree editor CTE which supports the application of the classificationtree method (Grochtmann and Grimm 1993). The user edits the classification tree in a syntax.directed and object-based manner. In the course of the classification-tree method, the input domain of the test object is regarded under various aspects assessed as relevant for the test. For
each aspect disjoint and complete classifications are formed. Classes resulting from these classifications may be further classified. The stepwise partition of the input domain results in the
classification tree. Subsequently, test cases are determined by combining classes of different
classifications. This is done by using the tree for the generation of a combination table in which
the test cases are marked interactively. The CTE transmits these test cases to the test system
TESSY where they are saved in the test database.
The classification-tree method and the classification-tree editor will be presented at the Quality
Week 95, too (Grochtmann et al. 1995). Therefore, they are not explained in more detail here.
The test case determination for the example is_line_covered_by_ rectangle leads to 49 test
cases. Figure 4 shows the main window of the CTE displaying the appertaining classification
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Figure 4: Test case determination for is_line_covered_by_rectangle using the CTE

tree and a part of the combination table. Test case number two, for instance, defines a test with
the special case that the line end point Pl is the only point of the line which is covered by the
given rectangle. Pl is located on the left side of the rectangle. The position of the line end point
P2 is left from and above the rectangle. A corresponding sample line is shown in Figure 2.

4.4. Test Data Selection and Expected Results Prediction
Following the test case determination, the user starts the test-data editor TDE to enter concrete
test data and to predict the expected results for each defined test case. Based on the test case
definition in the combination table of the CTE, a text version of the test case actually to be
worked on is generated and displayed in the upper left part of the editor. An additional test case
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comment is shown on the right in case the tester has entered one in the classification-tree editor.
Below these text areas the whole test object interface is presented in two browsers.
The left browser is used to edit test data for the input parameters of the test object, the right
one to enter expected results for the output parameters. Each interface component can be
browsed through down to the level of basic types where input areas for editing concrete test
data and expected results are provided. In addition, the tester has to select an evaluation mode
for each output parameter, which determines the way the actual values produced by the test
object shall be evaluated with respect to the expected results. Appropriate evaluation modes
are offered to the user in pop-up menus depending on the particular data type handled. Evaluation criteria are, for example, equality, inequality, and lower or upper bounds. To enter pointer
values the user can generate dynamic values. Thereby, it is possible to enter dynamic data structures like lists and trees as input values or predicted results.
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Figure 5 illustrates the test-data editor with its two browsers for the second test case of
is _line_ covered_by_rectangle. The tester enters test data for the parameters line and rec tang le
in the left browser and the expected result for the function return code in the right browser.
Coordinates are given as X-Window positions, beginning with (0,0) for the top left corner of
the screen. The upper left corner of the rectangle is located at position (100,100). The width
of the rectangle amounts to 100 pixels, its height to 50 pixels. The position of the first end point
of the line, Pl, is (100,125). Consequently, it is located on the left side of the rectangle as demanded in the test case specification. The second end point of the line has a position which is
left from and above the rectangle. Its coordinates are (50,50). The only expected result to enter
is a value for the function return code. Since the function return code is of the type enumeration,
the expected results browser lists the possible values, and the user can select one value by simply clicking on the appertaining toggle button. For the actual test case, is _line_covered_by_rec tang le has to detect a coverage of line and rectangle. Therefore, the expected output is yes. The evaluation mode is set to Equal.

4.5. Test Case Execution and Monitoring
If test data, expected results and evaluation modes for each test case were entered completely,
the test object can be executed with the test data. TESSY provides a special tool for controlling
the test case execution (Figure 6). The tester can select the test cases to be executed from a table
visualizing the whole set of test cases. Additional editors are available to edit operating systemdependent settings, like the definition of logicals, or to prepare the test object's environment
on programming language level, for instance, in order to open a file required by the test object.
Both the operating system-dependent settings and the preparations on programming language
level often are a prerequisite for a proper test execution. Based on the data in the test database
and the information given by the tester, TESSY generates a test driver which runs the test object
for every selected test case with its test data. This test driver also receives the actual values produced by the test object and saves them in the test system database. The generated driver concurs with ANSI-C restrictions. For test case execution, the test driver is linked to the test object
and, if necessary, to other required files forming a so-called test rig. Optionally, the tester can
export the test rig for test case execution on a target system. Afterwards it can be reloaded into
the test system for test evaluation.
Monitoring of the test object can be done by measuring the branch coverage achieved. For this
purpose, TESSY provides automatic instrumentation of the test object's source code. It is possible to instrument either only the export functions or the entire module.
For the sample function is_line_covered_by_rectangle the first eight test cases are to be
executed and monitoring is activated for the entire module.

4.6. Test Evaluation and Test Documentation
The last tool within TESSY is used for the test evaluation and the generation of a user determinable test documentation (Figure 7). The expected results and actual values are compared ac-
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Figure 6:

Controlling test case execution

cording to the evaluation modes specified. This yields the test results. If the test object was
instrumented, the branch coverage can be computed and the program branches not executed
can be shown.
The tester can specify the scope of the test documentation to be generated through a number
of options. The documentation can vary from general error statistics for the complete test to
very detailed tables for each test case executed. Generated documents can be saved in ASCIIfiles in order to import them into desktop publishing tools.
An exemplary test documentation for is_line_ covered_by _rectangle is illustrated in Figure 7.
The first eight test cases were executed, and the branch coverage was measured. The execution
of the first eight test cases did not discover any error in the test object, but only 40 % of the
existing branches were executed. A detailed documentation is displayed for the second test
case.
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5. Practical Experience and Resulting Extensions
The classification-tree editor has been used successfully in various projects for a systematic
test case determination for more than three years now. In comparison with previous tests perceptible savings could be achieved: the number of test cases could be reduced and their quality
was improved considerably. Savings of up to 50 % could be achieved for the test case determination. Thus the cost for the entire tests was diminished substantially. Because of the positive user acceptance the CTE prototype has been developed to a product version, which will
be available in summer 1995.
Practical trials of the entire test system started in the fourth quarter of 1994 in larger projects
of Daimler-Benz divisions. The first application was just completed successfully. The test efficiency could be improved significantly. Savings of up to 70 % were estimated by the TESSY
users regarding the fact that TESSY totally automates several time-consuming activities. Nevertheless some useful enlargements were proposed and TESSY was extended to offer new
functionality for batch processing and host-target testing. For example, several target compilers used in the projects are now supported. Furthermore, two additional interactive tools are
currently under development to complement the support for regression testing. They can be
applied to reuse test information like test cases, test data, and expected results in cases where
the test object interface was changed, or the classification-tree was enlarged by supplementary
classifications and classes in order to increase the test quality for regression tests. It is also possible to use them to recycle existing test information for the examination of other test objects.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The test system TESSY provides powerful editors for test case determination, test data selection, and expected results prediction, as well as interactive tools for test organization and regression testing. They are specialized on the respective activities and conducive to a systematic
test. The classification-tree editor CTE is of special importance, because it supports a thorough
and well structured test case determination corresponding to the classification-tree method.
Test case execution, monitoring, test evaluation, and test documentation are executed automatically by TESSY (Table 2).
First practical trials of the test system were successful and gave several indications of further
improvements. Next, TESSY has to be proven in usual business.
In the future, extensions for TESSY are planned to enable fully automated unit testing. Owing
to the strengths and growing relevance of formal methods in software engineering the use of
formal specification techniques is planned. This will enable computer-aided generation of
classification trees and test cases as well as automatic generation of test data from formal test
case specifications. The predicition of expected results will be supported by executable specifications.
Other fields of future work will be further support for integration and system testing as well
as a test system version for Ada programs.
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Test Activities Supported by TESSY
Test
Test Case
Test Data Expected Re- Test Case
Organization Determination Selection suits Prediction Execution

tool supported (interactive)

Monitoring

Test
Evaluation

Test
Documentation

totally automated

V 2.0
(pl anned)

Table 2: Degree of automation by TESSY
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TESSY
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C)

above and leh

above

above and right

interface
Combination of
- black-box testing => Classification-Tree Method and
- white-box testing => branch test
Full automation of regression testing

typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef

enum I
struct
struct
struct
struct

Wi

no , yes ) t_answer;
elem t _elem;
p oint t point;
line t l in e ;
rectangle t _rectangle;

t_answer is_elem_covered_by _ rectangle(

t_elem elem,
t _ rectangle rectangle}

Test database

below and left

Interactive tools to recycle test information

below

below an d rig ht

t_answer is_line_coverad_by_rectangle(
t_lina line ,
t_rectangle rectangle)

Host and target tests
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State of Work and Practical Experience

Future Work
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Test Activities

manual

Test Case Determination

Test Data Selection

Expected Results Prediction

tool supported
(Interactive)

Degree of automation
full

©
©
©

Monitoring

Test Evaluation

Test Activities

I) upto50%

Test Case Determination

Test Data Selection

upto70%
estimated

~
~
~

Test Case Execution

Savings of

by
TESSY
users

Expected Resu Its Prediction

Savings

further
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Test Case Execution

Monitoring
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expected

Test Evaluation
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Summary
"········---·-·····--.·.-..........-.... ....................................·...... ..........................................................................................-.........·.·.·-·-·.·-·.··········
,

• Up to 31 % of software development cost is spent on
unit testing
II Most existing tools aim only at particular test activities
II TESSY provides support for the whole testing life cycle
including

a
a
a

a

Classification-Tree Editor for test case determination
Interactive editor for test data selection and
expected results prediction
Full automation of test case execution, monitoring,
test evaluation, and test documentation

Future work: Automatic generation of test cases, test data,
and expected results
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Introduction
Our group, Development Tools and Te c hniques, is a small inte r nal consulting group at Bank of America.
We s pecialize ia s o(Lwnre quality assurance topics, bu t have provided a wid e variety of se.1:vi r.es i-c, so ft.ware
development applications over the six years of our ex .i.stcnce.
We have
provided information, training, tools e valuation and planning servi c es .
Our emphasis has always been, howeve r , to work with applic a tions <luring
their software development.
We have wo rk e d with npp.li c ations to provide
design experience, we have facilitate d Formal Techn i cal Re views, nnd administered integration testing.
From time to time, we have develop e d specializ e d Lool.s for use in
software developme nt, when we were not abl e t o find a tool a va ilahlA from
vendors. This paper describes the dev e lopment of th e Test Cas e Wareho11se
Overview (TWO) System.

Observations regarding Regression testing
Over the years at th e bank, we ha ve s trongly advo c ated th e us e o f regression testing.
Many application s d e v eloped <~omplet e fun ct: i o n 1·. es l:ing
environments during the cou r se of th c i r dev e lopm e nt. Wh0.n Lh e dP.vc l op mcnt
effort was over, however, these env ir o nn,enl:s often :fell iutq dis11 1rn .
It
was common for the applica t ion staff t: o start al.l ove r agA in f or e n c h new
release of the system.
We have noticed a pattern to th e regression t e sting effort s thnt have
occurred in our company, and elsewhc n~ .
Many t.itrH!s, there has been a
significant effort put into d1welopin g regression test e nv.i.ro111110.n l: s. but
environments have fallen into disu sf1 within a Y<~a r •Jr two.
We b<)gnn to
wonder why this was happening. Aft e r · re view severc1l differen t r c g r cs sicn
testing efforts, the d e tails of the p roblem an d a few po s sil>lr- s olutions
b e gan to emerge.

Data f.iles 011ly
Most of the r e gr e ss.ion test .ing eHv :i r·onm e nts h e ld 0 111.y th e>. t e ~ t clnta
files.
The regression test system contain e d larg<~ data f.iJ0 s for tlrn
regression test, but there were no a ss o c i a te.d t e st <:AS{' cl1~s c ripl i ons.
Without a description linked to en c h test data re c ord, th e re was v0ry
little chance that the test data could be mainta .i_ne;d effe c t.ivcly .
The
test data might use a '7' as the inp u t v r.ilue .in a pa :r li.c ula r. re co rd. Seve n
was chosen because it was the maxjm llln vnlue for the field.
/1.s t.ime
passed, howev e r , the reason the valu e wa s chosen was forgotten.
If the
application code changed so that '99' ·:~a s the new mn ~:imnm valn r, a r.ce pt c d,
the test no long e r was e ffectiv e . The test c ould pi: o vide fal se; as:, ur.ance
that tbe applicati o n was ,forking pr orc· :r ly.
Ev e n a Ct: c r. rnnn .ing th e r e gr.ession test suite, errors might o cc1ir in proclu ct:l.on .
Tb i s wn s oflc,n
cited as a reason to stop using L11c n ,g ression test set.

Difficu.lt to maintain
Many of the existing reco,:d/playbA c k l: ools made it cli.U.i. c ult l:o maintofo
-1:he r~gn:ission tc:st data, Some ma d e it. very dHfi c.uJt to s:i111p1y r..hange
data values.
Some made it difficul t l: o change rcN and col11nin .lor.R lion

1

for input. Very few even addressed th,~ problem of a1iLomr1tically updating
s'cripts when a screen form'at change<l. We found that often a screen formnt
would change when a large number of record/playback script s hnd been
prepared.
If there were fifty scripts, you would often lvive to scan
through all fifty scripts to find those cases where the changed screen
was used, and then update the row and column values for the screen. This
error-prone
activity
added
to
the
burden
of
mai.n tajning
the
re.cord/playback scripts.
Often, nppl:i.cation staffs becnme overwhelmed
by the effort, and the regression testing environment: [ell .i.nt:o dJs11se .
Difficult to manage

Many regression test sets got big very quickly.
Si.nee .i. t was hard to
see how the test cases were organized and what cases nlrnad y exJsl:ed, many
applications fell into the 'just one more' approac:li. Since tl1c sl:,1ff was
uncertain of what was in the regression test set, they would add 'just
one more test case'.
They would then be sure tlrnt their sjl:untion wns
accounted for.
This npproach quickly made the regression Lest set unwieldy.

Test Case Warehouse requirements

In order to develop a solution to tl1cse problems, our gnn1r p 1: cpared
requirements for what we thought w011ld be an effecUv,-'. t es t cnse wan,house. The system would p1:ovide fcalur,?. s that addn,ssccl the sliortco111 i.ugs
that we had identified.
Some of the k0.y features of the warehouse were:
•
•
•
•

Test case descriptions stored on-Ji..ue
Test data stored on-line
Screen formats stored in referenc e files
Two way linkage between Test case d e scriptions nnd Test dnU1 records.

The Application
Shortly after we defined the Test CMa~ Wa re hou se req11.i_rcm<!n ts, nn application asked for advice regarding regress ion Lest i.ng.
Th0.y were a
mainframe GIGS application that hnd to keep up wi.Lh quarterly rri.Jeascs
on their application.
They had aln~ady bui1 t a rccord/I?layli ,1 ck tool to
help them with this ongoing need, but they now wanted to mak~ a more robust environment for ongoing regressioi1 testing.

The in-house record/playback facility
The work that they had done was very much .in line wi.Lh our inwge of the
test case warehouse.
They had built a record/playback tool Lliat stored
and retrieved test data s tr ea.ms .
They had already provi.deu a · means o [
storing screen images separately.
ThE, screen images could be 11pdatrcl
once, and the changes would apply to 1111 exisUng scr.i_pt:s.
The i r work
was impressive, and we were hoping to ndd to it.

2

l.

Our ~e.commendations
After some discussion, we shared om:- experience wiLh the nppl.iu1U on
and gave them a copy of our Test Case Warehouse requ irements.
We recommended:
•
•
•
•

Add a system that stores the test cas~ descriptions
Link the description to its related rccord/plnyback data ~trcmn.
Provide a Table of Contents of th e existing tc)sl: c;ise s
Us e decision tab1e to identify mi ss ing or rcd11ndnnt test cnsfis .

The use of decision tables wfls add e d b eca use of our ongo ·iug concern
regarding oversized rcgre.ssion test sets .
We thought thnL it wouJ<l be
especially helpful in identifying dupli cate test cAscs .
We agreed to build a system that would provide these fun ctio ns ancl I.ink
to the record/playhack too] that they had already cr e ated.
The tc•ol was
christened the Test Case Warehouse Ov erview (TWO) system.

Show the overall test case organization
We wanted to have a way to mt1nagc tl 1e size of the regress iou t.es L set.
For that reason, we wanted to show wl.1et': was the ovc.rnl l Prg11n .i. 7,A tion for.
the existing test cases.
We decid ed o n A schcm~ of <l~s cr jpL i.ve keys Lo
provide a table of contents for the tcs i: cases.
Sec Fi gu .n~ I. be.I ow.

--------------·--

---------------- TWO Test Case Table of Contents---------- ROW 313 of 8:0MMAND = >
Scro ll====> CS
;ROUP: . ,r

USER: ,•,

Tf.STGASE 1D: ,·,

Appl i.cntion: RT..
LF:VEL: ,·.

,====-=
- ··- -·- ,, ____________ _ _____ _______ __ ----- ·-· ---------1- (

S) elect Test Case

I
I
Test Case Category/ID
I ------------------------------------ - -------------------------------BOAT
BOATOOOl Setup a boat loan Lliat. is Dcc0pte.d
BOAT0002 Setup a boat loan that. is rejected
HOME
EQUITY
HOME0003 Setup a home eq11ity ]oan that is ncccpted
PRIMARY
DELINQUENT
HOME0004 Regular home 1011 n that js delinquent: 30 d11ys
HOHEOOOS Regular home loan t hnt .is dcd.inq11ent 90 <lnys
JUMBO
HOMEOOOl Jumbo home loDn Lhnt is acr.cpte.d
REGULAR
HOME0002 Setup a regular h e me loan t.bat .i s acccpt0.d
- - - - -·-----------Figure 1
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We asked the application to assign descriptive keys to Llie test c11scs.
It is up to the. application to decide on the the type of keys they use.
The keys can identify the test case accorcU.ng to t.he funct:iou that is
being tested, the module being test eel, the reqn:i.r.erncnt iJddr0.ssecl, etc.
Once the keys /Jre attached to the test: cAses, we wonld provide a function
that would display the test cases, sorted by key.
11

11

The keys could also contain sub-keys.
l!OME_EQlJITY could be US(~cl for
11
11
one test case, while HOME_PRIMARY could be used for another. Tho table
of contents would show these sub-keys .::is indent.at.ions on !:lie display. Sec
Figure 1

The Test case description
For each test case, we asked the appliuit.ion to p.roviclc a purpo1,e, initial conditions, input values, and expected results.
Input nnd P.xpcct:<)d
results were always described by f.i.e]d name and f:klrl value. Tnpnt fields
can either be enternd from a general purpose Input panel, or from fin .i.nwge
of the application input screen.

The link between description and record/playback scripts
Both the test case descriptions r1nd the t0st data arc nhle to share a
set of DB2 tables.
The field values ,we stored .i.n 1~hes,~ tAbl0.s.
Tlrnrefore, if a member of the staff mocU_fjes a valnc frorn the TWO sysLPm, the
new field value may be used the next time the playlrnck scr:ipt .is execnU!cl.
Conversely, if new field values arc recorded, the 1~0 system is d~signerl
to display the new value.

Using decision tables
The TWO system displays test case fi,dd d:ita and f ield vnlnes jn a decision table format.
Thi.s format wns especial Jy h r:..Jpful in pcr[onn.ing
essential test case management functi on1;. See F:i g11 rn 2 on Lh0 next p,1gc.

4

Field Names

Test
Gas£~
2.1

Test
Case
1.1

Test
Case
7.. 2

Employee

No

No

Yes

Avg.

<2000

>2000

<2000

No

Yes

Balance

-

Add mailing

Yes

Figure 2
Construction of the decision tables

The decision table sta..rts from a tesl case. I1dtial comLltio11s, inp11ts,
and expected results fields in the test case wi 11 be 11sed for Lim rows
of the decision table.
After deleting any unne,::1cssAry rows, Llic system
will store the remaining field names for latc>r r0use.
F .ic]d nnmc's mnke
up the first column of the decision tc.1ble
The user identifies the key for the test ca s es l~o be :included :in the
decision table .
Every test case that bas I.he spc~ c :Lfied key vnluc wil J
mnke up a column in the decision table .
The test case numbers are used as col11111n headi11gs. The :f.ield 11;1111 1; s mllkc
the descriptions that begin each row .
Every ce .l l in the dP.c is i o n tnb le
shows the field value for the test casn.
Test cases are sorted so that the field val1ws of .initi:-il. c onditions
and input.
As a result, dupllcnte vaJ11 Ds Jn test cnscs will nppear n ext
to each other.
Functions of the decision table

The decision tables provide a way to review similar test cases.
Duplicate test cases appear next to e ,1 ch other.
Identical test c1.1:,cs mAy
be deleted;
You can also research pos sibl£! causes for tl1e cl11pl i.cati.on
and add field vah1es or descriptive informat.ion, as necRssn.ry.
We also found that the. decision
new test cases. We found that we
case and alter a few data values
functions to duplica t e aa entire
on the d ecision table.

tables provid ,~d 11n ensy wny Lo crenlc
wanted to r1cpeat a pnw.i.011s test
to c reate new t<isl: case.
We provJ<k,d
test: case nnd upc3nt.e indi.v .id11c1l cells
oftE!H

The decision tables also help point out miss.i.ng t•?. st cnsos.
The dedsion tables usually present repeated pnttRrns from colu mn to column .
If
the pattern breaks down, .i. t may mean that a teE t cc1se h as not yeL hee.n
erMtQd. The deci5ion ta.~lc fo rmet 8!'3S is ls this ana] ys .is .

5

Next steps
We have used the TWO system to store test case descripL.ions for other
applications.
We plan to use it with other arpl.icat :ions and other
We believe Lhal the 'shared dnta' app1:oach makes
record/playback tools.
it flexible and reusable.

We also plan to develop a PC-basc<l version o.f the TWO system. We mny
be able to migrate much of the REXX code that Wf~ used on the ma i.11 fr.mn e.
Alternatively, we may use a spreaclshect or PC data hn:;e packc1gc to provide
the de cision table display functions.
Conclusions
This tool has addressed many of the shortcomings of the .regn~ssjon
It r:tpp!=)flrs thnt: it
testing environments that we had seen in the past .
represents a minimal set of features req11ired to perform regi-ess ion
testing.
Decision tables were an especia11y convenient way of viewjng the lest
case information. They helped to eLimi_nate rerlundoncy rind provj_cled a way
of quickly producing copies of exis t.i 1,g Le st cases when needed.

A regression test envjr.onment thnt. does not include te s t case descriptions or the other features disc11ssed here will very likely f all i.nto
disuse after a short time.
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Using Decision tables to
manage Regression test cases
Warren Meyer
TNI' #5847, 'Bank of America

Introduction
; 1; 1

;mu::

...............··;·;·:·:·:·;·~~;:~~-:-r;-..,.
·····;-..,.
······~
.......~~'~
'::~m1aam111811111181118111111

We are Internal consultants on software
quality
Work with application staff throughout the
development life cycle
Emphasize procedural change
,Nu,.. ~~

custom tqgl§, when necessary

Objectives
m

111111;m,r,~:-,~~~ :u;,:;;:;:;,X<':;:;:;i'·"; z:, ~-i;/;i;~'.·mililmiSilmsaima11
w,
m1111118811aa111118811

We want to tell you:
• Key weaknesses of regression test sets
• Our solution that addresses each of
these weaknesses.

31211115 .
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Regression testing
observations
• Regression test systems often fall into
disuse
• Some test sets got so big they were
unmanageable
• Errors were still found in production
after regression testing
• Often very difficult to maintain test data
streams

The Application
• Mainframe CICS application
• New releases quarterly
• Built their own record/playback facility
• Wanted to create a full regression test
capability

The application staff developed a
record/ playback facility
11

nm;~.-,_ .. ,., .•,,.,.,,.,. ,..,_.,,,,,,mu;am

• Stores and retrieves the test data
streams
• Initiates playback of the data streams
• Stores screen images separately

S/3/95
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Our recommendations
• Add a system that stores test case
descriptions
• Show the overall organization of the
test cases
• Link the description to its related test
data stream
• Use decision tables to identify missing
or redundant test cases

TestCase Description
1 r ii ; ; ;m::: ...........-...~·:·;·~·;·;·;·~~w:·:·:·n:·=
·r;:·r''''''""'' m EE

m

• Initial conditions
• Purpose
e Input
> field name and data value entered
manually or taken from application screen
images

• Required Results

Show the overall Test case
organization
-

-

-

-

,_ .,_ -

"'*'l• • •

e-.

··--.;:=.:,.•;.:$

.-.u-.::: ~-

.-c•> .J...,.'l•nca1

I
I

---

'h.-.o,.-c.-...•sy/D
IQU000,1 . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

1-v.-.1.-....

. . . . . . . . . ... 1 - t atcJ.• ~

__,...,. • ._..,._.,.1_--. J.._...,..

. - a t ..,..a.-.,_ . 1 - ....... h · ~ JO . .Y'I'
~ . . , . . a . - . . , _ 1- - - . i •C- . l ~ - 110t1,.,,,_
~ 1 " ' - I N . . . . 1 - t a t J.•_...,...
. - O S . . . . . . ~ . , _ 1 - ........ - ~
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Link to Related Test Data
stream

,.

Use Decision tables

12.1

i1.1 12.2 !

jNo

jNo

!Employee ?

Yes

l ·-----------------------------~----------------i................................. j

/Avg. balance? !<2000 />2000 <2000 !

iAdd mWling
TNT 1151C7. Bal* ol

lNo iYes JYes

i
,,

~

__

Building a Decision table
I

I

_,.....
.................

116,!«» ..

,.x.,...... ,.. ~>->~

im !iii

HIii II

., __
...............

1'..c ..............

12
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Decision table functions
• Search for duplicate test cases
• Search for missing test cases
» Columns are sorted by field value
• Duplicate a test case and change
values

"

Next Steps
IIIIIIIIUll81181111118118111111sas:ilSm;sai:-~,"~
....~ti$'i~-~~ti$i:·:·;~·=·~~§;~:;:;;~::;;::$!0.~@:~:~·:-:-:----~-:tt.-.lii"t'~t.-.li~r~-~:~i;~;;m:1!288811J1111111111811

• Use with other applications
• Transport to other platforms

Conclusions
1111111111::11··-,,,,.,.,,,.,.,,.,.,.,.,:-,-n:-,.,.,,.,,,,.,-,~·rd1111:11111;1111111111

• We were able to link test case
descriptions to test data streams
• Changes to data values can be shared
• Storing descriptive keys gave us a view
of the overall organization of the test
cases
• Decision tables were a useful tool for
creating and maintaining the test cases
15
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Perspective
• Processes are excerpted from
SEVTEC Reengineering Process
Library™
• Based on end user experience,
case studies, technical
requirements of impact analysis

SEVTEC, Inc. 1-------1Slide 31------1703-450-6791 L___--

What I Want You to Get
Fron1 This Talk
• Understand major steps for how
the Year 2000 Problem ("Y2P") can
be systematically resolved.
• Understand goals and steps of
business exposure analysis
• Understand steps for impact
analysis
SEVTEC, Inc . .,___
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The Big Picture
Start
e ine 2
Process and
Export to Your
Organization

Remove Y2P in
less critical
applications

SEVTEC, Inc. i-----...iSlide 5 1-------1703-450-6791

Task Timingc1
Task
Start
Determine
Business
Exposure to
Y2P
Perform Pilot
Project to
Remove Y2P
Refine Y:.!P
Process and
Export
IStabIlIze
Maintenance
Infrastructure

1/1/95

1/1/96

1/1/97

of 2)
1/1/98

1/1/99

<;?

E3
D

CJ

9
D

CJ
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I

Task Titning(2
Task

1/1/95

1/1/96

1/1/97

of 2)

1/1/98

1/1/00

1/1/99

Remove Y2P
In Critical
Applications
Remove Y2P
In Less
Critical
Applications
Institute
Safeauards

I

,

End

I
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Related References
• Arnold, Robert S., "Millennium Now:
Solutions for Century Date Change
Impact," Application Development
Trends, Volume 2, Number 1,
January 1995, page(s) 60-62, 64-66.
• Arnold, Robert S., "The Year 2000
Problem-How to Correct It," Inside
DPMA, February 1995, page(s) 6 - 7.
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Im.mediate Questions
• How serio~s a problem is Y2P for
us?
• Is our organization at serious risk?
• What priority should we give to
resolving the problem?

SEVTEC, Inc. i-------1Slide 9 i-------1703-450-67911--

Is Delay Feasible?
If we delay checking an application
now and a Y2P problem does
occur later on:
• How will our customers be
impacted?
• How much will it cost us to recover
from a highly visible public
problem?
SEVTEC, Inc. i-------1Slide 1O1------1703-450-67911--
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Business Exposure
Analysis
Analysis of the impact of application
system failures on business
processes and the likelihood and
extent of those failures occurring.

SEVTEC, Inc. -----iSlide 11 ----1703-450-6791
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Business Exposure
Analysis (1 of 2)
Start
Inventory
business
processes

Perform
sampling,
inspection,
testing

Inventory
software
screens, etc.
per application

Determine
date-oriented
interfaces, job control
statements, code, data
definitions, data
records, associated
software, and
databases

Inventory
applications
supporting business
processes

Find dependent
software and
data
SEVTEC, Inc. 1-------1Slide 12 ,___ _-4703-450-67911----"
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Business Exposure
Analysis (2 of 2)
Extrapolate to
entire
application
ortfolio

Determine
Y2P fault
densities and
fault classes

Determine
cost to correct
a Y2P fault, by
fault class

Evaluate impact
on business
process portfolio

Assess
business
exposure

Extrapolate
to entire
system

SEVTEC, Inc. 1--------1Slide 13 i----~703-450-67911----

Reference
• Arnold, Robert S. "Sizing the Year
2000 Problem, Step by Step," Tick,
Tick, Tick, Spring 1995
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Retirements Checks
Example
-Annuity Company
- Business Process: Issue
monthly retirements checks to
retirees.

SEVTEC, Inc. i------Slide 15 _ _ _ 703-450-67911---

Business Impact of
Application Failure
Failure Delay
Type
A
1-4 days

C

1-2 weeks
3-4 weeks

D

>1 Month

B

Business Impact
Retirees concerned, but probably not
affected.
Retirees irritated.
Retirees upset. Possible negative media
exposure. Lots of phone calls.
Retirees very upset. Lawsuits, floods of
phone calls, negative media exposure,
switching of retirements plans by
existing companies. Avoidance of this
retirement plan by other companies.

SEVTEC, Inc. 1------1Slide 16 i-----1703-450-6791
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What is the Likelihood of This
Business Process Failing Due to A
a Year 2000 Problem?
For a quick estimate:
• Scan underlying application
system(s) to determine density of
faults that will take 3 weeks or
more to fix.
• Use fault density estimate(s) to
develop a level of confidence
about the code and effort to fix.
SEVTEC, Inc. -----1Slide 111-------1703-450-67911----

Bug Counting (1 of 2)
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Bug Counting (2

of 2)

SEVTEC, Inc. 1------1Slide 19 i----~703-450-67911----

Extrapolation
Spreadsheet
Ava. No.
Ava . Effor I:,vstem
iF1x Fach IExtraoola
I::.amp1e ::.ample Y2P Fau Fault
INO.
~ourid/ s Oens1tv (o-davsl I1O-davsl
I1=.nt1t1es Size
It.nt1tv :>1ze
->vstem 1-'art
-1 . 25
16 .--S7
2500
3
750
10
4
0 . 0053
ICoovoooks
2
Databases
5
o . uu:,
191 ':Jq
Data records
<4t':Jd7
125 0 . 0065
0 . 63
500
4
200
I uata :,enemas
10
4
1
30:iro
10
68
Proarams
Procedure DIV ISIOI
:,uuu
O. ooi 6
1 . 13
61 . 47
68 ~4000
10
8
7 . 34
I Data D1v1s1on
68 51000
10
7500
12 0.0016
0 . 09
805
3
--0
.0058
IJl.L
7
345
O. OJ
0 . 14
2
etc.
116 :2~
IUfAL

o:lrn

""H"'

• Spreadsheet is greatly simplified
• Numbers shown are illustrative
only
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Application Portfolio
at One Data
Processing Site
•
•
•
•

4,234 programs
8,716,493 executable lines of COBOL code (ELOC)
4,876,055 data items
Note
- These numbers are based on progress reports and
have not been independently validated.
- Use caution when using these to compare with
other reported data
- Final results are expected in December 1994, but are
not yet obtained by me.
SEVTEC, Inc. a-------1Slide 21 i--------1703-450-67911----

Reference
Robert S. Arnold, "Y2P," Tick, Tick,
Tick, Winter 1995.
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Why This Approach?
• Based on techniques used over and
over in the scientific community for
years
• Open - you can drill down the
estimates to satisfy yourself of its
accuracy.
• Appears more accountable than a
parametric approach that lacks third
party validation of its accuracy.
SEVTEC, Inc. ______ slide 23 ____-1703-450-67911------

Y2P Removal Process
• Maintenance methodology
• Year 2000 Problem
removal methodology
• Software Inventory

• Configuration
management
• Change tracking

• Clock simulator
• Date-finder
• Browser

Get your
system under
change control

Remove
Year 2000
Problem

•
•
•
•

Data cleanup
Field expanders
Code modularlzer
Date subroutine

Find
problem
code

Estimate
cost of work
needed
• Cost model
• Cost methodology

• Impact analyzer
• Cross referencer
• Program slicer

• Testing and regression testing
• Test data libraries
• Test drivers

SEVTEC, Inc. 1-------1Slide 24-----1703-450-67911------
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Im. pact Analysis
" ...the activity of identifying what to
modify to accomplish a change, or
of identifying the potential
consequences of a change."
-

Robert S. Arnold and Shawn Bohner, "Impact
Analysis -Towards a Framework for Comparison,"
Proceedings of the Conference on Software
Maintenance-1993, IEEE Computer Society Press,
1993.

• For the Year 2000 Problem,
"change" is correcting a Y2P bug.
SEVTEC, Inc.
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Finding Impacts ( 1 of 6)
System
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Software Inventory
( 1 of 2)
Sample of Items to Look For
• COBOL Procedure and Data
divisions
• CICS screens
• ISPF screens
• COBOL copybooks

SEVTEC, Inc. i------1Slide 211------1703-450-67911-----

Software Inventory
(2 of 2)
• Databases
- Database definitions
- Raw data sets
- Database queries
• Files
- Input files
- Output files
- VSAM
• JCL procedures

.de 281----1703-450-6791..___
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Finding In1pacts ( 2 of 6)
1. Create starting
impact set
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System
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Finding Inipacts (3 of 6)
1. Create starting
impact set
2. Use tool to obtain
estimated impact
set

System
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Finding Impacts ( 4 of 6)
1. Create starting
impact set
2. Use tool to obtain
estimated impact
set
3. Inspect code and
data indicated by the
tool

System

SEVTEC, /nc.1-----~Slide 311--------1703-450-6791

L----

Finding llllpacts (5 of 6)
System

1. Create starting
impact set
2. Use tool to obtain
estimated impact
set
3. Inspect code and
data indicated by the
tool
4. Make actual changes
to system.
Actual
Impact Set
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Finding In1pacts ( 6 of 6)
1. Create starting
Impact set
2. Use tool to obtain
estimated impact
set
3. Inspect code and
data indicated by the
tool

System

4. Make actual changes
to system.

5. Compare actual change to
estimated change to
estimate scope and "safety"
impact analysis

Actual
Impact Set

SEVTEC, Inc. ._.._ _ _ Slide 33
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Business Exposure
Analysis vs. Impact
Analysis
Feature
Scope

Business
impact
assessment
Fix faults

BEA
IA
Find faults in Determine
what to modify
samples
to fix a Y2P
bua.
No
Yes
Not usually

Optional
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Canel usions
• The Year 2000 Problem can be
resolved systematically
• Major processes now are
- Project phasing
- Business Exposure Analysis
(BEA)
- Performing impact analysis
within a system
SEVTEC, Inc. 1 - - - - - - - t Slide 35 i-------t703-450-67911----

Robert S. Arnold
Dr. Robert S. Arnold is President of Software Evolution Technology,
Inc. Dr. Arnold has trained corporate internal consultants to help
companies develop self-supporting reengineering and reverse
engineering expertise. Dr. Arnold has performed business
reengineering for SEVfEC, selected CASE tools, and performed asset
recovery to improve information reuse, company productivity, and
reduce information management costs. He is the author of Software
Reengineering (IEEE Computer Society, 1993) and the Tutorial on
Software Restructuring (IEEE Computer Society, 1986). Dr. Arnold was
Program Co-Chair of the Conference on Software Maintenance (1985,
1987) and General Chair of the Conference on Software Maintenance in
1988. He is on the Editorial Board of the Journal of Software
Maintenance. Dr. Arnold received his B.A. "with highest distinction"
from Northwestern University, and his M.S. and Ph.D degrees.in
computer science from Carnegie-Mellon University and the University
of Maryland, respectively.
Dr. Arnold may be reached at Software Evolution Technology, Inc.,
12613 Rock Ridge Road, Herndon, Virginia 22070. Telephone: 703-4506791. Fax: 703-450-6791, ext. 11.Email:r.arnold@compmail.com.
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ISO/IEC Software
Life Cycle Standard 12207.

Mr. Stan Magee
Software Engineering Process Technology

.t

Mr. Stan Magee is president of Software Engineering Process Technology
Company, specializing in the implementation of software process technology for
U.S. and international corporations and organizations. Mr. Magee is vice chair
of the United States SC-7 TAG (Technical Advisory Group) which determines
the U.S. position on international (ISO) Software Engineering Standards. He
has been a U.S. delegate to the International Plenary meetings since 1986 and
has been one of the principal U.S. negotiators on ISO/IEC Standard 12207. Mr.
Magee has over 34 years experience in the software field and is considered an
expert in the area of software life cycle methodology. He is active on many
governmental, educational and professional boards, and holds a B.S. from the
School of Engineering from Oregon State University and an M.B.A. in International Business from University of Puget Sound.

Software Research Institute
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San Francisco, California

ISO/IEC SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE STANDARD 12207
(Abstract)

In 1995, the first international Software Engineering Process Life Cycle standard will be
released by ISO (International Organization for Standardization). This standard defines
the necessary processes, activities, and tasks required to produce large complex software
systems. The standard defines 3 categories, which are further defined into l 7 processes,
74 activities and 224 tasks. This standard is anticipated to be one of the building blocks for
the international software trade. The deployment of this standard is well underway within
the international software community.
The field of application for Standard 12207 is two party so_ftware contracts focusing on
large, complex or safety related software systems. The primary business segments are:
Aerospace, Defense, Medical Devices, Telecommunications, Information Technology, and
the Nuclear Industry. The targeted users are the technically knowledgeable acquirers and
producers involved in projects where there are potential high costs, schedule, quality and
technical risks. Projects will utilize this standard to minimize the potential project
risk. This standard reduces the potential risk by providing a technically sound way to
produce a software product or service. Governmental entities (National and International)
will quickly embrace this standard when contracting for software products or services.
Therefore, the first organizations that will be affected by this standard are the suppliers to
government entities or those regulated by government agency.
The life cycle process standard 12207 is the core of a family of international software
engineering standards or guides. Already released is ISO 9000-3 (Quality Management
and Quality Assurance Standards-Part 3, Currently in work with a projected release date
of 1997 is a series of standards that address Software Process Assessment. This series of
standards has the project name SPICE. This Software Process Assessment Model is
similar in nature to the SEI Capability Maturity Model. Also in work is a guide book for
the application of 12207 on a project, and supporting standards that are linked to 12207
and will provide more in-depth technical detail on Configuration Management, Validation
& Verification, Project Management, as well as the Maintenance and Documentation
process.
ISO/IEC Standard 12207 will have a major impact on how companies produce and
maintain software for critical and large complex systems. It will become a key process
tool for building large international systems with multi-national participation. This
standard is an exceUent tool that will definitely aid an organization in reaching the
goal of improving its software engineering process. Effective use of 12207 should
dramatically reduce the risks associated with producing software systems.

Stan Magee
Tel 206-451-1051

3/10/95
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Pros and Cons of Outsourcing
Software Testing
(MINI-TUTORIAL)

Mr. James Bach
STL

Mr. James Bach is the Chief Scientist at Software Testing Laboratories, a
Seattle-based firm that provides onsite or o:tfsite software, quality assurance services to the commercial software industry. Prior to joining STL, James was a
QA manager and analyst at Borland International and Apple Computer, where he
managed several fully or partially outsourced projects. Before that he was an
outsourced developer for Spinnaker Software. James' book Process Evolution in
a Mad World originally presented as a paper at Qulaity Week, will be published
by McGraw-Hill in 1996.

Software Research Institute
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San Francisco, California

James Bach, jamesb@stlabs.com
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Softvvare Quality Assurance for the Real Wor1d

Pros and Cons of ou1sourc1n9
Sof1ware Tes11n9
James Bach, Chief Scientist
Software Testing Laboratories
jamesb@stlabs.com
http://www.stlabs.com

Pros and Cons of
ou1sourc1n9 Sof1ware Tes11n9
+ Overview of Outsourcing
+ Deciding Whether to Outsource
./ Collect Information
./ Evaluate Outsourcing Scenarios
./ Evaluate Internal Situation
./ Evaluate Scenario Overhead
./ Evalute Scenarios Feasibility

+ Example: Microsoft's Non-Hosted Test
Facility

I

James Bac:h, jamesb@stlabs.com

Owerwiew:
Adwan1ages
Outsourcing means having other companies do
what they do better so that your company can do
what you do best

• Strategic focus
• Strategic flexibility
• Cost control

Owerwiew:
S1ra1egies
• General
• Selective -------...
•Transitional---.

.
'
'

.
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·James Bach, jamesb@stlabs.com

OYerYiew:
CIA Ys. Tesclina
+ Testing
Dynamic analysis of a product for the purpose of
discovering faults and failures.

+QA
Analysis of a project and product for the purpose of
preventing, or discovering and eliminating any
significant threat to their success.

OYerYliew:
Responsliblilliclies
Outsourcer

Outsource Vendor

DT

QQ

Less Robust

~~======:;z
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OYerYiew:
Chai lenses
•
•
•
•
•

Clear and consistent communication
Security of information and equipment
Finding a capable and dependable vendor
Keeping the arrangement stable, but flexible
Internal politics

Decidin9:

Collecc lnformacion
¥ £%9ii&Mi

• Locate vendors
+ Research vendors
./Services
./ Resources

+ Understand cost factors
./ Internal
./External

4
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Declidlina:
EYalua1e Ou1source Scenarlios
•
•
•
•

Vendor selection
Strategy
Responsibilities
Services

Dec lidlina:
EYalua1e ln1ernal Sli1ua11ion
• People issues
./ Resistance to perceived threat
./ " Not Invented Here" attitude
./ Resistance to t esting in general
./ Belief in goals of outsourcing

• Project issues
• Business issues
./ Security requirements
./ Cultural alignment with outsource vendor

5
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Decidina:
EYaluace Scenario OYerhead
+ Start up issues
./ Transfer of knowledge, materials & equipment
./ Configuration of facility
./ Recruiting and hiring

+ Contingencies
./ Ongoing evaluation of the relationship
./ Escape hatches, Plan B's
./ Ability to renegotiate or cancel the relationship

+ Shut down issues
./ Recovery of work products
./ In-housing the staff

,

Decidina:
Scenario FeasibiliCT
+ Requirements
+ Likely benefits

+
+
+
+

Potential problems
Unknowns
Worst case
Cost

. . . .~exQuestion:
~

'

-t·:.

· :~'Is it really worth it to outsource.at allr',- ·

James Bach, jamesb@stlabs.com

Example: Nicrosolc's
Non-Hosced Tesc Facilicy
+ Jointly managed by STL and Volt
Management Corp.
+ Augments internal Microsoft QA efforts
,/VMC handles recruiting and payroll services
,/ STL handles training and facility management

+ Facility mirrors Microsoft environment
+ Facility costs are controlled
+ Facility performance is measured
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Outsource Vendor Analysis

*'

This document details what to look for in an outsource vendor. In conducting your analysis, scan each table for
issues that are important to you, and question prospective outsource vendors on those points. The issues are
organized according to benefits and problems. Decide to work with a vendor if you feel that the benefits of doing so
would outweigh the problems.

Services of the Vendor
The most immediate concern we have about a potential outsource vendor is the services it provides. This section is
meant to help you evaluate the services offered in order to better understand which of them, if any, meet your needs.

Is it clear what product you are getting for your
mone?
Is the service relevant to your situation? The
vendor ought to assure that the service is right for
your needs. It should present alternatives and ask
questions to be sure that motivations are clearly
understood.
What does the service require from you in order to
be successful? Your responsibilities as the client
ought to be clearly laid out, and the vendor ought
to offer various flavors of the service depending on
your level of commitment.

What does the service cost? The cost function
should be uncomplicated and above board. It's
easy and probably best to pay by the person/hour,
with different rates for different services or eo le.
How is the service planned and prepared? The
vendor's preparations and schedule for the service
should dovetail with your internal schedule. Look
for slack to be built into the schedule that is
consistent with the number of unknowns in the
work to be done.
When is the service provided? The timing of the
service should take into acc01mt the availability of
required resources and the timing of other project
activities that depend on the service. Expect the
vendor to be savvy about the nature of projects and
the otential for schedule sli a e.
How is the service managed? The vendor should
participate in project meetings, establish consistent
communication, provide status reports, appropriate
process documentation, and ideally be able to
measure their own erformance.
What can go wrong? The vendor should be willing
and able to provide an overview of problems that
can crop up in the services that they offer, and
su est wa s to avoid those roblems.
The service should be adaptable to your needs,
visible to you in concept and execution, and
mature, such that it is well understood and
predictable. These three factors should be
balanced.

There may not be a definitive product that results
from the service. That indicate low uali work.
A service may appear to be relevant when it is, in
fact, completely inappropriate. The vendor may
lead you down an expensive rabbit hole. Walk
through the chain of reasoning to be sure that the
service addresses a enwne need.
A vendor may require extremely detailed
specifications and other information that will be
hard to provide. If the documentation that you
give them contains inaccuracies, and it always does,
they may use it as an excuse to increase the price.
Negotiate for flexibility in requirements, and make
sure that their needs are realistic.
Watch out for flat fee arrangements and fee
schedules that assume the software will be ready on
time and fully testable from the get-go. Don't pay
b the bu - software testin is not iecework.
Watch out for long and expensive planning
processes. They may not be necessary, especially if
there is a likelihood that plans will need to be
changed a few times. If so, a lot of up front
planning will be wasted effort. Also beware of no
preparation at all. How will they test your software
unless the first learn about it?
If the vendor doesn't understand the importance of
good timing, they will burn a lot more time and
dollars on the task. It won't necessarily be apparent
to you that the problem is poor timing. Be aware of
upstream and downstream dependencies that affect
the vendor and the ro·ect.
Coordination is typically not done well by anyone,
and is all the more challenging for an outsource
vendor. Watch out for inconsistent status
reporting, or long silences of any kind.
The vendor, being human, will not necessarily
apprise you of the downside of the services it
provides. You ought to be particularly vigilant and
uestion eve assum tion and ro scenario.
Adaptability can be a euphemism for lack of
discipline. Providing visibility may be expensive
and distracting. Maturity can indicate dogmatism
and bureaucracy.

I

Big-bang testing, or smoke-jumper testing, as we sometimes call it, is often purely ad
hoc. It is the most requested service that we get at SIL, because it requires almost no
preparation and gets results very quickly. Usually, the way it works is that the vendor is
given a product that's near completion. The client just wants to hear about every bug the
vendor can find . To keep the cost low and the process speedy, the client generally asks
the vendor not to do any formal planning or documentation. Basically, it's a user-level
reality check for the client, and in good hands, a number of good bugs will be found and
re orted.
Also called functional validation, or simply black-box testing, this is what most people
think of as testing. The product is approached from a user's point of view, and tested to
assure that it's functionality conforms to expectation (and specification, if available). To
do this well r uires some lannin some documentation, and some time.
Many people seem to think that all tests should be automated. Well, that would be nice,
but test automation is a challenging task unless conditions are perfect. Creating
automated tests for a fast changing GUI application is very difficult. If you want the
outsource vendor to create automated tests, make sure that you both know what you're
ettin into. It could be much more e ensive than hand testin and find fewer bu s.
This is an often overlooked area of testing that is tailor-made for outsourcing. It involves
installing the software in each of its configurations on a variety of platforms that your
customers might have. This sort of testing requires time, labor, equipment, and patience.
It can be critical, though, as Disney discovered with the Lion King, and as IBM
discovered with 05/2 W
Beyond functional conformance is the question of how the software behaves under
unusual conditions. Stress testing means subjecting the software to conditions that are
near the limit of its capabilities. Deviance testing is giving the program wrong input or
otherwise oin outside of ro er use, in order to validate its error-handlin ca abilities.
This form of testing is also a good one to outsource. Interoperability testing looks at how
the product interacts with other products, including older versions of itself.
Compatibility testing seeks to validate that platforms and products that should not affect
our roduct reall don't affect it.
Often the team is too busy looking for bugs in a product to evaluate its performance
against competitors, and for general acceptability. It may pay to outsource this
particular task. NSIL, for instance, (no relation to SIL) specializes in performance
benchmarkin .
Usability testing, which is really a subset of usability engineering, is a matter of bringing
in real users and watching them be confused and annoyed by the product. There are
some elaborate protocols to doing this, including special labs with one-way glass, and
video cameras. Setting up a usability lab and finding someone with the expertise to run
it can be difficult. Hence, it ma be best to outsource this activi .
International testing is the validation of either the portability of a product to different
cultures (international enabling) or the validation of a localized version of a product
(localization testing). Both call for special expertise that may be more likely to find in an
outsource vendor.
Beta test programs, when properly administered, can turn up very important problems
that would probably not have been found any other way. The beta test process is easy to
se arate from the rest of the ro·ect, and hence is ossibl worth outsourcin .
An outsource vendor should be able to brief you on the legal implications of quality and
est chan es in our rocesses to make sure that ou're rotected.
Either as a separate service or as part of their normal testing process, the vendor should
have the capability to analyze your project for risk or your product for hazards. Risk is
the possibility of failure or loss. Hazard is the possibility of injury or property damage.
The uali assurance rocess should be or anized to eliminate risks and hazards.
At the conclusion of a project, the vendor may provide a post mortem analysis service.
This is useful for im rovement, and essential if our relationshi with them is Ion -term.
Apart from finding bugs, the vendor may have the capability to capture metrics about
the roduct and assess uali on that basis.
The vendor ought to be able to tell you how your software can be made easier to test.
Unit testing means individually testing the smallest components of the product, usually
individual modules. It's difficult to outsource unless there is a stable specification, and
units to be tested are accessible and themselves stable, and it generally requires the
develo ment of test harness software and automation.
You should have influence and visibility over who is hired to work on your project. The
11ml lwm ractices should be documented and reviewable.

vendor's~eenin
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Resources
of the Vendor
I
•• , .
The ability of an outsource vendor to provide its services is gated by the resources it has at its disposal. We break
them out, here, into three categories: information, people, and facilities.

Information
Good, timely information can make the difference between a bunch of people pounding on keyboards and
a professional test team. Expect an SQA outsource vendor to be better informed about the industry and
the art of software testing than the typical SQA practitioner within a typical software company.

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

The vendor is well informed about the state of
the art in quality assurance, technology, and the
particular business that you are in.
Do they know:
Your customers and competitors?
Relevant user groups and newsletters?
Your reputation in the industry?
Past, present, and upcoming platforms?
Past, present, and upcoming technologies?
Industry statistics?
QA state of the art?
QA state of the practice?
Available test tools?
Legal implications of quality?
Relevant standards and protocols?
Conferences, libraries, and publications?
Relevant seminars?
The outsource vendor is able to brief you on any
aspect of software quality, from liability to
usability, pretty much on demand.

•

The vendor maintains an archive of SQA
materials for use in planning and training. They
make that archive available to clients.
The vendor is active in the SQA community,
participating in conferences and forums.
The vendor has a reputation in the field.
The vendor automatically draws upon its
information resources to assure that you are
aware of the risks and opportunities that may
affect our assessment of acce table uali .
The vendor is willing to do spot consulting,
long term consulting, or refer you to relevant
materials.
Nominal charge or no charge for simple
requests. The vendor considers it part of doing
business.
Consulting fee only for requests that take
substantial time.

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

If you don't see evidence of a professional
knowledge base, then you ought to take special
pains to understand if the outsourcer really can
do a better job at testing than can your own
company.
The information they have may be biased
toward military, MIS, shrink-wrap or some
other segment of the industry.
Their expertise may be out of date.
You end up paying for the vendor's education
in real-time.

All they do is test.
They are unable to quickly suggest several
alternative methods for achieving your quality
oals.
The vendor does not maintain a reference
archive, and cannot loan materials to its clients,
or otherwise uickl educate them.
The vendor is unknown.
The vendor does not participate in the
professional community.
The vendor does not offer you information to
aid in decisions about software quality.

•

The vendor is only willing to do this as part of a
formal consulting arrangement.

•

Consulting fees for every little thing.

10

People
People are the critical resource. Expect the senior staff of an SQA outsource vendor to be more educated
and motivated about software testing and QA than anyone else. Expect them to have attended the major
conferences and seminars on software testing. They're specialists, after all.

·•·•· · · •· · •·• t r aeriet:tda1 •·Factors>••>•·· · · · ·
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The vendor's staff is well trained.
Technical skill
Programming skill
Platform, technology skill
Domain expertise (i.e. in testing a flight
simulator, knowledge of flying is useful)
QA skill and project experience
Communication and collaboration skill
Experience, reputation
Leadershi skill
The vendor's staff is large enough to satisfy
your needs.
If more staff is needed, the vendor can rapidly
recruit them.
The vendor's staff is available to work on your
project once the contract is signed.
New hires are trained and mentored to bring
them up to speed quickly.

·· ··· ··· /
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

The vendor is nearby.
The vendor has phone, fax, email, cell phone
and beeper capability, if needed.
The vendor's staff will visit your site on
demand.
The staff that will be dedicated to your project is
co-located to each other.
You trust the integrity of the vendor's staff with
whom you have communicated.
The vendor's staff is trained in the accepted
ethics for their profession.
The vendor understands security requirements.
The turnover rate of the vendor's staff is low.
The vendor is motivated to work with you.
The vendor is capable of working at the
intensity you require.

•
•

The vendor will accommodate your special
process needs.
The vendor will strive to anticipate and
accommodate changes in plans.
The vendor is able to work with special
intensity during crunch times.
The vendor is able to draw upon the services of
other vendors or consultants, if necessary, to get
the ·ob done.
The vendor's staffing cost structure is clear, and
is related to the particular skill sets that you
require for your project.

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Poteritia..lPt:~t>lel'.ns

/ ·/

There are wide variations in the quality of their
people, and they aren't trained.
How do you know the quality of the particular
staff that will work on your product?
You have specific skill requirements that are
difficult to describe to the vendor, are very rare,
or that are not respected by the vendor.
If the vendor's staff isn't up to the job, you will
find yourself doing a lot of hand-holding, and
otherwise extra work.
The vendor's staff is not large enough, and they
will have to spend time recruiting more.
The vendor is not capable of recruiting quickly
enough to meet your needs.
They may have good people working for them,
but maybe not enough good people for your
needs.
The vendor's staff is absorbed into other
projects.
The vendor's best people are not available for
our ro·ect. Beware of "bait and switch."
The vendor is physically distant.
The vendor lacks a robust communication
infrastructure.
The vendor's staff cannot easily visit your site.
The vendor's staff is physically dispersed.

The vendor does not train its staff in accepted
ethics or legal responsibilities regarding the
safeguard of trade secrets.
The vendor has not informed you of other work
they're doing, perhaps for a competitor, which
may increase the possibility of leaks.
The vendor doesn't sufficiently enforce
se=rity.

•

•
•

•

The vendor cannot sustain the intensity of work
that ou ex ect from our in-house staff.
The vendor pushes its own processes upon you.
The vendor uses every plan change as an excuse
to charge more, and doesn't anticipate change.
The vendor cannot accommodate crunch times.
The vendor requires too much support from
you in order to provide its services.

Question prices that seem too low. The vendor
may be paying testers peanuts, which will
contribute to low morale and high turnover.
The vendor may also have substantially
miscalculated the sco e of the work.

II

•

Facilities

i

Look for modem equipment and testware. Expect to see evidence of an economy of scale- centralized
testing specialists ought to be able to centralize some decent tools, as well. Also be alert for signs of a
sweatshop.

•

Space
Lab space
People space
Equipment
Platfonns: hardware and software
environments to support testing; new and
old, fitting a variety of user profiles.
Test tools: coverage analysis, automation,
test probes, defect tracking, test case
generation.
Productivity tools: server space, network,
Internet access, business software.
Data
Test data
Test documentation tem lates
The facility is large enough to meet your current
and foreseeable needs.
If more space is needed, the vendor can quickly
find it.
The facility, including the test equipment, is
available for your project.
New equipment and space, acquired for your
ro·ect, is ra id.I brou ht on-line.
The vendor is nearby.
The facility has the capability for high speed
data transfer back and forth from its facility.
The facility is accessible to you at all times.
The space dedicated to your project is
h sicall conti ous.
The facility supports your security
requirements.
The facility can be partitioned as necessary to
prevent access from unauthorized vendor staff.
The vendor's equipment is well maintained.
Regular backups are performed on servers;
surge protectors are installed; normal
contingencies are accounted for.
The vendor has a disaster recovery plan for its
facility, in the event of fire, flood, etc.
The facility is properly insured.
The vendor has the capability to track
documents, data, and equipment that are
sensitive or otherwise on loan to them.
The facility is designed for flexibility.
The vendor will accommodate your special
facilities requirements.
The vendor will strive to anticipate and
accommodate changes in plans.
The vendor will strive to interface any special
equipment of yours with their own platforms.
The vendor will draw upon the services of other
vendors, if necess , to et the ·ob done.
The vendor's facility cost structure is clear, and
is related to your requirements.
The vendor either buys special equipment itself,
or passes the cost on to you without markup
and returns that equipment to you at project
end.

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

They have antiquated equipment, either as test
platforms, test tools, or productivity tools. The
worst problem is outdated testing platforms.
Their platforms should roughly match the ones
your users will have.
They don't have special equipment needed for
your particular project.
They don't have a full-time hardware admin.
Their space is poorly laid out, poorly lit, or
otherwise unhealthy. That will reduce
productivity.
They don't invest in their infrastructure. This
negates the major advantage of an outsource
vendor, which is that they are supposedly more
ex ert and better e ui ed than ou are.
The facility is too small to handle your project,
and it will take time to expand it, if that is even
possible.
The vendor is not capable of configuring its
facility fast enough to meet your needs.
The facility is in use by other projects.
The specific equipment and space is shared, not
dedicated to our ro·ect.
The vendor is physically distant.
The facility lacks a robust communication
infrastructure for high speed data transfer,
video conferencing, etc..
The facility is not accessible when you need it.
The s ace is not h sicall conti ous.
The vendor hasn't informed you of other work
being done at the facility which may increase
the possibility of leaks.
The facility cannot be partitioned to separate
projects from each other.
The facility is not secure in space,
communications, servers, and documents.
Backups and other normal preventative
maintenance is not done.
There is no disaster recovery plan.
The vendor has no capability to track
documents, data, and equipment that are
sensitive or otherwise on loan to them.
The vendor cannot accommodate your special
equipment.
The vendor uses every plan change as an excuse
to charge more, and does not anticipate change.
The facility cannot accommodate crunch times.
The facility requires too much support from you
in order to provide it's services.

The facilities cost structure is unclear or
unrelated to your real usage of the facility.
Equipment cost is marked up.

II

Outsourcing Software Testing
Pros and Cons
Pros
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Frees you to focus on what you do best .
The outsource vendor can focus on what they do best .
Eliminates need to track the latest testing technology and methods .
Eliminates internal struggle for respect between development and testing .
Lessens or eliminates need to purchase and manage test equipment .
Provides flexibility to renegotiate testing staff and services as needed .
Makes visible many of the hidden costs of testing .
Can provide a source of high quality new hires .
Gives you more leverage to improve process .
The outsource vendor may be more likely to provide honest information than would an internal
team.
The outsource vendor may be more motivated to do well.
Your developers may be more willing to work with an outsource vendor than an internal team .

Cons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

It's hard to know who you're dealing with .
Communication will be much less fluid .
You may have to produce much more documentation and control the development process more
stringently than if you were working with an internal team.
The terminology, processes, and culture of an outsource vendor may not be compatible with yours .
The outsource vendor may not be as flexible or as hard-working as an internal team .
The outsource vendor may be very flexible, but not stable or mature in their practices .
Your company may no longer get the automatic advantage of an increasingly experienced QA staff.
It may be difficult for an outsource vendor to become properly equipped and trained to perform
well on your project.
There may be less security than when using an internal team .
You may not be able to find a capable outsource vendor.
The outsource vendor may not be a stable and dependable company.
The outsource vendor may only tell you want you want to hear.
The outsource vendor may be less motivated to do well.
Your developers may be less willing to work with an outsource vendor than an internal team .
Top management may be biased against or in favor of outsourcing, instead of giving it balnced
consideration.
An outsourcing contract may seduce you into relying on a static written agreement instead of
striving for an ongoing meeting of the minds.
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Introduction
Essential in maintaining and achieving quality with any product is automated
systemwide testing throughout the product development cycle. Achieving this
type of testing on products with a graphical user interface (GUI) is difficult.
The GUis of new products (and new releases of existing products) are subject
to frequent change due to diverse factors such as usability input from early
users, an incremental model of development, and evolving product
requirements. GUI changes cause severe maintenance problems (in terms of
both tests and test results) for GUI test suites, even with the current generation
of GUI testing tools with so called "object aware" capabilities. Product teams
have had to trade off the benefits of early testing of GUI applications against
the varying needs for the GUI to stabilize later in the product development
cycle.
There have been four general approaches to solving the problem of early
testing of GUI products: 1) frequent manual testing, 2) delaying testing until
the GUI stabilizes, 3) providing a command line interface (CLI) for GUI
functionality, and 4) using GUI testing tools early in the product development
cycle; all of these approaches have significant drawbacks. Manual testing is
both labor intensive and error prone, while delaying early testing is not only
costly to product quality, but also causes a nearly insurmountable backlog of
work for testing organizations once the GUI has stabilized (often requiring
contractors for the extra work). For non-trivial GUI applications, a CLI
typically allows only limited testing of functionality or else requires a
significant parsing mechanism to handle the variety of input and product state
information needed to provide comparable GUI-like functionality.
Additionally, a GUI-based CLI would need to change as often as the GUI,
breaking testing interfaces and causing significant maintenance overhead.
Using GUI testing tools on an immature GUI is ill-advised because of the
associated high maintenance costs. Even object aware GUI tests are predicated
on GUI entities remaining relatively stable; tests, and possibly tests results,
become invalid when those entities change (e.g., a push button ''File" becomes
a menu item "Save").
The Workshop Testing Infrastructure (WTI) addresses these problems. Using
WTI enables early, automated, and systematic testing of GUI applications
while providing a large degree of robustness against many types of GUI
changes. This method has a minimal cost on product and test engineering in
terms of both development and maintenance. Additionally, WTI test suites are
likely to have longevity over successive releases of a product; GUI and GUI
toolkit changes will not invalidate the tests or the test results.
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-How it works
WTI is a collection of functions, both on the application side and on the testing
side. On the application side, the functions (WTI test functions) invoke specific
application functionality. On the testing side, there are utility routines, mainly
for a SunSoft internal GUI testing tool. This tool runs WTI tests-a sequence of
WTI test function and GUI test tool calls--which in turn drives the application.
Synchronization between WTI tests and the application is enabled by message
passing through a socket connection.

Socket
WTITest
Function
Calls

WTITest
Functions
GUI Test Tool

WTITests

Engine
Application

Figure 1

The central idea behind longevity and robustness in WTI test suites is to
instrument the application with test functions that represent the application's
functionality rather than its GUI. The rationale is that while the GUI is likely to
change over time, the application's core functionality is primarily stable (or
almost strictly increasing, in the worse case). For example, the Workshop's GUI
has undergone several toolkit changes and usability improvements since its
first incarnation. Though most of its features (e.g., debugger load, next, step,
etc.) have remained the same, in the past these changes have either required
large maintenance to, or made obsolete, the GUI test suites. Since most GUI
applications do not have any way to test functionality other than through the
GUI, test suites based on GUis tend to be large and fragile. Testing
functionality reduces the size, and therefore the maintenance costs, of a GUI
test suite. Even if the underlying implementation of the functionality were to
change, the WTI test function interface (e.g., debugger_step()) remains the
same; maintenance to the test suite is not required.
WTI tests are run using a GUI test tool, which has the capability of connecting
to an application, and invoking any application internal function. This
mechanism allows a WTI test to drive an application through a sequence of
calls to WTI test functions. Traditional GUI testing tool capabilities augment
the WTI test functions to provide additional and complementary testing
functionality; it also allows both WTI and GUI tests to be written in the same
language and run by the same tool.
Synchronization on WTI test functions is handled by message passing through
a socket connection between the testing process and the application. WTI tests
call WTI test functions with a flag indicating whether or not that particular call
needs synchronization (there may be occasions when synchronization is
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-unimportaht for testing purposes). The application invokes the call and sends a
message(s) to the test process about the ready status of its components. The
test process monitors the socket for the expected message(s) before continuing.
If the messages do not arrive within the desired time, the test will terminate
with a synchronization error.
·

What is and What is not tested
Most application functionality can be tested using the WTI method; while most
test functions will have a straightforward correspondence to the functionality
they invoke, others will require coordination between testing and development
groups to determine exactly what is being tested and how to best make that
functionality available through WTI test functions. However, some areas of the
application are not readily tested by WTI; they fall into three general
categories:
1. GUI appearance: with WTI, the appearance of the GUI (e.g., the correct
layout of the nodes of a graph) cannot be guaranteed without doing a screen

comparison (pixel-based verification). However, an initial assumption is that
the GUI is currently in a state of flux; checking test failures and updating
golden files due to GUI instability was deemed too costly. A WTI test suite
can be augmented with pixel-based verifications tests for stable windows.
2. GUI callbacks: since a WTI test does not simulate mouse clicks and key
strokes, the application's GUI callbacks are never invoked by the WTI test
suite and thus not tested. Assuming an unstable GUI, callbacks are therefore
also unstable and thus not a reliable testing candidate early in the product
development cycle.
3. Some GUI engine functions: engine code related to GUI displays (e.g.,
calculating the screen coordinates of nodes in a graph) will not be tested.
WTI tests may exercise this code as a side effect of some other action, but
since there is no reasonable way (i.e., without pixel-based verification) to
verify the display, the code cannot be considered to have been tested.
There may be some GUI information that can be tested with WTI; these
decisions need to be made on a case by case basis, taking the maturity of the
application and the object to be tested into account. For example, since it is
unlikely that dbx error message placement or dbx error messages themselves
will change, this functionality (the message and its placement) is a good
candidate for testing. Conversely, error messages from new features were still
being composed and their placement is uncertain; testing this functionality at
this stage would lead to high maintenance of both WTI tests and test results.

Our Implementation Choices
In our implementation, the WTI test functions for the Workshop exist as part of

the main executable. This choice was made in the proof-of-concept version of
WTI for reasons of expediency. Currently, the size and number of test functions
do not present size or performance problems, and risk of customer access to
WTI test functions is small. In the long term, the test functions may be placed
in a special non-shipping library, which would be built along with the
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-application. Under this scheme, a special WTI initialization function in the
main executable would dynamically load the test library, making the rest of the
WTI test functions available to the testing process. This method is cleaner and
reduces risk.
The WTI test functions themselves are small and mirror as closely as possible
user accessible functionality. There are additional functions that enable the
WTI tests to perform user actions and access internal state information; these
extra functions make testing more efficient. For example, some Workshop
functionality uses the current selection, so there is a WTI test function for
selection (a fragile GUI operation). Also, in the Workshop, there are functions
to provide internal state information necessary for testing, but cumbersome to
track on the testing side.
After considering and experimenting with several methods, sockets were
chosen to handle synchronization; affecting this decision were the number of
independent asynchronous processes in the Workshop (dbx, editors, make,
source browser), and the type of tests that need to be performed. Any single
test action may require several processes to complete several actions each
before the next test action takes place. For example, when loading a program
into the debugger, dbx must load and possibly run the program, and then
return to a ready state; the editor must load the appropriate source file and
set/move the PC glyph to the correct location. A WTI test loading a program
into the debugger may need to wait until both the debugger and the editor are
ready for new actions before proceeding to the next WTI test function. The test
waits for "tool X ready" messages in the socket before proceeding (or timing
out). Synchronization is handled on the testing side to facilitate certain types of
WTI testing (e.g., stress and performance) and to detect a class of
synchronization bugs using the test suite. Less complex applications may be
able to use a simple synchronization scheme involving a special internal
variable or widget; small applications may not require synchronization at all.
A testing library of utility routines has had considerable effect in keeping WTI
tests easy to write and maintain. Similarly, synchronizing on a WTI test
function (reading and waiting for all the appropriate messages) occurs in a
support routine. Utility functions for run-time checking (a dbx memory
leak/access facility), application initialization and clean up, and application
specific multi-step tasks (e.g., setting a breakpoint) were created as well. This
level of encapsulation shortens WTI tests to only the essential information
needed for writing and debugging tests.

Practical Results and Benefits
WTI robustness was demonstrated early on when several windows in the
Workshop were condensed into a single window. A separate test existed for
functionality in each of those windows. After the windows were combined, the
only change required in the WTI tests was to a single line of code-the one used
to display the correct window. Since the underlying functionality had not
changed, the rest of the test continued to work correctly. Consider a typical
GUI test: a majority of the test is dedicated to the simulation of X events (i.e.,
typing, mouse movement, and button presses) on specific GUI objects in order
to invoke application functionality the way the user does. When the GUI
4
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-changes, those statements (and possibly test results) must be updated for the
test to invoke the same functionality; WTI avoids unnecessary maintenance by
uncoupling the invocation of functionality from the GUI.
Well tested utility functions for sequences of actions have made WTI tests
compact and easy to write. Typical test scripts are around 10-25 lines, including
comments. This has made test development and debugging fast because the
boiler plate code already exists and is known to function correctly. Likewise,
WTI test functions are also very simple, often only one line each; development
engineers report that writing a WTI test function requires less than five
minutes of their time. Illustrating the brevity of WTI tests and test functions,
the following is a typical WTI test function which interrupts a running
program in progress:
int TestFunction-Interrupt()

{

- Workshop()-> ... ->Interrupt();
return O; }

The following is a typical WTI test written in Perl (including comments) which
loads, runs and then interrupts a program under the debugger using the above
WTI test function:
# ! / bin/perl
require •utilities.pl";
#startup the Workshop
($ap, $results, %App) = &AppSetUp;
# load a program ...
&CallFunction(*App,"TestFunction-Load", paraml ... paramN);
# start the program
&CallFunction(*App, "TestFunction-Start•,

•sync");

# stop the running program
&CallFunction(*App,

"TestFunction-Interrupt");

# get results to compare
&GetResults("$results.out");
#cleanup
&Cl eanUp ( *App) ;

WTI has found significant problems in nightly builds of the Workshop,
exposing both new bugs and regressions.
WTI test functions are part of the application; there is no difference between
the shipping binary and the testing binary. WTI is ported with the product to
other platforms, reducing the porting burden on resource limited test
organizations. Test suite costs are further reduced since the test tool supports
several languages widely available on most platforms. Additionally, engineers
did not need to learn a new tool-specific language in order to write or debug
WTI tests.
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-Another benefit is that application design considerations for WTI encourage a
clean separation of code (and testing) for both the GUI and application engine;
a modular design for the engine itself is implied. WTI also promotes continued
coordination between testing and development organizations through the joint
design, implementation, and testing of the test functions.
Finally, test engineers using WTI were able to able to develop tests for the
Workshop in parallel with workshop development. Once the test functions'
API were agreed upon, the test organization could begin developing tests
without waiting on the actual functionality in the application.

Guidelines for Application Development with WTI
As experience is gained with WTI, the following practices have been found
helpful to the Workshop development and testing organizations:
1. The application should be designed for easy external access to functionality.

This implies that logical functions (e.g., loading a program) can be called
without a lot of context information.
2. There should be a clean separation between GUI and engine code; a load
program function should load a given program name rather than to read it
from a text area, load the program, and then clear the text field. Also, it is
highly desirable and sometimes necessary for WTI test functions to have
GUI side effects for test and debugging purposes. However, requiring a GUI
context for functionality should be avoided whereever possible; WTI test
function dependencies on the GUI forces WTI tests to be updated whenever
the GUI changes.
3. Whenever possible, callbacks invoking engine functionality should use the
same functions as the WTI test functions; this reduces the amount of testing.
A more integrated approach is to have the callbacks invoke the WTI test
functions themselves (this implies the WTI test functions remain part of the
main executable).

Method 2:

Method 1:
Callbacks

WTITest
Functions

Callback

WTITest
Function
Functionality
Functionality

Figure2
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-4. Another benefit of invoking functionality directly is that the mouse and
keyboard are not commandeered by the WTI test suite. Designing the
application with a special test hooks so that windows are not automatically
fronted or deiconified allows the person running the test suite to perform
other tasks while the WTI test suite is running.
5. Since WTI offers a (context-free) back door into application functionality,
test engineers can potentially execute a sequence of actions that an ordinary
user could not (e.g., debugger_step before debugger_load_program). Unless
specific testing purposes are being served by doing so, it is best to be a
"good citizen" when using WTI functions; little is accomplished by getting
the application into an illegal state that cannot be reproduced by a real user.
6. WTI test functions to open and close all windows are needed. Also, in
general, certain pop-ups should be bypassed (e.g., "Are you sure you want
to quit?") in most circumstances these checks are unnecessary for testing.
Bypassing pop-ups is accomplished by passing a special flag to functions
display them.
7. A nightly script checks the application sources for new or changed WTI test
function signatures. Error checks can then be performed on calls to WTI test
functions, a time saving debugging device when tests fail due to
parameter/name/return type mismatches.

Future Directions
A library of WTI utility routines for the testing side is under development.
Presently, the majority of these routines perform various bookkeeping tasks
(checking function signatures, parameter and return types, allocating and
deallocating data in the application, etc.). However, there are also routines for
launching the application and initializing testing data structures and managing
synchronization. These routines can be further generalized and may become
part of the GUI test tool, making it easier for groups to start using WTI. Also,
there are routines on the application side for creating a socket, passing
messages and initializing structures; these can be generalized and packaged as
well.

Conclusion
WTI provides a systematic, reliable, robust method to test GUI applications in
the early_sta~es of a new release or a new product. By testing early with WTI,
an orgamz~tion can help to ensure quality by exposing bugs in nightly and
putback bmlds well before the product needs to meet its Alpha quality criteria.
A product can be tested ~ -i th WTI while maintaining the needed GUI flexibility
to _respond t~ early usab1hty feedback without large maintenance costs to test
smtes and without delaying testing. With low cost to both testing and
de~elopment organiz~tio~s, WTI promotes good coding and testing practices
an encourages coordination and cooperation among both grou s F th
WTI test suites have longevity across releases since WTI test
ur er,
core ~nctional~ty di_rectly with stable interfaces rather than indirec~;s access
accessing functionality via an unstable or short lived GUI.
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Abstract
We briefly introduce some mechanisms developed to assist in the automated, programmatic testing
of graphical user interface software. These constructs, called Synlib and FocusMaps, allow the
tester to specify GUI interactions from a user perspective, as well as provide the tester with a means
of verifying the results of interactions with user-accessible graphical objects. In the process of
specifying tests and application behavior via C, Synlib and FocusMaps, we found that our test
specifications closely mapped to the application specifications. Using a GUI-based text editor as
a motivating example, we describe these findings here.

Programming a Test
Traditionally Graphical User Interface (GUI) software has been tested by some form of recordand-playback technique. It has been our experience that even though record-and-playback
techniques initially appear to be simple and cheap - ultimately this methodology turns out to be
quite expensive, especially if the GUI software is to be tested on a variety of platforms and
displays -which is also the goal of most software developers. Over the years, the record-andplayback technology has become better. Yet even with many of the newer tools, recorded scripts
often retain platform specific, as well as implementation-specific information to varying degrees.
Consequently these scripts may be difficult to port to different platforms without additional work.
Also the opportunity to leverage an existing recorded script in creating new scripts turns out to be
rather limited. All of these factors together contribute to escalate the cost of testing GUI software.
In order to reduce the cost of testing GUI software on multiple platforms, we are exploring a
different strategy: in our strategy, rather than recording a script, we decided to create programs
which capture and ex~re~~ the ptopertieB and D~havior of intended GUI driven software. Our
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rational is simple: an application, whether GUI driven or not, has a finite set of properties; and
these properties remain valid independent of the platform on which the application is executing.
If we can express the properties of the application in a platform independent way, then the same
expression can be used to verify the behavior of the application executing on any platform.
Following this rationale, we have attempted to create programs which are formal expressions of
the properties of the GUI software. For example, take the "find-and-change" property of a text
editor. It is reasonable to assume that a user exercises the search-and-replace function in the same
way on all platforms. There is really nothing platform dependent in the way a user performs this
task. The application determines the GUI objects a user must select and the sequence of actions the
user must perform on the selected objects for a "find-and-change" function to occur. Similarly,
there is nothing platform dependent in the way a user determines if the attempt to search for and
replacement of some string was successful or not. If we can create a program to describe how the
search-and-replace function of the editor is to be used and if the program can determine if the
attempt to "find and change" was successful, then the program can be treated as a formal
expression of the "find-and-change" property of the editor. If the test program does not contain
any platform dependent information, then the same program can be used to verify the "find and
change" function of the editor running on any platform - simply by executing the program on the
target platform. We could also hope that if the program describing the behavior of the application
had no reference to or dependence on the implementation of the application, then the same test
program could be used to test and verify various implementations of the search-and-replace
function of the editor. We hoped this approach would substantially reduce the cost of testing GUI
software.
The key question is wha\ ·does it take to develop a formal and platform independent expression of
the desired behavior of the GUI application? We find that there are two main issues in this area:
( 1) how to name the objects in a GUI in a platform independent and perhaps implementation
independent way; and (2) how to describe user-induced manipulations of these objects. One of the
authors has developed a C-language library called Synlib to experiment with these issues [1].
Synlib proposes a platform and implementation independent naming mechanism for GUI objects
through a construct called FocusMaps. A FocusMap is a keyboard based navigational mechanism
to identify the desired GUI objects using named sequence of keyboard inputs. A full description
of FocusMaps and their use in testing GUI applications has been published elsewhere [2]. Synlib
also provides capabilities to manipulate named objects via either the keyboard or the mouse.
Using Synlib, it is possible to write C-language programs to describe the properties of different
objects in a GUI. Collectively, the properties of the objects in a GUI represent the properties of the
software driven from the GUI. Thus Synlib-based programs constitute test suites for the GUI
driven software.

Our GUI-Testing Methodology
Our process of developing tests for GUI software is a three step process (Figure 1). The first
step is the generation of informal textual description of the target application. This description is
generated in the initial phase of the development cycle of the application. The stated purpose of
this description is to convey the intended "look and feel" and indirectly, the intended behavior
of the application under construction. This informal description is used as a starting point by
both the developers and testers. In the second stage, the informal description is elaborated upon
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in the form of "test cases". Each test case describes, again informally, how to manipulate the
components of the target GUI with keyboard and pointer devices and what a user is likely to see
in the course of these manipulations if the application being tested were to behave "properly".
The third step is the actual testing step. In manual testing, testers use the

Informal Text Description

i

Test Case Development

S_ynlib Test
Program

Manual
Test
Execution

+

Automated
Test Execution

Figure 1: Three steps in testing a GUI

"test cases" as a recipe to interact with the application to be tested. · The tester observes the
responses of the application as it accepts and processes the inputs delivered to it. In automated
testing, we use. Synlib to write C-language programs to describe user interactions needed to
acquire the state of objects of interest and also expresses how to verify if the state achieved was
the desired state or not. The C-language programs thus created are directly executed on the
target applications to determine if the application displays expected behavior.
Using this method, we developed a set of programs to test a GUI-driven text editor for a desktop
environment. Each of the programs were crafted to test one or a few specific properties of the
GUI text editor. Collectively, the set of programs comprised a suite to test and verify the GUI
text editor. Currently the test suite contains over 150 assertions covering most of the properties
of the text editor. During the process of developing tests, we gradually realized that we were
actually converting an informal description into a formal specification of the text editor. In the
next section, we will trace an example to show how we came to this realization.

Illustration
The starting point for designing functional test cases for an application is usually the informal
specification document and associated manual pages, if any. The specification document
describes the intended behavior of the application in varying degrees of detail. In most cases, the
docu~ent~ have to be supplemented with implicit knowledge about the application's
funct10nal1ty, or more knowledge is acquired by interacting with the developers. For instance,
the 'find and change' functionality of the text editor is described in the specification document
by the stadng that th~ editor should be able

to
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Find occurrences of the specified text in the current text and optionally replace the specified
text with new text. Available from the Edit menu.
The Find dialog which is displayed on selecting the Find option from the Edit menu is described
in the man pages as:
The Find/Change dialog for the DtEditor widget enables users to search for, and optionally
replace, a string in the edit window. The dialog includes fields for specifying the find string
and the replacement string. The dialog also includes buttons Find, Change, Change All, and
Cancel. After typing a string in the find field, when the user selects the Find button, the next
occurrence of the specified string (regular expressions are not supported) is highlighted in the
edit area, iffound; otherwise, the editor displays a message dialog stating the string was not
found. If the string was found, the user has the option to change the highlighted occurrence or
all occurrences.
The test developer has to design test cases to verify the 'find and change' functionality using
this information. Usual test design techniques are used to identify equivalence classes and
boundary cases. In case of assertion-based testing (which we used for the text editor), an
assertion is made regarding the functionality and a the test checks the assertion. Thus, the
second step of our testing methodology involves stating the assertion and listing the actions to
be performed to test the validity of the assertion. ·

Figure 2: Find and Change in Text Editor
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Stage 1: Informal description of assertion
Consider a simple case of designing a·test case to test the 'find text' functionality . The assertion
would be
When text present in the editor buffer is searched using the Find dialog, the editor should
highlight the text.
This is the first stage of our test development and the assertion constitutes .the first form of
specification.

Stage 2: steps to verify an assertion
In the next stage, the assertion is described as a series of steps that have to be performed, either
manually in case of manual testing or by a test automation tool/mechanism.
1. Type some text in the edit area of the editor.
2. Select the Find menu item.
3. Wait for the Find dialog window to appear on the display.
4. In the Find Word item of the dialog, type in the word to be searched (one that exists in the
text).
5. Click on the Find Word button.
6. Make s.ure that the correct word is highlighted.
The above six instructions are a more formal description of the specification. They constitute the
second stage of test development and the second form of specification.

Stage 3: A program to verify an assertion
The third stage of our test development methodology involves formalizing the above form
further using the C programming language and facilities provided by Synlib into a form which is
directly executable. Thus to test an application against its specification, we use the specification
itself.

Note that to capture the above steps in a program we need to be able to name the following GUI
objects:
1. The "text edit area" in the editor window;
2. the "Find" menu item in the editor window;
3. the "Find Word" item in the "Find" dialog window;
4. the "Find" push button item in the "Find" dialog window.
The FocusMap allows for the naming of GUI objects that can be manipulated by the user. An
associated construct, called a FocusPath, allows for the aliasing of long FocusMap chains into a
single focus variable. In the test program, the objects enumerated above are named using
FocusPaths: pathtoEditArea, pathtoFindMenu, pathtoFindWord and pathtoFindButton and the
FocusMaps DTPad and EditorFind. These two FocusMaps and named FocusPaths are detailed
below:

(Foc~sMap DTPad
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(MenuGroup Menubar
(File (New Open Include Save SaveAs Print Close)
Edit (Undo Cut Copy Paste Clear Delete WordWrap)
Search ( Spell Find Replace Next)
Format (Settings Paragraph All)
Help(Introduction Tasks Reference Onltem UsingHelp Version)))
(FocusMap EditorFind
(FocusGroup FindWord)
(FocusGroup BottomButtons
(Find Close Help)))
FocusPath
FocusPath
FocusPath
FocusPath

pathtoEdit
· DTPad.Menubar.Edit
pathtoFind
DTPad.Menubar.Search.Find
pathtoFindFindWord EditorFindChange.FindWord
pathtoFindButton
EditorFind.BottomButtons.Find

The final form of the specification for this particular functionality of the text editor is shown in
Figure 3. The Names of Synlib functions start with prefix "Syn". The initial state for both the
second and third forms is the editor is mapped without any text.

void FindWordl ()
{

char
char
char
i nt

*typedText = {"The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog . " } ;
*findWord = {"jumps"};
*highlightedWord;
result;

/* 1. Type the initial text in the edit area of the editor. */
SynPrintString(TextEditor, "pathtoEditArea" , typedText);
I* 2. Select the Find menu item. */

SynSelectitem(TextEditor,

"pathtoFindMenu");

/* 3. Make sure the Find dialog window appears on the display. */
result= SynWaitWindowMap(FindDialog, TIME_OUT);
if (result== FAIL)
{

PrintToJournal("Find Dialog did not appear, cannot continue.");
else
{

I* 4. In the Find Word item of the dialog, type in the word to be searched. */

SynPrintString(FindDialog,

"pathtoFindWord", findWord);

/* 5. Click on the Find Word button. */

SynSelectitem(FindDialog, "pathtoFindButton");
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I* 6. Make sure that the correct word is highlighted */
SynRetri eveHighlightedText(Tex tEdi t o r, &highlightedWo rd ) ;
if (strc mp(findWord, highligh t edWord ) == 0 )
/* a match */
Pri nt ToJournal(PASS,
"Editor correc tly highlighted the searched wo rd.");
else
Print ToJournal(FAIL,
"Edi tor failed t o highlight the searched word.");

Figure 3. The Third Form of the Specification
During execution, the Synlib program needs to have access to the definitions of the FocusMap
and FocusPaths as described above. Using the FocusMaps and its rules of access, Synlib can compute the keystrokes needed to locate and focus on the named objects. For details of this procedure
please refer to [2].
Note that each of the steps of the second form usually translate into a single Synlib function call.
Additional C statements may be needed for validation, however. Most importantly the programs
constructed in this way do not contain any platform specific or implementation specific information.

Test Or Specification
According to Stocks and Carrington [3], "the specification precisely defines fundamental aspects
of the software, while more detailed and structural information is omitted." The specification
provides ~he tester with important information regarding the application without occluding it in
unnecessary detail.

In the process of successively refining our GUI testing methodology, we have arrived at a similar
level of detail for describing applications via Synlib and FocusMaps for the purposes of testing.
On examining the test programs thus created, we find no dependence on the internal structure or
construction of the application being tested. The test programs neither refer to the application's
internal widget hierarchy, nor do they refer to the names or types of widgets used to construct the
application being tested. The objects of interest in the GUI are named by the FocusMap--a
mechanism that formally specifies the logical organization of user-accessible objects within a
window of the application. The FocusMap provides a naming mechanism, or a textual handle, by
which test programs can refer to user-accessible objects. The naming mechanism need not have
any relation to any underlying mechanisms utilized by the application being tested, preserving
separation of test program and application.
The test programs now simply utilize Synlib in conjunction with the naming mechanism provided
by FocusMaps to specify interactions with user-accessible GUI objects and the behavior expected
as a result of this interaction. The test programs are hence merely descriptions of properties of
objects available to the user for manipulation. Properties are described by expressing what should
happen when a defined input is delivered to a named object at a given state of the test application.
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While FocusMaps provide the names of objects, Synlib provides the mechanisms for delivering
input, as well as verifying the state of the application.
The net result of this methodology is that Synlib-based test programs describe the properties of an
application independent of a particular implementation. Since the language used for specifying
test programs (C) is a formal one, these programs in essence provide a formal model of application
behavior. We are also able to verify that the expected behavior of the application, as described by
the C test programs utilizing Synlib and FocusMaps, is the actual behavior of the constructed
application.
Our experience has shown that the test programs described here can be constructed even in the
absence of a functional copy of the application to be tested. Hence the test program is in effect, a
formal (albeit partial) specification of the target GUI application. Since these test programs can
be directly executed to verify if the target GUI application complies with the expected behavior
coded in the specification, these Synlib-based test programs may also be termed "executable
specifications."
The specification's key purpose in the testing process is to perform as an oracle, an authoritative
description of behavior of the application. The drawback of informal specification is that it usually
lacks enough uniform detail to serve as an oracle in all situations that can be reached by the .user,
or is ambiguous and must be interpreted by the tester. Traditional formal specifications eliminate
these drawbacks, but at high cost due to the effort required to translate these specifications into
executable test programs, coupled with the effort at th~ design stage.
We also found that tests were being created too late in the development process to serve as a
validation mechanism of the design. The methods used in test creation usually referenced the
application as well, resulting in actual specification of the application used for test creation to be
the test itself. While this is value in terms of regression testing, we feel that the Synlib/FOcusMap
approach allows in the creation of tests that check the fidelity of the initial specification to the
initial application.

Conclusions and Future Work
We started from informal textual descriptions of GUI applications, transitioned through recordand-playback testing, and have now arrived at constructing tests via a programmatic approach. At
present, Synlib, FocusMaps and C have been successfully used on a variety of UNIX-based GUI
projects, including HP VUE and COSE CDE. In both VUE· and CDE, however, the initial
specification of target applications was described using other means. We arrived at the realization
during the creation of test programs that in using Synlib andFocusMaps, we were actually creating
formal specifications of the application, and thus duplicating specification effort.
The new paradigm of testing we are proposing is to construct specifications of applications in C,
using Synlib. This will allow for test programs to be available throughout the development of the
application, as well as ensure fidelity of the application to the specification. Having a uniform
language with which to transmit specifications from the design to the test stage will hopefully
reduce development and test cost, while not impacting quality. Using a well-known language like
C for construction formal specifications should encourage the designer to provide a application
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description that can be easily tested, unambiguously interpreted, and present throughout the
development of the application.
The concept of specification-based testing and executable specifications are not entirely new. Our
approach has two points worthy of note. First, most work in the area of specification-based testing
is related to process- based or model-based specification languages. The concept of writing
specifications in a popular language such as C is novel. Our approach also results in the
combination of specification and testing, eliminating the derivation of test from specification step.
The next test of claims we make here will be in specifying an application via the test mechanism
itself. Specification-based testing has a number of recognized benefits, including the ability to
develop tests at the same time as application design and implementation. We hope to realize these
benefits via the use of C, Synlib and FocusMaps to write executable specifications.
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Abstract
The goal of software inspections and tests is to reduce
the expected cost of software failure over the life of
a product. This paper extends the use of defect triggers, the events which cause defects to be discovered,
to help evaluate the effectiveness of inspection and test
activities. In the case of inspections, the defect trigger
is defined as a set of values which associate the skills
of the inspector with the discovered defect. Similarly,
for tests, the defect trigger values embody the various
strategies being used in creating test scenarios.
The usefulness of triggers in evaluating the effectiveness of software inspections and tests is demonstrated
by evaluating the inspection and test activities of some
software products. These evaluations are used to point
to both deficiencies in inspection and test strategies,
and progress made in improving such strategies.

1

Introduction

Validation is a key activity that is essential to checking
the correctness of the design and implementation of a
software product against some predefined criteria [1].
It aims at finding software defects (design and implementation errors) early in the development process to
reduce the costs of removing these defects. These costs
have been shown to increase with progress in the software development process: IBM [2], AT&T [3], GTE
[4], and TRW [5].
Validation may include the reviews and walkthroughs [6] held by a design team to check that the
refi~ements of accepted requirements are proceeding as
des1~ed through each transformation stage. However,
the mformal nature of such reviews and walk-throughs
lea:es some doubts about their overall effectiveness and
their repeatability [l, 7].
Unlike the informal reviews and walk-throughs held
ft
•
•
mal evaluations of the s~~;k i::::fnspe"'~tions are fora sou ware product
by development team

[2, 8]. A software inspection is led by an independent
moderator with the intended purposes of effectively
and efficiently finding defects early in the development
process, recording these defects as a basis for analysis
and history, and initiating rework to correct such defects. Reworked items are subsequently reinspected to
ensure their quality.
Software developers can literally remove a part from
the development line, rework it at the most appropriate
time in the process, and replace it in the development
line. Hence, inspections ensure that a higher level of
quality is shipped to the testers and ultimately to the
users of a software product.
Many attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of software inspections and prove their usefulness have been
reported. These attempts looked at the inspection data
of various software products and inferred some general
observations from these data. They are based on the
concepts of statistical defect modeling [9).
Wenneson used statistics to develop some guidelines
for conducting software inspections [10]. In particular,
he observed that defect density, i.e., the number of defects found per thousand lines of code (Defects/KLOC)
declines with increasing inspection rates (KLOC/hour).
Further, this decline tails off for high inspection rates.
Plots of defect density versus inspection rate for the
releases of a product are used to estimate such high
inspection rates.
In a separate study, Schulmeyer and McManus also
used statistical techniques to analyze design and code
inspections data [11]. For each component of a software
product, the inspection rate (KLOC/hour), the defects
foun~ per inspection hour (Defects/hour), the defect
~ens1ty (Defec~s/KL~C), and the (hours of preparation)/(hour of mspect1on) ratio were computed. Plots
of the control charts of each parameter were then gener_a ted and their values were correlated. Components
with the lowest inspection rates, the highest number of
defe:ts found per_ inspection hour, the highest defect

densitY, and the highest preparation rate~ were deemed

troublesome.

Software testing is the process of executing the
code of a software product with the intention of finding
defects [12, 13]. Reliability measures, such as inter/ail
times [14], can be used to track progress during test.
Software testing presents a problem in economics.
With large systems, it is almost always true that more
tests will find more defects. The question is not
whether all the defects have been found but whether
the cost of discovering the remaining defects can be
justified. This trade-off should consider the probability of finding more defects in test, the marginal cost of
doing so, the probability of the users encountering the
remaining defects, and the impact of these remaining
defects on the users. Unfortunately, the general lack
of data on the software process prevents making intelligent trade-off decisions.
Statistical usage testing attempts to make such a
trade-off decision by testing software the way users intend to use it [15]. First, the usage probability distributions of a software product are specified. They define all
possible usage patterns and scenarios, including erroneous and unexpected usage, together with their probabilities of occurrence. Test cases are then derived from
the distributions, such that every test represents actual
usage and will effectively rehearse user experience with
the product. Next, each test case is executed and its
results are verified against system specifications. Al; a
result, errors left behind at the completion of statistical
usage testing tend to be those infrequently encountered
by users.
Card used statistical measures such as testing efficiency, delivered error rate, and total defect rate to
evaluate whether a product release is under or out of
statistical control (16]. Testing efficiency is defined as
the percentage of all defects found during system verification testing (SVT). In effect, it measures the quality
of the testing activity. Delivered error rate is de~ned as
the percentage of noncosmetic defects found durrng operation. Total defect rate is defined as the percentage of
all noncosmetic defects reported during SVT and field
operation. The control limits of each product release
are computed as the average of the total defec: rates
of all releases of this product. A new release 1s then
judged out of control if its total defect rate is ~e~ter
than the control limit and it is deemed under statistical
control otherwise.
The goal of this paper is to present a technique ~or
assessing the effectiveness of inspection and test activities that is based on a classification scheme of defects.
The technique enables in-process feedback to developers by extracting signatures on the development process
f
such defects [17]. Attributes, such as defect type
rom
.
i ed to each defect. Defect
and defec~fitri;te;,a::::~f a defect and defect trigtype spec1 es

ger points to the event that helped detect such defect.
These attributes are key to a more systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of software inspection and test
processes. Such processes may involve different software technologies that can also be indirectly assessed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes
a technique for evaluating the effectiveness of software
inspection and test activities. Subsequently, the trigger set used to evaluate design and code inspections is
defined in section 2.1, the trigger set used to evaluate
unit and function test scenarios is defined in section 2.2,
and the set of defect types of a development process is
defined in section 2.3. Section 3 discusses the use of the
proposed technique in evaluating the inspection process
of a software product. The use of this technique in evaluating the test process of another software product is
presented in section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusion of the paper.

2

Evaluation Technique

This paper presents a technique for assessing the effectiveness of inspection and test activities [18, 19] that
enhances Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) [17].
ODC classification assumes that a defect measures the
semantic content of the error, without explicit direct
mapping to an existing process or an implied process.
A wide range of reported benefits has resulted from applying this technique to software development. Benefits
as little as 5 person-days for a 5 KLOC project and as
high as 848 person-days for a 100 KLOC project were
documented [20].
The classification enables in-process feedback to developers when the attributes explain in their distribution the progress of the process. To do so, the attributes should be different enough that they capture
the needed information and complete enough that ~hey
span the process space. These conditions are explamed
concisely in the necessary and sufficent con~tions for
ODC [17]. Once such conditions are estabhshed, the
classification essentially provides the purpose of statevariable type measurement, when collected over a sample in the defect stream.
.
In the evaluation technique, attributes, such as defect type and defect trigger, are assigned to each defect.
Defect type specifies the actual fix of a defect l2lj and
defect trigger points to the event that helped detect
such defect [22]. These attributes are key to a more
. eval uat·ion of the effectiveness of software
systematic
.
inspection and test processes. Such processes m;y i:volve different software technologies that can a so e
indirectly assessed.
.
b ·
The set of values of an attribute is derived y itera-

tive refinement. Starting with an initial set of attribute
values, the values of the attributes of a defect found
during inspection or test are picked from the elements
of this set. When all the elements of the current set of
attribute values fail to provide a value appropriate for
this defect, a new value is added to the current set. All
defects are then reclassified using the new, augmented
set of attribute values. Only extensive classification of
the defects of numerous software products can prove
the stability of the latest set of attribute values. These
values should offer some consistency between the stages
of the software development process and should not depend on the specifics of a software product or a software
organization.
The technique consists of three major activities: data
gathering, data classification, and data interpretation.
The data gathering activity has the aim of collecting
and recording the defects of a design inspection, a code
inspection or a test execution. This is followed by the
data classification activity. During this latter activity, the defect type and defect trigger of each defect are
specified and checked. The trigger is decided by the design inspector, the code inspector, or the test scenario
planner, and the defect type is determined by the software designer or the programmer correcting the defect.
The classified data is then used in the data interpretation activity.
Data interpretation includes evaluating an inspection or a test activity and tracking progress between
the various activities of a stage and between the various stages of the software development process. The
findings of such evaluations report both the strengths
and the weaknesses of an inspection or a test activity
and are presented to the software development team.
Reported strengths signal the start of the next activity, while reported weaknesses are followed by specific
actions that aim at improving the outcome of the current activity. Such actions may result from performing
causal analysis on a small subset of high impact defects
that are identified during data interpretation.
To evaluate the outcome of an inspection or test activity, both expected and observed percentages of the
values of defect type, defect trigger, and the crossproduct ( defect type, defect trigger) are computed.
The percentage expected is estimated based on historical data, when available [18, 19]. In the absence of such
historical data, the percentage expected for the values
of a single attribute is estimated, a-priori, by the development team of a software product, and is based
on their intuitive knowledge of current progress in development. Further, the percentage expected for the
VdlUCB ofthe cross-product (defect type, defect trigger)
is estimated as the product
the expect~d percent•
ages of the corresponding defect type and defect trig-

ot

ger values. Differences between observed and expected
percentages form the basis for evaluating an inspection
or a test activity. Likewise, differences between the observed percentages of similar charts are used to evaluate
the progress of successive inspection and test activities.

2.1

Trigger in Design/Code Inspection

Design and code inspection includes those stages in
which high-level design (HLD) documents (e.g. design
specification documents), low-level design (LLD) documents (e.g. design structures documents), or code are
inspected. During such inspections, a trigger describes
the event that helps an inspector detect a defect of the
design document or the code segment. Only one such
trigger may be chosen for any given defect.
The set of design/code inspection triggers that follow has been derived by considering the activities performed by different inspectors in accomplishing their
task. Defects found from these triggers can potentially
be identified by the inspector of a design document or a
code segment. Hence, triggers are linked to the level of
skills of the inspection team, and their distribution can
help evaluate the inspection process. They are defined
as:
Design Conformance: The document reviewer or
the code inspector detects the defect while comparing the design element or code segment being
inspected with its specification in the preceding
stage(s).
Understanding Details: The inspector detects the
defect while trying to understand the details of the
structure and/or operation of a component. This
trigger may be further refined into:
Operational Semantics: The inspector had in .
mind the flow of logic required to implement
the function when the defect was noticed.
Side Effects: The additional effect or side effect
of some documented or some implemented action was under review when the defect was
discovered.
Concurrency: The inspector was considering the
serialization necessary for controlling a shared
resource when the defect was discovered.
Backward Compatibility: The inspector used extensive product experience to determine an incompatibility between the functionality described by
the design document or the code, and that of earlier versions of the same product.

Lateral Compatibility: The inspector with broadbased experience detected an incompatibility between the functionality described by the design
document or the code, and the other (sub )systems
and services with which it must interface.

Coverage
create( file, r)
modify( file)
delete(file)

Rare Situation: The inspector used extensive experience or product knowledge to foresee some system
behavior which is not considered or addressed by
the documented design or code under review.

Sequencing

Interaction

Variation

create(file.1, rw)
create(file.2, rw)
modify(file.2)
modify( file.1)
delete(file.2)
delete( file.1)

create( file, r)
delete( file)
modify( file)

create( file, r)
create(file, w)
create(file, rw)

Figure 1: Sample Black Box Test Cases.
under several different conditions. In contrast, the
Simple Path Coverage case above only attempts
to cover the branches and does not exercise them
under different conditions.

Document Consistency /Completeness: The defect surfaces because of some inconsistency or incompleteness within the document.
Language Dependencies: The developer detects the
defect while checking the language-specific details
of the implementation of a component or a function.

Side Effects: The defect surfaced because of some
unanticipated behavior which was not specifically
tested for.

2.2

Black Box Triggers

Trigger in Unit/Function Testing

During the unit/function testing stages, a trigger captures the intent behind creating the test case which,
when executed, uncovered the defect and can therefore
potentially be identified by the designer of a test scenario. To choose the right trigger, the test designer
must decide if the test case that found the defect was
written with a black box or white box model in mind.
In white box testing, the tester must be familiar with
the internals of a body of code. This is in contrast with
black box testing where the tester relies upon the ability
to invoke the execution of one or more bodies of code,
where little is known of the internals. In Function Test,
a body of code would implement an externally invoked
function, whereas in Unit Test, a body of code could
be a single module. Sample black box test cases of a
file management system are presented in Figure 1.

Test Coverage: The test case that found the defect
was a straightforward attempt to exercise a single
body of code using a single input. An input is a
single combination of parameter values. Note that,
this test case does not link the executions of bodies
of code as in Test Sequencing or Test Interaction.
Instead, it is an obvious test case of a body of code.
Test Sequencing: The test case that found the defect
executed, in sequence, two or more bodies of code
each of which can be invoked independently by the
tester.
Test Interaction: The test case that found the defect initiated an interaction between two or more
bodies of code each of which can be invoked independently by the tester. The interaction was more
involved than a simple sequence of the executions.

White Box Triggers
Simple Path Coverage: The test case that found
the defect was created by the tester with the specific intention of exercising branches in the code.
In other words, the test case was motivated by
knowledge of specific branches in the code, and not
by knowledge of module functionality that could
be invoked by a caller external to the module. Furthermore, a branch targeted for execution by the
tester was exercised only once by the test case.
Combinational Path Coverage: Sarne as Simple
Path Coverage - ezcept that branches targeted for
execution by the tester were exercised more than
once by the test case. In other words, the tester attempted to invoke the execution of these branches

Test Variation: The test case that found the defect
was a straightforward attempt to exercise a single
body of code using different inputs. An input is a
single combination of parameter values.
Side Effects: The defect surfaced because of some
unanticipated behavior which was not specifically
tested for.

2.3

Defect Type

Defect type describes a software fix, and is therefore
usually chosen by the programmer making the correction. In other words, the selection is implied by the
eventual correction. A distinction is made between al\
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Figure 2: Level of Experience Associated with Triggers.
error of omission (Missing) and an error of commission (Incorrect). Only one defect type can be selected,
and it must be further classified as either Missing or
Incorrect. Defect type is linked to the software development paradigm used by the developers of a team.
Hence, the defect types of the function-oriented and
the object-oriented design and programming paradigms
differ. The defect types of a typical software development process that involves function-oriented design and
programming are defined as follows:
Assignment: Value(s) assigned incorrectly or not assigned at all.
Checking: Errors caused by missing or incorrect validation of parameters or data in conditional statements.
Algorithm: Efficiency or correctness problems that
can be fixed by (re)implementing an algorithm or a.
local data structure without the need for request-

3

Inspection Process Evaluation

The concept of the trigger fits very well into assessing the effectiveness and eventually the compl~teness
of a design or a code inspection. In such an inspection, the requirements document which specifies the
product requirements, and the design specification document which defines the functionality of the product,
are reviewed by an independent team of software planners, designers and developers. Moreover, the design
structures document which describes the implementation details of the product, and the code that implements the product, are reviewed by the members of
the development team. A critical part of this inspection
process is to assess whether such documents have been
reviewed by enough people with the right skill level.
The importance of such assessment cannot be understated because the process that follows design and code
inspections, tests the product implementation. Hence,
any missing or incorrect information will have a serious
impact on testing and maintaining this product.
For each design/code inspection trigger, the skill required by the inspector can be assessed. Figure 2(a)
shows the skill level appropriate for each trigger. Note
that some of the triggew, such a:, checking for the con-

sistency and/or

completeness of a document,

may not

~equire substantial knowledge or experience of the subJect product, whereas lateral compatibility clearly indi~ates the need for people with knowledge of more than
Just the_ P:~duct under inspection. Similarly, backward
compatibility requires people with experience within
the product. People who can identify rare situations
need a_ lot of experience, both with the product and
otherwise.
?iven that defect triggers can be mapped to skills required to find the defect, the defect trigger distribution
~n help _gain insight into the effectiveness of an inspection. _It is common to also have several inspections of
a ~esign document or a code segment, each incorporatmg the a~cepted ~omments from earlier ones. Thus,
the c~an~e _m the trigger distribution may be tracked
to verify if it reflects anticipated trends.
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3.1
3.1.1

Project A
Design Inspection Evaluation

1:'he ~sefuln~ss o: d~fect classification in evaluating desig~ mspe~tions lS illustrated by presenting the results
of mspectmg the design specification document of a
software product (Product A). The document describes
the func~ionality of the product and was inspected by a
team _of mdependent software engineers. The proposed
te:hmque was used to evaluate the first inspection of
this document, and pointed to the need for a second inspection of the same design document. A total of 255
defects were detected during these two inspections; 153
defects ( 60%) were detected and fixed in the original
design document during the first inspection and an additional 102 defects ( 40%) were detected and fixed in
the updated design document during the second inspection. Figure 3 shows the (defect type, defect trigger)
distributions of both inspections. By suggesting a second round of inspections that uncovered 40% of the
defects, the proposed technique helped reduce the cost
of fixing these defects in subsequent stages of development of this product.
In Figure 3(a), documentation accounted for 40% of
the total number of defects. Hence, the design document itself was considered inconsistent and incomplete.
Further, the percentages of function (28%), interface
(19%), and algorithm (7%) defects were significant but
expected. But would an additional inspection at this
stage have been cost effective in terms of additional
defects uncovered for the effort expended? And what
aspects of the design should be focussed on to yield the
most defects?
To answer these questions, the distribution of defect
trigger from the first inspection (Figure 3(a)) was considered. The defects discovered by backward compat-

•Assignment fSlChecking 0Algorithm
l"Jn ·
· · 0Interface
Cl Function OBu,ld/Package/Merge O~,r.,5;i~!~Uon

(b)
Figure 3: Trigger Distributions for Two HLD Inspections for Project A.

ibility (8%), rare situation (5%), and lateral compatibility (3%) were disproportionately low when compared
to operational semantics (52%) and document consistency/ completeness (20%). The team also concluded
that design conformance (12%) was as expected.
While uncovering a high percentage of function, interface, and algorithm defects (54%) is explainable at
this stage of the design, the small percentage of such
defects triggered by backward compatibility, rare situation, and lateral compatibility was cause for concern;
(backward compatibility, function) is only 2% of the
distribution in Figure 3(a), (backward compatibility,
interface) is 1%, (backward compatibility, algorithm) is
1%, ( rare situation, function) is 2%, and (lateral compatibility, function) is 3%. Given that this product
was improving the functionality of a previous release
by significantly enhancing its interactions with other
products, the team concluded that either their design
was excellent or their inspection was deficient.
In looking back to the triggers association with level
of experience (Figure 2(a)), it became obvious that the
defects so far discovered had been discovered by reviewers with, or using, little experience in this or other
related software and hardware products. Therefore, the
development team decided that initiating a second inspection of the updated design specification document
using a team of very experienced software engineers
would be cost effective. To validate this decision, the
defects from the second design inspection were classi-

fied and analyzed. Figure 3(b) shows the distribution of
( defect type, defect trigger) for this second inspection.
In this second inspection, documentation accounted
for 51 % of the total number of defects. The percentages
of function (20%), algorithm {13%), and interface (6%)
defects were as expected. Most documentation, function, and interface defects were missing while most algorithm defects were incorrect. Furthermore, a drop in
the overall percentage of function, interface, and algorithm defects pointed to a more stable design. However,
the increase in documentation defects implied that the
design document may still have been inconsistent and
incomplete.
On the other hand, the distribution of triggers which
uncovered the additional defects (Figure 3(b)) changed
remarkably in terms of backward compatibility (37%)
and lateral compatibility (18%). The percentage increases of (backward compatibility, function) to 10%,
(backward compatibility, interface) to 5%, (backward
compatibility, algorithm) to 7%, (lateral compatibility,
function) to 7%, and (lateral compatibility, algorithm)
to 3% were further proof of the effectiveness of this second inspection. As a result, the team felt more confident in proceeding to the next stage of the development
process.
3.1.2

Code Inspection Evaluation

The usefulness of defect classification in evaluating code
inspections is illustrated by presenting the results of inspecting the actual code of the previous software product. Such an inspection was carried out by the development team of this product. The technique proposed in
this paper was used to evaluate the first code inspection and pointed to the need for a second inspection
of this code. A total of 333 defects were detected during these two inspections; 78 defects (23.4%) were fixed
following the first inspection and an additional 255 defects (76.6%) were detected by the second inspection.
Figure 4 shows the ( defect type, defect trigger) distributions of both inspections. By suggesting a second
round of inspections that uncovered 76.6% of the defects, the proposed technique helped reduce the cost of
fixing these defects in subsequent test stages.
The first inspection resulted in significantly high percentages of function (36%), interface (9%), and algorithm (6%) defects. Further, 43% of function defects
were missing and would require the insertion of new
logic to resolve, instead of simply fixing in place. After examining the distribution of defect triggers (Figure
4(a)), which was dominated by operational semantics
{42%), the team decided that this may have been a
cursory inspection because of the relagvely low percentages of concurrency (7% ), backward compatibility
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Figure 4: Trigger Distribution for Two Code Inspections for Project A.

(4 %) , and side effects ( 1%) , and the lack oflateral compatibility and language dependencies.
Further, the weakness in design inspections was reflected by design conformance triggering 9% function
and 1% interface defects and by rare situation triggering 10% function and 1% algorithm defects. Consequently, the team re-inspected their code with emphasis placed on functionality, and discovered an additional
255 defects. Figure 4(b) shows the (defect type, defect
trigger) distribution of this second inspection.
In this second inspection, the team was surprised by
the relatively low percentage of function (10%). However, algorithm (25%) and interface (18%) defects were
significantly higher over the first inspection. They concluded that the extent of function problems during the
first inspection had inhibited the detection of the more
usual defects discovered during a code inspection. Further, had they simply fixed the function defects and
proceeded to the next development process stage, many
defects would have escaped into subsequent test stages.
By checking Figure 4(b), it can be concluded that the
second inspection uncovered many more interface, algorithm, assignment, and checking defects. The percentage increases in (side effects, algorithm) to 1%, (side
effects, interface) to 1%, and (side effects, function) to

1o/o i!:\d.iM.t~ thnt gide effectg may mark more dCllign
flows.
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Figure 5: Trigger Distributions through Design and
Code Inspections for Project A.

proportion of missing function remained constant instead of decreasing with respect to incorrect function.
A closer examination of the (function, rare situation)
tuple (Figure 5) indicated that a significant proportion
of these function defects were being triggered by rare
situation. Such defects may be hard to correct and were
cause for concern.
Interface and algorithm defects increased between design structures document inspection and code inspection. They were mostly incorrect, were triggered by
operational semantics, and would probably have been
fairly easily corrected. However, the large proportion
of side effects triggers in design structures document
(Figure 5(b)) may have been inhibiting the discovery
of more interface and algorithm defects.
The overall decline of lateral compatibility and backward compatibility was perceived as a progressive trend
(Figure 5). However, the significant percentages of side
effects (29%) in design structures inspection and rare
situation (9%) in code inspection were cause for concern.
Based on the absence of a clear assessment of the
progress, the team decided on a schedule adjustment.
Components that revealed function, interface, or algorithm defects, that were triggered by side effects and
rare situation during document structures and code inspections, were targeted for further design structures
inspection. The remaining components were allowed
to progress to unit test. Furthermore, the team decided to hold more frequent analyses of classified data
during FVT to further evaluate the progress of testing
on a component basis.

3.2
3.1.3

Progress Evaluation

The usefulness of defect classification in evaluating
progress through successive stages of the development
process is illustrated by presenting the results of inspecting the design specification document, the design
structures document, and the actual code of the previous software product. Such inspections are carried
out during HLD, LLD, and code implementation, respectively. The proposed technique has been used to
evaluate progress through these stages. A total of 255
(31.48%) defects were found by inspecting the design
specification document, 222 (27.4%) defects were found
by inspecting the design structures document, and 333
(41.12%) defects were found during code inspection.
Figure 5 shows the ( defect type, defect trigger) distributions of these inspections.
The diminishing trend of defect type function across
all three stages was initially encouraging. However, the

Project B

The usefulness of defect classification in evaluating
progress through successive stages of the development
process is also illustrated by presenting the results of inspecting the design specification document, the design
structures document, and the actual code of another
software product (Product B). Such inspections are carried out during HLD, LLD, and code implementation,
respectively. The technique proposed in this paper has
been used to evaluate progress through these stages. A
total of 484 (32.97%) defects were found by inspecting the design specification document, 532 (36.24%)
defects were found by inspecting the design structures
document, and 452 (30.79%) defects were found during
code inspection. Figure 6 shows the distributions of
the (defect trigger, defect type) cross-product for these
inspections.
The design specification document of a software
product describes the functionality of the product and
was inspected by a team of independent software en-
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Figure 6: Trigger Distributions in Inspection Process
for Project B.
gineers. The proposed technique was used to evaluate
this inspection. A total of 484 defects were detected.
The distribution of their (defect trigger, defect type)
cross-product is shown in Figure 6(a).
In examining the distribution of the defect types, it
was noted that the percentage of documentation defects ( 48%) was dominant. Hence, the design document itself was considered incomplete and inconsistent.
Few defects were discovered by backward compatibility
(2%), lateral compatibility (5%), rare situation (5%),
and side effects (6%). The team also concluded that
the percentage of design conformance (21 %) could be
explained.
While uncovering a good percentage of function, interface, and algorithm defects (34%) is expected at this
stage of the design, the small percentage of such defects
triggered by lateral compatibility and backward compatibility was cause for concern. Then rela.tively high
percentages triggered by side effects were also deemed

problematic; (function, side effects) is 2% and (interface, side effects) is 1% of the distribution in Figure
6(a). Given that this product was improving the functionality of a previous release by significantly enhancing its interactions with other products, the team concluded that either their design was excellent or their
inspection was deficient.
In looking back to the triggers association with level
of experience (Figure 2(a)), it became obvious that the
defects so far discovered had been discovered by reviewers with, or using, little experience in this or other related software and hardware products. Further, it was
feared that the defects triggered by side effects were
masking some more serious design flaws. Hence, a second inspection of the updated design specification document using a team of very experienced software engineers was recommended. However, the design team
only acknowledged the absence of an experienced member in related hardware products and decided to proceed to the next stage of the development process. It
was also decided to monitor the percentages of defects
triggered by lateral compatibility, backward compatibility, rare situation, and side effects.
The design structures document of a software product details the structural and logical aspects of the
product and was inspected by the development team.
The technique proposed in this paper was used to evaluate this inspection. A total of 532 defects were detected. The distribution of their (defect trigger, defect
type) cross-product is shown in Figure 6(b ).
In examining the distribution of the defect types, it
was noted that the percentage of documentation defects
(33%) was still high. Hence, the design document itself
was not deemed consistent or complete. The design
stability was improved and no defects were discovered
by backward compatibility and side effects. Few defects
were discovered by lateral compatibility (10%) and rare
situation (6%). The team also concluded that design
conformance (13%) was improving.
Design structures document inspection uncovered a
good percentage of function, interface, and algorithm
defects (34% ). However, the percentage of interface defects triggered by lateral compatibility increased from
1% in HLD (Figure 6(a)) to 3% in LLD (Figure 6(b))
and the percentage of function defects triggered by
lateral compatibility was 1% in both HLD and LLD.
These percentages were associated with a known cause,
namely, the absence of an experienced reviewer in hardware related products. Hence, their presence did not
affect the decision of the design team to proceed to the
next stage of the development process. Again, the percentages of defects triggered by lateral compatibility
and rare situation were to be monitored.
The implementation code ot this same software prod-

uct was inspected next by the development team. The
technique proposed in this paper was used to evaluate
this inspection. A total of 452 defects were detected.
The distribution of their (defect trigger, defect type)
cross-product is shown in Figure 6( c).
In examining the distribution of the defect types, it
was noted that the percentage of documentation defects
(34%) was still high. However, only 2% of the documentation defects were triggered by lateral compatibility and were deemed major defects. There was further
proof of design stability; no defects were discovered by
backward compatibility and side effects, and few defects were discovered by lateral compatibility (12%) and
rare situation (6%). The team also concluded that the
percentage of design conformance (15%) could be explained. An increase in the percentage of defects triggered by language dependencies (10%) was also as expected.
Code inspection uncovered a smaller, yet significant,
percentage of function, interface, and algorithm defects (28%) and bigger percentages of assignment and
checking defects (39%). However, the percentage of
algorithm defects triggered by lateral compatibility increased to 2% (Figure 6(c)) for the first time and the
percentage of interface defects triggered by lateral compatibility increased to 3%. Similarly, the percentage of
function defects triggered by rare situation increased
to 3% (Figure 6(c)) from 1% in HLD and 2% in LLD
and the percentage of interface defects triggered by rare
situation stayed at 2%. These percentages were again
associated with the absence of very experienced reviewers of the implementation code of this product. In order to cure the above deficiencies, a very experienced
hardware tester was added to the test team and was assigned the task of testing all hardware interfaces of the
product. Furthermore, the team decided to hold more
frequent analyses of classified data during FVT to further evaluate the progress of testing on a component
basis.

4

Test Process Evaluation

The concept of the trigger also fits very well into assessing the effectiveness and eventually the completeness of
a test scenario. In such a scenario, test cases are created that cover all logic paths in a module or examine
whether the implemented product conforms with its external specification. A critical part of this test process
is to assess whether the implemented product has been
adequately tested before customer use. Hence, capturing the intent behind creating the test cases, or determining the trigger, is the key to improving the overall
effectiveness of the scenarios that test the functional-

ity of the product. The importance of such assessment
cannot be understated because a deficient test strategy
might deliver a product with a large number of latent
defects. If such defects are found by the customers, the
product may be perceived as having low quality.
For such triggers, the skill required by the test planner can be assessed. Figure 2(b) shows the skill level
appropriate for each trigger. Note that some of the triggers, such as simple path coverage in white box testing, may not require substantial knowledge or experience of the subject product, whereas test interaction
in black box testing might need people with skill in
more than just the product under test. Similarly, both
test sequencing and test interaction of black box testing
may require people with experience within the product.
People who can generate test cases to achieve combinational path coverage in white box testing and test
variation in black box testing need a lot of experience,
both with the product and otherwise.
On the other hand, side effects, is an inadvertent
event that can occur during both modes of testing.
Hence, side effects is not associated with a particular
level of experience. When side effects is the trigger for
a significant number of defects in a test scenario, its
presence may indicate a lack of stability in the test.
Given that defect triggers can be mapped to skills
required to generate the test case that finds the defect,
the defect trigger distribution can help gain insight into
the effectiveness of a test scenario. It is common to
also create several test scenarios for a product, each
improving the effectiveness of earlier ones. Thus, the
change in the trigger distribution may be tracked to
verify that it reflects anticipated trends.

4.1
4.1.1

Project C
Test Scenario Evaluation

The usefulness of defect classification in evaluating test
scenarios is illustrated by presenting the results of the
functional or black box testing of a software product
(Product C). The proposed technique was used to evaluate an initial test scenario of the product functions
and pointed to the need for a second scenario for testing
further this same functionality. A total of 401 defects
were detected by these two test scenarios; 148 defects
(36.9%) were detected by executing the first scenario
and an additional 253 defects ( 63.1 %) were detected
by executing the second scenario. Figure 7 shows the
( defect type, defect trigger) distributions for both scenarios. By suggesting a second test scenario that uncovered 63.1 % of the Function Verification Test (FVT)
defects, the proposed technique helped reduce the large
costs associated with fixing these defects in the field.
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Figure 7: Trigger Distribution in Two Function Verification Test Scenarios for Project C.

The first test scenario resulted in relatively high percentages of assignment (24%) and checking (15%) defects that were attributed to the absence of any formal
code inspections. Algorithm (20%) and interface (20%)
defects pointed to inefficient LLD inspections. Most defect types were incorrect. In contrast, the percentage of
function (2%) defects was extremely low and a cause for
concern. To help evaluate the effectiveness of the test
scenario, the distribution of the defect trigger (Figure
7(a)) was analyzed. It was observed that the distribution was dominated only by test coverage (67%) and
test variation (24%), while test interaction (6%) and
test sequencing (2%) were very low.
Consequently, the team decided to expand the test
scenarios with test interaction and test sequencing in
mind with the goal of discovering more function defects. Further, testers with extensive experience with
the product and its underlying hardware platforms
were added to the test planning team. Figure 7(b)
shows the (defect type, defect trigger) distribution of
this second test scenario.

In the second test scenario, an additional 253 defects were found, but the distribution of defect type
was not as expected. Specifically, function (5%) only
increased slightly, while interface (39%) increased remarkably. However, the goal of the expanded test sceIlilii01l WiiW achieved as the percentages of test sequencing (42%) and test interaction ( 9%) ~ncreased. The
increase in side effects (11%) implied that the code un-
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Figure 8: Trigger Distribution in Testing Process for
Project C.
der test was unstable. Consequently, the team concluded that while the test scenarios were adequate, the
stability of the code precluded advancing to the System Verification Test (SVT) stage of the _development
process.
The percentages of interface (39%) and algorithm
(10%) led the team to conclude that design structures
document re-inspection was necessary for some components. Likewise, the percentages of assignment (16%)
and checking (11 %) indicated re-inspection of code for
certain components.
4.1.2

Progress Evaluation

The usefulness of defect classification in evaluating
progress through successive stages of the development
process is illustrated by presenting the results of both
the white box and black box modes of testing for the
previous software product. White box testing and black
box testing are carried out during UT and FVT, respectively. The technique proposed in this paper has been
used to evaluate progress through these two stages. A
total of 246 (38.02%) defects were found via white box
testing and 401 (61.98%) defects were found via black
box testing. Figure 8 shows the ( defect type, defect
trigger) distributions of these tests.
White box testing resulted in expected percentages
of assignment ( 49%) and checking (13%) defects. Interface (13%) and algorithm (20%) defects indicated inefficient LLD inspection. Furthermore, while the percent-
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Figure 9: Trigger Distribution in Testing Process for
Project D.

ages of combinational path coverage (37%) and simple
path coverage {34%) in Figure 8(a) indicate thoroughness in the test, the relatively high percentage of side
effects (29%) needs closer examination.
When the cross-product of trigger and defect type
(Figure 8(a)) was considered, it was observed that a
significant percentage of interface was being triggered
by side effects. In retrospect, this discovery was a warning that was ignored by the team when they decided to
proceed with FVT.
The re-iterated black box testing (Figure 8(b)) exhibited more complete test scenarios. However, the same
warning signal involving a high percentage of interface
(32%) and a significant proportion of side effects (8%)
triggering such interface defects was still present. Thus,
the team concluded that there was insufficient progress
through white box and black box testing to justify proceeding with SVT.

A large software development project may be partitioned into more manageable subprojects, referred to
as line items. Design, coding, white box testing, and
black box testing are performed on each such line item.
The mixed white/black box testing of a line item is labeled a line item test (LIT). Related line items are subsequently integrated and tested in black box mode via
combined line item function test (CLIFT). The whole
software release in then integrated and black box tested
via Function Verification Test (FVT). The usefulness of
defect classification in evaluating progress through successive stages of the development process is illustrated
by presenting the results of the LIT, CLIFT, and FVT
activities of another software product (Product D). The
proposed technique has been used to evaluate progress
through these stages. A total of 53 (16.01%) defects
were found via LIT, 119 (35.95%) defects were found
via CLIFT, and 159 (48.04%) defects were found via
FVT. Figure 9 shows the distributions of the (defect
trigger, defect type) cross-product for these tests.
Following the completion of LIT, it was noted that
the percentage of algorithm defects (29%) was dominant. Further, function, interface, and algorithm accounted for 51 % of the defects. A large percentage
of assignment and checking defects (38%) was also reported. Hence, the structures document inspection and
the code inspection of this product were deemed inefficient. The development team aknowledged that they
did not conduct any formal code inspections and were
completely relying on test scenarios to uncover the defects of their product. Consequently, evaluating the
effectiveness of such tests was exceptionally crucial.
To help evaluate such effectiveness, the trigger distributions of Figure 9{a) were examined. While the
percentages of combinational path coverage (23% ), simple path coverage (32%), test coverage (13%), and test
variation (9%) in Figure 9(a) indicated thoroughness
in the test, the relatively high percentage of side effects
(19%) needed closer examination. Side effects triggered
relatively high percentages of function defects ( 4 % ) , interface defects ( 8%), and timing/ serialization defects
(2% ); these were further proof of a deficient structures
document inspection because they pointed to detailed
design problems.
When associated with the level of experience of the
testers (Figure 2(b)), the very low percentages of test
sequencing (4%) and test interaction (0%) pointed to
the absence of testers with extensive experience with
the product and its underlying hardware platforms.
Further, it was feared that the defects triggered by side
effects were masking some more serious design flaws.
Hence, more elaborate testing was recommended before

progressing to the next test activity. This recommendation was partially adopted by the development team
in their decision to proceed to CLIFT activities.
Consequently, the team decided to expand the test
scenarios of CLIFT with test interaction and test sequencing in mind with the goal of discovering more
function, interface, and algorithm defects. Further,
testers with extensive experience with the product and
its underlying hardware platforms were added to the
test planning team. It was also decided to monitor the
percentage of defects triggered by side effects in subsequent test activities.
CLIFT test cases helped detect more algorithm defects (22%). Further, function, interface, and algorithm
accounted for 47% of the defects. A large percentage
of assignment and checking defects ( 46%) was also reported. Hence, further proof of deficient structures document inspection and code inspection of this product
was at hand.
While the percentages of test coverage (55%), test
variation (9%), and test sequencing (10%) in Figure
9(b) indicated thoroughness in the test, the relatively
high percentage of side effects (13%) was again a cause
for concern. The percentage of function defects triggered by side effects dropped from 4% to 1%, the
percentage of interface defects triggered by side effects dropped from_ 8% to 3%, and the percentage
of timing/ serialization defects triggered by side effects
dropped from 1% to 0%. However, the percentage of algorithm defects triggered by side effects increased from
0% to 3%. They pointed to design integration problems
of the various line items of the release.
On the other hand, it was concluded that adding
testers with extensive experience with the product and
its underlying hardware platforms to the CLIFT test
planning team helped increase the percentages of test
sequencing and test interaction. Further, it was decided to proceed with FVT and to defer any decisions
on re-inspecting the design structures documents or the
implementation code of the release until FVT is complete. During FVT, the percentage of defects triggered
by side effects would be monitored and would form the
basis for any such decisions.
Following the completion of FVT, it was noted that
the percentage of algorithm defects (29%) was dominant. Further, function, interface, and algorithm accounted for 50% of the defects. A large percentage
of assignment and checking defects (38%) was also reported. Hence, further proof of deficient structures document inspection and code inspection of this product
was at hand.
The percentages of test coverage (43%), test variation (14%), test sequendng (~o/o), and test interadi6t\
(6%) in Figure 9(c) indicated thoroughness in the test .

However, the relatively high percentage of side effects
(14%) was again a cause for concern. The percentage of
function defects triggered by side effects dropped further from 1% to 0% and the percentage of interface defects triggered by side effects dropped further from 3%
to 1%. However, the percentage of algorithm defects
triggered by side effects increased further from 3% to
6% and the percentage of timing/serialization defects
triggered by side effects increased from 0% to 1%.
Consequently, the team concluded that while the test
scenarios were adequate, the stability of the design
and/or code of certain components in the release precluded advancing to the system verification test (SVT)
stage where testing is performed on the actual hardware
platform of the product. The components where function, interface, algorithm or timing/serialization defects
were triggered by side effects during test were targeted
for design structures document re-inspection. Similarly, components where assignment and checking defects were triggered by side effects during test were targeted for code re-inspection. Following such inspection
activities, the test cases created during LIT, CLIFT,
and FVT will be re-executed and their detected defects
will be analyzed before progressing to the SVT stage of
the development process.

5

Conclusion

In the absence of viable theoretical methods for verifying the correctness of software designs and implementations, software inspection and test play a vital role in
validating both. The goal of both inspections and tests
is to reduce the expected cost of software failure over
the life of a product.
This paper proposes a technique that offers software designers, developers, and test planners significant guidance for rectifying, in-process, the weaknesses
of their procedures, and for assessing the implications
of any rectifying actions on their inspection and test
processes. Such processes may involve different software technologies that can also be indirectly assessed.
The technique extends the use of defect triggers, the
events which cause defects to be discovered, to help
evaluate the effectiveness of inspections and test scenarios. In software inspections, the defect trigger is defined as a set of values which associate the skills of the
inspector with the discovered defect. Similarly, for test
scenarios, the defect trigger values embody the various
strategies being used in creating these scenarios.
The technique evaluates an inspection or a test activity and tracks progress between the various activities of
~ !lta.g~ and between the YfiliOUfi fitog~~ Qf the software
development process. The findings of such evaluations

report both the strengths and the weaknesses of an inspection or a test activity and are presented to the software development team. Reported strengths signal the
start of the next activity, while reported weaknesses are
followed by specific actions that aim at improving the
outcome of the current activity.
The usefulness of this technique in evaluating the effectiveness of software inspections and tests is demonstrated by evaluating the inspection and test activities of some software products. These evaluations are
used to point to both deficiencies in inspection and test
strategies, and progress made in improving such strategies. The trigger distribution of the entire inspection or
test series may then used to highlight areas for further
investigation, with the aim of improving the inspection
and test processes.
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New Directions - help simplify both review, inspection, and test processes.
• CASE tools : provide formal design/documentation language and code generation.
• Object-Oriented Development : provides formal objects/interfaces.
• Evolutionary Prototyping : provides incremental development and coding.
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Software Inspection and Testing Issues
Current Practice - Inspection
State of the Practice
• Design issues, concerns and coding errors are reported by inspection teams.
Problems
• How to detect defects as early as possible
given that the cost to foe increases 1OX per phase
• How to assess the effectiveness/completeness of an inspection

Current Practice - Testing
State of the Practice
• White box tests examine logic of code modules
• Black box tests exercise program to its external specification
Problems

• How much testing is enough given quality goals, schedule and budget?
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ODC Strategy
To:
• Evaluate inspection/test activities
• Track progress between activities

By:
• Measuring semantics of defects via attributes such as
- defect trigger which points to
• event helping detect design/code defects
• intent behind test strategy detecting code defects
- defect type which describes software fix
• Interpreting (defect type, defect trigger) distributions
- Observed vs Expected values of distribution help evaluate activity
- Observed values of similar distributions help evaluate progress

Given:
• Trigger can be linked to skill level of inspector/test planner
• List of triggers forms a spanning set
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Defect Types

Defect Type

Missing

Incorrect

Function
Interface·
Checking
Assignment
Timing/Serialization
Build/Package/Merge
Documentation
Algorithm
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Evaluating First HLD Inspection - Project A
Total of 153 Defects
Trigger
Design Conformance
Operation Semantics ~~~~::;:;..~~,...,.-:,~~~.,...:....,~~~_;___ _ _.;......,52
Side Effects
Concurrency
Backward Compatible 1-,n-.--,,--,
Lateral Compatible
Rare Situation
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• Assignment 8::1 Checking E'2 A~rithm
&'l Timi~Serialization
[) Interface
Q Function D Bu1ld/P~ckage/Merge D Documentation
• 40% documentation -> design document inconsistent/incomplete
• 28% function , 19% interface, and 7% algorithm expected
- lateral compatibility triggered 3% function
- Backward compatibility triggered 2% function, 1% interface, and 1% algorithm
- Rare situation triggered 2% function
• Initiate second inspection of updated design document
• Use team of experts in product and underlying hardware
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Evaluating Second HLD Inspection - Project A
Total of 102 Defects

• 51 % documentation -> design document still inconsistent/incomplete
• 20% function , 6% interface, and 13% algorithm expected
- (function, backward compatibility) 2%-> 10%
- (interface, backward compatibility) 1%->5%
- (algorithm, backward compatibility) 1%->7%
• (function, lateral compatibility) 3%->7%
- (algorithm, lateral compatibility) 0%->3%
• Second inspoction very effective
• Evaluate overall HLD inspection ·> basis for advancing to
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Evaluating·First Code Inspection - Project A
Total of 78 Defects
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• Assignment g:J Checking E:J ~rithm
E;J Timing/Serialization
C! Interface
Cl Function C'l Budd/Package/Merge O Documentation
• 36% function, 9% interface, and 6% algorithm significantly high
• 43% of function missing -> incomplete design
• Design conformance triggered 9% function and 1% interface
• Rare situation triggered 10% function and 1% algorithm

• Initiate second code inspection with emphasis placed on functionality
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Evaluating Second Code Inspection - Project A
Total of 255 Defects
Trigger
10
Design Conformance
Operation Semantics
Side Effects
Concurrency
Backward Compatible
Lateral Compatible
Rare Situation ~~~~JI?~
Document ConsJComp. - - - ~
Language Dependency
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Percent

• Assignment ~ Checking E:J Al~rithm
E;J Timing/Serialization
C! Interface
Cl Function C'l Build/Package/Merge D Documentation
• 10% function, 18% interface, and 25% algorithm significantly high
• Function inhibited detection of less serious defects in first inspection
• (function, rare situation) 10%->2%
• (interface, rare situation) 1%->2%
• (algorithm, rare situation) 0%->2%
• Side effects may mask more design flaws
• function 0%-> 1%, interface 0%-> 1%, and algorithm 1%·> 1%
• Second inspection more thorough
• Monitor rare situation and side effects
• Evaluate overall code inspection ·> basis for advancing to test
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Evaluating HLD Inspection - Project A
Total of 255 Defects
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• Assignment &l Checking ~ Al~rithm
~ Timing/Serialization
Cl Interface
Cl Function C'I Bu1ld/Packag8/Merge D Documentation
• 45% documentation -> design document inconsistent/incomplete
• 26°/o function, 14% interface, and 11% algorithm expected
- Design conformance triggered 8% function and 1% interface
- Lateral compatibility triggered 4% function and 1% algorithm
- Backward compatibility triggered 6% function, 3% interface, and 3% algorithm
- Rare situation triggered 1% function

• Monitor conformance and consistency/completeness in design documents
• Monitor lateral/backward compatibility and rare situation
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Evaluating LLD Inspection - Project A
Total of 222 Defects
Trigger
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• Assignment &l Checking ~ Al~rithm
~ Timing/Serialization
[] Interface
Cl Function C'I Bwld/Package/Merge D Documentation
• 22% function, 13% interface, and 22% algorithm expected
- (function, backward compatibility) 6%->5%
- (interface, design conformance) 1%->7%
- (interface, backward compatibility) 3%-> 1%
- (algorithm, backward compatibility) 3%->2%
- (algorithm, rare situation) 0%->1%

• Side effects (0%->29%) may mask more serious design flaws
- Side effects triggered 4% function, 4% interface, and 8% algorithm

• Monitor conformance in deoign awuments
• Monitor backward compatibility and side effects
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Design Conformance
Operation Semantics
Side Effects
Concurrency
Backward Compatible

11
55

Lateral Compatible ~~~g~~~~
Rare Situation ...
Document ConsJComp. µu..L..i..._ __;__,12
Language Dependency ..___ _ _.1,_._...__..1...._
0

~

~

_.__..J__....,__-1.._ _ _.....L,_ _ _--1
~

~

~

Percent
• Assignment g:j Checking ~ AIQorithm
&:l Timing/Serialization
Cl Interface
Cl Function Cl Budd/Package/Merge D Documentation
• 18% function , 16% interface, and 22% algorithm significantly high
- (function, rare situation) 1%->0%->3%
- (interface, rare situation) 0%->0%->2%
- (algorithm, rare situation) 0%->1%->2%
• Side effects (0%->29%->6%) may still mask more serious design flaws
- function 0%->4%->1%, interface 0%->4%->1%, and algorithm 0%->9%->1%
• Components with function, interface, and algorithm triggered by rare situation
and side effects to be re-inspected
• Other components to progress to testing
Center for Software Quality
Thomas J. Watson Research Center

---- ---------- ------·-

Evaluating HLD Inspection - Project B
Total of 484 Defects

Percent
• Assignment g:i Checking ~ Al~rithm
&:l Timing/Serialization
Cl Interface
Cl Function Cl Build/Package/Merge D Documentation
• 48% documentation -> design document inconsistent/incomplete
• 16% function , 17% interface, and 1% algorithm expec~~
- small % triggered by lateral/backward compatIbIhty
• Side effects may mask more serious design flaws
- Side effects triggered 2% function and 1% interface
• Absence of hardware expert -> no benefit from a second inspection
• Monitor lateral/backward compatibility, rare situation, and side effects
Center for Software Quality
Thomas J . Watson Research Center
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Evaluating LLD Inspection - Project B
Total of 532 Defects

Percent

• Assignment !s:I Checking l?:l ~rithm
&:I TimingSerializatlon
Cl Interface
D Function Cl Build/Package/Merge O Documentation
• 33% documentation -> design document still inconsistent/incomplete
• No backward compatibility and side effects defects -> more stable design
• 10% function , 17% interface, and 7% algorithm expected
- (function, lateral compatibility) 1%-> 1%
- (interface, lateral compatibility) 1%->3%
• Absence of hardware expert -> no benefit from a second inspection
• Monitor lateral compatibility and rare situation

--- ------------------·-

Center for Software Quality
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Evaluating Code Inspection - Project B

Total of 452 Defects·

10

20

Percent

.

...

• Assignment !s:I Checking l?:l Al~rithm
&:I Tmini;y'Serialization
D Function D Build/Package/Merge D Documentation

D Interface

• 34% documentation, only 2% triggered by lateral compatibility
• No backward compatibility and side effects defects -> more stable design
• 5% function , 16% interface , and 7% algorithm significant
- (algorithm, lateral compatibility) 0%->0%->2%
- (interface, lateral compatibility) 1%->2%->3%
(function , rare situation) 1%->1%->3%
- (interface, rare situation) 1%->2%->2%
• Absence of hardware expert -> no benefit from a second inspection

' Hardwar@ @xpert added to te5t team
• Test evaluation on a component basis
Center for Software Quality
Thomas J. Watson Research Center
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Evaluating First Function Test - Project C
Total of 148 Defects
Trigger
Simple Path Coverage
Combined Path Cover

Side Effects
Test Sequencing
Test Interaction
Test Coverage
Test Variation

67
10

.

Percent

.

.

(0

10

• Assignment &l Checking ~ Al!r.)rithm
&'l Timing/Serialization
D Function D Budd/Package/Merge D Documentation

D Interface

• 24% assignment and 15% checking -> no formal code inspection (acknowledged)
• 2% function is extremely low -> cause for concern
• 20% interface and 20% algorithm -> LLD inspection inefficient
• 2% test sequencing and 6% test interaction -> very low
- Test sequencing triggered 1% interface and 1% algorithm
- Test interaction triggered 1% interface and 2% algorithm

• Test thorough at function level
• Experts in product and underlying hardware added
• Expand test scenarios to find more function
- Test sequencing and test interaction in mind

----- ------------------·-
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Evaluating Second Function Test - Project C
Total of 253 Defects
Trigger
Simple Path Coverage
Combined Path Cover
Side Effects i.....~~.........,

42

Test Sequencing
Test Interaction
Test Coverage
Test Variation

34
10

.

Percent

.

.

• Assignment &l Checking ~ A l ~
&'l Timin!)'Serialization
D Function D Budd/Package/Merge D Documentation

D Interface

• 16% assignment and 11% checking -> no formal code inspection (acknowledged)
• 5% function is still extremely low -> cause for concern
• 39% interface and 10% algorithm -> LLD inspection inefficient

• Side effects ( 11 %) may mask more serious design flaws
- 1% interface and 10% build/package/merge -> code integration problems
• Test sequencing (42%) and test interaction (9%) -> goal achieved
- Sequencing: function 0%->3%, interface 1%->15%, and algorithm 1%->13%
- Interaction: function 0%->1%, interface 1%->4%, and algorithm 2%->2%
• Adding experts in product and underlying hardware proved beneficial
• Evaluate overall Function Test -> basis for advancing to System Test

v0ntor Nr ~ttnro Quality

Thomas J . Watson Research Center

10

Evaluating Extended Unit Test - Project C
Total of 246 Defects
Trigger
Simple Path Coverage
Combined Path Cover
Side Effects

Test Sequencing
Test Interaction
Test Coverage
Test Variation
10

.

20

...

..,

,.

•

Percent

• Assigrvnent ~ Checking ~ A l ~
&1 TimingSerialization
D Function D Build/Package/Merge O Documentation

D Interface

• 49% assignment and 13% checking expected
• 13% interface and 20% algorithm -> LLD inspection inefficient
• Side effects (29%) may mask more serious design flaws
· 5% interface and 4% algorithm -> design problems

• Team ignored warning on side effects and proceeded to FT

-------------------------- ·-
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Evaluating Function Test - Project C
Total of 401 Defects
Trigger
Simple Path Coverage
Combined Path Cover
Side Effects

...,,,......-,c~

Test Sequencing
Test Interaction
Test Coverage
Test Variation

46
10

.

.

Percent

,.

•

• Assi rvnent ~ Checking ~ A l ~
&1 Timing/Serialization
D lnte~
D Function D Budd/Package/Merge D Documentation

• 21 % assignment and 12% checking -> no formal code inspection (acknowledged)
• 32% interface and 13% algorithm -> LLD inspection inefficient
• Side effects (8%) may mask more serious design flaws
· build/package/merge 1%->6% -> code integration problems

• Design and/or code of certain components unstable -> no advance to System Test
• Monitor interface -> basis for LLD re-inspections of components

• Monitor Side effect:, -~ ba~i~ for coce re-inspections of components
Center for Software Quality
Thomas J. Watson Research Center
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Evaluating Line Item Test - Project D
Total of 53 Defects
Trigger

.,

Simple Path Coverage
Combined Path Cover

32

Side Effects I""""'~...,.._--"-"--'>:-<-->--"--"-'-"---"'---'--'
Test Sequencing
Test Interaction
Test Coverage
Test Variation

--=='71'sc--s:i

J

~~~~[~_=__l____j_____l____j____
10

•

30

2D

Percent
• Assignment gJ Checking l('J Al9?rithm
&1 Timing/S8rlalizatlon
D Function D Budd/Package/Merge O Docurilentatlon

D Interface

• 26% assignment and 12% checking-> no formal code inspection (acknowledged)
• 4% function, 18% interface, and 29% algorithm-> LLD inspection inefficient
• Side effects (19%) mav. mask more serious design flaws
· · 4% function, 8% interface, and 2% timing/serialization -> design problems
• Test is thorough. However, 4% test sequencing and no test interaction
• Hardware expert added
• Expandtestscenarios
- Test sequencing and test interaction in mind
• Find more function, interface, and algorithm
• Monitor side effects

------- -------------=~=':""=
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Evaluating Combined Line Item Test - Project D
Total of 119 Defects

Percent
• Assi ment gJ Checking ~ Al~m
&1 Timing/Serialization
D 1nt:la'ce D Function D Btiik11Package/Merge D Documentation

• 30% assignment and 16% checking -> further proof of deficient code inspection
• 9% function , 16% interface, and 22% algorithm-> LLD inspection inefficient
• Side effects (13%) still a concern
- function 4%->1%, interface 8%->3%, and timing/serialization 1%->0%
- algorithm 0%->3% -> design integration problems
• Adding hardware expert proved beneficial
• Monitor side effects -> basis in deciding LLD and code re-inspections
Center for Software Quality
Thomas J . Watson Research Center

Evaluating Function Test - Project D

Total of 159 Defects

Trigger
Simple Path Coverage l:i~~LL.l.4"
Combined Path Cover i:;~~~m<Jv-1
Side Effects ~~~.L..L.=i..a....u
Test Sequencing
Test Interaction
Test Coverage
Test Variation
10

43

.

Percent

.

•

50

• Assignment ~ Checking l!.l A l ~
&1 Tining/Serialization
D Function D Budd/Package/Merge D Documentation

D Interface

• 17% assignment and 21 % checking -> further proof of deficient code inspection
• 8% function , 13% interface, and 29% algorithm -> LLD inspection inefficient
• Side effects (14%) again a concern
• function 4%-> fo/o->0% and interface 8%->3%->1%
• algorithm 0%->3%->6% and timing/serialization 1%->0%->1% -> design problems
• Design and/or code of certain components unstable -> no advance to next stage
• Components with defects triggered by side effects
- function, interface, algorithm , and timing/serialization -> re-inspect LLD
• assignment and checking -> re-inspect code
• Following inspections, re-execute LIT, CLIT, and FT test cases
Center for Software Quality
Thomas J . Watson Research Center

------- ---------- ------·-

Value of ODC
Semantics of each defect captured in a few minutes (typically 3 min)
-

Feedback focuses on defect distributions, not on individuaJ defects;
the analysis is more objective and less personaJ
Feedback possible as early and as often as desired
Confirms intuition and exposes unexpected problems

-

Highlights low as well as high occurrence of attribute vaJues
Attribute-based growth curve modeling (helps risk assessment)
Reduces cost of CausaJ Analysis by a factor of at least 5
Can be used to focus causal analysis

Center tor Softwa,. Quality
Thomas J . Watson Research Center

------ ---------------- -· --

Conclusion and Future Work
• Defect triggers help evaluate effectiveness of inspection
and test activities and progress between activities
• Inspection triggers associate skills of inspector with
discovered defect
• Test triggers embody various strategies used in creating
test scenarios

• ODC extensions for object-oriented and information
development
• ODC predictive capabilities
Center for Software Quality
Thomas J . Watson Research Center
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0.

Program Reading and Interpretation
Computer programs after their development are often modified either for correcting

malfunctions, or for adding new features or for improving performance, or for their integration
with new hardware and software.
The process of modification implies that the meaning of the program is understood by the
modifier in sufficient detail and with extreme precision. This very precise understanding can only
be obtained throughout the examination of the code, since rarely, if ever, is there any other source

of information that can be considered both accurate and utterly precise, containing all necessary
details.
The examination of computer code, popularly called program reading, is currently not a
well organized discipline.

In practice, the reader attempts the mapping of mentally simulated

executions of the code into features of the application.

This approach is both uncertain and

ineffective.
The uncertainty mostly derives from the informality of the approach which uses no
rigorous discipline for extracting the meaning of the programs.
The inefficiency of program reading appears to be caused mainly by the following two
reasons, which are usually cited by maintenance programmers as the main causes of difficulties
when reading programs:
a) the intricacy of the flow of control of most real world programs
b) the large size of the code that needs to be examined.
In the overwhelming majority of cases the examination of computer code (program
reading) is done for a very specific purpose, such as determining the cause of a detected error or
defining those portions of the code that need to be changed to support a modification of the
program functions. The observation of the outcome of practical program reading shows that the
size of the portion of the code involved in these detailed investigations is a very small percentage of
the total program size. In fact, the primary objective of a person involved in program reading is to
isolate this small portion out of the bulk of the code in a reliable manner. The availability of a
formal discipline that permits the isolation of the necessary small portion out of the whole code
permits the creation of an automatic tool (a computer program) that would overcome the difficulty
indicated above as point b).

PERITIJS Software Services, Inc.
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The difficulty indicated as point a), namely the intricacy of the flow of control, affects
program reading in an indirect manner. To be able to isolate the small portion of the code that
must be analyzed, the code itself must be partitioned in such a way that whole parts may be safely
rejected as uninteresting for the particular purpose of the specific reading. Usually this purpose
(finding the cause of an error, the portion that needs modification) is expressed in terms of
externally visible functions. Internally, however, the code operates on variables which must be put
in relationships with the external visible function terms. Not all variables are directly related to
external terms, but their state is determined by a series of operations whose execution depends on
the state of other variables.
Consequently, the operation of program reading becomes the unfolding of the program
flow of control in such a way that sequences of the form are created
cond_ition

~

action; action; . . .. condition~ . .. .

Clearly an intricate flow of control makes it difficult to create these sequences.
A particular case of execution sequences is that relative to a backward transfer of control,
which results in the iteration of the sequence, such as
condition

~

action; .... ; action; condition ~- ...

iterated sequence

All of the above (the unfolding of the program flow of control) is a way to interpret what
the program does in a semi-formal way. It is essentially the way that most programmers use for
understanding what a program does. It cannot be considered a precise method for the partition of
the code in portions containing only the relevant parts for the problem under study. In practice, the
sequences of conditions and actions, which are adjudged as relevant or irrelevant to the specific
inquiry that motivated the reading of the program, only on the basis of the reader's experience.
This informality in tum, makes it difficult to supply effective automatic tools for supporting
program reading.
These informally determined sequences however, may be interpreted in a very precise
manner in the terms of the well known formalism of E.W. Dijkstra Guarded Commands (DGC).
Since DGC is a formal language, the usual program translation techniques can be used for
translating any source language into DGC [1], [2] , [3]. In this way, a complex and imprecisely
done manual interpretation can be made precise and therefore automatizable.

PERITIJS Software Services, Inc.
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In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss the technique of formal interpretation of
programs, presenting the functions implemented in an automatic tool realized by Peritus Software
Services, Inc. 1his tool is called Peritus Code Analyzer (PCA).

1.

Overall architecture of PCA
PCA can be seen as divided in three categories of functions:

a)

Translation of the source language into PIL

b)

Formatting, slicing, searching and highlighting functions

c)

Logical analysis of code, including the logical proof of program properties
Toe translation of source language into PIL (Peritus Intermediate Language is essentially

the language of the guarded commands (DGC) with minor syntactic changes dictated by the
practical availability of display symbols) is essential for making the analysis portion independent
from the large varieties of source languages. It also supplies the important user-visible function to
present a possibly intricate program in a clear form. PCA provides the translation of source into
PIL as:
a) The whole program is translated into assignments, alternation statements (if's), and iterative
statements (do while's) only, thus presenting in a structured form any program afflicted by a
poorly conceived flow of control.
b) The program is translated in sequences of conditions

~

actions derived from the PIL

representation. Iterative statements are presented as the result of the split into two sequences
as though the iteration were an alternation. One sequence contains the condition for the
iteration followed by the loop body, and another contains only the termination condition.
As we have mentioned above, these sequences are the natural form programmers use for an
informal understanding of the code. They essentially are the sequences followed by programmers
when reading code with the purpose of obtaining information about its meaning.
The formatting, slicing, searching and highlighting functions provide ways to relate source
code to PIL, to search for symbols, to extract relevant slices of the code according to given criteria,
etc.
Toe logical analysis of the code is further categorized into:
a) Analysis of terminating, non-iterating code (if's and assignments)
b) Analysis of terminating iterating code (do while loops)
c) Analysis of non-terminating execution of independently terminating programs

PERITUS Software Services, Inc.
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d) Analysis of multi-tasking (sequential code shared for simultaneous execution among
different processes)

2.

Specific PCA functions for dealing with large size programs
The translation of source code into PIL is the key function to disentangle the complex flow

of control of sequential programs. In fact, the presentation of a program in PIL form is by itself
sufficient to clarify its meaning in many cases. The creation of sequences of condition actions is a
further aid to informal understanding of the code.
The latter, however, has a drawback The number of sequences as well as their length is, in
most practical cases, very large. This is of course also true for the PIL translation of any large
programs, but the condition/action sequences that can be extracted from any program are a much
less compact presentation (albeit more suitable for human understanding) than the well-structured
PILcode.
It is useful to examine how the compact representation in the programming language form
generates an explosive growth in the number of condition-action sequences.
If we consider first a program made-up only by one set of nested if statements, we observe

that the number of sequences that may be extracted from it, is equal to the number of conditions
existing in the code itself. This is not too bad. However, if now we consider two program
fragments connected in sequence (via the ; operator) we find that the number of sequences to
examine for the composite program equals the product of the number of sequences of the two
components.
In fact, it is the sequential composition of program statements that produces the explosive
growth on the number of sequences that need to be examined during program reading.
To cope with large size, PCA supplies slicing ([6], [71) function.

Condition/action

sequences extracted from a slice of the program, are much smaller than those extracted from the
whole thing. There are two types of slices:
a) Textual slices,([6], [71) that is the extraction of all those statements of the code containing
a particular symbol (usually a variable name).
b) Semantic slices, that is the extraction of all those statements of the code which are needed
for the construction of states (defined by a user supplied postcondition)at a specific place of a
program. A program thus sliced is an executable one and contains all and only the textual
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elements necessary for the analysis of the postcondition-defined states. The technique used for
semantic slicing is the calculation of the weakest precondition for a supplied postcondition.
The concept of the weak.est precondition has been introduced by E.W. Dijkstra [1], and so
far has been used only for theoretical work on the semantics of programming languages. The
definition of the weak.est precondition is as follows.
Given a program S and a condition R, which the program is to satisfy when terminated, the
weak.est precondition of S for R, wp. S. R., is the least restrictive condition that must hold before
the execution of S to guarantee its termination in one of the states defined by R. The weak.est
precondition of many useful programming language statements is calculated by syntactic
manipulation of the programming language statements themselves and of the formula describing
the postcondition [2], [3].
The postcondition for slicing needs not to be a complex relation. It is possible to use free
variables [10] in the form x=m (xis a program variable) to obtain the semantic slice for any state
involving x. In fact, by calculating backward, the wp of all statements preceding the starting point,
all statements which do not produce any change between postcondition and the calculated weak.est
precondition can be safely eliminated. The remaining ones are those constituting the semantic slice
for x, starting at the chosen point where the postcondition x=m has been assumed.
Semantic slices, when applied in practice for real large programs appear to be very
effective because, in many programs, those portions that are connected sequentially (via a;) are
usually dealing with different variables. Consequently, the number of interesting sequences is
reduced. Furthermore, it is also likely that the length of these sequences is shorter because of the
elimination of statements that do not affect the states of the variables of interest.
The slicing operations are effective for dealing with large size programs when the analysis
is relative to comprehending program states. This is the case when the user is searching for a fault,
for the effect of a modification or as part of a more sophisticated analysis of interactions among
different programs.

In practice however, there is often the need to change program variable

declaration, usually when the size of the storage requested for that variable is changed. Compilers
do not cover all possible cases for these types of changes. A variable (say x) size is changed in a
program, F, which writes this variable on a file, A, which is also accessed by another program G.
G may read the value of x from the file written by Finto one of its internal variables, say y, whose
size therefore should also be changed. Another non -covered case are those operations involving
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constants, such as a comparison. The constant used in these comparison operations must be
identified and changed in size accordingly.
The general process for obtaining all and only those statements necessary for insuring that
the change of size of x is harmless, requires the calculation of the transitive closure for the
operation of textual slicing for variables, initiating with the slice containing x. The statements of
the slice for x, in general will contain other variables (and constants) different from x. The slicing
operation will then be repeated for these variables until no new variables or constants are
identified. We call the resulting set of statements which, because of i/o operations as indicated
above, may be part of more than one program, a "chunk".
The chunking operation involves the analysis of information outside the source code itself,
such as JCL statements, include files and possibly, linker directives. It is to be expected that
chunking functions will be supplied ad hoc for various software system environments.

PCA

supplies facilities, which makes easy the creation of the specific software chunking function.
A highlighting function of considerable interest is the presentation of the conditions that
must hold in any point of a program for executing a particular statement (a procedure call). Let us
call this particular statement a. This function is called mileposts calculation, and it determines
conditions at all the points in the program text where the user requires the calculation of conditions
that must hold for the program's flow of control to reach a.
If a is not reachable from a particular milepost, the associated condition will be the

constant predicate false. If a is always reached from the milepost, the associated condition will be

true.

The conditions at the mileposts are determined through the calculation of the weakest

precondition calculation from a, using as postcondition the constant predicate true.
3.

Examples of the use of semantic slices

Consider the following program fragment:
y :=x
; if x

=0

then ( x : = x + I ; z : = 0) else z : =y end

; z := z + I
; y := 0

The semantic slices for x, that is that portion of the program which affects the states of xis:
; if x =0 then x := x + I else skip end

The semantic slice for y is:
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y := 0

and the one for z:
· if x =O then z := 0 else z := y end; z := z + I

'
If we require the semantic slice for the pair of variables x, y, we have:
· if x =0 then x := x + I else skip end ;y := 0

Note th~t some statements containing y are not in the semantic slice, because they do not affect the
states of y at the point of interest (that is the end of the fragment under consideration).
One of the most interesting practical uses of semantic slices is the study of the effect of
code changes. For example, assume that the above program fragment is changed into:
X

:= y

; if x

=o

; y :=

then ( x := x +I; z := 0) else z : = y; z := z + I end

X

The semantic slices for x, y and z are respectively:

= O then
x := y; if x = O then
x := y; if x

if x

= O then

x := x + I else skip end; y : = x
x := x + I else skip end; y := x

z : = 0 else z : =y end ; z : = z + I

Toe semantic slices for x and y after the change are different, therefore we can be sure that
the states of x and y are affected by the changes.

However, the slices for z are the same.

Therefore, we can be sure that z is not affected.
Another example is relative to fault discovery. Suppose that at the end of the original
program segment, we require x = y, and this condition has been violated. First, for analyzing this
error we need not to consider the whole program, but solely the semantic slice for x and y (as
shown above). After that , we may observe that the execution of the last statement (y := 0)
(associated with the required condition x = y, would force also x to be null. We may then ask the
question under which conditions y : = 0 is executed, starting at a milepost at the beginning of the
program fragment It is again not necessary to consider the whole fragment but only the semantic
slice for x and y. Therefore, a few assignments may be ignored, a fact that, in many practical
cases, produce a substantial reduction of the size of the text that must be examined.
In the particular example we are considering, the condition for executing y := o is true,
therefore we must expect that always at the end of this program (x

=y)

=}

(x

=O) holds.

If this is
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not the desired situation, the program is erroneous. PCA supports the analysis of the code for pin
pointing the cause of a fault, as will be shown below.

4.

PCA analysis functions dealine with individual non-iterating
proerams
The basic tool for the rigorous analysis of programs is the calculation of the weakest

precondition from a given postcondition[8], [9]. The application of this technique to non-iterative
programs has two purposes:
a) To determine faults or the effect of a change in the program as it is
b) To determine or verify system properties when the program is part of a system or is the
body of an iteration
The applications as at point a) require the presentation of a postcondition, which may be
the description of states as they were supposed to be at some point of the program where an error
was detected. PCA will initiate a backward construction of the weakest precondition that the
erroneous program should have for reaching those desired (but not reached) states. The backward
analysis may rapidly indicate either an impossibility (such as the constant predicate false) as
weakest precondition) or an obvious contradiction (such as one showing that a particular variable
known to be always positive, to be less than zero). More subtle and domain-dependent indications
may be shown in some cases.
The basic idea is that the code being erroneous cannot reach a state as defined in a
postcondition describing those states that are not reached when the error was detected The weakest
precondition analysis would usually indicate where the fault is and how it affects the program
behavior.
Once a correction or a modification is performed, the same analysis would supply the
validation of the correctness of the change.
Toe backward analysis sketched above can safely be performed using only a semantic slice
of the whole program, which contains all variables named in the postcondition.
As an example, consider the program fragment we have used above for illustrating the use
of semantic slices:
y :=

X

·, if x = 0 then ( x := x + 1 ; z := 0) else
; y := 0

Z

:= y end

;z := z + 1

Assume that the program, during its execution, obtained a result x = 3 and y = 0, which is
considered unsatisfactory (we wanted x = y). We use our desired states formulation or, in other
terms, the negation of the condition representing the error as postcondition for this program. We
need not use the whole program, but only its semantic slice for x and y. The calculation of the
weak.est precondition would result in false, stating that x = y is not satisfiable by that program
under any circumstance. Assume that the correction is the remotion of the last statement (y := 0).
Once that is done, the calculation of the weak.est precondition for x = y would bring x

* 0, which is

the required condition for this program fragment to satisfy the postcondition x = y.
1bis in turn may make us suspicious about the usefulness of the if statement itself and
consequently trigger a complete re-analysis of the program.

5.

Verification of invariance for repeatedly executed code
Code can be repeatedly executed for many reasons. One is the repeated execution of a

loop body in a sequential program for obtaining some particular purpose at termination. Another
is the repeated execution of separate programs (executing uninterruptedly and one at a time), for
obtaining some global purpose, that is some desired state for some global variable. In these two
cases, a particular set of states can be precisely defined as the goal of the repetition (terminating
iterations).
There are other cases of repeated execution of code where it is impossible to define any
particular final state as goal (5]. Typical examples of these non-terminating executions are the
executions of transactions accessing a database, or the operation of an operating system.
In both terminating and non-terminating cases, the same code is supposed to execute
initiating in certain states and terminating in some others, in such a way that each execution is
correct with respect to the global purpose, which we know is reached after an undetermined
number of iteration, or it does not exist at all, because the program never terminates.
Consequently, we must require that each iteration leaves states which would allow a new execution
of the program, which in turn must produce a similar termination. It is clear that this state of
affairs imposes that a unique condition defining both initial and final states of these repeated
executions will be necessary for correct
Th
··
ness.
ese conditions are called invariants [31, [10].
If the repeated execution of cod · ti th
. . .
.
e IS or e purpose of reaching some final goal
(termmating Iterations) the invariant must be valid at te . .
rmination of each execution, including the
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one that tenninates when the goal is reached.

Therefore, the goal itself is described by the

conjunction of the invariant and some other condition describing the particular termination states.
Verification of invariants is the key for discovering faults caused by erroneous cooperation
of separate programs, such as is the case for programs interacting via permanent files in an MIS
system, or modules of an operating system or a distributed system.
The process for verification of invariants using PCA, involves the calculation of the
weakest precondition in each of the programs. For example, if a program is modified, it would be
necessary to express the invariant property that may be affected by the modification.

It is

necessary to verify the invariant for all programs of the group.
PCA uses the weakest precondition calculation for the verification of the invariants. The
user must only supply the invariant, and then PCA proceeds to its verification (or notifies that the
code violates it).
The invariant verification is possible for:
a)

Terminating loops

b)

Programs cooperating via global variables, such as files, etc. In this case, the

technique used for chunking needs to be first applied for determining the global
interactions.
Toe technique of invariant proving relies on the theoretical results of the UNITY (by K.
Mani Chandi and J. Misra) [4] approach, as recently extended by J. Misra [5], [10].
The general form of a UNITY program is

< BI -t SI 0- .. .DBi -t Si[] ... . []Bn -t Sn>
Where Bi are conditions (some of which may be absent and therefore interpreted as the
constant true) and Si are sequential programs that are assumed as executing without interruptions,
The various Si can be executed one at the time in any order whenever the conditions Bi hold.
The UNITY computational model is the faithful representation of the union of sequences
of condition -t actions that can be executed in any order, when the condition holds. For example,
the following do while loop
do while i '* N -t

if x ~ A .i -ti:= i + 1
[1 x < A .i -t x := A .i; i := i + 1
ti
od

would be split by PCA into the following sequences:
~

i *NI\ x

A .i

~

i := i + 1

i -:t NI\ x ~ A .i ~ x := A .i; i := i + 1
i=N

~

etc. {if there is any additional code}

The union of these sequences (only the two sequences representing the loop iterations are
here considered, because we are interested in demonstrating some invariant properties for the loop
only) are in the UNITY annotation:
< i -:t NA x ~ A .i ~ i := i + 1
[] i -:t NA x < A .i ~ x := A .i; i := i + 1 >

For UNITY programs that are not necessarily terminating, it is impossible to establish a
semantic based on pre and post conditions, as for the traditional sequential programs.

It is

possible, however, to define safety properties, such as the invariance of some relation, using the
UNITY specifications and prove that the programs satisfies them through the use of UNITY logic.
The main element for the specifications of safety properties definition (such as invariance) is the

constrains operator, defined as:
p co q is defined as: p ==> q and p ==> wp. (Bi~ Si). q
In the case an invariant p must hold for the whole program, we have:

p must hold initially, and
=

{pis invariant= p cop}
p ==> p and p ==> wp (Bi~ Si). p {p co q definition}
pis invariant= p ==> wp. (Bi~ Si). p

=

{wp. (Bi~ Si). p =Bi==> wp. Si. p, predicate calculus}
pis invariant= p

A

Bi==> wp. Si . p (for all i 's)

As an example of application of the UNITY theory, let us consider the program above (the
max of an array with the condition that N > 0. For any correct execution of the UNITY program,
we must have:

p=x~ A. (i-1)
a) p obviously holds after initialization (recall that N > O) becaus ti
A
,
e orx= .
p=A. 0

o

·

andz=l

=
A .0 5A. OA 15 N= true.
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b) p is also maintained at each execution of the first line : (i

*N

A

x ~ A . i ~ i = i + J) because:

i'# NAx ~A.i =}Wp(i:=i+l).x~ A.(i-1)

=
i-:t: N AX ~A. i =}X~ A.i

=

(p

q

A

=}

p

= true}

trne

c) p is also respected at each execution of the second line:( i

*N

A

x < A . i .~ x : =A . i; i : = i + J)

{wp.(i := i + 1). x~A .(i-1) = x~A .i}

=

i'# NAx<A.iAx~ A(i-J)=}wp(x:=A.i).x~A.i

=
i-:t= NAx<A.iAx~ A(i-J)=}A.i~A.i

=
i'# NAx<A.iAx~ A(i-J)=}true

=
trne

Let us now introduce an error in the above program, which affects the invariance of p:
initially x = A.O Ai= I

< i '# NA x ~ A.i ~; i := i + 1
[]i-:t= NAx<A.i~x:=x+l;i:=i+ 1>

a) initialization is still correct
b) first line is the same and is still correct
c) second line
i'# NAX~ A(i-l)Ax<A.i=}Wp.(x:=x+l).x~ A.i

=
i -:t= NA x < A.i

=}

x + 1 ~ A .i

which cannot be further reduced.
Note that the invariant used may not be the strongest one that is, the one fully representing the
meaning of the program. In fact, in this particular example, we may have the (erroneous) program
initially x = A . 0 " i = 1

<

x ~ A .i Ai -:t= N ~ i := i + 1

~

0 x< A i I\ i -:t; N

x := A .i + 1 ; i = i + 1

>

which respects p but does not represent our intuitive understanding of the max of an array.
a) initialization still valid
b) first line is unchanged
c) second line

i -:/- N I\ x < A . iA x ~ A ( i-1) => wp . (x : = A .i + 1) . x ~ A . i

=
i-:1- NAX<A.i/\.X~ A(i-l)=>A .i+l~ A.i

=

{A. i + 1 > A .i = true, predicate calculusJ
true

It is, however, possible (and easy)to define and prove a new invariant which establishes the fact
(violated in the above program) that we require x to be one of the elements of A

We write this

invariant as

p'

= XE

A

where A indicates the bag of the values contained in the array A
We first prove p' for the correct program:
a) Initially A .0 E A is verified
b) First line
=

wp.(i-:1- NAx~ A.i~i:=i+l)
{wp. (i :=i + 1) .x E A= x EA}
i

=

* N I\ X

A I\ X

E

{ p I\ q => p =

~

A . i => XE A

true}

true

c) Secondline (i-:1- NAx<A.i~x:=A.i ; i:=i+l)

=

{wp . (x := A .i, i := i + 1) .x EA= A .i E

i

=

* NI\

A I\ X < A .i => A .i E A

{A .i E A= true}
(i

=

XE

AJ

-:t;

NI\ x

E

A I\ A .i > x => true

{predicate calculusJ
true
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However, p' cannot be proven for the second line of the erroneous program (that is for
i-:¢; NA x < A .i-) x := A .i + 1 ; i := i + }).
i-:¢; NAx<A.i=}wp.(x:=A.i+l).xE A

=
i-:¢; NA

X

< A .i =} (A .i + 1)

E

A

which cannot be further reduced.
The advantage of this approach (besides the elegance and simplicity of many of the
UNITY theory results) is that there is no difference in method for dealing with termination loops,
non-deterministic execution of sequential programs or parallelism. Furthermore, since the proving
of properties using the UNITY approach requires the calculation of the weakest precondition of the
various sequences of conditions, actions, the mechanism used by PCA for creating semantic slices,
as well as for the analysis of non-iterated code, is usable as it is for proving invariant properties.
Consequently the UNITY concept blends with the basic PCA functions, thus permitting the
extension of PCA application to many difficult code analysis problems.

6.

Verification of invariants for overlapping code execution (multitasking)
It is common practice in operating system software to allow the execution of the same

procedure by many CPU's at the same time. This is made possible by application of the concept of
''process".

In the parlance of operating system designers, a process is a collection of pure

procedures and variables that can be considered as an independent sequential program, although
some of these procedures are executing simultaneously, either accessing process private variables
or shared global variables.

In this latter case, mechanisms for excluding inappropriate

modification of the state of global variables, are clearly necessary. These modifications may be the
result of overlapping execution of the same procedure on behalf of different processes (multitasking).
The definition of what are the states of global variables which are correct is an invariant
relation.

Titis relation, as all invariants represent those states which are acceptable for any

repeated execution of the code that accesses the global variables. Also, as for all other invariants,
the obligation of respecting it must be enforced at the beginning and at the end of the execution of
the segment of the code accessing the global variables. Note that the invariant may be postulated
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from the observation of an error that has violated it [9]. In this case, the tool permits the analysis
of the code for detecting the fault through the usual process of weakest precondition calculation.
In the case of multi tasking, some code may be arbitrarily segmented among processes.
1his segmentation defines the smallest portion of the code whose execution can be considered
atomic. These atomic segments must all respect the invariant.

The hardware usually would

enforce that each instruction is an atomic segment; other levels of atomicity are defined by the use
of software construct, such as semaphore or locks.
The invariant verification method supported by PCA permits verifying that the level of
atomicity is such that the invariant is preserved. 1his is done by splitting the shared code in the
atomic segments. Each of these segments must respect the invariant, and this verification can be
done by using PCA. The procedure is the same as the invariant verification approach used for
iterative loops and non-deterministic program execution.
It is clearly possible in this manner to determine the finest level of granularity for
multitasking. 1his is a desirable feature for performance reasons. However, it is important to
remember that all this boils down to the verification of whatever invariant is supplied by the user.
In the case of corrective maintenance, it is relatively simple to determine an invariant on the basis
of the detected error. For modifications, as they can be dictated for performance enhancement, it is
necessary to use system expertise and considerable care in proposing an invariant.

PERirus Software Services, Inc.
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PROGRAM READING AND UNDERSTANDING
•

•

Program reading is rarely done for fun . Its primary purpose is to
gain sufficient knowledge of the code for correcting a fault or
modifying/expanding its functions.
It seems natural to read a program as a machine does.
However, machines do not "read" programs but execute them.

•

Program execution is a series of state changes of the program
variables driven by the evaluation of conditions also depending
on variable values.

•

A serious difficulty for understanding programs is the
reorganization of the possibly intricate flow of control into a more
manageable presentation of command and condition
sequences.

PROGRAM READING AND UNDERSTANDING
•

The most common way of reading code is to unfold mentally the
flow of control by creating a sequence of conditions and state
changing operations. The result of this operation when written
down resembles very closely a translation of the code into
Dijkstra's guarded commands.
We will call these sequences computation paths or shortly,
computations. These computations are usually read to simulate
mentally their execution (operational method) .
To fully understand a program's functions via the operational
method we must examine all the relevant computations.

•

•

HOW MANY COMPUTATIONS ARE IN A PROGRAM?
•

•

•

•

Consider a program such as:
S = if 8 then St else S2
and assume that St may evoke Nt computations and S2,N2
then S would evoke Nt + N2 computations.
Consider a program such as:
S =S1 ; S2
then S would evoke Nt ,. N2 computations.
Consider a program such as:
S =while B do S1 end
then S would evoke zero or more computations. Unfortunately
we cannot determine a priori what "more" is.
The first case produces a large but reasonable number of
computations. The second becomes rapidly intractable while the
third introduces an element of uncertainty.

HOW MANY COMPUTATIONS ARE "RELEVANT"?
•

It seems likely that the examination of all the computations a
program may evoke, is a hopelessly large task (let us for the
time being neglect the uncertainties of loops) .

•

When examining a program one usually is interested in a few
variables' change of state either tor discovering a fault or for
determining the effect of a modification.
It is possible (it is common practice) to use the information
available about the problem of interest to "slice" the program to
a smaller size.
The "slice" may or may not contain sufficient information for
resolving the problem. Also the slice may not be minimal but
may contain useless information.
Once the slice is available a set of computations relative to that
slice may be examined. This set may still be too large and
therefore some selections based on experience are necessary.

•

•

•

HOW MANY COMPUTATIONS ARE "RELEVANT"?
Original-----Program--.
Slice (Using S o m e ~
Slicing Criterion)
--.Set of
Computations--.
Selection
and Analysis..._.
Solution

Problems
• Slicing criteria are imprecise .
• Slices are not guaranteed to be sufficient and minimal.
• Selection of relevant computations is arbitrary .
• Understanding a computation is a subjective matter. The problem
solution usually requires the correlation of change of states occurring in
different computations.

PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS

/

Specifications

Program
Variables

~

Algorithm

• Algorithms control the execution of state changes while specifications
define which states are desirable.
: Specifications express relations among program variables, constants
and free variables.
examples:
· x > 0 (involves program variable x and a constant 0)
. x =m " y =n (involves two program variables x, y and two free
variables m, n)

THE WEAKEST PRECONDITION SEMANTICS

•

•

•

Given a program S for any condition stating the desired state at
its termination (postcondition) there is a set of conditions each
defining the states required for S to terminate as desired.
Among these conditions the least restrictive one is called the
weakest precondition of S . In many cases the weakest
precondition of S tor the postcondition R (wp.S.R) can be
obtained by syntactical manipulation of Sand R.
The weakest precondition concept can be used to define the
semantics of programming language constructs.

THE WEAKEST PRECONDITION SEMANTICS
e) . R = R [n- e]
examples:
Kp. (x:= x + 1) . (x ~ 0) = (X + 1) ~ 0 = x ~ - 1
Kp. (x:= 0) . (x> O) = o > o ,dalse
Kp . ~f B then S1 else S2) . R =
(BA wp.S1. R) v (-,BA wp.S2. R)
examples:
Kp. ~f X> 0then x:= x-1 else x:= 1). (x> 1)
= (X > 0 I\ X > 2) V (X 5, 0 I\ 1 > 1)
= X> 2 v false
= X>2
Kp . (S1; S2). R =
Kp. S1. (wp. S2. R)

Kp. (x:=

SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON SPECIFICATIONS
•

•

•

•

It is not easy to specify the full meaning of a program. However
in practice we are seldom interested in it.
We can use the weakest _precondition calculation as a rigorous
form of slicing . If we insert a postcondition at a particular point
in a program, the weakest precondition calculation can be used
to extract those statements (all of them and only those) that are
necessary for the program to reach the specified states.
it is possible to specify variable states in a fairly loose form. For
example the program.
t := X
;x:=y
;y := t
tor y = m as postcondition would supply as weakest
precondition x = m, clearly indicating that yhas received the
value originally held by x.

THE WEAKEST PRECONDITION
AS SLICING CRITERION

Code

Soec
X=m

Code Spec

t=m

t :=X

t=m

y:= t.

x=m

t :=X

; x :=Y ...............

; y := t -··············

y=m
V=m

THE WEAKEST PRECONDITION
AS SLICING CRITERION
•-~-- >---~ ~

~01a;as oo pmgram ,a~ria_bl_e_s_ _ ____,

r ~o

'·,
',,

Specifications for
all slice statements

·, ,

,___...,.__ R - - - ···

IProgram I
contains all statements

---- : ,
1 Slice I

contains only
relevant statements

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE

•

The technique of invariant proving relies on the theoretical
results of the UNITY (by K. Mani Chandi and J. Misra)
approach, as recently extended by J. Misra.
• The general form of a UNITY program is

> B1 ~ S1 D.... D Bi ~Si D.... DBn ~ Sn>

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE

The UNITY computational model is the faithful representation
of the union of sequences of condition ~ actions that can be
executed in any order, when the condition holds. For example,
the following do while loop
do while i ::1- N ~
if x-:?. A .i ~ i := i + 1
D x < A .i ~ X := A .i; i := i + 1
fi
od
may be presented as:

< i ::t. N"" X-:?. A .i ~ i := i + 1
Di ::t. NA x-:?. A .i ~ x := A .i; i := i + 1 >

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE
UNITY programs are not necessarily terminating. It is
impossible to establish a semantic based on pre and post
conditions, as for the traditional sequential programs.
It 'is
possible, however, to define safety properties, such as the
invariance of some relation.

p is invariant =.P holds initially and p " Bi=> wp . Si. p

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE

p =X "?. A . {i-1)
initially x, i := A .0, 1

p holds after initialization (N > 0), because for x =A . 0 and i = 1
A . O.,; A. O " 1 .,; N :ea true.

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE

p is also maintained at each execution of the first line : (i ic- N
~

i = i + 1) because:
i ic- NA x ~ A . i ~ wp (i : = i + 1) . x ~ A .(i-1)

=

i ic- NA x ~ A. i

~

x~ A .i

= {PA q~ P= true}
true

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE
p is also respected at each execution of the second line:
(i ic- NA X< A .i ~ x := A .i; i := i + 1)
=

{wp.(i := i + 1) . x~ A .(i-1) = x ~ A .i}
iic- NAX<A .iA X~ A(i-1) ~ wp(x : =A .i). x~A.i

=
=

i "'F- NA X < A .i A X ~ A (i- 1)

~

A .i ~ A .i

i ic- N A x < A .i Ax~ A (i-1)

~

true

true

A

x

~

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE
Let us now introduce an error in the above program, which
affects the invariance of p :
initially x = A.O Ai= 1
< it:- NA x ~ A.i--; ; i := i + 1
D it:- NA x < A .i--; x := x + 1; i := i + 1>
a) initialization is still correct
b) first line is the same and is still correct
c) second line
it:- NA x ~ A (i-1) Ax< A .i => wp . (x := x + 1) . x ~ A .i

=

it:- NA X< A.i=:> x + 1 ~ A .i

which cannot be further reduced.

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE
The invariant may not be strong enough to fully represent
the meaning of the program. For example:
initially x = A . o A i = 1
< x ~ A .i A it:- N --; i := i + 1
D X< A i A i:;: N --; x := A .i + 1 ; i =i + 1 >
a) initialization still valid
b) first line is unchanged
c) second line
it:- NA X< A .iA x~ A (i-1) => wp. (x := A .i + 1). x~ A .i

=

x < A .iA x ~ A (i-1) ~ A .i + 1 ~ A .i
= {A. i + 1 > A .i = true, predicate calculus}
i:;: N
true

A

INVARIANT PROVING FOR REPEATEDLY
EXECUTED CODE

It is, however, possible (and easy) to define and prove a new
invariant which establishes the fact (violated in the above
program) that we require x to be one of the elements of A. We
write this invariant as

ff

=XE

A

where A indicates the bag of the values contained in the array A.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
•

Code "understanding" is made difficult by two major factors:
intricate flow of control and size.
• The presentation of the code in the form of condition/actions
sequence (a la Dijkstra guarded commands) is very effective for
informally understanding the programs.
• The use of weakest precondition semantics supplies a precise
tool to reduce the size of the code to the minimum indispensable
for the analysis.
• Automatic tools are available to support the above operations.
Practical use of this approach (and tools) has permitted the
finding and repair of faults causing non-reproducible errors, as
well as a substantial increase in productivity, both for corrective
and for evolutionary maintenance.
• The interpretation of antique, poorly structured programs is
unequivocally and efficiently made by this method (and tools) .
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Recent Research in Dataflow Techniques
for Reverse Engineering
Daniel Jackson
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Carnegie Mellon University

Reverse engineering is not just about extracting designs from old dusty decks. Almost any task is
hard to perform on a large program without some knowledge of the program's structure. Even trivial tasks are likely to depend on global properties of the code, and without tool support become
harder the larger the program, and near impossible for huge programs.
This problem is especially acute in maintenance. The effort spent tracing the consequences of a
change often exceeds the effort of making the change itself. Worse, for lack of reliable information
about a change's possible repercussions, developers are forced to be unnecessarily conservative; it is
common, for example, not to remove apparently dead code for fear that it is not dead after all. As a
result, the quality of the software degrades even more rapidly than it would from inevitable corruptions of structure.
Until recently, the only tools capable of providing structural information have been limited to
syntactic analyses. Call graphs and cross-reference generators are of course very useful, and in their
more sophisticated forms are indispensable. But shallow, syntactic analyses are not able to precisely
answer the most important questions about a program's structure.
Consider some of the questions that arise during different development tasks. During debugging,
on finding that the value of a variable appears to be wrong, we might want to know which parts of
the code to look at as possible sources of the error. During testing, we might want to measure the
coverage of a test suite for some subfunction; this requires identifying the components that are
involved in the computation of this particular subfunction. During maintenance, we might want to
know the scope of a change in a component: which other components might be affected, and how?
During porting, we might want to isolate the parts of the code that deal with particular data structures.
In all these examples, we want to identify parts of the code that are connected by the flow of data
to one or more points of interest. A tool can provide this information efficiently and reasonably precisely using variants of a technique called 'program slicing'. Slicing is a statement-oriented analysis
however; both the user's requests and the tool's response are cast in terms of low-level code statements.
At CMU, we have built a tool called Chopshop that supports slicing at the component level. It
answers dataflow queries about procedures and modules, but using a detailed analysis (hidden from
the user) of individual program statements to ensure accurate results. The results are displayed as
dataflow diagrams that are specialized to the query. For example, if the user asks to see how some
output is produced, only dataflows relevant to that output are shown.
In my talk, I will explain the basic ideas behind program slicing, and I will show how the original
notion (invented in the early 1980's) has been extended to expose relationships between procedures
and modules. I will illustrate the utility of the analysis by showing some of the results of applying
Chopshop to industrial code.
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One of the most important benefits of objectoriented programming is the ability to reuse classes.
A class is an instantiable, information-hiding module that defines the data ( instance variables) and
operations ( methods) that an object of that class
will contain 1 . A class is often considered to be the
basic unit of testing in an object-oriented program.
Although there has been much research recently on
testing of classes, most of this work has focused on
black-box techniques [3, 8, 9, 17] that do not use the
class's code to select tests. However, since blackbox techniques may not provide sufficient coverage
of the code, these techniques should be augmented
with code-based or white-box approaches.
One type of code-based testing is dataflow testing [1, 5, 7, 12, 13 , 14, 16], which uses the dataflow
relationships in a program to guide the selection of
tests. Several datafl.ow testing tools have been developed (4, 6, 10, 14], and some of these tools have
been used to investigate the effectiveness of dataflow
testing in uncovering program errors (2, 11, 18].
However, no technique has been presented that applies dataflow testing to object-oriented programs.
Existing dataflow testing techniques can be applied
to both individual methods and methods in a class
that interact through messages (procedure calls between methods), but these techniques do not consider the dataflow interactions that arise when users
·This work was partially supported by grants from Microsoft , Inc. and Data General Corp., and by NSF under Grants CCR-9109531 and CCR-9357811 to Clemson
University.
1
When we test a class, we actually test the objects that
are instantiations of that class. However for our discussion
we use class and object synonymously.

of a class invoke sequences of methods in an arbitrary order .
To address this problem, we present a new approach that supports dataflow testing for all types
of dataflow interactions in a class. For individual
methods in a class, and methods that interact with
other methods in the class through procedure calls ,
our technique is similar to existing dataflow testing
techniques [5, 7, 12, 13, 14, 16]. For methods that
are accessible outside the class, and can be called in
any order by users of the class, we compute dataflow
information, and use it to test the possible interactions between these methods. To compute this
dataflow information, we develop a new graph representation for a class, the class control flow graph,
that "connects" all methods in the class. We then
adapt an existing dataflow analysis algorithm (15] to
the class control flow graph to compute the dataflow
information required for dataflow testing. Since our
class control flow graph "connects" all methods in
a class, we also use it to assist in other types of
code-based testing. For example, we use the class
control flow graph to generate a set of basis paths
that can be used to test the class.
The main benefit of our approach is that we provide a way to use dataflow testing to test an entire
class. By supporting dataflow testing of classes, we
provide opportunities to find errors in classes that
may not be uncovered by black-box testing. Our
technique is also useful for determining which sequences of methods should be executed to test a
class, even in the absence of a specification. When
used in conjunction with black-box techniques, our
technique also helps reduce testing of unnecessary

sequences of methods, .since it provides information
about sequences in which methods do not interact.
We also use our class control flow graph to assist in
testing with other code-based techniques such a basis path testing. Finally, as with other code-based
testing techniques, a large portion of our technique
can be automated.
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Abstract
Managing the test execution on large number of platforms, _using numerous t~st
packages, on a regular basis, with limited resources, necessztates an automation
mechanism. This paper describes the design and implementation of a task scheduler to automate the test function of such a test environment. For a wide variety of
system tests over a group of test machines, the scheduler uses a central machine to
manage various test machines and allocate test packages among them, based on
user requirements, test requirements and machine attributes. It has many features
related to test execution; it provides for the installation oftest packages, setting up
of the machines for test execution, executes the test, does the comparison of test
results and then stores the results. Implementation of this utility at Sun has resulted
in tremendous gains in test effectiveness and efficiency.

1. Introduction

When large number of test packages need to be run on multiple platforms, on a regular basis, it
becomes more and more difficult for the test engineer to manage test execution the traditional way
(manually). Problems become more complicated when test packages (mostly OS regression),
though individually automated, are from different sources and use dissimilar test harnesses, have
different setup requirements, different execution mechanisms, etc. Another challenge for the test
engineer is that the number and the type of test machines change dynamically. Often these
machines need to be shared among test engineers responsible for the support and failure analysis
of different test packages.
A retrospective review of typical activities of a test engineer include gaining access to test
machines, setting them up based on individual test requirements, copying over the tests from servers, executing the test driver for that particular test package, waiting for test results, comparing
the results with a set of golden results and archieving the results under appropriate structure, then
moving on to the next test package. All this work requires that the test engineer be knowledgeable
~bout the test package, its requirements, its execution mechanism, etc. In addition, all this activity
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results in very little time left over to do the all important work of test results analysis.
A typical solution to automating test execution is to create a large number of custom scripts which
automate a part of test execution effort of individual test engineer. This method still does not solve
the problem of inefficient use of machine resources and scheduling their use among different
testers .
This paper describes the design and implementation of a utility named run_package, which
implements a task scheduler to address most of the activities listed above. This utility has resulted
in total automation of our test execution for OS Regression tests. It has resulted in reduction of
test execution times and number of people needed to do the test execution, reducing our regular
regression cycle from 32 to 4 Engineer weeks.

2.0 Run_Package Overview
The basic mechanism underlining run_package consists of a strategy for managing the interactions between a central control machine, known as Server, and other machines known as Client
and Target. Client is a machine which initiates a test package. Target is the machine which actually runs the tests. All three machines can be one or different machines. Task is a request to run
one test package on a Target machine. Server schedules and routes various tasks, manages various
test machines and allocates various test packages among them, based on user requirements, test
attributes and machine attributes. Server contains static databases of Target machine attributes,
known as Machines Database, and test package attributes, known as Packages Database, to help
in this scheduling activity. Server also maintains a dynamic database, called Status Database, of
current task status records.
Run_package uses databases to schedule tasks among Target machines. Machines Database contains a list of Target machines identified by machine name, machine type, OS release on it, list of
key resources on it such as scratch disks, etc. Packages Database contains a list of packages and
their attributes such as package name, type of package, execution mechanism, number of test
machines needed to run it, number of scratch disks needed, person to send mail to for comparison
reports, priority of package and time required to complete the tests, etc.

Each task is identified by a unique Task Number. Multiple tasks may be initiated at the same time,
using a single command. All the relevant information of a task is contained in its corresponding
Task File. A task file is passed between different machines to convey information about test packages and machines. Each task passes through many different states such as requested, submitted,
scheduled, running, completed and done.
Run_package automates most of the tasks related to test execution. It selects an approp:1-ate test
machine, installs the test package on this test machine, sets up the machine for test execution, executes the test package, compares the test results with a set of known test results, 1?ails the ~omp~ison report to the responsible engineer, and stores the test results at the appropnate locatlo~. It 1s
implemented using bourne shell, and hence can be used on different flavors of UNIX without

porting.
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3.0 Run_Package Operation
3.1 Requesting a task at Client
To initiate the test execution, a user on Client machine requests a task to be performed. This is
done using various options to the utility. The user can specify the name of Target machine or alternatively, attributes of the Target machine. These attributes are machine type, OS release on it, OS
version on it and special hardware attributes. A taskfile is created on the Client machine, with a
unique task number. This task file contains initial values based on different options selected by the
user, and by the environment variables set at the Client machine. Multiple tasks may be initiated
using a single command, with each task having its corresponding task file. Task is initially in its
requested state. This task file is copied to the Server machine and the Servers utility is kicked off.
The Client utility exits immediately after copying the task file to the Server machine.

3.2 Operations at Server
At the Server, the requested task is validated - as to whether the requested test package is available and runnable. ff Target machine is specified by name at task initiation, that machine is used,
irrespective of resource requirements. ff Target machine attributes are specified, then all available
machines with those attributes, and containing required resources for the test package, are considered. Server maintains information about all currently scheduled tasks on all machines in Status
database. Server also maintains expected test duration of each test package in Packages database.
It calculates the current load (total time which various scheduled tests on each Target machine
will take to complete) on each of these Target machines. A machine with the least current load
among this set is selected. ff no Target machine could be selected, task fails and the user is
informed of its failure using mail. ff test requires multiple machines to execute (network type
test), then other machines are selected using similar criteria.
The task file is then updated with all known information about the test package (test type, test user
id, package location, priority, timeout value etc.) and Target machine (name, type, OS types, other
machine names, scratch disk names etc.) from the databases. Task then changes state to being submitted.
The Submitted task is then copied to its selected Target machine. Task then enters the scheduled
state. Targets utility is started in background. Servers utility goes on to process other task
requests. ff no outstanding task request is present, but some tasks are in scheduled state, Servers
utility waits for its completion notification.

3.3 Executing Tests at Target
At the Target, a task is selected for execution based on its priority. Priority information is available in the task file. Only one test package is executed at a time to insure that tests do not interfere
with each other. In the case it is a test involving multiple machines, other machines are secured
(by reserving them). Test sources are copied to the Target machine from its server location. Other
BtitUp ffocedures1 such as setting up scratch partitions, creating user accounts, setting up user
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specified environment variables, checking up for compilers, etc. are performed. Task state is
changed to running and Server is informed of this. Based on the test type, an appropriate test
driver is then selected. The test package is then executed using the selected test driver, and as the
appropriate user id for that package.
At completion of testing, test results are copied back to Server machine. State of the task at Server
is changed to completed. If test involved other test machines, they are released. Target then
deletes the test package and moves on to the next task. When all tasks are done, Targets utility
exits.
If test setup or test execution fail, Server is informed of the failure reason. If a tests execution
results in a system panic, on system reboot, Target recovers the partial test results and other relevant information, and sends them to Server.

3.4 Managing Test Results
Server compares the test results for the completed task against a set of golden results. This comparison uses filters to ignore some obvious differences like date and time. A side by side comparison report, containing the differences, is created. This report is mailed to the person responsible
for analysis of this test package (listed in Packages database). Results are then copied back to the
Client machine or to an appropriate location on the results server and the task status is changed to
done.

3.5 Error handling
If a task state does not change for a period of time (tunable), it times out and fails. Task may fail
due to other reasons: test sources not available, specified Target machine does not exist, no information regarding test package in databases, test not runnable in databases, machine resources
required not available, test setup failed, etc. Whenever a task fails, a failure reason is put in the
task file and its state is changed to failed. A copy of the failed task file is also mailed to the responsible person. For certain types of failures (like setup failed at Target machine), a failed task is
retried once.

4.0 Run_package Databases and files
4.1 Machines Database
The Machines Database is an ascii file with one line for each Target machine available for test
execution. This line has different fields for machine name, machine type, OS release on the
machine, OS version on the machine, any special hardware attributes of the machine and names
of various scratch disk partitions. An example database is -
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#Machine
romeo
serf
ssd23076
mrspock

Type
Sun4m
Dragon
Sun4c
Sun4d

OS rel
S2.5
S2.5
S2.4
S2.5

OS ver
alphal.0
alpha2.1
fcs
alphal.0

Spl_hdwre
4-way
ss2,disp
ssl000

Scratch- disks
c0tld0s4
c0tld0s3 c0tld0s4
c0tld0s5

Run_package uses this information about each Target machine to let users select a machine based
on its name, machine type, OS release, OS version and special hardware. Machine type, OS
release and OS versions can be any arbitrarily defined values and may have no correspondence
with their OS defined values. This helps in categorizing machines based on test requirements.

4.2 Packages Database
The Packages Database is an ascii file containing one line for each of the test packages under this
mechanism. This line contains fields for Package name (name has a known prefix, identifying
package grouping), whether it is runnable or not, type of package (which encodes some execution
time options), whether to run it as root or as a user (id), number of machines needed to run the
package, number of scratch disks needed during package execution, e-mail address of the contact
person, estimated time for package completion, priority of the test package, etc. An example database is #Package
DL.mtp
DL.nfs
SV.UFSTS
SV.VMTS
OT.CCMAIL

Runnable
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Type
a
a
ap
a
ap

Run_ as
root
root
user
root
root

Mes Ser disk
1
1
2
0
1
2
1
0
1
0

Contact
gracey
gry,anna
parmod
parmod
dewey

Load:Pri
200:1
120:2
90:3
90:1
120:4

Run_package implements procedures for various package groupings it supports. These procedures relate to setup mechanisms, test drivers and result reporting mechanisms.

4.3 Status Database
The Status Database is a dynamic record of all current tasks and their status. It contains all current information regarding active and just completed tasks. Again, the format of one information
line for each task is maintained. This line contains fields for user name who requested this task,
Client name, task number, test package name, current status, name of Target machine and time
stamp of the last change. An example database is USER@CLIENT
tuserl@kirk
tuserl@kirk
parmod@jimi
bove@a03d

TASKNO
kirk.077
kirk.078
jimi.114
a03d.817

PACKAGE
SV.VMTS
DL.mtp
SV.VMTS
DL.nfs

STATUS
Scheduled
Submitted
Running
Done

TARGET
serf
serf
romeo
romeo

LAST TIME
02/02.14:26-033
02/02.14:22-033
02/02.14:28-033
02/01.10: 25-032

This file is maintained on the Server machine and is updated every time any task status changes.
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4.4 Task File
Task file contains all the relevant information required for execution of test packages at the Target.
An example task file is USER NAME
USER MACHINE NAME
PACKAGE NAME
PACKAGE TYPE
PACKAGE PATH
STATUS
ERROR
TIME REQUESTED
TIME LAST CHANGE
RESULTS DIR
COMPARISON BASE
TAR MACHINE NAME
TAR MACHINE TYPE
TAR MACHINE HWRE
TAR OS RELEASE
TAR OS VERSION
TEST TYPE
RUN TEST AS
OTHER MACHINES
USER ARGS
TEST PRIORITY
TIME SPECIFIED
MAIL LIST
SCRATCH DISKl
STATE CHANGE
STATE CHANGE

tuserl
kirk
SV.VMTS
SUNVS
ssqaserver:/usr/rpuser/sunvs/SV . VMTS
Scheduled
NONE
02/02.14:02-03 3
02/02.14:26-033
/export/home/results/week_0S/Dragon
STANDARD
serf
Dragon
S2.5
alpha2.l
a

root

1

parmod
NO DISK
Requested->Submitted AT 02/02.14:02-033
Submitted->Scheduled AT 02/02.14:26-033

All state changes to the task file are appended to this file with time stamp for help in debugging
problems. Server always maintains the latest status of tasks and updates the task file whenever the

task status changes. This helps in maintaining correct operation even if the Server machine
reboots. Since all status is maintained using task files, a daemon process is not required.

5.0 Feature List Review
5.1 Task Request Features

•
•

Machines can be selected using their machine type, OS release, OS version, hardware
attributes or by specifically selecting machine by name.
Test packages can be specified either by mentioning all of them on command line, or by specifying a file which contains their list.
Multiple test packages, on multiple machines, can be started using a single command.
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•

•
•
•

•

A timeout can be defined, after which test package execution will be interrupted .
For multiple machine tests, names of various other machines can be specified .
Comparison base directory can be specified to compare against a different set of "golden"
results.
Tasks can be requested using cron jobs or as part of other startup scripts .
By setting some environment variables at task request time, user can alter the default behavior
of comparison reports, results directory, mail addresses, test priority, environment variables to
be passed to Target machine before test execution, etc.

5.2 Scheduling Features
•
•

•
•

Multiple persons can simultaneously request tasks on a scarce test resource .
The most appropriate machine with least load on it from a pool of machines is scheduled.
Loads are evenly distributed among machines of same architecture .
Rescheduling features let the user reschedule previously scheduled tasks to a different Target
machine.

5.3 Resource Management Features
•
•

Manages requirements with regard to disk partitions .
Automatically executes networking tests, requiring more than one machine. Additional
machines required for test are selected (if not specified by user) and reserved for the duration
of test.

5.4 Test Execution Features
•
•

•
•

Setup required for tests is accounted for and performed.
Trmeout features are provided, which let a test package be terminated after a specified amount
of time.
In case a test execution results in a system panic, it has mechanism to recover the results and
other relevant information and start the next task.
Target machines can be automatically rebooted before, during or after the test execution .
Comparison reports of the test results are mailed to responsible engineers, resulting in faster
test analysis.

5.5 Task Management Features
•

Allows deletion of submitted or running tasks. All tasks from a Client machine can also be
chosen while deleting.

•
•
•
•
•

Allows tasks to be suspended and later resumed.
Tasks can be rescheduled on a different machine.
Task files can be viewed by either using task number or by giving the Target machine name, in
which case currently running task file is displayed.
Tasks timeout if there is no state change for certain time. The timeout period can be tuned.
Error handling capabilities for failed tasks. Some error conditions result in task retry.
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5.6 Ease of Use Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implements a single command interface. All options are available using this interface.
Installation of this utility on Client and Target machines is automatic, i.e. first time use of a
Target machine results in this utility being installed on that machine.
Man pages are available as an option of the utility.
Provides options to view database files, monitor current status of all tasks, display task files,
etc.
Administration of this utility is very simple. Since everything is implemented using bourne
shell scripts, it is very easy to debug, maintain and tune the utility.
Databases are ascii files and can be hand edited.

5.7 Other Features
•

•
•

Provides feature to reserve machines in the machine pool. When a machine is reserved by a
user, tests are not scheduled on this machine. This is helpful while analyzing test results on the
machine. Typically, Target machines are kept busy with test execution. Whenever user needs a
Target machine, it can be reserved for a limited period of time (typically during the day
hours). During this period, run_yackage will not schedule any tasks on this Target machine.
After the reservation expires, the Target machine automatically goes back to running tests.
Reboot of the Server machine is automatically handled.
Provides additional features which help user in test result analysis, problem duplication, etc.

6.0 Advantages
The main advantage of run_yackage is better utilization of resources. Automated tests can be run
without a test engineer's intervention. Test executions can be done overnight or on weekends.
Multiple users can share the same machine resources as this utility will automatically schedule
tasks to be run serially, resulting in a major reduction in test execution times. Fewer people can
now handle large number of test packages, resulting in productivity increases.
Operation is asynchronous, Target machines need not be available/free at the time task request is
submitted, allowing use of cron to run tests at regular intervals.
Comparison of test results is automatically mailed to people assigned to analyzing test results,
helping in their test analysis effort. Thus it provides total automation of test execution related
activities. Test engineers need not learn execution mechanism for each test package because same
command will execute all test packages.
Test packages do not require modification to fit under this utility, since this utility knows of different needs of different types of tests and implements them. So addition of new test packages of
existing types require almost no porting effort.
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7 .0 Current Usage with Sun SMCC
Run_yackage has undergone a lot of enhancements based on user suggestions since its first implementation. The focus in the design of run_yackage was to use the existing test packages, without
change, and make the mechanism fit to the package requirements. This led to quick acceptance of
this mechanism by users, as no porting effort was required on their part. Currently, more than 100
test packages are executed using this mechanism. Packages encompass many areas: OS regression
tests, Load and Stress Tests, Compatibility tests, applications tests, Standards tests, etc. It is being
used internally by most of Sun's Test groups.

From its implementation in late 1992, run_yackage has been customized for different environments. Many versions have sprouted for different/specialized purposes. One such version has
added facilities for executing multiple packages at the same time on a Target machine. It has a
resource allocation mechanism which determines which packages can run together and assigns
different resources . This has helped execute many functional test packages as part of stress test.
Another version has implemented a pull model, whereby the Target machines ask for tests rather
than tests being pre-assigned to them at submit time. This has resulted in full utilization of Target
machines and faster completion of test cycles. This also puts lesser load on the Server machine.
Other implementations of this utility are also forthcoming. One such implementation uses Tel
expect-send mechanism instead of using rsh mechanism, resulting in higher reliability.

8.0 Summary
Testing large test configurations, with multiple platforms and large number of test packages
requires a large number of resources. This paper presents an automation technique using a task
based scheduler for such test environments. Design and implementation details of this scheduler
demonstrated why such a mechanism helped Sun Microsystems Inc. reduce resource requirements and produce a tremendous gains in test efficiency.
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Current Usage at Sun

run_JJackage Features
• Single command interface
• Distributes tests among similar machines
• Selects most appropriate machine to run tests on
• Manages multiple test machines
• Manages other resources
• Automatic setup of test machines
• Priority based execution
• Generates comparison report for analysis
• Task management - start/delete, suspend/resume
• Status checking options
• Supports asynchronous operation - overnight/weekends
• No porting needs - uses shell scripts
• Portable; easy install and set-up, Cookbook available

• Currently managing more than 100 test packages
• Packages encompass many areas, including OS Regression,
Load and Stress, Compatibility, Applications, etc ...
• Used by most of Sun's OS Regression test groups
• Reduced OS Regression test cycle from 32 to 4
Engineer weeks
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Summary

Tremendous gains in effectiveness and efficiency in
a large software test environment can be realized by
automating the test process using a task scheduler.
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1. Introduction
The systematic test is an inevitable part of the verification and validation process for software. Testing is aimed at finding errors in the test object and giving confidence in its correct behavior by executing the test object with selected input values.
The overall testing process can be structured into the following central test activities: During test case
determination the input situations to be tested are defined. Concrete input values which meet the test
case conditions are determined during test data generation. For these test data the expected outputs
are then predicted. The test object is run with the test data and thus the actual output values are produced. The test results are determined by comparing expected and actual values. Additionally, monitoring can be used to obtain information about the behavior of the test object during test execution.
The most important prerequisite for a thorough software test is the design of relevant test cases, since
they determine the kind and scope of the test.

2. State of the Art
As experience shows, methods and tools are extremely helpful in real-world test problems (DeMillo
et al., 1987; Graham, 1991). Methods and tools for white-box testing (i.e. testing based on the structure of the program itself) are widely used in practice. A typical white-box approach is branch testing
which is supported by coverage analyzers.
However, there is a lack of methods and tools for test case design using a black-box approach (i.e.
testing based on the functional specification). Thus the classification-tree method and the classification-tree editor were developed by Daimler-Benz Research to improve this situation.

3. The Classification-Tree Method
The classification-tree method (Grochtrnann and Grimm, 1993) is a special approach to (black-box)
partition testing partly using and improving ideas from the category-partition method defined by Ostrand and Balcer (1988).
By means of the classification-tree method, the input domain of a test object is regarded under various aspects assessed as relevant for the test. For each aspect, disjoint and complete classifications
are formed. Classes resulting from these classifications may be further classified - even recursively.
The stepwise partition of the input domain by means of classifications is represented graphically in
the form of a tree. Subsequently, test cases are formed by combining classes of different classifications. This is done by using the tree as the head of a combination table in which the test cases are
marked. When using the classification-tree method, the most important source of information for the
tester is the functional specification of the given test object. A major advantage of the classificationtree method is that it turns test case design into a process comprising several structured and systematized parts - making it easy to handle, understandable and also documentable.
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The use of the classification-tree method will be explained using a simple example. The test object
is a Computer Vision System which should determine the size of different objects (Figure 1). The
possible inputs are various building blocks. Appropriate aspects in this particular case would be, for
example, the size, the colour and the shape of a block (Figure 2).
The classification based on the aspect 'colour' leads, for example, to a partition of the input domain
into red, green and blue blocks, the classification based on the shape produces a partition into circular,
triangular and square blocks. An additional aspect is introduced for the triangle class: the shape of
triangle. The various classifications and classes are noted as classification tree (Figure 3). Some pos-
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Figure 3: Classification Tree
sible test cases are marked as examples in the combination table associated with the tree. Test case
three, for instance, describes the test with a small blue isosceles triangle.
The classification-tree method is especially suited for automation since (a) it decomposes the test
case design process into several steps which can be automated individually allowing the tool to appropriately guide the user and (b) it offers a graphical notation well suited for visualization in a modem graphical user interface.

4. The Classification-Tree Editor CTE
The classification-tree editor CTE is based on the classification-tree method and supports systematic
and efficient test case determination for black-box testing (Grochtmann et al., 1993). The two main
phases of the classification-tree method- design of a classification tree and definition of test cases
in the table - are both supported by the tool. For each phase a suitable working area is provided.
The classification-tree editor CTE uses a separate window on the screen (Figure 4). In the upper part
of the window there is a drawing area in which the user can build up a classification tree interactively
(1). The lower part of the window depicts a corresponding table in which test cases can be marked
interactively (2). Each test case row is numbered (3). The menu bar (4) offers access to several pulldown menus which provide various commands, e.g. for saving, editing and printing. The current
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Figure 4: Classification-Tree Editor
working mode of the CIB is displayed in the status area (5). Pop-up menus are used to choose element-specific commands in the working area (6).
To give the user optimal support, editing is done in a syntax-directed and object-oriented way. Several functions are performed automatically. These include drawing of connections between tree elements, updating the combination table after changes in the tree and checking the syntactical consistency of table entries.
The CTE offers features which allow large-scale classification trees to be structured in order to support the test case design for large testing problems efficiently. This can be illustrated, for example,
in Figure 5 where a screen dump of the CTE used for the test of a part of the CIB itself is shown.
The test object is a procedure 'is_line_covered_by_rectangle' which should determine whether or
not a distinct line is covered by a given rectangle. This procedure is used in the CIB for determining
the need for redrawing parts of the tree in case of window exposure events.
The main window (in the background) shows that the input domain of the test object is distinguished
for instance according to the existence and degree of coverage and according to the positions of the
end points Pl and P2 of the line. Refinement symbols are used at various places, in order to make
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more detailed differentiations in separate windows. For example, the child window in the foreground
shows that the case that Pl lies outside the rectangle is funher distinguished according to the position
of Pl with respect to the rectangle and according to the distance of Pl from the rectangle. Other windows can be opened to show the complete tree and table. In this example, the test case determination
process led to 49 test cases and one error in the test object could be detected.
As test documentation plays an important role in systematic testing, the C1E offers suitable suppon
for this activity. For example, the test case design can be documented easily by printing out the trees
and tables. Funhermore, the tool can automatically generate text versions of the test cases, based on
the test case definition in the table. For example, the text version of test case 45 of the example is
shown
as:
Coverage: no

~!nimum distance line - rectangle: very small
Positron of P1: P1 outside rectangle
P?sition of P1 with respect to rectangle: below and right
Distance of P1 from rectangle: other
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Position of P2: P2 outside rectangle
Position of P2 with respect to rectangle: left
Distance of P2 from rectangle: other
Course of line: slanting
Direction of line (P1 -> P2): bottom right -> top left
Gradient of line : medium

On the one hand these text versions serve as documentation, on the other hand they provide a basis
for the subsequent activities of software testing like the generation of concrete test data.
The first version of the CTE was developed as an in-house tool on VAXstation under VMS and OSF/
Motif written in C. It is also available for Ultrix, HP UX, SUN OS and Solaris.

5. Practical Experience
Until now 21 applications of method and tool have been performed. Most of them were carried out
within actual projects of various divisions of the Daimler-Benz Group. Examples for such real-world
applications are a control system for the airfield lighting of an international airport, an identification
system for automatic mail sorting machines and an integrated ship management system. The results
observed were promising and successful, and consequently, some divisions have now started to use
the method and tool on a regular basis in larger projects. In some cases the mandatory use of the classification-tree method and the CTE was made part of division-specific development standards.
The most important feature of the classification-tree method was observed to be a good error detection rate. For example, in one module test for the identification system the number of test cases could
be halved compared to a previously used set of test cases due to existing redundancy and at the same
time new errors were found. A detailed description of some results of the practical applications of
the classification-tree method and the CTE can be found in (Grochtmann and Grimm, 1993) as well
as (Grimm and Grochtmann, 1994).
A first approach to a testing strategy aimed primarily at interactive business software giving some
rules to apply method and tool efficiently in this field is described by Grochtmann (1994). It was
developed from experience gained in the process of test case determination for parts of a management system for a large educational institution.
Method and tool are not only applicable to software - recently a pure hardware system was successfully tested using method and tool: Test cases for the culling oversize system of an au~omatic mail
sorting machine were generated, with real letters and postcards forming the corresponding test data.
During the trials, the test documentation generated proved to be appropriate and useful. It was e~pecially helpful for the following test activities like test data generation. The fact that the method_ guides
and supports testers but does not limit them was also posi~vely judged by users. Moreover, m most
cases the specification of the system under test could be improved, too.
.
e real-world system cannot be tested reasonably with
However, experience showed also that a larg '
1
to handle. Therefore, the functiona single classification-tree, as such a tree would become too arge
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ality of the system under test has to be divided into several separate test objects. This has to be d~ne
in such a way that each of the resulting test objects can be tested individually by means of the classification-tree method and that by testing all test objects the complete system is tested thoroughly
(Grochtmann, 1994).

In general, it seems possible to achieve savings of up to 50% when the classification-tree method and
the CTE tool are used (Wegener et al., 1994).

6. The Upcoming CTE Product
Since the CTE was well received in in-house practice, it is now being transformed into a product
version. In this respect the trials already provided some valuable information on ways of further improving the CTE. Some of them are now realized in the first product version.
Important new features in the CTE product are (see Figure 6):

In addition to several editing commands for the tree a number of editing commands for the
combination table are available (1). They allow, for example, to easily generate a number of
related test cases.
Several consistency checks are available, e.g. checking for unused classes or forredundant test
cases (2). In this way, some basic completeness and efficiency criteria for a thorough test can
be guaranteed.

In addition to the test case number the user can give each test case a descriptive name (3). During the practical trials it was found that the introduction of "meta test cases" which comprise
a group of related test cases testing the same test idea is a powerful construction principle for
the building of a large set of test cases. This can be documented readily by naming related test
cases appropriately.
- A tree library can be used to save and later reuse parts of classification trees (4 ). An organization can use this feature to accumulate its testing knowledge gained during different projects
and to reuse it later in new applications.
- Measures corresponding to the minimality and the maximality criterion are calculated automatically (5). The minimality criterion says that each class has to be used in at least one test
case, the maximality criterion means that each possible combination of classes has to be used
as a test case. The minimality criterion should always be fulfilled in a thorough test whereas,
generally, ~ere is no need to fulfil the maximality criterion as the number of necessary cases
st 1
grows f~ ~ rea~ test problems and - as experience shows - normally only a limited number
of combmati~ns 1s required for a thorough test. The CTE calculates the minimum number of
test c~ses_ which are necessary to fulfill the minimal criterion and the number of all different
~ombmanons of classes (maximality criterion). These measures help the tester to gain informat10n on the complexity of the tree and thus the test problem.
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Figure 6: Features of the CTE Product Version

Tree and table elements can be annotated with explanatory texts providing additional documentation (6). Using these annotations the tester can, for example, express the reasoning behind the tree and table elements. Optionally, the user can request the CTE to display/print tree
elements and test cases with special markings which show the existence of annotated texts or
specifications (7).
The product version will be available in summer of 1995 for VMS, HP UX, SUN OS and Solaris.
A PC/Windows version is planned for the end of 1995.

7. Conclusions
The classification-tree method and the CTE proved to be of high practical value for systematic test
case design. A wider availability of these research results will be given by the CTE product version.
For the next versions of the CTE it is planned to enhance the functionality of the tool further. For
example, an automatic generation of test cases in the table according to predefined combination rules
or even the generation of complete classification trees from formal specifications is planned.
Furthermore, the CTE is now also an integral part of the overall computer-aided test system TESSY
(Wegener and Pitschinetz, 1995). TESSY is under development by Daimler-Benz Research in Berlin
in cooperation with divisions of the Daimler-Benz Group. It will give testers suitable support not
only for test case determination by means of the CTE but also for all other central activities of software testing such as test execution, monitoring and test evaluation.
In the future, research will focus on the test of large, distributed, parallel and real-time systems to
further improve the support in these important areas of testing. Furthermore, regarding the growing
importance of formal methods in the development of high-quality software, it is planned to combine
the strengths of formal methods with systematic testing.
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Classification-Tree Editor

Future Work

Technical Specification

I

- Platforms: VAXstatlon / VMS
HP Workstation / HP UX
SUN OS
SUN Solarls

Improved CTE functlonallty:
- Additional editing functions
- Automatic selection of candidate test cases
- Automatic generation of classification trees

- Implemented In C
-X-Wlndows

New fields of application:

-OSF/Motlf

- Large systems
- Parallel, distributed and real-time programs
- Formal methods and systematic testing

The Product Version will be available for workstations this summer.
A PC/Windows version Is planned.for December.
And: CTE Is now also Integral part of the overall test system TESSY
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Summary

- Most important test activity: test case determination
- State of the art: lack of black-box methods and tools
- Classification-tree method: powerful & well suited for automation
- Classification-tree editor: graphical tool for systematic test case design
- Method and tool have been used successfully on real-world examples
- The upcoming CTE product: new features/ technical specification
- Future work: more CTE functionality & new fields of application
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Abstract
Most test organizations believe that the concept of testability is important and have an
objective to increase the testability of their software. However, in many of these
organizations, it is the development group that actually c?ntrols the code, and testers
feel powerless to achieve testability goals. This problem IS exacerbated where
adversarial relationships have been developed between development and test teams .. In
this paper we re-examine the notion of testability, and discuss some of the best practices
used at Microsoft to help achieve it These practices have been proven to be extremely
effective for testing and very palatable for development. We will talk about how these
practices help achieve testability goals and share some tips for working with the
development team to implement them.

Introduction
Many organizations view testing as an afterthought in the product development cycle, while many others
have created separate testing environments that often evolve into an adversarial relationship with
development At Microsoft, testing is a separate yet integral part of the development process. It has
established an environment where developers and testers work together as one cohesive team to achieve to
achieve one common objective, shipping on time high quality products that customers desire. Our
purpose in writing this paper is to share some philosophy behind of this environment and to discuss the
effective practices that are possible in such a culture.

Definition of Testability
The notion of software "testability" is an interesting one. Like software "quality," testability is something

that ~~ all agree is im~rtant, but at the same time find difficult to precisely define. Most attempts at
definition focus on making the software itself more testable 1• While extremely important, these
definition_s have the drawback of limiting the scope of the problem definition and solution (to the code and
by extension the c~ers). We prefer to take a much more holistic view of testability that considers process
~d people along with the product itself. Additionally, we appeal to the intuitive notion that testability
sunply ~eans we are ·:able to test." We extend this idea to not just being able to test, but being able to test
mo~e _easily and eff~ctively. Thus, our definition of testability includes most anything that helps testers do
therr Job better. This transformation in perspective is not unlike the thinking that has come about in the
area of software quality over the years.
Interestingly, this definition of testability requires us to also revise the definition of "bugs " So&:t
defects are n t J f. J ·
•
1, ware
also failures ~n ~n ~ a~ ts i; the code or failures in _the_product that a customer wi]] encounter, but it is
e esign o the product that make 1t difficult to achieve testability.

~~'.' notably Boris Beize<'s discussions in SofiwMe TestUlg Techniques and various works by Jeffrey
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Teaming up with Development
A high level of cooperation between the two teams is essential to the success of a product. Maintaining
this cooperation requires partly that each team be responsible in its requests and expectations of the other.
Developers and testers are human, and humans take the path of the least resistance (well, most of us do
anyway). Thus, it is essential that whatever practices and procedures are in place be clear to the
participants in answering "what is in it for me?". The "win-win" situation and attitudes must be
maintained. It must be made clear that by providing an early development schedule to testers, developers
are not only making test planning easier, but they are also ensuring that the code that is introduced will be
tested right away because it has been planned. Likewise, when testers fully investigate a bug before
submitting it, they are not only making sure that the developers do not waste too much time trying to
reproduce a bug, but they are also ensuring that they will not waste their own time communicating back
and forth with the developers in order to explain the problem. Thus both developers and testers must
recognize and strive to achieve an atmosphere of mutual support in order to ensure that the maximum
gain can be achieve with the least effort.
Sometimes, developers feel very strongly about the features they write and it would be easy for them to
develop the attitude that the feature is their "baby" and is never at fault. Each bug becomes a bad
reflection of their parenthood. When this happens, testers often respond as being challenged to find fault
in the code and to develop a mentality of "I will get you." This is very unhealthy and should not be
allowed to grow in the development organization.

Keys to Testability
At any organization, testability is achieved by having the right infrastructure, the right practices and the
right tools. At Microsoft, these critical requirements are provided by the company culture that has always
emphasized cooperation and facilitated effective communication.

Infrastructure
Feature Team
Team organizations at Microsoft are designed to foster cooperation between tes~ers and d~ve~opers who
are equally empowered and are expected to be proactive in the pursuit of the common obJechve of
shipping a quality product.

Equally Empowered

_

At Microsoft, there is a development group and a testing group for e~ch produc_t2. The h1erar:hy and
breakdown of the two groups are identical. There is a manager who is responsible for the enbre group,
leads who are responsible for key components of the product, and individual t ~ members who are
responsible for specific features. In other words. the groups are broken down mto parallel feature teams.
Development Manager
Development leads
Developers

Test Manager
Test leads
Testers

·
db
£ ture team and each developer and tester in that team
Each key component of the product ts owne y a ea
lo~e to a 1· l ratio is established, which means
is responsible for one or more features of that component. C . ed to it Testers and developers work
that every feature usually has both a tester~~ a develope:i ass1g;tly and integrates well with the whole
closely together to ensure that their feature 1S implement corr
product.
----------.--:
managers and technical writers, but their interaction is
2Each feature team also consists of program
beyond the scope of this paper.
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It is important to note that testers are usually responsible for multiple features, and more often than not,
they are paired with different developers. Contrast this with other organizations that assign a tester to a
developer, everything that the developer does is tested by the same tester. Microsoft is very featurecentric, whereas other organizations would be more people or resource-centric.
The structural breakdown exhibits an interesting dichotomy. The tester and developer work closely
together on a particular feature although neither one is responsible for the other. Why does Microsoft
operate this way? One primary reason goes back to our main topic: increasing the testability and the
quality of the product Consider the case of a tester working for a developer. If that tester found a bug
he/she thought was extremely important to fix, and the developer resolved it as "will not fix," then the
tester (who reports to the developer) has no alternative other than to accept the resolution. This lack of
democratic process hinders testability, because the tester is not able to test effectively and independently.
At Microsoft, both the tester and developer are objectively looking at a particular defect If their opinions
of the defect resolution differ significantly, then the matter can be elevated a level and the leads can
become involved. Testability is increased because testers feel that their opinion is valued, which will
make more effective.

Physical Proximity
The testers' and developers' offices are physically located near each other. This fosters communication
and creates an environment where testers and developers can feel that they are working together in a
cohesive team. Although phones and email are essential, sometimes a quick run down the hall is the best
method of getting issues resolved quickly. The office proximity also encourages impromptu group
discussions. It is not uncommon for testers and developers to gather in the hallway to discuss a particular
aspect of a feature, or the right approach to a task. When it comes to hard-to-reproduce bugs, developers
and testers truly appreciate being right down the hall from each other for it is a lot easier to just walk a
couple doors over to demonstrate or regress bugs on either the developer's machine or on the particular
configuration of the tester's machine.

Common Objective
Developers and testers have one common objective: to ship a quality product on time. The different
methods and goals employed by testing and development groups should not distract the entire team from
the original objective. In other words, team members should not get lost in the means and forget or
confused it with the end. Testers should not find and enter bugs because "it's their job," or because they
are keeping score against developers. Rather, testers should remember that they are discovering and
reporting bugs against the product, and not against the developers, because they are involved in a process
that makes the product better. Likewise, developers should not write code to prove how cleaver they can
be. Rather, they should write code that is not only "cool" but also easy for testers to understand.
Reinforcement of the common objective is one of the roles of the managers.

Managerial Roles
Although testers and developers intrinsically have an adverse relationship, management could do much to
alleviate this friction or tum it into the healthy challenge of improving the product. That is, managers
must create an environment that discourages negative personal confrontations among the individuals and
instead encourages cooperation for the mutual benefit of the parties involved and the product. For
example, if management clearly defines that bug counts will not be used to judge testers' or developers'
performance, then bugs will not become commodities or prices to be had. Testers will see no need to
submit frivolous bugs, that greatly annoy developers, just to improve the bug counts. Likewise, developers
will not be so quick to resolve bugs as "will not fix" or "by design." Friction between developers and
testers that arises from bug reports and resolutions could then be avoided.
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Further, the test and development managers are responsible for maintaining open communication between
the two groups. They are equal but separate colleagues who provide a work atmosphere that both groups
can thrive in. They are responsible for allocating the resources, and managing which leads are
responsible for what key components. Both leads and managers in both the te',-:ing and development
groups can be called on to resolve conflicts and to help find solutions to problems, especially with bug fix
resolutions. In addition, leads and even managers are hand-ons and are directly involved with the actual
coding and testing of the product. This allows management to stay in touch with the team at a technical
level that does much in boosting the moral of team members.

Practices
Effective Communication

Clear and Realistic Expectations
Development and Testing both have expectations of each other. It is important that these expectations be
realistic (achievable) and clearly defined up front. Each group must express the level of support that it
can give to the other and clearly state it in some kind of an informal contract such as a " testability issues
list" This document clearly defines what is required from each team in order for each team to effectively
perform its job.

Cr~-Group Meetings
Not many people enjoy meetings, but meetings that bring the two groups toget.:er are absolutely essential
to establish regular communication within the product team. At least once a week, development and
testing managers meet to discuss and address weekly issues. This allows for quick resolutions and
advance notice of major changes or problems that lurk ahead. Test leads are often invited into developers '
weekly meeting so that testing can be aware of any developmental issues that could affect testing. At the
individual team member level, regular communication between developers and testers in a feature is
necessary. Impromptu hallway or in-office meetings are regular occurrences that do much in helping to
resolve problems quickly and keeping all parties in touch and in sync with each other.

Milestones
At Microsoft, a product cycle is broken into "Major Milestones" (MM). Each MM has an implementation
period followed by an integration period. A buffer is also added to each milestone to anticipate unforeseen
problems. Typically, each cycle consists of 3 to 4 MM's. Once the last MM is completed, the product
goes into the Code Complete phase where no more code is to be added, and the remainder of the time is
devoted to bug fixes. This schedule scheme allows tasks for both testers and developers to be clearly
defined, which allows both groups to keep in sync with each other.
The MM end date is treated as a mini-ship date. That is, all the features planned for that MM must be
completed (or rescheduled to a later MM), and all bugs to be fixed must be fixed before the MM can be
completed. Without completing a MM, developers cannot start work on the next MM. This means that
even though some features have met MM completion criteria but if others have not, then resources must
be shifted or added so that all features pass the requirements before any work scheduled for the next
milestone can begin.
After each MM is completed, a MM-Post-Mortem meeting, not unlike the Product-Post-Mortem meeting
that takes place after a product is shipped, for both developers and testers is called to evaluate the process
and suggest areas of improvement.
By having the MM's divided along the development cycle, and by adhering to ~he MM criteria, the
product' s stability is ensured.
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Spec, Design and ·Code Reviews
A form of cross-group meeting that is much more focused is reviews. Spec reviews are where program
managers, developers and testers meet to go over the spec line by line to identify omissions, confusions or
defects of the planned feature. At design reviews, developers and testers go over a proposed design or
implementation of the feature. At code reviews, each line of code is given a check-over in order to
identify faults.
The value of these reviews is easily apparent. Serious flaws in feature design or implementation could be
found early, thereby reducing the cost of the defect. Testers' participation in these reviews brings another
benefit that some organizations may overlook. Testers can identify defects where testability itself will be
hindered by a certain design or implementation. As our correlation states, defects are not only restricted
to the failures that customers will see, but also the hindrance of a product's testability. For example,
seeing that a design will make it hard for a customer to use the keyboard to access the feature is important,
but noticing that this design will also make it difficult to use automated tests is equally important. If
achieving testability is desired, then this must not be overlooked.
Another benefit to testers' participation in these reviews is that they bring developers and testers together.
Code and design reviews have traditionally been developer-only activities. Having competent testers
participate strengthens the developer-tester relationship and gives everyone involved a sense of working
together, accomplishing the same task to achieve a common objective.

Test Release Mechanism
The release and acceptance of a testing build is a major interaction between testing and development.
Traditionally, there has been very little interaction between testing and development before a new build is
released to testing. To achieve testability, a solid dev/test release mechanism must be established even
before the first testing release. A good release mechanism must involve both developers and testers in
every step of the process. Its benefits are two-fold. First, it aids in the stability of the product. Second, it
facilitates the definition of clear expectations between the two groups in terms of what should be expected
with each build. To achieve this, testing and development employ Test and Design Documents, quick
tests, Basic Acceptance Tests (BATS) and Test Release documents.

Design and Test Design Documents
Develop~ent uses Design Documents to articulate how a feature will be implemented. Testing groups use
T~st _Design Documents to layo~t the testing approach for a feature. These documents are very useful
Withm the development and testmg groups. However, another great use for these documents is often
?verlooked. They could and should be used across groups in order to help each group in its planning. It
is extremely helpful for testers to know, if not exactly then structurally, how a feature is implemented.

This intimate knowledge of the design and implementation allows the tester to plan and create appropriate
te~t cases in order to ~erify the code. On the other hand, because developers know exactly how the feature
wdl be _tested, ~ey will be more aware to the kind of problems that they have not thought about. Their
code will be void of these bugs and testing has essentially done its job even before a build has been
release~. Developers can also use the test documents to establish an acceptance bar, called "quick test,"
that therr code must meet before they can release their code.

Quick Tests
";:;;r~ i~ ~:

°.:e~~:c~~ 1:ve~ers c~e:ie with tes_ters' inputs.

that the existing code will ~ot b:~;;~~n :~:he:;c~;:
3

::::~ad

A developer's code must be pass.this test3
th °f ~he product and simply makes sure
m. 8 avmg each developer run the test

Using 'lint' or turning O t
h
·
.
pass first.
n oug er complier wammgs are another set of "quick test" that the code must
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reduces the number of chance the build will be broken because of some new or changed code. This set of
tests is somewhat like a regression test for developers as well. Often developers will put in the cases that
have significantly broken a feature earlier to ensure that the new code will not re-introduce the problem.
It is useful to consider testers' inputs to this test, but it's not absolutely essential, since this is an internal
development bar. When all the development check-ins have been merged to make a new testing release,
Testing will apply its own bar via the automated Basic Acceptance Tests (BATs).

Basic Acceptance Test (BATs)
Typically, development provides a testing build twice a week. In order for testing to accept this build, it
must pass the BATs that testers have developed. This is a set of tests that will take about half an hour to
run. It ensures that the basic functionality of existing code that worked before has not been broken in such
a way that the product is too unstable for testers to continue testing it in a more comprehensive way. For
instance, if testing graphics require that a document be opened first in order for the graphics to be inserted
and manipulated, a broken ''File/New" command will block the testing effort in this area.
What each team does when the BATs do not pass is very important. There are procedures in place to
contact the engineer who created the test in order to investigate the problem. Sometimes, it is the test
code itself that is the problem, often it is the new code. In this case, testing will not accept the build and it
is the responsibility of development to quickly address the offending bugs in order to cut another release
for testing.
Without a new build, testers will continue to test with the previous build that has passed the BATs. Note
that flexibility must be allowed in this process. If a build fails the BATs in only one or two features, the
build is often accepted anyway so that the other features could be tested with the new build while testers
responsible for the problematic ones will continue to use the old build. Once the build has passed the
automated BATs, it is released to testing along with the Test Release Document.

Test Release Document (TRD)
Along with each test build, developers must clearly communicate to testers what has been checked-in,
what the known problems are, how the interface or internal implementation has changed. Developers also
articulate areas of the product, judging from the complexity of the code, they think could prove
problematic. The information provided here helps both developers and testers. For developers, they
receive fewer bugs that are actually known or not real bugs since the feature should not have been tested
yet since it was not ready. For testers, the gained knowledge of the changes: visible or not, help focus and
direct their testing. Further, the advance warning help testers plan better which benefits the whole team
because more meaningful and important bugs are discovered when testing accepts a release.

Private Release
Another effective practice that can only be achieved from a close working ~ela~ionship between tt:ster and
developer is the testing of private developer's build releases. Before checking m new code or maJor
revisions, developers sometimes will release privately to their tester. These are rele~s ~at the
.
developers compile on their own machine that incorporate their changes. Testers give this r~lease ~ qmc~
test over to find any glaring omissions or blocking bugs and report these to the develo~ers via em~. This
is a very useful technique which makes sure that by the tim~ this code is incor~.lrated mto the testmg
build it is already fairly stable and will allow testers to test it at a deeper a level. Another advantag~ of
this p~actice is that it gives testers a preview of an upcoming feature so that they c~ better plan for it or
prepare for its arrival by adding to the BATs code that will exercise the soon to arnve code.

Bug Bashes
.
. d
·ther a specific feature or
Periodically, a day is chosen for everyone to drop eve1,thi:~:"d !ii~~:;~s day the only thing both
the entire product ("free-for-all'') to flush out as modanyt t ugfi d :os PSS engineers ~d Program Managers
testers and developers do is to use and test the pr uc o m
., .

a°:
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are often invited to these bashes as well. Fun incentives like prizes and awards for "Most Severity 1
Bugs," "Bug of the Day," or "Most Obscure Bug" do much to boost morale and provide a competitive yet
fun atmosphere at these bashes.
A special bug database is set up, and bug finders can enter all bugs without worrying if the bugs have been
reported before. This allows the "bug bashers" more time to find bugs. After the event, these raw bugs
need be processed and transferred to the real bug database.
These bashes are extremely helpful and effective. First, they tend to produce a high number of bugs
because of the sheer number of people concentrating on using and testing the product for the entire day.
Second, they give developers a chance to assess for themselves the stability of their code and to "show off'
their bug hunting skills. Additionally, it is a great team building practice that brings developers and
testers together to perform a common task in the process of achieving that common goal.

Bug Reviews
At the end of the development process, when bugs are fewer, each bug must be considered by a committee
before it is resolved, and each fix must be reviewed before it is checked in. The committee consists of
testers, developers, program managers and product support representatives.

Tools
Bug Database
Every group in Microsoft uses the same internally developed bug tracking program. This program has the
ability to link between different databases from different groups. This flexibility makes cross-group bug
posting easy and effective.

Usage
Testers, developers and program managers have certain responsibilities regarding the bug database.
Testers enter bugs with priority and severity. Severity ranges from l to 4 depending on what kind of bug
it is (crash, abnormality, assertion failure ...) Priority allows testers to voice their opinions on how
important it is for a particular bug to be fixed and how soon it should be addressed. Developers cannot
close bugs. This guideline ensure that each bug must be verified by a tester. For a bug to be resolved as
"will not fix" or "postponed," it has to be carefully considered by a developer and a program manager.
The tester must then agree before the bug can be closed. This ensures the high quality of the product and
creates check and balance between all groups. Moreover, testers do not automatically accept "by design"
resolutions, sometimes the design is wrong and the bug is still valid.
Besides providing an easy way for developers and testers to communicate defects. the database is also used
as a historical account of the product This information can be used in two ways. First, bug metrics are
possible by tracking the trends as severity and find/fix ratio. Second, it is given to other groups that may
have a direct interest in it For example, Product Support uses the bug database to obtain information
about known abnormalities in order to better support customers.

Etiquette
It must be stressed that the bug database is a mere tool and in no way a place to air "dirty laundry." The
bugs themselves are not viewed as a reflection of the developers. A bug report is exactly that, a report on
a bug, and is not to be viewed as a personal attack against a developer. The bug database is not a place for
finger-pointing. Rather, it is an open forum that facilitates communication and where users must follow
the same etiquette that is required of other public forums such as email.
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Having managers not treat bugs or bug fixes as a quota to be met also helps avoid the passionate feelings
about bugs that developers and testers may otherwise have.

Asserts
An assertion is a checkpoint within a program where the programmer "asserts" that a condition is true. If
the assertion is not true, the program will produce an "assertion failure" usually in fonn of a message box
informing the user that an assert for a particular condition at a particular line in a file failed. For
example, a programmer can assert that a pointer is not NULL or a handle to a window exists and is valid.
Typically a NULL pointer will cause problems further down the line that are much more difficult to
debug. Asserts allow testers to see a failure where one might not have been seen, and developers to track
down the fault more easily. Well placed asserts can save hours if not days of stressful debugging time.

At Microsoft, assertion are ingrained into the development culture in such a way it has become the second
nature to use them. This is possible because developers see their benefits since a large number of bug
reports deal with assertion failures.
Testers also take responsibility in making sure that assertions are used. If testers find a failure in the
product and expect an assertion failure but do not see one, they will report it as two bugs. For example,
closing a window among several windows failed to give focus to the next window in the Z-order. The
result was that there was no active window. There were really two bugs here. The first was as described
(failure to give focus to the other window), and the second was the failure of the developer to assert that
the next window has the focus after the top window was destroyed.

Debug Codes
During the development cycle, test releases come in two flavors: a "Ship Version" and a "Debug Version."
The Debug version contains extra tools that were added in order to help test the product. These tools
include simulated failures (out of memory, out of space), self-checks and self tests (internal structural
verification, heap checking/shaking), hooks (testability interface that allow other programs to interact
with the program in development).

Conclusion
Developing quality Software is a process that requires a great cooperation from groups involved,
especially Development and Testing. Microsoft has worked hard to establish guidelines and procedures to
ensure effective and total cooperation between groups. In addition, Microsoft has created an environment
that naturally fosters a strong rapport between developers and testers. There is little finger-pointing or
whining between the teams nor are they "looking over the wall" to complain to their leads or managers
about each other. All the way through the organizational hierarchy, leads, managers and vice presidents
support and drive the model whereby developers and testers along with other groups work together to
deliver quality products.
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Abstract
This paper describes a Software Process Practicum covering Software Quality and Leadership
topics taught at the Oregon Graduate Institute during the Fall term, 1994. The Practicum is a
result of a partnership between industry and academia, quality practitioner and theoreticallyoriented professor. It is structured to meet both short-term training and long-term education
needs . The Software Process Practicum is a unique and highly effective course covering both the
"hard" issues of software process (definition of quality, basic quality tools and problem solving
methods, process definition techniques, quality frameworks, useful metrics, formal inspection,
Quality Function Deployment) as well as the "soft" issues (social styles, team maturity, meeting
management, group facilitation) .
The students who took the first offering of the Software Process Practicum have used in their
work environment the concepts and techniques we taught in the classroom. They are
continuing to demonstrate objective evidence of improvement on personal and organizational
processes, which is visible to many of their managers and Vice Presidents.
This paper covers:
(1)

Background

(2)

Basic premises behind the Software Process Practicum

(3)

Course contents

(4)

Experience to-date: student-based results and instructor-based results

(5)

Next steps

A copy of the course syllabus, which contains bibliographic references, is provided as an
Appendix.

1.

Background
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In 1993, Oregon Economic Development Department funded an effort to:
... create a Software Engineering Model that characterizes performance excellence (current
state and future state), create the capability to assess software engineers against that model,
and provide a means to assess individual and organizational progress toward excellence
on an ongoing basis. 1
The organizations participating in this effort were: Intel, Mentor Graphics, Sequent Computer
Systems, and Tektronix.
In January 1994, this group made its first public presentation. Members of the four industry
organizations, the higher education community, and professional societies in Oregon attended.
One objective of this meeting was to inform the colleges, universities, and other institutions of
higher and continuing education of the needs of these four companies. A second objective was
to identify "next steps" to continue or initiate collaboration among all the stakeholders to
provide education and training for meeting industr y needs today and expectations for
tomorrow's software engineering population.
At that meeting, Judy Bamberger (Sequent - a report author) and James Hook (OGI - an educator)
met each other, began discussing the model, and soon found out they had many interests in
common, including taking action to address the ideas in the model.
In April 1994, Judy and Jim committed to teach a new course: Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership. Moreover, we agreed to leverage what we could
from the Report of Findings to guide the structure and content of the course. 2
2.

Basic Premises behind the Software Process Practicum

We agreed upon a set of guidelines for our selection of topics, readings, in-class exercises,
homework assignments. These were:
•

..
•

Use the "adult learning paradigm" to make the learning experience and the materials
relevant; leverage experiences that adults bring with them to the classroom setting and on
homework assignments; use a variety of teaching methods (lecture, discussion, hands-on;
visual, aural, tactile; etc).
Ensure the topics are applied and reinforce each other: use in-class labs to practice new
skills; take those skills and apply them in a real-world setting with a partner organization;
take time in class to discuss and apply readings and ideas; teach, do, and discuss.
Teach the "soft" stuff as well as the "hard" stuff: emphasize the inherent interdependency
of the two; leverage the fact that there already are plenty of courses and materials that
concentrate on basic quality tools, techniques, and frameworks; add value by integrating
and applying them. to software engineering.

1From the Report of Findings: Joint Software Engineering Needs A nalysis, 18 February 1994, available from Oregon
Economic Development Department, Salem OR.
2From this point on, "we," "us," and "our" refer to the authors.
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•

Balance education (concepts) and training (skills) needs; teach multiple techniques,
methods, and frameworks; provide students with the ability to make decisions about what
is appropriate under which circumstances.

•

Build on a variety of materials: seminal papers (such as Fagan on inspections, Radice on
software process definition), outrageous editorials (such as the Bach/Curtis debate on the
Capability Maturity Model), classical writings (such as Crosby, Deming, Juran on quality),
books taking a "system" view of software quality issues (such as Weinberg), current
findings and issues, cartoons, real-world practice (such as interviewing practitioners in
industry and working with a "partner organization" on a multipart project), and
experiences in the student's own work environment.

•

Use information from the Report of Findings to select or validate what and how we are
teaching.

•

Ensure the students have fun while learning, and that we, too, both have fun and learn.

3.

Course Contents

3.1.

Overview of the Software Process Practicum

The following course description appeared in the OGI Fall 1994 course catalogue:
The Software Process Practicum is designed to immerse the working student in topics
relevant to software process improvement and quality management, and to introduce
them to the supporting theory . Topics include process management frameworks
(capability maturity model, ISO 9000), measurement for process improvement, and key
team skills necessary for effective collaborative software engineering efforts. At the end of
the course the student will be able to demonstrate that the software development process
can be managed and controlled, leading to increased software quality. In addition to
lectures, the class will include one Saturday workshop.
We determined that the overall goal of the course ,vas to provide the students with a total quality
focus. Thus, the specific objectives of the course are:3
After this class, the students will understand and have demonstrated that:
•

Software processes can be managed and controlled.

•

They understand that software engineering is a social process, too.

•

They have real skills they can apply today at work.

•

They have a framework on which to build their own educated decisions about
applying software quality principles and tools to personal, project, and corporate
software activities.

•

They have identified three things to improve at their own work place (or within
their own personal process) and are working on them.
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In order to fulfill the objectives, we used the framework shown in Figure 3.1-1 throughout our
planning for the course.
•

The "hard stuff" - basic models, tools, and frameworks related to effective (software)
process. Most of this would be provided initially via readings and class lectures.

•

The "soft stuff" - the individual and team social concepts, models, and skills required to
apply the hard stuff successfully. Most of this would be provided initially via readings and
class lectures.

•

Specific techniques - the integration of the frameworks and team skills in an applied
setting. Most of this would be introduced via readings and class lectures and reinforced
and practiced via hands-on labs during the class, the Saturday workshop, individual and
team homework assignments. Moreover, team homework assignments would focus
heavily on the integration of the hard and soft stuff in an applied, real-world
environment. This would require the students to work in teams with a partner
organization for an extended period.

Looking at the possible topics to teach, we recognized that there was a "hierarchy" of models,
concepts, and skills: beginning with the simple and self-contained, and continuing to the more
complex and more highly integrated .

higher
integration

l

degree of
integration

"soft stuff"

specific
techniques

Figure 3.1-1. Framework for Software Process Practicum.
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When we started to populate this framework with actual topics, we found we had identified
many more topics than there was time to teach in 30 contact hours. To determine which topics
we would teach in the fall of 1994, we used two primary sources for guidance: the competency
model defined in the Report of Findings, and our knowledge of the local software engineering
industry from which our students would come. The resulting framework populated with topics
is shown in Figure 3.1-2.

Objective/subjective
case study

Conflict .
management
Decision making

Figure 3.1-2. Topics Taught in Fall 1994 Software Process Practicum.

The Fall 1994 class sessions were ordered slightly differently than a literal interpretation of Figure
3.1-2 would indicate. (See the course syllabus in the Appendix.)
3.2.

Mapping between Software Process Practicum and Software Engineering Competency

Model
The Report of Findings contains a matrix of technical skills and competencies. These skills and
competencies were identified via a thorough and structured information gathering process,
described in detail in the report, along with examples of products used and sample results.
This section explains, briefly, each component of the Software Engineering Skills and
Competency Model and provides a mapping between it and the Software Process Practicum.
The four technical skill areas (requirements) that were identified are:
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•

Process and Management: software process, software review techniques, project
management, business literacy, configuration management

•

Design: object-oriented design/programming, data structure design, design
methods/ simplicity, formal analysis techniques, client-server architecture, human
interfaces/ graphical interfaces

•

Implementation: software optimization, debugging techniques, understanding foreign
code, technical writing, software testing techniques

•

Specific Technical Skills: windows application programming, CAE related technical areas,
communications and networking, natural data types, device drivers, real-time systems

The identified competencies were organized into five groups:
•

Concern for the Process (information gathering, efficiency, systematic thinking,
discipline/ rigor)

•

Concern for the Team (collaboration, team building, technical leadership)

•

Concern for Ideas (communication skills, influence/ persuasion)

•

Concern for the Company (risk management, results orientation, user orientation)

•

Concern for the Solution (persistence, creativity, learning by doing, pattern matching,
initiative)

The power of the software engineering competency model is denwnstrated via the intersection of
the technical skills and competencies. The Software Process Practicum satisfies the technical
skills area of Process and Management very highly and three of the competency areas - Concern
for the Process, Team, and Solution - very highly. These results are summarized in Table 3.2-1.
Table 3.2-1. Mapping of Software Process Practicum to the Skills/Competency Matrix
Process and
Software
Process
Practicum

Design

Technical Skills
Impleme11tation

None

None

Concern for the
Process

Concern for the
Team

Specific
Technical Skills

None

Competency Areas
Concern for Ideas Concern for the
Compan

Concern for the
Solution

Software
Process
Practicum
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The process and management technical skill area was the only one relevant to our course. 4
While all the competency areas were somewhat relevant, we needed to restrict our scope. As a
result, we chose to focus very heavily on the Concerns for Process, Team, and Solution.
Each competency area summarizes several specific competencies, each of which in turn
summarize multiple specific and observable behaviors identified via the in-depth interviewing
and questionnaire steps described in the report. As will become clear in the following discussion,
the original study did not go so far as to ensure each specific behavior, competency and
competency area were completely distinct. Table 3.2-2 sUinrn.arizes how the Software Process
Practicum addresses each competency.

4cx:;I has issued a document mapping its courses to the Competency Model. This document is available from Oregon

Graduate In~titute, C0mputcr Scii;.·ncc 11n~ En5inccring Department, Portland OR.
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Table 3.2-2. Mapping of Software Process Practicum to the Competency Model

Key:

R => Readings
L => Class lec ture
A => Class activity
H => Homework
Concern for
the Process

2
....

..c:

CJ
C:

1
-

>,

;!

ij

]

3 How does the"]'" fit into "TEAM""?
4 Problem Solving Parad igms

R L

5-7 Process Definition Techniques
Capability Ma turity Model for
Software (CMM)
Quality Fra m eworks: Applying the
9
Concepts to Process Improvement
Quality Technique #1 - Formal
10
Inspections
8

11

Forma l Inspec tion Worksh op

12 Software Metrics
13 Process Improvem en t Models
Organizational Infras tructu re for
Sustained Process Improvement
Technology Transition; Managing
15
Change
Quality Tech niqu e #2 - Quality
16
Function Deployment (Q FD)
Process Definition (Week 5)
Homework
Process Improvement (Weck 9)
17
Homework
14

18 Review and Sum mary
Fina l Project
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Experience To-Date

Ten students enrolled in the Fall 1994 offering of the Software Process Practicum, an acceptable
enrollment for a first offering of a course like this, based on past history. Of the ten, four were
full-time students at OGI; the other six from industry. Six students are pursuing Masters or
Doctorate degrees. The industry students are from various sized companies, and have a variety
of job responsibilities, including software engineering, customer support, and training. Very few
students had any prior software engineering education beyond unstructured "on the job"
training.
The class was scheduled to meet twice each week for one and one-half hours; several classes ran
over by up to 15 minutes. The class met for 10 weeks, with one all-day, Saturday lab. Class time
was mostly lecture, along with significant time for discussion and hands-on classroom activities.
Readings were assigned each night; individual homework assignments were assigned
intermittently; there were two major team homework assignments. As soon as the students
indicated the load was just too much, we reduced the amount of reading and eliminated many of
the remaining individual homework assignments.
The two centerpiece homework assignments were to be done in teams and with the participation
of a partner organization. These were to define a real-world process (Week 5 homework) and to
create a process improvement plan (Week 9 homework) . Both these assignments required
significant effort on the part of the students - including identification and enlistment of the
partner organization, interviewing and working with its staff, and providing information back to
various levels of the organization. Students were required to give presentations of these two
major homework assignn1ents .
As it happened, the teams stayed constant throughout the term . For some of the in-class
activities, we specifically selected tean,s to ensure the students had an opportunity to work with a
variety of people.
The Saturday lab was a hands-on formal inspection v,rorkshop, concluding with the presentation
of the process definition projects (Week 5 homework). We provided coffee, breakfast, and snacks.
The students presented their process improvement projects (Week 9 homework) at the
penultimate class session. The final session was a reviev\l and synthesis session in preparation
for the final project. In addition, we provided Consensus Pizza to celebrate the ending of the
course and the success of the students.5
The students had a final project to complete, to be done individually although peer review was
allowed. This project was to produce a process improvement plan for a process in which the
student was involved - a personal process or a larger, organization-wide process. We proposed a
Sstarted almost absent-mindedly and just in fun , this became a powerful activity where the students, in trying to decide
on one and only one type of pizza to be consumed by all of us, demonstrated exceptional skills in meeting management,
facilitation, consensus building, and problem solving. The students self-selected a leader, facilitator, recorder, and
timekeeper. The leader and facilitator ensured everyone participated . Creative persuading and negotiating
techniques were used to arri ve at the fin al decision. And in case the reader is curious: whole wheat crust, thick, lots of
cheese (mozzarella , parmesan, romano), mu shrooms, green peppers in large pieces, roasted garlic, artichoke hearts,
sun-dried tomatoes. It was delicious!
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cap of eight hours to be spent on this final project; son,e students chose to spend more time than
this.
Grades were computed as follows, with about half the grade based on individual performance
and half the grade based on team performance:
•

Homework - individual/team

20%

•

Week 5 homework - Process Definition - team

20%

•

Week 9 homework - Process Improvement - team 30%

•

Final project - individual

30 % ·

•

Class participation (individual)

subjective

4.1.

Student-Based Results

Nearly all of our students cited meeting rn.anagement as the most important single topic we
taught, and one that was immediately applicable in their work environments. Many students
also cited the process definition representations and techniques as something they are using
already at work. We know that they are being used in three of the companies. One student
shared with us an observation from the process definition and improvement homework
assignments done with her partner organization. The organization's staff stated that they finally
saw the relevance of and tangible results from many quality techniques in which they had been
trained, but had not used to that point. Two students shared with us that their industry
managers told them that the topics and methods being taught in our course are of significant
importance to them.
Two students are introducing formal inspections into their workplaces. For example,
A project at ADC Kentrox scheduled a three week period specifically for code inspections,
and they are already benefiting from the results of preparing for and conducting three code
review sessions. While not as formally conducted as were the sessions taught in class
which used uniform codes for defect categorizations and which also focused on

accumulating defect metrics, the time spent has widened the scope of understanding of the
software by each team member and has resulted in positive, identifiable improvements to
the software.6
Another student, in her final project, prepared a three-year plan for the introduction of formal
inspections across her organization. Her plan includes:
•

A force field analysis (supporting and opposing forces) and a set of diagnostic questions to
help assess risks and barriers to success as well as strengths and opportunities to leverage.

•

A list of sponsors and other influential people and situations to initiate and maintain
momentum for this effort. Her plan leverages position, influence, and expertise power.

•

An action plan - a detailed list of steps with a responsible person and due date. This builds
on the previous two items above.

6Personal

correspondence from Gary Hanson.
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•

A set of metrics to measure the effectiveness of the effort. These metrics will be used to
evaluate the results from a pilot project. Based on those results, the introduction of formal
inspections will be evaluated and rescoped if necessary before continuing.

•

A training and roll-out plan, focused to ensure organization-wide institutionalization of
the formal inspection method .

We received many positive comments about the exposure to the wide variety of quality
frameworks we used, for example:
... exposure to the Trillium Model (which integrates and adds to aspects of SEI's CMM
[Software Engineering Institute's Capability Maturity Model], ISO 9000, Malcom Baldrige,
and IEEE concepts, and targets these concepts to the Telecommunications Software
industry), has led to intense interest in making use of the model for identifying specific
areas for potential improvement at ADC Kentrox. 7
One of the student process definition and improvement projects has been presented to two Vice
Presidents. The instrumentation (metrics) requirements identified by the students will be
included in the partner organization's metrics. These metrics will help the partner organization
measure how well it is meeting its specific goals in the area of time commitments to customers.
The proposed metrics are defined precisely and tied to specific process steps. Other process
improvements were also proposed and will be adopted . These include better control of certain
software products, and taking five, piece-m.eal, information-gathering process steps and merging
them into a single step done once at the beginning.

Instructor-Based Results

4.2.

Our basic job is going to entail figuring out what we did right and repeating that, and improving
areas where we were weak. We asked for, and received, feedback throughout the course. The
most significant piece of information we received was "too much too fast!" To address that, we
will increase the credit hours earned for this course from three to four, and run the class for two
two-hour sessions each week. We will not add more material; we will slow down and spend
more time making explicit ties with the readings and individual homework assignments,
another issue that was raised.
The independently administered end-of-term course evaluations yielded no surprises. We
received very strong ratings in the follov.ring areas overall:
•

Instructors knowledgeable

•

Lectures well prepared, organized; presentations made for easy note-taking; topics
appropriate

•

Good communication skills

•

Concerned about students; opportunity to ask questions; students treated fairly

•

Course material challenging

7Personal

correspondence from Gar~, Hanson.
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•

Increased my interest

•

Built/ augmented student competency

Oregon Graduate Institute
Software Process Practicum: Lessons in
Software Quality and Leadership

And, as expected, we received lower ratings in the following areas:
•

Related course concepts in systematic manner

•

Pace was not too fast

•

Textbook and supplementary materials valuable

Other comments we received included:
•

"Keep it as a pair of instructors." coupled with "Jim provided a good 'sounding board' and
'plant' for Judy's lectures. Jim's PacSoft work was good background."

•

"As [a] professor, [Jim] gives a strong testimonial for the material's importance."

•

"More on metrics. " (We will add one more session on metrics and remove something
else.)

•

"Course content very important for OGI and community. Get more industry
involvement."

•

"[Aspects you would like to stay the same] Team projects. Software processes. Subject
matter. Instructors excellent - retain and reward. Saturday labs very good."

We are planning on teaching this course again in the fall 1995 term . That gives us sufficient time
to execute our own process improvement cycle, especially addressing those areas where the
students gave us lower ratings .
5.

Next Steps

We have been maintaining sporadic contact with our students. The improvement efforts that
our students began are continuing - albeit slower than anticipated. They are making progress,
and they know we are resources willing and able to assist them. We believe strongly that it is not
the classroom performance that will prove the benefit of our course, but rather how that
information is taken back into the workplace and applied successfully. We plan on doing a more
formal follow-up with our students six months after the course.
In the mean time, we have been pursuing additional liaisons with local industry. Through the
Oregon Graduate Institute Computer Science and Engineering Department, we targeted the four
companies that participated in creating the software competency model - Intel, Mentor Graphics,
Sequent, and Tektronix. Our goal is to improve collaboration between industry and academia.
Industry has stated it's needs; it is now academia's opportunity to put a program together - like
we did for the Software Process Practicum. And then it is back to industry to provide the
opportunities and encouragem.ent to its em.ployees to participate in the educational opportunities
that have been created.
We have also created a series of short courses that are available to industry. Many of these
courses are being presented as "vrnrkshops" at national and international conferences.
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And as we ourselves do not have all the answers, we would welcome any comments,
observations, suggestions, and participation from readers of this report.
Our conclusions are straightforward:

6.

•

We have demonstrated that it is possible to have a working, effective, collaborative
partnership between industry and academia wherein everybody wins - especially the
students.

•

We have demonstrated that via this collaboration, academia (the Oregon Graduate
Institute) can respond to industry needs effectively, once those needs are articulated (as
they are in the Report of Findings: Joint Software Engineering Needs Analysis) .

•

Our students tell us that they are using what we taught them, that it is working for them,
and that they are making improvements and changes in their personal processes, their
projects, their organizations.

•

We have demonstrated that students can be taught that "software quality stuff" in a way
that enables them to begin to use it immediately and to demonstrate objective and
quantitative results .

•

We believe as strongly as ever that the "soft" stuff is just as important as the "hard" stuff.
In fact, it is the interpersonal and team techniques and concepts that underlie and enable
effective process definition and improvement techniques .

•

Learning by doing - again - and again - and again - is a very powerful teaching technique.
The academic environment provides a "safe haven" to experiment with new concepts and
methods . By tying our learning-by-doing assignments to real-world issues, we have
provided a safe and relevant environment that fosters effective learning.
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Course Number
Course Title
Instructors
Days
Times
Number of Units

CSE 582
Software Process Practicum: Lessons in Software
Quality and Leadership
Judy Bamberger and James Hook
Tuesdays, Thursdays (and one Saturday)
5:30pm - 7:00pm
3 credits

The software process practicum is designed to immerse the working student in topics relevant to
software process improvement and quality management, and to introduce them to the
supporting theory. Topics include process management frameworks (capability maturity model,
ISO 9000), measurement for process improvement, and key team skills necessary for effective
collaborative software engineering efforts. At the end of the course the student will be able to
demonstrate that the software development process can be managed and controlled, leading to
increased software quality. In addition to lectures, the class will include one Saturday workshop.

OBJECTIVES / VISION
After this class, the students will understand and have demonstrated that:
•

Software processes can be managed and controlled.

•

They understand that software engineering is a social process, too.

•

They have real skills they can apply today at work.

•

They have a framework on which to build their own educated decisions about applying
software quality principles and tools to personal, project, and corporate software activities.

•

They have identified three things to improve at their own work place (or within their own
personal process) and are working on them.
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To the Students:
This is a list of required and recommended books.
Readings will be derived from the three required books throughout the semester.
The recommended books will provide additional breadth and assistance throughout
the class.
We have selected these books because we believe they will be useful to you after this
course, in your work environment. Your feedback throughout the course and
afterward will be appreciated.

Required Books
(1)

Weinberg, Gerald M, Quality Software Management , Volume 2, First-Order Measurement,
Dorset House Publishing, 1993

(2)

Scholtes, Peter R et al, The TEAM Handbook, Joiner, 1998

(3)

Grady, Robert B and Caswell, Deborah L, Software Metrics:
Program, PT R Prentice Hall, 1986

Establishing a Company-Wide

Recommended Books
(1)

Brassard, Michael, The Memory Jogger Plus+, GOAL/QPC, 1989

(2)

Weinberg, Gerald M, Quality Software Managem en t, Volume 1, Systems Thinking, Dorset
House Publishing, 1993
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GRADING CRITERIA
•

Homework - individual/ team

20 %

•

Week #5 project - team

20 %

•

Week #9 - team

30 %

•

Final project/ exam

30 %

•

Class participation (individual) subjective

OFFICE HOURS
•

Judy Bamberger: Tuesday, 7:00pm - 8:00pm at OGI and by appointment

•

Jim Hook: Thursday, 7:00pm - 8:00pm and by appointment
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Week

Oass

1

1

Day
Date

Topic, Overview
Readings to be done before class
Homework to be done

Tuesday
27 September

Topic:

(Jim)

Overview:

Introduction, Ice Breaking, and Motivation
Reader's Digest Guide to the History of the
"Quality Movement"
Set expectations for the course, including logistics
and mechanics
Provide rationale for the course
Review briefly the work of the quality "gurus,"
including Shewart, Deming, Juran, Crosby
Discuss how those principles can be applied to
software processes

Readings:

none

Homework: (Hla) Write your "process biography" using the
questionnaire we provide (we will use this info to
tailor future exercises)
[turn in at class #2]
(Hlb) Make three distinct contacts (informal,
using personal contacts) into software
development organizations (preferably three
different companies/research labs); using the
questionnaire we provide, characterize each one's
software quality activities; consider which contact
might work with you on some future exercises scope their time commitment (guaranteed no
more than 40 hours total over next 10 weeks) and
what they will get in return (e.g., copies of results,
articles from class, or .. . ); your team (yes; you will
work in teams a lot) will select one (hopefully)
organization as a "partner"
[turn in at class #3]
'
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1

2

Thursday
29 September

Topic:

Background: Statistical Process Control; Several
Basic Quality Tools

Overview:

Discuss some of the tools that can be - and are
being - used to assist in managing software
development projects

Readings:

(R2a) one case study from Walton's Deming
Management at Work
(R2b) Juran and Gryna's Quality Planning and
Analysis, Chapters 1 and 2
(R2c) Crosby's Quality is Free, Chapters 2 and 3

(Jim)

Homework: Begin thinking about how you will build your
team for class projects
2

3

Tuesday
4 October

Topic:

How does the "I" fit into "TEAM"?

Overview:

Introduce components of effective meeting
management

(Judy)

Look at different models for style preference
(primarily social style), and how that impacts
team effectiveness
Introduce the team growth model and
"Tearnness"
Readings:

(R3a) selections from Wilson Learning
(R3b, R3c) team-related articles (provided at a
later date)
Team Handbook, Chapters 3 and 4
Weinberg Volume 2, Chapters 1 and 2

Homework : (H3a) Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of
each of the social styles according to the questions
and situations we provide.
Read one of two other models ((H3b, H3c, H3d)
selection from Keirsey /Bates, Please Understand
Me or (H3e) Creatrix Inventory), see what the
instrument indicates as natural tendencies, and
discuss (3-5 pages) how these characteristics
manifest themselves in your team interactions at
work
[turn in at class #4]
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2

4

Thursday
6 October

Topic:

Problem Solving Paradigms

Overview:

Review results of homework
Look at different models for solving problems,
including resolving conflict and making
decisions, referencing "styles" from previous
session and homework

(Judy)

Select and begin building your team for class
projects
Readings:

(R4a) Sequent/Xerox problem solving process
Weinberg Volume 2, Chapters 3 and 4

Homework: (H4) As a team, using the basic tools discussed in
session #2 (see also Memory Jogger + and the
Team Handbook), discuss (5-8 pages) how you
would solve the problem we provide; document
the solution strategy; include a discussion of team
strengths, weakness, individual styles,
improvements to make for future team exercises,
and overall effectiveness; include a discussion of
effective use of team-together time (e.g., "meeting
management"); also - indicate where you believe
your team is on the Team Growth Model.
[turn in at class #5]
3

5

Tuesday
11 October

Topic:

Process Definition Techniques

Overview:

10-15-minute each team summary of homework
Introduce "week five " homework team project
[turn in at class #10; presentation at class #11]

(Judy)

Begin focus on software process; look at (software)
process definition techniques
Readings :

(RSa) selections from Managing the Software
Process by Watts Humphrey
(RSb) selections from the IBM Systems Journal,
1985

Homework: (HSa) Demonstrate the process representation
and definition techniques on the sample process
description we provide
[turn in at class #6]
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3

6

Thursday
13 October

Continuation of Topic from class #5
Readings:

(Judy)

(R6a) selections from the Capability Maturity
Model for Software and the Key Practices
Weinberg Volume 2, Chapters 5 - 7
(R6b) selections from the IBM Systems Journal,
1985

Homework: [focus on "week five" homework]
4

7

Tuesday
18 October

Continuation of Topic from class #5
Readings:

(Judy)

read subset (at least 2) of quality frameworks:
(R7a) ISO 9000-3; (R7b) Trillium; (R7c) QSR Motorola; (R7d) Bootstrap; (R7e) Malcolm
Baldridge
Weinberg Volume 2, Chapters 8 and 9

Homework: [focus on "week five" homework]
4

8

Thursday
20 October

Topic:

Capability Maturity Model for Software (CMM)

Overview:

Review process managem~nt concepts and the
CMM

(Judy)

Talk about the application of CMM (assessments,
evaluations, personal software process)
Discuss how these concepts can be used in
software development organizations
Readings:

[nothing new]

Homework: [focus on "week five" homework]
5

9

Tuesday
25 October

Topic:

Quality Frameworks: Applying the Concepts to
Process Improvement

Overview:

Discuss the strengths/weaknesses of each model
read as homework based on a framework we
provide

Readings:

Weinberg Volume 2, Chapters 10 - 12

(Judy)

Homework: [focus on "week five" homework]
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5

10

Thursday
27 October

Oregon Graduate Institute
Software Process Practicum: Lessons in
Software Quality and Leadership

Topic:

Quality Technique #1 - Formal Inspections

Overview:

Collect "week five" homework
Walk through the formal inspection process; set
up the homework and expectations for running
the formal inspection(s) on Saturday

(Judy)
Readings:

(R10a) ST Inspection Handbook (NJBrenner,
Oracle)
(R10b) Fagan's Design and code inspections to
reduce errors in program development (1976)
(R10c) Fagan's Advances in Software Inspections
(1986)

--- and optional readings (helpful references) --(R10d) Grady and Van Slack's Key Lessons in

Achieving Widespread Inspection Use
(RlOe) Weller's Lessons from Three Years of
inspection Data
(R10f) Ackerman, Fowler, and Ebenau's Software
inspections and the industrial Production of
Software
Homework: Do pre-inspection meeting work
[prepare for Saturday workshop]
5

11

Saturday
29 October

Topic:

Let's Have Some Fun; Let's Learn by Doing - Big
Time!

Overview:

Review inspection process
Run the formal inspection; debrief

(Judy and
Jim)

Discuss metrics that can/ are/ should be gathered
Do metrics; debrief
Do root cause analysis, Ishikawa charts, discuss
opportunities to improve; debrief
Lunch - "on us!"
Presentations of "week 5" homework
Readings:

[nothing new; be sure to prepare for this session!]

Homework: [nothing new, honest!]
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6

12

Tuesday
1 November

Oregon Graduate Institute
Software Process Practicum: Lessons in
Software Quality and Leadership

Topic:

Software Metrics

Overview:

Introduce "week 9" homework
[turn in at class #16; team presentation at class
#17)

(Jim)

Discuss rationale for and use of software metrics,
both for the product and the process
Provide overview of some of the more useful
software metrics, and why they are useful
Discuss integrating metrics and process
definition, and how this provides the basis for
quantitative process improvement
Readings:

(R12a) Software Modeling and Measurement:
The Goal/ Question/Metric Paradigm, by Vic
Basili

Software Metrics: Establishing a Company-Wide
Program, by Robert B Grady and Deborah L
Caswell, chapters 5-6 and 12-15 (please use this as
a minimum guideline; we would have like to
have assigned the entire book)
Homework: (H12a) Identify a problem at work and do a
"detailed impact case study" following Weinberg
Volume 2, section 8.4, and a "subjective impact
study" following Weinberg Volume 2, section 9.3
(keep them as simple, short, and precise as
Weinberg's)
[turn in at class #13]
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6

13

Thursday
3 November

Topic:

Process Improvement Models

Overview :

Discuss the "big picture" of process improvement
models

(Judy)

Build on basic process improvement tools
Introduce action planning
Exercise: GQM (metrics package)
Readings:

(R13a) selections from the Quality issue of
Business Week
(R13b) selections from ODI materials,
the Team Handbook, chapter 5

Homework : (H13a) Discuss (3-5 pages) what appears to you to
be the "top six" characteristics of high-quality
organizations; discuss how those characteristics
are manifest in your organization (e.g., relative
strengths and weaknesses of your organization as
compared against those "top six" common
themes)
[turn in at class #14]
7

8

-

Tuesday
8 November

no class; instructors teaching and presenting at TRI-Ada '94
[focus on "week nine" homework]

-

Thursday
10 November

no class;instructors teaching and presenting at TRI-Ada '94
[focus on "week nine" homework]

14

Tuesday
15 November

Topic:

Organizational Infrastructure for Sustained
Process Improvement

Overview:

Look at several organizational structures and
motivations for continuous and sustained
process improvement

(Judy)

Discussion of characteristics of effective leaders
Readings :

(R14a ) Juran and Gryna's Quality Planning and
Analysis, Chapter 7
(R14b) selections from The Leadership Challenge
by James Kouzes and Barry Posner
Weinberg Volume 2, Chapters 13 - 15

Homework : [factor these concepts into "week 9" homework]
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15

Thursday
17 November

Topic:

Technology Transition; Managing Change

Overview :

Discuss key components of change and
technology transition - organizational and
individual points of view

(Judy)
Readings:

(RlSa) Software Manager, The nature of change

agents
(RISb) Schaffer and Thomson, Successful Change

Programs Begin with Results
(RlSc) Armstrong, Strategies for Implementing
Change: An Experiential Approach (Delta
process)
Weinberg Volume 2, Chapters 16 - 19
Homework: [factor these concepts into "week 9" homework]
9

16

Tuesday
22 November

Topic:

Quality Technique #2 - Quality Function
Deployment (QFD)

Overview:

Collect "week 9" homework

(Judy)

Introduce and practice some QFD steps
Discuss relevance to software
Readings :

(R16a) The House of Quality, by John Hauser and
Don Clausing
(R16b) The Deming Way to software quality, by
Richard Zultner
(R16c) QFD for Software - Satisfying Customers,
Richard Zultner
--- and optional readings (helpful references) --(R16d) QFD Integrated with Software
Engineering, MaryAnn Betts
(R16e) Quality Function Deployment, Barbara
Bicknell

Homework: TBD [there will be a short assignment]
Thursday
24 November
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Tuesday
29 November

Topic:

Team Presents: "Week 9" Homework

Overview:

Each team gives a presentation on their "week 9"
homework

(Judy)

Readings:

(R17a) selections from Teaching the Elephant to
Dance by James Belasco

Homework: [nothing new]
18

Thursday
1 December

Topic:

Review and Summary

Overview:

Open discussion; tying things together;
preparation for final paper; set expectations for
final paper

(Judy)

Course evaluation, focusing on continuous
improvement
Readings:

[nothing new]

Hon,ework: [nothing new]

-

Thursday
8 December

Final Paper Due

(at OGI)
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Objectives
•

At the end of this talk, we will have:
Shared information on Software Process
Practicum
Provided overview of Software Competency
Model
Described and shown results of Practicum
* I.e., samples of student work
Discussed, together, relevance of Practicum
and motivation for students to attend

Page3
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Today We Will ...
•

Nature
- Share information about
Software Process Practicum

•

Expectations
- Awareness, interest,
follow-on ?!

•

Agenda
- Background
- Premises on which Practicum is built
- Framework and modules taught
- Relationship of Practicum to Competency Model
- What we have learned to-date
- Discussion of next steps
- Close

•

Time
- SIXTY MINUTES

Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Background (1)
• State of Oregon funded creation of Software
Engineering Model
- Companies involved: Intel, Mentor Graphics,
Sequent Computer Systems, Tektronix
Report of Findings: Joint Software Engineering
Needs Analysis
* 18 February 1994
* Available from: Oregon Economic
Development Department, Salem OR

... and there we met ...
Page 5
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Background (2)
• Result of partnership between industry and
academia
- Judy, industry, quality practitioner
- Jim, academia, theoretically-oriented professor
• Focus on "hard stuff"
- E.g., basic quality tools and problem solving
methods, process definition techniques, quality
frameworks, useful metrics, formal inspection
and "soft stuff"
- E.g., social styles, team maturity, meeting
management, group facilitation

Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Basic Premises behind Practicum
• Use "adult learning paradigm"
• Ensure topics applied and reinforce each other
• Teach "soft" and "hard" stuff
• Balance education (concepts) and training (skins)
needs
• Build on variety of materials
• Use Report of Findings to select I validate what and
how we teach
• Have fun - students and teachers

Software Process Practicum:
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Use "Adult Leaming Paradigm"
ideas

lecture

job worries

problem solving,
writing

presentations
experience
Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Ensure Topics Applied and
Reinforce Each Other

Software Process Practicum:
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Teach "Soft" and "Hard" Stuff

Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Balance Education (Concepts) and
Training (Skills) Needs

I\
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Build on Variety of Materials

real-world work results
Software Process Practicum:

Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Use Report of Findings
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Have Fun - Students and Teachers

Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Objectives of Software Process Practicum
• After this class, the students will understand and
have demonstrated that:
Software processes can be managed and
controlled.
They understand that software engineering is a
social process, too.
They have real skills they can apply today at
work.

Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Framework of Practicum
high•

T
dogrNof

integration

specific

techniques
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What We Taught
(Populated Framework)

final
project
(indiv)
process
improvem t
homew
(te m)

proces
definiti
homewo k

~--~T'
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Mapping of Practicum to
Skills / Competency Matrix (1)
Technical Skills
Process and
Management

Design

lmplemenation

Specific

Technical
Skills

Software
Process
Practicum
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What We Taught
(Populated Framework)

final
project
(indiv)
process
improvem t
homewo
(te m)

proces
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Mapping of Practicum to
Skills / Competency Matrix (1)
Technical Skills
Process and
Management

Design

lmplemenation

Specific
Technical
Skills

Software
Process
Practicum
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Mapping of Practicum to
Skills/ Competency Matrix (2)
Competency Areas
Concern
for the
Process

Concern
for the
Team

Concern
for
Ideas

Concern
for the
Company

Concern
for the
Solution

Software
Process
Practicum
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Course Evaluations - Summary
• We requested feedback early and often; made midcourse changes as needed
• Final evaluations held no surprises, and many
changes already planned

Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Earliest Feedback (You guessed it ... )
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Course Evaluations - Good Stuff*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instructors knowledgeable
Lectures well prepared, organized
Presentations made for easy note-taking
Good communication skills
Concerned about students
Opportunity to ask questions
Course material challenging
Lecture topics appropriate
Increased my interest

•

Feel competent

•

Treated students fairly

3.7 -4.0
Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Course Evaluations - Stuff to Improve*
•

•

Related course concepts in systematic manner
- Will share "pyramids" in class #1 and at beginning of
each topic
Pace was not too fast
- Will increase to 4 credits (from 3); two hours each night
Textbook and supplementary materials valuable
- Allocate time each class to tie these into topics and
discuss as appropriate
- Reduce number of readings; clearly identify required vs
optional
Other specific suggestions; many will be addressed

*

3.0 or less

•
•

Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Experience To-Date
• Immediate use by students
NEAT- meeting management
EITVOX - process definition representation and
technique
Code inspections
• Future use by students
More rigorous and general use of inspections
Trillium (quality framework)
General process improvement techniques ...
(share homework assignments and final project)

Software Pr ocess Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Next Steps within OGI and with Local Industry
• Your input ...
- Are we teaching the right stuff? (course, curriculum)
* What else? How else?
- What type of commitment from companies to
get students into classes like these?
* Report of Findings documents needs, not
commitment
- Why do students take courses like this one?
* Job requirement? Curiousity?
* What would motivate you to take this class?
* What would motivate you to send your
colleagues, teammates?
Software Process Practicum:
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Conclusions
• Possible to have partnership between industry and
academia that works
• Academia can respond to industry needs,
especially once articulated
• Our students tell us it is working and they are
making changes
- At individual level and organizational level
• Can teach students "software quality stuff" they
can begin to use immediately and be effective
• "Soft" stuff just as important as "hard" stuff
- Usually neglect "soft" even though key enabler
of "hard"
• Learning by doing ... again ... and again ... and ...
Software Process Practicum:
Lessons in Software Quality and Leadership
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Plan - Plan - Plan - Unit and Integration Test

• generic test specification
• general test & CM text in sources
• test script templates
• global test routines
• unit approval forms
• build approval forms

oct 1 1m

Plan - Plan - Plan - Development

Development Environment
• ·tools
• directory structure

Development
• geared after class dependencies

Plan - Plan - Plan - Directing Structure
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Directory Structure for the MARF Project
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Configuration Management - How to

otai 199";

•

automated , as far as
possible

•

easy to get reports

•

easy to control

Configuration Management - Command Overview
• retrv - lock
• get - deps
• save
• propose
• start - test
• abandon - test
• finish - test
• approve
oca11m

Test Guidelines - Overview

All developed Units
3 Kinds of Units

• pure C +

+

classes

• window units
• utility scripts

o CJII 199S

Test Guidelines - Example
Test Scripts must include test cases for
• test of the functionality of all public
operations, including:
• handling of illegal input values
• handling of boundary input values
• state changes for object under test
• loop limits
• output

o Cl:I 199S
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Conclusion
Managing unit and integration testing of object-oriented systems

• Cit!

I

\99S

•

is not" trivial

•

requires early and good planning

•

requires rigorous but easy -to-use procedures

•

requires high awareness of possible problems
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Abstract
This paper discusses the managerial aspects of the unit and integration testing of a large
software system developed using an object-oriented approach.
The object-oriented approach to design is gaining more and more ground in the advanced

software development. As this is fundamentally different from classic structured design not
only designers and programmers, but also management and test designers need to think in new
terms when working with software developed with an object-oriented approach.
The tools to use need to be tailored to objected-oriented design and software. The unit and
integration tests need to be planned carefully; and extensive configuration management is
needed to control the progress of the development and test.
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1 Overview
1. 1 The Paper
The object-oriented approach to design is gaining more and more ground in the advanced
software development. As this is fundamentally different from classic structured design not
only designers and programmers, but also management and test designers need to think in
new terms when working with software developed with an object-oriented approach.
Literature about object-oriented software engineering, however, concentrates almost
exclusively on analysis and design. There is a distinct lack of available information about
testing subject in object-oriented systems.
This paper describes the managerial aspects of the unit and integration testing of a specific
large software system developed using an object-oriented approach.
The project is briefly introduced. The development approach and the issues which the
implementation management and test designers have to face are explained.
The most important way to avoid problems in any project is careful planning. This is not
least the case for the development, and unit and integration test phases for a system
developed with an object-oriented approach. The planning for the development and test
phases of the MARF project is explained in
chapter 2.
No project may expect to be successful without appropriate configuration management in
place. This is not least the case for an object-oriented project, as dependencies between
units are numerous and complex. The configuration management approach for the MARF
project is explained in chapter 3.
The details of the test guidelines produced for the MARF project are given in chapter 4.

1.2 The MARF Project
The Meteorological Archiving and Retrieval Facility, the MARF project, is part of the
overall Meteosat Transition Programme, which will enable the European Meteorological
Satellite organisation, EUMETSAT to take over the operational responsibility of the
Meteosat satellites and to provide a continuation of the service currently offered to the

@
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meteorological community within the Meteosat Operational Programme.
The MARF project is part of a large project also including
- Mission Control Center
- Meteorological Product Extraction Facility

MCC
MPEF

The primary purpose of the MARF is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

automated archiving of data sets transferred from MCC and MPEF
retrieval of data sets for distribution to customers
provision of value added services to MARF customers
provision of suitable facilities to the MARF staff
automated processing of orders for MARF products
automated monitoring and control of the MARF system itself

The system concept is illustrated in figure 1.2-1.

MCC Core Facility
Image

Q ~

Data
Processing

Customer

CJ

workstation

Staff

Secretary

Manager

Q

MPEF

Q

Printing
Accounting
Shipping

~
vrv

-

Q

I

Operator

I

Customers

-

Communication

Photolab

I

I

MARFLAN
I

VA•

~

Q

CJ CJ

MARF

Photo-operator

I
Archive

and
Rettreval

I

I
I

I

User
Services

I
I

Order
Processing

I

I
I

Accounting
& Management

Monitor and Control
MARF SOFTWARE

Figure 1.2-1: MARF System Concept
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Some selected statistics for the MARF project are:

-400
-1000
-650
-1500
6
11

-220
-50
-200000
-75000
-300

User Requirements
System Requirements
pages Architectural Design
pages Detailed Design (incl. pseudo-code)
Subsystems
Processes
Classes
Windows
Delivered Lines of code
Lines of test script etc.
Man months

The MARF project is developed by the Space Division in CRI A/S , Denmark. CRI A/S
employs more than 700 highly educated staff, all specialists in systems integration and
development of information technology within the areas of, for example, finance , insurance ,
aviation, space research, the hospital sector, transportation, industry , and public
administration.
CRI A/S shareholders are IBM Denmark A/S (50%) and DHLK Holding (50%) which
consists of four leading members of staff.
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1.3 The Development Approach
The MARF system is developed according to the European Space Agency standards, more
specifically 'ESA Software Engineering Standards', called [PSS-05].
This entails the production of
•
•
•
•
•

a user requirements document
a system requirements document
an architectural design document
a detailed design document
software

and the related test documents according to the V-model, i.e.
•
•
•
•

unit test plan, specifications, and report
integration test plan, specifications, and report
system test plan, specifications, and report
acceptance test plan, specifications, and report

Very early on in the project life cycle it was decided to use an object-oriented approach.
Designers and implementers chose object-oriented for all the good reasons, such as:
•

inheritance - an object-oriented mechanism that permits classes to share
attributes and operations based on generalization/specialization

•

encapsulation - a technique that separates the external aspects of an object
from the internal, implementation details of the object (also called
'information hiding')

•

polymorphism - the property that an operation may behave differently on
different classes

•

reuse - the possibility of reuse of code from a previous project, and future
reuse of code from the present project is a valued advantage

•

C+ + - the natural choice of language for an object-oriented system in a
UNIX environment. This is a high level language, offering a number of
advantages over 'C'

•

00 being 'fashionable' amongst designers, developers, and, to some extent,

customers

6
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The definitions are from [OMD].

In [OMD] object-oriented modelling and design is described as a new way of thinking about
problems using models organized around real-world concepts. The fundamental construct
states [OMD], is the object, which combines both data structures and behaviour in a single
entity.

1.4 Testing Issues
In a system which is transactional by nature, like the MARF system, the object-oriented
approach does however pose certain problems for the test designers. The problems the test
designers face are:
•

high coupling
•
•
•

definition of 'units' to form the basis for unit test
complex dependency structure
high number of stubs needed

•

high number of units

•

testing of inheritance

According to [PSS-05] a unit is discrete and identifiable with respect to compiling,
combining with other units, and loading. There is usually a one-to-one relation between a
unit and a file in the operating system used for the development.
In structured design functions pertaining to a specific thread in the functionality are usually
grouped in units, and used within that unit. The data structure and its behaviour are loosely
connected.
In object-oriented design functions (operations) are grouped with the data structure they
work on, in classes. There is usually a one-to-one relation between a class and a file in the
operating system used for development. The data structure and its behaviour are closely
connected. It would therefore be natural to choose a class as the unit.

However the operations in a class are very often used by a variety of other classes
implementing different aspects of the functionality: the coupling between classes is high. It
might therefore be preferable to choose an operation as the unit.
Furthermore the high coupling creates the problem of 'dead code'. To satisfy the linker
when producing an executable, it is often necessary to include a considerable amount of
code, which will never be used in that particular executable; but is used in one or more
other executables within the system. This is illustrated in figure 1.4-1.
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01 . 1
01.2
01 ,3

DEADOODE IN
EXECUTABU!! 1

03.1
03.2

=•

Figure 1.4-1: Dead Code in Executable

The issue to consider is the need for regression test, when 'dead code' is changed.
The figure also illustrates the complex dependency structure between classes, which
emerges from the design. Figure 1.4-1 illustrates that Class_l directly depends on Class 2,
and through that dependency indirectly depends on Class_ 3 as well.
Another complex form of dependencies is often seen in object-oriented design is the cyclic
dependencies illustrated in figure 1.4-2.

ORDER

ORDER - ENTRY

.....
ORDER_ENTRY.01

OROER.01

--------

ORDER.02

---------

..._,

ORDER....ENTRY.02

ORDER_EtiTRY.03

OROER.03

I'--

r-------__

------

Figure 1.4-2: Cyclic Dependencies
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This often emerges between entities with a strong relationship, e.g.
EACH ORDER MUST HAVE ONE OR MORE ORDER ENTRIES
EACH ORDER ENTRY MUST BELONG TO ONE AND ONLY ONE ORDER

One part of the system may, for a given order, have the need to obtain all entries belonging
to an order. Therefore the order class must use an operation (get_all) in the order_entry
class which provides a list of order entries. Another part may, for a given order entry have
the need to obtain some general order information.
In the MARF project, for example, one window displays an overview over order, and a
window showing the order details may be requested for one of the orders. Another window
showing photo order entries only must also show the name of the customer for a given
order entry.
Ideally, units should be tested in isolation, using stubs and drivers as applicable. The need
for stubs in unit testing of an object-oriented system is considerable, because of the
distribution of methods in classes, the resulting high coupling, and the complexity and
magnitude of dependencies between units.
Yet another issue to consider at unit test of object-oriented system is the hierarchies in the
design.
A simple hierarchy is shown in figure 1.4-3.

10
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SUPERCLASS

SUBCLASS 1

SUBCLASS 2

SUBCLASS 3

SUBCLASS 4

Figure 1.4-3: Class Hierarchy

A superclass may be of one of the types
•

actual class with data and operations

•

abstract class with data and operations

•

abstract class with data only

•

abstract class with no data and no operations

Abstract classes are never instantiated during actual use of the system, and may therefore
be considered as a virtual unit for which no formal unit test is possible nor necessary .
Whichever the test designer choose as the unit for the unit test, he or she will end up with
a considerable number of units to test. A system developed using an object-oriented design
may have a factor 2 or 3, or even higher, more classes than a system using a structured
design have units. And a class may have anything from 3 to 20, or more operations.
The way these issues are handled in the MARF project are explained in the following .
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2

Plan - Plan - Plan

The [PSS-05] requires extensive planning documentation for the entire life cycle of a
project. [PSS-05] divides the project lifecycle into the following phases:
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Requirements Definition Phase
Software Requirements Definition Phase
Architectural Design Phase
Detailed Design and Production Phase
Transfer Phase
Operations and Maintenance Phase

The plans to be discussed in this paper concerns:
•
•
•
•
•

test documentation
version control and configuration management
development environment
unit and integration test
development

The items in the list are to some extent intertwined, i.e. it may not be possible to plan each
one in complete isolation, but each will have to be planned with due respect for the
requirements and constraints of the others.

2. 1 Test Documentation
In CRI Space Division, the Quality Assurance Department has issued standards for all
documentation required by [PSS-05]. Each standard is an annotated instructive document
template, offering the layout of the document, some standard text, and guidelines for
writing project development text.
The test documentation is to be issued as a set of plans, specifications, and reports, during
the life cycle of the project. The complete set consists of:
•

12

Verification, Validation, and Test Plan - the overall plan, containing chapters
for
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verification and Validation Plan for Software Requirements
Definition Phase
Verification and Validation Plan for Architectural Design Phase
Verification and Validation Plan for Detailed Design Phase
Acceptance Test Plan
System Test Plan
Integration Test Plan
Unit Test Plan

The 4 test plan chapters contain the overall plan for each type of test. A document for each
of these types of tests is issued, containing
•
•
•
•

Overall Test Method description
Defined test groups
Defined test cases within each test group
Defined test steps within each test case (test procedures)

At the end of each test executed in accordance with the test procedures, a test report with a
test summary is issued.
This is illustrated in figure 2. 1-1.
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WTl'

VVTP

TEST SPECIFICATION

TEST REPORT

Figure 2.1-1: Test Documentation

The test plans are drafted very early in the life cycle of the project, and gradually refined
during the design and development phases. Making early test plans provides an extra
opportunity for reviewing the design from a more user oriented angle , and it gives an early
idea of the resource requirements in terms of people and time for executing necessary tests .

2.2 Version Control and Configuration Management
Version control is an integrated part of the development. It is the means for protecting
early versions of code from getting lost, and thereby protecting developers from introducing
errors which it is hard to recover from.
The purpose of configuration management is illustrated in figure 2.2-1.

For the version control and configuration management of units during development and unit
test, and for configuration management of builds during integration test a unit and build life

14
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Configuration Management
plan
organize
coordinate
control

identification
storage
change

of functional and physical characteristics of a system
described in documentation
realized in code and/or hardware
Figure 2.2-1: Purpose of Configuration Management

cycle was planned for the MARF project. This is shown in figure 2.2-2.
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Figure 2.2-2: Unit and Build Lifecycle

1

Files which the unit or build is dependent on for compilation and linking
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The two leftmost columns describe the states for a unit or build during the lifecycle, and
the status codes used to signify the states.
The third column describes the authority needed to progress a unit or a build through the
life cycle.
The dependency files mentioned in the fourth column are all the files involved in a unit or
integration test for a given unit or build. Each unit has some direct dependencies , namely
the header files needed for compilation and the related object files from other units needed
for linking. These direct dependencies result in other, more indirect dependencies through
their respective dependencies. The configuration management is planned to be able to
handle all these dependencies, for the purpose of establishing the need for regression test
etc.
The attached files are files produced for and during the test, such as test script, electronic
test reports , data files etc.
The details of version control and configuration management are discussed in chapter 3.

2.3 Development Environment
The development environment for a project, especially a large project, is much more than
just a developer's directory , an editor, a compiler, and a linker.
The planning of the development environment must take version control and configuration
management aspects into account.
The development environment must include:
•

•

tools
•
•
•
•
•
•

directory structures
•

@
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design tool(s)
compiler(s)
debugging tool(s)
make tool(s)
version control and configuration management tool(s)
test tool(s)

controlled master area structured according to the architectural
design, and offering separate subdirectories for data, libraries, object
code (compiled sources) , executables, sources, test scripts, etc. etc.
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•

development areas for all developers, reflecting the structure of the
master area

•

substructures for version control of sources

The earlier the development environment is in place, the smoother the transitions from one
phase in the project life cycle to the next may be done .
It is important to choose tools fitting their purpose. This is still not trivial in the objectoriented area, as the concept is fairly new. Not many tools tailored to object-oriented
design development and test exist in the market, and those who do are not all as mature as
you would like them to be to depend on them for a large project.
The tools chosen for the development of MARF project were, with special emphasis on the
tools concerning test:
•
•
•
•
•

18

Object Management Tool (OMT) - design tool ; from Interactive
Development Environment, USA
ObjectCenter - development and debugging tool; from Center Line Software
USA
Shape Toolkit - public domain version control tool with a configuration
management extension
CANTATA - object-oriented test tool; from IPL , England
SERS - CRI made Software Error Recording System
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The directory structure planned and used for the MARF project is illustrated in figure
2.3-1.
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Figure 2.3-1: Directory Structure for the MARF Project

The master area for the MARF project is
/home/MARF/marfdev
Subdirectories under the source directory existed according to subsystems, for example
/home/MARF /marfdev / source/ingestion
/home/MARF /marfdev /source/other_globals
Each subdirectory has a repository, called AtFS (Attributed Files System), where versions
of the sources are kept in a controlled manner using the Shape Toolkit.
Object files are collected in object libraries to ease linking and reduce the size of
executables. There is one library for each source subdirectory.
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Each developer has his/her own development area with a structure identical to the one
described above under
/home/MARF /'user'
A link is set up from the master repository AtFS to each user area. Developers use
writable copies of stored files in their own directory structure for development. Read-only
copies of dependent files are also placed in the developer's own directory structure to ease
compilation and linking during development and test.
Files are kept in saved versions in the central AtFS areas, and read-only copies are made
available in the central area as well.
This set-up ensures shareability with a minimum of 'disturbance' .

2.4 Unit Test and Integration Test
At the time of the planning of the unit test it must be decided what to treat as a unit. For
the MARF project a class was nominated to be the smallest unit, i.e. unit test was to be
performed on classes. This was done because one class was kept in one .cxx file, and no
configuration management tool can handle configuration items smaller than files in an
automated fashion.
This created the problem of stubs. Ideally all operations used by a given class should be
stubbed, but this would mean that hundreds and hundreds of stubs would have to be
developed, and though each stub would be relatively simple there was not enough time in
the schedule to allow for this .
It was therefore decided to use already developed operations instead of stubs wherever
possible.
The test tool CANTAT A was chosen as the unit test tool. This is a test tool specifically
for unit testing of classes developed in C + + . During the planning of the unit test it was
carefully planned how to use this tool, in order to make the use as easy for the developers
as possible.
The unit test plan is documented in a separate document in the set of test documentation,
the unit test specification. This is produced as a generic unit test specification with the
following contents:
•
•
•

20

requirements for unit tests
test script template
global test routines
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The CANTATA tool offers excellent possibilities for documenting the tests to be executed
in the test script to be developed for each unit tested with CANTATA. Therefore detailed
test specification is done directly in the test scripts .
The test script template and the global test routines are made available to developers in
electronic form.
A Unit Approval Form is produced to follow each unit during its life cycle. This is used
for signatures for documentation of progress of a unit though its life cycle. At the same
time the form serves as a checklist for various approvals in the unit life cycle. An example
of the form is shown in figure 2.4-1 .
The detailed unit test guidelines are discussed in chapter 4.
As a result of this unit test approach, using real code in a button-up fashion, the complete

functionality test normally performed at integration test is already tested during the last part
of the unit test. Integration test therefore consists of
•
•
•

process start and termination
inter-process communication
database interactions

Integration test is performed on builds (collection of processes) , and a Build Approval
Form, similar to the Unit Approval Form, is produced to follow each build during its
lifecycle.
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All code statements
covered by unit test:

Yes:
No, see attachment:

Dry-run has been performed after issue of get_deps :

The guidelines in [TSP-005] are followed:
A dry-run of the test has been performed after get_deps:
Files necessary for performing the unit test are available
and under CM (all dependencies + others):
The version number of the version to be established at
unit baseline has been determined (see above):
Valid reason for coverage of less than 100 % :
(i.e that the benefit of the test is not comparable to the
costs related to creating it)
Statements not covered by the test have been verified by

The test script, test report, and other files are available
and ready to place under CM:
The test results are as expected:
The dependency files are marked acc. to the performed
test:
SPRs, if any , are processed, see attached list:

•. Date
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2. 5 Development
Development springs from design, especially in a system designed with an object-oriented
approach. The design will, more pronounced than for structured design, be first 'bottom
up' then 'top down', i.e. classes will be defined early in the design phases, and structured
in hierarchies, after which the design will take the form of gradual refinement of the
already defined classes.
The classes for the MARF system are defined in the architectural design phase in the
design tool, OMT. OMT was used in a balanced way to produce
•
•
•

functional flow views of system
dynamic views, i.e. event flows, of subsystems/objects
object Entity-Relationship diagram views

These views are interrelated, though this not supported in tool.
The OMT tool is also used to refine the design in the detailed design phase, introducing
pseudo-code in the classes. The classes are extracted from the tool into source files at the
transition from detailed design to development.
The use of some of the reporting facilities in the Shape Toolkit, and the use of the
CANTATA test tool required some simple instrumentation of the code. The extraction
facility in OMT is tailored by CRI to take this into account and place the necessary source
code in each extracted class file.
The approach to unit test of using already developed methods instead of stubs has an impact
on the development plan. The development of the classes must be planned to take place in
an order simulating the dependencies between the classes, i.e. according to the 'uses'
relationship between classes (or rather between operations in classes).
This must be done to reduce the need for stubs, and at the same time reduce the potential
risk of dead-lock, i.e. developers waiting for implemented operations in endless circles.
Such a development plan is not easy to obtain. The OMT, nor any other object-oriented
design tool, supports reporting of 'uses' relationships.
A pert diagram of the classes was produced using the PC based tool SuperProject according
to the dependencies between the classes.
A small extraction is shown below in figure 2.5-1.
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Figure 2.5-1: Pert Diagram (extraction)

The diagram gives a small impression of the actual complexity; for example:
•

the user_status_mmi uses operation(s) from marf_user and connect_time

•

the marf_user uses operations( s) from customer_class and user_group; but it
may well be that the usage of an operation from customer_class has nothing
to do with the functionality implemented in the user_status_mmi.

The transition from design to development has to be planned and controlled carefully to
reduce dead-locking and the development progress needs to be carefully controlled to enable
developers to share code, i.e. to allow developers to use operations already produced by
other developers.
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3

Version Control and Configuration
Management

During development and test, the developers may handle files according to the defined life
cycle of units . A developer may
•

retrieve and deposit files he/she is working on from/in the AtFS repositories

•

copy files that he/ she uses but does not modify, such as header files or
object libraries, from the master area

•

officially start a test, i.e. mark all files involved in the test for the
configuration management

•

signal that a test is finished, to give the tested unit the correct status and
initiate the official approval of the test

Ail this may be done using a number of commands . The command to use depends on the
circumstances.
The statuses which a unit may have are:

26

•

busy

ShapeTool status that will ensure that version control,
so that no one else inadvertedly start to modify the
same source file .

•

saved

ShapeTool status that shows that the version is private
to the developer.

•

proposed

ShapeTool status that shows that the version is in a
state useful to other developers. Only versions with
status 'proposed' (or higher) may be used in official
unit tests.

•

published

ShapeTool status that shows that the version has been
unit tested and that the unit test has been formally
approved .
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•

accessed

ShapeTool status that shows that the version has taken
part in an officially approved integration test.

•

frozen

ShapeTool status that shows that the version has been
part of an official release.

3. 1 Command Overview
The commands used for version control and configuration management of units
(configuration items = Cis) during development and test are:

user_update
copies all files from the central marfdev area to the developer' s area. This is done to get
the development started.

make -f Makefile. < CI name> depend
creates the < CI name>_dep.txt file containing the names of all files on which < CI
name> depends directly for compilation. It is important to have this file available during
development and test, as all other commands may use the information in it.

retrv - lock < CI name>
retrieves a writable version of < CI name> from the marfdev area to the developer's area
and locks the CI for other developers

get_deps [-uj-b] [-nocheck] <Cl name>
copies files on which the CI depends from the marfdev area to the developer's area, for
either a unit CI (-u) , or a build CI (-b). If the -nocheck option is not given all dependent
Cl's will be checked for proper status.

save < CI name>
saves the CI under version control with status ' saved', and removes the copy from the
developer' s area

propose [-hl-ul-b] <Cl name>
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saves the Cl as above with status 'proposed', and copies and creates derived files according
to the type of CI (-h for header file; -u for unit, -b for build) .

start_test [-ul-b] <Cl name> [<file file .. >]
registers the CI and dependent files in the marfdev area for official test, either unit (-u) or
build (-b)

abandon_test [-ul-b] <Cl name>
resets the marfdev area to the state it had before issue of start test in case the started test
is unrealizable

finish test [-u I-b] < CI name> [<file file .. >]
registers the finish of the test in the marfdev area, either unit (-u) or build (-b)

approve [-u l-b] < CI name>
sets the status of the unit to 'published'
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4

Unit Test Guidelines

The detailed unit test guidelines for the MARF project include
•
•
•
•
•

hardware setup
software setup
test method overview
detailed test specification
test script guidelines

4. 1 Hardware Setup
The hardware setup for the unit test is the development hardware setup.

4.2 Software Setup
The software necessary to perform the unit test is in general:
•
•
•
•

procured software as applicable
test drivers/test scripts
access to a version of each header file on which the unit under test is
dependent
access to global object libraries

4.3 Test Method Overview
The unit test is the lowest level of testing.
There are 3 kinds of units to be tested in the MARF:
•
•
•
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pure C + + classes
MMI units
utility scripts, such as shell scripts, SQL-scripts etc.
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The test groups correspond one-to-one to the classes respectively units or scripts, i.e. each
test group represents a class or an MMI unit or a script to be tested.
The test cases for a unit test group must provide a thorough test of the unit under test, i.e.
at least a statement coverage of 100 %.
A test specification is produced by the developer for each unit under test. For classes, these
specifications take the form of a test script. Structures of the test scripts and specifications
are described below.
The classes will be tested using the test tool CANTATA. Scripts are tested without the use
of a test tool.
For classes, the test script also serve as the test drivers. For MMI units, a test driver will
have to be produced to invoke the unit under test. Scripts can be tested without an explicit
test driver.
The test of each unit is performed by the developer according to the test specification. Prior
to the test, the code and test specification must have been approved by the team leader.
A test report must be produced for each unit; these reports are collected into a complete
unit test report. For classes, the test output from CANTATA constitutes the test report.
The report for each unit under test has to be approved by the team leader after the test
before the unit may be considered unit tested and released for integration test.

4.4 Detailed Test Specification
Test specifications are described in general terms here, including sections for specific
descriptions of class test scripts and test specifications for other units.
A test group must consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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a test group identifier (the unit name)
a test group title (short description)
a description of the test environment setup
list of units used
special prerequisites
a list of test cases, and for each test case
•
an identifier (number or name)
•
a description of the purpose
•
list of special prerequisites and resources, if any
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input specification
a list of test steps
expected output (pass/fail criteria)
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4.4.1

Class Test Script

The implementation of test groups for classes is done by the production of a test script.
They are prepared as CANTATA test scripts, and they must include:
•

a standard file header

•

list of superclasses (inheritance, see section 1.4)

•

description of environment:
•
includes for all necessary header files, both test control files,
CANTATA header files , and dependency header files

•

identification of needed stubs, if any

•

a control section
•
main
•
test operation calls
•
analysis operation calls

•

a test section
•
test case 1

•

•
•

test case n

stub section, if needed (this should be the exceptional case)

The test script must include test cases for:
•

test of the functionality of all public operations, including:
•
handling of illegal input values
•
handling of boundary input values
•
state changes for object under test
•
loop limits
•
output

For classes involving hierarchies , i.e. inheritance of operations from superclasses testing is
done by testing the operations in the superclass from which they are inherited. Abstract
classes are not tested, but will be tested by the creation of a special test subclass (included
in the CANTATA test script) which inherits all operations.
Test cases shall instantiate objects of the class type , provide data in order to achieve a
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desired path through the member operation(s) under test, and check the outcome of test.
At the end of each test case, the unit test for a class should confirm that no heap space
remains unexpectedly allocated.

The test report produced by the CANTATA tool when the test is executed for a class must
include:
•

a summary of the result of each test case

•

analysis reports for coverage analysis and static analysis

•

an overview of the test result, including pass/fail statement for each test case
and the test of the unit as a whole

The CANTATA tool provides the following facilities for checking the passing or failure of
a test case:
•

automatic comparison with specific program values

•

facilities for writing of own output checking operations, e.g. for reading and
comparing with the contents of a file

•

test case output and user prompts (yes/no response regarding a specific
observation)

CANTATA cannot create test cases, so it is the responsibility of the developer of the test
script to write the test cases using the CANTATA facilities as appropriate.
The developer should ensure that the test cases cover 100 % of the code under test.
Exceptionally code can be left uncovered, when the effort involved in producing a test case
exceeds the benefit of the test.
The following metrics must be reported to give a measurement of the proportion of
software exercised:
•

statement coverage: the proportion of statements executed

For static analysis the following must be reported:
•
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for each operation:
•
no. of switch statements without a default case
•
unreachable code
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•

for each file:
•
no. of lines, comment lines , comments, blank lines, code lines
•
no . of statements in total

Global operations are developed centrally and provided for inclusion in the test scripts to
obtain reporting of the metrics information and static analysis required for a report of a unit
under test. The global operations also include the MARF-wide pass/fail criteria for the
metrics and analysis, where applicable.

4.4.2

MM/ Unit and Script Test Specifications

The implementation of test groups for MMI units and utility scripts is done by the
production of a test specification.
The test specification for MMI units must include cases testing:
•

MMI appearance

•

functions pertaining to widget, including:
•
handling of illegal input values
•
handling of boundary input values
•
output

The test specification for utility scripts must include cases testing the entire functionality of
the script according to the detailed design.
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Conclusion

Managing unit and integration testing of object-oriented systems is not trivial.
This is mostly due to the complexity and magnitude of dependencies, both direct and
indirect. Especially the indirect dependencies may cause problems.
The planning is critical, and affects more than just planning of the execution of the unit and
integration test. It seems to be important for effective unit and integration tests to allow
time for early planning of:
•
•
•
•

test aspects
version control and configuration management
development environment
development schedule

as all these issues have influence on the planning and execution of the unit and integration
tests.
There seems to be a tendency amongst implementation managers to focus on planning of
the develoment itself; but it is rather important to have the other items planned well in
advance of the start of the actual development.
To minimize and master the problems facing the test designer for an object-oriented system
the planning of the unit test and the configuration management must carefully consider the
complexity of dependencies between units in the system. The high level of dependencies
found in object-oriented system requires a high level of smoothness in the development.
There is a fast turnaround time when finishing units , and this requires a well-working
configuration management system.
The high level of dependencies in object-oriented system also requires a high awareness of
test status. Again we can conclude a well-working configuration management is required.
Without test plans and configuration management in place a project cannot enter the
development phase and hope to produce a system of any acceptable quality.
However, the tighter the structure of procedures are the higher the risk of developers and
test staff avoiding to follow them. The tricky point is to find the right balance between
procedures being rigorous and easy to follow. It is especially important when managing an
object-oriented system that procedures are followed and that the control is easy to carry out
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as well.
The test approach must be considered carefully. It is not trivial to weight the time needed
to make stubs and regression tests against the time needed for testing using 'real' code (and
the handling of the problems caused by shareability), in a system with many and complex
dependencies.
The approach closest at hand is a complete usage of stubs during unit test, and the full
regression and integration test consequently needed. This requires more time for unit
testing than the approach of not using stubs; but may save time in an overall plan.
A mixed approach where stubs are used for indirect dependencies only is also a possibility.
This is excellently supported by CANTATA. The establishment from the design of what
the direct and indirect dependencies are, is not trivial with the existing object-oriented
design tools, but is possible by other means. This approach requires some limited
regression tested, but is, however, recommendable.
Nominating operations as units for unit test may be a solution; but if a class is kept in one
.cxx file including all operations, no tool for configuration management can support the
control. A split of class operations into separate files is tempting, but probably not a
passable way.
In any case the testing activities must be carefully planned and the plan carefully followed.
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Abstract
We present techniques for the integration testing of object-oriented software, with special emphasis
on the specific characteristics of the object-oriented paradigm. Although testing techniques for procedural-based software also apply to object-oriented software, additional techniques are required.
Object-oriented programming is becoming more and more popular. Therefore it is important to address the influence of its specific characteristics on integration testing, which include inheritance,
polymorphism and dynamic binding, encapsulation and information hiding, call/use relations, and object communication.
Our work addresses the integration testing of classes, both as individual classes and as class hierarchies or libraries, and complete applications with respect to the integration of object instances and
their communication behavior. We also address the regressive integration testing of iterative program
modifications. We conclude that more work is required in developing techniques and in providing automated tool support.
Prerequisite Key Words:
O~j~t-Oriented Progr~g (Class Concept, Inheritance, Encapsulation, Polymorphism, Dynamic
Bmding, etc.), Software Testmg (Black-Box, White-Box, Integration Testing etc.)
Topic Descriptors:

Integration Testing of Object-Oriented Software, Integration Testing of Class Hierarchies/Libraries
an~ Objec~-Ori~nted Application Programs, Object Integration, Object Communication, Influences of

ObJect-Orientation

1 Introduction
Object-oriented programming (OOP) is continually gaining wider acceptance and usage throughout
the software industry because of its benefits to the process and products of software engineering. Testing, especially during the integration phase, is of major importance in this area of bigger projects.
Object oriented techniques for structuring programs differ significantly from traditional procedurebased techniques. Consequently, testing techniques for procedure-based programs must be reviewed,
analyzed, and adapted to the needs of object-oriented software development New testing techniques
must also be developed. This paper presents techniques for the integration testing of object-oriented
programs and builds on prior work ([Jiit94a], [Jiit94b], and [Jilt94c]).
Integration testing involves testing the interactions between program parts during system integration.
The process of integration testing becomes more difficult with the object-oriented paradigm due to
features such as inheritance, call/use relations, communication through message passing, and reuse
with class libraries. Due to the reuse of libraries, the main focus of testing shifts from unit to integration testing.
Integration testing of object-oriented programs is required for single classes, class libraries, and complete applications. Therefore techniques are presented in this paper. Section 2 identifies the issues
which necessitate these new techniques. Section 3 defines strategies for integration testing of single
classes and class hierarchies or libraries. Techniques for complete application programs are presented
in section 4. The influence of the object-oriented paradigm on regression testing, in the context of integrating iterative program modifications, is discussed in section 5. Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.
Although the proposed techniques are independent of implementation languages, examples in this paper use C++ ([Ell90]).

2 Characteristics of Object-Oriented Integration Testing
The process of integration of object-oriented software has some characteristics different from integration of conventional software. Whereas traditional procedural software consists of functional modules
and common global data connected by function calls and data flow, object-oriented software consists
of objects and classes connected by message passing, inheritance, and call/use relations. The different
integration process leads to different integration testing.
The object-oriented paradigm does not support the prescription of control flo~ to th~ same degr~ as
does conventional software for two reasons. First, the class concept of the obJect-onented paradigm
does not determine a priori an order in which the methods of the classes are c3:11ed. To a large_ ex~ent,
methods of classes may be combined in an arbitrary order. Second, po~ymorp~sm an_d dynanuc bmding make it impossible to predict statically which methods are called man obJect-onented program.
Inheritance requires that a subclass be integrated into its base class(es), which leads to testing the interaction of subclass and inherited methods. The common assumption that code, su_cc~ssfully test~
1
in a base class, does not need to be retested in the context of an inheriting su~lass 1s mcorrect.
s
assumption stems from the benefits of reuse, but these benefits do not automatically extend to testing.
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A short example (see also [Per90]) may show these problems.
Example 1:

class A {
protected:

int v:
public:

void set_state_A ()

{ V

=

O;

...

}

{ V

=

l;

...

}

} ;

class B : public A
public:

{

void set_state_B ()
} ;

In this example class A with method void set_state_A () and its subclass B with method void
set_state_B () both set the state of the data member v. B does not replace the method
set_state_A () but inherits it from class A. However, we see the necessity to retest the interaction
of method set_state_A () with other methods in the context of class B (but with the same test data).
We suppose that all methods in class A assume that the instance variable v was already set to 0, in
contrast to the methods in class B which demand that v was set to 1. The bug of conflicting assumptions about data member v would not be detected without retesting method set_state_A () in the
context of class B.
This example shows a case in which inherited and not reimplemented methods must be retested in a
subclass in order to provide a correct method interaction. However, redundant testing in baseclasses
and subclasses should be avoided as much as possible, testing only what is necessary and sufficient,
in order to achieve adequacy. [Lis93] presents rather rigid criteria for subclasses, where even proofs
of the correctness of baseclasses stay valid. For subclasses, which fulf'ill these criterias, retesting of
the base class methods is not necessary.
Important features of OOP are encapsulation and information hiding. Although they improve the design and development processes, they make it easier for faults to hide during testing.
Class and integration testing are not as clearly separated in object-oriented environments as module
and integration testing are in conventional environments. The structure of object-oriented software
creates intensive relations and dependencies between different classes. The main relations are inheritance relations and call/use relations (calls, is part of, contains, friends, ...). This results in classes
that contain/call/use other classes. Therefore, class testing for one single class often involves integration testing of its parts.
Furthermore, the object-oriented design process which specifies the object communication defines no
conventional functional software split. The functionality of an object-oriented program is distributed
in a network of communicating objects and not in a top-down organized hierarchy of functions.
Therefore, a straightforward integration testing strategy cannot easily be derived from the relationships between method calls.
Simultaneously, the process of stubbing during testing object-oriented software is much more complex than in conventional programming. The most important reasons for this are the different structure
and architecture (see above), data encapsulation (making it difficult to set the state of an object that
must be stubbed), and mutual dependencies between classes (including mutual calling relations and
inheritance). Stubbing cannot always be avoided, but it should be used as sparingly and carefully as

po~~iblc,
OOP also encourages writing short methods (see [Wil92]), because short methods irt\plementing
atomic actions for objects are presumably more reusable. Application-specific uses combine these
methods in an application-specific manner. Therefore the complexity of an object-oriented program

is shifted from the methods to the interaction of methods. This interaction becomes more powerful by
dynamic binding, polymorphism, and reimplementation. Object-oriented programs have to be integrated and tested with respect to the communication relationships of their objects. For that, non-trivial
program analysis and flexible testing and integration strategies are needed.
The integration testing process of object-oriented software must be examined precisely, and there are
two scenarios of integration testing to consider in devising a strategy.
1. Integration testing in a class hierarchy/library (see section 3)

This process is independent of applications and mostly concerns developers of class libraries. It
is important to test the interaction between all classes, even those which were not specifically
written for working together in a current application. Using a class library, a programmer can
combine classes and methods arbitrarily because there are no predefined objects or control flow.
2. Integration testing in a complete object-oriented application program (see section 4)
This process is driven by the application and its objects. Only the features of a special application are to be tested, meaning the actually existing objects and method calls defined and used in
the application program.
In practice, both processes of integration testing may be necessary for one single class or object. A
class may be developed for a special application, but also with the intention to build a reusable component for future applications.
The strategy for integration testing of object-oriented software is described in the following sections
3 to 5. The different parts of the integration testing strategy are illustrated in figure 1. Regression testing does not directly belong to the integration testing strategy itself. But the main activity during regression testing (besides class testing) is to perform (parts of) integration testing again whereever necessary, because the modified part must be integrated into the unchanged part.

3 Integration Testing of Classes
Many object-oriented software systems are not application programs, but sets of classes. They allow
the user to construct own applications based on them. Typical examples are class libraries, not only
for the well known abstract data types like sets, lists, etc., but also for application specific parts of
programs like graphical user interfaces, file handling, real time, and parallel constructs. Testing such
class hierarchies has to take into consideration that the concrete usage of the classes can not be determined in advance. Therefore the tests have to cover the possible correct applications of the classes as
well as behavior in the case of incorrect usage. Such tests are necessary for all classes, for which reuse
is intended, not only for class libraries. The tests should be carefully documented because test documentation can be used as a valuable description of the semantics of classes.

3.1 Integration Testing of One Single Class
Testing single classes is the first step towards testing an implementation. The functionality of a class
is encoded in its methods. In C++ these are constructors, destructors, member functions, friend functions, overloaded operators, and casts. Testing the methods of a class can be done using different
black- and white-box techniques (see also [Jiit94a]). The traditional techniques of testing procedural
programs can be applied with some technical modifications. Integration Testing assumes that methods have already been unit tested. Nevertheless, already during the test of a single class a first integration test is necessary: The interactions of the methoQ~ Qf a. GlilSS have to be tMted.
n1ack-box testing the interactions of class methods is the minimum recommendation for covering the

integration testing of
object-oriented software
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(see 3.1)
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libraries
(see 3.2)
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object integration
(see 4.1)

object communication
(see 4.2)

: regression t;sting (see 5):
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Figure 1: Aspects of object-oriented integration testing

different possible applications of a reusable class. It covers the requirements from the point of view
of a future usage of the class. It is a dynamic test of sequences of method calls checking the effects of
a method call, namely result values and changes of state of concerned objects. Concerned objects are
the object, where the method was called including its data components, associated objects, and objects
at parameter position (recursively including their data components and associated objects). Associated objects of an object have names or addresses known by this object, for example via a pointer, that
is a data component.
The principle of inforrnation hiding dictates that a class user has visibility only to class specifications
and not to implementations. Black-box testing is therefore appropriate from the user viewpoint. An
object is instantiated and any combination of two or more methods of this object (up to a reasonable
and practical depth) is called. Method results, result parameters, and the states of the concerned object
are checked after each or after selected calls, depending on the testing purpose. Constructors, the destructor, and error handling of the class must be included in the test.
White-box data flow testing techniques can help reduce the number of method combinations. They
can be adapted to develop test cases for method interactions. Each method is defined as an abstract
single statement and h can be determined which da.tA el\mi,onenrn of the cla~~ are written ("defined")
or read ("used") by the method, similar to definition/use pairs of conventional dataflow-based testing
techniques (see [Ost91]). Method combinations can be selected in order to exercise as many definition/use pairs as possible. This technique can also be used to reduce the combinatorial explosion of

the number of method combinations during the black-box test of interacting methods. For the following example 2, a sequence of method calls, which does not change an object state, can be reduced to
the sequence of one single call.

Example 2:

stacks;
s .push(element);
boolvar = s.isempty();
boolvar = s.isempty();

is obviously equivalent to
stacks;
s.push(element);
boolvar = s.isempty();

If the tester is mainly interested in exercising as much different states of an object as possible, he may
ignore all constant methods i.e. the methods without definitions of data components. This approach
is only useful if isolated tests of the constant functions were done with regard to all states.
For classes with many data members the analysis of their definitions and usages will sometimes result
in sets of methods, which are only coupled by shared usages of data members, not definitions. I.e.
methods of one set don't define data members, which are defined by methods of other sets and vice
versa. The set of object states of such classes can be divided in disjunct parts, which also drastically
reduces the complexity of testing method interactions.
These techniques should be supported by a tool which analyzes the dependencies (definition/use) for
the classes under test and generates test cases or test case schemes.

3.2 Integration Testing of Class Hierarchies/Libraries
Interaction of class methods is not limited to methods defined in the class but must also include inherited methods. A very important case is the test of interaction of inherited methods and subclass
methods in combination. Additionally, classes from different inheritance trees can be designed and
implemented using one another. Then the tests must also cover these call/use relations. We give a
short example to show the problems for testing due to inheritance, polymorphism, and reimplementation.

Example 3:

class C {
public:
void M(C *obj) { ... ; obj->N(); ... , }
virtual void N() { ... ; };
} ;

class D: public c {
public:
void N() { ... ; };
} ;

main () {
C *ol
C *o2
D *o3

= new
= new
= new

C;
C;
D·

I,

ol->M(o2) :// method M calls C::N
ol->M(o3);// method M calls D::N
}

}

The critical issue in example 3 is that, due to dynamic binding, method M of class c calls c : : N when
given a parameter of class c and calls D : : N when given a parameter of class D. Obviously M has to be
tested in class D with different test data since the formulation and algorithm used by c : : N and D: : N
are likely to be different in functionality as well as in structure. Moreover, it is necessary to retest M
in c with parameters of type D*, because of the implicit change in the code performed due to these
calls. In general, every call of M in all classes using c must be checked, whether a parameter of type
D* is possible and retested if necessary. This example may appear a little artificial, but is not unlikely
to occur in practice when c is an "old" class reused by creating a subclass D of it
While integrating and testing class hierarchies, every method which can be called by anybody anywhere should be tested, regardless of specific uses in an application. There are three important aspects
to integration testing of classes in a hierarchy or library:
1. Interaction of methods within one single class (intraclass testing)
This part has already been described in 3.1. Method interactions are tested by stubbing references and uses of classes not yet tested. The process of stubbing is much more difficult than in
conventional programming, because the states of objects are encapsulated in their data attributes
and stubs can also be inherited.
2. Interaction of methods of different classes (interclass testing)
The following two relationships must be considered simultaneously:
• call/use relations (including aggregation)
As in conventional programming, integration must be done in a top-down or bottomup manner according to the call/use relations of classes. Usually stubbing cannot be
avoided, but it should be used as infrequently as possible (because of the problems
mentioned above).

• inheritance relations
After testing the base class, one has to test the new (and reimplemented) methods of
the subclass, then the interaction of methods in the subclass, and finally the interaction
with the base class(es). One must be careful to retest all possible uses of redefined
methods, and all classes where redefined methods may be called in the class hierarchy
or elsewhere due to polymorphism and dynamic binding (see example 3). Inheritance
of test cases often makes testing easier. Especially reimplemented methods should
have unchanged semantics for the user of the subclass, such that the test cases for their
black-box tests can be inherited from the base class by substituting subclass objects for
base class objects. From the inheritance structure, a test case generation tool could derive new test cases for subclasses based on existing ones.
These relations overlap one another. The order of integrating and testing the classes must be determined from the relations in order to minimize stubbing. Additional information about the selection of test cases with regard to reuse and derivation is needed. This is often quite complex
and difficult to obtain and should be supported by a tool. The tool analyses the class hierarchy
and dependencies between the classes and should supply the required information.
3. Integration test due to template relation
Class templates are tested in one or, more frequently, multiple exemplary instantiations. Sup-

pose one has a class template TC with one template argument type parameter. If the specific argument type is a class, such as class c, then all sorts of usage of this class c in the template TC
must be tested before the template class TC<C> can be tested. For example, if TC is a containerclass, one typically will have to test the constructors, the destructor, the assignment operator,
and operators for comparison of an argument class c before testing TC<C>.
Aspects 1. and 2. and their effects on class testing are described more in detail in [Har92], where an
algoriµun for testing class hierarchies is outlined. But the benefits of the algorithm can only be realized effectively with automated test case generation and execution. These aspects are to be applied
according to the object-oriented software to be tested. A class should be reused without retesting only
if it is well documented, well tested (also with regard to reuse), if the test itself is well documented,
and if one has experience with the class. Furthermore, it must be checked whether the earlier tests cover the current usage. The subject of regression testing in class hierarchies is discussed in section 5.

4 Integration Testing of Object-Oriented Application Programs
Integration testing of complete object-oriented application programs is a difficult task. The reasons
for this are the independent structures resulting from inheritance, call/use relations, and data aggregation. In general it is not possible to do integration testing according to only one of these structures
without a lot of tedious stubbing. Therefore, a practical approach needs a flexible mixed strategy. We
present two independent complementary strategies which can be used in combination to provide an
appropriate and adequate integration testing. The first one, "object integration," is based on the source
code of the program, and the second one, "object communication," exploits the object-oriented analysis and design (OOA/D).

4.1 Object Integration
The main difference from integration testing in a class hierarchy (see 3.2) is the strong focus on integrating and testing objects, not classes. Testing concentrates on a concrete application, not on reuse
in future applications. Only those methods of objects of the object-oriented program are tested, which
are really called with consideration for the special uses of the objects and the methods. Existing standard class libraries are supposed to be well tested and to supply correct objects. The integration is done
with objects in a bottom-up manner, so that the objects increase in extent and in complexity. It starts
with basic, low-level objects and ends with the high-level objects or the main function. The latest tested calls correspond to the requirements of the program. Sometimes stubbing cannot be avoided, but
the integration technique tries to avoid it wherever possible.
The methods are tested only for their special use at the objects of the application program. For example, if there is a method call obj . m ( 5), then only one test case (call method m () at object obj with
parameter value 5) is performed. Nevertheless, the different possible states of object obj must be taken into consideration for the test. However, if there is a method call obj .m (x) then many different
test cases (call method m () at object obj with different parameter values for x) must be performed.
The strategy of object integration is outlined in figure 2 and 3. The strategy consists of two parts: first,
an analysis phase, and second, an execution phase.
A single test execution step is a method call at an object of the application program. This is done by
creating an object in the same state as in the application program and calling the appropriate method
for it. Setting the state of an object may be a non-trivial working step due to other objects that are referenced by pointers in the object under test. The state of this object is not only defined by the identity
of these referenced objects, but also by their states, and so on. Good object-oriented design will try to
keep such connections as small as possible. They complicate not only testing but also every sort of
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analysis

analyse the source code of the concrete application program and determine
all dependencies and relationships between the single objects and classes;

1'
definitions:
standard types := int,float, char, etc.;
tested classes

:= all well tested classes, e.g.from class libraries;

define a set of tested objects; it may be empty or contain objects, built from
reliable reused classes, e.g. from standard class libraries;
tested objects

:= all objects of well tested classes,

all variables of standard types;

Iexecution I
iteration:

'•

determine all objects which

either (subcase a))

or (subcase b))

are not already tested and use only
standard types, tested classes, and
tested objects;

whose uses can only be tested together in one single test step (see
case 1 b) and example 4 below);

("use" means here: use as a data
attribute, use as a local variable in
a method, use by a method call)
(see case 1 a) below)

continuation see figure 3
'r

Figure 2: Strategy of object integration (part I)
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begin see figure 2

case 1:

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , no?
such objects exist
this case is divided into two subcases a) and b) according to the distinction
in step iteration:
b) procedure based on executable
test steps (which always correspond to an object use)

a) procedure based on objects

for each of these objects, find out execute all possible test steps (corresponding to subcase a)) step by
all possible uses ( consideration for
polymorphism, pointer, etc.) and step;
test them (perform method calls, · if there is no further test step praccheck result values, and states);
tical then examine whether one (or
uses which are (theoretically) pos- perhaps more) object(s) has been
sible but do not occur in the current completely tested "by chance";
application are not tested in this
if "yes": add each of these objects
context;
to the set of tested objects; goto iteration;

after successful testing, add each of
these objects to the set of tested objects;

if "no": goto case 2;
Rem.: There is no need to execute
all possible single test steps. One
can also go back already to step iteration if one object has been completely tested.

goto iteration;

case 2:

'' -

such objects do not exist, but there remain further untested objects;
then a cycle occurs (mutual dependencies between untested objects/classes);
solve the cycle by stubbing an object/method in order to test at least one
more object, and test this object (peiform method calls, check result values,
and states);
after successful testing, add this object to the set of tested objects;
goto iteration;
I -

case 3:

'

no more untested objects;
integration testing is completed;

Figure 3: Strategy of object integration (part 2)

-

no?

maintenance, because they propagate the impacts of software modifications in a sometimes confusing
way. Therefore, they detract the benefits of information hiding and data encapsulation in object-oriented programming.
The intention of the strategy is to test as little as possible and only that which is necessary, but simultaneously to forget nothing required in the application program. All described actions in the strategy
above require non-trivial analysis and testing work. Determining all uses of an object (see step "iteration" and "case 1" in the strategy in figure 2 and 3) may be quite difficult, especially if pointers are
used. Therefore it should be supported by a tool, as well as the analysis phase. If using pointers, the
static analysis possibly supplies many more object associations than actually occur during the program run. That does not mean that the program cannot be tested but perhaps much "unnecessary" testing effort inclusive stubbing must be done.

It is useful and saves time to keep in mind what already has been tested during class testing. Many
test cases for the objects can be saved by making sure, that analog test cases have been performed
while testing their classes. For this purpose test case management is necessary. This strategy enforces
rather thorough testing and needs tool support for use in larger programs. If testing to such an extent
is too expensive, it is still worth being done for the most critical parts of a program. In order to save
testing costs, it also makes sense to concentrate object integration on the major application specific
objects described in OOA/D. The numerous auxiliary objects of abstract data types (sets, ordered collections etc.) used by this objects should have been thoroughly validated during class testing. Fortunately, in most applications they can be built using pretested class libraries.
The following example shows two objects a and b of classes aclass and bclass respectively,
which correspond to case lb) of the integration algorithm. In line 4 and 5 none of the objects is
testable in isolation (according to case la)), because a is using band bis using a. Nevertheless it is ,
obviously (by detailed code analysis) that the usages of line 4 and line 5 can be tested, because
a.ml (b) does not change band b.m2 (a) does not change a. Afterwards both objects a and b can
be added to the set of tested objects.

Example 4:

(Objects mutually testable in single test steps)

class aclass {
public:
int my(void) const{ ... };
void ml(bclass bpar)
{ ... bpar . mx ( 5) ... ; }

class bclass{
private: int icomp;
public:
void m2(aclass apar)
{ ... icomp=apar.my(); ... }
void mx(int i) const{ ... };

} ;

} ;

//in another scope:
{

aclass a;
bclass b;
a.ml (b);
b.m2 (a);
//other statements without a orb
J

/*line
/*line
/*line
/*line
/*line

l*/
2*/
3*/
4*/
5*/

4.2 Object Communication
Testing the communication of objects in an application program is an important part of integration
testing. The object communication of an object-oriented program is defined as a sequence of single
communication steps during program execution. A single communication step is a method call to an
object in the program. This includes explicit and implicit calls (for example constructor and destructor
calls). Object communication in an object-oriented program is one of the main results of the OOA/D.
For convenience, the nomenclature of [Rum91] is used here for the technical jargon of OOA/D.
As a starting point, a correct OOA/D is assumed as a given condition. Testing the OOA/D itself is
beyond the scope of this paper. Then the execution of the object-oriented program is tested against
the results of the design. If it behaves as specified in the design, the program is accepted as correct.
This is a technique of integration testing of an object-oriented program which is independent to the
specific object integration described in 4.1. Here, no stepwise testing with growing objects is done,
but the complete program is used. If only parts of a complete program shall be tested, it is necessary
to build a test harness which stimulates the program parts under test
Testing the object communication is a more global approach to a program and allows less thorough
testing than object integration, which may be a valuable feature to real world projects under time pressure. Apart from that, the chance of testing the application in two independent ways is one of the main
benefits of the work spent in a detailed OOA/D. We subsume testing the object communication under
integration testing because the object communication connects the different parts of an object-oriented program.
During program execution a test log can be written which contains all the necessary information about
object communication. The test log may be in a graphical notation which is used in OOA/D. Afterwards, the correct transfer from object-oriented design to code can be verified by comparing the test
log with the object-oriented design data. For this purpose, several test views of the object communication are useful. We recommend first the validation of the dynamic parts of the "object-model" by
evaluation of constructor and destructor calls of the program run. The next step is the validation of
object communication in the narrower sense. In OOAJD, method sequences to specific program inputs
are designed ("dynamic model"). These sequences can be validated by processing of the occurred
communication during a corresponding test run of the program. This can also be seen as testing "usecases" ([Jac92]). The "functional model" can also be at least partly validated by logging the parameters of method calls.
In addition to the validation of different OOA/D models, some dynamic metrics of program executions can be derived. We propose to count:

• for classes: number of instantiated objects, number of anonymous objects and objects with a
name, number of called methods, number of temporarily instantiated objects, number of constructor and destructor calls,
• for methods: number of calls, and
• for objects: number of called methods at this object, use history (sequence of called methods,
starting with the constructor and ending with the destructor call).
Anomalies or unexpected metric results give hints to program parts where faults could be hidden and
further testing should be concentrated.
Of course, all of these statistics and the visualizations of object communication can only be done by
a powerful test tool. The statistics and communication logs can also be used for checking whether
class testin~ has been done to a sufficient extent, The mvthod ~w.l~ ilt th(j di~tinGt object states should
have occurred during class testing. Accordingly, it can be checked whether all needed sequences of
method calls to objects of one class occurred during integration testing of its class (see 3.1).

For testing parallel and real-time software, time intervals between different method calls, between the
call, the execution, and the end of one method can be measured. Normal instrumentation techniques
cannot be used in this context because they change the time behavior of the software under test. Therefore, a log has to be done in the run-time system, the test activities have to be done exclusively, and
the system clock has to be halted meanwhile. In general, this log collects data of asynchronous method
calls, and testing will be restricted to the real-time aspects and the semantics expressed in these method calls.
Testing object communication can be viewed as white-box testing of a complete program at a high
level. If object communication is considered during testing program functionality against requirements, this is a white-box approach. White-box techniques for procedural-based testing can be
mapped onto the 00AJD: an object-oriented program corresponds to a single procedure, its objects
correspond to normal variables, and method calls correspond to executable statements. From this
viewpoint, testing object communication is positioned between object integration (see 4.1) and system testing.

5 Regression Testing
Regression testing is the testing of modified software previously tested. The iterative nature of objectoriented software development necessitates regressive integration testing of classes and applications.
Modifications to them, whether due to error corrections, adaptations, or new requirements, must be
retested at class-, integration-, and system-level. Regression testing is done to ensure that modified
software behaves as specified in both its modified and unmodified components, scaling up from single
classes to complete object-oriented systems.
Regression testing generally requires no new techniques. Thorough test case management is required,
in part because minor modifications can require rerunning a very large number of test cases. For example, when an error is corrected, the propagating influence of the modification due to inheritance
and calVuse relations must be determined, and this can be quite extensive. The tester is forced to do
some sort of analysis of propagation and inheritance of changes in the class hierarchy or rather in the
application program.
Modifications to the software can be tested in the same way that new software is tested. Unchanged
code is often easier to test, because the earlier version of the software may act as an oracle. However,
it is difficult in integration testing to determine which parts must be retested and how to do it. In addition to new test cases, as many as possible of the existing test cases should be reused. Therefore,
analysis of the program and dependencies between its classes, objects, and methods must be undertaken, in order to determine what parts need to be retested.
Regression testing is expensive for software with poor encapsulation and many interconnections. Encapsulation and information hiding in a class reduces the cost of regression testing. In a well-designed
00 program, changes to class methods only have an effect through their external interfaces. Regression testing of the clients of a class can therefore be restricted to black-box testing the method interface. Inheritance, however, introduces a lot of interconnections, reduces information hiding, and complicates regression testing. Modifications to a base class can affect all subclasses, even unchanged
subclasses (see example 3).

6 Summary
In this paper we outlined integration testing of object-oriented software. We described integration
testing of single classes and class hierarchies/libraries as well as integration testing of application programs. Finally, we dealt with regression testing.

Integration testing of class hierarchies/libraries affords testing a set of classes in anticipation of future
usage in applications. This is mainly a test of the method interactions of classes in the library. They
have to be tested in any necessary combination with consideration of the features of OOP.
The process of integration testing of a complete application program is driven by objects in the source
code and in the OO-analysis and design (OOA/D). Integration testing is a difficult task because of the
independent object-structures resulting from inheritance, call/use relations, and data aggregation. In
general it is not possible to do the integration testing according to only one of these structures without
a lot of tedious stubbing. Therefore a practical approach needs a flexible mixed strategy. We described
the two independent complementary strategies of object integration and testing the object communication. They can best be used in combination.
Integration testing of object-oriented software has many aspects that make it quite different from conventional testing. New features of object-oriented programming such as class concept, encapsulation/
information hiding, inheritance, polymorphism, dynamic binding, and templates require adapted and
completely new integration testing strategies.
Conventional integration testing techniques apply to OOP, but new specific integration testing strategies are also necessary for OOP. Less effort in integration testing is required due to class reuse and
derivation. However, more effort is required due to new features of OOP.
In any case OOP seems to make integration testing different and more complex compared with procedural programming. Therefore, object-oriented integration testing needs further intensive research
in the future.
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Influences of OOP on Testing

Outline the activities during integration testing of object-oriented software
Present difficulties and problems coming up in this context
Supply ideas and strategies for integrating and testing of object-oriented software:
• Adapt conventional integration test techniques for object-orientation
• Fill gaps in object-oriented integration testing with new testing techniques

OOP is different from conventional software:
• Qass concept
• Encapsulation
• Inheritance
• Polymorphism
• Special features, e.g. class templates and abstract classes
• Design in OOP is not only based on control flow
• Different structure/architecture due to object-oriented features
• Many relations/dependencies between classes/objects/methods

Show the differences between integration testing conventional and object-oriented software
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Integration Testing: Differences and Problems (continued}
Integration Testing: Differences and Problems
Differences and problems (continued}:
Integration testing of OOP is different from integration testing of conventional
software
·

• Intensive relations and dependencies between classes/objects/methods
(inheritance, call/use, is part of, contains, friend, etc.)

Differences and problems:
• Different structure/architecture
• No predefined order of method calls of a class (polymotphism, dynamic binding)
• Encapsulation and information hiding complicate inspections

• Object communication (specified in 00D) defines no conventional
functional software split

==> No clear separation between class and integration testing

• Special case: integration of a subclass into its base class

==> No easy top-down/bottom-up integration
• Stubbing is much more complex
• Complexity of an object-oriented program is expressed by the interaction of methods/objects/classes
Trend towards short.methods in OOP

• Characteristics:
. Retest of inherited and not reimplemented methods

Shared use of data components of an object
More than one method of an object will normally be called in
sequence by a client

. Retest of unchanged methods in base class (because of new
subclass)
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Testing Single Classes
First test step in testing the implementation

Two different situations for integration testing in OOP:
• Sets of classes

Functionality of a class is encoded in its methods

. Single classes
. Class hierarchies/libraries

Methods can be tested using different black- and white-box techniques

• Object-oriented application programs
Object integration

Traditional techniques of testing procedural programs can be used with some
technical modifications

. Object communication
In practice, both aspects may be necessary for a single class

Before integration testing: test every single method in a class as a black box

==> Test every method separately against its method specification, analogous to
a function using global variables
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Single Classes:
Black-Box Test of Method Interactions (continued)

First step of integration testing
Often no predefined order of method calls of a class because of reuse in different
applications
Objectives:
• Cover the test requirements from the user's point of view
• Cover the different applications of a reusable class
Dynamic test of a sequence of method calls, focused on method results, result
parameters, and effects on the called object

~
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Strategy:
• Instantiate an object and associated objects for the test and set them to
well-defined states
• Instantiate all parameters and set them to well-defined states
• Execute any combination of two or more methods of this object
• After each or after selected calls:
Check the functional result of the method
. Check the result parameters of the method
. Check the state of the called object and of associated objects
• Include constructors and destructors (in C++) in the test
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Single Classes:
Black-Box Test of Method Interactions (continued)

Single Classes:
Black-Box Test of Method Interactions (continued)

Strategy (continued):
• Reduce number of combinations using white-box data flow test criteria; for example:
. Define a method as an atomic operation that reads and/or
writes object data
Select combinations of interacting methods in order to cover as
many definition/use pairs as possible
Eliminate multiple method calls that do not change an object
state

Strategy (continued):
• Test interactions of subclass and base class methods
• Consider every subclass as flattened
• Concerning retesting take care of
. inherited and not reimplemented methods
. unchanged methods in base class (because of new subclass)
• Reuse test cases of a base class for its subclasses
• Derive missing test cases for a subclass from those used for the base
class(es)
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Integration Testing in
Class Hierarchies/Libraries

Integration Testing in
Class Hierarchies/Libraries (continued)

Objectives:
• Prepare classes for reuse

Three aspects: Integration testing due lo

• Develop well-tested class libraries

• interaction of methods within one class (intraclass)
• interaction of methods of different classes (interclass); there are two
overlapped relations:

Principles:
• Independent of the special application
• Test "everything" regardless of special present uses of objects

Call/Use relations including aggregation (integration in a topdown or bottom-up maMer (stubbing))
Inheritance relations (reuse and derive test cases)
Determine possible orders for integrating and testing classes

Reuse a class without retesting only if

• template relation

• the class is well documented

Only exemplary instantiations can be tested
. "Oass C must be tested before TC<C> can be tested"

• the class is well tested
• the tests themselves are well documented
• earlier tests cover the current usage
llllegntloa Tesdng of Object-Orlealed Softwan,
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Integration Testing in Object-Oriented
Application Programs (I): Object Integration

Integration Testing in
Object-Oriented Application Programs
Start:

define a set of tested objects

= all objects of well-tested or standard classes;

Objectives:
• Test a special, concrete application program
Iteration:

• Strong focus on integrating and testing objects, not classes

determine all objects which are not already tested and use only
standard types, tested classes, and tested objects;
test them according to their usage, and add them to the set of tested
objects;

Principles:
• Dependent on the special application

repeat until no such objects can be found;

• Test only special uses of objects ("only that which really occurs")

if all objects are tested
then finished;

Two independent complementary strategies:
• Object integration (based on source code): in a bottom-up manner

else select one untested object, stub the objects used by it, test the
object, add it to the set of tested objects, and continue with
the iteration;

• Object communication (based on OOA/D): use complete program
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Regression Testing

Integration Testing in Object-Oriented
Application Programs (II): Object Communication
Definition: Object communication in OOP is defined as a sequence of method
calls to objects during program execution.

Definition: Regression testing is the testing of software that has been modified
since last tested.
Necessaiy for single classes as well as for complete programs

Strategy:
• No stepwise testing with growing objects, use the complete program
(or complete parts of it)
• Assume a correct OOA/D
• Test the executing program against OOA/D
. Capture the execution into a test log (graphical)
. Compare the test log with OOA/D documents
• In addition: calculate dynamic metrics

Ini.ralloe Tesdng ol Object-Oriented Software
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No new testing techniques in general, but require thoroughly planned test case
management
Problem: huge number of test cases required with minimal changes
Analysis of "error propagation" and "error inheritance" in a class hierarchy or in
the program (complex)

A type of "high-level white-box test" of a complete program
IC) Sl1mo111 AG UH

Consists of class and integration testing
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Summary

Regression Testing (continued)
Strategy:
• Test modified parts like new software
• Use prior version as an oracle for unchanged parts
• Determine which components must be retested and how to test them
(perform analysis of lhe program code: class hierarchies, dependencies
between classes/objects/methods)
• Reuse existing test cases and test executions
• Derive new test cases from old ones

Integration testing of object-oriented software:
• Class hierarchies/libraries
• Single classes
• Object communication
• Object integration
• Regression testing
New features of OOP (e.g. class concept, inheritance) require adapted and
completely new integration testing strategies
Less test effort is required due to reuse and derivation

Influence of OOP:
• Data and information hiding of classes reduces the cost of regression
testing
• Inheritance increases the cost of regression testing (due to many interconnections and relations)
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OOP makes integration testing "different" and more
complex than it is in conventional software development
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Automated regression testing of information system specifications and computer
programs is considered. Testing criteria differing from the traditional CJ are introduced
user interface (lJI), data base (DB) and control flow (CF) criteria. The actual testing ideas
implemented in the specifications test tool TW (Testing Workplace) are briefly described.
Some possible ways to apply the mentioned ideas to computer programs are discussed.

1. Software system specification testing

CASE-technology spreads widely into development of software systems. Previously used
informal system descriptions are replaced by strictly formalised specifications. These specifications
are subjects of translation into executable code by means of corresponding CASE-tools. So the
programmers work is usually saved, although our principal interest using CASE-tool lies in
obtaining formalised specifications of software system to be developed. Different from procedures
that were developed in COBOL or other programming languages in former times, the obtained
specifications operate on such rather new concepts as date base ER-model, data flow diagram,
SQL query, menu, screen and report forms, etc.
Two questions can be raised: whether there is a need for activity similar to program testing
and what can be understood by specification testing in general?
Obviously, there is no need, except a few cases, to check CASE-tool generator being used to
create executable code of software system By any case we have to rely upon thesis that system
specifications translated into corresponding executable code are correct, and user should not test
CASE-tool software. Still, there is an actual need for an activity that proves that the developed
system does exactly what it has to do and what the developer wants it to do. In fact, only the
description level of system under development has changed, namely, less dynamic but
informatively more concentrated object - system specification - substitutes programs. The very
essence of testing remains - to become convinced of correct operation of the developed system by
means of carefully selected testcases.
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Due to the fact that CASE-technology allows to obtain a prototype of operational system
relatively easy the idea of prototype creation for a software system to be developed becomes more
and more popular. Using such a prototype the inconsistency between user requirements and
developer assumptions can be solved at an early stage of system development. Hence the system
prototype can be many times redeveloped, refined step by step towards a customer desired
system, and finally transformed into the target software system Like any functional ( and
executable) description of a system to be developed, the prototype also can be verified, i.e. tested.
At the same time each current version of prototype should possess many features of the former
one. This can be checked by means of regression testing.. Usefulness of testing of information
system specifications during prototyping phase is substantiated by given error statistics [l].
Almost half of all detected errors were caused by incorrectness in the system specifications made
during its development period.

2. Transition from programs to specifications

This paper offers to apply traditional testing methods, e.g.[ 2], in specification testing. Tue
popular program test criteria based on control flow graph are to be substituted by the ones
ensuring test of interoperability between different specification elements, e.g. checking of various
cases of data base filling and usage, screen form filling, reactions to different mouse or keyboard
actions, etc. At the same time, the fundamental test principles are preserved:
• A test model is assigned to an object (program or specification) to be tested.
• Testcases to be applied to the test object are selected adhering to the test model.
• Test process is considered complete (finished) when the test object correctly operates on a
set of tests that sufficiently covers the test model.
The most often a test model is represented in form of graph. Vertices represent features of
system under test. Edges represent testable operations or relationships between features. In our
case, to cover sufficiently a test model indeed means to cover a test model graph. We propose to
use the following two criteria along with specification test models.
UI criterion. Vertices represent windows of system to be tested, edges - feasible actions on
them, e.g. pushing of ENTER key, OK button, mouse click, etc. In this case test process is
considered complete when the tested system correctly operates on such set of tests that contains
each of the expected feasible windowing operation of the system
DB criterion. Vertices represent windows and data bases of tested system, edges - feasible
data base operations from window menus, e.g. file read, store, etc. Test process is considered
complete when the tested system correctly operates on such set of tests that contains each feasible
data base operation.
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3. The TW test tool
The remaining part of this paper contains description of the system TW which embodies the
abovementioned ideas. The TW is a test tool oriented to testing of specifications written in the
specification language GRAPES [3]. The TW provides a regression testing of information system
specifications which are developed by independent system designing and prototyping tool
Informally, by specification we mean a description of information system structure, functioning,
data structures and user interface. The structure of the system under test is described like data
flow diagram; data structure is represented by ER-model and corresponding data structures of
entities; user interface - by screen and report forms; system functioning - by procedures.
Although the TW has been originated in GRAPES/GRADE environment [4], due to its wellmodularised architecture and flexible interfacing it can be rather easily ported to other test
environments.
The rest of the paper does not deal specifically with GRAPES/GRADE because the reader
could well be not very familiar with it. Therefore examples of UI and DB test models in the next
section will be applied to the widely used word processor WORD.
The 1W provides gradual testing, the first three stages of which cover test suite collection
process but the last two ones - allow to perform regression testing process:
• building of several system coverage models - CF, DB, DU, UI structure of system from different viewpoints,
•

collecting of test suites through execution of system prototype,

•

setting of check ( correct by definition, resulting) values,

thus showing the

• executing of system prototype with the collected test suites and comparing of actually
obtained values with stored check values,
•

evaluation of test results.

4. Examples

In this section we demonstrate several simple examples to support the previously expressed
information. As we mentioned earlier they relate to word processor WORD. The first example
(Fig. 1) represents a fragment of window test model ( entire model is too great), the second one
(Fig. 2) represents again a fragment of file management model that ensures retrieval and storage
of text from/into files, and the third one (Fig. 3) is a composition of the both. In fact, the system
TW is able to obtain automatically similar models from description of system under test when the
latter is descnbed by means of the GRAPES specification language.
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Fig 1. User interface test model fragment for MS WORD
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5. Test criteria

System coverage models are constructed from internal format of specification. These models
are to be covered in prototype execution process:
• CF (Control Flow) criterion. The control graph corresponding to CF criterion made by
the TW contains only the essence from point of view of control statements - START, STOP,
CASE, IF, WIIlLE and similar ones - as vertices. The edges in CF graph correspond to linear
segments in the program between every pair of the mentioned statements. During prototype
execution the control graph is covered, i.e., executed edges are marked so that the user can check
how many times any edge is executed.
• UI (User Interface) criterion allows to ascertain how the given tests cover the testable
system by means of report forms (RF) and screen forms (SF). Although functionality of the
information system is checkable mainly through a system interface, this criterion as well as CF can
check correctness of system. The vertices of this graph are procedures and SF or RF called by
these procedures. Edges between them specify either procedure calls, or usage of SF or RF. The
usage mode (INPUT, MODIFY etc.) is associated with edges. Covering graph has also execution
counters associated with edges.
• The idea behind the DB (Data Base) criterion is similar to UI. DB graph shows whether
the given tests cover all possible uses of data bases in all possible modes (READ, WRITE,
READ-WRITE). The vertices represent procedures and data bases; edges correspond to data base
usage. Covering graph has execution counters and usage modes associated with edges.
• DU (Data base and User interface) is a combined criterion - union ofUI and DB.
The mentioned criteria are introduced by the authors. However, due to their naturality similar
criteria could be independently proposed elsewhere.

6. Collection of test suites, test execution and test evaluation

Collection of test suites is carried out the following way. Procedures ( executable
specifications) selected for testing are executed step by step. The execution can be suspended at
user selected points for:
• entering data which will be stored as test suites,
• checking the obtained results and collecting them as check values for the future retesting.
To verify procedure functioning by previously collected tests those procedure statements that
provide data input operations can receive data not only from user or data base but also from the
stored test. The user, of course, can choose the source of input data: test or the user him/herself
At th~ mier defined checkpoint in the procedure (if it was inserted during test creation), one can
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compare the actual obtained results with the check values that were set previously. The result of
comparison - exact or partial matching of check values and the actual results - is passed to the
user to make a decision about procedure correctness. If modification in procedure seems not vital
and the relevant test must be changed, then the possibility to correct the old stored values is
offered. If procedure is modified essentially, some difficulties may arise to check procedure by
using the old test. In such a case the user has to return to the test creation/collection mode.
The evaluation of test results comprises:
•

covering of system coverage models according to the defined testing criteria,

•

analysis of system parts not verified by the given test suites,

• collecting of testing statistics - volume of tests and detected differences between actual
execution results and check values.

7. Possible application to computer program testing

The developed TW is not a new phenomenon in the testing theory. The essence of the 1W is
its practical aspect, because many testing problems can be resolved as explained above. It
provides collection of comprehensive tests in a convenient way for the system design, and
definition of expected results of the system operation. Another feature is repeated checking of
system correctness with minimal efforts, just using collected tests. One more feature is evaluation
of the system testedness degree according to the user selected criteria. A functionally complete
test system can be made from collected specification tests.
The ideas of specification testing implemented in the 1W could be used also in testing of
computer programs, e.g., C++ programs. The collection oftest suites and repeated their execution
are already implemented in many testing tools. We would like to discuss the possibility to
construct various coverage models, different from the traditional ones.
Therefore UI coverage model would have windows of application as vertices and possible
actions (operations) with them as edges between vertices. In many cases the UI model can be
made automatically in the process of C++ code analysing, especially if standard class libraries are
used. There are some situations when automated generating is not feasible and models must be
created by hand.
DB coverage model can be used to demonstrate the using of different files through execution
of C++ code but, in our opinion, it is not so important and usable. It would be more interesting to
show the communication with data storage through SQL queries in such programming languages
as INFORMIX, ORACLE etc. In such a case the DB model would consist of program modules as
vertices of and data manipulation statements as edges between them
The coverage procedure of descnbed models would be implemented using some of the
popular testing tools. E.g., the Microsoft Test provides a collection of test suites storing it in
BASIC-like form thus allowing to analyse them and to cover testing models. Some technical
problem could arise in analysing test scripts and establishing precise relations between items of
coverage model (mainly vertices) and internal items oftest scripts produced by test tool.
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Though the approach described in the last part of the paper comprises just ideas we are sure
they can be implemented in existing test systems without serious intervention.
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Abstract
One aspect of usability engineering is usability testing-the process of testing the quality of user
interfaces. While usability testing is often considered a costly process, a worthwhile usability
testing program can be implemented at a very modest cost. This paper presents the usability
testing methodology recently implemented at 3M Health Information Systems along with a case
study of a usability test and materials to aid the reader in implementing a similar program.
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Introduction
As the software industry matures, the competition among vendors for software sales is
increasingly fierce. Adding features and functions to new releases of software products has been
a traditional approach to competing in the marketplace, but as software grows ever more
complex in its abilities and is marketed to an ever-widening audience, it seems clear that
attention to software usability issues will become a critical component of the software design
process for those companies that are to have a place in the market of the future. Many software
companies are already differentiating their products on their ease of use. [Taylor94]
Usability engineering encompasses all product development tasks that impact the usability of a
product including product concept, analysis of users needs, product design, and product
development. One component of usability engineering is usability testing: the process of
verifying the usability of a product's design by evaluating it under real or simulated field
conditions. While the benefits of usability testing seem clear, it is often assumed that state-ofthe-art usability labs with full-time usability specialists are required to take advantage of the
benefits of usability testing.
Many corporations--especially those with few resources-feel the cost of beginning a usability
testing program for their products is prohibitively expensive. The experience of this author is
that a worthwhile usability testing program can be initiated at a cost well within the constraints
of virtually any budget. This paper describes that experience of developing a budget usability
testing program at 3M Health Information Systems over a period of ten months. It is hoped that
this information will guide the reader in developing a usability testing program.

Overview of the Usability Testing Process
Software usability tests are generally performed either to improve the user interface of a product
being designed (formative evaluation) or to evaluate the overall usability of an existing user
interface (summative evaluation). [Nielsen93]
In keeping with the user-centered design philosophy followed at 3M Health Information Systems
[Harrison93a], formative evaluations are used during the design and prototyping stages of the
user interface development. As design work begins on a product, usability goals are based on the
anticipated users of the system. An iterative rapid user interface prototyping methodology is then
employed to create prototypes of the user interface for the product. Each iteration of prototyping
is concluded with usability testing on "typical" users of the system to determine if these usability
goals have been met. The results of each test are used to make improvements in the next iteration
of the user interface prototype until the usability goals are met.

Creating a Test Plan
In preparation for a usability test, a test plan is created to organize the testing process. The test
plan includes the following:
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• A statement of the test objectives.
• The usability criteria that will be measured.
• A profile of the desired test participants.
• A general plan for finding and screening suitable test participants.
• A description of the facilities, equipment, and personnel needed for the test.
• A time line of tasks to be completed in preparation for the test.
• A list of people who are willing and available to be involved in planning and/or
administering the test.
• The projected use and distribution of test results.
Identifying Test Objectives
Key areas of usability should be identified during user task analysis and specification of the
system functionality, and usability benchmarks should be set for these areas. Generally, the
objectives of the usability test will revolve around testing whether one or more of these usability
benchmarks has been met. Deficiencies discovered by the testing are corrected in later iterations
of the prototyping/testing process.
Establishing Usability Criteria
Quantifiable criteria are important in objectively assessing a system's usability. Ideally, usability
criteria should directly support meeting key usability targets; minimally, they should be oriented
toward improving usability in these key areas. There are five measures traditionally associated
with usability [Nielsen93][Bailey82]: learnability, memorability, efficiency, errors, and
subjective satisfaction.
• Learnability is the type and amount of training required to bring users to a desired level
of performance.
• Memorability addresses the ability to retain skills in using a product once it is learned,
especially when a long period of time elapses between uses of the product.
• Efficiency measures the speed with which tasks can be performed or the quantity of
tasks that be performed in a given time.
• Errors measures the number of incorrect actions a user makes in trying to accomplish a
task.
• Subjective satisfaction is the user's overall feeling about using the software; if using the
software gave them satisfaction-in short, if they liked it.

Usability criteria should generally be concrete and measurable in order to draw meaningful
conclusions from the test results. For instance, rather than stating a usability goal as "the product
should be easy to learn," say instead, "the user should be able to successfully create a memo with
indented paragraphs, bold and italic text, page headers (including page numbers), and a simple
4X4 cell table in lCBB thM. 45 minutes."
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Make sure that the usability criteria will answer specific questions about the usability of the
product or will give you information to support or reject a specific user interface design
decision. Even subjective satisfaction can be measured in relative terms by asking users to rate
aspects of satisfaction regarding the system.
Profiling and Finding Test Participants
To make the test results meaningful, it is important to test the prototype on typical users. In
some cases, this population may be very homogeneous; in other cases it may be necessary to
identify several distinct or overlapping groups of users in order to accurately model a diverse
user population. The latter situation is especially true of products, such as word processors, that
are used by a wide audience and for varying tasks.
Generally the product's user population is profiled during the task analysis and specification of
the system functionality. For the purposes of usability testing, one or more subsets of this
population are selected to match the objectives of the usability test. Among the user
characteristics to consider are the following:
'

• General computer literacy level and comfort level.
• Familiarity with mouse, windows, and other specific user interface elements.
• Work or educational experience with tasks accomplished by the software.
• Work, educational, or recreational experience with software similar to that being tested.
This may include entire software applications or just salient tasks within software
applications.
• Familiarity with other types of software that may influence the results of the usability
test.
Although creating an accurate user profile for a product can be difficult, an even more daunting
task may be finding people who actually fit this profile! This is especially true when one is
beginning a usability testing program because building a ready pool of potential test participants
talces time. Therefore, it is imperative that due consideration be given to methods for finding
suitable test participants in the planning stages of the test to allow plenty of time to find them.
Some good sources of potential test participants are university or college students, temporary
employment agencies, current users, and professional societies whose members are likely to fit
the desired user profile. For initial or very informal tests, one might even use work colleagues
or walk-ins to a computer store. [Tognazzini92]
Care should be talcen not to rely too heavily on any source of test participants because most
sources have potential drawbacks. [Rosenbaum92] Students may not fit the desired profile. In
addition, students tend to be young and thus may not be representative demographically.
Agencies may send people who just want jobs. Current users may be too experienced or have
acquired habits that are not typical of the target population. Internal candidates are rarely naive
enough, and their perceptions may be biased by corporate culture in subtle and often-invisible
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ways. Well-designed profiles accompanied by thorough screening of potential test participants
can overcome most of these limitations, but it is wise to be aware of them.
Planning for Usability Testing Facilities and Personnel

Usability testing is often equated with elaborate laboratories full of electronic recording
equipment and observation booths behind one-way mirrors, but the expense of equipping,
staffing, and maintaining such facilities is often prohibitive, especially for smaller organizations
or those just beginning a usability engineering program.
While there is little doubt that state-of-the-art equipment can be beneficial to the usability testing
process, it is possible to get valuable and satisfactory usability results with a very modest
investment. A usability lab may consist of nothing more than a room temporarily set aside for
that purpose containing a table, an appropriate computer workstation, and several chairs. During
the test, the test participant uses the software while under the observation of one or more people
who record their comments on paper. Audio or video tape might be used as a secondary record
of the event to fill in gaps or provide other feedback not easily captured on paper.
One observer also serves as the test administrator and familiarizes the test participant with the
testing equipment, the room, the other observers, and the purpose of the test. Of all the
observers, only the test administrator interacts with the test participant during the test. Because
of the temptation to discount the existence of usability problems or to be too helpful if a test
participant encounters difficulties during the test, it is wise for the test administrator to be an
impartial observer. This generally means that the test administrator is not a designer of the
product, although designers are welcome to participate as silent observers.
Users' work environments can have a profound effect on they way they do their work. For
instance, a noisy work environment or one with frequent interruptions may make it difficult for a
user to complete a lengthy task that requires an extended period of concentration. For this
reason, it may be helpful to simulate key aspects of the anticipated user's work environment in
the testing facility to see what effect they have on the usability of the product.
Utilizing Test Results

The intended use and audience for test results will largely determine the way that they are
collated. If the audience is composed of designers who are also involved in the test as observers,
many of the test results will be self-evident and a summary of key findings may be sufficient. If
the audience is managerial or sales staff, it may be helpful to edit a full length video tape of one
or more tests into a short highlights video to demonstrate key successes of the testing program.
Since the whole focus of the iterative prototyping/testing process is to reduce the costs of finding
and correcting user interface deficiencies, it seems wise to use the simplest and least costly
method of collating and disseminating feedback from the usability test.
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Creating Test Documents
Once a general test plan is in place, several documents are created to facilitate the testing
process. These are a screening questionnaire, a test administrator's script, a test script, a posttest questionnaire, and optionally, a legal release form. Developing initial drafts of these
documents can be fairly time consuming, and while some of these documents are essentially new
for each test, some can be re-used partially or entirely from test to test. For this reason,
examples of some of these documents are available in appendices to this paper to aid the reader's
efforts in creating them.
The Screening Questionnaire

Finding representative users to participate in a usability test is often a time-consuming task. To
speed the process of interviewing prospective test participants and evaluating how closely they
match the desired user characteristics, we use a fill-in-the-blanks screening questionnaire.
The questionnaire is designed to minimize writing by anticipating potential responses from
participants based on desired user profiles in such a way that most responses can be recorded by
writing a single check mark, letter, or number. Figure 1 demonstrates this approach with a table
that allows the interviewer to quickly record responses regarding a participant's experience with
several common types of applications and the frequency with which they are used.

Software

System

Length of Time

Sett Rating
(N/1/E)

Amount of
Training
Received

Freauencv
Daily

3-4 times Once per Once per
loer week
week
month

Never

Figure 1: Sample screening questionnaire.

Include questions specific to the type of product and the type of test. It may be helpful to include
some "backwards" questions-where the desired answer is negative rather than positive-since
some potential participants will try to qualify for the test by answering every question
affirmatively. [Harrison93b] It may also be possible to quickly screen out unsuitable participants
with one or more key questions regarding core user traits at the beginning of the questionnaire.
More is said on the screening process in the section titled Screening Test Participants.
After the screening interview, the tabular format for the data makes it easy to compare
prospective test participants and quickly locate the most likely candidates for the test. The
tabular format can also be readily adapted to allow scoring of the participant's match to the
desired profile.

The Test Administrator's Script
The test administrator's script is designed to act as a standard, consistent way of providing the
participant with pertinent information prior to the commencement of the test. Points made in the
script should put the test participant at ease, acquaint him with the equipment and people in the
room, and review what is expected of him during the test.
Because the administrator's script doesn't change significantly from test to test, it is memorized
and recited in the administrator's own words. This helps the script to seem more natural and
gives the administrator the flexibility to increase or decrease the time spent on various points
(such as taking extra time to put an unusually nervous participant at ease). Care is taken to be
certain that the concepts embodied in the script are followed closely to reduce bias caused by
variation in training between different administrators and testing sessions.
More is said regarding the administrator's script in the section titled "Conducting the Usability
Test." A complete sample of a test administrator's script is contained in Appendix 1.
The Test Script
The test script is the written information given to the test participant. It includes a list of tasks
that the user is to perform during the usability test. The tasks should be described in general nonleading terms to ensure that the test results are not skewed by telling the user how to accomplish
the tasks.
While not necessary, it can be helpful to put the tasks into context by creating a scenario in
which the user is doing them. For instance, a test of word processing software might contain a
scenario such as:
You are a temporary employee on your first day as an administrative assistant at Xl'Z
Corporation. Your manager hands you the following outline for a memo including
figures on last month 's sales...

A copy of the outline would appear in the script, then the scenario would continue:

!

ou have a copy of a recent memo which you can use as a model for the one you have
Just been asked to write.

The sample memo is in included in the script. Next comes a series of tasks.
Task I

Task2
Task3

Open a new document and create the heading of your new memo as in the
sample.
Type in the text of the memo following the style oif th

l
e samp e memo.

Create a table and enter last month 's sales figures into it.
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The scenario should be representative of a typical experience with the product and should match
the profile of the test participant. Also, the tasks should make it possible to measure how well
the software is performing against the usability criteria established in the test plan.
Other written information regarding the software being tested may also be included in the test
script if it meets the objectives of the test. For instance, a test designed to determine if a user
can use a short written tutorial to accomplish a task would include that tutorial as part of the test
script. If this type of information is included, care should be taken to ensure that it is both
appropriate and necessary so as not to spoil the test results.

The Post-Test Questionnaire
After completing the tasks in the test script, the participant is given a post-test questionnaire.
The format of the questionnaire varies based upon the objectives of the test, but the
questionnaire is generally composed of some combination of multiple choice, short answer, and
essay questions. Usually the questions posed in the post-test questionnaire are designed to assess
the user' s satisfaction with the software, to test conceptual understanding of the software's user
interface, and to allow the user to give general feedback based on the usability testing
experience.
Multiple choice and short answer questions are naturally suited for written response. It can be
intimidating for someone to work on a such a questionnaire while under observation, so the test
administrator and any observers should leave the participant to work in private for a few
minutes.
In practice, an oral format for essay questions works well because it is generally quicker to speak
responses. When the oral format is used it is important to have some recording device recording
the answers verbatim to ensure accuracy in transcription. It may also be helpful for the test
administrator to get clarification on written and spoken answers in the questionnaire.
A number of mistakes are commonly made in developing written evaluations. The following
guidelines [Prekeges93] may prove useful in avoiding several of them:
• When using a numeric scale for a question, avoid changing the meaning of the values
in the scale from question to question. People tend to start answering one way and stop
looking at the words next to the numbers.
Example J: "Best" answer sometimes at one end, sometimes in the middle.
Bad
1
Too Much
1

Good
2

3

4

5

4

Too Little
5

Just Right
2

3

Example 2: Reversing the order of the values from question to question. This is
sometimes done in the erroneous belief that by varying the order the reader will
have to consider the answer more carefully and thus the results will be more
valid.
Bad
1

2

3

4

Good
5

Good
1

2

3

4

Bad
5

Bad
1

2

3

4

Good
5

Good
1

2

3

4

Bad
5

Bad
1

2

3

4

Good
5

• When asking a participant to rate something on a numeric scale, pick a range with an
odd number of choices (for example a scale from 1 to 7) to allow a neutral choice by
picking in the middle. An even number of choices (such as 1 to 6) forces the participant
to choose a side.
• Avoid words that can be interpreted in more that one way. In the example below, is
"OK" seen as "good" or as "neutral?" Depending on how a subject interprets it, neutral
could be either a 2 or a 3 depending on personal interpretation.
Very Bad
1

OK
3

2

Very Good
4

5

• Avoid questions that have similar response structures but different response methods.
In the example below, question 1 allows both X and Y to be rated as 1 if they have
equal importance. In question 2, the choices are mutually exclusive, but a person
working quickly might misinterpret one or both questions because of their similarity.

1. Assign a priority (1
W:

X:

= low, 3 = high) to each of the following:
Z:

Y:

2. Assign the order in which the following were used:
W:

X:

Y:

Z:
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The Legal Release Form

Usability testing represents one of the first points where the public might gain information
regarding the existence of a software product, and thus it may be necessary to protect that
information. A legal agreement between the test participant and the legal entity that the software
designer represents may be prudent to avoid potential disclosure of proprietary information or
misunderstanding between the parties on other matters.
Among the points to be considered for inclusion in a legal release are:
• A non-disclosure clause restricting the dissemination of information about the software
being tested.
• An indication that the software being tested does not represent a commitment by the

company to meet any particular design or to even release software in the future.
• A release for use of ideas and information resulting from the test.
• The terms of remuneration for the test participant.
• A release for the company to use any audio or video recordings made during the test.
This is particularly true if there is any intention of using the recordings in a public
setting. Often participants are pleased when these rights are fairly restrictive because
they do not wish to suddenly see themselves in some usability commercial in the
future.

Screening Test Participants
The screening process focuses on three primary goals: ensuring that those selected for
participation understand what is expected of them, conducting the screening process in a way
that will not leave unsatisfactory participants feeling disappointed that they have not been
selected for the testing process, and methods of increasing the pool of potential test participants
for current and future usability tests.
Screening test participants can be done by phone or in person. Begin by explaining that general
purpose of the interview is to find people who can help evaluate how easy it is to use some
software. Explain that it is important to ensure that test participants have a specific type of
experience, then ask if it is okay to go through a few questions to determine if the person has the
type of experience desired.
Record the potential participant's responses on the screening questionnaire. If a candidate seems
suitable for the test, confirm his ability to participate in the test on the date when it will be held.
Give the candidate information on remuneration, any paperwork that may need to be completed,
proper dress for the test, directions to the test site and information on reimbursement for travel
or mileage expenses. [Harrison93b]
If a candidate is unsuitable for the test, thank him for his time and explain that you are looking

for people with different experience. Ask if it would be okay to contact the candidate in the
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future when you need someone with his experience, and ask for suggestions of other people who
might be interviewed for the test. [Rosenbaum92]

Testing the Usability Test
Before the actual test, it is a good idea to do a dry run of the usability test to work out any
unforeseen problems with the test or test equipment. Conduct the dry run in an environment as
much like the real test as possible. Use all documents exactly as prepared for the real test. Be
sure to note any missing equipment or other problems so they can be solved before the real test.
If substantial changes are made to the test as a result of the dry run, a second dry run might be
warranted. This simple step will avoid unnecessary frustration and embarrassment during the
actual test.
Generally, it is not necessary to use a "real" test participant for the dry run, especially since good
participants are often a scarce resource. Do pick someone who is a relatively similar to the "real"
users, if possible, since someone who knows too much about what you're doing may not notice
problems with instructions or test materials. It is worth noting that some preliminary results
regarding the usability of a product can often be noted from observing a dry run of the usability
test. While these results may not be as reliable as the results from tests with participants
matching the user profile, the information can still be useful.

Preparing for the Usability Test
At least one day before the usability test, reconfirm the date, time, and place of the test with each
test participant.
Before the test begins, review the test plan to ensure that all equipment and test materials are
ready and in good working order. Double check problem areas found during the dry run of the
usability test.

Conducting the Usability Test
As the test begins, the test administrator follows the test administrator's script. The following
dialogue [Gomoll90] demonstrates how the administrator's script might be used:
• Describe the purpose of the usability test. For example, the administrator might say:

We are testing the usefulness of a new reporting system called "Reporter."
We would like you to use this computer terminal and the Reporter software as you
peiform the test. Keep in mind that we are testing the software-not how well
you perform the test. We are interested in discovering where you have difficulties
so that we can make improvements to the system.
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Participating in this test is completely voluntary. I don't know of any reason for
this to happen, but if you become uncomfortable or find the test objectionable in
any way, it's OK to quit at any time.
• Acknowledge the equipment in the room.

As you can see, we 're using a camera to record this session. The camera is on
now and will be until we are done. The camera is a much better note taker than I
am, and helps us later on to remember all your comments and questions.
• Demonstrate the think aloud protocol.

As you do the test, I also want you to think out loud. Read any instruction out
loud, and then talk yourself through the procedure so that the video camera and I
know what you and thinking and what you are trying to do. For example, if you
need to press the ENTER key, say out loud, ''I'm looking for the ENTER key. "
• Give any necessary preliminary training. For example, if the user profile assumed
some basic familiarity with mouse and windows interaction, a short tutorial might be
given to be certain that each participant has at least a basic understanding of mouse and
windows concepts.
• Introduce the test script and explain the observers' role in the test.

Here is the test. Let me warn you that the test does not give you step-by-step
instructions or a lot of detail. This is because it is important for us to find out
how you do with the software on your own.
These people (acknowledge any other observers by name) will be sitting here
behind you so that they can see how you use the software. They are just observers
and won't be participating in any other way.
• Explain that you will not provide help.
As you 're working through the exercises, I won't be able to provide help or
answer questions. This is because I want to create the most realistic situation
possible.

Even though I won't be able to answer most of your questions, please ask them
anyway. I'll note your questions, and when you've finished the exercises, I'll
answer any questions you still have.
• Ask if there are any questions before you start, then begin the test.
During the test, the test administrator and observers take notes while the participant works
through each task. It may be necessary to occasionally remind the participant to use the thinkaloud protocol, especially because some people tend to become very quiet when they are
confused or uncertain. This is precisely when the protocol is most helpful, and a gentle reminder
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or a question such as "What are you thinking now?" is generally sufficient to get the participant
to resume following it.
The administrator should not express any personal opinions or indicate whether the user is doing
well or poorly. The administrator may make non-committal sounds like "uh-huh" to
acknowledge comments, but care should be taken not to express any opinion through the tone of
voice used in such comments. [Nielsen93]
It can be very tempting to help a participant through the tough spots of the user interface, but
this is counterproductive to the test's objectives. If the participant is clearly stuck and getting
unhappy with the situation, the administrator may choose to provide limited assistance to get the
participant moving along. Most often, however, administrators tend to err by helping too early
and too often. Another situation where assistance is warranted is when a bug in the prototype
has caused the user's distress. In this case, the software should be returned to a usable state as
near to the point where the bug occurred as possible to let the test continue.
After the test, the user is debriefed and asked to fill in the post-test questionnaire. Any
discussion of the system or the test between the administrator and the participant should be
postponed until after the written portion of the questionnaire is completed to avoid biasing the
participant's answers.
The administrator can use this time to answer any questions the participant may still have and to
get clarification on any parts of the test with which the participant had difficulties.
The administrator should end the debriefing by thanking the participant and explicitly stating
that the test helped to identify areas of possible improvement in the product. It may also be
necessary to mention that the development team may not be able to correct every usability
problem discovered by the test in order to leave the participant with reasonable expectations
regarding the outcome of the test. [Nielsen93]

Evaluating the Usability Test
After the usability test, results should be compiled and a report prepared. Depending on the
audience the report may be an informal presentation to development staff, a formal written
document, or a video presentation containing highlights of the testing. In any case, feedback
should be given on how well the software met the usability criteria established in the test plan.
Areas needing improvement should be identified along with suggestions for making needed
changes. This information should be incorporated into the next iteration of the software
prototype.

A Case Study
A recent software development project made use of the usability testing process described in this
paper to pilot a usability testing program at 3M Health Information Systems. The program began
as a small group of employees with interest and experience in the field of human factors who
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wanted to improve the usability of new software products in the early stages of development.
The reporting package for a clinical information system was picked as the first product to be
iteratively designed and tested.
Because this was the first attempt at such a program, a fair amount of time was spent in
developing a prototyping/testing philosophy and preparing initial drafts of test documents. Upon
completion of the test documents, usability tests were performed and the results were used to
improve the software.
Test Objectives

The software being tested was to replace an existing product, therefore several of the usability
goals were related to improving areas of concern with the existing reporting software. A
reduction in training time and associated training staff responsibilities was primary among these
areas. Also, the design team wanted to gather information regarding the new software's
conceptual model. Finally, because this was a pilot project, the team wanted to demonstrate the
benefits of the usability testing process to management in order to gain support for future efforts.
The test goals included the following:
• Determine if novice users can successfully complete the most common tasks required
for reporting such as printing pre-defined reports and creating typical ad-hoc reports
without any training.
• Measure the time required to perform these basic tasks against the training time
currently required for users of the existing reporting software to begin performing these
tasks.
• Gather evaluative information regarding key components of the software's conceptual
model such as whether users could see how a report was based upon a format (which
determined how the report' s printed appearance) and a population (which determined
the records to be included in the report).
Test Participant Profile

It was determined that test participants needed to have the following user traits:
• Background in medical records or health care related Quality Assurance (QA) or
Utilization Review (UR) experience.
• Some experience with the reporting needs of a hospital medical records department.
• Some experience creating and generating reports, either by computer or by hand.
• Minimal experience using computers, especially in any function outside of hospital
medical records.
Because this was the company' s first experience with usability testing, there was some concern
about disclosing the existence of the software development project to potential clients so early in
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the development cycle. As a result, several suitable test participants were located from within
the organization. Each participant had the proper experience from prior employment but had not
been directly involved in using the existing reporting software or developing the new reporting
software. It was assumed by the team that approval would be given to continue usability testing
on more realistic users as the value of the project was demonstrated.
Test Tasks

A set of tasks was assembled. They were chosen to reflect the basic tasks necessary to
successfully use the reporting software and were modeled on the types of reports needed most
often by new users of the software. The test included the following tasks:
• Find and print an existing report.
• Create a new report.
• Add fields to the report.
• Rearrange the fields to appear in a new order.
• Add two levels of sorting to the fields in the report.
• Replace an incorrect field in the report.
• Define a filter to select the records of specified patients for inclusion in the report.
• Change the filter to correct a "mistake."
• Print the new report.
• Save the new report.
The test tasks were incorporated into a scenario in which the participant was the director of
medical records in a hospital (a very typical user) and needed to use the "new" reporter software
that had just been installed to prepare some reports while everyone else was away on a lunch
break.
Resources

The resources available to the usability testing group were limited. All of the people involved
had other primary job responsibilities in addition to their involvement in the group. Members of
the group included four technical writers and one engineer. Short meetings were held weekly to
ascertain progress on the test plan and other test documents. The testing facilities included a
small conference room with a table, several chairs, a computer workstation, and a VHS video
camera. The only costs to the project were employee time, printing and copying of test
documents, and the purchase of blank video cassettes.
The Dry Run

Several dry runs of the test were necessary to satisfactorily work out the problems. Among the
issues encountered during the test were fatal bugs in the software prototype, unclear information
in the test documents, and missing information in the test documents.
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The dry runs also highlighted several large usability problems with the prototype which
prompted some changes in the user interface before the actual testing began. For instance, at a
point where the user was to schedule the printing of a report for some future time, users
generally scheduled the print job correctly, but when they left the scheduled printing dialog, they
weren't sure if the report would actually print at the time they had chosen. A single line was
added to the print dialog near the scheduled printing button that stated the time the report was
scheduled for printing. This effectively solved the problem encountered during the dry runs, and
the testing team noted (with some satisfaction) that users used this feedback during the actual
test to confirm that they had completed the scheduled printing task correctly.

The Usability Test
The test was conducted with three participants. One member of the usability testing team acted
as test administrator and the software engineer who created the prototype observed the test.
Each test took approximately two hours to complete including the time used for orientation and
the post-test questionnaire.
Test data was gathered primarily through the use of written notes; a video recording of the test
was kept as a complete and permanent record.

Test results
The usability test effectively demonstrated that training time for the reporting software could be
drastically reduced or eliminated altogether. Every user was able to successfully accomplish all
of the test tasks in 1 to 2 hours of self-guided exploration.A simplified approach to data selection
that was tested as part of the prototype was shown to be quite understandable by nonprograrnmers.
The usability test also highlighted some areas of concern including the need for feedback in
several key areas, places where the user interface gave users the wrong cues, and cumbersome
user interface mechanisms. Some of these areas were identified during dry runs of the test, and
the actual test validated several changes made to correct these deficiencies.
While the usability testing effort was obviously an initial and imperfect effort, it demonstrated
that the program was valuable. Management and technical staff support have both increased in
the months following the initial test. Also, much of the initial effort in developing the program
did not have to be duplicated for future tests. By reusing the test administrator's script and parts
of the test plan and screening questionnaire, the time required to prepare for recent tests of other
products has been significantly less.
Unfortunately, the iterative development cycle of the reporting software was cut short when
development on the project was halted due to a realignment of business priorities. Thus while the
results of the initial tests were promising, they are also incomplete.

Overcoming Management and Cultural Obstacles
The usability testing program at 3M Health Information Systems began as a grass-roots desire in
several groups to create better, more usable software for clients. As work on the program has
progressed, several key elements seem to have contributed to its success and growth.

Adapt and mold the program to existing corporate culture.
Rather than forcing a new methodology into our current work patterns, we have tried to adapt
the best parts of those established patterns along with sound usability engineering principles. As
a result, engineers and other technical staff are much more willing to adopt usability engineering
techniques because they feel that they own the process.

Collaborate informally with others who want to improve usability.
Rather than trying to organize a formal department with its accompanying need for managerial
approval for dedicated resources, we constantly searched for individuals within the corporation
who wanted to improve usability and were willing to lend a hand to our efforts. As we found
these people, we invited them to participate in various aspects of the usability testing effort. This
provided us with a broad base of support from throughout the organization at very low cost and
provided the means to quickly begin a usability testing program without getting bogged down by
corporate bureaucracy.

Start small and build on successes.
The usability testing program at 3M Health Information Systems has grown by demonstrating its
value with small but important initial successes and then building upon those successes. As word
of the program has spread, those interested in participating have been included in both the
development and implementation of the program until virtually every development group within
the organization is currently represented in some way.
Management has given increasing support to the effort as the benefits of the program have been
demonstrated. For instance, in initial usability tests management was reluctant to disclose new
product development plans to people outside the organization even though these were the very
people needed to get the most benefit from the usability testing process. Due to this
circumstance, initial usability tests were conducted using the few employees who had the proper
educational and professional backgrounds of the user profile. The results of those tests were
convincing enough that management has allowed the use of "real" users in subsequent tests of
other software. As the value of the program continues to be proven, it is anticipated that more
resources and financial support will be forthcoming.

Show how usability can improve the bottom line.
Not long after the initial usability testing program began at 3M Health Information Systems, a
business analysis showed that training and support were large expenses for certain types of
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products. As a result, the usability testing team has focused its efforts on helping the company
reduce training and support costs for these products. Our work to date has shown that training
costs can be reduced dramatically when proper usability engineering takes place which has
encouraged management to increase support for our effort.

Conclusions
Attention to usability issues is increasingly key to the success of software in the marketplace.
Usability testing, employed as part of a user-centered design process, can provide valuable
feedback to software designers to aid them in producing the best software possible.
While 3M Health Information Systems is still relatively inexperienced with regard to usability
testing, the recent development of its usability testing program has shown that an effective
usability testing program can be developed at a modest cost to any organization, even one with
limited resources.

Appendix 1: Administrator's Script
[Start this script after greeting the subject and inviting him/her to be seated next to you in front
of the terminal. Introduce yourself and other observers, if necessary.]
We are testing the usefulness of a new reporting system called "Reporter."
We would like you to use this computer terminal, the Reporter software, and this document
called "About the software" as you perform the test. Keep in mind that we are testing the
software-not how well you perform the t(!st. We are interested in discovering where you have
difficulties so that we can make improvements to the system.
[Tum and acknowledge the camera equipment.]
As you can see, we're using a video camera to record this session. The camera is on now and
will be until we are done. The camera is a much better note taker than I am, and it helps us later
on to remember all your comments and questions.
Think-aloud protocol
As you do the test, I want you to think out loud. Read any instruction out loud, and then talk
yourself through the procedure, so that the video camera and I know what you are thinking and
what you are trying to do. For example, if you need to press the ENTER key, say out loud, "I'm
looking for the ENTER key."
Is this clear?
Let's take a minute and try it out. I brought along a travel alarm clock, and I'm going to set the
time to 6:15 and then set the alarm to go off at 7:00. I'll think out loud as I do these things to
show you how this works.

[Proceed to demonstrate the think-aloud protocol.]
"I'm looking at the back of the clock to see how to set it."
"There are two dials. One has what appear to be little sound waves by it, so that must be the
alarm. The other dial shows hands on a clock, so that must be the time setting."
"I'm using the time setting first. It moves both hands together in either direction, so I'm moving
them to 6: 15."
"Now I'm using the other dial to set the alarm. It seems to move the red alarm hand in both
directions, too. So I'm moving that to the seven."
"Now I need to turn the alarm on. This button on the top looks like where I would turn it off, so
I' 11 just push it up to the 'on' position."
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That's what I mean by thinking aloud. You don't need to read all of the documentation out loud,
but it is a good idea to read the test task aloud so that we know where you are in the test. Do you
have any questions about this think aloud protocol?
Okay. I think we're about ready. Here is your documentation and test. If something is confusing
in either of these documents, mark the spot with an X or a question mark in the margin. Then we
can go back and see what areas need revising. Let me also warn you up front that the test and
documentation do not give you step-by-step instructions or a lot of detail-this is intentional. It
is important for us to find out how easy or hard this software is to use. If we give you too many
instructions then we'll be testing the instructions instead of the software. Don't forget to think
out loud!!
It's really important that you do the tasks in order on the test-don't skip ahead. If you really get
stuck and can't complete a part, ask me for help.
Roger and I will be sitting here behind you so that we can see how you use the software and
documentation. Roger is strictly an observer, and I'll try not to get involved or interrupt you
unless you ask me to. Remember-it's very important to be totally honest in your evaluation,
even if it's brutal! We want your true opinion about this package, so please don't hold back any
comment or response, positive or negative.
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Abstract
In all software systems, it is necessary to perform a variety of different types of testing to check that the

intended functionality has been properly implemented. Some testing approaches rely on implementation
details for the selection of test cases, while others depend on t he requirements or specification document
as the basis for the selection. Load testing is a form of testing that is performed after the software 's
functionality has been thoroughly tested, but before it has been released to the field. It is assumed at
this stage, that the software is quite stable, containing few faults that manifest themselves as failures
only rarely. The purpose of load testing done at t his stage is to check whether or not the software's
resource allocation mechanisms are functioning properly.
In [1] , we presented a test case generation and execution approach designed for performing software

load testing for telecommunications systems. The algorithms we proposed were black-box testing techniques since they do not rely at all on details of the implementation. They are examples of what are
typically called load testing strategies , since they assess how the system performs under a given "load" .
The strategies we introduced were based on an operational profile which describes the expected workload of the system once it is operationhl

in th~ fi~ld [3]. SpQcifically, WQ introducsd a family of three
1

automatic test case generation algorithms which are applicable to a software system, provided that it
can be modeled by a Markov chain, and that it is possible to estimate the operational profile of the
software. These strategies were developed for testing telecommunications software systems, and it is
common for such systems to satisfy these two requirements

In [2] we presented a way of assessing the reliability of software systems that have been load tested
using the test case generation algorithms introduced in [l]. We also discussed the use of this measure to
track system test progress and investigated the effects on this reliability computation of the unavailability
of different percentages of the systems capacity.
In this talk we will outline the test case generation algorithms , discuss our reliability approach,
and present data collected when applying these algorithms to perform load testing for several large
industrial telecommunications systems. Our experience indicates that the use of these algorithms is
both cost effective and a highly effective way of detecting the presence of faults associated with the
resource allocation mechanisms.
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What do we know about the
reliability of a software system
when we've finished doing load
testing?

Our definition of reliability is intended to be
used for assessing software that:

• is at a particular stage of development

• can be appropriately modeled

Characteristics of Testing
Algorithms

• Test cases generated based on the operationa I profile.

• Operational profile is used to generate a
Markov chain to represent the software.

• Only the most probable states are tested.

Applicability Requirements

• Can determine the operational profile

• Modelable by a Markov chain

Markov Chain - State Definition

Why Not Test All States?

For a system that can handle k distinct types
· of calls, and a maximum of n calls, the system

would contain ( n

!

k ) states.

A system with 50 channels and five call types
would have a total of 3,478,761 Markov states.
A system with 1000 channels and five call
types would have a total of roughly 8.5 trillion
Markov states.

Smoothly Degrading System

The usable capacity of a software system is
monotonically non-increasing.

Smoothly Degrading System
Example
Client Calls
I Subscriber Calls
Calls
Calls
Success
Success
Placed Rate (%) Placed Rate (%)

II

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

I ~~ I

1516
1679
1578
1547
1531
1360
5869
1280
4715

97
48
23
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40
20
22

2668 1

100

2775

100

77
179
261
279
358
402
1328
478
752
I

511

566

99
47
24
96
92
90
33
26
26
I

Reliability Computation

where a(s)

s1 -

= I:J=l s(j)

intended state corresponding to the i th

test case

sb- actua I state entered

by the i th test case

s(i ) - component of state
call type i

s associated with

• How well is the software functioning?

• How much evidence has been presented?
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Project

Project

Project
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What is Defect Treking? Process Optimization based on Advanced Defect Analysis.
The executive committee for the development lab gathered for their quarterly
meeting. The meeting began on time with a review of the lab's Mission. "To provide
innovative and revolutionary technology to our customer base ... " stated the lab director.
He followed with a description of the productivity gains he anticipated as a result of
meeting the specific technical and business objectives that comprised the mission.
Another executive spoke with visionary enthusiasm about how the product changes were
already helping some of their customers achieve radical improvements in various
business areas. End users' daily tasks were becoming easier and they in turn were
becoming more productive. "Imagine that," she chirped, "this stuff really is working, we
are in the business of producing software that actually helps working people to do their
jobs easier and faster." The head of the lab interrupted her with uncharacteristic
enthusiasm, "and our costs have come down by 32% while our business has expanded by
26%." A few more positive reports around the table and the executive committee turned
their attention to the current quarterly defect analysis report. They spent the rest of this
meeting allocating technical resources based mainly on technical information about
product defects. They are performing Quality Optimization based on Advanced Defect
Analysis. These executives are Defect Treking. Imagine that!
Defect Treking is a strategic analytical activity performed at or above the project
management level. The results of the analysis are used to decide how to allocate valuable
R&D laboratory resources. The executives have to decide what percentage of resource
will be allocated to new product development, fixing existing product problems, process
re-engineering and product re-engineering. The results of in-depth analysis of defect
information provides the measures (raw data) that they need. The metrics, (the
application of computational algorithms), have been designed based on the information
they need to achieve the objectives that collectively comprise the overall mission.
Finally, the metrics have been (and are periodically re-) calibrated to standard meters.
These meters are benchmarks that the lab has found to be useful. "This entire scenario is
being driven by the dynamic nature of current computing technology. The market is
changing and evolving so rapidly that this lab had to move to a dynamic strategy based on
optimization", stated the lab director.
Optimization means making informed business decisions based on the best currently
available information in light of the mission of the business unit. This explanation of
optimization holds true for any size business unit from the solitary individual to the
project team, to the section, division, organization and company. When the mission of
each of the separate business units align and support the higher level missions, and
accurate technical data about the product and the development process is available,
informed decisions will be made. Here is optimization in action. Business decisions
such as allocation of expensive R&D resources are being made based on objectives that
are aligned (consistent and congruent) up and across the organization, and the decisions
are based on real data that is being collected during the product development process.
The defect tracking system is the repository for much of this data. (That is the product
technical data but not the business data.) Executives allocating resources based on the
COPYRIGHT S. M. SIEGEL, 1995
OBJECTIVE QUALITY INC. TEL. 916 944 1032
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principle of optimization, the results of optimization defined by specific measurable
objectives directly tied to current accurate real world data. It sounds like what we mean
by "World class competitiveness!" Imagine that!
Your current Defect Tracking practices are obsolete.
The software development lab that I am describing has made major breakthroughs in
their corporate consciousness and in their the ability to implement. They have replaced
Continuous Process Improvement with Continuous Quality Optimization as the driving
principle behind their competitiveness. This awareness is an evolutionary adaptation that
makes their competition look like modem day dinosaurs! In the 1990's the software
industry began to look at process improvement as a way to improve quality. The concept
of continuous process improvement was already obsolete in the business world by the
time the software industry caught on to the idea, having been swept away by radical
business re-engineering programs and quality optimization principles. Continuous
process improvement focuses on individual processes in isolation. The way it is applied
by most software companies in the 1990's amounts to looking at individual processes and
"empowering" someone or some team to redesign the processes or to incrementally
improve them. The approach sounds great, but in practice it is similar to maximizing all
of the different sections of a symphonic orchestra, without a conductor! Each of the
various sections maximizes what they do best without any consideration of the overall
sound of the symphony. Most were not even aware what symphony was being played.
Some did not realize that they were playing a symphony at all! This approach to
continuous process improvement parallels attempts to implement management by
objectives. It fosters internal competition that results in global sub-optimization.
Today, many companies are still trying to manage by objectives and also implement
continuous process improvement. They are trying to maximize (or minimize) processes
without an understanding of the overall system, its mission, vision and objectives. This
approach violates a basic law of the universe. It is impossible to simultaneously and
continually maximize all the major processes in a system. Successful systems are ones
that optimize for long term survival. They are not comprised of "all the best parts".
Rather, all the parts work well together to be part of "the best adapted system". The
emphasis is on the overall system, the company and its stakeholders. Current attempts to
deploy management by objectives and continuous process improvement efforts are mostly
based on maximization and minimization principles but not quality optimization!
Historically, successful systems are ones that optimize and evolve. Unsuccessful ones are
either consumed by larger systems or entirely cease to be.
Optimization is the principle of rapid and continuous evolution and at times
revolution based on mutation. A fatal flaw in the continuous process improvement
approach is its tendency to elicit incremental improvements. In this dynamic sofware
industry that is driven by breakthrough technology, incremental improvements are
necessary but hardly sufficient. Without continuous and simultaneous breakthroughs;
quantum improvements in process, organization and infrastructure, today's success
stories rapidly become tomorrow's losers.
COPYRIGHT S. M. SIEGEL, 1995
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In the software industry we require advanced defect data that can be directly related to
the development processes and also tied to the goals of the organization. The next
generation of productivity tools, Integrated Quality Management Systems, are currently
being developed to deliver this very capability. This is the approach that enables an
organization to continually optimize! These capabilities are essential to a transformation
to what Peter Senge calls "the learning organization." They combine the following
capabilities into a powerful analytical tool that supports dynamic and strategic decision
making.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Defect Analysis
Time & Resource Management
Flexible (user defined) Measurement capabilities
Process re-engineering
Source Control Management
Advanced Integrated Development Environment

Component technology such as object oriented development techniques are currently
being employed to produce the next generation of productivity tools. All of the current
Defect Tracking Tools will be obsolete within just a few short years because they are
incapable of supporting optimization at a strategic level. All of the currently available
tools, without exception, are based on a defect model rooted in severity or at best,
Fault/Failure. None today is capable of supporting strategic (global) optimization. They
are all based on the prevailing maximization/minimization paradigm. They all support
sub optimization. Component technology will drive the change to practices like strategic
Defect Treking.
Component technology enables support for all of the following Defect Tracking models:
• Severity
The current popular defect model. It is based on the impact of the Failure.
• Fault/Failure
Causal analysis related to flaws in the construction of the system. A quantum leap
beyond where we are today ... but still anemic.
• Error Analysis
Application of statistical process control techniques to identify special and common
causes of defects. This information is the raw data that is used at the next and most
advanced level of Defect Treking. The best of the continuous process improvement
efforts today, incorrectly focus on fixing processes that cause errors. This represents
current state of the art software quality practices.
• Systemic Root Cause Analysis
The goal is systemic optimization. This approach is grounded in a systemic analysis
of why the error(s) occur in the first place. Statistical process control techniques are used
to identify "common cause" sources of problems. These types of errors are always
rooted in systemic sub-optimization. Rather than attempt to fix the process, the defect
information is used to optimize the entire organization (system) in light of the mission

and obj~ctiv~s of th~ organization.
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STRATEGIC ROADMAP to
DEFECT TREKING
Process Optiniization based on
Advanced Defect Analysis
- Objectives: Participants will
• Understand that Defect Tracking is a Strategic
Measurement Activity with impact far beyond
the local project/ product.
• Understand the difference between four
different defect tracking models.
• Understand how Defect Tracking can be used to
Optimize productivity and value (Quality).
• Be aware of the new generation of tools called:
INTEGRATED QUALITY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
© OBJECTIVE QUALITY INC 1995 Ph. 916 9441032
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What is Defect Treking?
Process Optimization based on Advanced
Defect Analysis.
A strategic analytical activity

performed at or above the project management level
the results of which are used by executives to decide
which processes, infrastructure and organizational
changes need to be made to increase productivity for the
organization and value to the customer and end user.
Based on Optimization
Optimization is based on Measurement
Measurement is based in reality

© OBJECTIVE QUALITY INC 1995 Ph. 916 9441032
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Current Defect Tracking Models

The current popular defect model. It is
based on the impact of the Failure.

Fault/Failure
Causal analysis related to flaws in the
construction of the system.
A quantum leap beyond where we are
today ... but still anemic.
© OBJECilVE QUALITY INC. 1995 Ph. 916 944 1032
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Advanced De.feet Treking Models
Error Analysis
Application of statistical process control techniques to
identify special and common causes of defects. This
information is the raw data that is used at the next and most
advanced level of Defect Treking. The best of the continuous
process improvement efforts today, incorrectly focus on fixing
processes that cause errors. This represents current state of the
art software quality practices.

Systemic Root Cause Analysis
The goal is systemic optimization. This approach is grounded
in a systemic analysis of why the error(s) occur in the first place.
Statistical process control techniques are used to identify
"common cause" sources of problems. These types of errors are
always rooted in systemic sub-optimization. Rather than attempt
to fix the process, the defect information is used to optimize the
entire organization (system) in light of the mission and objectives
of the organization.
© OBJECTIVE QUALITY INC. 1995 Ph. 916 9441032
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Continuous Quality Opti111ization
An Evolutionary Adaptation
- Makes the Continuous Process
Improvement people modern day
dinosaurs!
CPI focuses on individual processes in
isolation
Just like MBO it can not work without global perspective
Violates the natural laws of the universe.
Impossible to continually maximize every part of a system
Based on maximization and minimization principles.
Main focus is incremental improvement
Incremental is necessary/ not sufficient; also need
breakthroughs
© OBJECTIVE QUALITI' INC 1995 Ph. 916 9441032
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PLANNING FOR OPTIMIZATION
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INTEGRATED QUALI1Y MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Advanced Defect Analysis
Time & Resource Management
Flexible (user defined) Measurement
capabilities
Process re-engineering
Source Control Management
Advanced Integrated Development
Environment
© OBJECTIVE QUALITY INC. 1995 Ph. 916 944 1032
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OPTIMIZATION CYCLES

DO

CHECK
ACT/

\

1) Adopt/Adapt/Extend higher-level Process
Values, Mission, Vision, and Strategy
2) Observe, Understand and Document the
current Process <-> Infrastructure
3) Assess and Benchmark your Capability
4) Identify, Prioritize and Justify Changes
5) Define Measurement of Results
6) Plan and Prepare for the Changes
7) Install and Operate new Process <->
Infrastructure
8) Evaluate Quality Results
9) Leverage to other parts of the project/company
10) Iterate the Optimization Cycle
© OBJECTIVE QUALITY INC. 1995 Ph. 916 9441032
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SOFTWARE QUALITY DEFINITIONS
"SOFTWARE QUALITY is:
A SYSTEM that helps its users to OPTIMIZE
their PRODUCTIVITY. If it does so at a
fair cost (time, effort, $$$) then it has
VALUE.
"SOFTWARE QUALITY is:
A system that is developed with higher
productivity and lower maintenance costs
than the competition while generating
reasonable profits for its producers.
© OBJECTIVE QUALITY INC 1995 Ph. 916 9441032
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• Rapid Prototyping
• Modern Methods
• Structured Approaches
• New Programming Languages (aka Ada)
• Fourth Generation Languages
• End-User Programming
• Anything Claiming > 1OO°lo Productivity Gains
T. DeMarco and T. Uster, 1985
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Real Productivity lmprovers
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• Visicalc

• Hawthorne Effect

• Environment

• Motivation

TCJA027§
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Potential Influence of Motivation
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Effective Motivation Techniques
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• Provide challenging assignments
• Define performance expectations clearly
• Give proper credit and criticism
• Give honest appraisals
• Provide a good working atmosphere
• Develop a TEAM attitude
• Provide proper direction (even if Theory Y)
Source: H. Kerzner, Project Management

MANAG018
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~· Why Use Teams?
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Highest Probability for Payoff in:

• Productivity

• Product Quality

Ta.10483
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Barriers to Productivity
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•

System vs. Software Engineering
Development vs. Test
Customer vs. Contractor
Management vs. Engineering
Etc.
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Deming on Teamwork
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Teamwork is sorely needed
throughout the company.
Teamwork requires one to
compensate with his strength
someone else's weaknesses,
for everyone to sharpen each
other's wits with questions.
Unfortunately, the annual rating
defeats teamwork. Teamwork is
risky business. He that works to
help other people may not have as much production to show
for the annual rating as he would if he worked alone."
W. E. Deming, Out of the Crisis

Tc».c0285
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D

Ad Hoc

D

Russian Army

Chief Programmer
Thread Integration
Cross Functional
IOM
Two-Person
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Chief Programmer Team
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Functional Specialist

Coder

Backup
Programmer
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Cross Functional Teams
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• Every person has a customer
CONCEPT
FORMULATION

Acquisition Team

REQUIREMENTS
ANALYSIS

System Engineer

~

•
-

Marketing Engineer

DESIGN

~--- - -ll l

4

Manufacturing Engineer

IMPLEMENTATION ll!II

INJ;;;;~ON
OPERATIONS

Ii

Integrator

4

Support Engineer

~

User
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Cross Functional Team Composition
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System Engineer
Software Engineer
Test Engineer
Quality Engineer (QA)
User

Why does this

approach seem to work?

TCM0604
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., Cross .Functional Team -Study
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•

Real Time System

•

57,500 Ada Source Lines

•

1 Software Component

•

Cross Functional Team Organization

•

Average Productivity Prior to Study=???

a

Pilot Study Productivity= 218 LPPM

•

Basic Technology Constant= 8635
(highest recorded in aerospace industry)
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Design Approach
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TASK 1
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Traditional Design Approach
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TASK 1
Lost Energy
(Entropy)

- --- -- ---------
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TASK2 '

Completion Time =

ompletion Time = 1.St
Elapsed Time= 1.St
Total Design Cost= 1pt + 1.Spt =2.Spt
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Team Design Approach
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Completion Time= 0.6 t

Elapsad Tim@ !! 1.2 t
Total Design Cost= 2 p + 1.2 t =2.4 pt
TCM0479
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Communication is Important

======================== SOFlWAREENGINEERING,INC.

TASK 1
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Design Team Pilot Study
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•

Real Time System Executive

•

30,000 Fortran Source Lines

•

6 Software Components

•

5 Two-Person Teams plus Manager

•

Average Productivity Prior to Study= 77 LPPM

•

Pilot Study Productivity= 175 LPPM

•

Error Rate < 0.1 % of Norm
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Team Positive Effects
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o

Brainstorming

rn

Continuous Design Walkthrough

rn

Focused Energy

G

Mentor

o

Motivation

rn

Problem Isolation

Culture Issues
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~

Education system has anti-team focus

~

Individual success rewarded (Lone Ranger)

~

Individual performance appraisal

~

Cubical facilities mentality
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Client-Server Threats to
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Introduction
In observing recent client-server development
efforts I have become concerned about the
ineffectiveness of applying classical quality
assurance approaches to those projects. The
purpose of this paper is to share my observations
and to foster improvements in the quality of
client-server applications by recommending
changes needed in quality assurance processes to
make them relevant to client-server
development.

Definitions and Related Comments
This paper uses the popular connotation of the
term client-server proposed by the Gartner
Group in [l ], "the splitting of an application
into tasks performed on separate computers, one
of which is a programmable workstation, e.g. a
PC". When popular magazines and information
technologists seeking funding use the term
client-server, this is what they mean. 1

Quality Assurance as defined by the IEEE [5] is
"a planned and systematic pattern of all actions
necessary to provide adequate confidence that
an item or product conforms to established

technical requirements". When this paper cites
classical quality assurance approaches, it refers
to approaches to QA based on this IEEE
definition. 2
This paper defines the term end user of an
application (shortened to end user) as any
person who will use the application in the course
of performing a business function. Liaisons and
sponsors (those who fund an application's
development) are important, but they do not
qualify as end users under this definition.

Case Studies
The observations reported by this paper were
gleaned in two separate development
environments. The first is the Applications
Software Department of Information Services
Contract to NASA Johnson Space Center. The
second is the Veterans Benefits Administration
VETSNET Modernization effort. Following for
each is a description of the following :
•
•
•
•

1The

denotation of client-server is more general.
It is the partitioning of an application into client
tasks which request the services of server tasks
(as defined by computer scientists in tomes such
as [2]). While today's client-server applications
may be short-lived due to problems with
scaleability, flexibility and maintainability[3],
most organizations are not likely to embrace
more advanced architectures (e.g. CORBAbased) for several years to come[4].
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the client-server applications developed,
the tools used to develop them,
the organizational support for quality
assurance, and
the perspectives of various players
concerning the effectiveness of quality
assurance as practiced in their environment.

2

Note that without "established technical
requirements" this definition reduces Quality
Assurance to "a planned and systematic pattern
of no actions" . While it is desirable to
emphasize the role of requirements analysis and
documentation, this definition has been
interpreted by some to mean that QA is not
possible without established requirements.
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While the results reported may be somewhat
skewed due to the fact that both of these
environments are government-related and
managed, I believe them to be representative
based on experiences that have been shared with
me by participants in similar projects in the
private sector.

NASA JSC Information Systems Contract
Applications Software Department
The Application Software Department of the
Information Systems Contract is a traditional
MIS shop supporting the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Johnson
Space Center (JSC). Its purpose is to develop
and maintain administrative applications (e.g.,
payroll, training and development planning,
financial management, and time reporting).
Some of these applications are used NASAwide, some are specific to JSC, and others are
for the use of organizations within the center.
Both end users and sponsors of these
applications are civil servants; developers and
their managers are contractors. For the most
part, agency-wide legacy applications remain
mainframe- based and there are no immediate
plans to migrate them. However, most new and
division-specific applications are being
developed or replatformed using client-server
tools.
The department is organized in a matrix, with
both functional area managers (Analysis,
Integration, Development and Data
Administration) who report to the Department
Manager and project managers (organized to
support specific applications or NASA
organizations). The head of Quality Assurance
reports to the Department Manager but is not
considered to be a functional area manager. In
1994, for a department of 150 employees, there
were three Quality Assurance personnel.
Quality Assurance processes are based on a
software development lifecycle geared towards
the development of large mainframe-based
applications using a waterfall lifecycle and
structured development methodology. Although
the department has recently adopted a set of
guidelines that recognizes alternate lifecycles,
development approaches, and architectures,
definition of new QA processes lags behind.
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In the ISC ASD environment, managers of
client-server projects consider QA
recommendations to be too costly and timeconsuming to implement. More importantly,
QA processes and procedures are not perceived
to add value to end products. QA personnel
believe that the client-server personnel are
developing software "by the seat of their pants" ;
client-server project managers think QA
personnel are difficult to work with and
represent an overhead expense that contributes
no value to their projects. End user satisfaction
with client-server applications is high;
applications are developed using a RAD
approach with usually good end user
involvement. Sponsor satisfaction is mixed;
lack of standards has led to a proliferation of
different tools, platforms and user interface
styles that are difficult to integrate and will be
costly to maintain [6].

Veterans Benefits Administration
Modernization Transitional Application:
Single Logon System
The Veterans' Benefits Administration
Modernization Effort is intended to reduce
processing time for claims through the judicious
use of new technology. VETSNET is the
information systems portion of this effort. A
series of "transitional" applications was piloted
to give project personnel on-the-job training in
the fledgling VETSNET development
approach3, development tools (ADW, Visual
Basic) and client-server implementation
considerations. Many of these transitional
projects floundered. One of the surviving
transitional applications, the Single Logon
System (SLS), is the source of my observations
concerning VETSNET.
Regional office personnel were the target users
of SLS. It was developed by a contractor under
the direction of a sponsor at the VBA central
office. It is a shell for launching and
automating the logon to other VBA applications,

3Toe VBA maintains the VBA Software
Development Lifecycle, a methodology geared
towards a structured approach to application
development; VETSNET has produced Software
Development Guidelines which currently
contain a number of procedural walkthroughs
for using ADW.
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including mainframe-based legacy applications.
COTS software that performs a similar function
was examined prior to system development but
not selected. The application was to be
engineered under the VBA Software
Development Lifecycle, but the contractor who
developed the application ignored the project
documentation and built an application based on
his perception of user needs. Testers from a civil
service QA group were assigned to test the
application. A test plan was written based on
functional requirements and initial system level
functional testing was performed as the
application was being completed4 . Because there
were no gateway criteria for proceeding with
system level testing, many errors that ought to
have been discovered during unit structural
testing were found by QA personnel during
system level testing. SLS has been fielded in
two regional offices: one is not using the
application, the other has recommended that it
be shelved.
Because the projects are politically sensitive5,
VETSNET transitional project sponsors and
developers are focused on meeting schedules
and are unsympathetic to any recommendation
that requires schedules to slip. Quality
assurance personnel participate in reviews but
tend to be focused on compliance-related
activities since it is a liaison or business analyst
who is charged with representing end user
interests.
The QA organization is frustrated that
VETSNET transitional project management
does not enforce compliance with the established
VBA Software Development Lifecycle; project

4The developing contractor had not yet
completed the application when testing was
sheduled to begin, but project management
decided to proceed with system-level testing
anyway.

5The

modernization program elected to
purchase hardware platforms and field them in
regional offices before application software was
developed. Congressional perception of lack of
return on investment has led to inquiries and
charges of waste which the VA is attempting to
defuse by (l;liyering applications to users more
quickly.
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management has the perception that QA isn't a
team player. Finally, many technical issues
remain uncovered until system testing because
personnel, including QA personnel, are not well
educated enough in client-server issues to ask
the right questions during system analysis and
design activities. End users have been unhappy
with the applications delivered thus far ..

Observations
Articles on client-server development, manuals
for client-server tools, and advertisements for
client-server products focus on three things:
faster development time, easier to develop
graphic user interfaces, and easier access to data
by users. In the context of the above case
studies, I have noted that the strengths of the
technology each contribute to problems in
applying classical quality assurance approaches.

Faster Development Time
Since faster development has been a major
selling point for many client-server tools, project
managers tend to expect client-server projects to
be completed quickly.
Because new tools have been oversold and
client-server hype is high, project plans include
outrageous assumptions (e.g., two weeks to learn
Poserbuilder). High level managers may make
impossible commitments in the interest of
showing that investments in new technology
were well founded, setting up projects for failure
before they are even begun. In some cases,
managers making these commitments are
insulated from reality by middle managers who
believe the outrageous assumptions. All of this
leads to last minute replanning, usually typified
by adding personnel to the development effort
and shortening time previously allocated to
quality assurance activities.
A related consideration is that most client-server
tools address only application development
activities. Unless a RAD lifecycle that dispenses
with most other types of activities is followed, a
proportionally shortened schedule will mean
that time allocated for analysis, design and test
activities is shortened as well with no
corresponding reason for shortening them. Fast
analysis and design lead to usability and
maintenance concerns being overlooked. Even
formal quality assurance activities such as
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inspections get little attention since speed and
not quality is the criteria against which project
health is judged.
Infrastructure for client-server development is
often lacking, especially in areas such as test
tools, configuration management and
installation planning. Vendors offer tools for
testing and configuration management, but
many environments have not yet acquired them
for client-server projects. Individual projects
often do not have the budget to acquire these
products for their use only, however, due to their
prohibitive expense. Testing and configuration
management procedures, often complicated and
bureaucratic, do not lend themselves to the spirit
of client-server development. The result is
under the table changes, often carried out with
the consent of users. Since these are not
documented, they are difficult to track and can
result in integration problems and other
disconnects. Because QA personnel often base
test plans and procedures on project
documentation, lack of configuration
management can mean extensive rework for
testers. This extensive rework leads to schedule
slips or inadequate testing that in turn lead to
software problem discoveries in the field and
more expensive correction costs. For example,
SLS testing was performed in little time using a
specification that did not map well to
application functionality leading to cursory
functional system-level testing only. No stress
testing or off-nominal testing was performed.
After SLS was fielded, it was noted that the data
file used by the application had become
corrupted. In addition to requiring code
changes to the original application to correct the
source of corruption, a new application was
written to correct the data file as well, both of
which were required to be tested.
Installation planning is considerably more
complex for client-server software, since updates
often require changes to be coordinated across
many more platforms than in the days when a
software update required only the replacement of
files on the mainframe. The configuration of
each client workstation may be different, leading
to a requirement for installation assumptions
and procedures being far more explicitly
documented than in the past. In the move to
develop quickly, concerns about the
environment of use are often overlooked. QA
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must ensure that installation-related
assumptions are addressed and validated during
requirements analysis since they impact software
design. It is hard to argue for the quality of an
application if it cannot be installed in the
environment for which it is intended.
The focus on faster development time is
detrimental to quality assurance in two ways: it
leads to rushed development efforts (that tend to
introduce more software defects) and it leads to
rushed quality assurance as well.
Recommendations to slow down are not well
received by management. In some cases they
may not even be appropriate. So qualityoriented development methodologies must be
sold on the basis of the same basis on which
faster development tools and methodologies
have been sold in the past: saved cost and
reduced time to market. To survive in a clientserver world, quality assurance must market
itself on business terms.
Graphic User Interfaces
Many client-server projects are sold on the
promise of user interface improvements over the
primarily text-based interfaces common to
mainframe-based applications. However, I have
observed wide variation in the quality of user
interfaces actually fielded in client-server
applications.
RAD proponents argue that since the user is
involved in the iterative development of the
application during a RAD development effort,
usability issues are addressed by the lifecycle.
On the basis of observations, I believe this claim
to be true when I) end users are involved with
the project on a continuing basis and 2) the right
mix of end users are involved. Some projects
are said to be using a RAD methodology when
end users are not involved. The SLS project
showed that if end users are not included and
there is no specification, usability issues are not
addressed and user perception is that the
software is of low quality regardless of the
functionality delivered. A second consideration
is that the right mix of users be involved.
Recent work in requirements engineering [7]
has cautioned that the elicitation of
requirements should be based not on the
preferences of individual users, but on the
interaction between them (in the context of the
business area that the application is to address) .
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Other user interface quality issues (e.g.,
maintainability) are beyond the scope of a single
application or project. Using a RAD
methodology, it may sometimes be more
expensive to specify and enforce standards than
to rebuild the application to use new user
preferences, but development is only a piece of
the lifecycle cost since training, redistribution of
existing applications, etc., must also be
considered. 6 Arguments for or against the
enforcement of user interface standards should
be made on the basis of lifecycle cost. ISC ASD
projects did not develop GUI standards because
individual projects did not want to pay for them,
yet related costs of training developers in
different toolsets, maintaining multiple
platforms and training users to use incompatible
applications quickly mounted. 7

Access to Data
Promises of better access to enterprise data to
support business functions are perhaps the most
appealing argument for client-server
applications. However, the technology for
network management, transaction management
and communications that enables this
improvement is often poorly understood not
only by quality assurance personnel, but also by
developers. In addition, the potential for
security problems due to both intentional and
unintentional corruption of data must be
addressed in the design of many client-server
applications to consider them to be of high
quality.
Data security continues to be an issue in the
present data due to legislative requirements and
the continuing concept of strategic business
information. Moving to a client-server
environment opens the door for many kinds of
data corruption and or theft unless preventive
measures are taken. For example, the SLS data
6

file corruption problem that was discovered in
the field was due to SLS developers making
assumptions about user permissions set up under
the network operating system in use (which did
not turn out to be true all of the time) and failing
to address error conditions that would result
when those assumptions were not met. Not all
users running the application had permission to
perform the all of functions that the application
needed to perform, resulting in only some of
those functions being performed and the
corrupted data file.
The risk of data theft may be acceptable
compared to the risk of users not being able to
perform their business functions because they
can't get access to the right data. The risk of
data corruption, on the other hand, has the
potential to impact business functions
negatively, and the risk of data corruption
should weigh heavily in application project
planning.

Implications of Client-Server for QA
Quality assurance by its nature is more
concerned with the future (Will the users be
satisfied? Will the application be
maintainable?) than with the present (Will the
project meet schedule?). Client-server
application development tends to be concerned
with the present schedule, focusing on
application completion. Since standards often
have not been identified, developers may
overlook some usability and maintenance
concerns (e.g., modularity, data naming).
Continuous Involvement
First, the value of QA throughout the lifecycle
has been touted by the software industry for
years. Because of the nature of the RAD
lifecycle that often accompanies client-server
development, and the resulting lack of good
documentation, it is especially important that
QA not play an 'over the fence' role.

The most expensive (and what I've observed to

be ~e most common) organizational stance is to

spec~-but not enforce standards; the cost of
~ifying the standard is expended without
bemg offset by reduced maintenance costs.
7

An additional cost that is difficult to quantify
(but real no~etheless) is user productivity loss
due to these mcompatible interfaces.

The extent to which QA must be involved
should vary- with the amount of time the end
user will be a part of the project. If the project
pl~ assumes that users will be involved in the
proJect, then user activities and dependencies
should be a part of the project plan. If the user
cannot afford to be involved (or if the project
cannot afford for users to be involved), then QA
must serve as a user advocate. In a user
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advocate role, QA takes an active role in the
preparation and review of user acceptance
criteria and scenarios. This approach has been
applied successfully in at least one VETSNET
project currently under development.
I advocate dependency-based scheduling in the
planning of QA tasks. Instead of assigning
dates to QA activities, a detailed schedule for
each QA activity should begin with the
completion of all products on which the QA
activity is dependent. In theory, this approach
to scheduling enables managers to focus on
schedule dependencies as opposed to starting
and ending dates. If this theory were true, the
result would be managers asking questions like
"Why haven't the testers received the new
build?" as opposed to "Why are the testers a
week behind schedule?".

Continuous Improvement
Just as continuous involvement is more
important than ever, so is continuous
improvement. Continuous improvement
requires resources dedicated to the definition of
baseline processes and the definition and
collection of metrics. Maintaining an
awareness of the importance of process in
software development is imperative. When
project personnel claim that a process isn't
appropriate for client-server development it is
important to allow for the legitimacy of such
claims. However, the inappropriate process can
be abandoned only if its objective is no longer
relevant, otherwise the process must be replaced.
As always, a simple standard or procedure that
is followed and enforceable is preferable to a
complex and more inclusive one that is not. If
metrics are established and collected, they can
do much to aid QA staff in backing up their
claims of project problems. Predictive metrics
are especially important because they can enable
project management to foresee problems early
enough to replan in a deliberate fashion.
Replanning should be a continuous activity
based on metrics, the need for technical
workarounds, the addition of activities needed to
mitigate newly discovered or changing project
risks, and to inject the reality of lessons learned
on projects being conducted in parallel.
Especially in organizations new to client-server
development, replanning and realistic project

management are essential to project completion
and success.
Responding to Client-Server "News"
There are lots of "news" in client-server
development: new tools, new lifecycles, new
paradigms. Each of these "news" impacts
Quality Assurance.

New tools will require new and different
standards [8] . It may not be clear what these
standards should be the first time a new tool is
used. As with any project activity, there is a
cost associated with specifying, maintaining and
enforcing standards. Walkthroughs are
especially important during the introduction of
new tools to ensure that tool features are being
used appropriately. Conducting walkthroughs
enables the group to leverage its collective
knowledge to improve upon the work of a single
individual. In addition, walkthroughs provide a
forum for the identification of useful standards
and reuse opportunities, which may both reduce
project cost and improve software quality over
the long term [9] .
The strategy for testing user interface driven
applications is different also. In a non-directed
GUI environment, the user is capable of
deviating from the programmers' assumptions
about how the application will be used with a
simple flick of the mouse. This leads to
unexpected situations that applications must
either restrict or accommodate. It is imperative
that GUis be subjected to testing that is
representative of actual usage (e.g., if the users
will wiggle the mouse, then testing should
include mouse wiggling). Similarly, verification
activities must be conducted to ensure that all of
the components of the client-server application
are working together in an environment like that
in which it is to be used.
New methodologies will require a new
understanding of QA activities. The testing and
testability of applications developed using
object-oriented analysis and design techniques is
still a research subject (101, although much
progress has been realized in this area in the
past few years. New activities and criteria are
needed to examine new products resulting from
an IE approach to information systems
development (e.g. , CASE products). When
application generators are used, some QA
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activities are no longer necessary (e.g., unit
testing) while others may receive more attention
(e.g., model inspection, integration planning)
and new ones may be needed (e.g., application
generator engine verification).
Classical QA approaches are based on the
waterfall lifecycle; despite cursory attempts to
proclaim that classical QA can be applied to
spiral and RAD approaches, specific
recommendations for changing QA activities to
make them relevant, efficient, and supportive of
the goals of these lifecycles have yet to be
published. Many proponents of non-waterfall
lifecycles continue to assume that QA will be
conducted as it was under the waterfall lifecycle,
resulting in a fascinating change of assumptions
about the state of a project and its available
artifacts. For example, in one automated test
tool's product demonstration, the availability of
an application's requirements specification is
assumed not to be available because the
application is being developed under RAD, but
when the test manager part of the tool is being
demonstrated, test planning is based on the
definition of test requirements that are based on
the application requirements specification.

Training Requirements
In analyzing the failure of QA to add quality to
client-server projects, perhaps the most obvious
problem is that the QA staff do not know
enough to contribute. In order to effectively
contribute to the quality of client-server
development projects, QA personnel must be
aware of the issues that most impact the quality
of client-server applications from the users'
point of view. Furthermore, they must be
advocates for the user in ensuring that these
issues are dealt with in an effective manner
during development and tested effectively prior
to implementation.
QA personnel should be well trained in effective
GUI design techniques, Client-Server
performance considerations, Security
considerations, and integrity considerations that
result from distributed and replicated data
architectures. In order to conduct QA activities
efficiently, they should also be trained in the use
of appropriate test tools for automating GUI
navigation in support of functional verification.
Training and learning are f~lated but IlOt the
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same thing. Education takes time; class
completion is not the same as expertise.
Learning curves based on industry data (as
opposed to vendor claims) must be assumed for
project plans. Human bandwidth is limited.
The sequential introduction of new technologies
can sometimes be more effective (and take less
time) that subjecting folks to several new
technologies at the same time.
Not all training need be classroom training. On
the job training and industry monitoring are
effective tools for the education of QA analysts
because they are based on real world experiences
and lessons learned, necessary to supplement the
instructions and theories of the controlled,
secure classroom. Periodicals, Internet bulletin
boards and user groups are all good sources for
discovering the nuggets of insight that make
good QA analysts.

Summary
It seems to be easier to share lessons learned
than to apply them [11). Nevertheless, the
following is what I hope this paper imparts.
•

•

•

•

•

Developing applications using client-server
application development tools using a RAD
methodology does not obviate the need for
quality assurance.
The goal of quality assurance is still the
same: to define what quality is in the
context of a particular application and to
ensure that quality is achieved per that
definition.
QA now has two foci : 1) it helps
development build quality in (by promoting
good practices and ensuring that quality is
addressed) and 2) it helps the organization
ship quality products (by removing defects)
The redefinition of QA roles and
responsibilities is required; although many
are struggling to contribute, the process is
not yet complete.
Retraining of existing QA personnel and/or
restaffing will be necessary to effectively
contribute to the quality of client-server
applications.
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Introduction

What's wrong with this picture?
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Definitions
• As they will be used in this presentation
• Not the only definitions
• Definitions follow for
- client-server
- classical quality assurance
- end user
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"Client-Server"
• As defined by the Gartner Group
"the splitting of an application into tasks
performed on separate computers,
one of which is a programmable workstation, e.g.

a PC"

Unix box/ IBM mainframe/ Another PC
Data Mgt.

Data Mgt.
App. Logic

Network
The most
common
model
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Data Mgt.

Network
DataMgt.

App. Logic

Network
App. Logic

Presentation

Presentation

Presentation
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"Classical Quality Assurance"
as defined by the IEEE is

"a planned and systematic pattern
of all actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that an item or
product conforms to established
technical requirements"
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"End User"
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Case Studies
• Information Systems Contract Applications
Software
• Veterans Benefits Administration
Modernization - VETSNET
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Information System Contract
Applications Software
• NASA JSC
• Seven Client-Server applications
• Four different application development tools
-

Powerbuilder
Gupta SQLWindows
FoxPro
Paradox

• Three back end DBMSs
- Oracle
- SQLServer
- Sybase

• Good user involvement
KCC-OW01
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VETSNET - SLS
• One application development tool
- Visual Basic

• Back end - flat files
• Interfaced heavily with LAN manager and
communication software
• Developer ignored specifications

KC~W01
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Observations
• Based on case studies
• Related to strengths of client-server
- Fastdevelopment
- Graphical user Interfaces
- Access to data
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Observations Related to
Fast Development
• Plans include outrageous assumptions
• Fast analysis causes problems later
- installation assumptions
- lack of integration with other application software

• Little time for QA activities
• Procedures bypassed
- not yet tailored for client-server
- sponsors and users concur with shortcuts in the interest
of time

• Standards not enforced

KC~W01
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Observations Related to
Graphical User Interfaces
• Quality often lacking
- inconsistent interfaces
- poorergonomics
- great dependence on "cooperative" user

• Increases scope of testing required
- GUI not as procedural
- repeatability issues require special technology

• Requires user involvement
- enoughtime
- rightmix

KC~W01
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Observations Related to
Access to Data
• Distributed data issues
• Security issues
- theft of data
- theft using incorrect data
- unintentional corruption

• Risk may still be less than risk of users not
having the data they need to do their jobs!
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Implication of Client-Server for
Quality Assurance
•
•
•
•

KCC.QW01

Continuous Involvement
Continuous Improvement
Responding to client-server "news"
Training Requirements
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Continuous Involvement
• QA throughout the project
• Extent of involvement varies across projects
- Inverse relationship to user involvement
- Correlated to project risk and cost

• Two foci:
- prevention
- defect removal

KCC-QW01
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Continuous Improvement
• Examines processes and_ standards used in

application development
• Tailors existing processes and standards for
client-server
- Removes or replaces activities not relevant
- Defines new activities required

KCC-QW01
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Responding to Client-Server
"News"
• Tools
- New standards required
- New test tools
- New test strategies

• Methodologies
- IE

- 00
- RAD

• Life Cycles
- Iterative
- Spiral
Client-Server Threats to Classical QA Approaches
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Training Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distributed application considerations
Networking and Communications issues
Performance considerations
Data replication issues
Security considerations
Effective GUI Design
Environment-specific details
-

KCC-OW01

Platforms
Operating systems
Network Operating Systems
Development tools
Databases
Client-Server Threats to Classical QA Approaches
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Summary
• Need for QA not obviated by use of clientserver tools and RAD approach
• Goal of QA is still the same
• QA now has two foci
- build quality in
- remove defects

• Redefinition of QA roles in required
• Retraining required

KCC.QW01
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Survey of Current Research in
TESTING FOR QUALITY
Dick Hamlet

Abstract

Software testing is the most technically sophisticated and precise part of the development lifecycle,
yet its techniques are often used uncritically. Most testing effort is just that-diligent work by motivated engineers-without solid scientific foundation. In the current rush to codify procedures of the
software development process, it is easy to forget that a good process is not the goal, but rather
quality software. A labor-intensive testing phase, no matter how well defined and controlled, is a
wasteful mistake if it cannot be demonstrated to actually contribute to software quality. Structural
coverage testing is a particular example. Coverage is a systematic idea, supported by measurement
tools. But there is no data relating coverage and the effort expended to attain it, to how many
defects escape detection. Of course, each bug found and removed is a gain. But testing that leaves
bugs that a customer finds immediately is a mistake, no matter how many bugs were found or how
hard the testers worked to find them. Thus coverage testing must be critically examined and justified beyond its obvious intuitive appeal.
Research into testing techniques should establish their scientific basis. Sadly, in the all-tootypical case study, success of coverage testing is circularly defined in terms of coverage. (Or, one
kind of coverage is shown to lead to another kind of coverage, which is defined as success.) It is
rare for a case study to relate coverage to failures found in testing, yet even this falls short of the
mark. What counts is not how many defects were found, but how many might remain unfound. It is
a characteristic of wishful thinking to replace a real goal (quality software) with a measure of effort
(test coverage attained).
Supporters of process analysis argue that the link between process and product will be established by feedback from failures. A particular software failure should be traced through the testing
process-why wasn't it caught?-and the process modified so that things will be better in the
future. To continue with the coverage example, why does structural coverage sometimes fail to find
failures that later appear in the field? (And just how often does this happen?) There is a dearth of
published data, because experiments on real software are notoriously hard to carry out. Process corrective feedback will not work if the "correction" is a directionless "try something else." There are
too many possibilities, and it is far too expensive to conduct significant experiments on even a few
of them.
In the last five years, research has begun to address the relationship between testing techniques
and distinct testing goals:

A)

to find failures;

B)

to assess software quality.

The methods appropriate for one goal fail to address the other. Finding failures does not necessarily
lead to quality software; nor are quality-assessing methods necessarily helpful in finding failures.
The software developer must choose test methods wisely to realize the desired goal(s).
This talk reports on current testing research (from recent conferences and the technical literature) that ties practical methods to testing goals. Briefly:
A)

How to find failures. The commonly accepted goal for testing is to uncover as many problems
as possible, so that they may be fixed before release. Perhaps because the goal is so natural,
recent research has addressed it with some success. The results have clear practical application, particularly in unit testing. The central concepts of this research are first, the use of probabilistic models of testing; and second, study of the relationship between the subdomains
induced in the test space by a testing method. The way in which these subdomains overlap,
and how they are related to potential faults, allows a comparison of methods. It is now possible to evaluate methods such as dataflow testing for their true failure-finding potential.

B)

How to assess software quality. In safety-critical applications or where a software failure can
have important economic consequences (the so-called "ultra-reliable" region), the goal is really
perfection. The developer seeks guarantees that any failure is unlikely. Dijkstra's famous
aphorism that testing can reveal only the presence of failure, not its absence, is being questioned by research into probabilistic testing. The "109 problem" is that straightforward sampling techniques are impractical because the time needed to test is the same order of magnitude
as the desired result. Thus to achieve the fabled prediction of 109 runs without failure requires
roughly 109 tests, which would take hundreds of years to perform. The new ideas of testability
and of self-checking algorithms address the 109 problem. Methods aimed at perfection may
also be applied to less critical software projects to lower the cost of testing.
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Comparing methods
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Beyond Failure Testing
Reliability
Trustworthiness
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What is Testing?
What it's not:
0 Inspections (e.g., checking spec or design for
"testability", reviewing code)
0 Static code analysis (compiling, "lint," etc.)
0 Proofs or reasoning about specs or code
What it is:
• Running test cases on the actual code
• Making a test plan for tests to run
• Analyzing test runs (e.g., for memory leaks)

Execution is the key:
r---------------------------------------------------,

Devise
a test ----- Run it

Check
result

L---------------------------------------------------J
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Analyze
the tests

What's Testing For?

Year

Common "Wisdom"

C. 1950

Fooling yourself.

c. 1975

Finding failures.

c.2000?

Measuring quality.
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Functional System Testing
("Blackbox" testing; "specification-based" testing)

Process: complete system is executed
• Tests derived by hand from requirements,
specifications, user manuals, etc.
• Results checked by hand (against
specifications, etc.)
• Informal attempt to cover all requirements,
functionality, exceptional conditions

Intent: to try everything before the customer does
When: devise tests early, in specification phase;
carried out just before release, by QA
Problem: huge test space -

6

poor coverage

Functional Unit Testing
Process: components executed in test harness
• Tests derived by hand from component
specifications
• Results checked by hand against
specifications

Intent: to try components before integration
When: devise tests early, in design phase; carried
out by programmers during coding
Problems:
• Specifications even worse than usual
• Stubs unrealistic ·
• Easily confused with structural testing
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Brian Marick's Testing Method
( The Craft of Software Testing, Prentice Hall, 1995)

Devise functional tests
from specification & design

~No~

Run tests .-.-----.

structural
information!

yes

not
covere

covered
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Fix!

Subdomain ("Partition")Testing
,-- input space

representing
test point

inputs
'the same'

Examples of "the same":
perform same function
take same path
take same branch
kill same mutant

(true
partitions)

(overlapping
subdomains)

K'

Good failure-finding partitions have subdomains
with large variation in failures:
======r

........... ..... :-: ....

(Ref: Hamlet & Taylor, TSE, Dec., 1990)
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Comparing methods -

Subsumes

Intuition:
"My method is better than yours, because
when I use mine it satisfies yours, but when I
use yours, it doesn't satisfy mine."
Mine always 'better' ==> it strictly subsumes yours.
Notation: Mine > Yours

Examples:
branch testing > statement testing
dataflow testing > branch testing
mutation testing > branch testing

fu II path testing > dataflow testing
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Misleading Comparisons
Subsumes is misleading, because sometimes the
'worse' method is more likely to find a failure.

function Q(X: real): real;
{square root of absolute value}
begin
if X < 0 then X := -X;
Q

:= sqr(X)

{oops! sqrt}

end

Statement testing {-3} beats path testing {-1,0, 1}.
1&

The anomaly comes from the variety of
different tests that satisfy each method:

t
find bugs

statement

don't
+
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60% of statement
15% of path

The Properly Covers Comparison
One testing method X is really better
than another Z (X >> Z) iff:
~

Selecting an X test is more likely to expose a
failure than selecting a Z test.

X >> Z can be shown to depend on the relationship
between methods' subdomains.

Definition: X properly covers Ziff each subdomain
of Z can be written as a union of subdomains of X.
(Some technical complications suppressed.)
Theorem: If X properly covers Z, then X >> Z.
(Ref: Frankl & Weyuker, TSE, Mar. and Oct., 1993).
Path testing does not properly cover statement
testing (nor the other way around).
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Using the Research
Rules: subdomain testing for finding failures
1) Methods should mention failure-finding.
a) "Covers all the <fill in code structure> !"
b) Distrust arcane measures of goodness.
2) Try to forget about subsumes.
3) Try harder to forget about subsumes.
4) Use functional testing augmented so that it
properly covers statement testing. (??)
5) Partition to concentrate failure in subdomains.
a) Avoid dividing subdomains.
b) Use process information to partition.

13
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More Misleading Comparisons
Just as:
a&

Covering paths isn't finding failures

~

So:
a&

Finding failures isn't trustworthiness~

The best failure-finding methods (e.g., specialvalues testing) concentrate on failure-prone but
atypical parts of specification, design, coding,
process, etc.
When they don't find anything, so what?

15

Working hard~ Trustworthiness
Some analogies:
(I)
Fishing

(II)
Needle in
a haystack

1&

programs
failures
input domain
15
1 in10
programs
failure
input domain
15
1 in 10

fishing
fish
lake
7
1 in 1o

haystacks
needle
haystack
8
1 in 10

Predictions of "none!" are much more likely to
be right for the fish/needle than for program
bugs.
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One Culprit: The Operational Profile
1

test
--------- profile

input value x

What is the profile of a coverage test?!
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Software Reliability Theory
The Nelson theory (TRW, 1970s):

N random tests with no failures establish
upper confidence bound a
that the failure intensity is below e:
r---more tests N

1

a

0

.....-----+------+---------~

0

g

h failure intensity
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e

1

The 1o9 Problem
Practical problems with software reliability:

o Operational profiles are very hard to obtain
o The wrong profile always shows that the
reliability is better than it really is
~

High confidence in a useful MTTF requires far
too many tests: to predict MTTF of N runs
requires more than N tests.
(There are about 1o7 seconds in a work-year)
Examples:
~

~

Years of testing a PC program are required to
believe that it will not fail on a large customer
base within a week of release.
To meet the FAA standard of 1o9 hours of
failure-free operation requires 100 years of
testing (at one test/sec).

19

New Approaches
Manuel Blum's Self-checking
"Pointwise" trustworthiness is the probability that
one particular result is correct, obtained by
comparing random variations of the computation.
Example: only 30 agreeing variations are needed
9
to predict 1 chance in 1o of a result being wrong.
(Ref: Blum & Wasserman, 35th IEEE FOGS, 1994)
Jeff Voas's Squeeze Play

Testability measures the probability of a test failure
conditional on a program fault. Testability can be
obtained by testing that requires no oracle.
Example: Testability of .001 and 20,000 tests
9
predict 2 chances in 1o that a program can fail.
(Ref: Hamlet & Voas, ACM ISSTA, 1993)
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Predictions

o Software testing for failures will be improved,
and extended throughout the development
lifecycle.

o Better testing will raise the standard of
software quality across the industry.

o The resulting software will be about as good
as "above average" software is now.

o That isn't good enough for anything important.
o Further progress depends on a theory of
"trustworthiness."

o Whatever else the future may bring, testing
won't be cheaper.
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DEFECT CAUSAL ANALYSIS:
LEARNING FROM OUR MIST AKES

David N. Card

Software Productivity Solutions

The "experts" often disagree on what "quality" really is, or perhaps which
quality is most important (e.g. user-friendliness, reliability, simplicity,
maintainability). Nevertheless, most practitioners agree that the presence of
errors signifies a lack of quality, whatever it is. Defect Causal Analysis (DCA)
is a low cost technique for driving down error rates in software. DCA was
originally developed by IBM [1] but also has been experimented with by
Bellcore, CSC, Boeing, Hewlett Packard, and others.
DCAMETHOD

The basic premise of DCA is that because software producers (developers and
maintainers) have the greatest intimacy with the software process and
product, they are best able to determine how errors or defects got into the
product and how to change the process to prevent them in the future. The
usual approach to software problems is to fix them then forget them. DCA
provides a mechanism for learning from them as well.
Chart 6 shows the typical operation of DCA on a project. Testers (and
producers) identify problems. Periodically (usually at the end of each build or
phase), producers hold a DCA meeting to review recent problems and
propose actions to prevent them or find them earlier. (Problems are analyzed
by the originating project team.) Then, the actions are taken-up by a separate
team with the resources and authority to make changes.
For DCA purposes it is not necessary to review all problem reports, just a
sample of them. Moreover, the goal is not to propose a specific action for each
problem, but to identify classes of problems and propose actions for each class.
The actions proposed from a DCA meeting may be either short-term (for
immediate action by the project) or long-term (for the benefit of future
projects) Note that the objective is to get good action proposals, not
necessarily lots of action proposals.
DIFFERENCES FROM OTHER APPROACHES

The DCA approach differs in important ways from more established
techniques for documenting lessons-learned and methods used by staff-level
analysis or experiment teams. Lessons-learned are usually written from a
management perspective. They often cover a range of topics much broader
than just software engineering. Lessons-learned are usually only written after
the project is complete, when it is too late to affect its outcome, except in its
perception.
Error analysis studies conducted by an outside team rely almost exclusively
on detailed characterizations of the problems or errors, without any insight to
or information about the process as it was actually working at the time the
error was intrroduced. Mays, et al., [1] explain the advantage of the DCA
technique as, "Direct causal analysis by the developer making the error results
in a more accurate determination of the cause of the defect and more relevent
preventive actions." Like lessons-learned, error analyses are usually
conducted only after the project is complete.
DCA does not necessarily replace other learning and analysis techniques, but
it does give the software producers something they can use themselves, for
their own near-term benefit. DCA can also benefit from the use of other
techniques, such as orthogonal defect classsification {2], that help identify
systematic errors.
RESULTS OF DCA

Both IBM and CSC's experience have shown DCA to be a simple, low-cost,
and effective technique. IBM [1] invested less than one percent of project's
budgets in DCA and resulting actions to achieve about a 50% reduction in
error rates over three years. CSC [3] invested about 1.5 percent of project
budget to get a similar reduction in error rates over two years.
MATURITY PULL EFFECT

Because the SEI software process maturity model [4] envisions the
deployment of defect causal analysis and other defect prevention techniques
at Level 5 (Optimizing), some may argue that implementing DCA in
organizations in the Level 3 (Defined) range may be premature. Remember
that the maturity model is a descriptive rather than prescriptive model. It
shows what must exist at each level, not necessarily the best method of
constructing the next level.

In order to qualify at any level, an organization must satisfy all the
requirements for that and lower levels. The obvious strategy for getting to the
next level is to implement exactly the items necessary for the next level.
However, some practices exert a "maturity pull effect", that is they facilitate
the introduction and acceptance of other practices. Thus, they should be
introduced early. For example, Level 1 organizations trying to advance

usually establish a software engineering process group and training program
immediately, even though those are Level 3 activities, not Level 2. DCA is
such a "maturity pull" technology for higher level organizations. This effect
can be seen in three areas:
•

Awareness of Quality - participation in DCA meetings and regular
communication of action proposals to management helps to build an
awareness of quality and a practical understanding of its consequences.

•

Commitment to the Process - the evidence of DCA helps to show
producers the value of conforming to the process. Chart 17 (from [3])
classifies the proposed actions in terms of the associated systematic cause
using Kaoru Ishikawa's causal categories. Nearly two-thirds of all
problems related to methods. Moreover, two-thirds of the methods
problems related to failures to follow the defined process, or failure to
communicate important information. This effect can be harnessed by
setting up a mechanism by which the producers contribute to defining
their own processes [5].

•

Recognition of the Need for Quality Measurement - once software
producers begin analyzing problem data and implementing
improvements they start to understand the value of quality data. Their
fears about its potential misuse decline because they are now one of the
users.

PROBLEMS WITH DCA IMPLEMENTATION
Because DCA is a common-sense idea and similar to lessons learned and
other process analysis techniques, there is a tendency to "just do it!", without
training, preparation, or follow-up to ensure that the process is working
effectively. In spite of its simplicity, DCA must be introduced and monitored
carefully to ensure its success. Some of the problems that can arise include:
•

Fixing Someone Else's Process. It is always tempting to try to fix someone
else's process (e.g., the client or testers). This is an not effective use of time
because 1) the producers don't have control of the other processes to make
changes, and 2) they are not the experts in those processes.

•

Defending Our Own Process. No one likes making mistakes. It is
comforting to be able to assign the "real cause" to someone else. The DCA
focus should be on what WE can do to avoid problems, not trying to argue
down the error rates.

•

Letting the Process Drift. The key element of DCA is the causal analysis
meeting. Because this is a human intensive process, it must be
documented and monitored or its participants may change its method
and goal~(~~ noted in the two bullets above).

•

Not Acting in a Timely Manner. DCA produces proposals (or suggestions).
Actions produce improvements. Unless management acts on the DCA
proposals in a timely manner, the benefits of DCA are lost. Unfortunately,
some of the quality award programs appear to emphasize compiling lots of
suggestions, whether or not any action is taken. Of course if you are only
interested in fixing someone else's process or in defending your own
process, then you won't need to worry about taking action.

Overall, IBM and CSC experiences have shown DCA, with agressive
followthrough by management, to be a highly cost-effective quality
improvement technique. Moreover, its common-sense feel makes it easy to
learn and implement. The problems can been minimized with careful
implementation and active management of the DCA process.
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®---------------What Is DCA?

• A technique for continuous quality improvement
•

A process by which the development team analyzes
representative software problem reports to
- identify systematic causes of errors
- propose changes to the process

•

Proposals are then given to an action team for
implementation

•

Other complementary approaches exist (e.g.,
Orthogonal Defect Classification)
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The Defect Causal Chain

causal
Anaysis

Error.--

Debugging

-

Failure
(Reliability)
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Causal Analysis Approach
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Concept of Defect Causal Analysis

• Recognize that defects are one of the best indicators of tack
of quality
• Assume that software engineers are experts on preventing
defects because they best understand the processes that led
to the problems
• Keep records of defects (already in place for testing)
• Periodically evaluate accumulated problem reports (usually at
end of phase, release, or project)
• Develop strategies to prevent or identify systematic problems
earlier

®------------------5
Defect Causal Analysis Process

Actions for Other

Organizational
Elements

to Fix
• Newsletter
• Common Problems List
• Standards and
Procedures
• Tools
• Etc.

Other
Suggestions

Action to
Consider
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Causal Analysis Meeting

• At least at end of each build
•

Approximately 2 hours long

• .Involves entire development team
•

Designated moderator

• Managers not present
• Open and constructive, not defensive
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Example of Cause-Effect Diagram
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Action Team

•

Must include management

•

May include technical personnel

• Selects, prioritizes, integrates, initiates, and monitors action
implementation
•

Benefits of DCA are lost without timely action

®-----------------9
Example of DCA Process

Problem:
Proposal:

Results:

Inconsistent use of environment by developers
resulted in many errors during integration
Define operational environment (e.g., directory
structures, protections) as early possible and
perform all testing within copies of this
environment
Integration time for subsequent builds was
reduced 50 percent
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Steps to Implement DCA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form action team
Develop DCA training
Train participants in DCA process
Train DCA moderator in meeting facilitation
Develop DCA procedures and forms
Augment error data collection
Hold DCA meetings
Hold action team meetings
Collect participants' evaluation of DCA
Revise training, forms , and procedures as
needed

®------------------,,

Actual DCA Results

I
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Comparison of Error Rates for Builds 1 and 2
EtrorslkDSl

• Integration testing
• System testing

®-----------------""',3
Development Product Quality Comparisons
Etrors/kDSI

~
DCA
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Evidence Of Defect Prevention

0kt • Component Lrvd Design
MLD • Modu~ Lr.-d Design
UT-.. Unit To;t

I

R. G. Mays. eo1 Jones. ec a1.• ~

es W~h Detect

FVT • Function VenhCltlOn Tet
PVT • Product Vnific uion Test
SVT •Systfflt Vmficahm'I Test

Pre,,.,..,,,. ,BM Systems Journal vc1 29:1. 1990
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Maturity-Pull Effect of DCA

• SEI CMM is descriptive not prescriptive
•

Level 1 organizations usually implement SEPGs and
training (level 3) to get to level 2

•

DCA helps organizations trying to establish
themselves at level 3

•

OCA does not fully satisfy the defect prevention KPA
of level 5
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Sources of Systematic Errors

• Methods: 65%
- Failure to follow defined process
- Failure to communicate information
• People: 15%
• Input: 12%
• Tools: 8%

\

@)-----------------~17
Summary of DCA Experience

• Easy to implement
• Low cost(= 1.5 %)
• Increased awareness of quality, Process, and measurement
• Tangibly improved product quality
• Personnel reacted favorably
• Easily adapted to other activities

@)-----------------_.,,18
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Software Engineering Is Illegal

Dr. Boris Beizer
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Dr. Boris Beizer is an independent consultant with over three decades of
experience in the software industry. He received a Ph.D. in computer science
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1966 with a dissertation on problems in
computer testing. He has written 12 books, ranging from system architecture to
his well-known pair on software testing-- Software Testing Techniques (2nd edition) and Software System Testing and Quality Assurance--both considered standard references on the subject. His specialities include software testing and quality assurance, system architecture, and performance analysis and modeling. He
directed testing for the FAA's Weather Message Switching Center and several
other big communications systems. He has been a speaker at many testing
conferences and is also known for his seminars on testing. He consults on
software testing and quality assurance with many organizations throughout the
world.
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1. What's The Fuss?

The May 30, 1994 issue of ComputerWorld carried a provocative little story 1 [KING94]. One of our
colleagues in Tennessee, George Phelps by name, ran afoul of a 75 year old statute that specifies
who has the right to use the title "Engineer." Because ofthis law,Je h!_d _to change his title from
"Dire~.t~r of Engineering" to "Director of Technology." His is a CENSORED Engineering company
and C~~S~RED Engineering is not legal in Tennessee. Nor, by the way, is it legal in all 502 states
and five territories. According to these statutes, if you call yourself a "Software Engineer" or
promote your company as doing "Software Engineering" you may be liable to fines of up to $10,000,
be forced to change your company name, your title, your stationery, your advertisements,
publications, etc.
The purpose of the Tennessee (and the 54 other statutes) is ostensibly to " ... provide a
measure of assurance that an engineer ... will in no way jeopardize the safety, health, or well-being
of the general public" [BORO86]. Just who is an engineer and who determines that? The legal
qualifications for using the title "Engineer" in the United States are:
1. Graduate from an accredited engineering school, where accreditation is granted solely by the

Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET).
2. Pass the Fundamentals of Engineering Examination, created by the National Council of
Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEE) but administered by the various states.

3. Four years of work experience in a recognized engineering subprofession, where "recognition,"
although legislated in each state, is effectively done only by ABET and NCEE.
4. Pass the Principles and Practices of Engineering examination, also created by NCEE but
administered by the states, in one of the "recognized" subprofessions.

There are also unofficial, but effectively mandatory, requirements for joining the ranks of
sanctioned professional engineers.
5. Wear a pocket protector filled with Dietzgen or equivalent #2 to #4 lead pencils.

6. Own a K&E Log-Log Duplex Decitrig Slide Rule of at least 1O" length.

7. Be a white, Anglo-Saxon, male who wears a hard hat.

3

4

5

The first four of these might seem to be reasonable standards for protecting the public. After
all, if anybody could hang out a shingle and call themselves an "engineer," who knows what harm
might come of it. These standards seem reasonable until you look into them and learn:
I.

This strange situation was first brought to my attention in a letter by Barry Boehm in the October 1994 Issue of ACM-SIGSOFT
[BOEH94]. Barry called for an initiative to correct this situation-and well we should.

2

The story said 48 states, but I was proudly told by a representative of the National Council ofE.:xaminers for Engineering and
Surveying (NCEE) that such statutes are on the books in all 50 states and 5 territories [HADL95] .

3

They've made progress. Pentel or similar brand micro-lead pencils (no thicker than 0.5mm, and no softer than 2H) may be
substituted; but be sure to check local state regulations.

4.

Technically equivalent Decitrig slide rules and even circular slide rules may be acceptable, as may older calculators such as
HP-35 's and HP-45's, but I wouldn't push it; better to stick with the K&E Decitrig.

5.

As a commentary on just how little our reactionary hard-hat colleagues have progressed, the American Society of Mechanical
~n ineers still has a Women's Auxiliary. There are, of course many women and minorities in Engineering today, but how many
0
of them are so-called "Professional Engineers" with a P.E. license? Wh:Ch is to say, how many of them are legally engineers
as contrasted to merely being competent at, and employed in, the profession? Are there more than the one cited in HUDD95?
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1. There are no accredited degrees in Software Engineering and unlikely to be any in our lifetimes

-

at least until the current generation of superannuated accreditors dies off.

2. The examinations have more relevance to a Mesopotamian water works engineer of threethousand years ago than to software. 1 The examinations have few questions on electronics 2 , no
questions on computer hardware, and no questions on software whatsoever.
3. According to most state laws, you must have a Professional Engineering (PE) license to legally
teach in an engineering school, otherwise the school or department won't be accredited. How's
that for self-perpetuation generation after generation?
4. Our profession is not recognized and very unlikely to ever be recognized by the self-appointed,
self-perpetuated, self-interested, official recognizers (ABET, NSPE, and NCEE).
5. Based on the singular lack of success that other "new" engineering disciplines have had in
getting recognizedwithin the framework of so-called professional engineering (Electronics
Engineering being the most notorious 2), we don't stand a chance.
2. The Legal Engineering Professions.
I'll have more to say about these examinations below. For now, let's see what kind of "Engineer"
is legal in the United States.
1. You can be in one of the recognized major engineering professions, including: Aeronautical,

Agricultural, Chemical, Civil, Control Systems, Electrical, Environmental, Fire Protection.
Industrial, Manufacturing, Mechanical, Metallurgical, Mining, Nuclear, Petroleum or Structural
-but you can't be a Software Engineer, because that major profession, the profession with more
practitioners than the others combined 3, doesn't exit according to ABET and NCEE.
2. You can practice one of the recognized engineering specialties, such as: Gas Engineering, Tool
and Manufacturing, Automotive, Lighting, Safety, Reliability, Die-Casting, Plastics, Corrosion,
Refrigeration, Pharmaceutical, Lubrication, Photographic, and Sanitation-never ridicule our
Sanitation Engineering colleagues and pay daily homage (as we all must) to its spiritual founder,
George Crapper--civilization would be down the toilet without them-But you can't be a
Software Engineer!
3. You can practice one of the lesser known subspecialties. The NCEE [HADL95] told me that

designation of a subspecialty depends on the number of practitioners; after all, one " ... cannot
expect to certify every tiny-subprofession that has only a few hundred practitioners." And,
surely, all of the following subspecialties must have many more practitioners than our forbidden
specialty: Arctic Condition Engineering, Cable-TV, Cryogenic, Earthquake, Heating, Insulated
Cable, Lubrication, Naval (is that carrying specialization too far?), Noise Control, Optical,
J.

The older PE license study guides and references I read for this article had almost nothing on software, but at least it was
something. The most extensive discussion of software was one lonely page in a recently published 800 page book within a
section on Control Engineering [TAPL90). That discussion essentially said that software was something that one might
occasionally load into a ROM as part ofa control system. It went on to imply that most programs were written in BASIC or
FORTRAN, but that ROM loaded software would probably be written in assembly language.

2.

In three recent sample exams, out of a total of 630 questions I found only two that had to do with electronics: one on operational
amplifiers and the other on the Hall effect. The rest of the questions on that new-fangled stuff called electricity could have been
answered by an EE from 1905. Electronics doesn't exist for these "Engineers" either.

3.

The National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) claimed only 75,000 members in 1994. This organization, through its
very effective political action committees and lobbyists, is most responsible for the current state of affairs. We have at least
650,000 Software Engineering practitioners, with probably 75,000 in Testing and Quality Assurance alone. We have more v9t~~

than they do,

don't we?
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Photographic, Plumbing, and Wood. But you can't be a Software Engineer because obviously
there aren't enough ofus and you can't be a Software Engineer!!
4. There are societies for engineering sub-subspecialties, all of which are legal: Senior Wire Rope
(I couldn't find an Ordinary Wire Rope or a Junior Wire Rope?), Annular Bearings, Ball
Bearings, Ball Manufacturing, Carbide, Cylindrical Hydraulic (as distinct from just-plain
Hydraulics?), Practical Refrigeration (as distinct from Impractical Refrigeration?),
Rehabilitation, Tractor, and Wind-the last one intrigues me because as a sometime competitive
sailor, I would love to know how to engineer wind. That's the way the wind blows on subsubspecialities; but no matter how hard you huff and puff, you won't be allowed to be a Software
Engineer, because there aren't enough ofus. You can't be a Software Engineer!!!

5. There are other occupations that have traditionally carried the name "Engineer" and are therefore
legal and exempt from these laws: Flight Engineer, Flight Electronics-, any serving soldier from
private to general in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Motion Picture-, Radio-, Sound-, TV-,
Railway-, Ship's-, Locomotive- (also known as Mobile Engineer, which comes in both steam
and non-steam flavors) and last and least the Stationary and Steam Engineer who fires up the
boiler in the basement. The janitor in your office building can call himself an Engineer (if you
have a steam boiler, that is), but you can't because you can't be a Software Engineer!!!
6. An Engineer can be: concerned, illuminating, abrasive, military, rough & tumble, or even
explosive-and we all know engineers that fit those descriptors; each of the previous have their
own engineering society-but they better not be concerned or illuminating about software
because-YOU CAN'T BE A SOFTWARE ENGINEER!!.

7. If you satisfy the technical criteria for engineering, you can add another hyphen and go on to be
a: Cuban-American-Engineer, Danish-American-, Native-American-, Hispanic-, Korean-,
Polish-, Swedish-, Turkish-, or Ukrainian-American engineer. You can be a minority engineer,
a black engineer, and even women can be engineers today. You can be a gay and lesbian
engineer, or a Christian, Muslim, or Seventh Day Adventist engineer-all these groups also have
their own special-interest societies, but heavens forfend that you hyphenate "software" with
"engineering"-It's not legal in all 50 states and five territories because YOU CAN'T BE A
SOFTWARE-ENGINEER!!!.
Before you start worrying that the PE Gestapo is going to come down on you like they did
poor Phelps in Tennessee, let's note that as lawbreakers in all 55 states and territories we are in very
good company. The biggest lawbreaker is the Federal Government, especially DoD, who annually
lets thousands of contracts with "Software Engineering" in the title or in the specifications 1• The
FAA and almost every other branch of the government that buys technical software similarly
mention-no, they don't merely mention software engineering, they insist that we practice it. The
annual Software Engineering Conference, now in it's 17th year, as well as dozens of other annual
conferences and symposia on Software Engineering are also lawbreakers. The Software Engineering
Institute is breaking these ludicrous laws. Purdue University is a lawbreaker. Every publisher with
Software Engineering titles is a lawbreaker. But the next biggest lawbreakers after DoD are the
IEEE and ACM, both of whom sponsor conferences, publish journals, and have huge hunks of
memberships who call themselves "Software Engineers." If I were really worried about the PE
thought police, I would insist that the IEEE mail the SE transactions in a plain brown wrapper.
I.

On December 13, 1993 the USAF awarded Lockheed Missile and Space a $400 million contract to develop an Integrated
Computer Aided Software Engineering system (I-CASE). All users of the term "CASE" are technically violating these laws.
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3. The Examinations.
I looked at these examinations: I'd rather have root canal without anesthesia done by Steve Martin's
sadistic dentist in The Little Shop of Horrors than take one of these. The first one, Fundamentals
of Engineering, the one you take before you practice, is bad enough; but the second exam that you
take after you've practiced a while, makes the first look like a give-away.

The first exam is an 8-hour, open book exam in which you answer 140 compulsory questions
in the morning and 70 in the afternoon. 1 Most of the morning questions are hard-hat engineering
questions including such juicy favorites as: the rate at which a slab of beef will give up heat, those
horrible physics problems that involve two monkeys, a pulley and a string; and one of your routine
four-body cis-lunar orbital calculations for a slingshot-effect ride past Mercury to land you in the
vicinity of Pluto by June 2007 2• There are two morning categories you'll recognize: financial and
mathematics. The earlier exams had a section on computers and software, but they since expurgated
these subjects. The financial questions are easy-they're all built-in my calculator. The math is
okay if you remember your calculus 101. But you couldn't count on passing the software questions
when they did have them. About half involved number representation conversions (also on my
calculator). The tough ones were the programming questions. You'll have to dig up very old, very
obsolete BASIC and FORTRAN manuals to learn the syntactic and semantic peculiarities of those
languages as of two decades ago 3• And even that wouldn't help because according to the answer
book, sometimes AND is equal to OR and ">=" can be used interchangeably with " >". The
afternoon is more of the same, but only worse.
How did I do, you ask? Based on my self-administered attempt at several 1986 exams, I
would have failed gloriously. I aced the math and financial, got two "wrong" on the software,
picked up fifteen questions because as an avid sailor and navigator I've learned about vectors,
aerodynamics, and hydrodynamics. Out of 210, had I gone the whole route, I might have managed
50 or so; possibly more because it is an open book exam. That was the old exam from 1986 and
earlier. The latest study guides and presumably therefore, the latest exams, have no questions on
computers and software whatsoever so my score would have dropped proportionately. Not only
doesn't software exist for these so-called engineers, but neither do computers 4 •
How about the Principles and Practices exam that you take after you've worked in the field
for several years? The closest you could manage would be to opt for the Electrical Engineering
exam and try to hit problems in digital systems, computer systems, and communications systems.
Frankly, folks. it's hopeless. You're about as likely to pass as one of our hard-hat colleagues is
likely to pass an exam on software quality assurance or object-oriented development.
I.

The pre-199 I exams had optional categories that included computers and software, or at least their quaint notions of those
topics. As stupid, archaic, and irrelevant as those questions were to contemporary software, you could take the optional
computer and software category and at least score some points in a familiar discipline. They since took all those questions out.
Now the exams contain absolutely nothing on computers or software. I guess that too many ofus were getting PE licenses.

2.

My favorite problem in this book [AHME94] concerns a railway gun (i.e., a gun mounted on a railroad flatcar). These were
used during World War I. The last operational railroad gun was used by the Germans in the earliest part of World War II, and
probably not after 1943 . So much for engineering currency.
One exam from 1986 had a 20 line BASIC program with 9 questions and one question concerning the syntax of obsolete
FORTRAN-II. An afternoon question concerned a 36 line BASIC program. Another set had five BASIC "programs" of five
lines each, of which four had syntax errors (in that ancient version of BASIC). The BASIC questions were considered "basic",
while the FORTRAN-II syntax questions are considered "advanced." [BORO86]. They (the PE' s) have corrected these
deficiencies: the latest versions of the exams contain no questions whatsoever having to do with software. They're not even
standing still-year by year they move ever closer to 1905. By 2005 they should reach 1805.

3.

4.

The only mention of computers [AHME94] is in an engineering economics question about a minicomputer with a price tag of
$750 1000 to be amorti~ed over 11I1

Byear period and llJl intmst rate of ,~o/o. Tells the whole story, doesn't it?.
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It's a stacked deck; so deeply and thoroughly stacked that unless you're willing to re-educate
yourself in engineering archeology and spend several years cramming, you can't possibly make it.
The examinations fascinated me, especially the fact that to the extent that the samples I saw
dealt with software at all, it dealt only with toy problems in archaic BASIC. I called the NCEE and
asked why Software Engineering was not a recognized engineering discipline and why there were
no questions on software. The reason, according to Roger A. Hadley, of the National Council of
Examiners for Engineering and Surveying [HADL95] was:
"There is no such thing as 'Software Engineering'. That's just writing computer programs. Any
high school kid or mathematician can do it. It is not a recognized engineering discipline because
it isn't engineering. And no engineering school in the United States provides a degree in it whatever did you call it? Software Engineering?"
Yes, my fellow "high-school kids," anybody can do it.
We're concerned with quality, so we should ask what constitutes a passing grade for the
exam. It varies from state to state, of course, but generally, 70% will do it. However, because of
the way the test is scored, that actually means that you only have to get half the questions right.
How' s that for a quality standard? How's that for protecting the public good? Those so-called
engineers only have to be right half the time. The instructions in a popular cram book [BORO86]
goes on to say that if you don't know, don't leave the answer blank. It's a multiple choice exam and
no points are taken off for wrong answers. Random guesses will get you 20% of the way to a
passing grade. When in trouble or in doubt, guess!! You'll only kill someone 80% of the time. So
much for the quality concerns and the engineering ethics that these exams teach to young aspirants.
Could we, the illegal Software Engineers, afford to guess? Could we sell software that was only
50% right? Could those hard-head engineers use our software if that was our standard?

4. A Real-World Message.
There' s a real-world message to be contrasted with the mythical message perpetuated by the socalled professional engineers. The examinations tell the story. The exams require a very broad base
of knowledge and techniques across the entire range of engineering, excluding of course, Electronics,
Computers, and Software Engineering. You need a smattering of electrical circuits, fluid mechanics,
thermodynamics, statics, dynamics, chemistry, strength of materials, economics, etc. That was fine
in the last century, and even up to the 30's and 40's when it was possible for a hard-working, hardstudying engineer to encompass that body of knowledge: there jus_t wasn't that much of it to learn.
For a 19th century engineer, it was proper and more important, it was possible to get a smattering
of knowledge across the entire field.
That once noble aspiration is of course, ridiculous today. I've devoted almost 40 years to the
Software Engineering profession and there are huge areas within Software Engineering of which I
am almost completely ignorant beyond the level of a technological layman. To have effective broad
knowledge within the software field alone would require reading, digesting, and internalizing every
issue of say, ACM Computing Surveys. I don't have the time for that, or the need. At best, I read
the summaries in that journal and the one-out-of ten surveys that most apply to my sub-sub-sub
specialty, Testing and Quality Assurance. And I spend a lot more time in self-educational pursuits
than most working Software Engineers because my business is technology transfer. How about the
rest of you? We have to run like hell to keep up with an explosively evolving technology. We must
prioritize our time and allocate our self-education, or else there's no time to do Software Engineering
as contrasted with studying it.
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It's the same in school. Employers don't want renaissance men. They want people adept in
C++, or Windows, or ATM, or what have you. Just try to sell your superficial knowledge of strength
of materials or fluid dynamics (which you learned at the expense of deeper software knowledge).
You know the answer. If they need an expert in thermodynamics, they'll hire a real one to work with
you and not someone with an operationally useless smattering of key words.
The PE's ideal of the mythological engineering renaissance man is a century out of date. It
flies in the face of technological realities. It serves only one purpose-to maintain an entrenched
oligarchy intent only on perpetuating their self-interest at the public's expense. How has the
"Professional Engineering" oligarchy maintained the myth? By simply saying that anything that
doesn't fit their myth, such as Software Engineering, is not engineering.
5. Software Engineering Versus Engineering Software.
My research led me to examine all recent periodicals and journal articles that had both "software"
and "engineering" in the title or abstract. There were tens of thousands such articles in the past
decade and even thousands in just the last two years. The "Software Engineering" articles appeared
in all the journals you and I read. But they were few in number compared to the "Engineering
Software" articles in the traditional engineering literature. I checked that by eliminating from the
search all computer, software, and related journals; looking only at the traditional mechanical, civil,
chemical, etc. periodicals. Guess what the hot topic is, folks? "Engineering Software," of course.
More articles on Engineering Software than almost any other engineering topic. Engineering
software written by all those illegal Software Engineers. So you see, ours is a problem of
permutations. You can write "Engineering Software" as long as you don't do "Software
Engineering." The one permutation is legal, the other is not.

Doesn't it give you the willies to realize that all that software on which our hard-hat brethren
depend, the software that calculates the right size for structural steel in our buildings, that's used to
design the controls for the aircraft on which we fly, that calculates the radiation dosages to give
cancer patients, that keeps us from having a weekly Chernobyl accident--<loesn't it give you the
willies to realize that all that "engineering software" could have been written by a bunch of highschool kids? It must have been written by high school kids because we professionals don't exist and
because YOU CAN'T BE A SOFTWARE ENGINEER even if you write the engineering software
used by those "real" engineers.
6. Why Should We Care?
Why should we care what a self-perpetuating ossified oligarchy decrees what is, by their aboriginal
patriarchal standards, to be or not to be called "engineer?" We know what we are, what we do, how
we do it, and we'll keep on doing it and calling it "Software Engineering" despite all the witless
laws on the books. Those laws are as irrelevant as the statutes in some states that, for example,
requires every automobile to be preceded by a man with a lantern who clangs a bell at regular
intervals. Ignore the moronic laws and concentrate on doing an ever-better job.
"Let it be." you say, "It's just semantics." You wouldn't dream of specifying the concrete
for an elevated freeway or the codes for earthquake protection. You wouldn't dream of signing-off
on the San Francisco Freeway 1 even though many of you might know a hell-of-a-lot more about
concrete structures than they know about structured software. If they want to be irrelevant in the
post-industrial world and not recognize our kind of engineering, it's their loss. We don't tell them
l.

Don 't forget high-school girls and boys, that collapsed freeway out there was signed off by three generations of PE's: it
collapsed in the earthquake because of substandard concrete and over a 40-year period, there were manr indictment~ M~ jiliil
sentences handed out. So much for PE's protecting the public good.
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how to link chains, they don't tell us how to link objects. That would be nice, but it doesn't work
that way. These men1, in their almost infinite arrogance, do presume to regulate how we do
software. There is real power for the PE in those laws and real danger to the public. And sooner or
later you will run afoul of these archaic statutes:
1. Legally, in most states, only a PE can give expert testimony in court on engineering projects.

A smart lawyer might get me disqualified from testifying on the adequacy of software testing
methods, for example. I'm sure we have a few PE' s among our ranks, but no expert in the
Software Engineering field I ever met advertised that fact.
2. Legally, in most states, only a PE can call themselves an "Engineering Consultant"2 and only a
PE can advertise as such.

3. In many civil projects-especially when funded by state or municipal agencies, where there is
a software content, you will have to pay a useless "consultant" who doesn't understand one word
of what he' s approving, to legally sign-off on your project. And there's no end of PE's willing
to prostitute themselves for a fee. It' s a waste of public money as far as software is concerned.
4. We should care because whenever a software-ignorant civil or mechanical engineer hires a bunch
of high-school kids to do software for one of their projects, and when as expected the bottom
falls out, it is we, the real Software Engineers, who take the flack. It doesn't matter if the
software was written by amateurs or by engineers who know nothing about our profession and
methods. We, the professionals, are blamed for every fiasco that involves software.

5. The main reason we should care, however, is because the public is harmed by these stupid laws.
We should care because in Civil Engineering project after project with a high software content,
signed-off by so-called "professional engineers," we see the public good damaged by hopelessly
inadequate software miscrafted by amateurs no better than high-school kids instead of by
professionals, to professional standards, and under professional quality assurance and quality
control methods. Look at Peter Neumann' s column in ACM-SIGSOFT or his book [NEUM94]
and ask of the fiascos described therein how many were caused by unprofessional software
developers working under the guidance and control of a so-called "professional engineer." I'll
bet on the Denver Airport baggage handling system software for a start.
7. What to Do?
Ever since Barry' s letter was published in ACM SIGSOFT (that notoriously illegal journal), there's
been an initiative afoot to rectify this situation. But frankly, as laudable and as important as that
initiative is, it isn't going to work. It isn't going to work because it is based on the false premise that
the issue has to do with technology and that there are rational criteria for getting Software
Engineering recognized and legalized. The key components of the initiative are: (1) define a body
of knowledge, (2) define recommended practices, (3) establish a code of ethics, (4) establish
certification/accreditation guidelines, and (5) define a curriculum. I'm for all of these because our
profession would be improved by them, but.

But the initiative won't succeed. It won't succeed because it's based on an attempt to work
within the system-"The System," being of course, the entire self-interested, exclusionary, PE
hierarchy. It will fail because it doesn't recognize that the key issues are political and economic
1.

With the possible except:on of airline ~i!Mg, the PE's and their constituent professions are probably the most maledominated professional group left in the US.

2.

You heard it right. The PE 's have also locked up the word "consultant" by their self-serving legislation.
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rather than technical. Ifwe, by magic, created a consensus on all five of the above and presented it
to that ossified oligarchy, it wouldn't matter. They would simply keep on insisting that we do not
exist and that what we do can be done by high-school kids.
It's a problem of technological politics that demands political solutions. Here are some ways
to do that:
1. Start the political initiative in California, where we have the greatest number of practitioners and

votes. Follow up in other states with similar attributes such as Washington (Seattle area), Texas,
Massachusetts, Oregon, Florida, Virginia, and Maryland. Don't bother with congressman. Write
to your state legislator and convey to him or her:
a. How many votes Software Engineers have in their district compared to the number of votes
by so-called Professional Engineers. We outnumber them by 10: 1.
b. How many jobs these laws might be costing and the advantage it gives to foreign suppliers
not bound by such laws.

c. Any instance you know of in which a traditional engineering project in your state with a
crucial software content was signed off by a so-called Professional Engineer to the detriment
of the public's interest. Do some creative whistle blowing.
d. Ask why you can't get a license to practice your profession. Ask why it is with N thousand
voting practitioners in his or her district and only K dozen voting PE practitioners, only the
PE's can get a license to practice engineering.
2. A class action suit against ABET, NSPE, and NCEE based on their possible violation of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
3. Let's get Bill Gates and Dilbert interested.

4. Form our own PAC.
5. Software Engineering is the single largest group with ACM and IEEE. Push these notoriously
apolitical entities into action. Flex your muscles.
6. Join forces with the next largest group of engineers, also effectively excluded, the Electronics
Engineers. They were teed-off with the PE's forty years ago and they still haven't been totally
legitimatized. The barrier for them is that first irrelevant exam because they have a chance of
passing the Principles and Practices exam if they can get by the so-called fundamentals.

7. When you next make a contribution to your alumnus association, demand to know when your
school intends to have an accredited program in Software Engineering under that name. Don't
accept any obfuscatory academic-administrative BS and excuses for an answer. Let them know
that your annual donation will be going to the first university that has a legitimate department
teaching Software Engineering under that name.
8. Let the politicians, the lawyers, the hard-hat engineers, all know that

YOU ARE A

1

SOFTWARE ENGINEER !!!.

1.

I used the term "Software Engineer" or "Software Engineering17 over
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Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 345 East 47 Street, New York,
NY. , 10017. 212-705-7685.

AHME94 Ahmed, Nesar U. et al. Fundamentals Of Engineering Examination. Research &
Education Association, Piscataway, N.J., 1994. 522 pages.
BOEH94 , Boehm, Barry. Letter in ACM SIGSOFT, Volume 19, #4.
BORO86 Eugene L. Boronow, M.E.E., P.E. Fundamentals of Engineering Examination, Arco
Publishing, Inc. New York, 1986.
HADL95 Interview with Roger A. Hadley, of the NCEE on 3/01/95.
HUDD95 Huddleston, Ted., et. al. EIT Review for the Fundamentals of Engineering Exam.
Research & Education Association, Piscataway, N.J., 1995. 640 pps. This popular study
guide has nothing on computers or software whatsoever. The closest it comes to
software is a truth table for a 3 input OR gate in the very small electronics section. One
of the co-authors of this book, Marcia Sullivan, is an Electrical Engineering PE who
works for a company in New York called Willow Software. This is the only appearance
of the word "software" in the entire 640 page engineering book.
K.ING94

King, Julia. Engineers to IS: Drop That Title. ComputerWorld, May 30, 1994. Volume
28 #22; ppl, 119.

NCEE95 National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying, PO Box 1686, Clemson,
SC 29633; 803-654-6824.
NEUM94 Neumann, Peter G. Computer Related Risks, ACM Press, New York, 1994.
NEWM91 Newman, Donald G. and Larock, Bruce E. Engineer In Training Examination, 3rd.
Edition. John Wiley and Sons, 1991. This PE Examination study guide still had a
chapter on computers and programming and mentioned BASIC, PASCAL and
FORTRAN as programming languages.
TAPL90

Tapley, D. and Poston, Thurman R., Eshbach 's Handbook ofEngineering Fundamentals,
4th Edition. John Wiley and Sons, 1990.
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AZOR, Inc. Introduces Multi-Media Test Solutions
Oreg Pope of AZOR, IDc. will preaent Che F E ~ Automated Software Tutin& Worb&aeiOG and
CodePlaa1111 a dcvelop.meol schedule eati.mation tool. Ferret is unique among the various automatad
capture/playback/compare tool• bcaUIIO it is a sysiem level tool capable of testing batdware and aoftware
u ao integrated syscom. Ferret ,upporta each step in the testini process. from analyais to reportm1 .
·Ferreuna· is the next lo&ical step after completing unit telling and aoftware iatopatioa with debu,aera
and GUI tools. Ferree i1 Uiod to validar.e that a complete system operataa toptbu and m.&a the cuatoamr
requirements. Fenet is molt useful for companies that build hardware and software product., have crosa
platform requirements, miuion critical applic:atioas, require strict memory and/or CPO inc.pity,
embedded products, papbic intemive producta. video and sound capture replay, or have non-t1tandard
hardware or software envirollmenta- With a a.iugle tool, Fornt te8ll all ~or platform types and
opetaluli syatems such u SUD workstations, HP/Apollo, PC's, PS-2, Apple Maciatoeb, DBC
workstatiou, and SGI worbtatiou, all versiom of DOS, Windows 3.1, Wmdowl 95, Window, NT,
OS/l, VMS. Natst.ep, Unix, XWiDdows, Open Windows, Solaria, ODT, and cu.atom. Ferret teata your
hardware aad aoftwaro togetbel'. Don't weueJ out of lellting, FERRET your bugs out! Code plao ia a
development estimation tool hued on the Intermediate COCOMO model and works with either function
points or linu of code. Oucputa include optimwn schedule, staffing lcvols, productivity rates, and toCa1
worker months. The number one mistake made in software development is underestimation of the effort.
Make sure you get tho time you need to test with Codeplan.
Oree Pope is preaidait and founder of Amr, Inc. a company committed to but fne aoftware
developmmt within 7 yean. Mr. Pope has been responsible for the development of palellled pioneering
technique& in Computer Aided testing. He bas apeot 25 yea, deaigniq and testing software for miaioa
critical applications such u crv.i• missils and radar warning receivers. He hu condu.c&ed over 50
seminara internationally in the put 3 yeus on software te6ting, quality, and awaagemeat, is a feetund
apeaker, and bu been published in a number of indwicry jowuals.
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Vendor Presentation: Quality Week 1995
HOW MUCH TESTING IS ENOUGH?
MOVING TO QUANTITATIVE TESTING WITH SOFrTEST
Blaine Bragg - Director of Sales & Marketing
Bender & Associates
Too often, completion of testing is defined by time and resources constraints or "it seems to
work" criteria. This presentation will describe how SoftTest helps automate a series of
powerful techniques that allow the tester to define measurable test criteria, design and build
appropriate test cases, and measure progress towards these criteria. With these pragmatic
techniques, test managers can accurately plan , manage and keep positive control over the test
effort and also maximize their return on investment in software testing tools. Topics covered
will include:
- What is quantitative testing?
- Function testing criteria: using requirements-based test techniques
- Did the code get tested: setting criteria for unit and integration testing.
- Planning and management of quantitative test effort.
- Using SoftTest to automate quantitative testing.
- The rest of the test tools suite.
CONTACT:
Blaine Bragg
Director of Sales & Marketing
P.O. Box 849
Larkspur, CA 94939
415-924-9196

Post Office Box 849 • Larkspur, California 94977 •

415-924-9196 Fa)( 415-924-3020

Vendor presentation abstract:

Test Data Minimization Technique and Tools
Jay Xiong
International Software Automation, Inc.
Software maintenance takes about 70% of the total cost of a software product development. Every time a software product is modified, the developer must re-test it. Software testing
and re-testing is very time consuming. Although a play-back testing tool can help developers
repeat their product testing, it uses all the test data again and, thus, is inefficient.
Test data minimization technique based on test data efficiency analysis is especially useful
in solving this problem. Test data minimization technique is particularly important for large software product re-testing. Many real examples show that, in a huge amount oftest data, only about
20% of them are useful. The rest 80% of the test data are, in fact, useless and only duplicate the
test coverage results generated by the 20% useful test data. However, without the capability to
analyze the efficiency of the test data, it is difficult to minimize the test data.
International Software Automation, Inc. has developed the test data minimization technique based on test data efficiency analysis, and applied this technique into its Panorama C++
product design and implementation. Facilitated with this technique, Panorama automatically
selects a minimum set from user's huge test data, and guarantees to get the same segment level
test coverage results as that obtained using all the original test data.
Panorama provides users three levels of software re-testing support: segment level, class/
function level, and system level. At segment level, clicking on a segment modified and shown in a
J-Flow diagram window, the corresponding test data/test cases, which can be used to test the segment clicked, will be automatically highlighted in another window. Similarly at class/function
level, clicking on a classes/function modified and shown in a J-diagram window, the corresponding test data/test cases, which can be used to test the class/function clicked, will be highlighted
automatically in another window. At system level, if many classes, functions, and code segments
are changed, a minimized test data set will be automatically derived and stored in a minimized test
data file. The minimized test data file can be used to re-test user's product efficiently and provides
the same segment test coverage results as that obtained using the all original test data.
sented.

The algorithm of the test data minimization and the tool application examples will be pre-

KPMG Peat Marwick LLP
Technology Quality Center
KPMG Peat Marwick LLP is the largest professional services film in the world. We have
offices in 131 countries around the world, and there are approximately 80,000
professionals who deliver services to our clients around the globe. The Technology Quality
Center in Boston is a national center of excellence, which is dedicated to the improvement
of quality in both software products and the software development process.
In improving the quality of products, we work with a network of seven KPMG technology
centers in major market areas to provide assistance to clients with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

testing methods and standards
product analysis
comprehensive functional testing
usability testing
interoperability testing
network testing
product ce11ification
data quality services
software and data migration services
readiness assessment services

We are certified TPC auditors and provide TPC benchmark audit services globally.
Our consultants serve as quality architects in addressing the issues of process
improvement. We have expe1ience with all of the major standards and process
methodologies and a significant level of expe1ience with the latest testing tools and
techniques.

KPMG's technology quality center has recently published a comprehensive Software
Testing Tool Survey which has benchmarked the use of automated testing tools in the
industry.
The TQC's commitment is to focus our expe11ise in helping client<; improve bottom line
results and improve client satisfaction.
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Managing Risk in Large-Scale Cient/Server Systems

PRESBNTBR:

Jayaram Bhat, VP Marketing, Mercury Interactive

The information technology industry is embracing enterprise-wide
client/server architectures to meet the requirements of today's business
world. The demands made on these systems in terms of capabilities and
flexibility pose new challenges for developers who must deliver and ensure
high quality and reliability. Moreover, the more complex these· systems
become, the greater the risk they will malfunction.
Managing the risks associated with large-scale client/server applications
requires thorough testing of the entire system under real-life multi-user
conditions throughout its life cycle. During development, it is imperative to
confirm that the planned architecture, components, and client applications
will create a client/server system that performs satisfactorily under the reallife load of users. Post-deployment, it is essential to ensure that as changes are
made to the original configuration {i.e., additional users added, software and
hardware upgrades, adjustments to the configuration parameters, etc.), system
performance will not be adversely affected.
However, manually simulating the real-life behavior of a multi-user
client/server system requires that the actual system be installed completely,
including the maximum number of PCs required. In the case of large-scale
systems, this may require hundreds to thousands of PCs. A massive volume
of carefully coordinated test runs needs to be executed by a large number of
users to emulate real-life system activity under load. Obviously, in practice
this process is far too complex, expensive and impractical to undertake. More
importantly, it is virtually impossible to repeat the exact same test sessions
and conditions after the system modifications have been made.
Therefore, for reliable, repeatable and comprehensive testing of client/ server
systems, automation is the answer. An automated tool must accurately
simulate the real-life client/server system under load conditions, as well as
provide the in-depth data required to evaluate system performance. Most
importantly, the automated tool must offer graphical comparisons of tests
results before and after the changes are made to the system.

Client/server architectures promise to make the information technology
industry more competitive by increasing the flexibility, productivity and
efficiency of your information systems. Managing the risks of transition to
client/server depends on an integrated, comprehensive and fully automated
tCliWlS solution.

Testing In the Real World
Bob Saile
Quality Assurance/Development Manager
Microsoft Test for Windows

If you go to any testing conference, you will hear how all about the procedures
for testing software in a perfect environment. A perfect environment is one in which you
receive detailed product specifications, detailed implementation schedules and have
ridged processes in place for the Development and Quality Assurance of your product.
In the perfect environment, what was specified 18 months ago, you shipped today, with
little or no changes from the original specification.
In the real world, several program managers and product managers sit in a room
and discuss the major direction the next version of the product should take. Some of
what they talk about may or may not be written down as the formal product
specification. Now that several people have an idea as to the direction, it is
communicated in some form (written or verbal) to the development and testing groups.
Depending on how many program managers a product has and the total number of new
features the product will have, a high level product specification is developed. If the
project is lacking enough program managers, then the specification will be developed
when the developer writes the code. The code, then becomes the specification.
In the real world, we all face stiff product competition. Even if you have detailed
specifications at the start of a project, your competition will force you to make changes
before you ship your product. On top of the changes you will need to make due to your
competition, technology changes will also affect you. What do you do when it suddenly
is important to your product to support OLE and you are three months away from
shipping? It could take a program manager one month to write the specification and the
development team can not wait that long for the specification. So the developers simply
plow ahead and implement it while program management is still thinking about feature.
Unfortunately, when the program managers see what development has done they declare
the usability of the feature as unusable and they demand major UI changes. Luckily it is
one month before you are scheduled to ship and program management and development
just assumes that the testing group is sitting around with nothing to do and can fully
absorb all of the changes in the testing schedule.
Well, since testing conferences do not typically cover what to do in the real
world, I will try and give you some advise.

Where to start?
You want to start with a Test Plan. But what can you plan for when you are
lacking specific details on what you will be testing?
Your test plan is a brainstorming and communication document. No matter what
the actual specifications of the product there are still may details that you need to think
through.
Let' s first think about schedules. Never commit to dates! Development teams
typically miss dates and program managers will typically try and hold testing to it's dates.
We call it the schedule squeeze. Development and program managers will typically
stretch the front-end of the schedule out without extending the back-end of the schedule.
So testing typically gets squeezed. What you want to commit to is: "I need to perform an
activity and it will take XX days from when I receive XXX from development" . You
need to be very specific as to what the XXX you are expecting from development is.
This way when development misses it's date, yours is automatically extended. It is
extremely important that you let the project team know when the XXX hasn't arrived in
time and that you can not start on your activity. Does this sound simple and obvious? It
is, but always keep in mind that testing is the last activity in the · project development
schedule. Remember the squeeze play that happens. Marketing will spend money on
advertising, make commitment to customers and schedule trade shows based of the
official project schedule. As the front-end of the schedule expands, the back-end doesn't .
You need to an effective way of communicating what you have done or are waiting to
do .
Be very careful about trusting program scheduling software. All groups on a
project team can effectively use it. Testing groups can get into trouble by using it. I am
not advocating not to use them, but take the following scenario under consideration
when using it. Suppose you will be testing the charting feature of your product. You
determine it will take IO days to test it. So it is scheduled to be done right after you test
the editor and the start date will be April 1st. If you are one of the lucky few, out in the
real world, development will have the feature totally done so that you can start on time.
Most likely it will not be done or you were expecting it to be fully completed and you
find out that only 60 percent of the features are actually done and you will get another
release in 14 days that will have the rest of the features . Hmmmm, you only scheduled I 0
contiguous days to test the features. But let say it the feature was I 00 percent done on
time. You start testing the feature. After testing the feature for three days, you uncover 8
bugs that cause the program to unexpectedly terminate. Because of these eight bugs you
can' t continue so you must stop testing the feature and wait for a bug fix release that will
not happen for 3 weeks. Because of the bugs, you can't say you completed 3 days of
work. You are going to have to start all over again when you get the bug fix release (3
weeks away) and repeat those three days, maybe. Maybe the bugs might not of been all

that severe. Now you get the bug fix release. Well, the major bugs were fixed but 6
more major bugs have been exposed that prevent you from making any progress. You
have now lost another day. So far you have spent 4 days on a feature and made no
progress. But calendar wise you have been able to start testing three other features . On
two of the features you have made partial progress and on the other feature you have
made no progress. I hope that when you are figuring out your tasks you always add big
buffers. A 50% buffer as a standard for both a development and/or testing activity is not
an unreasonable buffer.
I prefer using a spreadsheet to keep track of the testing activities. It should have
five columns. Task, estimated days to complete, days spent on task, days accomplished,
task fully completed(yes or no) . This will give you the best picture of what you have left
to do and how much you have left to complete. Also, when the other groups are yelling
at the testing organization as to why the schedules are slipping you can show them how
much wasted time you have incurred and what you have left to do.
You testing plan should also outline what you expect from development and
when you expect it. Will all of the bugs be fixed in any release you receive? Will they
give you retail and debug builds of the product? When are you expecting code coverage
builds? How will you know what new features are fully testable or are they only partially
testable? What time of the day are you expecting the release? Suppose your schedule
calls for 10 days of testing activities starting on April 1st, because that is the date
development said they will give you the release. What do you do when the release arrives
at 11 :30 p.m.? I think you just lost a day. But according to the schedule, development
was not late . .I have seen this trick happen so many times on so many projects. If you are
not careful you may have to work the weekend to make up the one day you lost. By the
way, the developers will be home enjoying the weekend while you are busy making up
the time.
Test case organization and standards are also important. On a twelve month
project, people may come and go. Or worse they take vacations and get sick. Because
everyone documents their test cases in a different manor and stores them out on a server
in different ways, it is almost impossible for someone else to come in and pick up their
work. The format of your test cases, commenting of the test cases and directory
structure needs to be agreed upon before the projects starts. Granted you may change it
when you get deeper into testing the product, but if you have 5 testers all doing things
their own way you will get into trouble if anyone leaves, takes vacation or gets sick and
you or someone else has to pick up their work.
Don't forget to think about hardware configuration testing. But be careful about
the ever changing hardware trends. Especially in video cards. If your configuration list is
more than 6 months old, then it should be updated to reflect the latest buying trends. The
video and printer drivers (the software drivers) may have bugs in them that prevent you

from running so update them frequently. Manufacturers are also always putting out new
releases of the software drivers, so always make sure you are running with the latest
driver and do not trust that the operating systems are shipping the latest drivers .
Bugs

What is a bug? Well, listen to your customers' What they say are bugs are what
really matters. Always try and make them happy and try and let them encounter as few
bugs as possible. Don't listen to your customers and you will go out of business.
Want to accurately find out how many bugs you will have on your product?
Look at the history of the developers on the project. People work at constant levels of
productivity and it should be of no surprise that a developer produce code and bugs at a
very consistent rate. Keep statistics. Developer hate this statistic but it's true and
accurate.
What should you look for in a bug report? Plot the number of bugs found in a
week against the number of bugs still awaiting a developer to look at them and the
number of bugs that are resolved and waiting for action from testirig. What I like about
this chart is that it shows: 1) new bugs found per week, 2) The work that development
has yet to do (bugs waiting for development) and 3) work you have to do (resolved
bugs).
What about classifying bugs? Many classify bugs based on some severity
measurement (ie: how badly does it affect the product). But be wary on over using the
severity when you are doing bug estimates and looking to see if the bug rate is low
enough to ship. To a customer, a bug that terminates the application or a bug that
prevents them from performing an action, are the same to them. Customers become
frustrated in not being able to perform a task easily. You want repeat business and those
bugs that have a work around become frustrating to a customer. Just as frustrating as a
crashing bug.
Does your company have what is called "code complete" . Code Complete usually
means that all functionality has been coded and ready for testing. On most projects you
will typically find that you have only seen 50% of the bugs in the project when it reaches
code complete.
Tools

What about code complexity measurements to help find bugs? All of the internal
studies I have seen done at two major software companies show that complex code will
tend to have more bugs than non-complex code. If you have a developer that typically
produces a high amount of bugs and the developer is writing complex code, then expect

to find lots of bugs. If your best developers are writing the most complex code expect to
find fewer .
· What about a code coverage? You should be using code coverage tools and most
compiler companies ship one. Here is the most effective way I have seen it used. Have a
tester create all of the testcases for an area. When development has fixed all of the bugs
then use the coverage tool to perform line coverage. Then look and see what lines of
code have not been hit. The coverage tool will insure that you are not missing anything.
What percent of code coverage should you expect? Aim to hit 85% to 90% of
the products code, measured in lines of code. You can not hit 100% of the code due to
the complex conditions that must occur with multiple error conditions. Example:
suppose you run out of memory and system resources and are attempting to display data
while logging it to a disk. It is probably not worth your efforts to even make the
condition occur. Also don't get over excited when you first start looking at the data.
The first 65% of the lines of code in a product is usually very easy to hit. The effort to
get above 75% starts getting difficult and requires that you work closely with the
development team.
What ·about using a debug version of the OS? Did you even know that all
versions of an OS ship with an SDK that has a debug version? If you do not make a test
run under the debug OS you are shipping with BUGS I The debug version of the OS will
catch a variety of problems such as bad API calls, not freeing memory, not freeing
system resources, etc., etc. Please run a debug version of the OSI
Automated Testing

What about recorders? Be real wary of the completeness that they give you.
Studies that we have performed show that in terms of lines of code in the product, you
will probably be hitting less than 75% of the code. Why so low? It is because you are to
distant from the actual product code. It's very difficult to fully test a product with a
recorder and very inefficient from the studies we have performed, if you are looking to
completely test a product. A recorder can not easily test functionality such as OLE.
Recorders can be used to create simple base testcases and then you need to figure out
how to completely test the rest of your product.
The traditional test approaches has generally relied on manual methods, which
are expensive because they are so labor-intensive. In addition, traditional test methods
frequently are based on random command selections rather than having the tester follow
a predetermined test scrip
For example, one commonly used technique is to have the tester randomly try
various key or mouse actions and visually inspect the results to see if they are as

expected. This approach may appear to be quick and easy, since it requires little advance
planning. However, the random nature of the command selections means that the tester
could miss many potential problems. Human error is also a factor : The tester's visual
inspection could miss some discrepancies between actual and expected results .
Another common technique is to create documented scripts containing manual
actions for human testers to perform in sequence, visually verifying results as they go.
The value of this technique is that it is organized. However, it is still subject to human
error in reproducing the scenarios. None-the-less, the biggest problem with this method
is that on a large project, the turnaround time for a regression run is very long, and the
human fatigue factor is disproportionately high.
Another common technique is the use of beta testers. This approach involves a
broader group of testers than the previous ones-testers who may not be familiar with
the product and who work in real-world situations. While these factors increase the
likelihood that bugs will be found, beta testing is still a random process and therefore
can't be relied on to find all bugs. It also can take anywhere from several weeks to
several months to get the results, which can make it inappropriate for situations where a
quick response is needed.
One of the main benefits of automating software testing is the time it saves.
Manual testing is a labor-intensive process that takes the same amount ohime with each
iteration. Automated tests, in contrast, may take a little longer to create-but, once
created, they can be run without human intervention. Since most products require test
suites to be run many times, automated testing will generally lead to significant cost
savings. In fact, a company will typically pass the break-even point in terms of labor
costs after just two or three iterations of an automated test suite.
Another benefit of the low labor costs of automated testing is that companies can
afford to test more frequently, a factor that improves the quality of their software. In
addition, automated tests can be run at night on the same machines that are used for
development during the day, reducing hardware costs as well as labor costs.
Automated tests also produce faster results than manual tests. This is partly due
to the computer's ability to enter keystrokes and compare results faster than humans can,
partly due to its ability to run 24 hours a day, and partly due to the ability to.divide a test
suite among multiple computers and run them in parallel. As a result, instead of a test
suite taking three or four weeks to run, it may take only a day or two.
Finally, automated testing helps eliminate human error. A human tester may
inadvertently skip one or more items or may not notice that the result of an action differs
in some way from the expected result. An automated test cannot make such errors: It
runs exactly the same way, every time.

It's true that automated testing isn't the answer for every test situation. To begin
with, automated testing requires a product that is fairly functional-one that is past the
early development stage. Furthermore, the beta-testing process, although manual, is
valuable for the real-world feedback it provides. So there will always be a role for
manual testing. But a test mix that is heavily weighted toward automated testing can
lead to both significant cost savings and better software products.

So when do we ship?
Good question. Hard question. Look at your job this way. You are the main
communicator of the products quality and what you believe the customers will
see/experience. Y mi should be constantly be informing the rest of the company of what
the products quality and risks are if they were to ship. Unfortunately, in today's business
climate, conditions may force you to ship sooner than you feel comfortable. Infact, you
might even be recommending that the product not be shipped. But in the real world the
program managers, vice presidents, etc. make the final call and take the final risk.
Hopefully they have listened your assessment and made the best decision for the
company.

Do Post-Mortems
After you ship a product, take your group off-site for a day and look back Ask
the question "what could we do to be more efficient in our jobs". Look at your
processes and what went right and wrong. Figure out how you can be better at what
you do . Don't spend a lot of time figuring out that if you got more complete
specifications at the start of the product you could be more efficient. You can make
recommendation to other groups but it takes a long while for them to change. So look
inside your group. Analyze the bug trends and schedule slippage' s. Projects have a great
tendency to repeat themselves in almost all aspects. Knowing the history will best
prepare you for the future.

The Application of Higher Order Coverage
Jeffery E. Payne
Reliable Software Technologies Corporation
21515 Ridgetop Circle, #250
Sterling, Virginia 20166
(703) 404-9293
jepayn@rstcorp.com
Abstract
The most common method for defect detection and reliability assessment is software
testing. Unfortunately, today's testing techniques are often unable to assure the desired
confidence in an applications reliability. Testers frequently do not gain a quantitative
view of the value of the testing that is being performed. One of the common approaches
to getting a quantitative understanding of the testing value is through the use of
structural coverage criteria. Testers measure the "goodness" of a test suite according
to the number of statements that are executed in the application under test by that
test suite. This is commonly referred to as statement coverage.
Problems arise in statement coverage when the application in question has many
complex logical expressions that make up decision points in the source code. The
statement coverage criteria does not specify whether or not different combinations of
conditions have been covered. It is possible, under statement coverage, to have 100%
coverage, while not actually executing all the possible conditions within the program.
Reliable Software Technologies (RST) Corporation has been researching and developing tools for implementing higher order structural coverage criteria. These coverages
include condition/decision coverage and multiple condition coverage. With these higher
order coverages, the tester gains a higher confidence that more of the possible paths
through the application source code have been tested. Additionally, coverages such as
function call entry/exit coverage can give a larger grain, high level coverage criteria
while not incurring some of the execution overhead of instrumenting and measuring
every line of source code.
Another problem with structural coverage criteria is that the process of generating
test suites to satisfy the criteria is typically a very difficult , labor intensive process.
This problem escalates as higher order coverages are used. RST has implemented and
is exploring techniques for generating these test suites in an automated fashion.
This presentation will discuss of the merits of using higher order coverages to assess
test suites and how these coverages may be performed. RST will discuss its PiSCES
Software Analysis Toolkit and the levels of coverage it is capable of measuring. The
Automated Test Case Generation capabilities will also be discussed.

Abstract
What are the different capture/playback Modes
and the pros/cons of each
Douglas Magie
Software Research, Inc.

While windows-based applications have become the norm, they have increased the complexity for testers verifying an application. Although user interfaces now provide the
user with more aesthetic options, the fact that these options can be invoked in any order
has created a more complex environment for testing and the inconsistencies across platforms in terms of colors, fonts, screen size, and the general look-and-feel further
increases that complexity.
There are a variety of modes in which capture/playback tools can be operated. Each
vendor implements some or all of the modes. It is important to understand the strengths
and weaknesses of each of these modes, and to be able to sort through the different
terms vendors use to describe the same mode. Because testing is not a single task, but a
process that goes on throughout the life of an application, each of these modes has
benefits at different times during that process.
The first mode is true time, or analog, capture/playback. With true time , the keyboard
and mouse inputs are replayed exactly as recorded by the tester. Playback timing is
duplicated from the server's own timing mechanism, allowing tests to be run as if executed by a real user.
The second mode is character recognition, or context sensitive. Character recognition
allows the test to search for items that may have moved, or changed fonts since testing a
previous version of the application. Character recognition can also be used to pull
ASCII characters off of a bitmap screen for test verification purposes.
The final mode is widget or object-level playback. With widget playback, the X and Y
coordinates on the screen are no longer significant as the application's widgets are
activated directly.
Each one of these modes is advantageous at different stages of testing during the
software life cycle. At the end of this presentation, the attendees should have enough of
an understanding to determine which mode or combination of modes is necessary for
their testing purposes.

Integrating Testing and the Development Process
Presented by:
Robin Sullivan, President, Vermont Creative Software
This is your opportunity to learn how to integrate testing throughout the software
development cycle. This presentation will include details on the testing process from
planning through execution. It deals with the inevitable conflicts that occur between the
software development and quality assurance personnel and how to resolve these conflicts.
This lecture will discuss a process that Robin has used successfully at several
organizations to integrate quality assurance throughout the development process.
The process will show how to get developers to "buy in" to testing to reduce time to
delivery while still maintaining high product quality. This session will include details on
how to effectively integrate automated testing tools in this testing process. Details on
how to structure and manage the testing process will also be discussed. There will also
be details on the tools needed to help the quality assurance group keep pace with the
development staff and specific recommendations on features required from these
productivity tools.
In this session we will also discuss management's role in the development process and
outline specific techniques used to ensure a process for producing quality software. It
shows managers how to structure their organizations to minimize friction between
development and quality assurance. Myths about testing and quality assurance are
explored as well as frank facts about the process. This seminar is complete with specific
suggestions on Do's and Don'ts.
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Pseudo Variables in Slicing Criteria

M. Harman & S. Danicic

Overview
Our Approach combines three ideas

. Slicing
. Transformation
. Pseudo Variables to make Introspective Programs

QW'95
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I

Overview

• How slicing simplifies programs
• How to make robustness the subject of a slice
• How transformation improves simplification
. What is a Robustness slice ?
• Why should a tool reply to questions with programs ?

Pseudo Variab les in Slicing Criteria

QW'95
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The Program Slice
choose
. Set of variables

V

Line number

i

Slice construction means
Delete commands with no affect on the
values in V just before line i
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10
20
30
40
50
60

i=l;
s=0;
while(i<MAX)
{ s=s+a[i];
i=i+l;
}

Slicing the above fragment on ({i},60) gives
10
20
30

i=l;
while(i<MAX)

40

{

50
60

i=i+l;
}

QW'95
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program

slice

slice

slice

. Arbitrary re-modularisation

• Divide and conquer
. Testing and Analysis of Components (slices)
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Implicit Effects of Program Execution

• Input/output behaviour
• Robustness
• Storage management
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• Introduce new variables to capture implicit effects

. An Introspective Program which we can slice

• Making the implicit computation explicit
• The slice will be an explicit version of the implicit part
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IInput Output Behaviour
. Output statements always disappear from
slices
. Output variable [Horwitz]
. Other statements could be forced into slices
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M . Harman & S. Danicic
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IRobustness
. Does the program crash?
. Robustness Variable
. Small example later
. Bigger example in the paper

QW'95
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IStorage Allocation
. How is dynamic storage created and
destroyed?
. Heap variable
. Small example in the paper
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i=l;
. s=0;
while(i<MAX)

{ s=s+a[i];
i=i+l;
}

becomes
5

10
20

30
40
45
50
60

QW'95

robust - 1;
i=l;
s=0;
while(i<MAX)
{robust-robust && i>=O && i<=lOO;
s=s+a[i];
i=i+l;
}

Pseudo Variables in Slicing Criteria

M . Harman & S. Danicic
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The introspection algorithm is very simple
A source-to-source transformation

For example
if (E)

C

=:>

E(E) if (£) C'

E(X): Produces code to check indices used in x,
C' : The result of Transforming C.
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. Keep the algorithm simple to avoid error
. But this creates repetitive code

For example
la[x]

=

a[x] + 1;

becomes
robust= robust && x>=O && x<=lOO;
robust= robust && x>=O && x<=lOO;
a[x] = a[x] + 1;

QW'95
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Slicing doesn't give the
simplest program
For example
1

X

2
3

y
z

=
=
=

1;

2*x*x +4;
y - 2*x;

When we slice on ({z},4)

... Nothing Happens !
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The solution is to
apply transformation rules
For example
1

X

2
3

y
z

=
=
=

3;

2*x*x +4;
y - 2*x;

Has the transformed "slice" on ({z},4)

lz
QW'95

=

16;
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The transformation steps
1
2
3

X 3;
y - 2*x*x +4;
z = y - 2*x;

Pushing line 1 forwards gives us:

2
3

y
z
X

= 2*3*3+4;
= y - 2*3 ;
= 3;

Pushing line 2 forwards gives us:

z = 2*3*3+4 - 2*3 ;
y - 2*3*3+4;
X 3;

3
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Now slicing will cause simplification

12

z
y

3

X

-

=
=

2*3*3+4 - 2*3 ;
2*3*3+4;
3;

Now slicing on ({z},4) produces:

11

z

-

2*3*3+4 - 2*3 ,.

which evaluates to:

lz
QW'95

=

16 ;
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To Construct a Robustness Slice

1

Add assignments to the variable robust

2

Repeat

Slice
Transform
3

QW'95

Until no further simplification occurs
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Why not simply
analyse robustness ?
"The Program P is Robust" is undecidable
Consider ...
scanf ( "%d", &x) ;
if (f(x) != g(x))

a[MAX+l] = 42;

... is this program definitely robust ?

QW'95
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slogan
Answer
programmers'
questions
with
programs
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Best Case
Programmer's Question:

Is my program robust ?

System's Answer:

!main(){ int robust; robust= 1;}
... The simplest robustness slice that means 'yes"
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Worst Case
Programmer's Question :

Is my program robust ?

System's Answer:

IA Large

Program

... The Programmer tries something else !
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Most Common Case
Programmer's Question:

Is my program robust?

System's Answer:

IA

Small Program

The programmer analyses the two possibilities:
• Is one stored in the variable robust ?
• Is zero stored in the variable robust ?
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Summary

Three simple ideas ...

. Slicing
. Transformation
. Introducing pseudo variables

small programs which capture a
large program's implicit computations

.. . allow us to create

QW'95
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How to Approach Functional Test Automation

Mr. Kerry 'Zallar
Pacific Bell

Mr. Kerry Zallar began his career supporting a test environment on a
Unisys mainframe providing technical support. He took a job performing
software testing in 1986 with a group which used formal IEEE testing processes
quite successfully. After a year and a half of performing all tests manually. he

investigated and brought in Auto Tester, from Software Recording, Inc., to perform test execution automation. In 1991 he became Product Manager of AutoTester and technical support lead for Pacific Bell. Through his own experience and
through others by consulting, Kerry has gained an insight on how to approach
automated testing which he'd like
to share with otp.ers.
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AN APPROACH TO

Functional Test
Automation
2

Benefits of Automated
Functional Testing

3

REAL Benefits
ti' Automated

Testing is Faster
Need to Shorten SDLC Timeframe
ti' Automated Testing is Consistent
ti' Manual Testing is Ugly
(i.e. Tedious, Boring)
ti' Manual Verification is Error Prone
more ••.

4

REAL Benefits
Application Needs to be Tested Many
Times Over for Many Releases
ti' Automated Testing is Less Expensive
Per Test than Manual Testing
ti' As Automated Tests are Added, Each
Subsequent Complete Test Run is
More Rigorous
ti' Manual Testing Efforts Can Focus on
More Rigorous Tests
ti'

5

Bogus Benefits
Current Release will be Tested more Quickly
Less Resources necessary for Current Release
ti' If it's Automated, it Must be Easier
ti' Requirements & Design were not done well,
therefore, More Testing Should be done
ti' Test Planning, Cases, won't have to be done
ti' Little Manual Testing will have to be done
ti' Automated Testing = Automatic Testing
ti'

ti'

6

Costs of Automated
Functional Testing

7

Costs of Automation
.,, Evaluation of Testing Tools
.,, Purchase of Testing Tools
.,, Annual Maintenance Fees to Vendor
.,, Learning Testing Tools
Training and Learning
.,, Hardware for Storing and Sharing Scripts
more ...
8

Costs of Automation
.,, Dedicated In-House Resource(s)
(recommended) for Building Scripts
.,, Resource(s) for Maintaining Scripts over
Life of Product
.,, Transfer of Test Automation Knowledge
to Others
.,, Planning, Designing, Configuration
Management and other development stuff
9

What to do First

10

First there's ...
.,, Management's Support for Automation
.,, Client's Support to Fund Test Automation
.,, Stable Test System Which is Under the
Control of Testers
.,, Application Software which is at Least
75% Stable
.,,Identify Which Tool Works Well with Your
Application
.,, Identify Dedicated Resource (recommended)
11

Then there's ...
.,, Obtaining the Testing Tool
.,, Getting Trained
Avoid Cold Storage
Learn by Doing and Making Mistakes
.,, Create Short Lived Throw Away Scripts
Aids Testers in Learning the Tool
Quick Benefits from Tool
.,, Begin to Plan the 'Real Thing'
12

Test Automator
Needs to Understand
ti'

Testing Tool

ti'

Scripting Language (like a programming
language)

Structured Programming Concepts
(experience preferred)
ti' Software Development Life Cycle
ti' Software Testing
ti'
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I.Q. Test
Which Does Not Belong
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Automate Payroll Process
Automate Accounting Process
Automate Testing Process
Automate Reservation Process
Coordinate Annual Group Picnic

Automating a process isn't somethin
you do in your spare time.
Resources should be dedicated.
14

I.Q. Test
The Process of Developing
Automated Tests Should Mostly Resemble

15

A.

Rwi Application and Record Scripts

B.
C.

Creating sophisticated Macros

D.

Coding

Process of Developing Software

I.Q. Test
Test Script Creation is Not
Dependent Upon Which Deliverable?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Overall Test Plan
Design of Functional Test Automation
Test Cases with Expected Results
Leftover Pizza from the Group Picnic
Controlled Test Data

16

Testing SDLC Eye Chart
E)
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Planning the 'Real Thing'
More Complete Automation

18

Software Testing Tasks throughout the SDLC

8'
8

Cost of Testing Resources - Long Term

FeasibWt

Cost of Testing Environment
Time available for testing

,

@

Test PlanningStrategic
Resources, schedule, test environment, risks, etc.
Identify tools, build test infrastructure
Walk through Test Plan

'\.

Requirements Testable ? Test the Requirements
Lead tester educated on requirements
Test Planning - Tactical
Create Test Objectives

ts

Test the Design against requirements and standards
Upgrade Test Plan
Create Automated Testing Design
Create Test Cases
Create Test Procedures
(Style depends on testers expertise of system)
Test Environment available in a stable "base" state
Create Automated Test Scripts
Execute Tests
Execute ReTests

Key Learnings

Do it "all" again
Reuse Test Plans, Test Cases, Test Scrip

PACIFIC EIBELL,

Overall Test Plan
Should Include for Automation
.,, Resources - Human, Software and Hardware
.,, Overall Automation Development Strategy
.,, Long Term Maintenance Strategy
.,, Configuration Management of Automated Tests
.,, Tracability - Requirements to Cases to Scripts
.,, Automated Test Schedule
(Work Breakdown Structure)
.,, Risks - Mitigation, Monitoring and Contingency
19

Design of
Functional Automation Testing
Depends Upon
.,, Overall Test Plan
.,, Test Designs and Test Objectives

20

Automated Test Design Addresses
.,, What Will and Won't be Automated
.,, Breakdown of Application's Functional
Areas
.,, Tactical Approach for Scripting
Functional Areas
.,, Tactical Approach for Scripting Tests for
Integration of Functional Areas
.,, Reporting Process
Reports Delivered by Testing Tool
more ...
21

Automated Test Design Addresses
v Detailed Test Script Development Schedule
v Diagram Showing Relationship Between
Test Scripts
v Identify Manual Intervention
(ex. Manipulation of Environment)
v Identify What Paths Should be Taken by
Scripts Should They Fail

22

Test Cases Support Automation
v Trace Test Cases Back to Requirements
v Identifies Setup
v Identifies Test Performed
v Identifies Test Data
(Or Data is Identified in Test Procedures)
v Identifies Expected Results
v Maps Well to Design of Functional
Automated Testing
23

Automated Test Script Creation
Depends Upon
v Design of Automated Functional Testing
vTest Cases
v Test Data Identified within Test Cases or
Test Procedures

24

Automated Test Scripting
Guidelines
.,, Follow Design (as you would code)
.,, Keep Modules Small and Structured
(as you would code)
.,, Use Variables with Input Files Instead of
Recording Keystrokes (i.e. don't hardcode)
.,, Document Test Scripts within the Script
.,, Script According to the Setup and
Instructions documented in the Test Case
25

What to be Concerned About
.,, Falling Away from using Life Cycle
Approach to Automated Testing
ti Attempting to Automate Too Much at One
Time
.,, Sharing of Expertise Among Test Team
.,, Configuration Management of Scripts
.,, Tracing Scripts to Cases and Requirements
.,, Maintenance of Design and Test Scripts
1) Process
2) Resources
26

Potential Risks
.,, Management Support Fading after not
seeing Immediate Results
.,, Client Support (and funding) Fading
ti Schedules Driving Resources Away from
Automation
ti Focus of Test Team Moves from
Application to Test Tool (hey, it's fun)
ti Test Environment is not Stable
more ...
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Potential Risks
v Application is Not Yet Stable Enough for
Automation
v Falling Back to Capture/Playback
Methods instead of Structured Modules
v Tool / Scripts / Experience - Expertise
Walking Away
v Application Changes so Dramatically
that Maintenance is a Rewrite of Most
Test Scripts
28

Personnel Considerations
• In House - QA/QC with
Technical Skills
• Contractor - QA/QC
with Technical Skills
• In House - Programmer
• In House - Tester
without Technical Skills
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Personnel Considerations
v In House - QA/QC with Technical Skills
(Recommended)
Person qualified in QA/QC concepts and
practices. Also, someone with technical
capabilities, expertise and programming
skills. Finally, someone who will be
around a while to assist in maintenance
as the product changes.
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Personnel Considerations
ti'

Contracted - QA/QC with Technical
Skills (Alternative)
Negative aspects include the learning
curve of the application, the testing tool
and the culture. Also, after the system is
built the expertise of both the test tool
and the entire test suite may walk out the
door leaving maintenance of tests very
vulnerable.
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Personnel Considerations
ti' In

House - Programmer
(Alternative)
Negative Aspects include programmer
not sharing enough tool and test suite
expertise for maintenance. Programmers
are usually called upon to work on other
projects.
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Personnel Considerations
ti' In

House - QA/QC without Technical
Skills (Alternative)
Negative aspects include the training
necessary to acquire technical skills and
programming concepts. Due to lack of
programming experience, test suite may
not be optimally built. Finally, some
testers were born to be great testers, but
not necessarily very good programmers.
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"Good enough"
isn't.
A Pacific Telesis Company
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